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Craig's RestoratioeDental Materials is dedicated to tlw memory of

Dr. Robert G, Craig, who passed away on Apri|24,2003.

Following in the footsteps of the first editor, Dr. Floyd Peyton, Dr. Craig serued as the lead editor

of nine editions of this text. Dr. Craig was the Marcus L. Ward Professor Emeritus of Dentistry at

the Uniaersig of Michigan, whcre le had been on the faculty since L957. He applicd his fuckground

in clumistry and engineering to research problems in dental materials and contributed to the

education of thousands of predoctoral, postgraduate, and graduate studmts. This text, which is

now translated in numcrous languages, reflects his commitment to the dissemination of accurate,

current knowledge about dental materials in clinical practice.

We also deilicate this text to thc many mentors and colleagues with whom we haae collaborated.

Ron Sakaguchi
Jack Ferracane
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Preface

The fourteenth edition of this classic textbook has
been extensively updated to include many recent
developments in dental biomaterials science and
new materials for ciinical use. The book continues
to be designed for predoctoral dental students and
also provides an excellent update of dental bioma-
terials science and clinical applications of restorative
materials for students in graduate programs and
residencies.

Dr. Ron Sakaguchi returns as the lead editor of
the fourteenth edition. Dr. Sakaguchi serves as pro-
fessor in the Division of Management in the School
of Medicine and professor, Division of Biomaterials
and Biomechanics in the Department of Restorative
Dentistry at Oregon Health & Science University
(OHSU) in Portland,Oregon. Heeamed a BSin cyber-
netics from the University of California Los Angeles
(UCLA), a DDS from Northwestern University,
an MS in prosthodontics from the University of
Minnesota, a PhD in biomaterials and biomechanics
from Thames Polytechnic (London, England; now
the University of Greenwich), and an MBA sumna
cum laude in enhepreneurship from Babson College.

Dr. fack Ferracane is a new co-editor of the four-
teenth edition. Dr. Ferracane serves as professor and
chair of the Department of Restorative Dentistry and
division director of Biomaterials and Biomechanics
at Oregon Health & Science University (OHSU) in
Portland, Oregon. He earned a BS in biology from
the University of Illinois and an MS and a PhD in
biological materials from Northwestern University.

Dr. fohn M. Powers returns as a co-editor of the
fourteenth edition. He served as the lead editor of
the twelfth edition and contributed to the previous
eight editions. Dr. Powers is clinical professor of
oral biomaterials in the Department of Restorative
Dentistry and Prosthodontics at the UTHealth
fthool of Dentistry, The University of Texas Health
Science Center at Houston, and senior vice presi-
dent of Dental Consultants, Inc. (publisher of The
Dental Adubor). Dr. Powers was formerly Director
of the Houston Biomaterials Research Center. He
earned a BS in chemistry and a PhD in mechanical

engineering and dental materials at the University
of Michigan.

We thank our many chapter authors for their effort
and expertise: Dr. Roberto Braga of the University
of 56o Paulo; Dr. Isabelle Denry of the University
of lowa; Dr. Sharukh Khajotia of the University of
Oklahoma; Dr. David Mahler of Oregon Health &
Scimce University; Drs. Grayson and Sally Marshall
of the University of California San Francisco (UCSF);
Dr. Iohn Mitchell of Midwestern University; Dr.
Sumita Mitra of Mitra Chemical Consulting, LLC,
and many years at 3M ESPE; and Dr. Carmem Pfeifer
of Oregon Health & Science University.

The organization of the fourteenth edition follows
the format of the popular thirteenth edition. Chapters
are organized by major clinical procedures. Chapter 3
has been extensively revised with a new focus on
materials<entered treahnent design. The treatment
design approach proposed by Spear and Kokich is
discussed where treatment planning starts with an
assessment of overall esthetics, to which a consider-
ation of function, structure, and biology are added.
A new table presents a summary of the approach
with queries for each stage, and relevant materials
and properties to be considered. The discussion of
material and mechanical properties and their testing
in Chapters 4 and 5 is updated and modernized to
improve understanding.The history of amalgam and
its fabrication now appears in the online companion
to Chapter 10, along with other legacy metals and
alloys. Trssue engineering materials have been exten-
sively updated, with new figures, in Chapter 16.

A website accompanies this textbook. lncluded
is the majority of the procedural, or materials han-
dling, content that was in the twelfth and thirteenth
editions. The website can be found at http://evolve.
elsevier.com/Sakaguchi/restorative/, where you
will also find extensive text and graphics to supple-
ment the print version of the book.

Ron Sakaguchi
lack Ferracane

lohn Powers
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1

Role and Significance of Restorative
Dental Materials

Developments in materials rience, stem cells, imag-
ing, threedimensional (3D) printinB, and robotics
have dramatically changed the way we look at the
replacement of components of the human anatomy.
The replacement of tooth struchrre lost to disease
and injury continues to be a large part of general
dental practice. Restorative dental materials are the
foundation for the replacement of tooth structure.

Form and function are important considerations
in the replacement of lost tooth structure. Although
tooth form and appearance are aspects most easily
recognized, function of the teeth and supporting
tissues contributes greatly to the quality of life. The
links between oral and general health are widely
accepted. Proper function of the elements of the
oral cavity, including the teeth and soft tissues, is
needed for eating, speaking, swallowing, and proper
breathing.

Restorative dental materials make the reco,nstruction
of the dental hard tissues possible. ln many areas, the
development of dental materials has progressed more
rapidly than for other anatomical prosthese. Because
of their long-term success, patients often expect dental
prostheses to outperform the natural materials they
replace. The application of materials science is unique
in dentisbrybecauseof the complexity of the oral cavity,
which indudes bacteria, high forces, ever changing pH,
and a warm, fluid environment. The oral cavity is con-
sidered to be theharshest errvironment for a material in
thebody. ln additio,n, when dmtal materials are placed
directly into tooth cavities as restorative materials,
there are very specific requiremmts for manipulation
of the material. Iftowledge of materials science and
biomechanics is very important when choosing materi-
als for specific dmtal applications and when designing
the best solution for restoration of tooth sbrrcture and
replacement of teeth.

A review of the history of dentistry may be found
on the book's website at http://evolve.elsevier.com/
sakaguchi / restorative.

SCOPE OF MATERIALS COVERED IN
RESTORAflVE DENTISTRY

Restorative dental materials include representa-
tives from the broad classes of materials: met-
als, polymers, ceramics, and composites. Dental
materials include such items as resin composites,
cements, glass ionomers, ceramics, noble and base
metals, amalgam alloys, gypsum materials, cast-
ing investments, impression materials, denture
base resins, and other materials used in restorative
procedures. The demands for material character-
istics and performance range from high flexibility
reguired by impression materials to high stiffness
required in crowns and fixed dental prostheses.
Materials for dental implants require integration
with bone. Some materials are cast to achieve
excellent adaptation to existing tooth structure,
whereas others are machined to produce very
reproducible dimensions and structured geom-
etries. When describing these materials, physi-
cal and chemical characteristics are often used
as criteria for comparison. To understand how a

material works, we study its chemical structure,
its physical and mechanical characteristics, and
how it should be manipulated to produce the best
performance.

Most restorative materials are characterized by
physical, chemical, and mechanical parameters
that are derived from test data. Improvements in
these characteristics might be attractive in labo-
ratory studies, but the real test is the material's
performance in the mouth and the ability of the
material to be manipulated properly by the den-
tal team. In many cases, manipulative errors can
negate the technological advances for the mate-
rial. It is therefore very important for the dental
team to understand fundamental materials science
and biomechanics to select and manipulate dental
materials appropriately.

I



2 CRAIG'S RESTORATIVE DENTAL MATERIALS

A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO
RESTORATIVE MATERIALS

The practice of clinical dentistry depends not only
on a complete understanding of the various clinical
techniques but also on an appreciation of the funda-
mental biological, chemical, and physical principles
that support the clinical applications. It is important
to understand the "how" and "why" associated with
the function of natural and synthetic dental materials.

A systems approach to assessing the chemical,
physical, and engineering aspects of dental materi-
als and oral function, along with the physiological,
pathological, and other biological studies of the tis-
sues that support the restorative structures, provides
the best patient outcomes. This integrative approach,
when combined with the best available scientific evi-
dence, clinician experience, patient preferences, and
patient modifiers, results in the best patient-centered
care.

APPLICATION OF VARIOUS SCIENCES

In the chapters that follow, fundamental characteris-
tics of materials are presented along with numerous
practical examples of how the basic principles relate
to clinical applications. Test procedures and fabrica-
tion techniques are discussed briefly but not empha-
sized. Many of the details of manipulation are found
on the book's website athltp: / / evolve.elsevier.com/
sakaguchi / restorative.

A more complete understanding of fundamental
principles of materials and mechanics is important
for the clinician to design and provide a progno-
sis for restorations. For example, the prognosis of
long-span fixed dental prostheses, or bridges, is
dependent on the stiffness and fracture resistance
of the materials. When considering esthetics, the
hardness of the material is an important property
because it influences the ability to polish the mate-
rial. Some materials release fluoride when exposed
to water, which might be beneficial in high-caries-
risk patients. When selecting a ceramic for in-office
fabrication of an all-ceramic crown, the machining
characteristic of ceramics is important. Implants
have a range of bone and soft tissue adaptations
that are dependent on surface texfure, coatings, and
implant geometry. These are just a few examples of
the many interactions between the clinical perfor-
mance of dental materials and fundamental scien-
tific principles.

The toxicity of and tissue reactions to dental mate-
rials are receiving more attention as a wider variety
of materials are being used and as federal agencies
demonstrate more concem in this area. A further
indication of the importance of the interaction of

materials and tissues is the development of recom-
mended standard practices and tests for the biologi-
cal interaction of materials through the auspices of
the American Dental Association (ADA).

After many centuries of dental practice, we con-
tinue to be confronted with the problem of replacing
tooth tissue lost by either accident or disease. In an
effort to constantly improve our restorative capa-
bilities, the dental profession will continue to draw
from materials science, product design, engineering,
biology, chemistry, and the arts to further develop an
integrated practice of dentistry.

zuTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN
BIOMATERIALS

ln the United States about 50o/o of adults aged 20
to 64 have lost at least one permanmt tooth to an
accident, periodontal disease, a failed root canal, or
tooth decay. In adults aged 65 and older, almost 19%
have lost all of their natural teeth. That number is
twice as large for adults aged 75 and over than for
adults aged 55 to74 (CDC/NCHS, National Health
and Nutrition Examination Survey, 2011*2012). For
children aged 5 to 19 years, 18% have untreated den-
tal caries. For adults aged 20 to 44, that number is
27%.The demand for restorative care is tremendous.
Advances in endodontology and periodontology
enable people to retain teeth longer, shifting restor-
ative care from replacement of teeth to long-term
restoration and maintenance. Development of suc-
cessful implant therapies has encouraged patients
to replace individual teeth with fixed, single-tooth
restorations rather than with fixed or removable
dental prostheses. For those patients with good
access to dental care, single-tooth replacements
with implants are becoming a more popular option
because they do not involve the preparation of
adiacent teeth as for a fixed, multiunit restoration.
Research into implant coatings, surface texfures,
graded properties, alternative materials, and new
geometries will continue to grow For those with
less access, removable prostheses will continue to
be used.

An emphasis on esthetics continues to be popular
among consurners, and this will continue to drive the
development and sales of tooth-whitening systems
and esthetic restorations. There appears to be an
emerging trend for a mone natural looking appear-
ance with some individuality as opposed to the
uniform, sparkling white dentition that was previ-
ously requested by many patients. This will encour-
age manufacturers to develop materials that mimic
natural dentition even more closely by providing
the same depth of color and optical characteristics of
natural teeth.
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With the aging of the population, restorations
for exposed root surfaces and worn dentitions will
become more corrunon. These materials will need
to function in an environment with reduced sali-
vary flow and atypical salivary pH and chemistry.
Adhesion to these surfaces will be more challenging.
This segment of the population will be managing
multiple chronic diseases with many medications
and will have difficulty maintaining an adequate
regimen of oral home care. Restorative materials will
be challenged in this difficult environment.

The interaction between the fields of biomaterials
and molecular biology is growing rapidly. Advances
in tissue regeneration will accelerate. Developments
in nanotechnology are having a major impact on
materials science. The properties we currently
understand at the macro and micro levels will be
very different at the nano level. Biofabrication and
bioprinting methods are creating new structures and
materials. This is a very exciting time for materials
research, and clinicians will have much to look for-
ward to in the near future as this body of research
develops new materials for clinical applications.
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The Oral Environment

The tooth contains three specialized calcffied tissues:
enamel, dentin, and cementum (Fig. 2.1). Enamel is
unique in that it is the most highly calcified tissue in
the body and contairu the least organic content of any
of these tissues. Enamel provides the hard outer cov-
ering of the crown that allows efficient mastication.
Dentin and cementum, Iike bone, are vital, hydrated,
biological composite structures formed mainly of a
collagen type I matrix reinforced with the calcium
phosphate mineral called apatite. Dentin forms the
bulk of the tooth and is joined to the enamel at the
dentin-enamel junction (DE]). The dentin of the tooth
root is covered by cemenfum that provides connection
of the tooth to the alveolar bone via the periodontal
ligament. Although the structure of these tissues is
often described in dental texts, the properties are often
discussed only superficially. However, these proper-
ties are important with regard to the interrelationships
of the factors that contribute to the performance neces-
sary for the optimum function of these tissues.

In restorative dentistry we are interested in pro-
viding preventive treatments that will maintain
tissue integrity and replace damaged tissues with
materials that ideally will mimic the natural appear-
ance and performance of those tissues when neces-
sary. Thus knowledge of the structure and properties
of these tissues is desirable both as a yardstick to
measnre the properties and performance of restor-
ative materials and as a guide to the development
of materials that will mimic their structure and func-
tion. In addition, many applications, such as dental
bonding, requke us to attach synthetic materials to
the calcified tissues, and these procedures rely on
detailed knowledge of the structure and properties
of the adhesive tissue substrates.

ENAMEL

Fig. 2.1 shows a schematic diagram of a posterior
tooth sectioned to reveal the enamel and dentin

components. Enamel forms the hard outer shell of
the crown and as the most highly calcified tissue is
well suited to resisting wear due to mastication.

Enamel is formed by ameloblasts starting at the
DE] and proceeding outward to the tooth surface.
The ameloblasts exchange signals with odontoblasts
located on the other side of the DEJ at the start of the
enamel and dentin formation, and the odontoblasts
move inward from the DE| as the ameloblasts form-
ing enamel move outward to form the enamel of the
crown. Most of the enamel organic matrix composed
of amelogenins and enamelins is resorbed during
tooth maturation to leave a calcified tissue that is
largely composed of mineral and a sparse organic
matrix. The strucfural arrangement of enamel forms
keyhole-shaped structures known as enamel prisms or
rods that are about 5 Fm across, as seen in Fig. 2.2.

The overall composition is about 96% mineral by
weight, with 1% lipid and protein and the remainder

Enamel Dentin

Outer

lnner

lnner
cervical

i l( ' ^l . ; Schematic diagram of a tooth cut longitudi-
nally to expose the enamel, dentin, and the pulp cham-
ber. On the right side are illustrations of dentin tubules
as viewed from the top, which show the variation in the
tubule number with location. At the left is an illustration
of the change in direction of the primary dentin tubules as

secondary dentin is formed. (From Marshall Sl, Balooch M,
Breunig T, et al. Human dentin and the dentin-resin adhesitn
interface. Acta Mater. 199 I ;45:2529-2539.)
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lnterrod
enamel

Head

Tail

B

40.0

20.0

C o 1o.o 2o.o so.o

Enamel microstructure showing a schematic diagram of keyhole-ehaped enamel priems or rode about 5
;m in diameter (B). Atomic force microscopy images showing prism cross sections (A) and along axes of the prisms (C).
Crystallite orientation deviates in the interrod and tail area, and the organic content increases in the interrod area. (Modifed

ftom Habelitz S, Marshall Sl, Marshall GW, et al. Mechanical properties of human dental enamel on tlrc nanometer scale. Arch Oral
BioL 2N1, ;46 :17 3-1, I 3.)
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0
40.0

being water. The organic portion and water probably
play important roles in tooth function and pathology,
and it is often more usefui to describe the composition
on a volume basis. On that basis we see the organic
components make up about 3olo and water 12% of the
structure. The mineral is formed and grows into very
long crystals of hexagonal shape about 40 nm across;
these crystals have not been synthetically duplicated.
There is some evidence that the crystals may span the
whole enamel thickness, but this is difficult to prove
because most preparation procedures lead to frac-
ture of the individual crystallites. It appears that they
are at least thousands of nanometers long. If this is
true, then enamel crystals provide an extraordinary
"aspect" ratio (length-to'width ratio) for a nanoscale
material, and they are very different from the much
smaller dentin crystals. The crystals are packed into
enamel prisms or rods that are about 5 pm across, as
shown in Fig. 2.2. These prisms are revealed easily by

acid etdring and extend in a closely packed array from
the DE] to the enamel surface and lie roughly perpen-
dicular to the DE|, except in cuspal areas where the
ncds twist and cross/ known as decussatiott, which may
increase fracture resistance. About 100 crystals of the
mineral are needed to span the diameter of a prism,
and the long axes of the crystals tend to align them-
selves along the prism axes, as seen in Fi9.2.2.

The crystals near the periphery of each prism
deviate somewhat from the long axis toward the
interface between prisms. The deviation in the tail
of the prism is even greater. The individual crys-
tals within a prism are also coated with a thin layer
of lipid and/or protein that plays important roles
in mineralization, although much remains to be
learned about the details. Recent work suggests that
this protein coat may lead to increased toughness of
the enamel. The interfaces between prisms, or inter-
rod enamel, contain the main organic components
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2. THE ORAL ENVIRONMENT

: Etching enamel. (A) Gel etchant dispensed on the enamel portion of the preparation. (B) Frosty appearance
after etching rinsing, and drying. (C) Magnified view of etch pattern with preferential prism periphery etch (type 1). (D)
Bonding agent revealed after dissolving enamel. (E) Mixed etch pattems showing type 1 (light prisms with dark periphery)
and type 2 (dark cores with light periphery) etching on the same surface. (C and D, After Mnrshall GlN, Olson W, ke CV.
SEM lnoestigation of thc oariability of enamel surfuces after simuhted cliniul acid etching for pit and fasure sealants. ! Dent Res.
1975;54:7222-7237; E, After Marshall GW, Olson IN\ In CV. SEM Inaatigation of tlu oariability of enamel surfaces after simu-
lated clinical acid etching for pit and fasure sealants. J Dent Res. 7975;54:1222-1237; E, fiom Morshall GW, Marshall Sl, Bayne SC.
Ratoratiue dental materials: scanning electron ruicroscopy and x-ray mitoanalysis, Scanning Microx.. 1988;2:2007-2028.)

7

of the strucfure and act as passageways for water
and ionic movement. These arleas are also known as
prism sheaths. These regions are of vital importance in
etching processes associated with bonding and other
demineralization processes, such as caries.

Etching of enamel with acids such as phosphoric
acid, commonly used in enamel bonding, eliminates
smear layers associated with cavity preparation,

dissolves persisting layers of prismless enamel in
deciduous teeth, and differentially dissolves enamel
crystals in each prism. The pattern of etched enamel
is categorized as type 1 (preferential prism core etch-
ing; Fig. 2.2A), type 2 (preferential prism periphery
etching; Fig. 2.3C), and type 3 (mixed or uniform).
Sometimes these patterns appear side by side on
the same tooth surface (Fig. 2.3E). No differences in
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Hardness (GPa)

Buccal Lingual

Nanoindentation mapping of the mechani-
cal propertiee of human molar tooth enamel. (From Cuy

lL, Mann AB, Lioi KI, et al. Nanoindentation mapping of the

mechanicnl propertiu of hunan molar tooth enamel. Arch Oral
Biol. 2002 ;47 ( 4) :281-291..)

micromechanical bond strength of the differerrt etch-
ing pattems havebeen established.In a standard cav-
ity preparation for a composite, the orientation of the
enamel surfaces being etched could be perpendicular
to enamel prisms (perimeter of the cavity outline),
oblique cross section of the prisms (beveled ocdusal
or proximal margins), and axial walls of the prisms
(cavity preparation walls). D.rring the early stages of
etching, when only a small amount of enamel crystal
dissolution occurs, it may be difficult or impossible
to detect the extent of the process. However, as the
etching pattem begins to develop, the surface etched
with phosphoric acid develops a frosty appearance
(Fig. 2.38), which has been used as the traditional
clinical indicator for sufficient etching. This rough-
ened surface provides the substrate for infiltration of
bonding agents that can be polymerized after pen-
ehation of the etched enamel structure so that they
form micromechanical bonds to the enamel whm
polymerized. With self-etching bonding agents, this
frosty appearance crulnot be detected.

There are two other important structural varia-
tions of enamel. Near the DE| the enamel prism struc-
ture is not as well developed in the very first enamel
formed, so that the enamel very close to the DEJ may
appear aprismatic or without the prism-like structure.
Similarly, on the outer surface of the enamel, at com-
pletion of the enamel surface, the ameloblasts degen-
erate and leave a feafurcless layer, called prismless

enamel, on the outer surface of the crown. This layer
is more often observed in deciduous teeth and is often
wom off in permanent teeth. However, if present, this
causes some dfficulty in getting an effective etching
pattem and may require roughening of the surface
or additional etching treaknents. The outer surface of
the enamel is of great dinical significance because it
is the surface subjected to daily wear and undergoes

repeated cycles of demineralization and remineral-
ization. As a result of these cydes, the composition
of the enamel crystals may change for example, as a
result of exposure to fluoride. Thus the properties of
the enamel might be expected to vary from the exter-
nal to the intemal surface. Such variations, including
a thin surface veneer of fluoride'rich apatite crystals,
create differences in the enamel properties within the
enamel. Enamel is usually harder at the occlusal and
cuspal areas and less hard nearer the DH. Fig. 2.4
shows an example of the difference in hardness.

TI{E MINERAL

The mineral of all calcified tissues is a highly defec-
tive relative of the mineral hydroxyapatite (HA).
The biological apatites of calcified tissues are differ-
ent from the ideal HA structure in that the defects
and chemical substitutions generally make them
weaker and more soluble in acids. HAhas the simple
formula Cals(POa)5,(OH)2, with an ideal molar ratio
of calcium to phosphorus (CalP) of 1,.67 and a hex-
agonal crystal structure. The apatite of enamel and
dentin has a much more variable composition that
depends on its forrrative history and other chemi-
cal exposures during maturity. Thus the mineral in
enamel and dentin is a calcium-deficient, carbonate-
rich, and highly substituted form related to HA.
Metal ions such as magnesium (Mg) and sodium
(Na) may substitute for calcium, whereas carbonate
substitutes for the phosphate and hydroryl groups.
These substitutions distort the structure and make it
more soluble. Perhaps the most beneficial substitu-
tion is the fluorine (F) ion, which substitutes for the
hydroxyl group (OH) in the formula and makes the
structure stronger and less soluble. Complete sub-
stitution of F for (OH) in HA yields fluoroapatite
mineral, Cale(PO|5@)2 which is much less soluble
than HA or the defective apatite of calcified tissues.
It is worth noting that HA has attracted considerable
attention as an implantable calcified tissue replace-
ment. [t has the advantage of being a purified and
stronger form of the natural mineral and releases no
harmful agents during biological degradation. Its
major shortcoming is that it is extremely brittle and
sensitive to porosity or defects, and therefore it frac-
tures easily in load-bearing applications.

The approximate carbonate contents of the enamel
and dentin apatites are significantly different, about
3% and 5% carbonate, respectively. All other fac-
tors being equal, this would make the dentin apatite
more soluble in acids than the enamel apatite. Things
are not equal, however, and the dentin apatite crys-
tals are much smaller than the enamel crystals. This
means that the dentin crystals present a higher sur-
face area to attacking acids and contain many more
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defects per unit volume and thus exhibit consider-
ably higher solubility. Finally, as discussed further
below, the dentin mineral occupies only about 50%
of the dentin structure, so there is not as much apatite
in the dentin as there is in the enamel. All of these
factors multiply the susceptibility of dentin to acid
attack and provide insight into the rapid spread of
caries when it penetrates the DE|.

DENTIN

Dentin is a complex hydrated biological com-
posite structure that forms the bulk of the tooth.
Furthermore, dentin is modified by physiological,
aging, and disease processes that result in differ-
ent forms of dentin. These altered forms of dentin
may be the precise forms that are most important in
restorative dentistry. Some of the recognized varia-
tions include primary, secondary, reparative or ter-
tiary, sclerotic, transparent, carious, demineralized,
remineralized, and hypermineralized. These terms
reflect alterations in the fundamental components of
the structure as defined by changes in their arange-
ment, interrelationships, or chemistry. A number of
these may have important implications for our ability
to develop long-lasting adhesion or bonds to dentin.

Primary dentin is formed during tooth develop-
ment. Its volume and conformation, reflecting tooth
form, vary with the size and shape of the tooth.
Dentin is composed of about 50 volume percent
(vol%) carbonate-rich, calcium-deficient apatite;
30 vol% organic matter, which is largely type I col-
lagen; and about 20 volo/" fluid, which is similar to
plasma. Other noncollagenous proteins are thought
to be involved in dentin mineralization and other
firnctions such as controlling crystallite size and
orientation. The role of noncollagenous proteins in
biomineralization or simpler molecules that can
mimic some of their functions may lead to dentin
remineralization methods; however, these functions
and possibilities are not discussed further in this text.
The major components are distributed into distinc-
tive morphological features to form a vital and com-
plex hydrated composite in which the morphology
varies with location and undergoes alterations with
age or disease. The tubules, one distinct and impor-
tant feature of dentin, represent the kacks taken by
the odontoblastic cells from the DEJ or cementum at
the root to the pulp chamber and appear as tunnels
piercing the dentin structure (Fig. 2.5). The tubules
converBe on the pulp chamber, and therefore tubule
density and orientation vary from location to location
(see Fig. 2.1). Tubule number density is lowest at the
DEf and highest at the predentin surface at the junc-
tion to the pulp chamber, where the odontoblastic
cell bodies lie in nearly a close-packed array. Lower

mal dentin showing its unique stnrcture aB seen ftom two
directions. At the top is a view of the tubules, each of which
is surrounded by peritubular dentin. Tubules lie between
the dentin-enamel junction and converge on the pulp
chamber. The perpendicular surface at the bottom shows a

fracture surface revealing some of the tubules as they form
tunnel-like pathways toward the pulp. The tubule lumen
normally contains fluid and processes of the odontoblastic
cells. (Frorz Marshall GW. Dentin: microstructure anil charac-

terization. Quintessence lnt. 1993;24:60H17.)

tubule densities are found in the root. The contents
of the tubules include odontoblast processes, for all
or part of their course, and fluid. The extent of the
odontoblast process is still uncertain, but evidence is
mounting that it extends to the DE|. For most of its
course, the tubule lumen is lined by a highly mineral-
ized cuff of peritubular dentin approximately 0.5 to
1 pm thick (Fig. 2.6). Because the peritubular dentin
forms after the tubule lumen has been formed, some
argue that it may be more properly termed intratubu-
lar ilentin and contains mostly apatite crystals with
little organic matrix. A number of studies have con-
cluded that the peritubular dentin does not contain
collagen and therefore might be considered a sepa-
rate calcified tissue. The tubules are separated by
intertubular dentin composed of a matrix of type I
collagen reinforced by apatite (see Figs. 2.5 and 2.5).

This arrangement means that the amount of intertu-
bular dentin varies with location. The apatite crystals
are much smaller (approximately 5 x 30 x 100 nm)
than the apatite found in enamel and contain about
57o carbonate. The small crystallite size, defect struc-
ture, and higher carbonate content lead to the gteater
dissolution susceptibility described above.

Estimates of the size of tubules, the thickness of
the peritubular region, and the amount of intertubu-
lar dentin have been made in a number of studies.
Calculations for occlusal dentin as a function of posi-
tion from these data show that the percentage tubule
area and diameter vary from about 22o/o and 2.5 prrt

near the pulp to Lolo and 0.8 prn at the DEj, respec-
tively. Intertubular matrix area varies from 12% at the
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Comparison of Mean Numerical Densiry
of Tubules in Occlusal Dentin

Outer Dentin Middle Dentin Inner Dentin

15,000/mm2 35,000/mm2 65,fi)0,/mm2

2q000/mm2 35,0fi)/mm2 43,fi)0,/mm2

24,5A0/mmz r0,400/mm2 51,100/mm2

18,000/mm2 39,N0/mm2 52,N0/mm2

Fron ilata reprted in Marshall GW. Dentin: micratructure anil charac-

teriution. Quintessence lnl. 1993;24:505-$1 7.

predentin to 96"/" near the DEJ, whereas peritubular
dentin ranges from over 50% down toSo/" at the DE].
Tubule densities are compard in Table 2.1 based
on work by various investigators. It is clear that the
structural components will vary considerably over
their course and necessarily result in locationdepen-
dent variations in morphology, distribution of the
structural elements, and important properties such as

permeability, moisfure content, and available surface
area for bonding. They may also affect bond strength,
hardness, and other properties.

Because the odontoblasts come to rest just inside
the dentin and line the walls of the pulp chamber
after tooth formation, the dentin-pulp complex can
be considered a vital tissue. This is different from
mature enamel, which is acellular. Over time, sec-

ondary dentin forms and the pulp chamber gradu-
ally becomes smaller. The border between primary
and secondary dentin is usually marked by a change
in orientation of the dentin tubules. Furthermore, the
odontoblasts react to form tertiary dentin in response
to insults such as caries or tooth preparatiory and this
form of dentin is often less well organized than the
primary or secondary dentin.

Early enamel carious lesions may be reversed
by remineralization treatments. However, effective
remineralization treatments are not yet available for
dentin, and therefore the current standard of care
dictates surgical intervention to remove highly dam-
aged tissue and then restoration as needed. Thus it is
important to understand altered forms of dentin and
the effects of such clinical interventions.

When dentin is cut or abraded by dental instm-
ments, a smear layer develops and covers the sur-
face and obscures the underlying structure (Fig.
2.7). T\e bur cutting marks are shown in Fig. 2.7A
and at higher magnification in Fig. 2.7B- Fig. 2.7C
shows the smear layer thickness from the side and
the development of smear plugs as the cut dentin
debris is pushed into the dentin tubule lumen. The
advantages and disadvantages of the smear layer
have been extensively discussed for several decades.
It reduces permeability and therefore aids in main-
taining a drier field, and it reduces infiltration of nox-
ious agents into the tubules and perhaps the pulp.
However, it is now generally accepted that it is a hin-
drance to dentin bonding procedures and therefore is
normally removed or modified by some form of acid
conditioning.

Acid etching or conditioning allows for removal
of the smear layer and alteration of the superficial
dentin, opening channels for infiltration by bond-
ing agents. Fig. 2.8 shows what happens in such
an etching treatment. The tubule lumens widen as

the peritubular dentin is preferentially removed
because it is mostly mineral with sparse protein.
The widened lumens form a funnel shape that is not
very retentive.

Fig.29 shows these effects in a slightly different
way. Unetched dentin in Fig. 2.9A ftofl has small
tubules and peritubular dentin, which is removed in
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' i , - . i Fracture surface of the dentiru (A) Viewed from the occlusal direction. (B) Viewed longitudinally. Peritubular
(P; also called,intratubular) dentin forms a cuffor lining around each tubule. The tubules are separated from one another by
intertubular dentin (I). (Courtesy G.W. Marsholl.)
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2. THEORALENVIRONMENT 11

Smear layer fomation. (A) Bur marks on dentin preparation. (B) Higher magnification showing smear layer
surfaceand cutting debris. (C) Section showingsmearlayer (5L) and smearplugs (S.P).(AandB,fromMarshallGW,Marslull
SJ, Bayne SC. Restoratiae dmtal nwbrials: scanning electron mitoscopy anil x-ray mkroanalysis. ftanning Microsc. 1.988;2:2007-
2028; C, from Pashlry DH, Tao L, Boyd L, et al. Scanning electron microxrpy of the substructure of smear layers in human ilentirc.
Arch Oral Biol. 1988;33(4):265-270.)

the treated dentin at the exposed surface after etch-
tng (bottom). The twq'dimensional network of colla-
gen type I fibers is shown after treatment in Fig. 2.9A.
Fig. 2.98 shows progressive demineralization of a
dentin collagen fibril in which the external mineral
and proteins ar€ slowly removed to reveal the typical
banded pattem of type I collagen. h Fig. 2.9C, this
pattern is seen at high magnification of the treated
dentin shown in Fig. 2.9A.

If the demineraliz*d dentin is dried, the remain-
ing dentin matrix sfuinks and the collagen fibrils
become matted and difficult to penetrate by bonding
agents. This is shown in Fig. 2.10, which compares
demineralized and dried dentin with deminerdized
and hydrated dmtin.

Most restorative procedures involve dentin that
has been altered in some way. Common alterations
include formation of carious lesions that form vari-
ous zones and include transparent dentin that forms
under the caries-infected dentin layer. TransParent
dentin results when the dentin tubules become filled

with mineral, which dranges the refractive index of
the fubules and produces a translucent or transpar-
ent zone.

Fig.2.l7 shows a section through a tooth with a
carious lesion, which has been stained to reveal its
zones. The gray zone under the stained and severely
demineralized dentin is the transparent layer (Fig.
2.11A). Fig. 2.118 shows the hansparent dentin in
which most of the tubule Iumens are filled with min-
eral. After etching, as shown in Fig. 2.11C, the peri-
tubular dentin is etched away, but the tubules retain
plugs of the precipitated mineral, which is more
resistant to etching. This resistance to etching makes
bonding more difficult.

Several other forms of transparent dentin are
formed as a result of different processes. A second
forrn of transparent dentin results from bruxism.
An additional form of transparent dentin results
from aging as the root dentin gradually becomes

transparent. In addition, noncarious cervical lesions,
often called abfraction or notch lesions, form at the
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I i ; j. ', Stages of dentin demineralization. (A) Schematic showing progressive stages of dentin demineralization.
(B-D) Atomic force microscopy images showing stages of etching. The etching leads to wider lumens as peritubular dentin
is dissolved and funnel-shaped openings are formed. (B-D, from Marshall GW. Dentin: mioostructure and cluracterizttion.

Quintessence lnt. 7993 ;24:605-417.)

s

s

A

enamel-cementum or enamel-dentin junction, usu-
ally on facial or buccal surfaces. Their etiology is not
clear at this poin! their formation has been attrib-
uted to abrasion, tooth flexure, and erosion, or some
combination of these processes. Nonetheless, these
lesions occur with increasing frequenry with age,
and the exposed dentin becomes transparent as the
tubules are filled. Fig.2.12 shows examples of trans-
parent dentin in which the tubule lumens are com-
pletely filled.

The properties of the transparent dentin may dif-
fer from one to another depending on the processes
that lead to deposit of the mineral in the tubules.
Several studies have shown that elastic properties
of the intertubular dentin are not altered by aging,
although the structure may become more snscepti-
ble to fracture. Similarly, arrested caries will contain
transparent dentin and this has often been called sc/e-
rotic dentin, a term that implies it may be harder than
normal dentin. Howevet other studies have shown
that the elastic properties of the intertubular dentin

may actually be unaltered or lower than normal
dentin.

Physical and Mechanical Properties

The marked variations in the structural elements
of dentin when located within the tooth imply that
the properties of dentin will vary considerably with
location. That is, variable structure leads to variable
properties.

Because one major function of tooth structure is
to resist deformation without fracture, it is useful to
have knowledge of the forces that are experienced by
teeth during mastication. Measurements have given
values on cusp tips of aboutTT kg distributed over
the cusp tip area of 0.039 cm2, suggesting a stress of
about 200 MPa.

Difficulltes in Testiag
In Thble 2.2, values are presented for some important
properties of enamel and dentin. The wide spread
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Unetched

lj:l .' ''\ Etching of dentin removes
nineral from the intertubular dentin
matrix leaving a collagen-rich layer and
widening the dentin tubule orifices.
(A) After etching, the tubule lumens are
enlarged and the collagen network sur-
rounding the tubules can be seen after fur-
ther treatment. (B) Isolated deatin collagen
fiber is slowly demineraliz€d revealing the
typical 57-nm repeat pattern of type I col-
lagen. (C) High magnification view of col-
lagen fibers in (A). (A and C, fiom Marshall
CW, Yucel N, Balooch M, et al. Sodium hypo-
cholorite alterations of dentin and dentin col-
Iagen. Surf Sci . 2007 ;491 :4tU455 ; B, modifud

from Balooch M, Habelitz S, Kinney JH, et al.
Mechanical propaties of mineralized collagen

fibrils as influmced by demineralintion. I
Struct Biol. 2A0 8 ;7 62: 40447 0.)

,., Demineralized dentin is sensitive to moisture and shrinks on drying. (A) Demineralized dentin undergoes
shrinkage when air dried, forming a collapsed layer of collagen that is difficult to infiltrate with resin-bonding agents. (B)

When kept moist, the collagen network is open and can be penetrated by bonding agents. (From Marshall GW, Marshall Sl,

KinneylH,etal.Thedentinsubstrate:structureandptopertiesrelatedtobonding.JDent. 1997;25:447458.)
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Tiraneparent dentin aeeociated with carious lesions. (A) Carious lesion showing dentin carious zones rerrealed
by staining, including the grayish transparcnt zone. (B) Atomic force microscopy of carious transparent dentin before etch-
ing. (C) After etching, the tubule lumens remain filled even as the peritubular dentin is etched away. (A, ftottr Zheng L, Hilton

lF, Habelitz S, et al. Dmtin caries activity status relateil to hardnns arul elasticity. Eur I Oral Sci. 2N3;117(3):243-252; B and C,

ftom Marshall GW, Chang lY, Gansky SA, et al. Danineralization of cailes-affecteil transparent dattin by citilc acid: an atomic force
miooscopy study. Dmt Mater. 2AU;17:45-52.)

Traneparent dentin. (A) Viewed from the facial direction. (B) Viewed longitudinally. The transparent dentin
results from filling of the tubules with mineral deposits that alter the optical properties of the tooth. (Courtesy C.W. Marshall.)
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Property

Density (g/cm3)

Compressive

Modulus of elasticity
(GPa)

Proportional limit (MPa)

Strength (MPa)

Tensile

Modulus of elasticity
(GPa)

Strength (MPa)

Shear strength (MPa)

Flexural strength (MPa)

Hardness (GPa)

Properties of Enamel and Dentin

Enamel

2.96

Dentin

Autoclaving undoubtedly alters the properties of
proteins and is therefore not appropriate for dentin,
and it might also affect enamel.

Finally, the fluid content of these tissues must be
considered. Moisture is a vital component of both
tissues, and in vivo conditions cannot be replicated
if the tissues have been desiccated (see Fig. 2.10).
This becomes a critically important consideration in
bonding to these tissues, as is discussed further in
Chapter 13. In contrast to the importance of this issue
is the issue of convenience. It is much more dfficult
to test the tissues in a fully hydrated condition than
in a dry condition. All of these factors and a number
of others, such as temperature of testing, will influ-
ence the results and contribute to a spread in the val-
ues reported for the properties.

Despite these limitations, some generalizations
about the properties of these tissues are useftrl (see

thble 2.1). Root dentin is generally weaker and softer
than coronal dentin. Enamel also appears to vary in
its properties, with cuspal enamel being stronger and
harder than other areas, presurnably as an adaption
to masticatory forces. Dentin is less stiff than enamel
(i.e., has a lower elastic modulus) and has higher
fracture toughness. This may be counterintuitive but
will become clearer when we define these terms in
Chapter 4. In addition, dentin is viscoelastic, which
means that its mechanical deformation characteris-
tics are time dependent, and elastic r€covery is not
instantaneous. Thus dentin may be sensitive to how
rapidly it is strained, a phenomenon called strain
rate seasitiaify. Strain rate sensitivity is characteristic
of polymeric materials; the collagen matrix imparts
this property to tissues such as dentin. Under nor-
mal circumstances, ceramic materials do not show
this characteristic in their mechanical properties and
are typically stiff, but brittle, and fracture without
permanent deformation. Pure HA shows this typical
characteristic, but when formed in enamel it exhib-
its significant toughness (see Chapter 4) that is only
slightly less than that of dentin. This toughness is
associated with the microstructure and the small pro-
tein component of enamel.

The Dentin.Enamel Junction
The DE| is much more than the boundary between
enamel and dentin. Because enamel is very hard
and dentin is much softer and tougher, they need
to be joined together to provide a biomechanically
compatible system. ]oining such dissimilar materi-
als is a challenge, and it is not completely clear how
nature has accomplished this. However, the DEJ not
only joins these two tissues but also aPPears to resist
cracks in the enamel from penetrating into dentin
and leading to tooth fracture, as shown in Fig. 2.134-
Many such cracks exist in the enamel but do not

2.7

60-120

70-353

94_450

8-35

'tu24

10r190

2fi-370

11-19

30-65

138

245-280

0.1H.51

60-90

of values reported in the literature is remarkable.
Some of the reasons for these discrepancies should
be appreciated and considered in practice or when
reading the literature.

First, human teeth are small, and therefore it is
difficult to get large specimens and hold them, mak-
ing the use of standard mechanical testing such as
tensile, compressive, or shear tests difficult. When
testing bonded teeth, the problem is even more com-
plicated, and special tests have been developed to
obtain insights into these properties. From the previ-
ous discussion of structural variations, it is also clear
that testing such small inhomogeneous specimens
means that the properties will not be uniform.

Another problem is the great variation in struc-
ture in both tissues. Enamel prisms are aligned
generally perpendicular to the DEJ, whereas dentin
tubules change their number density with depth as
they course toward the pulp chamber. Preparing a
uniform sample with the structures running all in
one direction for testing is challenging. In addition,
properties generally vary with direction and loca-
tion, and the material is not isotropic; therefore the
best a single value can tell you is some average value
for the material.

Storage and time elapsed since extraction are also
important considerations. Properties that exist in a

natural situation or in situ or in vivo are of greatest
interest. Clearly this condition is almost impossible
to achieve in most routine testing, so changes that
have occurred as a result of storage conditions prior
to testing must be considered. It is also important to
consider biological hazards because extracted teeth
must be treated as potentially infective. How do you
sterilize the teeth without altering their properties?

90

H
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-a''

; : r , Cracks in enarnel appear to stop at the dentin-enamel iunction (DED. (A) Low-magnification view of cracks
in enamel. @) Indentation-generated cracks stop near or at the scalloped DEJ @rangd. (C) Large scallops in molars. (D)
Smaller scallops in anterior teeth. (E) Crystals of the enamel are nearly in contact with dentin crystals at the DEJ forming an
optically thin but functionally wide union. (A, C-E,from Marshall Sl, Balooch M, Habelitz S, et al. The dentin-oumel junction---a
natural, multilael intaface. J Eur Ceram Soc. 2003;2j:2897-2904; B, from Imbeni V, Kruzic ll, Marshall GW, et al. The dentin-
mamel iunction and the ftacture of human leeth. Nat Mater 2005;4:229-232.)
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seem to propagate into the dentin. If the DE| is intact,
it is unusual to have tooth fracture except in the face
of severe trauma. In Fig. 2.138, microhardness inden-
tations have been placed to drive cracks toward the
DEJ brange). The crack stops at or just past the inter-
face. This image also shows that the DEJ is scalloped,
with its concavity dirccted toward the enamel. This
means that most cracks approach the DEJ at an angle,
and this may lead to arrest of many of the cracks. The
scalloped structure actually has three levels: scallops,
microscallops within the scallops, and a finer struc-
ture. Fig. 2.13C and D shows images of larger scal-
lops in molars (-24 prn across) and smaller scallops
(-15 pm across) in anterior teeth after the removal of
the enamel. Finite element models suggest that the
scallops reduce stress concentrations at the interface,
but it is not known whether the larger scallop size in
posterior teeth is an adaption to higher masticatory
loads or a developmental variation. In Fig.2.13E, the
crystals of dentin are almost in contact with those of
the enamel, so that the anatomical DE] is said to be
optically thin. However, measurements of property
variations across the DEJ show that this is a graded
interface with properties varying from those of the
enamel to the adjacent mantle dentin over a consid-
erable distance. This gradient, which is due in part to
the scalloped nature of the DEJ, makes the functional
width of the DE] much larger than its anatomical
appearance and further reduces stresses. In addition,
although collagen is generally absent from enamel,
collagen fibers cross the DEJ from dentin into enamel
to further integrate the two tissues. Recent work sug-
gests that other proteins that could be remnants of
the basement membrane at the DEf may include col-
lagen types IV and VII and perhaps other proteins
that could help stabilize the DEJ structure and con-
tribute to its fracture resistance.

ORAL BIOFILMS AND RESTORATIVE
DENTAL MATERIALS

Biofilms are complex, surface-adherent, spatially
organized polymicrobial communities containing
bacteria surrounded by a polysaccharide matrix.
Oral biofilms that form on the surfaces of teeth and
biomaterials in the oral cavity are also known as dot-
tal plaque. When the human diet is rich in ferment-
able carbohydrates, the most prevalent organisms
shown to be present in dental plaque are adherent
acidogenic and aciduric bacteria such as streptococci
and lactobacilli, which are primarily responsible for
dental caries. Other consequences of long-term oral
biofilm accumulation can also include periodontal
diseases and periimplantit'rs (inflammation of the soft
and hard tissues surrounding an implant), depend-
ing on the location of attachment of the biofilm.

Biofilm formation on hard surfaces in the oral
cavity is a sequential process. A conditioning film
from saliva (known as pellicle) containing adsorbed
macromolecules such as phosphoproteins and gly-
coproteins is deposited on tooth structure and bio-
materials within minutes after a thorough cleaning.
This stage is followed by the attachment of plank-
tonic (free-floating) bacteria to the pellicle. Division
of the attached initial colonizing bacterial species
produces microcolonies, and subsequent attachment
of later colonizing species results in the formation of
matrix-embedded multispecies biofilms. These bio-
films can mature over time if they are not detached
by mechanical removal or intrinsic factors.

Biofilm formation occurs via complicated physi-
cochemical and cellular interactions between the
substrate, pellicle, and bacteria. These interactions
occur at several levels and can include physical prox-
imity, metabolic exchange, signal moleculemedi-
ated communication, exchange of genetic material,
production of inhibitory factors, and coaggregation
("specific cell-to-cell recognition between geneti-
cally distinct cell types," as defined by Kolenbrander
et a1.,2006).

The pellicle contains a variety of receptor mol-
ecules that are recognized primarily by streptococci
(Fig. 2.1a). This is evident in healthy individuals,
who typically have biofilms containing a thin layer
of adherent gram-positive cocci. The ability to bind
to nonshedding surfaces such as enamel gives strep-
tococci a tremendous advantage and is consistent
with the observation that streptococci constitute
600/o to 90% of the initial bacterial flora on enamel in
situ. Furtherrnore, the streptococci are less sensitive
to exposure to air than most oral bacteria because
they are facultatively anaerobic and can participate
in modifying the biofilm environment to a more
reduced state, a condition often considered to favor
an ecological shift toward gram-negative anaerobes.

Interactions among human oralbacteria are pivotal
to the development of oral biofilms (see Fig. 2.14). In
the first 4 hours of biofilm formation, gram-positive
cocci appear to predominate, particularly mitis group
streptococci. After 8 hours of growth, the majority of
the bacterial population continues to be largely coc-
coid, but rod-shaped organisms are also observed.
By 24 to 48 hours, thick deposits of cells with vari-
ous morphologies can be detected, including coccoid,
coccobacillary, rod-shaped, and filamentous bacteria.
Within 4 days of biofilm growth, an increase in the
numbers of gram-negative anaerobes is observed,
and particularly of FusobaAerium nucleatum.lhe lat-
ter organism has the unique ability to coaggregate
with a wide variety of bacteria and is believed to play
a pivotal role in the maturation of biofilm because it
forms coaggregation bridges with both early and late

colonizers. As the biofilm matutes, a shift is observed
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Adhesin receptor

{
Late

colonizers

, ' r Spatiotemporal model of oral bacterial colonization, ahowing recognition of salivary pellicle receptore by
early colonizing bacteria and coaggregations between early colonizers, fusobacteria, and late colonizers of the tooth
surface. Starting at the bottom, primary colonizers bind via adhesins bound-tiyped black line symbols) to complementary
salivary rcceptors ftlue-green aertiul round-topped columns) in the acquired pellicle coating the tooth surface. Secondary
colonizers bind to previously bound bacteria. Sequential binding results in the appearance of nascent surfaces that bridge
with the next coaggtegating partner cell. The bacterial strains shown are Actinobacillus actinomycetemcomitans, Actinomyces
israelii, Actinomyces naeslundii, Capnocytophaga gingiaalis, Capnocytophaga ochracea, Capnocytophaga sputigena, Eikeaella cor-
rodens, Eubacterium spp., Fusobacterium nucleatum, Haemophilus parainfuenzae, Porphyromonas gingiwlis, Prarctella dentbola,
Prewtelh intomedia, Pranotelh loescheii, Propionibacteriutt acncs, Selenotnonas f*gSri, Streptococcus gordonii, Streptococcus
mitis, Streptococcus oralis, Streptococcus sanguis, Tieponema spp. and Veillonelh atypica. (From Koleabrander PE, Andersen RN,
Blehen DS, et al. Communication among oral bacteria. Microbiol Mol Biol Rev. 2002;56G):486-505.)

toward a composition of largely gram-negative mor-
photllpes, induding rods, filamentous organisms,
vibrios, and spirochetes. These shifts in the microbial
composition of biofilm are important because they
correlate with the development of gingivitis (inflam-
mation of gingival tissues).

Even though biofilms accumulate on restorative,
orthodontic, endodontic, and implant biomaterials,
the remainder of this section focuses on biofilms
that accumulate on the surfaces of restorative and

implant materials only. The precise mechanisms of
bacterial adhesion and biofilm formation on the sur-
faces of dental materials have not yet been identified
despite decades of research effort but are accepted to
be complex processes that depend on a large num-
ber of factors. ln vitro studies have shown that the
adhesion of salivary proteins and bacteria at small
distances (F100 nm) from the surfaces of biomateri-
als is influenced by a combination of Lifshitz-van der
Waals forces, electrostatic interactions, and acid-base
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bonding. Other properties such as substrate hydro-
phobicity, surface free energy, surface charge, and
surface roughness have commonly been investigated
in vitro for correlation with the number of adhering
bacteria. Many of the aforementioned surface prop-
erties are described in later chapters.

The role of surface roughness in biofi.lm forrration
has been widely investigated. Smooth surfaces have
been shown to attract less biofilm in vivo than rough
surfaces. It has also been observed that hydrophobic
surfaces that are located supragmgrvally attract less
biofilm in vivo than more hydrophilic surfaces over a
9day period. An increase in the mean surface rough-
ness parameter (R.) above a threshold value of 0.2 pm
or an increase in surface free enerry were found to
result in more biofilm accumulation on dental materi-
als. When both of thooe surface propertie interact with
each othet surface roughness was obserwed to have a
greater effect on biofilm accumulation. The creation of
a rough restoration surface caused by abrasiory ero
sion, air polishing or ultrasonic instrumentatiory or a
Iack of polishing after the fabrication of a restoration
has also been associated with biofilm formation.

Bacterial adhesion in vivo is considerably reduced
by the formation of a pellide, regardless of the com-
position of the underlying substrate. Pellicle forma-
tion has also been shown to have a masking effect
on specific surface characteristics of biomaterials
to a certain extent. Surfaces having a low surface
energy were observed to retain the smallest amount
of adherent biofilm because of the lower binding
forces between bacteria and substrata even after
several days of exposure in the human oral cav-
ity. Reciprocally, the higher surface energy of many
rcstorative materials compared with that of the tooth
surface could result in a greater tendmry for the sur-
face and margins of the restoration to accumulate
debris, saliva, and bacteria. This may in part account
for the relatively high incidence of secondary (recur-
rent) carious lesions seen in enamel at the margins of
resin composite and amalgam restorations.

Investigations of oral biofilms on restorative
materials can generally be divided into in vivo, in
situ, and in vitro studies, with the latter comprising
monospecies or multispecies investigations. Biofilms
that are formed on restorative materials can vary in
thickness and viability. In vivo and in situ studies of
biofilm formation on dental materials haveproduced
inconsistent results, and a trend for accumulation on
materials has not been determined so far.

l,evels of cariogenic organisms (capable of pro-
ducing or promoting caries) such as Streptococcus

mutans have been shown to be higher in biofilms
adjacent to posterior resin restorations than in bio-
films adiacent to amalgam or glass ionomer res-

torations. The formation of oral biofilms has been

associated with an increase in the surface roughness

of resin composites, degradation of the material due
to acid production by cariogenic organisms, hydroly-
sis of the resin matrix, and a decrease in microhard-
ness of the restoration's surface. Esterases of salivary
and bacterial origin have also been implicated as

sources of degradation. ln addition, it has been theo.
rized that planktonic bacteria can enter the adhesive
interface between the restorative material and the
tooth, leading to secondary caries and pulp pathol-
oW. By conhast, trace amounts of unpolymefized
resin, resin monomers, and the products of resin bio-
degradatiory such as 2,2-bisf4(2,Thydroxypropoxy)
phenyllpropane (BisFIPPP), triethylene glycol mono-
methacrylate (TEGMA), triethylene glycol (TEG),
and methacrylic acid (MA), have been shown to
modulate the growth of oral bacteria in the vicinity
of resin restorations. All of these factors create a cycle
of bacteria-surface interaction that further increases
surface roughness and encourages bacterial attach-
ment to the surface, thereby placing the adjacent
enamel at greater risk for secondary caries.

Bacterial adhesion to casting alloys and dental
amalgams has received limited attention in recent
times as dental amalgam is being discontinued in
rcsponse to globalconcems aboutmercury (FIg) in the
environment. Biofilms on gold-based casting alloys
are reported to be of low viability, possibly because of
the bacteriostatic effect of gold. Biofilms on amalgam
are also reported to have low viability, which could
be attributed to the presence of the Hg(tr) form of
mercury in dental amalgam. Interestingly, amalgam
restorations have been shown to promote the levels of
Hg-resistant bacteria in vitro and in vivo. Resistance to
antibiotics, and specifically tetracycline, \nras observed
to be concurrent with Hg resistance in oral bacteria.
However, it is worth noting that Hg-resistant bacteria
were also found in chil&€n without amalgam fillinp
or prwious exposure to amalgam.

Information regarding the morphology of bio-
films on ceramic restorations is limited, although it
is generally accepted that ceramic crowns accumu-
late less biofilm than adjacent tooth structure. The
recent demonstration of increased surface roughness
of zirconia surfaces in vitro after the use of hand and
ultrasonic scaling instruments could be theorized
to produce greater biofilm accumulation on zirco-
nia restorations subsequent to dental prophylaxis
procedures.

Biofilms that adhere to denture base resins pre'
dominantly contatnCandida species of yeast. However,
initial adhesion of bacteria such as strePtococci to the

denturre base may have to occur before Candida species

can form biofilms. This is attributed to the observa-

tion of bacteria on dentures within hours and Candida

species after days, and to the ability of Candida sp*
cies to bind to the cell wall receptors in streptococci.

Biofilms on dentures have commonly been associated
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with denture stomatitis (chronic inflammation of the
oral mucosa) in elderly and immunocompromised
patients. Removal of biofilms from dentures typically
requires medranical and/or chemical means and is a
significant dinical problem because of biofilm adher-
ence to the denfure base resins.

The accumulation of biofilms on glass ionomer
and resin-modified glass ionomer biomaterials is
a factor that has been associated with an increase
in the surface roughness of those biomaterials.
Fluoride-releasing materials, and glass ionomers and
compomers in particulaq, can neutralize acids pro-
duced by bacteria in biofilms. Fluoride can provide
cariostatic benefits and may affect bacterial metabo-
lism under simulated cariogenic conditions in vitro.
Although the large volume of saliva normally present
in the oral cavity is hypothesizedto result in fluoride
concentrations that are too low for oral cavity-wide
antibacterial protection, the amount of fluoride
released could theoretically be sufficient to minimize
demineralization in the tooth structure adjacent to
glass ionomer and resin-modified glass ionomer res-
torations. In addition, glass ionomer materials can be
recharged by daily exposure to fluoride-containing
dentifrices, thereby compensating for the signifi-
cant decrease in fluoride release that occurs over
time. Interestingly, more studies are needed because
clinical studies have not clearly demonstrated that
fluoride.releasing restorative materials significantly
reduce the incidence of secondary caries compared
with nonfluoride-releasing biomaterials.

The accumulation of biofilms on titanium and
titanium alloys that are used in dental implants
has received much attention because biofilms play
a significant role in determining the success of an
implant. The sequence of microbial colonization
and biofilm formation on dental implants has been
shown to be similar to that on teeth, but differs in
early colonization pattems. Several in vivo stud-
ies have confirmed that a reduction in mean R" of
implant materials below the tfueshold value of 0.2
pm has no major effect on adhesion, colonization,
or microbial composition. Compared with polished
titanium surfaces, titanium implant surfaces that
were modified with titanium nitride (TiN) showed
significantly less bacterial adhesion and biofilm for-
mation in vivo, thereby potentially minimizing bio-
film accumulation and subsequent periimplantitis.
Other contributing factors such as the hydrophobic-
ity, surface chemistry, and surface free energy of the
implant material have been found to play vital roles
in bacterial adhesion to dental implant materials. In
addition, the surface characteristics of the bacteria,
the design of the implant and the abutment, and the
microgap between the implant and abutment have
also been shown to influence microbial colonization
on dental implants.

The most corunon reason for the replacement of
dental restorations is secondary caries at the gingi-
val tooth-restoration margin. It is estimated that 50%
to 80% of resin restorations are replaced annually in
the United States alone. The cost of replacing resto-
rations is estimated to be in the billions of dollars
worldwide, and the number and cost of replacing
restorations is increasing annually. Although bacte.
riological studies of secondary caries indicate that
its etiology is similar to that of primary caries, the
mechanisms by which secondary caries occur are a

focus of ongoing investigations.
The removal of tenaciously adherent oral bio-

films from hard surfaces is crucial to caries control
and is most effectively accomplished by mechanical
brushing with toothpaste, especially in interproxi-
mal regions and posterior teeth along with the use of
adiunctive chemical agents. Although tooth brushing
has been associated with increased surface roughness
of restorations over time due to the process of wear,
which could permit additional bacterial attachment
on the surface, mechanical removal has been shown
to be more effective than chemical intervention. This
is because bacteria in biofilms are typically well pro-
tected from the host immune rlesponse, antibiotics,
and antibacterials when embedded within a complex
biofilm matrix. Furthermorc, most antimicrobial
agents have commonly been tested against plank-
tonic bacteria, which are killed by much lower con-
centrations of antimicrobials than biofilm bacteria.
Chemical control of biofilms has also been limited
by concerns regarding the development of resistant
microorganisms resulting from the prolonged use of
antimicrobials, and acceptance of the hypothesis that
the microflora should not be eliminated but should
instead be prevented from shifting from a favorable
ecology to an ecology favoring oral disease.
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Materials-Centered teatment Design

This section presents two concepts in dental treat-
ment design: evidence-based dentistry and mate.
rials-centered design. Both concepts are used to
develop rational treatment plans that consider the
patient's needs and preferences, and materials char-
acteristics appropriate for those needs.

EVIDENCE-BASED DENTISTRY

The American Dental Association (ADA) defines
eoidence-based dentistry as "an approach to oral
healthcare that requires the judicious integration
of systematic assessments of clinically relevant
scientific evidence, relating to the patient's oral
and medical condition and history, with the den-
tist's clinical expertise and the patient's treatment
needs and preferences" (http: / /ebd.ada.org). This
approach is patient centered and tailored to the
patient's needs and preferences. All three elements
are used in the decision-making process for patient
care (Fig. 3.1).

Patient Evidence

Patient needs, conditions, and preferences are con-
sidered throughout the diagnostic and treatment
planning process. Obseruation of patient needs and
medical/dental history occurs first. In this phase,
performance of prior and existing restorations, in
terms of success or failure, should be noted. This
is often a good indicator of conditions in the oral
environment and the prognosis of success of similar
materials in this environment. The patient's facial
profile and orofacial musculature is a good indica-
tor of potential occlusal forces. Wear pattems on
occlusal surfaces are indicators of bruxing, clench-
ing, occlusal forces, and mandibular movements.
Cervical abfractions may indicate heavy occlusal
contact accompanied by bruxing or occlusal interfer-
ences, and possibly in association with aggressive
tooth brushing and acidic conditions. Erosion on
anterior teeth typically suggests elevated levels of
dietary acids, and gmeralized wear without occlu-
sal trauma could involve a systemic disorder such
as gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD). Any of
these conditions would compromise the longevity of
restorative therapy. Unusually harsh environments
require careful restoration design and selection of
materials, sometimes different from the norn.

Restorative material options then need to be con-
sidered with the problems and needs of the patient.
The integration of patient data and materials char-
acteristics forms a more comprehensive plan for
treatment.

Scientific Evidence

When searching for scientific evidence, the best avail-
able evidence, usually compiled from a review of the
scientific literature, provides objective information
to inform the clinician and patient. The highest level
of validity is chosm to minimize bias. These studies
are typically meta-analyses of randomized controlled

Clinician
experience and

expertise

The elements of evidence'based dentistry.
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TABLE l.l Assessing theQualityof Evidence

Study Quality Diagnosie
Treatment/Prevention /
Screening Prognosis

Level 1: good-quality,
patient-oriented
evidence

kvel 2: limitednuality
patient-oriented
evidence

Validated clinical decision rule
SR,/meta-analysis of high-
quality studies
High-quality diagnostic cohort
studf
Unvalidated clinical decision
rule
SR/meta-analysis of lower
quality studies or studies with
inconsistent findings
Lower quality diagnostic cohort
study or diagnostic case-control
study

SR/meta-analysis or RCIs
with consistent findings
High-quality individual
RCTb
All-or-none studf
SR,/meta-analysis of lower
quality clinical trials or of
studies with inconsistent
findings
L"ower quality clinical trial
Cohort study
Casecontrol study

SR/meta-analysis of
goodnuality cohort studie
Prospective cohort study
with good follow-up

SR/meta-analysis of lower
quality cohort studies or
with inconsistent results
Rehospective cohort study
or prospective cohort study
with poor follow-up
Case'control study
Case series

Level 3: other evidence Consensus guidelines, extrapolations from bench research, usual practice, opinion, disease'
oriented evidence (intermediate or physiologic outcomes only), or case series for sfudies of
diagnosis, treatment, prevention, or screening

RCT, Randonized anlrolled trial; SR, systenutic reoia o.

'High-quelity diagnostic coM study: colort daign, adeqwb size, adequate spectrum of Wtbnts, blindhg, and a onsistent, wll4$ad rferencc
starulad.
bHigh-quality RCT: allocation concealeil,hliniling if possible, inteilion-to-trwt arulysb, adequate statisticalpoutu, adequate follow-up (gtwta than

90.b,
cln an all-or-none stuily, the treatnunt causx a dnmatic dtaage in outcomre, such as antibioticsfor nunin$tis or swgery fot apryndicitis,tohich
prccludes study in a contmlld trial.
Frcm Nennwn MG, Weyant R" Hujoel P, IEBDP imyooes gmding system antl ailopts stretgth of recommendatior taxonomy grading (SORT) lor
gufulelines and syslenutic raieux. I Evid Based Dent Pract. 2N7;7:147-150.

trials fiCfs), systematic reviews, or individual RCIs.
l-ower levels of evidence are found in case studies,
cohort studies, and case reports. Laboratory studies
are listed as "other evidence" because a clinical cor-
relation can be made only as an exhapolation of the
laboratory data. The listirg of bench or laboratory
research as "other evidence" should not be construed
as meaning that bench research is not valid or useful.
The hierarchy of evidence as pr€sentd for evidence.
based data (EBD) is based on human clinical trials, for
which laboratory tests are at best only a simulation.

Because new material developments that are
enhancements to existing products ane not required
to undergo clinical testing by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), published laboratory or
in vitro studie are often the only forms of scienti-fic
evidence available for specific materials. This does
not mean that no evidence is available. However, the
clinician must recognize the limitations of these data,
despite their scientific validity, when translating
them to the clinical situation and making treatrnent
decisions for a patient (lhble 3.1).

Researchers in dental materials science have ana-
lyzed the correlation between one or two physical or
mechanical properties of materials and clinical per-
formance. Although it is possible to use laboratory
tests to rank the clinical performance of different for-
mulations of the same class of material, the perfect

dinical predictor remains to be found. Differences
in test configuration, specimen geometry, speci
men processing, and envirorunent conditions make
direct comparison between laboratory tests difficult.
However, understanding these tests and the informa-
tion they provide can provide guidance for the selec-
tion of a material for a specific situation. Tests and
the properties they assess are discussed in Chapter 5.

PLANNING FOR DENTAL
TREATMENT

Every patient is unique, induding the patient's oral envi-
ronment and general physiology. This prcvide a trnique
set of circumstances and challmges for implementing
zuccesful materials droices in a tneatnent plan. [r the
next section, we present a rationale for selecting materi-
als, based on ttre trreatrnent desip approach propoeed
by Spear and Kokidu They advocate a heatnent plan-
ning process that stare with an assessment of overall
esthetics and proceeds to consider functiorU stnrtur€,
and biology in that onder. Decisions made at every stage
dircctly affect the following stages. Treatnent begins
with the acuE problems then progresses logically to
facilitate a stepwise sequence that can be dearly defined
and communicated among the dinicians involved
in delivering care to the patient. Table 3.2 preents a
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Decision Matrix for Selecting Dental Materials"
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Assessment and Factors Query
Relevant Dental Materials and
Properties (Chapter No.)

ESTHETICS: MAXILLLRY

Central incisors relative to upper lip .

Midline and indination of incisors .

a

Posteriorocclusalplane .

a

a

Gingival levels .

Is the incisal edge display of the maxillary
centrals sufficient?

Does the maxillary midline need
correction?
Does the inclination of the maxillary
incisors need correction?

Does the maxillary posterior occlusal
plane need correction?
Is sufficient tooth strucfure present?
What are the surface characteristics of the
opposing dentition?

Do gingival margins need correction?

Surface characteristics (4)

Light, reflection, color (4)

Resin composites (9)

Ceramics (11)

Adhesives and cements (9, 13)

Surfacrc characteristics (4)

Light, reflection, color (4)

Resin composites (9)

Ceramics (11)

Adhesive and cemmts (9, 13)

Force and wear (4)

Core buildup (9)

Provisional materials (9)

Resin composites (9)

Adhesives and cements (9, 13)

Metals and alloys (10)

Ceramics (11)

Resin composites (9)

Glass ionomers (9)

Ceramics (11)

Adheives and cements (9, 13)

ESTHETICS: MANDIBULAR

Same factors as for maxillary: Midline, inclination, posterior occlusal plane, and gingival levels

E ST'ITETI C S AND FUNCrION

Missing teeth r Are missing teeth in need of replacement?
. Is a fixed or removable prosthesis

prefered?
r Should adjacent teeth be involved in the

replacement?
. What are the surface characteristics of the

opposing dentition?

Forces, stres, and wear (4)

Provisional materials (9)
Adhesives and cements (9, 13)

Denture materials (9)

Metals and alloys (10)

Ceramics (11)

lmpression materials (12)

Casting materials (12)

Implants (15)

FIINCT?ON

Occlusion

BtoLoGtc

Oral environment: enamel, dentin,
pulp, and periodontal ligament

. Does the occlusal relationship need
correction?

r What are the surface characteristics of the
opposing dentition?

o Is acute disease present?
. Are conditions in the oral environment

favorable (e.9., saliva pH, salivary flow,
oral hygiene diet, supporting bone
structure, pulp, occlusal habits)?

Forces, stress, and wear (4)

Resin composites (9)

Metals and alloys (10)

Ceramics (11)

Impression materials (12)

Casting materials (12)

Adhesives and cements (9, 13)

Implants (15)

Articulator

Oral environment (2)

Forces, stress, and wear (4)

Biocompatibility (6)

Intermediary materials (8)

Trssue engineering (15)

oThis table augments the sequcnce anil logic pr*nteil in the section "Planning for Dmtal Treilment" with factors, queries, and references to chaPterc in

this textbook.
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summary of the approach with queries for each stage
and relevant materials and properties to be considered.

An esthetics appraisal analyzes the position of
the midline and the length of the maxillary and
mandibular incisors, which influence the position
of the posterior occlusal plane, which in turn influ-
ences function. The esthetics appraisal starts with
an assessment of the position of the maxillary cen-
tral incisors relative to the upper lip. tf the incisal
edge display is insufficient,lengthening of the inci-
sal edges can be done surgically or by orthodontic
treatment, or by restorative methods using dental
materials. Most cultures would prefer materials
that mimic natural dentition in color, texture, and
reflectance. Ceramics and resin composites exhibit
these properties. A number of options exist for these
two classes of materials. Ceramics are discussed
in Chapter 11. Resin composites are discussed in
Chapter 9.

The next consideration in the esthetics appraisal
is position of the midline and inclination of the max-
illary incisors. The labial surface characteristics and
inclination influence the light reflectance of the inci-
sors. Maximum light reflectance is achieved when
the labial surface is perpendicular to the occlusal
plane. Corrections to the midline and to the labial
inclination can be done by orthodontics or restor-
ative dentistry. Surface characteristics, light, reflec-
tion, and color are discussed in Chapter 4.

The next step assesses the maxillary posterior
occlusal plane relative to an ideal position of the max-
illary incisal edge. Corrections to the posterior occlu-
sal plane can be achieved by surgery or restorative
procedures. Materials for adjusting the posterior
occlusion can be the same as for anterior restorations;
however, the function of posterior teeth and occlusal
relationships should be considered in the selection of
materials. The wear of materials in contact as well as
the resistance to occlusal forces are important consid-
erations. Forces and wear are discussed in Chapter 4.

Metals and alloys are dirussed in Chapter 10.

Gingival levels of the anterior teeth play a large
role in esthetics. Similarly, the appearance of the gin-
gival margin of anterior restorations will influence
their overall esthetics. Ceramics can be used to fab-
ricate restorations with an esthetic gingival margin.
The combination of ceramics and metal at the gin-
gival margin, as in ceramic-metal restorations, can
make the esthetic gingrval margin more difficult to
achieve. Ceramic-metal materials are discussed in
Chapters 10 and 11.

After completing the assessment and plan for the
maxillary anterior and posterior teeth, the mandibu-
lar anterior and posterior teeth can be assessed and
designed. Missing teeth can be restored by a fixed
or removable dental prosthesis, or a dental implant.
Materials for a fixed dental prosthesis include metals

and ceramics. Removable prostheses or removable
partial dentures can include these materials and
polymers. Polymers for removable dmtures are dis-
cussed in Chapter 9. Single or multiple missing teeth
can be restored by dental implants that mimic the
shape and position of the tooth root onto which res-
torations such as a crown or fixed dmtal prosthesis
are secured. Implants are discussed in Chapter 15.
Adhesives and cements for securing prostheses to
tooth structure are discussed in Chapters 9 and 13.

The esthetic plan is integrated with the functional
occlusion by replicating the patient's dentition and
occlusal relationships, then positioning these casts
on an articulator. Materials for replicating dentition
and oral tissues are called impression materials.
These materials form a negative replica or mold of
the tissues into which a rigid-setting material, often
gypsum, is poured to make a positive replica of the
oral tissues. Impression and casting materials are dis-
cussed in Chapter 12.

The biological assessment wraps up the diagnos-
tics and planning. In this phase, the health of the sup-
porting periodontal tissues including the periodontal
ligament is evaluated, along with the conditions of
the oral environment, and condition of the enamel,
dentin, and pulp. [f acute disease such as dental car-
ies is present, intermediary materials can be used
1o r6lilize the condition before definitive materi-
als ale used. lntermediary materials are discussed
in Chapter 8. The oral environment is discussed in
Chapter 2.

As mentioned at the start of this chapter, patient
behaviors and preferences are also an important con-
sideration. The patient may need instruction and
coaching on prevention and maintenance of den-
tal treatrnent. Prevmtive materials are discussed in
Chapter 8. The performance of prior dental treaunent
is evaluated. Reactioru to materials used in prior res-
torations should be considered. Biocompatibility and
tissue reactions are discussed in Chapter 6.

Refer to Table 3.2 for questions to consider in each
stage of treatment design along with relevant dental
materials and properties. Chapter numbers are listed
for the materials and properties for further informa-
tion and review.
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Fundamentals of Materials Science

Restorative dental materials are subjected to a very
hostile environment, in which pH, salivary flow, and
mechanical loading fluctuate constantly and often
rapidly. These challenges have required substantial
research and development to provide products for
the clinician. Much of this is possible through the
application of fundamental concepts of materials sci-
ence. The understanding of properties of polymers,
ceramics, and metals is crucial to their selection and
design of dental restorations.

No single property defines the quality of a mate-
rial. Several properties, determined from standard-
ized laboratory and clinical tests, are often used to
describe quality. Clinical tests are expensive and
inherently difficult to carry out, so laboratory tests
are usually performed before clinical tests to provide
standardized measures for comparing materials and
guiding the interpretation of clinical trials.

Standardization of laboratory tests is essential,
however, to control quality and permit comparison
of results between investigators. When possible, test
specimens should mimic the size and shape of the
structure in the clinical setting, using the same mix-
ing and manipulating procedures as those used in
routine clinical conditions.

Although standardized laboratory tests are
useful to compare values of properties of differ-
ent restorative materials (e.g., different brands),
they are also essential to know the characteris-
tics of the supporting hard and soft tissues. Many
restorations fail clinically because of fracture or
deformation. This is a material property issue.
Some well-constructed restorations become unser-
viceable because the dentin or enamel fails. This
is an interface or substrate failure. Consequently,
when designing restorations and interpreting test
results, it is important to remember that the suc-
cess of a restoration depends not only on the Phys-
ical qualities of the restorative material, but also

on the biophysical or physiological qualities of the
supporting tissues.

The physical properties described in this chapter
include mechanical properties, thermal properties,
electrical and electromechanical properties, color,
and optical properties.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

In the oral environment, restorative materials are
exposed to chemical, thermal, and mechanical chal-
lenges. These challenges can cause deformation of
the material. The science that studies how biological
materials interact and deform is called biomechan-
rcs. This section introduces concepts of elastic, plas-
tic, and viscoelastic deformation and mechanical
quantities including force, stress, strain, strength,
toughness, hardness, friction, and wear in terms of
performance of materials in the oral environment.

Force

One body interacting with another generates force.
Forces may be applied through actual contact of the
bodies or at a distance (e.g., gravity). The result of
an applied force on a body is translation or defor-
mation of the body depending on whether the body
is rigid or deformable and whether the body is con-
strained or not. If the body is constrained (i.e., does
not move), the force causes the body to deform or
change its shape. If the body is free of constraints, an
applied force results in movement.

A force is defined by three characteristics: point of
application, magnitude, and direction of application.
The direction of a force is characteristic of the type of
force. The lntemational System of Units (SI) unit of
force is the newton (N). One pound-force (lb-fl equals
4.4 newtons (N).

OccfusalForces
Maximum occlusal forces range from 200 to 3500 N-
Occlusal forces between adult teeth are highest in the

29
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posterior regton closest to the mandibular hinge axis
and decrease from the molars to the incisors. Forces
on the first and second molars vary from 400 to 800
N. The average force on the premolars, canines, and
incisors is about 300,2m, and 150 N, respectively. A
somewhat nonlinear but definite increase in force
from 235 to 494 N occurs in growing children, with
an average yearly increase of about 22 N.

Eottes on Reatoratlons
Patients with a partial removable denture gener-
ate occlusal forces in the range of 65 to 235 N. For
patients with a complete removable denture, the
average force on posterior teeth is about 100 N; the
forces on the incisors average t10 N. Age and gen-
der variations in the patient populations, as well as
facial form and muscle definition, contribute to the
large variation in force values. When designing res-
torations and selecting materials, it is important to
consider the location in the arch, opposing dentition,
and force.generating capacity of the patient. The suc-
cess or failure of other restorations in the patient's
mouth should be an indication of how challenging
those factors are for that specific individual.

Stress

When a force acts on a constrained body, the body
resists the force. This internal reaction is equal in
magnitude and opposite in direction to the applied
external force, and is called strus, typically denoted
as S or o. Both the applied force and the internal
resistance (stress) are distributed over an Errea of the
body, so the stress in an object is defined as the force
per areat or stress = force/area. Stress is difficult to
measure directly, so the force and the area to which
the force is applied are measured, and stress is cal-
culated from the ratio of force per area. The unit of
stress therefore is the unit of force (N) divided by a
unit of area, and is commonly expressed in S[ units as

pascal (1 Pa = 1 N/m2 = 1 MN/mm2). It is corunon
to report stress in units of megapascals MPa) or mil-
lions of pascals, 1 MPa = lff Pa.

Stress in a structure varies directly with the force
and inversely with area, so the area over whidt the
force acts is an important consideration. This is par-
ticularly true in dmtal restorations in which the areas
over which the forces are applied often are extremely
small. For example, cusp areas of contact may have
cross-sectional areas of only 0.16 to 0.016 cm2.

Shesses of several hundred MPa occur in many
types of restorations and of thousands of MPa when
the contact area of a cusp or dental explorer is used
to apply the force. This is one reason that premature
contacts, in which small surface areas are support-
ing large occlusal forces, are so damaging. When
equilibrating the occlusion, multiple simultaneous

FIG. 4.1 Schematic of the different typee of etresses
and their corresponding deformations.

occlusal contacts are desirable. Dstributing occlu-
sal forces over larger surface areas reduces the local
occlusal stress.

TWes of Sttese
A force can be applied from any angle or direction.
Several forces often combine to develop complex
stresses in a structure. It is rare for forces and stresses

to be isolated to a single axis. Lrdividually applied
forces can be defined as axial, shear, bending, or tor-
sional. These directional forces are illustrated in a
simplified manner in Fig. 4.1. All stresses, however,
can be resolved into combinations of two basic types:
axial and shear.

Tmsion results from two sets of forres directed
away from each other in the same straight line
or when one end is constrained and the other end
is subjected to a force directed away from the con-
straint. Comyression results from two sets of forces
directed toward each other in the same straight line
or when one surface is constrained and the other is
subjected to a force directed toward the constraint.
Shear occurs from two sets of forces directed par-
allel to each other, but not along the same straight
line. Tbrsion results from the twisting of a body, and
bending or flexure results from an applied bending
moment. When tension is applied, the molecules
making up the body resist being pulled apart. When
compression is applied, they resist being forced more
closely together. As a result of a shear stress applica-
tion, one portion of the body must resist sliding past
another. These resistances of a material to deforma-
tion represent the basic qualities of elasticity of solid
bodies.

An example of the complexity and varying direc-
tion and magnitude of stresses in the oral cavity is
shown in Fig. 4.2,in which a finite element model of

FORCE DEFORMATION
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FIG. 4.2 Strees distribution in an implant+upported reetoration. (A) Stresses on the shoulder of
the implantbody from an oblique ocdusal load. (B) Str,esses within the implant abutment and alveolar
bone. (Courtesy Dr. Soenn Borgersen, Eagan, MN and Dr. Ronald Salaguchi.)
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a dental implant is loaded in compression. Fig. 4.2A
shows the stresses on the shoulder of the implant
resulting from occlusal forces. Fig. 4.28 shows the
distribution of stresses in the implant abutment.

Sttain
Each type of stress is capable of producing a corre'
sponding deformation in a body (see Fig. 4.1). The
deformation from a tensile force is an elongation
in the axis of applied force, whereas a compressive
force causes compression or shortening of the body
in the axis of loading. Strain, e, is described as the
change in length (AL = L - Lo) per original length
(Lo) of the body when it is subjected to a load. The
units of measurlement (length/length) cancel in the
calculation of strain.

Strain (e) = Deformation/Original length
= (L- I.) /l-=LL/L"

If a load is applied to a wire with an original
length of 2 mm resulting in a new length of 2.02 mm,
it has deformed 0.02 mm and the strain is 0.02/2 =
0.01, or 1olo. Strain is often reported as a percentage.
Although the length units cancel in the calculation
of strain, it is best to report the units with the final
result to specfy the scale of the measurement (m/m;
mm/mm; rrrn/rrn).The amount of strain will differ
with each type of material and with the magnitude
of the load applied. Note that regardless of the com-
position or nafure of the material, and regardless of
the magnitude and type of load applied to the mate-
rial, deformation and strain result with each stress

application. Strain is an important consideration
in dental restorative materials, such as orthodontic
wires or implant scnews, in which a large amount of

strain can occur before failure. Wires can be bent and
adjusted without fracturing. Strain is also important
in impression materials, where the material needs to
recover without permanent distortion when remov-
ing it from hard tissue retentive areas.

Stress-Strain Curves

If a bar of material is subjected to an applied force, I,
the magnitude of the force and the resulting defor-
mation (6) can be measured. In another bar of the
same material, but different dimensions, the same
applied force produces different force-deformation
characteristics (Fig. 4.3A). However, if the applied
force is normalized by the cross-sectional area A of
the bar (stress), and the deformation is normalized
by the original length of the bar (strain), the resulting
stress-strain curve is independent of the geometry of
the bar (Fig. a.3B). It is therefore preferred that the
stress-strain relations of an object be reported rather
than the forcedeformation characteristics. The
stress-strain relationship of a dental material can be
studied by measuring the load and deformation and
then calculating the corresponding shess and strain.

When testing materials,loads should be applied
at a uniform rate, and deformation should occur at
a uniform rate. A typical universal testing machine
can analyze materials in tensiory compression, or
shear. In the scheme illustrated in Fig. 4.4, a rod is
clamped between two jaws and a tensile force is
applied. The load is measured with a force trans-
ducer and the deformation is measured with an

extensometer clamped over a specified length of
the specimen. A plot of load versus deformation is
produced, which can be converted to a plot of stress

versus strain (Fig. 4.5) by the simple calculations
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6 VL (e)

B slope = =:[r+
FIG. 4.J Forcedefomration characteristics. (A) Force'deformation characteristics for the same

material but having di.fferent dimensions. (B) Stress-strain characteristics of the same grouP of bars.

The stress-strain curve is independent of the geometry of the bar.
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FIG. 4.4 Univereal teeting machine.

described previously. By convention, strain is plot-
ted on the x-axis as an independent variablebecause
most tests are operated in strain control, where a

constant strain is applied to the specimen and the
resulting force is measured as the dependent, or
y-axis, variable.

In the calculation of stress, it is assumed that the
cross-sectional area of the specimen remains con-
stant during the test. Using this assumption, the
stress-strain curve is called an engineering stress-strain
cutae, and stresses are calculated using the original

cross-sectional area. When large loads are applied,
or the object is tested in tension, the cross-sectional
area might change dramatically during testing. ln
that case, the tme stress, calculated with the actual
cross-sectional area in the denominator, is very dif-
ferent than the engineering stress, calculated with
the original cross-sectional area. If the cross-sectional
area decreases during the test, the true stress will
be higher than the engineering stress because the
denominator is smaller. In most mechanical tests,
particularly those of small specimen dimensions,
the original cross+ectional area is used for calculat-
ing stress because it is often very difficult to measure
the cross-sectional area as it changes throughout the
experiment. Engineering stress is used in the presen-
tation of stress-strain curves obtained in tension in
this chapter.

Prcpofiioral and Elastie Limifs
A stress-strain curve for a hypothetical material
subjected to increasing tensile stress until failure is
shown in Fig.4.5. As the stress is increased, the strain
is increased. In the initial portion of the curve, fiom
0 to A, the stress is linearly proportional to the strain.
As the strain is doubled, the stress is also doubled.
After point A, the stress is no longer linearly propor-
tional to the strain. Hence the value of the stress at A
is known as the proportional limit (Sp1 or op/, defined
as the highest stress at which the stress-strain curve
is a straight line; that is, stress is linearly proportional
to strain. Below the proportional limit, no permanent
deformation occurs in a structure. When the force is

Load cell

Moving
crosshead
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FIG. .1.6 Sketch of an atomic model ehowing atoms
in original position (A) and after elaetic defonnation
lB). (Modifutl from Anusaaice K/. Phillips' Science of Dental
Materials. 'llth ed. St. Louis: Saunders;2A03:79.)

the same stress within the structure, and the terms
are often used interchangeably in referring to the
stress involved. An exception is when superelastic
materials are considered. It is important to remem-
bet however, that the two terms differ in funda-
mental concepti one deals with the proportionality
of strain to stress in the structure, whereas the other
describes the elastic behavior of the material. For the
same material, values for proportional or elastic limit
obtained in tension versus compression will differ.

The concepts of elastic and plastic behavior can
be illustrated with a simple schematic model of the
deformation of atoms in a solid under stress (Figs. 4.5
and 4.7). The atoms are shown in Fig. 4.64, without
stress, and in Fig. 4.68, with a resulting stress that
is below the value of the proportional limit. When
the stress shown in (B) is removed, the atoms return
to their positions shown in (A), indicating that the
deformation was reversible. When the stress is
greater than the proportional limit, the atoms move
to a position as shown in Fig. 4.78, and on removal
of the stress, the atoms remain in this new position,
indicating an irreversible, permanent deformation.
When the stress is less than the proportional or elastic
limit, the strain is reversible, whereas when the stress
is greater than the proportional or elastic limit, there
is an irreversible or permanent strain in the object.

tieWSfiength
It is often difficult to explicitly measure the propor-
tional and elastic limits because the precise point of
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FIG. 4.5 Plotting etrees-etrain curve6. (A) Stress-strain
curve for a material su$ected to tensile stress. Specimens
illustrate amount of deformation at each point (A-D). (B)
Elastic deformation is exhibited up to the proportional limit
(PL) and plastic deforrution is exhibited from PL to the fail-
ure point, where we register the stress at failure (SF).

removed, the obiect will return to its original dimen-
sions. Below the proportional limit, the material is
elastic in nature.

The region of the stress-strain curve before the
proportional limit is called the elastic region. When
an object experiences a stress greater than the pro'
portional limit, permanent or irreversible strain
occurs. The region of the stress-strain curve beyond
the proportional limit is called the plastic region.This
characterization refers to linearly elastic materials
such as many metals in which the relation between
stress and strain is linear up to the proportional limit,
and nonlinear thereafter. There are exceptions to this
general de, however. Materials described as super-
elastic erhibit nonlinear elastic behavior; that is, their
relationship between stress and strain in the elastic
region does not follow a straight line, but removal of
the load results in a return to zero strain.

The elastic limit (Sayor os1) is defined as the maxi-
mum stress that a material will withstand without
permanent deformation. For linearly elastic materi-
als, the proportional limit and elastic limit represent
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Shear
force

of a material are among its most important proper-
ties because they define the transition from elastic to
plastic behavior.

Any dental restoration that is permanently
deformed through the forces of mastication usually
loses its functionality to some extent. For example,
a fixed partial dental prosthesis (such as a three-unit
prosthesis) that is permanently deformed by exces-
sive occlusal forces would exhibit altered occlusal
contacts. The restoration is permanently deformed
because a stress equal to or greater than the yield
strength was generated. It is important to remember
that dysfunctional occlusal loading also changes the
stresses placed on a restoration. A deformed resto-
ration may therefore be subiected to greater stresses

than originally intended because the occlusion that
was distributed over a larger number of occlusal con-
tacts may now be concentrated on a smaller number
of contacts. Under these conditions, fracture does
not occur if the material is able to plastically deform.
However, this permanent change in shape represents
a destructive example of deformation. Permanent
deformation and stresses in excess of the elastic limit
are desirable when shaping an orthodontic arch wire
or adjusting a clasp on a removable partial denture.
In these examples, the stress must exceed the yield
strength to permanently bend or adapt the wire or
clasp. Elastic deformation occurs as the wire or clasp
engages and disengages a retentive region in the cer-
vical area of the tooth. Retention is achieved through
small-scale elastic deformation. This elastic or revers-
ible deformation describes the function of elastic
bands, clasps, o-rings, and implant screws.

llltinate Sfiength
In Fig. 4.5 the test specimen exhibits a maximum
stress at point C. The ultimate tensile strength or stress
(UfS) is defined as the maximum stress that a mate.
rial can withstand before failure in tension, whereas
lhe ultimate compressioe strength or stress (UCS) is the
maximum stress a material can withstand in com-
pression. The ultimate engineering stress is deter-
mined by dividing the maximum load in tension (or
compression) by the original cross-sectional area of
the test specimen. The ultimate tensile strength of the
material in Fig. 4.5 is about 380 MPa.

The ultimate strength of an alloy as used in den-
tistry specifies the maximum load and minimum
cross-sectional area when designing a restoration.
Note that an alloy that has been stressed to near the
ultimate strength will be permanently deformed, so
a restoration receiving that amount of stress during
function would be useless. A safety margin should
be incorporated into the design of the restoration and
choice of material to ensure that the ultimate strength
is not approached in normal function. The yield
strength is often of greater importance than ultimate
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FtG. 4.7 Sketch of an atomic model chowing atoms
in original position (A) and after plastic deforrration
(Bl. (Modifed from Anuuvice K/. Phillips' Science of Dental
Materials. 77th ed. St. Lauis: Saunders;2003:79.)

deviation of the stress-strain curve from linearity is
dfficult to determine.The yield strength or yield stress

or yield point (YS or oy) of a material is a property
that can be determined readily and is often used to
describe the stress at which the material begins to
function in a plastic manner. At this point, a small,
defined amount of permanent strain has occurred
in the material. The yield strength is defined as the
stress at which a material deforms plastically and
there is a defined amount of permanent strain. The
amount of permanent strain is arbitrarily selected for
the material being examined and may be indicated as

0.7o/o,0.2o/o, or 0.5% (0.001, 0.002, or 0.005) permanent
strain. The amount of permanent strain is referred to
as the pucent offset. Many specifications use 0.2% as a

convention, but this depends on the plastic behavior
of the material tested. For stiff materials with small
elongation, the calculation of yield stress will include
greater offsets than those materials with larger elon-
gation or deformation.

The yield stress is determined by selecting the
desired offset or strain on the x-axis and drawing a
line parallel to the linear region of the stress-skain
curve. The point at which the parallel Iine intersects
the stress-strain curve is the yield stress. On the
stress-strain curve shown in Fig. 4.5, for example,
the yield strength is represented by the value B. This
represents a stress of about 360 MPa at a 0.25o/o off-
set. This yield stress is slightly higher than that for
the proportional limit because it includes a speci-
fied amount of permanent deformation. Note that
when a structure is permanently deformed, even to a
small degree (such as the amount of deformation at
the yield strength), it does not retum completely to
its original dimensions when the stress is removed.
For this reason, the elastic limit and yield strength
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strength in design and material selection because it
is an estimate of when a material will start to deform
permanently.

Eracture Slrength
In Fig. 4.5 the test specimen fractured at point D. The
stress at which a brittle material fractures is called the

fracture strength or fracture stress (Sp or op). Note that a

material does not necessarily fracture at the point at
which the maximum stress occurs. After a maximum
tensile force is applied to some materials, the speci-
men begins to elongate excessively, resulting in "neck-
ing" or a reduction of cross-sectional area (see Fig.
4.5). The stress calculated from the force and the origi-
nal cross-sectional area may decrease dramatically
before final fracture occurs because of the reduction
in cross-sectional area. Accordingly, the stress at the
end of the curve is less than that at some intermediate
point on the curve. Therefore, in materials that exhibit
necking, the ultimate and fracture strengths are dif-
ferent. However, for the specific cases of many dental
alloys and ceramics subjected to tension, the ultimate
and fracture strmgths are similar, as is shown later
in this chapter. Note that the reduction in stress that
is observed after the ultimate stress in materials that
show necking is an artifact of using the original crosr
sectional area in the calculation of stress. If the true
cross-sectional area is used, the stress would increase.

Elongatiott
The deformation that results from the applica-
tion of a tensile force is elongation. Elongation is
extremely important because it gives an indica-
tion of the possible manipulation of an alloy. As
may be observed from Fig. 4.5, the elongation of
a material during a tensile test can be divided
conveniently into two parts: (1) the increase in
length of the specimen below the proportional
limit (from 0 to A), which is not permanent and
is proportional to the stress; and (2) the elonga-
tion beyond the proportional limit and up to the
fracture strength (from A to D), which is perma-
nent. The permanent deformation may be mea-
sured with an extensometer while the material is
being tested and calculated from the stress-strain
curve. Total elongation is commonly expressed as

a percentage. The percent elongation is calculated
as follows:

Elongation = (Increase in length/
Original length) x 100

Total elongation includes both the elastic elonga-
tion and the plastic elongation. Plastic elongation is
usually the greatest of the two, except in materials
that are quite brittle or those with very low stiffness.
A material that exhibits a20o/o total elongation at the

time of fracture has increased in length by one-fifth
of its original length. Such a material, as in many
dental gold alloys, has a high value for plastic or per-
manent elongation and, in general, is a ductile type
of alloy, whereas a material with only 1% elongation
would possess little permanent elongation and be
considered brittle.

An alloy that has a high value for total elongation
can be bent permanently without danger of frac-
ture. Clasps can be adjusted, orthodontic wires can
be adapted, and crowns or inlays can be burnished
if alloys with high values for elongation are used.
Elongation and yield strength are generally related
in many materials, including dental gold alloys,
where, generally, the higher the yield strength, the
lower the elongation.

Elastic l/floil,i,las
The measure of elasticity of a material is described by
the term elastic modulus, also referred to as modulus
of elasticity or Young's modulus, and denoted by the
variable E. The wordmodulus means ratio and in this
case, the ratio of stress to strain. The elastic modu-
lus represents the stiffness of a material within the
elastic range. The elastic modulus can be determined
from a stress-strain curve (see Fig. a.5) by calculating
the ratio of stress to strain or the slope of the linear
region of the curve. The modulus is calculated from
the following equation:

Elastic modulus = Stress/Strain

or

E=o/e

This equation is also known as Hooke's law.
Because strain is unitless (length/length), the mod-
ulus has the same units as stress and is usually
reported in MPa or GPa (1 GPa = 1000 MPa).

The elastic qualities of a material represent a

fundamental property of the material. The inter-
atomic or intermolecular forces of the material
are responsible for the property of elasticity (see

Fig. 4.5). The stronger the basic attraction forces,
the greater the values of the elastic modulus and
the more rigid or stiff the material. Because this
property is related to the attraction forces within
the material, it is usually the same when the mate-
rial is subjected to either tension or compression.
The property is generally independent of any heat
treatment or mechanical treatment that a metal or
alloy has received, but is quite dependent on the
composition of the material.

The elastic modulus is determined by the slope
of the elastic portion of the stress-strain curve/
which is calculated by choosing any two stress and
strain coordinates in the elastic or linear range.
As an example, for the curve in Fig. 4.5, the slope
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can be calculated by choosing the following two
coordinates:

or = 150 MPa' a1 = 0.005

and

oz = 3ffi MPa, e2 = 0.010

The slope is therefore:

(oz - o t) / (ez- er) = 
lrffi il$)jlr#[ 

-a0.00s)

Stress-strain curves for two hypothetical materials,
A and B, of different composition are shown in Fig.
4.8. Inspection of the curves shows that for a given
stress, A is elastically deformed less than B, with the
result that the elastic modulus for A is greater than
for B. This difference can be demonstrated numeri-
cally, by calculating the elastic moduli for the two
materials subjected to the same stress of 300 MPa. At
a stress of 300 MPa, materialA is strained to 0.01 (1%)
and the elastic modulus is as follows:

E = 300 MPa/0.010 = 30,000 MPa = 30 GPa

On the other hand, material B is strained to 0.02
(2"/"), or twice as much as material A for the same
stress application. The equation for the elastic modu-
lus for B is

E= 300 MPa/0.020 = 15,0(X) MPa = 15 GPa

The fact that material A has a steeper slope in
the elastic range than material B means that a larger
force is required to deform material A to a given
amount than is required for material B. From the
curves shown in Fig. 4.8, it can be seen that a stress
of 300 MPa is required to deform A to the same
amount elastically to which B is deformed by a stress
of 150 MPa. Therefore A is stiffer or more rigid than
B. Conversely, B is more flexible than z{. Materials
such as elastomers and other polymers have low
values for elastic modulus, whereas many metals
and ceramics have much higher values, as shown in
Table 4.1.

Polssoa's Ratio
During axial loading in tersion or compression there
is a simultaneous strain in the axial and transverse, or
lateral, directions. Under tensile loading as a materid
elongates in the direction of load, there is a reduction
in cross section, known as necking. Under compressive
loading, there is an inmase in the cross section. Witttin
the elastic r:rnge, the ratio of the lateral to the axial
strain is called Porssorz's ratb (v). In tensile loading, the
Poisson's ratio indicates that the reduction in cross sec-
tion is proportional to the elongation during the elastic
deformation. The reduction in cross section continues
unfil the material is fractured. Poisson's ratio is a unit-
less value because it is the ratio of two strains.

A z

0 5 10152025 30354045505560
Strain (x1O-3)

FIG. 4.8 Streoo-etrain ourves of two hyryothetical mate-
rials eubiected to tensile ehees.

TABLE 4.1 Elastic Modulus (GPa) of Selected Dental
Materials

Material Elastic Modulus (GPa)
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Most rigid materials, such as enamel, dentin,
amalgam, and dental composite, exhibit a Poisson's
ratio of about 0.3. Brittle substances such as hard gold
alloys and dental amalgam show little permanent
reduction in cross section during a tensile tet. More
ductile materials such as soft gold alloys, which are
high in gold content, show a higher degree of reduc-
tion in cross-sectional area and higher Poisson's
ratios. Rubber has a Poisson's ratio of nearly 0.5.
Cork exhibits little lateral expansion under compnes-
sion and has a Poisson's ratio close to 0. This prop-
erty has made cork a common material for sealing
wine bottles.

Iradifity and MallcaffirfE
Two significant properties of metals and alloys are
ductility and malleability. The ductility of a material
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enables it to be drawn and shaped into wire by means
of tension. When tensile forces are applied, the wire
is formed by permanent deformation. The malleabil-
ity of a material enables it to be hammered or rolled
into thin sheets without fracturing. Malleability
comes from the lannmalleus, or hammer.

A high degree of elongation indicates good mal-
leability and ductility, although some metals show
some exception to this rule. The reduction in area in a
specimen, together with the elongation at the break-
ing point, is, howeve1 a good indication of the rela-
tive ductility of a metal or alloy.

Resilience

Strain

To.ghness

B Strain

FiC;. -+.9 Stress-strain curses showing (A) the area indi-
cating the resilience and G) the area representing the
toughness of a material.

Ductility is a property that has been related to the
workability of a material in the mouth (e.g., ability
to adjust the margins of a casting). Although duc-
tility is important, the amount of force necessary to
cause pernanent deformation during the adjustment
process (also referred to as "bumishing") must also
be considered. A burnishing index has been used to
rank the ease of burnishing alloys and is equal to the
ductility (elongation) divided by the yield strength.

Gold and silver, which are still used in dentistry,
are the most malleable and ductile of the metals, but
other metals do not follow the same order for both
malleability and ductility. In general, metals tend to
be ductile, whereas ceramics tend to be brittle.

Reellierce
Resilience is the resistance of a material to perma-
nent deformation. It indicates the amount of energy
necessry to deform the material to the proportional
limit. Resilience is therefore measured by the area
under the elastic portion of the stress-strain curve, ;!s

illustrated in Fig. 4.9A.
Resilience has particular importance in the evalu-

ation of orthodontic wircs. An example is the amount
of work expected from a spring to move a tooth. The
amount of stress and strain at the proportional limit
is also of interest because these factors determine the
magnitude of the force that can be applied to the tooth
and how far the tooth can move before the spring is
no longer effective. For example, Fig. 4.10 illustrates
the load-deflection curve for a nickel-titanium (Ni-Ti)
orthodontic wire. Note that the Ioading (activation)
portion of the curve is different from the unloading
(deactivation) portion. This difference is called hyster-
esis. The units of resilience are mMN/m3 or mMPa /m.
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FIG. 4. l0 Load-deflection curyc for Ni-Ti orthodontic wire. Note that the loading (activation) portion of the curve is
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Totghttcss
Tbughness, which is the resistance of a material to
fracture, is an indication of the amount of energy
necessary to cause fracture. The area under theelastic
and plastic portions of a stress-strain curve, as shown
in Fig. 4.98, represents the toughness of a material.
The units of toughness are the s.une as the units of
resilience: mMN/m3 or mMPa/m. Toughness repre-
sents the energy required to stress the material to the
point of fracture. Note that a material can be tough
by having a combination of high yield and ultimate
strength and moderately high strain at rupture, or by
having moderately high yield and ultimate strength
and a large strain at rupture. Brittle materials tend
to have low toughness because little plastic defor-
mation occurs before failure, thus the area under the
elastic and plastic regions of the curve is not signifi-
cantly different from the area under the elastic region
alone.

Etacbre Torghncss
Concepts of fracture mechanics have been applied to
a number of problems in dental materials. Fracture
mechanics characterizes the behavior of materi-
als with cracks or flaws. Flaws or cracks may arise
naturally in a material or nucleate after a time in
service. [n either case, any defect generally weak-
ens a material, and as a result, sudden fractures can
arise at stresses below the yield stress. Sudden, cata-
strophic fractures typically occur in brittle materials
that do not have the ability to plastically deform and
redistribute stresses. The field of fracture mechanics
analyzes the material behavior during these types of
failures.

Two simple examples illustrate the significance of
defects on the fracture of materials. Plates of glass or
ceramic tiles are often scribed with a diamond or car-
bide instrument. The purpose of the scribe is to cre-
ate a defect that propagates when additional stresses

are introduced. Both are difficult to break without a
scribed line or defect. If the same experiment is per-
formed on a ductile material, the small surface notch
has no effect on the force required to break the plate,
and the ductile plate can be bent without fracturing
(Fig. a.11). For a brittle material such as glass, no local
plastic deformation occurs with fracture, whereas for
a ductile material, plastic deformation, such as the
ability to bend, occurs without fracture. The ability
to be plastically deformed without fracture, or the
amount of energy required for fracture, is thefracture
toughness.

ln general, the larger a flaw, the lower the stress
needed to cause fracture. This is because the stresses,
which would normally be bome by a mass of mate-
rial, are now concentrated at the tip of the flaw. The
ability of a flaw to cause fracture depends on the frac-
ture toughness of the material. Fracture toughness is

Fracture

Glass rod

Plastic
deformation

Notch

Copper rod

Grooves act
as small notches

Hardened steel flle

FlG. 4. I I Schematic of different types of deformation
in brittle (glass, eteel file) and ductile (copper) materials of
the same diameter and having a notch of the eame dimen-
eions. (Frorn Flinn RA,Tiojan PK. Engineering Materials and
Their Applications, Bosf on : H ou ghton Mifi in ; 1 9 87 : 5j 5.)

TABLE 4.2 Fracture Toughness (Klc) of Selected
Dental Materials

Material K16 (MN.m-u)

Enamel

Dentin

Amalgam

Ceramic

Resin compoeite

Porcelain

0.7-1.3

3.1

t.Tt.6

1.2-3.0

7.4-2.3

0.9-1.0

a material property and is proportional to the energy
consumed in plastic deformation.

Fracture toughness (Kp) has been measured for a
number of important restorative materials, including
amalgam, acrylic denture base materials, composites,
ceramics, orthodontic brackets, cements, and human
enamel and dentin. Typical values for composites,
ceramics, enamel, and dentin are listed in Table 4.2.

The presence of fillers in polymers substantially
increases fracture toughness. The mechanisms of
toughening are presumed to be matrix-filler inter-
actions, but these have not yet been established.
Similarly, the addition of up to 50"/o by weight of
zirconia to ceramic increases fracture toughness. As
with other mechanical properties, aging or storage
in a simulated oral environment or at elevated tem-
peratures can decrease fracture toughness, but there
is no agreement on this in the literature. Attempts
to correlate fracture toughness with wear resistance

)'(
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Ductile Brittl€

3

Viscoelasticity
The mechanical properties of many dental materi-
als, such as alginate, elastomeric impression mate-
rials, waxes, amalgam, polymers, bone, dentin, oral
mucosa, and periodontal ligaments, depend on how
fast they are loaded. For these materials, increasing
the loading (strain) rate produces a different stress-
strain curve with higher rates giving higher values
for the elastic modulus, proportional limit, and ulti-
mate strength. Materials that have mechanical prop-
erties independent of loading rate are termed elastic.
In these materials, strain occurs when the load is
applied. Other materials exhibit a lag in response
when a load is applied. This time lag is referred to
as a uiscous rcsponse, Materials that have mechanical
properties dependent on loading rate and exhibit
both elastic and viscous behavior are termed tz'sco-

elastic. These materials have characteristics of an
elastic solid and a viscous fluid. The properties of
an elastic solid were pneviously discussed in detail.
Before viscoelastic materials and their properties are
presented, fluid behavior and viscosity are reviewed
in the following section.

Efutd Behaoior and Vixoslty
In addition to the many solid dental materials that
exhibit some fluid characteristics, many dental mate.
rials, such as cements and impression materials, are
in the fluid state when formed. Therefore fluid (vis-
cous) phenomena ane important. Viscosity (q) is the
resistance of a fluid to flow and is equal to the shear
stress divided by the shear strain rate, or:

q =t/lde/dtl
When a cement or impression material sets, the

viscosity increases, making it less virous and more
solidlike. The units of viscosity are poise, p (1 p =
0.1 Pa.s = 0.1 N.s/m2), but often data are reported in
centipoise, cp (100 cp = 1 p).

Rearranging the equation for viscosity, we see that
fluid behavior can be described in terms of stress and
strain, just like elastic solids.

7= nlde/dtl

In the case of an elastic solid, stress (o) is pro-
portional to strain (e), with the constant of propor-
tionality being the modulus of elasticity (E). The
aforementioned equation indicates a similar situ-
ation for a viscous fluid, where the stress (shear) is
proportional to the strain rate and the constant of
proportionality is the viscosity. The stress is therefore
time dependent because it is a function of the strain
rate, or rate of loading. To better comprehend the
concept of strain rate dependence, consider two lim-
iting cases: rapid and slow deformation. A material
pulled extremely fast (df - 0) results in an infinitely
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FlG. 4. 12 Strees-strain curver for materials with vari-
oug combinatione of propertiee.

have had mixed results. Fracture toughness is not a
reliable predictor of the wear of restorative materials.

Propertle s ard Strese - Strain Curues
The shape of a stress-strain curve and the magni-
tudes of the stress and strain allow classification of
materials with respect to their general properties.
The idealized stress-strain curves in Fig. 4.12 repre-
sent materials with various combinations of physical
properties. For example, materials 1 to 4 have high
stiffness, materials 7, 2, 5, and 5 have high strength,
and materials 7, 3,5, and 7 have high ductility. If
the only requirement for an application is stiff-
ness, materials 1 to 4 are all satisfactory. However,
if the requirements are both stiffness and strength,
only materials 1 and 2 are acceptable. If the require-
ments are to also include ductility, the choice would
be limited to material 1. The properties of stiffness,
strength, and ductility are independent, and materi-
als may exhibit various combinations of these three
properties.

Tercllc Propertles of Btiltlc Materials
Many restorative materials, including dental amal-
gam, cements, ceramics, plaster, and stone, are
much weaker in tension than in compression. This
means cavity preparation design requirements for
amalgams and ceramics, for example, are differ-
ent than for ductile materials, such as metal alloys.
One example is the amount of occlusal reduction
necessary for ductile versus brittle materials. For
brittle materials, such as ceramics, the occlusal
reduction needs to be greater than for ductile mate-
rials, such as gold alloys. This is because ceramics
reguire a larger cross-sectional area to present the
same resistance as metals. Also for that reason, the
margins of a preparation can be beveled for metal
restorations, but cannot be beveled for ceramic
restorations.
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Slope (k) -T i

Displacement (x) F

FIG. .+.1 J Force versus displacement of a spring, which
can be used to model the elastic responee of a solid. (Froz
Park lB. Biomaterials Science and Engineering. New York:

Plenum P ress ; 1 9 84 :2 5.)

high stress, whereas a material pulled infinitesi-
mally slow results in a stress of z-ero. This concept
will be important in understanding stress relaxation
and delayed gelation phenomena, explored later in
this chapter. The behavior of elastic solids and vis-
cous fluids can be understood from studying simple
mechanical models. An elastic solid can be viewed as

a spring (Fig. a.13). When the spring is stretched by
a force, F, it displaces a distance, r. The applied force
and resultant displacement are proportional, and the
constant of proportionality is the spring constant, k.

Therefore, according to Hooke's law:

F =lx
Note that this relation is equivalent to the equa-

tion presented in the Stress-Strain Curves section of
this chapter:

o=Ee

Also note that the model of an elastic element does
not involve time. The spring acts instantaneously
when stretched. In other words, an elastic solid is
independent of loading rate.

A viscous fluid can be viewed as a dashpot, or
a piston moving through a viscous fluid (Fig.  .la).
When the fluid-filled cylinder is pulled, the rate of
strain (deldf) is proportional to the stress (r) and
the constant of proportionality is the viscosity of the
fluid (r).

Although the virosity of a fluid is proportional to
the shear rate, the proportionality differs for different
fluids. Fluids may be dassified as newtonfuur, pseudo-
plastic, or dilahnt depending on how their viscosity
varies with shear rate, as shown in Fig. 4.15. The viscos-
ity of a newtonian fluid is constant and independent of
shear rate. Some dental cements and impression mate-
rials are newtonian. The virosity of a pseudoplastic
fluid decreases with increasing shear rate. Monophase

Newtonian

cylinder

Slope (n)

Strain rats (d€/dt)
F

FIG. 4.14 Skess vercus strain rate for a dashpot, which
can be used to model the responee of a viocous fluid. (Erom

Park lB. Biomaterials Science and Engineerrng. Nao York
Plenum Press;798426.1

Shear rate

FlG. 4. l5 Shear diagrems of newtonia& pceudoplastic,
and dilatant llquids. The virosity is shown by the slope of
the curve at a given shear rate.

elastomeric impression materials are pseudoplastic.
When subjected to low shear raEs during spahrlation
or while an impression material is loaded in a tray in
preparation of placing it into the mouth, these impres-
sion materials have a high viscosity and stay in place
without flowing. Thee materials, however, can also
be used in a syringe, because at the higher shear rates
encountered as they pass through the syringe tip, the
viscosity decreases by as much as tmfold. This charac-
teristic is sometimes refurred to as thixotropy, although
ttrat term actually describes the change in virosity of a
material with time. The tomato-based food condimmt
ketchup is also pseudoplastic, which makes it difficult
to remove fr,om a bottle. Shaking the bottle or rapping
the side of the bottle increases ib shear rate, decreases
its viscosity, and improves its pourability. The viscosity
of a dilatant fluid increases with increasing shear rate.
Examples of dilatant fluids in dentistry include the
fluid denture base resins.
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FIG. 4, 16 Decrease in load of latex rubber and plas-
tic bands ae a function of time at a constant extension of
95 mm. (From Craig RG, ed. Dental Materials: A Problem-
Oriented Approach. St. lnuis: Mosby ; 197 8.)

Viscoelasti. Matsiale
For viscoelastic materials, the strain rate can alter the
stress-strain properties. The tear strength of alginate
impression material, for example, is increased about
four times when the rate of loading is increased from
2.5 to25 cm/min. Alginate impressions should there-
fore be removed from the mouth quickly to improve
their tear resistance. Another example of strain-rate
dependence is the elastic modulus of dental amal-
gam, which is 21 GPa at slow rates of loading and
62GPa at high rates of loading. A viscoelastic mate-
rial therefore may have widely different mechanical
properties depending on the rate of load application,
and for these materials, it is particularly important to
specify the loading rate with the test results.

Materials that have properties dependmt on the
strain rate are better characterized by relating stress
or strain as a function of time. Two properties of
importance to viscoelastic materials are stress relax-
ation and cneep. Stress relaxation is the reduction in
stress in a material subjected to constant strain,
whereas creep b the increase in skain in a material
under constant stress.

As an example of stress relaxation, consider
how the load-time curves at constant deforma-
tion are important in the evaluation of orthodontic
elastic bands. The decrease in load (or force) with
time for rubber and plastic bands of the same size
at a constant extension of 95 mm is shown in Fig.
4.16. The initial force was much greater with the
plastic band, but the decrease in force with time
was much less for the rubber band. Therefore
plastic bands are useful for applying high forces,
although the force decreases rapidly with time,
whereas rubber bands apply lower forces, but the
force decreases slowly with time in the mouth;
rubber bands are therefore useful for applying
more sustained loads.

0.24

0.16
c.E

a
0.08

High-performance

24 I 12 16 20 24
Time (hours)

FIG. 4.17 Creep curyes for conventional (low-coppet)
and high-perfonnance ftigh-copper) amalgams. (Frorr
O'Brien W/. Dental Materials: Properties and Selection.
Chica p : Qaintas enct ; L 9 89 : 25.)

Apply load Remove load

Time

I'lG. 4. I t't Creep recovery curve ehowing (A) elaetic, (B)

anelastic, and (C) viscous strain.

The importance of creep can be seen by interpre-
tation of the data in Fig. 4.17, which shows creep
curves for low- and high-copper amalgam. For a

given load at a given time, the low-copper amalgam
has a greater strain. The implications and clinical
importance of this are that the greater creep in the
low-copper amalgam makes it more susceptible to
strain accumulation and fracture, and also marginal
breakdowry which can lead to secondary decay. The
high creep behavior of low-copper amalgam contrib-
uted to its decline in popularity.

Creq Compliatce
A creep curve yields insight into the relative elas-
tic, viscous, and inelastic response of a viscoelastic
material; such curves can be interpreted in terms of
the molecular structure of the associated materials,
which have structures that function as elastic, vis-
cous, and inelastic elements. Creep recovery curves
are produced from data collected during removal
of a load (Fig. 4.18). In such a curve, after the load
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Jo

Time

FIG. 4.19 Creep compliance versua time fora viscoelas-
tic material. (Motlified fun Duran RL, Pwsers lM, Craig RG.
Viscoelastic and dynamic properties of sofi liners and tissue con-

ditioners. I Dent Res. 1979;58$):1.801.)

is removed, there is an instantaneous drop in strain
and slower strain decay to some steady-state strain
value, which may be nonzero. The instantaneous
drop in strain represents the recovery of elastic
strain. The slower recovery represents the inelastic
strain, and the remaining, permanent strain repre-
sents the viscous strain. A family of creep curves can
be determined by using different loads. A more use-
ful way of presenting these data is by calculating the
creep compliance. Creep complinnce Ut) is defined as

strain divided by stress at a given time. Once a creep
curve is obtained, a cornesponding creep compliance
curve can be calculated. The creep compliance curve
shown in Fig. 4.19 is characterized by the following
equation:

It= ls+ IR+ (t/Tl)

where /s is the instantaneous elastic compliance, /s
is the retarded elastic (inelastic) compliance, and
l/r; represents the viscous response at time t for a
viscosity I. The strain associated with /6 and /p is
completely recoverable after the load is removed;
however, the strain associated with /x is not recov-
ered immediately but requires some finite time. The
skain associated with f/q is not recovered and rep-
resents a permanent deformation. If a single creep
compliance curve is calculated from a family of creep
curves determined at different loads, the material is
said to be linearly viscoelastic. In this case, the vis-
coelastic qualities can be described concisely by a
single curye.

The creep compliance curve therefore permits an
estimate of the relative amount of elastic, inelastic,
and viscous behavior of a material. /s indicates the
flexibility and initial recovery after deformation, /s
the amount of delayed recovery that can be expected,
and t/q the magnitude of permanent deformation
to be expected. Creep compliance curves for elasto.
meric impression materials are shown in Chapter 12,
Fi9.12.17.

Dynamic Mechanical Properties

Although static properties can often be related to
the function of a material under dynamic condi
tions, there are limitations to using static properties
to estimate the properties of materials subjected to
dynamic loading. Static testing refers to continuous
application of force at slow rates of loading, whereas
dynamic testing involves cyclic loading or loading
at high ntes (impact). Dynamic methods, includ-
ing a forced oscillation technique used to determine
dynamic modulus and a torsion pendulum used for
impact testing, have been used to study viscoelas-
tic materials such as dental polymers. Ultrasonic
techniques have been used to determine elastic con-
stants of viscoelastic materials such as dentin. Impact
testing has been applied primarily to brittle dental
materials.

Dymamie Modulrc
The dynamic modulus (Eo) is defined as the ratio of
stress to strain for small cyclical deformations at
a given frequenry and at a particular point on the
stress+train curve. When measured in a dynamic
oscillation instrument, the dynamic modulus is com-
puted by:

Eo=m4p2

where m is the mass of the loading element,4 is the
height divided by twice the area of the rylindri-
cal specimen, and p is the angular frequency of the
vibrations.

In general, elastic modulus calculated from
dynamic testing is higher than whm calculated from
static testing. For ideal elastic materials subjected
to an oscillatory strain, the sinusoidal wave of the
resultant stress matches perfectly the strain wave; it
is said then that stress and strain are "in phase" (Fig.
4.204' and B), or that there is no energy Iost to the
environment because all the energy is used to pro-
vide a deformation. For newtonian fluids (ideal liq-
uids), the strain response lags in time, and the phase
lag equals the greatest possible angle (6 = 90 degrees)
between stress and strain waves, for any given rycle
(see Fig. 4.20A). As discussed earlier, from the stress-
strain curves, a complex modulus (E*) can be calcu-
lated. The complex modulus, therefore, is the ratio
of the stress amplitude to the strain amplitude and
represents the stiffness of the material.

Most real materials subjected to oscillatory strain
behave somewhere in between a perfectly elastic and a
perfectly plastic material, and in those cases, by resolv-
ing the complex modulus (E) into an "in-phase" elas-
tic component (called storage modulus, or E) and an
"outof-phase" viscous component (called loss mdu-
lus, or E'), it is possible to gain insight into the elastic
and viscous components, respectively (see Fig. 4.208).
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They cornelate according to the mathematical relation-
ship shown in Fig. 4.2K., where E' = E* sin 6 and E'=
E* cos 0. One useful concept that arises is the loss fac-
tor tan 6 (calculated as tan 6 = E'/E'). This relationship
allows us to determine whether a material presents a
predominantly elastic or viscous r€sponse when sub-
jected to load while in service.

ln conjunction with the dynamic modulus, val-
ues of intemal friction and dynamic resilience can be
determined. For example, cyclical stretching or com-
pression of an elastomer results in irreversibly lost
energy that is exhibited as heat. The intemal friction
of an elastomer is comparable with the viscosity of a
liquid. The value of internal friction is necessary to
calculate the dynamic resilience, which is the ratio of
energy lost to energy expended.

The dynamic modulus and dynamic resilience of
some dental elastomers are listed in Table 4.3. These
properties are affected by temperatwe (-15"C to 37t)
for some maxillofacial elastomers. As shown in Table
4.3, the dynamic modulus decreases and the dynamic
resilience increases as the temperature increases. As
a tangible example, the dynamic resilience of a poly-
mer used for an athletic mouth Protector is a measure
of the ability of the material to absorb energy from a

blow and thereby protect the oral structures.

Surface Mechanical Properties

In our discussion so far, we have introduced and
discussed mechanical properties that are mainly
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dependent on the bulk characteristics of a material.
ln this section, mechanical properties that are more
a function of the surface condition of a material are
presented. [n particular, the concepts of hardness,
friction, and wear are summarized.

Hotdness
Hardness may be broadly defined as the resistance
to permanent surface indentation or penetration.
Formulating a more rigorous definition of hardness
is difficult because any test method will, at a micro-
scopic level, involve complex surface morphologies
and stresses in the test material, thereby involving
a variety of qualities in any single hardness test.
Despite this condition, the most common concept
of hard and soft substances is their relative resis-
tance to indentation. Hardness is therefore a mea-
sure of the resistance to plastic deformation and
is measured as a force per unit area of indentation
$ig.4.21).

Based on this definition of hardness, it is clear why
this property is so important to dentistry. Hardness
influences ease of cutting finishing, and polishing
an object and its resistance to in-service scratch-
ing. Finishing or polishing a structure is important
for esthetic purposes and, as dirussed previously,
scratches can compromise fatigue strength and lead
to premature failure.

Some of the most common methods of test-
ing the hardness of restorative materials are the
Brinell, Knoop, Vickers, Rockwell, Barcol, and

4. FLINDAMENTALS OF MATERIATS SCIENCE
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TABLE 4.3
Elastomers

CRAIG'S RESTORATI\G DENTAL MATERIALS

Values of Dynamic Modulus and Dynamic Resilience as a Function of Temperature for Some Dental

Material Temperature (oC) Dynamic Modulus (MPa) Dynamic Resilience (%)

MA:KI L LO FA CI AL M.XIE RIALS

Polyurethane

Polyvinylchloride

Silicone elastomer

-15

37

-15

J/

-15

3/

5.98

3.05

12.2

2.5t

2.U

2.?6

15.0

19.9

6.0

79.6

16.0

23.2

POLYWNYIACETATE-POLWTT{YI.ENEMOUT-HPROTECTOR

New

Wom

?3.4

20.2

37

37

9.39

7.23

Fl(;. +.21 Schematic representation of surface changes
from indenter in Rockwell hardness test. R Normal load;
A, area of plastic deformation. (From Park /8. Biomaterials
Science and Engineering. Nll.u York: Pletum Press;1984:78.)

Shore A hardness tests. Each of these tests differs
slightly in the indenter used and in the calcula-
tion of hardness. Each presents certain advantages
and disadvantages, described in detail in Chapter
5. They have a common quality, however, in that
each depends on the penetration of some small,
symmetrically shaped indenter into the surface
of the material being tested. The choice of a hard-
ness test depends on the material of interest, the
expected hardness range, and the desired degree of
localization.

Erictioa
Friction is the resistance between contacting bodies
when one moves relative to another (Fig. 4.22). A
restraining force that resists movement is the (static)
frictional force and results from the molecules of the
two objects bonding where their surfaces are in close
contact. The frictional force, F' is proportional to

the normal force (Fr,) between the surfaces and the
(static) coefficient of friction (4):

Fs = I sFtt

The coefficient of friction varies between 0 and 1

and is a function of the two materials in contact, their
composition, surface finish, and lubrication. Similar
materials in contact have a Breater coefficient of fric-
tion, and if a lubricating medium exists at the inter-
face, the coefficient of friction is reduced.

Motion is possible when the applied force is
greater than Fr. Once motion occurs, molecular
bonds are made and broken, and microscopic pieces
break off from the surfaces. With motion, a sliding or
kinetic friction is produced, and the force of kinetic
friction opposes the motion:

Fr = P rFht

Frictional behavior therefore arises from surfaces
that, because of microroughness, have a smaU r€al
contact area (see Fi9.4.22). These small surface areas

result in high contact stresses, which lead to local
yielding, or pennanent deformation. The resistance to
shear failure of the junctions results in the frictional
force. When static friction is overcome and relative
motiontakes place, itis accompaniedby the modifica-
tion of the interface through kinetic friction and wear.

An example of the importance of friction in den-
tistry lies in the concept of sliding mechanics used
in orthodontics. A known and conholled frictional
force is required when an orthodontic wire is slid
through a bracket. Combinations of different materi-
als result in different frictional forces. Friction is also
an important consideration when dissimilar restor-
ative materials contact and slide against each other
in the oral cavity such as in protrusive or working
movements of the mandible.
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FlG. +.22 Microscopic area of contact between two
obiects. The frictional force, which resists motion, is pro-
portional to the normal force and the coefficient of friction.

Wear
Wear is a loss of material resulting from removal and
relocation of materials tfuough the contact of two or
more materials. When two solid materials are in con-
tact, they touch only at the tips of their most protrud-
ing asperities (Fi9.4.23). Wear is usually undesirable,
but under controlled conditions during finishing and
polishing, controlled wear can be very useful.

Several factors make wear of biomaterials unique.
Most important, wear can produce particles that can
elicit an inflammatory response. The wear process
can also produce shape changes in the object that
can affect function. For example, weat of teeth and
restorative materials is characterized by the loss of
the original anatomical form of the material. Wear
may result from mechanical, physiological, or patho-
logical conditions. Normal mastication may cause
attrition of tooth structure or materials. Bruxism is
an example of a pathological form of wear in which
clenching and grinding of teeth produces occlusal
and incisal wear. Abrasive wear occurs when exces-
sively abrasive toothpastes and hard toothbrush
bristles are used when brushing teeth.

Wear is a function of a number of material and
environmental factors, including the characteristics of
wearing surfaces (i.e., inhomogeneity, crystal orienta-
tion, phases, and inclusions present); the microscopic
contac! interaction between sliding surfaces (i.e., ele'
vated stress, temperature, and flow at contact points,
leading to locatizecl yielding, meltinS, and hardening);
lubrication; and different material combinations. In
general, wear is a function of opposing materials and

the interface between them. The Pnesence of a lubri-
cating film, such as saliva, seParates surfaces during
relative motion and reduces frictional forces and wear.

FlG. 4.2) Sftess distribution in a finite element model
of a molar with a lfl!,N occlusal load. (From Magne P.

Eficictlt iD fnite element analysis of dental restoratioe proce-

ilures using micto-CT data. Dent Mater 2007;23:539-548.)

In general, there are four types of wear: (1) adhe
sive wear; (2) corrosive wear; (3) surface fatigue
wear; and (4) abrasive wear. Adhesive wear is char-
acterized by the formation and disruption of micro-

iunctions. Microregions are pulled from one obiect
and transferred to the other. Abrasive wear involves
a harder material cutting or plowing into a softer
material. There can be two types of abrasive wear:
two.and three-body abrasive wear. This type of wear
can be minimized if surfaces are smooth and hard
and if third party particles are kept off the surfaces.
Corrosive wear is secondary to physical removal of a
protective layer and is therefore related to the chemi-
cal activity of the wear surfaces. The sliding action of
the surfaces accelerates corrosion. [n surface fatigue
wear, asperities or free particles with small areas of
contact contribute to high localized stresses and pro-
duce surface or subsurface cracks. Particles break off
under cyclic loading and sliding.

In general, metals are susceptible to adhesive, cor-
rosive, and three-body wear, whercas polymers are
susceptible to abrasive and fatigue wear.

The Colloidal State

The term colloiil is used to describe a state of matter
rather than a kind of matter. The main characteristic
of colloidal materials is their high degree of microse-
gmentation. These fine particles also have certain
physical properties, such as electrical charges and
surface energies that control the characteristics of
the colloids. Particle size alone does not adequately
define colloids.
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Nafllrre of Colloids
Substances are called colloids when they consist of
two or more phases, with the units of at least one of
the phases h"ring a dimension slightly greater than
simple molecular size. Although tlre range of size is
somewhat arbitrary, it is usually recognized as being
approximately 1 to 500 nm in maximum dimmsion.
Thus colloidal systems can be fine dispersions, gels,
films, emulsions, or foams. In other words, the colloi-
dal state represents a higl,ly dispersed system of fine
particles of one phase in another, and a characteristic
property of the dispersed phase is an mormous surface
area. This is true whether a dispersed phase of oil drop
lets in anemulsionor a finely divided solid suspended
in a liquid is corsidered. This increase in surface area
grves rise to a correspondingincrrease in surface energy
and surface reactions. Not only is the surface energy
important but the interface between the two phases
also imparts important and characteristic properties to
the system.

Except for a dispersion of a gas in a gas, which is a
true solution, each of the three forms of matter-aas,
liquid, and solid-may be dispersed as colloidal par-
ticles in the other and in itself as well. The dispersed
phase, which may be in the form of a gas, liquid, or
solid, may also exist in a variety of conditions. Some
examples of these dispersed phases are (1) colloidal
silica as a filler in resin composites, (2) colloidal silica
in water to be mixed with high-strength dental stone
to improve abrasion resistance, (3) droplets of oil
in water used during steam sterilization to pr€vent
rusting of dental instruments, (4) fillers used in elas-
tomeric impression materials to control such prop-
erties as viscosity, and (5) agglomerates of detergent
molecules in water that serve as wetting agents for
wax pattems.

Ty?fca, Collotd Systcms
The distinction between a sol and a gel is important
because several of each are found in dental applica-
tions. A sol resembles a solution, but it is made up of
colloidal particles dispersed in a liquid. When a sol is
chilled or caused to react by the addition of suitable
chemicals, it may be transformed into a gel. Lr the
gel form the system takes on a semisolid, oriellylike,
quality.

The liquid phase of either a sol or a gel is usu-
ally water, but may be some organic liquid such as
alcohol. Systems having water as one component are
described as hydronls or hydrogels. A more general
term might be hydrocollold, which is often used in
dentistry to describe the alginate gels used as flex-
ible impression materials. A general term to describe
a system having an organic liquid as one component
would be organosol or organogel.

Gels possess an entangled framework of solid
colloidal particles in which liquid is trapped in the

interstices and held by capillarity. Such a gel has
some degree of rigidity, depending on the extent of
the structural solids present. One example is the algi-
nate hydrocolloid impression material.

Gels that are formed with water are hydrophilic
(water loving) in character and tend to imbibe large
quantities of water if allowed to stand submerged.
The imbibition is accompanied by swelling and a
change in physical dimensions. Ir, dry air, the gel
loses water to the atmosphere, with an accomPany-
ing shrinkage. Such changes may be observed read-
ily in alginate gels.

Diffusion Through Membranes and Osmotic
Pressure

Osmotic pressure is the pressure developed by dif-
fusion of a liquid or solvent through a membrane.
The solvent passes from the dilute to the more con-
centrated solution through the membrane separating
the two solutions. The presence of dissolved mate'
rial in a solvent lowers the escaping tendenry of the
solvent molecules; the greater the concentration, the
more the escaping tendency is lowered. Accordingly,
the solvent will diffuse or pass through a membrane
to a region of greater concentration, thus diluting the
concentration of the solution.

Osmotic pressure is a concept that has been
used to explain the hypersensitivity of dentin. The
change in pressure in carious, exposed dentin from
contact with saliva or concentrated solutions causes
diffusion throughout the stmcture that increases or
decreases the pressure on the sengory system.

Iust as diffusion through membranes is impor-
tant, so is the diffusion from a substance of a givm
concentration to that of another concentration, which
is important in many materials in dentistry. Salts and
dyes diffuse through human dentin. Stains and dis-
coloring agents diffuse through polymeric restor-
ative materials. Diffusion of salb and acids through
some cavity liners is a potential problem.

Adsorption, Absorption, and Sorption

In the adsorption process, a liquid or gas adheres to
the surface of the solid or liquid firmly by the attach-
ment of molecules, thus reducing their surface free
energy. In a physical sense, if the two substances are
alike, as, for example, two pieces of the same metal
in the solid state pressed closely together, the mass
is said to cohere. When a dissimilar substance, sudr
as a gas or liquid, is in intimate contact with the sur-
face of the solid, it is said to adhere to the surface. The
process of adsorption or adhesion to the surface of
a substance is important in the wetting process, in
which the substance is coated or wetted with a for-
eign substance such as a liquid. The degree to which
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saliva, for example, will wet or adhere to the enamel
surface of a tooth depends on the tendency for sur-
face adsorption. A substance that is readily wetted on
the surface by water, as is glass or porcelain or tooth
enamel, is considered to have adsorbed on its sur-
face a layer of water molecules. When a wet, human
enamel surface is desiccated, the fustwater to evapo-
rate is bulk water,leaving physically and chemically
adsorbed water. Considerable heat is required to
remove physically adsorbed water, and even higher
temperatures are needed to remove chemically
adsorbed water. Thus any attempt to bond a restor-
ative material to enamel must consider that adhesion
will be to adsorbed water and not hydroxyapatite.
High-energy surfaces such as metals will adsorb mol-
ecules more readily than low-energy surfaces such as
waxes; oxides have intermediate surface energies.

The process of adsorption differs somewhat from
the process of absorption. [n the process of absorp
tion, the substance absorbed diffuses into the solid
material by a diffusion process, and the process is
characterized by concentration of molecules at the
surface.

In instances in which both adsorption and absorp
tion are known to exist and it is not clear which pro-
cess predominates, the whole process is known as
sorption. [n measurement of the moisture content of
dental resins, the process is described as one of sorp-
tion of moisture by the resin.

Numerous examples of these processes are found
in the use of various restorative dental materials. The
process of absorption of water by alginate impres-
sion materials is particularly important to its sta-
bility. When the quantity of liquid absorbed into a
substance is relatively large, there is likely to be an
accompanying swelling of the absorbmt.

Surface Tension and Wetting
Surface tension is measured in terms of force (dynes)
per centimeter of the surface of liquid. In the case
of water at 20oC, the value b72.8 dynes/cm. At the
same temperature, benzene has a value of 29 dynes/
cm; alcohol, ?2 dynes/cm; and ether, 17 dynes/cm.
By contrast, mercury at 20oC has a surface tension
of 465 dynes/cm. The values for each of these sub-
stances are influenced by factors such as temperature
and purity. In general, there is a reduction in surface
tension of all liquids as the temperature is increased.
For example, the surface tension of water (in dynes/
cm) is 76 at 0"C,72 at ?5"C,68 at 50"C, and 59 at
100"c.

The surface tension of liquids is also reduced
by the presence of impurities, some of which are

exceedingly effective. Detergents, such as sodium
lauryl sulfate, or the ingredients of soaps, induding
sodium stearate or sodium oleate, which have long

Water

o Water

Soap - Waler

Js*p
FlG. 1.24 Spreading of pure water (fop) and water con-
taining soap molecules on wax (boltom).

hydrocarbon chains attached to hydrophilic groups
(such as COONa), are particularly effective in reduc-
ing the surface tension of water.

These surface.active agenb affect the surface ten-
sion by concentrating at the liquid-air interface or
other interfaces or surfaces. As these molecules occupy
surface positions in the water-air surface, they displace
surface water molecules, thus reducing the cohesive
force between water molecule over the surface area,
because the cohesion between water and surface-active
agent is less than that between water and water. This
effect is demonshated in Fig.4.24 which represenb
two drops placed on wax, one of which is water and
the otherwater with detergent. Thepresence of the sur-
faceactive agentmolecules in the surface layerreduces
the pull on the surface molecules toward the liquid
mass. This reduces the surface tension to increase
wetting. The soap molecule are oriented so that the
hyd-rophilic end is in the water and the hydrophobic
(hydrocarbon) end is oriented toward the wax or air.

The increased wettability of solids with liquids of
reduced surface tension is important in numerous
dental applications. The wetting power of a liquid is
represented by its tendency to spread on the surface
of the solid. Whenpouringa hydrophobic, polymeric
impression material with plaster or stone (gypsum),
the glpsum wets the impression to reproduce the
details recorded in the impression. Hydrophobic
impressions are not well wetted by gypsum, m a

dilute solution of some wetting agent (such as 0.01%

aerosol) is sprayed on the impression in small quan-
tities to aid in the spreading of the gypsum. Without
adequate wetting, the gypsum will not flow over the
surface of the impression and replicate fine detail.

Wax

Wax
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Much can be learned about the spreading of liquids
on solids, or the tendency for wetting surfaces, by mea-
suring the angle of contact betrareen the liquid and the
solid surface. The angles of contact for different liquid
dropleE on a plane glass surface are illushated in Fig.
4.25. The contact angle results from a balance of surface
and interfacial energies. The greater the tendency to
wet the surface, the lower the contact angle, until com-
plete wetting ocflrrs at an angle equal to zero.

Contact angles of water and saliva in dental
materials: The determination of contact angle is
important in a number of clinically relevant situa-
tions. For example, the contact angle of water and
saliva on complete denture plastics relates to the
retention of the denture. The contact angle and the
tendency of a drop of water to spread on paraffin
wax and methyl methacrylate are shown for compar-
ison in Fig. 4.26. The contact angle of saliva freshly
applied to an acrylic surface is similar to the one
formedby water. This angle drops if saliva is allowed
to stand ovemight in contact with the plastic mate-
rial, which indicates that the surface wetting is some-
what improved. Thble 4.4 gives contact angle values
for water on selected materials.

Contact angles can also provide important infor-
mation regarding the wettability of dental elasto-
meric materials, defining the ease of pouring a mix
of dmtal stone and water to produce a model. The
contact angles of water on various dental elastomeric
impression materials are listed in Table 4.5, along
with the castability of an impression of a very critical
comblike model. Surfactants can be added to the sur-
face to artificially decrease the contact angle.

Contact angles between metals during casting
soldering and amalgamation: The surface tension of
metals is relatively high i" comparison with that of
other liquids, because of the greater cohesive forces

betrnreen the liquid metal atoms in the liquid-airsurface
compared to water. The surface tension of most met-
als, e,xcept mercury carmot be measured at room tem-
perature because of their high melting points.Typical
values of a few metals are included in Table 4.6. This
is important because it defines the ease of spreading of
the molten metal or alloy on the investrnent material
surface during casting, and determines the accuracy
and reproduction of detail in the final restoration. The
same applies to the spreading of molten flux on hot
metal during melting or soldering operations. If the
contact angle of the solder is too gleat, it will not pen-
etrate into the fine detail of the structures to be joined.

Adhesion
Strface Coasideratlotrs
Atoms or molecules at the surfaces of solids or liq-
uids differ greatly from those in the bulk of the solid
or liquid, and neighboring atoms may be arranged

FlG. 4.2 t Relation of contact angle to the epreading or
wetting of a liquid on a solid.

CD
FIG. 4.26 Diagrame ehow the contact angle fomted by
a drop of water or ealiva on wax and acrylic plastic. (A)
Water on wax. (B) Water on plastic. (C) Fresh saliva on plas-
tic. (D) Saliva after remaining in contact with plastic.

anisotropically. In addition, some atoms or mol-
ecules may accumulate at the surface and thus cause
unusual physical and chemical properties. These
solid surfaces have atoms of higher energy than bulk
atoms because of the absence of some neighboring
atoms and thus readily adsorb ambient atoms or
molecules. To produce a clean solid surface, one with
less than \o/" of an adsorbed monolayer, a vacuurn
of 10-e Torr or 1.33 x 10-7 Pa is required to keep a
surface clean for about an hour. At a vacuum of
about 3 x 10-5 Tory a newly cleaned surface would

BA
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TABLE 4.4 C-ontact Angles of Water on Solids at
27'C

Solid Advancing Angle (degreee)

Acrylic polyme. 74

Teflon 110

Glass 14

Amalgam 77

Composite filling material 51

Modifcdfrcn O'Brien Wl. Capillary Penehation of Liquids Between
Dissimilar Solids,DodoralThab, Ann Arbor, MI: lJniwrsity of
Michigan; 1967:40,

TABI-E 4.5 Wettability and Castability of Stone
Models in Flexible Impression Marerials

Advancing Castability of
Contact Angle Water Mixes of
of Water High Shenglh
(degrees) Stone (%)

Addition 98
silicone'hydrophobic

Addition 53
silicone-hydrophilic

Metal Temperature (oC)
Surface Teneion
(dynes/cm)

Lead

Mercury

Zinc

Copper

Gold

be coated with ambient atoms or molecules in only a
few seconds. Therefore, all dental materials and den-
tal surfaces would be covered with a layer of ambi-
ent atoms or molecules and thus adhesives would be
bonding to these adsorbed monolayers.

The energy involved in the adsorption of atoms
or molecules onto the substrate may be at the level
of a chemical reaction, or chemisorption, or may be
at the level of van der Waals reaction, or physiosorp-
tion. The former is irreversible, whereas the latter is
reversible.

Thus an important concept in surface chemistry
is that critically important properties of a material
may be more nelated to the chemistry of the surface
layer and its composition than to the bulk properties.
Such surface effects dominate the surface mechanical
properties of adhesion and friction, the optical surface

FlG. 4.27 Scanning ele<tron micrograph of the inten
face of eealant (S) and enamel (E) chowing sealant tags
that had penehated into the etched enamel surface. (Frora

O'Bied Wl, Fan PL, Apostolidk A. Penetratioity of sulants and
glazes. The ffecthteness of a xalant dqends on its ability to pm-
efiate into fissures. Oper Dent. 1978;3Q):51.)

phenomena of the perception of color and texture, the
tissue reaction to materials, the attachment of cells to
materials, the wettability and capillarity of surfaces,
the nucleation and growth of solids, and many other
areas of crucial interest in biomaterials.

Dental applications of surface chemistry can be
seen in the elements chosen in metal alloys. Stainless
steel used mainly in orthodonlrcsisT?o/o to74Yofuon,
but has acceptable corrosion resistance in the mouth
because the 18% chromium content forms an adher-
ent oxide layer on the surface, which provides cor-
rosion resistance. Titanium and its alloys, and noble
alloys containing small amounts of indium and tin,
have excellent biocompatibility properties as a result
of oxides of titanium, indium, and tin on the surface.

Penetratlott Coffrcient
The rate of penetration of a liquid into a crevice is an

aspectofcapillary Anexample
is the penetratio,n of a sealant into a fissure and the fine
microscopic spac€s created by ekhing of an enamel
surface. The propertie of the liquid atrecting the rate of
penetration may be relad to the penehation coefficient
(PC) where y is the surface tension, q is the virosity, and
0 is the contact angle of the sealant on the enamel:

pg=ycos/24

The penetration coefficients for sealants have
been shown to vary from 0.6 to 12 cmls. Narrow
occlusal fissures can be filled almost completely if
the penetration coefficient value is at least 1.30 cm/s,
provided that no air bubbles trapped in the fissure
are present. The same analysis applies to the penetra-
tion of sealants into the etched surface of enamel to
form tags, as shown nFig.4.27.

30

72

452

465

7fi
1103

1128

327

20

419

1131

7120

TABLE 4.6 Surface Tension of Metals
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Color
The perception of color is the result of a physiologi
cal response to a physical stimulus. The sensation is
a subjective experience, whereas the beam of light,
which is the physical stimulus that produces the
sensation, is entirely objective. The perceived color
response results from either a reflected or a transmit-
ted beam of white light or a portion of that beam.
According to one of Grassmann's laws, the eye can
distinguish differences in only three parameters of
color. These parameters are dominant wavelength,
luminous reflectance, and excitation purity.

The dominant wavelength (1") of a color is the
wavelength of a monochromatic light that, when
mixed in suitable proportions with an achromatic
color (gray), will match the color perceived. Light
having short wavelengths (a00 nm) is violet in color,
and light having long wavelengths (700 nm) is red.
Between these two wavelengths are those corre-
sponding to blue, Br€€n, yellow, and orange light.
This attribute of color perception is also known as
hue.

Of all the visible colors and shades, there are only
three primary colors: red, green, and blue (or violet).
Any other color may be produced by the proper com-
bination of these colors. For example, /ellow light is
a mixture of green and red lights.

The luminous reflectance of a color classifies an
object as equivalent to a member of a series of achro-
matic, grayscale obiects ranging from black to white
for light-diffusing objects and from black to perfectly
clear and colorless for transmitting objects. A black
standard is assigned a luminous reflectance of 0,

whereas a white standard is assigned 100. This attri
bute of color perception is described as aalue in one
visual system of color measurement.

The excitation purity or saturation of a color
describes the degree of its difference from the achro-
matic color perception most resembling it. Numbers
representing excitation purity range from 0 to 1. This
attribute of color perception is also known as chroma.

Measurement of Color
The color of dental restorative materials is most com-
monly measured in reflected light using a color mea-
suring instrument or a visual method.

Colot Measrdng Insttttnent
Curves of spectral reflectance versus wavelmgth can
be obtained over the visible range (4{)5 to 700 nm)
with a recording spectrophotometer and integrating
sphere. Typical curves for a resin composite before and
after 300 hours of accelerated agrng in a weathering

Black backing

ztoo 500 600 700
Wavelength (nm)

FIG. '+.2!i Curvea of epectral reflectance versus wave-
Iength for a resin compoeite before and after exposure to
conditions of accelerated aging. The specimen was exposed
continuously for 300 hours to the radiation of a 2500-W
xenon lamp and intermittently sprayed with water. The
aging chamber was held at 43oC and 90% relative humidity.
Spectral reflectance curves for translucent specimerrs often
are obtained with both black and white backings.

chamber are shown in Fig.4.28. From the reflectance
values and tabulated color-matching functions, the
kistimulus values (X, Y, Z) can be computed relative
to a particular light source. These tristimulus values
are related to the amounts of the three primary colors
required to give, by additive mixturc, a match with
the color being considered. Typically, the tristimu-
lus values are computed relative to the Commission
Lrternationale de l'Eclairage (CIE) (lnternational
Commission on Illumination) source D55, D55, or C.
The ratios of each tristimulus value of a color to their
surn are called the chromaticity cmrditutes k, y, z).
Dominant wavelength and excitation pudty of a color
can be determined by referring its chromaticity coordi-
nates to a chromaticity diagram such as the one shown
in Fig. 4.29. The luminous reflectance is equal to the
value of the second (Y) of the three tristimulus values.

A diagram of the CIE L'ra*b* color space is shown
in Fig. 4.30. The L*a*b* color space is characterized
by uniform chromaticities. Value (black to white) is
denoted as L*, whereas chroma (a*b*) is denoted as
red (+a*), green (-a*), yellow (+b*), and blue (-b*).
Ranges of CIE L*A*b* values for bleaching shades of
resin composites are listed in Table 4.7.

Differences between two colors canbe determined
from a color difference formula. One such formula
has the following form:

AEuu* (L*a,tb*) = l{af-)'+ (aa*)2+ 1aa*;z]r

where L*, a*, and b* depend on the tristimulus val-
ues of the specimen and of a perfectly white object.
A value of AE* of 1 can be observed visually by half
of the observers under standardized conditions. A
value of AE* of 3.3 is considered perceptible clinically.

- 
Beficre aging

-- After aging White80I
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g0 c.r.E. 1931
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x

FIG. 4.29 Chromaticity diagram (r, y) according to the
1931 Internationale de l'Eclairage (CIE) Standard Obsenet
and coordinate system. Values of dominant wavelength
determine the spectrum locus. The excitation purity is the
ratio of two lengths (AB/AO on the chromaticity diagram,
where.r{ refers to the standard light source and B refers to the
color being considered. The point C the intersection of line
AB with the spectrum locus, is the dominant wavelength.

-b'
blue

Value -a*

TABLE 4.7 Ranges of CIE L*o*b'* (D55, 10 degrees,
CIE 1964) Values for Bleaching Shades of
Resin Composites

Material L* a* b*

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

Microhybrid
composites

Microfilled
composites

56.3 to 82.4 -0,4 to -3.8 -4.1 to 3.3

62.1 to 77 .8 -1.9 to -2.8 -2.9 to 7.7

_-,
Hue

FIG. 4.30 Internationale de l'Eclairage (CIE) L+a*b*
color arrangemenl (Frorr Seghi RR. lohnston lNM, O'Biea
WJ. Spectrophotonutric analysis of color cliffoences betweor por-
celain systems. I Pmsthet Dent. L986;56:35.)

VlsualMethoil
A popular system for the visual determination of
color is the Munsell color system, the parameters
of which are represented in three dimensions, as

shown in Fig. 4.31. A large set of color tabs is used
to determine the color. Value (lightness) is deter-
mined first by the selection of a tab that most nearly

Conhol shade 1Ml 52.9

Control shade 81 58.2

-0.8 2.9

CIE, I n t enat ionalc ik I' Eclair age.

Modified fron Parmina kD, Ontiveros lC, Poucrs lM. Accelerated aging
effecls on color and hanslucency of bleaching-shade compaita.l Esthet
Restor D€nt. 2004;1 6:117.

FIG. 4.3 I Muneell scales of hue, value, and chroma in
color space. (Image courtay Munsell Color, Granil Rapids, Ml.)

corresponds with the lightness or darkness of the
color. Value ranges from white (10/) to black (0/).
Chroma is determined next with tabs that are close
to the measured value but are of increasing satura-
tion of color. Chroma ranges from achromatic or
gray (/0) to a highly saturated color (/18). The hue
of the color is determined last by matching with
color tabs of the value and cfuoma already deter-
mined. Hue is measured on a scale from 2.5 to 10

in increments of 2.5 for each of the 10 color families
(red, R; yellow-red, YR; yellow, Y green-yellow, GY;

Br€€n, G; blue-green, BG; blue, B; purple.blue, PB;
purple, P; red-purple, RP). For example, the color of
the attached gingiva of a healthy patient has been
measured as 5R 5/4 to indicate a hue of 5R, a value
of 6, and a chroma of 4.

Two similar colors also can be compared in the
Munsell color system by a color difference formula
such as the one derived by Nickerson:

t = (C/d QtH) + 6L,V + 3LC

where C is the average chroma and AH, AV, and
AC are differences in hue, value, and chroma of the
two colors. For example, if the color of attached

1.5-0.8

0

+a'
red

+b'
yellow

o
:n

GT

YR
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gingiva of a patient with periodontal disease was
2.5R 5/6, the color difference, I, between the dis-
eased tissue and the aforementioned healthy tissue
(5R 5/4) would be as follows:

1 = (5/5) (2) (2.s) + (6) (1) + (3) (2) = 17

A trained observer can detect a color difference,
I, equal to 5.

Surface Finish and Thickness
When white light shines on a solid, some of the light
is directly reflected from the surface and remains
white light. This light mixes with the light reflected
from the body of the material and dilutes the color.
As a result, an extremely rough surface appears
lighter than a smooth surface of the same material.
This problem is associated with unpolished or worn
glass ionomer and resin composite restorations. For
example, as the resin matrix of a composite wears
away, the restoration appears lighter and less chro-
matic (grayer).

The thickness of a restoration can affect its
appearance. For example, as the thickness of a com-
posite restoration placed against a white background
increases, the lightness and the excitation purity
decrease. This is observed as an increase in opacity
as the thickness increases.

Pigmentatlon
Esthetic effects are sometimes produced in a resto-
ration by incorporating colored pigments in non-
metallic materials such as resin composites, denture
acrylics, silicone maxillofacial materials, and den-
tal ceramics. The perceived color results from the
absorption of specific wavelengths of light by the
pigments and the reflection of other wavelengths.
Mercuric sulfide or vermilion, is red because it
absorbs all colors except red and it reflects red. The
mixing of pigments therefore involves the process of
subtracting colors. For example, a green color may
be obtained by mixing a pigment such as cadmium
sulfide, which absorbs blue and violet, with ultra-
marine, which absorbs red, orange, and yellow The
only color rcflected from such a mixture of pigments
is green, which is the color observed.

Inorganic pigments are often preferred to organic
dyes because the pigments are more permanent
and durable in their color qualities. When colors
are combined with the proper translucency, restor-
ative materials can be made to closely match the
surrounding tooth structure or soft tissue. To match
tooth tissue, various shades of yellow and gray are
blended into the white base material, and occasion-
ally some blue or green pigments are added. To
match the pink gingival tissues, various blends of
red and white are used, with occasional additions of
blue, browry and black in small quantities. The color

FIG. 4.32 Example of metameriem: the apple changes
color depending on the light sourre used to llluminate it

and translucency of gingival tissues vary widely
from patient to patient and from one area of the
mouth to another.

Metamerism
Metameric colors are color stimuli of identical tris-
timulus values under a particular light source but
with different spectral energy distributions. The
spectral reflectance curves of two such pairs would
be complicated, with perhaps three or more crossing
points. Under some lights the pairs would appear to
match, but under other lights they would be different
(Fig. a.32).

The quality and intensity of light are factors that
must be controlled when matching colors in dental
restorations. Because the light speckum of incan-
descent lamps, fluorescent lamps, and the sun differ
from each other, a color match between a restorative
material and tooth structure in one lighting condi-
tion might not match in another. Whenever possible,
shade matching should be done in conditions where
most of the patient's activities will occur.

Efuotexence
Fluorescence is the emission of luminous energy by
a material when a beam of light is shone on it. The
wavelength of the emitted light usually is longer
than that of the exciting radiation. Typically, blue
or ultraviolet light produces fluorescent light that
is in the visible range. Light from most fluorescent
substances is emitted in a single, broad, well-shaped
curve, the width and peak depending on the fluo-
rescing substance.

Sound human teeth emit fluorescent light when
excited by ultraviolet radiation (365 nm), the fluo-
rescence being polychromatic with the greatest
intensity in the blue region (450 nm) of the spec-
trum. Some anterior restorative materials and

t
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dental porcelains are formulated with fluoresc-
ing agents to reproduce the natural appearance of
tooth structure.

Opacity, Tianslucency, TLansparency, and
Opalescence

The color of an obiect is modified not only by the
intensity and shade of the pigment or coloring agent
but also by the translucency or opacity of the object.
Hard and soft tissues vary in their degree of opac-
ity. Most exhibit some translucency. This is especially
true of tooth enamel and the surrounding gingival
tissues.

Opacity is a property of materials that prevents
the passage of light. When all of the colors of the
spectrum from a white light source such as sunlight
are reflected from an object with the same intensity
as received, the obiect appears white. When all the
spectrum colors are absorbed equally, the object
appears black. An opaque material may absorb
some of the light and reflect the remainder. If, for
example, red, orange, yellow, blue, and violet are
absorbed, the material appears green in reflected
white light.

Translucency is a property of substances that per-
mits the passage of light but disperses the light, so
obiects cannot be seen through the material. Some
translucent materials used in dentistry are ceramics,
resin composites, and acrylics.

Tiansparent materials allow the passage of light,
so little distortion takes place and objects may be
clearly seen through them. Transparent substances
such as glass may be colored if they absorb certain
wavelengths and transmit others. For example, il a
piece of glass absorbed all wavelengths except red,
it would appear red by transmitted light. If a light
beam containing no red wavelengths were shone
on the glass, it would appear opaque, because the
remaining wavelengths would be absorbed.

Opalescent materials, such as dental enamel,
are able to scatter shorter wavelengths of light.
Under hansmitted light, they appear brown/yel-
low, whereas shades of blue are perceptible under
reflected light (Fig.4.33).Iio produce highly esthetic
restorations that truly mimic the natural appearance
of the tooth, materials with opalescent properties
should be used. This has popularized the use of por-
celain veneering materials, as well as direct restor-
ative composites.

Index of Refraction

The index of refraction (n) for any substance is the
ratio of the velocity of light in a vacuum (or air)
to its velocity in the medium. When light enters
a medium, it slows from its speed in air (300,000

km/s) and may change direction. For example,

FIC;. 4.ll Demonstration of opdeecence in a ceramic
reetoration. The tooth appears brown under transmitted
light and blue under reflected light.

TABLE 4.8 Index of Refraction (n) of Various
Materials

Material Index of Refraction

Feldspathic porcelain

Quartz

Synthetic hydroxyapatite

Tooth structure, enamel

Water

1.504

1.544

t.u9

1.655

1.333

when a beam of light traveling in air strikes the
surface of water at an oblique anglg the light rays
are bent toward the normal. The normal is a line
drawn perpendicular to the water surface at the
point where the light contacts the water surface. If
the light is traveling through water and contacts a
water-air surface at an oblique angle, the beam of
light is bent or refracted away from the normal.
The index of refraction is a characteristic property
of the substance (lhble 4.8) and is used extensively
for identification. One of the most important appli-
cations of refraction is the control of the refractive
index of the dispersed and matrix phases in mate-
rials such as resin composites and dental ceriun-
ics, designed to have the translucent appearance of
tooth tissue. A perfect match in the refractive indi-
ces results in a transparent solid, whereas large dif-
ferences result in opaque materials.

Optical Constants

As light interacts with an object, several phenom-
ena can be observed. Incident light can be reflected,
absorbed, scattered (or backscattered), or transmit-
ted. These parameters can all be calculated to more
obiectively characterize the optical properties of the
material (Fig. asa). Esthetic dental materials such
as ceramics, resin composites, and tooth structure

I

v'Transmitted lighl

\

/Reflected Iight

"/
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are turbid, or intensely light-scattering, materials.
In a turbid material the intensity of incident light is
diminished considerably when light passes through
the specimen. These considerations are important
not only for shade matching but also in situations
where the restorative material is used to conceal
imperfections in the tooth being restored, such as
stains or other flaws. The optical properties of restor-
ative materials are described by the Kubelka-Munk
equations, which develop relations for monochro-
matic light between the reflection of an infinitely
thick layer of a material and its absorption and scat-
tering coefficients. These equations can be solved
algebraically by hyperbolic functions derived by
Kubelka.

Secondary optical constants (a and b) can be cal-
culated as follows:

u= [R(B) -R(W) -Rs*Rw-R(B)R(w)Rn
+ R (B) R (W) Rw + R (B) RrRw - R (w) RBRw

- R (w) RrRw / {2 [R (B) Rw - R (w) RB] ]

and

5=1a2_1)r

where Rs is the reflectance of a dark backing (the
black standard), Rry is reflectance of a light backing
(the white standard), R(B) is the light reflectance
of a specimen with the dark backing, and R(W) is
the light reflectance of the specimen with the light
backing.

These equations are used under the assump-
tions that (1) the material is turbid, dull, and of
constant finite thickness; (2) edges are neglected;
(3) optical inhomogeneities are much smaller than
the thickness of the specimen and are distributed
uniformly; and (4) illumination is homogeneous
and diffused.

Scattcrlag Coeffictent
The scattering coefficient is the fraction of inci-
dent light flux lost by reversal of direction in an

Absorplion (K)

I

elementary layer. The scattering coefficient, S, for a
unit thickness of a material is defined as follows:

S= (1/bX) Arctgh[l-a(R+Rr) +R&/b
(R- Rg)1, mm-t

where X is the actual thickness of the specimen,
Ar ctgh is an inverse hyperbolic cotangent, and R is
the light reflectance of the specimen with the backing
of reflectance, Rr.

The scattering coefficient varies with the wave-
length of the incident light and the nature of the
colorant layer, as shown in Fig. 4.35 for several
shades of a resin composite. Composites with
larger values of the scattering coefficient are more
oPaque.

Abeotytlon Coeffreicnt
The absorption coefficient is the fraction of incident
light flux lost by absorption in an elementary layer.
The absorption coefficient, K, for a unit thickness of a
material is defined as follows:

K= S(a- 1), mm-r

The absorption coefficient also varies with the
wavelength of the incident light and the nature of
the colorant layer, as shown in Fig. 4.36 for several
shades of a resin composite. Composites with larger
values of the absorption coefficient are more opaque
and more inteasely colored.
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Light R.qlectioity
The light reflectivity, RI, is the light reflectance of a
material of infinite thickness, and is defined as follows:

RI=a-b

2.O

This property also varies with the wavelength
of the incident light and the nature of the colorant
layer.

The light reflectivity can be used to calculate a
thickness, Xl, at which the reflectance of a mate-
rial with an ideal black background would attain
99.9% of its light reflectivity. The infinite optical
thickness, XI, is defined for monochromatic light
as follows:

XI = (1/bS)Arctgh[(1 - 0.99aRI)/0.99bRI], mm

The variation of XI with wavelength is shown in
Fig. 4.37 for a resin composite. It is interesting that
composites are more opaque to blue than to red
light, yet blue light is used to cure light-activated
composites.

ConfrastRal'lo
Once a, b, and S are obtained, the light reflectance (R)

for a specimen of any thickness (X) in contact with
a backing of any reflectance (Rr) can be calculated
using the following formula:

R = [1 - Rr(a - bctghbsx)l/(a + bctghbSX - Rr)

An estimate of the opacity of a l-mm-thick speci-
men can then be calculated from the contrast ratio
(C) as follows:

C=Ro/R

where Rs is the computed light reflectance of the
specimen with a black backing.
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No coolant 2.2N # 37 CARBIDE BUR

3fC H2O - Air spray
8.5 cc,/min 1.'tN

Air coolant 2.2N 25'C H2O - Air spray
8.5 cc/min 1.1N

25'C H2O - Air spray
8.5 cclmin 2.2N

25'C H2O Stream
1 25 cc/min 1 .1 N

0 25 50 75 100 125 150 '.t75 2N
Rotating speed (rpm x 1000)

l'-IG. 4.3tJ Temperature risee developed by carbide burs during cutting of tooth tissue, operated at differcnt speede
and with and without coolants. (Modifud fiom Peyton EA. Efectiveaex of unter coolants with rotary cutting instrumenls. I Am
f)ent Assoc. 19 5 I ;56(.5 ) :664.)
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MaskingAbiHq
Dental restorations are often used to resolve esthetic
problems, even when carious lesions are not pres-
ent. This is the case in patients presenting staining
due to intrinsic or extrinsic factors (examples of
which are staining by antibiotics and smoking hab-
its, respectively) or in restorations where an opaque
reinforcing structure is required, as in the case of
metallic or highly crystalline ceramic posts. The
masking ability of restorative materials depends on
their optical constants, as previously described, and
on their thickness. In Fig. 4.34 examples of materials
with the same thickness but different optical prop-
erties are shown against a black and white back-
ground to demonstrate variations in the masking
ability.

THERMAL PROPERTIES

Temperature

The temperature of a substance can be measured
with a thermometer or a thermocouple. An impor-
tant application of temperature assessment in
dentistry is the measurement of heat during cav-
ity preparation or during light activation of resin
composites. Examples of the effect of heat genera-
tion by the handpiece while on rotation and cool-
ants on temperature in tooth structure during cavity
preparation are shown in Fig. 4.38. The temperature
was measured by a thermocouple inserted into a

small opening that extended into the dentoenamel

junction. The tooth was then cut in the direction of
the thermocouple and the maximum temperature
recorded.

Transition Temperatures

The arrangement of atoms and molecules in materi-
als is influenced by the temperature; as a reult, ther-
mal techniques are important in understanding the
properties of dental materials.

Differential thermal analysis (DTA) has been
applied to study the components of dental waxes. The
DTAcurve of a mixture of paraffin and camauba wax
is shown in Fig. 4.39. The thermogram was obtained
when the difference in temperaturebetween the wax
and a standard was recorded under the same heating
conditions in which thermocouples were used. The
difference in temperaturle was recorded as a function
of the temperature of the surroundings. A decrease
in the value of AI indicated an endothermic process
in the specimen. The endotherms at 31.5"C and 35"C
are solid-solid transitions occurring in the paraffin
wax as the result of a change of crystal structure.
The endotherm at 52oC represents the solid-liquid
transition of paraffin wax, whereas the endotherms
at 68.7"C and 80.2'C result from the melting of car-
nauba wax. The heat of transition of the two solid-
solid transitions is about 8 cal/g, and the melting
transition of paraffin and camauba wix is approxi-
mately 39 and 71 cal/ g, respectively. These and other
thermograms show that 25"/" carnauba wax added
to paraffin wax has no effect on the melting point
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of paraffin wax but increases the melting range by
about 28oC.

Thermomechanical analysis (TMA) of the car-
nauba-paraffin wax mixture is also shown in Fig.
4.39. The percent penetration of the wax mixture
by a cylindrical probe is shown for two stresses of
0.013 and 0.25 MPa. The penetration of the wax at the
lower stress was controlled by the melting transition
of the camauba wax component, whereas the pen-
etration at the higher stress was dominated by the
solid-solid and solid-liquid transitions of the paraffin
wax components. About Mo/o penettation, which is
related to flow, occurred before the melting point of
the paraffin wax was reached.

Other properties correlate with thermograrns.
The coefficient of thermal expansion of paraffin wax
increases from about 300 x 10{/C to 1400 x 104/C
just before the solid-solid transition, and the flow
increases greatly in this temperature range.

Dynamicmechanical analysis (DMA) of a dimeth-
acrylate copolymer is shown in Fig. 4.40. A thin film
of the copolymer was subjected to a sinusoidal ten-
sile strain at a frequency of 11 Hz As temperature
was increased, values of modulus of elasticity (E')
and loss tangent (tan 6) were obtained. The glass
transition temperature (?r) was determined from
identification of the beginning of a rapid decrease in
E'with temperature. The value of T, identifies the
temperatue at which a glassy polymer transforms to
a softer, rubbery state upon heating, which in tum
relates to the increase in the number of degrees of
freedom given to the molecules by the increased
entropy. A lower value of T, can result from a lower
degree of conversion of double bonds, less cross-
linked, more flexible networks, or from saturation by
water. As discussed later, the value of the coefficient
of thermal expansion of a polymer changes at Tr.
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FIG. 4.40 Dynamic mechanical propertiee of a75wt"/o
biephenol Aalycidyl methacrylate (Bis-GMA)/2S wlYo
triethylene glycol dimethacrylate IEGDM) copolymer.
(From Wilson TW, Turner DT. Characterization of polydimeth-
acrylates and their composites by dynamic mechanical analysis.

] Dent Res. 1987;56:10i2.)

Heat of Fusion
The heat of fusiory L, is the heat in calories, or joules,
j, required to convert 1 g of a material from solid to
liquid state at the melting temperature. The equation
for the calculation of heat of fusion is L = Um, where
Q is the total heat absorbed and m is the mass of the
substance melted. Therefore in practical applica-
tions it is apparent that the larger the mass of mate-
rial being melted, the more heat required to change
the total mass to liquid. The heat of fusion is closely
related to the melting or freezing point of the sub-
stance, because when the change in state occurs, it
is always necessary to apply additional heat to the
mass to cause liquefaction, and as long as the mass
remains molten, the heat of fusion is retained by the
liquid. When the mass is frozen, or solidified, the heat
that was retained in the liquid state is liberated. The
difference in energy content is necessary to maintain
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TABLE 4.9 Heat of Fusion (L) of Some Materials

Materials Temperature (oC) Heat of Fusion
(caUg U/gl)

METALS

TABLE 4.10 Thermal Conductivity (K) of Various
Materials

Thermal Conductivity

Material caUs/cm2/("C/on) I/dcmzfClcm)

Mercury

Gold

Silver

Platinum

Copper

Cobalt

Chromium

Aluminum
compounds

Alcohol

Paraffin

Beeswax

Glycerin

lce

3 [12]

16 [671

26IlWl

27 llt3l
4e [20s1

fi124,1

75 l3t4l
e4l3e3l

2s [104]

3s [145]

a176l
47 lte6l
80 t334I

METALS-39

1063

9fi
1n3

1083

1495

1890

660

-114

Silver

Copper

Gold

Platinum

Dental amalgam

Mercury

1.006

0.918

0.710

0.767

0.05s

0.020

4.27

3.84

2.97

0.598

0.23

0.084

NONMEXALS

52

62

t8

0

Gypsum

Resin composite

Porcelain

Enamel

Dentin

Acrylic resin

Beeswax

0.0031

0.0026,

0.0025

0.0022

0.0015

0.0005

0.00009

0.013

0.011

0.010

0.w2

0.0063

0.0021

0.0004

the kinetic molecular motion, which is characteristic
of the liquid state.

The values for heat of fusion of some conunon
substances (given in round numbers) are listed in
Table 4.9. It may be seen that the values for heat of
fusion of gold and the metals used for dental gold
alloys (silver and copper) are below those of many
other metals and compounds. This is true also for the
specific heat of gold and its alloys.

Thermal Conductivity
The thermal conductivity, K, of a substance is the
quantity of heat in calories, or joules, per second
passing through a body 1 cm thick with a cross sec-

tion of 1 cm2 when the temperature difference is 1oC.

The units are calls/cm2/(C/cfrr). The conductivity
of a material changes slightly as the surrounding
temperature is altered, but generally the difference
resulting ftom temperature changes is much less
than the difference that exists between different
types of materials.

Several important applications of thermal con-
ductivity exist in dental materials. For example, a
large amalgam filling or gold crown in proximity
to the pulp may cause the patient considerable dis-
comfort when hot or cold foods produce temperature
changes; this effect is mitigated when adequate tooth
tissue remains or cavity liners are placed between
the tooth and filling for insulation. Cavity liners are

relatively poor thermal conductors and insulate the
pulp area.

A better understanding of the conductivities of
various restorative materials is desirable to develop
an appropriate degree of insulation for the pulp tis-
sue, comparable with that in the natural tooth. The
conductivity of certain dental materials is listed in
Table 4.10. Nonmetallic materials have lower ther-
mal conductivity than metals, and are therefore good
insulators. Dental cements have a thermal conduc-
tivity similar to that of dentin and enamel. Note that
the thermal conductivity of a liner or base is impor-
tant in reducing the thermal transfer to the pulp,
and that the temperature difference across an iruu-
lator depends on the extent of the heating or cool-
ing period and the magnitude of the temperaturc
difference.

Specific Heat
The specific heat, Cp, of a substance is the quan-
tity of heat needed to raise the temperature of 1 g of
the substance by 1'C. Water is usually chosen as the
standard substance and 1 g as the standard mass.
The heat required to raise the temperature of 1 g of
water from 15"C to 16oC is 1 cal, which is used as the
basis for the definition of the heat unit. Most substances
ane more readily heated, gram for gram, than water.
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Obviously, the total heat required to raise the
temperature of a substance by 1oC depends on the
total mass and the specific heat. For example, 100 g
of water requires more calories than 50 g of water
to raise the temperature by 1"C. Likewise, because
of the difference in specific heat of water and alco'
hol, 100 g of water requires more heat than 100 g of
alcohol to raise the temperature the same amount.
In general, the specific heat of liquids is higher than
those of solids. Some metals have specific heat values
of less than 10% that of water.

During the melting and casting process, the spe-
cific heat of the metal or alloy is important because of
the total amount of heat that must be applied to the
mass to raise the temperature to the melting point.
Fortunately, the specific heat of gold and the metals
used in gold alloys is low, so prolonged heating is
unnecessary. The specific heat of both enamel and
dentin is higher than that of metals used for fillings,
as shown in Table 4.11.

Thermal Diffusivity
The thermal diffusivity, A, is a measure of transient
heat flow and is defined as the thermal conductiv-
ity, K, divided by the product of the specffic heat, Cp,
times the density, p:

n = K/ (Cpp)

The units of thermal diffusivity are mm2,/s.
The thermal diffusivity describes the rate at which

a body with a nonuniform temperature approaches
equilibrium. For a gold crown or a dental amalgam,
the low specific heat combined with the high thermal
conductivity creates a thermal shock more readily
than normal tooth structure does. Values of thermal
diffusivity of some materials are listed in Table 4.12.

These values may vary somewhat with composition
of the particular restorative material.

As mentioned in the discussion of thermal con-
ductivity, thickness of the material is important. A
parameter goveming lining efficiency Q) is related to
thickness (T) and thermal diffusivity (A) as follows:

Z=T/(L)h

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion

The change in length (ftirrr - Iorigir,"J per unit length of
a material for a 1oC change in temperature is called
the linear coeffcient of thermal expansion, c, and is cal-
culated as follows:

(Irin"r - Iorigin"r)/ Uo.igit*t x ( oCn*t - oCo"igi.rl)l 
= a

The units are represented by the notation /oC,
and because the values are usually small they are

TABLE 4.11 Specific Heat (Cp) of Various Materials

Material Specilic Heat (caUgloC l[lgl'Cll

SOLIDS

Gold

Platinum

Silver

Copper

Enamel

Quartz

Aluminum

Porcelain

Dentin

Acrylic resin

0.031 [0.13]

0.032 [0.13]

0.0s6 [0.23]

0.092 [0.38]

0.18 [0.7s]

o.te lo.nl
0.21[0.881

0.25 [1.09]

0.28U.7n

0.35 [1.,151

LIQUIDS

Water

Paraffin

Glycerin

Alcohol (ethyl)

Mercury

1.000 [4.18]

0.6e [2.88]

0.5812.421

0.s4712.291

0.033 [0.141

TABLE 4.lZ Thermal Diffirsivity (A) of Various
Materials

Material Themrd Diffusivity (mm2/e)

Pure gold (calculated)

Amalgam

Resin composite

Porcelain

Enamel

Glass ionomer cement

Dentin

Acrylic resin

119.0

9.6

0.675

0.u

0.M9

0.198

0.183

0.r?3

expressed in exponential form such as 22 x 704/"C.
A less corrunon practice is to report the change in
parts per million (ppm) and the previous number
would be expressed as 22 ppm.

The linear coefficients of thermal expansion for
some materials important in restorative dentistry
are given in Table 4.13. Although the coefficient is a
material constant, it does not remain constant over
wide temperature ranges. For example, the linear
coefficient of thermal expansion of a dental wax
may have an average value of 300 x 10{/oC up to
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TABLE +.13 LinearCoefficient (c) of Thermal
Expansion of Various Materials

Material Coefficient (x10{"C)

2.0

1.8

1.6

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

o.2

Cristobalite

Quartz

Fused silica

0 100 200 300 400 500 6@ 700 800 900

Temperature ('C)

FI(;. 4.+l Thennal expansion curyeE for four typee of
ailica. (Modifutl from Vollanil kH, Paffenbargr GC. Cast gold
inlay technic as unrleeil out in thc cooperatioe rexarch at the

Natbnal Buruu of Standards and applicd by a group of practk-
ing dentists. J Am Dent Assoc.1932;79(2):785.)

materials such as acrylic resin and amalgam expand
more than tooth tissue, whereas ceramic expands
less. The coefficient of inlay pattem wax is excep-
tionally high when compared with that of other
materials.

Of particular importance in casting investrnents
is the property of thermal expansion of three crys-
talline polymorphic forms of silica. As a princi-
pal ingredient in dental investments that are to be
heated before a metal casting is made, the amount
of expansion at various temperatures is critical and
important. This quality of silica compounds in rela-
tion to use in casting investments was described in
1932. Curves in Fig. 4.41 illustrate the relative per-
centage of thermal expansion of the four forms of
silica at different temperatures below about 800oC.

Of the crystalline forms, cristobalite shows the great-
est expansion at the lowest temperature and quartz
requires a higher temperature to develop an equal
amount of expansion as cristobalite. Fused silica has
long been recognized as having an exceedingly low
thermal expansion.

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

Electrical Conductivity and Resistivity
The ability of a material to conduct an electric current
may be stated as either specific conductance or con-
ductivity, or conversely, as the specific resistance or
resistivity. Resistioity is the more corrunon term. The
resistance of a homogeneous conductor of uniform
cross section at a constant temperature varies directly
with the length and inversely with the cross-sectional
area of the specimery according to the equation:

R=pl/A

s
c
.9oc
(U
o-x
llJ

Inlay waxes

Silicone impression material

Pit and fissure sealants

Acrylic resin

Mercury

Resin composites

Amalgam

Silver

Copper

Gold

Porcelain

Tooth (crown portion)

Glass ionomer (type 2)

35G-450

210

77-94

75.0

60.6

14.50

22--43

19.2

16,.8

74.4

12.0

tt.4

10.2-r1.4

40oC, whereas it may have an average value of 500 x
10-6/'C from 40 to 50oC. The coefficient of thermal
expansion of a polymer changes as the polymer goes
from a glassy state to a softer, rubbery material. This
change in the coefficient corresponds to the glass
hansition temperature (Tr).

Either the linear or volumetric coefficient of ther-
mal expansion may be measured, and for most mate-
rials that function as isotropic solids, the volumetric
thermal coefficient may be considered to be three
times the linear thermal coefficient.

Both linear expansion and volume expansion are
important in restorative materials and processes. It
is obvious that with a reduction of temperature, or
cooling, there is a contraction of the substance that
is equal to the expansion that results from heating.
Accordingly, tooth structure and restorative mate-
rials in the mouth will expand when warmed by
hot foods and beverages but will contract when
exposed to cold substances. Such expansions and
contractions may break the marginal seal of a filling
in the tooth, particularly if the difference between
the coefficient of expansion of the tooth and the
restorative material is large. The high coefficient of
expansion of pattern waxes is an important factor in
the construction of properly fitting restorations. The
change in volume as a result of cooling is responsible
for the shrinkage spots or surface cracks that often
develop in gold alloy castings during solidification.
Compensation for the contraction that occurs during
the cooling of gold alloys must be made if accurate
gold castings are to result. The values in Table 4.13
show that with comparable temperature changes,
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where R is the resistance in ohms, q (rho) is the resis-
tivity, I is the length, and A is the section area. The
resistivity depends on the nature of the material. If
a unit cube of 1-cm edge length is employed, the I
and z{ are equal to unity, and in this case 4 = g. The
resistivity is expressed as ohm-centimeters, where
R is in ohms, / is in centimeters, and A is in square
centimeters.

The change in electrical resistance has been used
to study the alteration in intemal structure of various
alloys as a result of heat treatment. An early investi-
gation of the gold<opper alloy system by electrical
conductivity methods revealed a change in intemal
crystal structure with an accompanying change in
conductivity. The corelation of these conductiv-
ity studies with related changes in other proper-
ties established the fundamental basis of structural
changes associated with heat-treatrnent operations
on dental gold alloys.

Values for the resistivity of human tooth struc-
ture are shown in Table 4.14. Resistivity is impor-
tant in the investigation of the pain perception
threshold resulting from applied electrical stimuli
and of displacement of fluid in teeth caused by
ionic movements. The electrical resistance of nor-
mal and carious teeth has been observed to differ,
with less resistance offered by the carious tissue.
Sound enamel is a relatively poor conductor of
electricity, whereas dentin is somewhat better (see
Table 4.14).

The conductivity of materials used to replace
tooth tissue is of concern in restorative dmtistry. The
effectiveness of insulating cement bases and other
nonmetallic restorative materials is not yet estab-
lished. Several studies have measured the resistiv-
ity of dental cements (see liable 4.14). Glass ionomer
cements are the most conductive of the cements and
have values most similar to dentin.

Dielectric Constant

A material that provides electrical insulation is
known as a dielectric. Values of the dielectric con-
stant for human dentin and several dental cements
are listed in Tlable 4.15. The dielectric constant of a
dental cement generally decreases as the material
hardens. This decrease reflects a change from a paste
that is relatively ionic and polar to one that is less so.

As shown by the high values of permittivity of glass
ionomer cements in Table 4.15, these cements have a

high ionic content and are quite polar compared with
human dentin.

The problem of electrical insulation is made
more complex by the presence of galvanic currents
in the mouth, resulting from cells formed from
metallic restorations. Recent studies indicate that a

cement base does not effectively insulate the pulp

TABLE 4.14 Values of Resistivity (r) of Human Tooth
Structure and Glass Ionomer Cement

Material Resistivity (ohm.cm)

HLIMAN ENAMEL

Bjorn (19t16)

Mumford (1967)

2.9-3.6 x lff
2.64.9 x ltr

HII/T{ANDENTIN

Bjom (1946)

Mumford (1967)

0.7-5.0 x10r

1.1-5.2 x 104

DENTALCEMENT

Glass ionomer 0.8-2.5 x ld

TABLE .1. l5 Dielectric Constant (e,) for Human
Dentin and Glass lonomer Cement

Material Dielechic Constant

Humandentin

Glass ionomer

8.6

2toTxld

from the electric current developed in a metallic
restoration in the mouth. How much insulation is
essential or how to effectively restore the tooth to
its original status of equilibrium is currently not
known.

Electromotive Force

Working with metals and alloys for dental resto-
rations or with instruments that are susceptible to
corrosion necessitates some understanding of the
relative position of the metal in the electromotive
force series. The electromotive series is a listing of
electrode potentials of metals according to the order
of their decreasing tendenry to oxidize in solu-
tion. This serves as the basis of comparison of the
tendency of metals to oxidize in air. Those metals
with a large negative electrode potential are more
resistant to tarnish than those with a high positive
electrode potential. In general, the metals above
copper in the series, such as aluminum, zinc, and
nickel, tend to oxidize relatively easily, whereas
those below coppe& such as silver, platinum, and
gold, resist oxidation. A list of oxidation-reduction
potentials for some common corrosion reactions in
water and in salt water is given in Table 4.16. The
values of eleckode potential and the order of the
series change when measured in a saline solution
rather than water. The electrode potentials of some
dental alloys measured in artificial saliva at 35oC

are listed in Table 4.17.
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TABLE 4.16 Oxidation-Reduction Potentials for Corrosion Reactions in Water and Salt Water

Metal Corrosion Reaction

In Water, Electrode Potential at
25"C (Volts vs. Nonnal Hydrogen
Electrode)

In Salt Water, Electrode Potential
at 25oC (Volte ve.0.1 N Calomel
Scale)

Aluminum

Zinc

Chromium

Iron

Cobalt

Nickel

nn

Hydrogen

Copper

Mercury

Silver

Palladium

Platinum

Gold

+1.6f.2a

+0.763

+0.744

+0.440

+0.277

+0.250

+0.136

0.000

-0.337

-0.401

-0.788

-0.799

-0.987

-1.200

-7.229

-1.498

+0.83

+1.10

+0.4 to -0.18

+0.58

+0.07

+0.49

+0.20

+0.08

Al-Alh+3e
7-n-7-nzt +2e

Cr-Ct'"+3e
Fe*Fd* + 2e

Co-Col*+2e

Ni*Ni2++2e

Sn - Sn2*+ 2e

Hz'2t1* +2e

Cu-Cu2*+2e

4(OH-)-02+2H2O+4e

2}lg-f1frz* *r"
A8-A8'+ e

Pd*Pd2++2e

Pt*Pt2*+2e

2H2O-O2 +4H* +4e

Au-Auh + 3e

tA psitizn oalue fudicat* a snong tmdency lor the melal to go into nlution. Highcr positioe tmlues are morc anoilic, ulereas higher negathn oolua are

more cathodic.

Iiotlifudfun Flinn RA,fiojan PK. Engineering Materials and Their Applications. 4th eil, Boston, MA: Houghton Mifilin;1990.

TABLE 4.17 Galvanic Series of Some Dental Alloys
in Artificial Saliva at 35oC

Material Volts'

Hydrogen/H

Amalgam

Conventional spherical

Dispersed high<opper

Nickel-chromium alloy

Cobalt<fuomium alloy

GoldAlloy

Au{u-Ag

Au-Pt-Pd-Ag

lHigh positiu siga indiuta a strong tendency for the netal to go into
solution.
Mdifi?n fivn Aruiilson K, lohansson EG. Galoanic wies of snu dental

rlloys. Scand I Dent Rer,. 1977 ;85:485.

Likewise, it is possible to determine from the elec-
tromotive force series that the reduction of the oxides
of gold, platinum, and silver to pure metal can be
accomplishd more readily than with those metals
that have a higher electromotive force value.

Galvanism

The presence of metallic restorations in the mouth
may canse a phenomenon called Saloanic action, or
galvanism. This results from a difference in potential
between dissimilar fillings in opposing or adjacent
teeth. These fillings, in conjunction with saliva or
bone fluids such as electrolytes, make up an electric
cell. When two opposing fillings contact each othe1
the cell is short-circuited, and if the flow of current
occurs through the pulp, the patient experiences
pain and the more anodic restoration may corrode. A
single filli^g plus the saliva and bone fluid may also
constitute a cell of liquid junction type. As shown in
Fig. 4.42, ions capable of conducting electricity can
easily migrate through dentin and around the mar-
gins of a restoration.

Studies have indicated that relatively large cur-
rents will flow through metallic fillings when they
are brought into contact. The current rapidly falls off
if the fillings are maintained in contact, probably as

a result of polarization of the cell. The magnitude of
the voltage, however, is not of primary importance,
because indications support the fact that the sensitiv-
ity of the patient to the current has a greater influence
on whether pain is felt. Although most patients feel
pain at a value between 20 and 50 pamp, some may

0.000

-0.023

-0.108

-0.126to0.240

4.292

-0.345

-0.358 to -0.455
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FIG. 4.42 Human pulp capped with calcium hydroxide
cement. Observation period: 70 days. A thin bond of hard
tissue lined by cells is covering most of the exposure site
(rank B). Calcified tissue in relation to displaced calcium
hydroxide cement particles (arrow ; hesnatoxylin-eosin, orig-
inal magnification x100). (From Hdrsted-Bindsleo HVilkinis V,

Sidlausl@s A. Direct capping of human pulps with a dentin bonil-
rng system or with calcium hydroxide cement. Oral Surg Oral
Med Oral Pathol Oral Radiol Endod. 2003;966):597-$00.)

feel pain at 10 pamp, whereas others do not experi-
ence it until 110 pmp is developed. This is a possible
explanation for the fact that some patients are both-
ered by galvanic action and others are not, despite
similar conditions in the mouth.

The galvanic currents developed from the con-
tact of two metallic restorations depend on their
composition and surface area. An alloy of stainless
steel develops a higher cun€nt density than either
gold or cobalt<hromium alloys when in contact with
an amalgam restoration. As the size of the cathode
(such as a gold alloy) increases relative to that of the
anode (such as an amalgam), the current density may
increase. The larger cathode, likewise, can enhance
the corrosion of the smaller anode. Current densities
associated with non-y2-containing amalgams appear
to be less than those associated with the y2-containing
amalgams.

Electrochemical Corrosion

The corrosion and electrochemical behavior of restor-
ative materials have received new interest with the
study of multiphase systems such as gold alloys and
amalgam. For example, the corrosion of y, f1, and ]2
phases in amalgam has been studied by electrochem-
ical analysis. Anodic and cathodic polarization mea-
surements indicated no strongly passive behavior of
these phases in artificial saliva. The dental amalgam
specimens became pitted at the boundaries between

the phases or in y2 phase. Other studies, however,
indicate that amalgam alloys exhibit decreasing
electrochemical potentials, resulting in noble val-
ues when stored in neutral solutions. The addition
of copper to amalgam alloys to form copper-tin
compounds during hardening has improved the
resistance of amalgam to chloride and galvanic cor-
rosion. As shown in Fig. 4.43, the anodic activity of
AgSn amalgam is quite different from AgSn + AgCu
amalgams. TheAgSn + AgCu amalgam remains pas-
sive under the testing conditions, whereas the AgSn
amalgam does not.

Studies of corrosion of surgical stainless steel
and stainless steel orthodontic brackets have been
reported. Corrosion of these alloys and others can
result in decreased mechanical properties and the
formation of corrosion products, which in some
instances accumulatein the human organs. As shown
previously in Thble 4.15, corrosion can be affected by
the environment, and certain metals such as cobalt
and copper corrode more rapidly in a saline solution
containing serum albumin and fibrinogen proteins.

Zeta-Potential

A charged particle suspended in an electrolytic
solution attracts ions of opposite charge to those at
its surface. The layer formed by these ions is called
the Stern layer. To maintain the electrical balance of
the suspending fluid, ions of opposite charge are
attracted to the Stern layer. The potmtial at the sur-
face of that part of the diffuse double layer of ions is
called the electrokinetic or zeta-potmtial.

Electrophoresis may be used to increase the sta-
bility of colloids, stimulate adsorption of ions, and
characterize particle surfaces. Effecb of pH, surface-
active agents, and enzymes on zeta-potential are
important. Zeta-potential may affect the near-surface
mechanical properties (such as wear) of a material.
The zeta-potmtials of some materials are listed in
Table 4.18.

OTHER PROPERTIES

Certain properties often are highly important in the
selection and manipulation of materials for use either
in the mouth or for laboratory applications. Five such
properties are tarnish and discoloration/ water sorp-
tion, solubility and disintegration, setting time, and
shelf life.

Thrnish and Discoloration
Discoloration of a nestorative material from any cause
is a very troublesome quality. The tarnish of metal
restorations from oxide, sulfide, or any other materi-
als causing a surface reaction is a critical quality of
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TABLE 4.18 Zeta-Potential (E) of Some Dental
Materials

Material Zeta-Potential (mV)

AgSn
amalgam

the discoloration of alloys exposed to such solutions
has been evaluated by spectrophotometric methods
to determine a colordiffermce parameter discussed
earlier in this chapter.

Water Sorption
Water sorption of a material represents the amount
of water adsorbed on the surface and absorbed into
the body of the material during fabrication or while
the restoration is in service. Water sorption of denture
acrylic, for example, is measured gravimetrically in
pglmm3 after 7 days in water. The tendmry of plas-
tic denture base materials to have a high degree of
water sorption is the reason this quality was included
in American National Standards Institute/American
Dental Association (ANSI/ADA) specification No. 12

for this type of material. Usually a serious warpage
and dimensional change in the material are associ-
ated with a high percentage of water sorption. The
tendency of alginate impression materials to imbibe
water if allowed to remain immersed and then to
change dimensions requires careful disinfection pro-
cedures and pouring within the manufacturer's rec-
ommended time.

Setting Time

Setting time characteristics are associated with the
reaction rates and affect the practical applications
of many materials in restorative dentistry. Materials
such as cements, impression materials, dental plaster,
stone, and casting investments depend on a critical

AgSn + AgCu
amalgam

o.2

Breakdown of
passivity

Cu oxidation

Sn oxidatlon

765432
-Log current density (A/cm2)

FIG. 4.41 Anodic polarization curyes of two typee o( amalgam in synthetic ealiva. {Modified from
Fairhurst CW, Marek M, Butts MB, et al. Neut information on high copper amalgam corrosiott. I Dent Res.

1978;57:725.\

-0.2

-0.4

-0.6

-0.8

llJo(t)
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o
L

Hydroxyapatite

Tooth structurea

Calculus

Cemmtum

Exposed

Unexposed

Dmtin

Enamel

-9.0 to -10.9

-15.3

-5.96

-9.34

-6.23

-9.04 to -10.3

tMeasured in Hank' balanced salt solution at 30Y.
Mdified from O'Brien Wl, ed. Dental Materials: Properties and
Selection. 2nd ed. Chicago, lL: Quintessence;7997.

metal restorations in the mouth and of laboratory
and clinical instruments. The pnocess of steam ster-
ilization of surgical instruments has long presented
a serious problem of tarnish and corrosion. Many
nonmetallic materials such as cements and compos-
ite restorations have displayed a tendenry to discolor
in service because colored substances penetrate the
materials and continue chemical reactions in the
composites.

Various in vitro tests have been proposed to study
tamish, particularly that of cro\ /n and bridge and
partial denture alloys. Testing generally relies on
controlled exposure of the alloy to a solution rich in
sulfides, chlorides, and phosphates. Most recently

0
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reaction time and hardening rate for their successful
application. From the practical standpoint of manip-
ulation and successful application, the time required
for a material to set or harden from a plastic or fluid
state may be its most important quality. The setting
time does not indicate the completion of the reaction,
which may continue for much longer times. The time
varies for different materials, depmding on the par-
ticular application, but duplication of results from
one lot to another or from one trade brand of mate-
rial to another is highly desirable. The inlluence of
manipulative procedures on the setting time of vari-
ous types of materials is important to the dentist and
the assistant.

Shelf Life
Shelf life is a term applied to the general deterioration
and change in quality of materials during shipment
and storage. The temperature, humidity, and time
of storage, as well as the bulk of material involved
and the type of storage container, are significant fac-
tors that vary greatly from one material to another.
A material that has exceptionally good properties
when first produced may be quite impractical if it
deteriorates badly after a few days or weeks. These
qualities are discussed in chapters dealing with gyp-
sum materials and impression materials. Some stud-
ies of these qualities of various materials have been
made in recent years, and through accelerated aging
tests, improvements in quality can sometimes be
made. Anesthetics, dental adhesives, and a few other
products carry dates of expiration beyond which
the product should not be expected to be service-
able. This practice assures the user that the material
is not deteriorated because of age. Most materials
that meet the requirements of the American Dental
Association specifications carry a date of produc-
tion as a part of the serial number or as a separate
notation.

SUMMARY

The physical properties of oral restorations must
adequately withstand the stresses of mastication.
Several methods may be used to ensure proper per-
formance of a restoration. With a constant force, the
stress is inversely proportional to the contact area;
therefore stresses may be reduced by increasing the
area over which the force is distributed. ln areas of
high stress, materials having high elastic moduli
and strength properties should be used if possible.
If a weaker material has desirable properties, such
as esthetic qualities, one may minimize the stress by
increasing the bulk of the material when possible or
ensuring proper occlusion on the restoration.

Restorations and appliances should be designed
so the resulting forces of mastication are distributed
as uniformly as possible. In addition, sharp line
angles, nonuniform areas, and notched, scratched, or
pitted surfaces should be avoided to minimize stress
concentrations. For example, joints between abut-
ments and pontics of fixed partial dental prostheses
should be properly radiused to distribute stress dur-
ing function. Implant screws should not be scratched
or notched when inserted.

Restorative materials are generally weaker in ten-
sion than in compression. Restorations should be
designed to minimize areas of high tension. Material
flaws can further contribute to arcas prone to fail-
ure. Fatigue is also an important consideration. For
example, repeated flexure of an improperly loaded
implant-supported restoration can concentrate
stresses in the abutrnent screw or implant body, lead-
ing to fatigue fracture.

The dentist is often concemed not so much with
the fracture of an appliance as with the deflection
that occurs when a force is applied. This is the case
with a fixed partial dental prosthesis, whidr may be
cast as a single unit or may consist of soldered units.
As discussed earlier in this chapter, the deflection
of a beam, or in this case a fixed partial dental pros-
thesis, supported on each end with a concentrated
load in the center depends directly on the cube of the
beam length and indirectly on the cube of the beam
thickness. Doubling the length of the beam, there'
fore, increases the deflection by eight times. This also
indicates that decreasing the thickness of the beam
by one.half increases the deflection by eight times. If
too much bulk were required to develop the stiffness
desired, changing to a material with a higher elastic
modulus, or stiffness, would be beneficial. If repeated
failures occur/ consider increasing the occlusogingi-
val dimension of the proximal connectors, balancing
the occlusion over a larger surface area, and ruurow-
ing the occlusal table.

These isolated examples of applied knowledge of
biting forces and stresses in dental structures indi-
cate why an understanding of this subject is neces-
sary to the practicing dentist.

In summary, three interrelated factors are impor-
tant in the long-term function of dental restorative
materials: (1) material choice, (2) component geom-
etry (e.9., to minimize stress concentrations), and (3)

component design (e.g., to distribute stresses as uni-
formly as possible). It should be noted that failures
can and do occur. In such instances, a failure analysis
should be performed by answering several questions:
(1) urhy did it fail? (2) How did it fail? (3) Dd the
material or design fail? and (4) How can this failurebe
prevented in the future? l-astly, remember that dental
material behavior depends on interrelated physical,
chemical, optical, mechanical, thermal, electrical, and
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biological properties, and improvement of one spe-
cific property often leads to a reduction in another
property.
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Testing of Dental Materials and
Biomechanics

In Chapter 4, we introduced fundamental concepts
in biomechanics and physical properties of dental
materials. The data presented were collected with
a variety of test instruments. In this chapter we
describe the individual tests in more detail.

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

When an object is tested in compression, complex
stresses are created in the obiect. In compression,
forces are resolved into forces of shear in a cone.
shaped area at each end an{ as a result of the action
of the two cones on the cylinder, into tensile forces in
the central portion of the object. Because of these com-
plex forces, standard sizes and dimensions are used
to obtain reproducible test results. If a test
is too short (Fig. 5.1), the force distributions are more
complicated because the cones overlap in the mds of
thecylinder.If the specimen is too long,buckling may
occur. Therefore for the most satisfactory resulb, the

rylinder's length should be twice the diameter.
Compressive strength is most useful for compar-

ing materials that are brittle and generally weak in
tension. Compressive strength is therefore used in
the comparison of dental amalgam, resin compos-
ites, and cements, and other materials such as dental
stone and investments. Typical values of compres-
sive strength of some restorative dental materials are
given in liable 5.1.

FLEXURE

The bending, or flexural, properties of many mate-
rials are often more important than their tensile or
compressive properties because of the way they are
used. For example, the flexural properties of stainless
steel wires, endodontic files and reamers, and hypo-
dermic needles are important because of the bend-
ing that happens in function. American National

Standards Institute/American Dental Association
(ANSI/ADA) specification No. 28 for endodontic
files and reamers requires flexure tests.

Flexural properties are measured by bending a

beam-shaped specimen. In a single cantilever beam
test, the beam is fixed at one end and a force is
applied at a prescribed distance from the fixed end.
ln a dual cantilever beam test, both ends of the beam
are fixed and a load is placed on the center of the
beam. In a three-.point or four-point flexural test,
the beam is supported on two rollers and a load is
applied to the top of the beam at one location (three-
point) or two locations (four-point). Specimens are
subjected to conditions that resemble pure bend-
ing, and beam theory is used to analyze the data.
As the force is increased and the specimen is berrt,
corresponding values for the angle of bending and
the bending moment (force x distance) are recorded.
Graphic plots of the bending moment versus the
angle of bending are similar in appearance to stress-
strain curves. As an example, a series of plots for
various sizes of endodontic reamers is shown in Fig.
5.2. An instrument will be permanently bent if the
bending angle exceeds the value at the end of the lin-
ear portion of the curve. lnsbrrments that are larger
in diameter are stiffer, as shown by the initial steeper
slope. The initial linear portion of the curve is shorter
for larger instruments and thus the deviation from
linearity occurs at lower angular bends.

FLEXURAL STRENGTH

Flexural strength is measured by applying a load
in the middle of a beam that is simply supported
(not fixed) at each end (Figs. 5.3 and 5.4). This test
is called a three-point bending or fierure fesf and the
maximum stress measured in the test is called

flexural strength. The flexural strengths for several
dental materials are shown in Table 5.2. This test
determines not only the strength of the material
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FIC;. 5.1 Complex stress pattern developed in cylinder
subiected to compreesive ckess. 56, Compressive stress;
Ss, shear stress; Sn tensile stress.

TABLE 5.1 Compressive Strength of Selected Dental
Materials

Compreeeive Strength
(MPa)

Enamel

Dentin

Amalgam

Calcium hydroxide liner

Feldspathic porcelain

High-strength stone

Resin composite

Zinc phosphate cement

but also the amount of deflection expected. Flexural
strength and the accompanying deflection are
important in long spans such as in a fixed dental
prosthesis or removable partial dental prosthesis
where occlusal stresses may be severe.

Maximum stress in a rectangular beam loaded in
the center of the span is:

5 1015202530354045
Angular def lection (degrees)

FI(-;. ;.1 Bending moment-angular deflection cuweg
for endodontic rramert of eizea 20 through 70.

Compression
Neutral axis

flC;. 5.3 Schematic of a three-point bending teet The
three points are the two supports at the bottom and the cen-
tral loading point on the top.

or

o=3Pl/Zbdz

The deformation or displacement in this loaded
beam is:

Deformation = Ioad x f,ength3/4 x Elastic modulus
x Width x Thickness3

Or

6=Pl/4Ebf
Four-point bending is often prefend to three-

point bending when measuring flexural modulus
and flexural strength. If an easily deformed material
is tested with inadequately rounded loading and sup-
port elements, localized deformation can occur at the
loading and supporting points. This is undesirable
because the beam theory used to calculate deflec-
tion assumes uniform beam deformation without
localized stresses and constraints. A four-point bend
fixture trses two loading elements instead of the one
used in a three-point bend fixture. The two loading
elemmts apply a more uniform load to the beam that
prevents V-shaped buckling of the beam, and stress
concentrations in the midline when a single loading
element is used. tn this configuration, a larger, mote
representative.rea of the specimen is tested.

Material

384

297

189

8

149

81

225

110

Stress = 3 x Load x LengthZ (Z x Wiatf, x Thickness2)
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l:!(;. ;.j Photoelastic analysis of flerural strength teet
(A) Photoelastic model with isoctuomatic fringes. (B) Drawing
to illustrate isochromatic fringe order. NA, Neuhal axis.

Ir\Bl-E 5.2 Flexural Strengh of Selected Dental
Materials
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Flexural Strength
(MPa)

stresses can be induced into a material that is sub-
jected to permanent bending. It is partly for this
reason that tensile and compressive test data for a

material are so important.

DIAMETRAL TENSILE STRENGTH

An alternative methd of testing brittle materials,
described in the literature as the diametral coffipres-

sion test for tension or the Brazilian method, is popular
because of its relative simplicity and reproducibility.
In this test, a cylindrical disk is compressed in a test-
ing machine transversely or diametrally until frac-
ture occurs, as shown in Fig. 5.5. The compressive
stress applied to the specimen introduces a tensile
stress in the material in the plane of the force applica-
tion of the test machine because of the Poisson effect.
The tensile shess (o*) is directly proportional to the
load (P) applied in compression through the follow-
ing formula

o,=2P/rDT

Note that this test is designed for brittle materials.
If the specimen deforms significantly before failue or
fractures into more than two equal pieces, the data may
notbe valid. Some materials exhibit different diamehal
tensile strengths when tested at different rates of load-
ing and are described as being strain-rate sensitive.
The diametral tensile test is not valid for these materi-
als. Values of diametral and ultimate tensile strengths
for some dental materials are listed in Table 5.3.

SHEAR STRENGTH

Shear strength is the maximum stress that a material
can withstand before failure in a shear mode of load-
ing. It is particularly important in the study of inter-
faces between two materials, such as ceramic-metal
or implant-bone. One method of testing the shear
strength of dental materials is the punch or push-out
method, where an axial load is applied to push one
material through another. The shear strength (r) is
calculated by the following formula:

Shear strength(r) =P 176L

where F is the compressive force applied to the
specimen, d is the diameter of the punch, and h is
the thickness of the specimen. Note that the stress
distribution caused by this method is not pure shear.
Results often vary because of differences in specimen
dimensions, surface geometry, composition and prep-
aration, and mechanical testing parameters. Despite
these variations, it is a simple test to perform and has
been used extensively. Alternatively, shear properties

7r

\7
NA

A

Material

Resin composite

l,athe-cut amalgam

Feldspathic porcelain

High-shength stone

Resin-modified glass ionomer

Resin cement

739

724

65

L7

4248

66-721.

PERMANENT BENDING

Many dental restorations are subjected to permanent
bending during fabrication. The adjustmmt of the
clasps of a removable partial dental prosthesis and
the shaping of orthodontic wires are two examples
of permanent bending. Comparisons of wires and
needles of different compositions and diameters sub-
jected to repeated 9Gdegree bends are often made.
The number of bends a specimen will withstand is
influenced by its composition and dimensions, as
well as its chemical and temperature treatment in
fabrication. Cyclic tests are important because a
material's performance is not always easily related
to standard mechanical test data such as tensile prop-
erties or hardness. Severe tensile and compressive
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Compression support

IjlC;. i.i How a compresaive force develope tenaile
stress in brittle materiale.

TA BI-h ;. i Tensile Strength of Selected Dental
Materials

Diametral Tensile Ultimate Tensile
Strength (MPa) Strength (MPa)

Enamel

Dentin

10

Amalgam

Calcium
hydroxide liner

Feldspathic
porcelain

High-strength
stone

may be determined by subjecting a specimen to tor-
sional loading. Shear strengths of some dental materi-
als are listed in Table 5.4. The specifics of shear testing
for adhesive interfaces are discussed in detail in the
bond strength methods section of this chapter.

TORSION

Another mode of loading that is relevant in den-
tistry is torsion or twisting. For example, endodon-
tic files and reamers are rotated in the root canal
during endodontic treatment, and so their proper-
ties in torsion are of particular interest. In this situ-
ation, the endodontic file is effectively clamped at
the tip where the file engages dentin. As the handle
is rotated, the file is subjected to torsion. ANSI/
ADA specification No. 28 for endodontic files and
reamers describes a test to measure resistance to

TABLU 5.1 Values of Shear Strength Tested by the
Punch Method for Some Restorative
Dental Materials

Material Shear Strength (MPa)

Enamel

Dentin

Acrylic denture resin

Amalgam

Porcelain

Zinc phosphate cement

60

15

0 30 60 90 120 150 180

Angular rolalion (degrees)

Fl(,. i.t'r Toreional moment-angular rotation cun'eg for
endodontic files of sizee 15 through 60.

fracture by twisting with a torgue meter. Torsion
results in a shear stress and a rotation of the speci-
men. In these types of applications, we are inter-
ested in the relation between torsional moment
(Mt = shear force x distance) and angular rotation,
lr. Fig. 5.6 shows a series of graphs in which the tor-
sional moment was measuned as a function of angu-
lar rotation. ln this example, the instruments were
twisted clockwise, which results in an unwinding
of the instrument. As was the case with bending,
the curves are similar to stress-strain curves, with
an initial linear section followed by a nonlinear sec-
tion. Instruments should be used clinically so they
are not subjected to permanent angular rotation.
Rotation should be limited to stay within the linear
portion of the torsional moment-angular rotation
curve. Larger instruments are stiffer in torsion than
smaller ones, and the linear section of the curve
is less. The irregular shape of the curves at high
angular rotation results from the unwinding of the
instrument. Torsion is also an important consider-
ation for threaded fasteners. A torque gauge should
be used when tightening screws to prevent possible
torsional failure in the shank of the screw that can
result from overloading the screw.

Load
P
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FATIGUE STRENGTH

Based on the eadier discussion of elasticity, an
object subjected to a stress less than its yield stress
and then relieved of this stress should return to its
original form without permanent change in its inter-
nal structure or properties. A few cycles of loading
and unloading do not appreciably affect a material.
When this stress is repeated many times, the strength
of the material may be drastically reduced and the
object may fail. The progressive fracture that occurs
with repeated loading b called fatigue. Fatigue tests
are performed by cyclically loading and unloading
a specimen below the yield strength until failure.
Fatigue tests can be done in tensile, compressive,
shear, bending, and torsional modes of testing.

Fatigue straryth is the stress at which a material
fails under repeated loading. Failure under repeated
or cyclic loading is dependent on the magnitude of
the load and the number of loading cycles. Fatigue
data are often represented by an S-Ncurve (Fig.5.7),
which shows the stress (or strain) (S) where a mate-
rial will fail as a function of the number of loading
cycles (N). When the stress is sufficiently high, the
specimen will fracture at a relatively low number of
cycles. As the stress is reduced, the number of cycles
required for failure increases. Therefore the num-
ber of cycles must also be specified when defining
fatigue strength. For some materials, a stress that can
be rycled an infinite number of times without failure
can be defined. This is called the endurance limit.

Dental restorations are subjected to cyclic forces
during mastication that can result in 300,000 cycles
per year. It is important in the design of a den-
tal restoration or prosthesis to know the fatigue
strength of the restorative material at a high num-
ber of cycles. Restorations should be designed with
appropriate geometry and dimensions to prevent
fatigue failure.

Fatigue fractures develop from microscopic cracks
that coalesce during load rycling. This can ultimately
create a macnoscopic crack that results in catastrophic
failure. Areas of stress concentration, such as surface
defects and sharp tipped notches, are particularly
prone to catastrophic failure. Fatigue properties are
mostly dependent on the microstructure of the mate-
rial and the history of fabrication and treatment. They
do not always correlate well with other mechanical
properties. The environment around the object also
plays a role. Elevated temperatures, humidity, flu-
ids, biological substances, and higher or lower pH
can all affect fatigue properties. Fatigue data that are
typically based on tests in a laboratory at room tem-
perature are not always relevant to the conditions in
the oral cavity. The higher temperature, humidity,
saline environment with proteins, and fluctuating
pH reduce fatigue strength of dental materials from
levels measured in a laboratory.

1 10 100

Cycles x 106

I: l(;. ;.; Flexural fatigue curve for a cobalt-chromium-
nickel alloy used for partial dentures.

FRACTURE TOUGHNESS

A fracture toughness test is usually performed using
flexure bars that include a notch with a nanometer-
sized crack. With this test, materials can be charac-
terized by the energy release rate, G, and the stress
intensity factor, K. The energy release rate is a func-
tion of the energy used in crack propagation. The
stress intensity factor describes the stresses at the tip
of a crack. The stress intensity factor changes with
crack length and stress by:

K=Yoar/2

where Y is a function that is dependent on crack
size and geometry. A material fractures when the
stress intensity reaches a critical value, I(. The
value of stress intensity at fracture is call& fracture
toughness. Fracture toughness is a relative value of
a material's ability to resist crack propagation. The
units of K" are units of stress (force/length2) x units
of lengthlz, or force x length-u, and arc typically
reported as MN.m-u or MPa.mlz.

FRACTOGRAPHIC ANALYSI S

Fractographic analysis helps define the cause of fail-
ures and aids in structural design and improvement
of existing materials. Advances in the field have
helped identify the role of residual stresses, tempera-
ture, and preexisting flaws on the longevity of dmtal
restorations.

Fractography is effective in analyzing brittle
materials because they typically fail catastrophically.
In fractographic analysis, typical features of crack
propagation (Fig. 5.8) are assessed that identify the
origrn of the fracture. The origin of fracture is the
point at which the worst combination of flaw sever-
ity (determined by flaw size and shape) and stress
magnitudes is present. Variation in ceramic process-
ing, for example, may lead to significantly different
structures, as shown in Fig.5.9. Ahomogenous struc-
ture is produced by proper processing. Flaws grow
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during cumulative processing erroris. Flaws larger
than the ones observed in Fig. 5.98 are considered
critical. In Fig. 5.9D a very sharp flaw concentrates
stresses that can lead to failure.
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Improper prosthesis design can also lead to failure
even without a preexisting flaw In this case fracto-
graphic analysis can identify the origin, but fracture
patterns are much more complex. tn Fig. 5.10 a small
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F I G . 5 . 9 Scanning electron micrognphs of ceramic materids. (A) A well-processed material, with little to no flaws pres-
ent. The sequence from (B) to (D) shows materials with increasingly bigger/sharper flaws, resulting from poor processing.
(Courtesy S.S. Scherer, Uniousity of Genma.)
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Fl[;. 5. lt) Deter:nination of origin of fracture in a ceramic restoration. Sketched illustration of the stereo findings (A)
as well as a summary image of ranning electron microscopic mapping the general direction of crack propagation of the
recovered broken Procera AllCeram crown part (B). (Frcm Schener SS, Quinn GD, Quinn JB. Fractographic failure analysis of a

Procera AIICeram uoaln using stereo and scanning elcctron miooscopy. Dent Mater. 2008;24(8):7107-1113.)

crack caused a catasfrophic failure at a margin where
the porcelain structure was too thin.

TEAR STRENGTH AND TEAR
ENERGY

Tear strength is the resistance of a material to tearing
forces. Tear strength is an important consideration
where flexible materials are thin, such as impression
materials in interproximal areas and edges of maxil-
lofacial prostheses. Specimens for tear strength test-
ing are usually crescent shaped and notched. Tear
strength of the notched specimen is calculated by
dividing the maximum load by the thickness of the
specimen. The unit of tear strength is N/m.

Tear strength depends on the rate of loading
because of the viscoelastic characteristics of the flex-
ible materials tested. High loading rates result in
higher values of tear strength and lower permanent
deformation. Alginate impression material has low
tear strength at slow loading rates, but if removed
(loaded) quickly, the tear strength can be increased.
This reduces the possibility of tearing the impression
and also reduces the amount of permanent deforma-
tion (distortion). Typical values of tear strength are
listed in Table 5.5 for some dental materials.

Tear energy (T) is the energy per unit area of a newly
tom surface. It is calculated from the load (F) required
to propagate a tear in a trouser-shaped specimen:

r= (F/fXr+ 1)

where f is the specimen thickness and 7' is an
extension ratio. Tear energy values for dental impres-
sion materials and maxillofacial materials are listed
in Table 5.5.

TABLE 5.5 Tear Strength of Selected Dental
Materials

Material Tear Strength (kN/m)

Denture liners z.Hs
Impresion materials

Alginate 0.47

Polyvinylacetate-polyethylene 114

mouth protectors

TABLE 5.6 Tear Energya (T) of Some Dental
Materials

Material
Tear Energy (f/m2

lMerga/cm2l)

IMPRESSION MATERIALS

Addition silicone

Alginate

39&U50 [0.3e-1.1s]

55 [0.056]

MNULLOFACIALMtrTERULS

Polyurethane

Polyvinylchloride

Silicone

1800 [1.8]

11,000 [11]

660 [0.66]

oCrushead speed, 2 cm/nin.

HARDNESS

Hardness is measured by indenting a test specimen
with a standard force or weight. The symmetrically
shaped indentation is measured under a microscope
for depth, area, or width of the indentation. The
indentation dimensions are then related to tabulated
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hardness values. Dimensions of the indentation vary
inversely with the resistance to penetration. Smaller
loads are used for softer materials.

Brinell Hardness Test

The Brinell hardness test is used to test metals and
alloys used in dentistry. The method uses a small
spherical steel or tungsten carbide indenter, typically
1.5 mm in diameter, and a 123 N load. The load is
applied for 30 seconds and then removed, after which
the indentation diameter is carefully measured. Fig.
5.11 shows the principle of Brinell hardness testing
with a microscopic view of the indentations into a

gold alloy. The Brinell hardness test produces a rela-
tively large indentation area, making the test good
for determining average hardness values in a speci-
men and poor for determining very localized values.

Knoop Hardness Test

The Knoop hardness test is a microindentation test
for materials that vary in hardness over an area of
interest. The method is suitable for thin plastic or
metal sheets or brittle materials where the applied
load does not exceed 3.6 kgf (35 N). Materials with
a large range of hardness can be tested simply by
varying the test load. The resulting indentation area
varies by the applied load and characteristics of the
material. Light loads with the Kr,oop hardness test
produce extremely delicate microindentations, mak-
ing this method useful for testing materials that vary
in hardness in a small region. The Knoop method

requires a highly polished and flat test specimen.
The time to complete the test is considerably greater
than that of other less precisely controlled methods.
The Knoop hardness number values of some dental
materials are listed in Table 5.7.

Vickers Hardness Test

The Vickers hardness test uses a diamond indenter
that produces a squane indentation (Fig. 5.12). While
similar in principle to the Knoop and Brinell tests,
the Vickers test uses a 135-degree pyramid-shaped
indenter.

Rockwell Hardness Test

The Rockwell hardness test is a rapid method for
hardness measurement. A ball or cone produces the
indentation and a sensitive dial micrometer mea-
sures the depth of penetration. Hardness is deter-
mined by the depth of penetration under a large load
compared to the penetration from a small preload.
Various diameters of balls or cones are used with
a range loads [50 to 150 kgf (588 to'1.470 N)]. Each
combination is defined as a specific Rockwell scale,
Rockwell A to G, denoted R6, Rs, and so on.

Plastics used in dentistry have been tested using a
revised Rockwell test called the superficial Rockwell
method. This method uses a relatively light (30 kgf
[294 N]) load and a larger diameter (12.7 mm) ball
than standard Rockwell methods. Asmall preload of
3 kgf (29.a N) is first applied. Then a major load of
30 kgf (294 N) is applied for 10 minutes after which

!
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I I ( ;. 5 . I I Brinell hardness test. (A) tndentation in soft material. (B) Indentation in harder material. (C) Microscopic view
of indentations.
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TAP,I L ,.7 Knoop Hardness Number (KHN) of
Selected Dental Materials

'fABl E 5.li Indentation Depth and Percent Recovery
of Some Denml Polymem

Material KHN (kg/mm2) Indentation Depth
(pr) % RecoveryMaterial

Enamel

Dentin

Cementum

Coba lt-chromium partial
denture alloy

Dentule acrylic

Feldspathic porcelain

Silicon carbide abrasive

Zinc phosphate cemext

8893

v3
68

I
391

Acrylic denture
teeth

Pit and fissure
sealants

Resin composite

85-158

56-72

7446

7H3
21

m
2M
38

'IAIlt-E 5.9 Values of Shore A Hardness for Selected
Dental Polymen

Material Shore A Hardness

Resilient denture liners

Polyvinylacetate-polyethylene
mouth protector

Silicone maxillofacial elastomer

48-85

67

25

ww

I

B

' r (A) Principle of the Knoop hardness measure.
ment. (B) The diamond pyramid (Vickers) indentation test.

a r€ading is taken. Recovery from the indentation
occurs after the maior load is removed. The percent
recovery is calculated by:

Percent r€cov€r| = l(A - B) / Al xtoo

where A is the depth of the indentation from the
major load applied for 10 minutes, and B is the depth
of the indmtation 10 minutes after the major load is
removed. Values of indentation depth and percent
recovery for some dental plastics are listed in Table 5.8.

Barcol Hardness Test

The Barcol hardness test uses a 1-mm diameter
spring-loaded needle (Barcol impressor) that is
pressed against the surface to be tested. The reading
on the instrument dial decreases as the impressor
penetrates the surface. Depth of cure of a resin com-
posite is tested by preparing specimens varying in
thickness from 0.5 to 6.0 mm or more in increments of
0.5 mm. After the top surface of the specimen is irra-
diated by a dental curing light, the Barcol hardness
of the top surface is compared to that of the bottom.

Depth of cure is defined as the maximum thickness
at which the Barcol reading of thebottom surface dif-
fers from the top by less than 10%. A70"/" decrease in
Barcol hardness of a resin composite results in a 20"/o

decrease in the flexural strength.

Shore A Hardness Test

Hardness methods that use an indenter are not suit-
able for elastomers because the indentation disap
pears after the load is removed. ASlnre Adurometer is
used in the rubber industry to determine the relative
hardness of elastomers where hardness is measured in
terms of material elasticity. The instrument consists of
a 0.8-mm diameter blunt-pointed indenter that tapers
to a L.Gmm cylinder. The indenter is attached by a
lever to a scale. If the indenter completely penetrates
the specimen, a reading of 0 is obtained. If no penetra-
tion occurs, a reading of 100 units results. An accurate
reading is difficult on viscoelastic elastomers because
the indmter continue to penetrate the elastomer as

a function of time. In this case the indenter is pressed
fi*,ly and quickly with the maximum reading
recorded as the Shore A hardness. The test has bem
used to evaluate soft dentur,e liners, mouth protectors,
and maxillofacial elastomers (Table 5.9).

NANOINDENTATION

Traditional indentation tests use loads as high
as several kilograms that result in indentations
as large as 100 pm. Although these tests are valu-
able for screening materials and determining rela-
tive values among different materials, they are not

l.a, QA
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suitable for materials with constituents or phases
that are smaller than the indenter. Microfilled resin
composites are an example where the filler phase
is substantially smaller than the dimensions of the
indenter. To accurately measure the properties of
these microphases, smaller indentations and pre-
cise spatial control of the indentations are required.
Techniques commonly referred to as nanoindenta-
tion apply loads in the range of 0.1 to 5000 mg-f
(milligram-force) that result in 1 pm indentations.
lndentation depth is continuously monitored, elimi-
nating the need to image the indentation to calculate
mechanical properties. Although nanoindentation
is most commonly used to measure hardness of
micrometer-sized phases, the technique is also use-
ful for measuring elastic modulus. For brittle mate-
rials, yield strength and fracture toughness can also
be determined.

The nanohardness, dynamic hardness, and
elastic moduli of human enamel and dentin are
listed in Table 5.10, along with the nanohardness
and elastic modulus for the region of the dentin-
enamel junction. The nanohardness of dentin of
7'1. kg/mm2 (696 MPa) agrees well with the Knoop
value of 58 kglmm2 (555 MPa) reported in Table
5.7; however, the nanohardness of 457 kglmm2
(4.48 GPa) for enamel is considerably higher than
the Knoop value of 343 kglmmz (3.36 GPa). This
difference may result from the small nanoindenta-
tion dimension relative to the size of enamel rods.
Dynamic hardness values are calculated from
maximum displacement and result in lower val-
ues than for corresponding nanohardness methods
because nanohardness values are calculated from
permanent deformation. The elastic moduli of 87.7
and 24.0 GPa for enamel and dentin by nanoinden-
tation are similar to values from compressive test
specimens of 84.1 and 18.3 GPa. Of special inter-
est is the elastic modulus for the dentin-enamel
junction, which at 53.2 GPa is intermediate to the
values for enamel and dentin. The nanoindenta-
tion test is especially useful in studying this small
region, which is not possible with older, traditional
compressive or tensile tests.

TA BLE i. I 0 Properties of Tooth Tissues from Nanoindentation Tests

Nanoindenters can also measure storage and
loss modulus in viscoelastic materials by measur-
ing the resistance to the indentation force dur-
ing force removal. This feature, called dynamic
mechanical analysis, is described more fully later
in this chapter.

WEAR

Wear has been studied by (1) clinical testing, (2) clini-
cal simulations, (3) model systems using wear test-
ing devices, (4) measurements of related mechanical
properties such as hardness, and (5) examination of
surface failure from a single or low number of slid-
ing strokes.

Wear resistance of restorative materials has
been evaluated by abrasion tests. Two-body abra-
sion tests include the restorative material and an
enamel or simulated enamel antagonist. Three-
body abrasion adds an additional substance such
as toothpaste or prophylaxis paste that intervenes
between the restorative material and enamel. As
shown in Table 5.11, the resistance of composite res-
ins to abrasion depends on the nature of the filler
particles (glass or quartz) and on silanation of the
filler. Enamel is about 5 to 20 times more abrasion
resistant than dentin. Of the natural dental hard
tissues, cementum is the least resistant to abrasion.
Measurements of enamel loss during a 30-second
prophylaxis have shown enamel loss of 0.5 to 4 pm
with fluoride removed from the enamel surface,
depending on the abrasive.

Unfortunately, a1:1, ratio between wear observed
clinically and that measured in the laboratory sel-
dom exists. Thus most tests strive to rank materials
in an order that is seen clinically. Tladitional wear
tests measure the volume of material lost but do not
explain mechanisms of wear. A single-pass sliding
technique may characterize modes of surface fail-
ure. In general, wear data do not correlate well with
other mechanical property data, making it difficult
to infer wear properties from other simpler labora-
tory tests.

Nanohardness Dynamic Hardneas Elastic Modulus

fissue GPa kg/mm2 GPa kg/mm2 GPa

Enamel

Dentinenamel
junction

Dentin

4.8(o.M)a

2.37

4s7 (45)

242

0.70 (0.12) 77 (12)

2.%{0.23) 2es (23)

0.ss (0.0e) s6 (e)

87.7 (s.e)

53.2

24.0 (3.e)

eNumbers in parentfuxs repnwrt stanilaril dniations.
Modifedfrom Urabe l,Nakajina M, Sano H,Tagami l. Physical properties of the ilmtin-enamel junction region. AmJ Der,;rt 2000;1i:129-1.35.
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SETTING TIME

Final setting time is the time required for a reaction to
be completed. If the reaction rate is too rapid or if the
material has a short setting time, the mixed mass may
harden before it can be properly manipulated. By
contrast, if the reaction rate is too slow, an excessively
long time is required to complete the procedure. An
appropriate setting time is one of the most important
characteristics of materials such as gypsum.

Working time is the time after which the material
cannot be manipulated without causing distortion
in the final product. An example from glpsum is
time after which the semifluid mass can no longer
flow easily into the fine details of an impression. An
example from impression materials is the time after
which the paste does not flow to record the details of
the hard and soft tissues.

Finnl setting time is the time at which a material
such as alginate can be withdrawn without distor-
tion or tearing. For glpsum, it is the time when it can
be separated from the impression without fracture.
The initial setting time isthe time at which a particular
stage of firmness is reached in the sefting process.

Measurement

The initial setting time is usually measured by a

penetration test, although other test methods can be
used. For example, the loss of gloss from the surface
of dental stone is an indication of the initial set of the
mass. Similarly, the setting time of gypsum may be
measured by the temperature rise because the chemi-
cal reaction is exothermic.

TABLE 5.I I Two-Body Abrasion of Restorative
Dental Materials

The Vicat apparatus shown in Fig. 5.13 is com-
monly used to measure the initial setting time of
gypsum products. It consists of a 300-9 rod with a

1-mm diameter needle. Gypsum is poured into a

shallow cylinder then, after a period of time, the rod
is lowered until it contacts the surface of the material.
The needle is released and allowed to penetrate the
mix. When the needle fails to penetrate to the bottom
of the container, the material has reached the Vicat or
the initial setting time. Other types of instruments,
such as Gillmore needles, can be used to obtain the
initial and final setting times of gypsum materials.

DYNAMIC MECHANICAL ANALYSIS

Through dynamic mechanical analysis, some very
useful properties of materials can be measured, such
as the dynnmic elastic modulus (E') and the glass tran-
sition temperature (Tr) in polymers. ftsting standard
ASTM D4092 (American Society for Testing and
Materials [ASTM] Intemational) describes the calcu-
lation of these values. The test can be carried out in
several modes: tensile, flexure in single or dual can-
tilever, three.point bending, compression, or shear.
The test is suitable for liquids or solids (in the form
of bars or powder), increasing the scope of applica-
tion to many different materials. A sinusoidal strain
is applied to the material at a given frequency, while
the temperature is ramped up or down over time
through a range, typically between -50'C and 220'C
for most polymers, between 25'C and 600'C for
most glasses and ceramics, and between 50"C and

F | (; . 5 . I 1 Vicat penehometer used to deterurine initial
setting time of gypsum products.

Material
TlYo-Body Abracion
(10{ mm3/mm of travel)

AMALGAM

Spherical

AgSn/AgCu

7.0

5.6

COMPOSITE R.ESIN

Glass filled

Glass filled: no silane

Quartz filled

Quartz filled: no silane

Microfilled

Diacrylate resin

Pit and fissure sealant

Unfilled acrylic resin

7.7

13.8

3.8

5.6

12.0

77.0

21.5

13.3
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600"C for metals. As the test progresses, the resulting
force is registered by a transducer and a stress-strain
plot is generated. The complex modulus (E*) is cal-
culated from the slope of this curve. Storage (E') and
loss (E') moduli are resolved from E*, as explained
in Chapter 4.

The ratio between E' and E' provides the loss
factor, tan 6. ln an increasing temperature rnmp,
the typical evolution of properties is as follows: as

molecular motion is favored by the increase in tem-
perafure, loss or viscous modulus increases and
storage or elastic modulus decreases. The tempera-
ture at which the maximum in the tan delta peak is
observed is the Tr. This defines the point at which
the material transitions from an elastic to a rubbery
state. Through analysis of the breadth of the tan delta
peak, it is also possible to gain insight into the degree
of homogeneity of the material's structure. Broader
tan delta peaks indicate more heterogeneous materi-
als, and the presence of two tan delta peaks is strong
evidence for the presence of two phases within the
structure. Even though virtually all materials used in
dentistry have T, values well above room or body
temperatures, a good correlation between other
mechanical properties and T, makes it a useful pre-
dictor of the strength and structure of materials.

RHEOLOGY

Rheology is the study of deformation and flow of
materials. Similar to dynamic mechanical analysis,
this test involves the application of an oscillatory
shear deformation (strain) to the material, placed
betr,veen circular plates (parallel or in a cone-plate
configuration), at a determined frequenry, usually
under isothermal conditions. In this case, the com-
plex shear modulus (G*) is calculated and resolved
into storage (G) and loss (G') shear moduli. As
discussed in Chapter 4, viscosity is the relation-
ship between shear modulus and shear rate (or fre'
quency). Viscometers are a very simple version of
a rheometer. Working and setting times in cemmts
and direct fiIling composites are determined through
rheology, which monitors increasing viscosity as the
material sets.

Rheology has been used recently to determine
gel point in polymers. GeI point defines the point in
conversion at which the material transitions from a
viscous liquid into a viscoelastic solid. This point is
correlated to the crossover between G'and G'devel-
opment curves during polymerization. At the cross-
over, elastic properties start to predominate over the
viscous response. That is a reflection of polymeric
network development. This is especially important
during the polymerization of dental composites that
are restrained by adhesion to the cavity walls. For

conventional dimethacrylates found in most com-
mercial formulations, vitrification follows shortly
after gelation as shown in a reaction kinetics plot. At
this point, stresses at the bonded interface become
more significant, and therefore materials with
delayed gelation are desirable. This technique is very
useful for the design of new materials.

DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING
CALORIMETRY

Differential scanning calorimetry is another tool
for measuring a series of temperature transitions
in materials, such as the T, and melting tempera-
ture (T*). A calorimeter measures the difference in
heat flow between the sample and a blank refer-
ence, either during a temperature sweep or during
a nonisothermal phenomenon, such as polymer-
ization (Tu) or the melting of metals (T^). During a

temperature sweep experiment, endotherm peaks
are observed as the material goes through its glass
transition and melting. The endotherm is from the
sudden increase in the number of molectrlar degrees
of freedom at those transitions, which reguire energy
gain from the environment. For dynamic exothermic
reactions, as is the case for active polymerizations,
the heat released by the material during isothermal
experiments is correlated to the amount of reacted
vinyl double bonds and the degree of conversion in
real time. This method measurles an indirect charac-
teristic of the reaction (enthalpy) and is therefore not
accurate in evaluating chemical structure.

SPECTROMETRTC TECHNTQUES

Fourier-transformed infrared (IR) spectroscopy is
a very useful tool for characterizing molecules and
for monitoring chemical reactions. Each chemical
bond between atoms of a material has one specific
vibrational characteristic. This produces interference
in electromagnetic waves at highly specific wave-
lengths. As light is transmitted through a sample,
an IR bench detector identifies chemical bonds. The
Fourier transform algorithm produces a spectrum
with characteristic bands over a wavelength r€rnge,
revealing a very accurate picfure of molecular struc-
ture. Using this method, newly synthesized materials
can be characterized and reactions can be followed
through the appearance or disappearance of deter-
mined bands. This is of particular interest for polym-
erization reactions, such as those of vinyl monomers,
in which the C-H stretch vibration of the carbon dou-
ble bond can be monitored. Fig. 5.14A and B shows
the mid- and near-IR spectra of bisphenol A-glycidyl
methacrylate (Bis-GMA), a very commonly used
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monomer in dental restorative materials. This bond
has peaks both in the mid-IR (400 to n* crn-t; and
in the near-IR regions (4000 to 7000 cm-l). Other
peaks of interest include the C-H stretch vibration
of aromatic rings. Sampling in the mid-IR region is
somewhat complicated because absorptions are usu-
ally very high, requiring the use of thin samples.
Another concem is the strong absorption of water
and carbon dioxide in this regron, which requires the
system to be purged with an inert gas to allow accu-
rate measurements. For dental composites, another
drawback is a very broad band from glass particles
that shadows many bands of interest in mid-IR. This
requires the use of salt plates as substrates. ln the
near-IR region, absorptions are relatively weaker,
so relatively thick samples can be used. Glass and
carbon dioxide show no absorption in the near-IR
region, eliminating the need for purging and allow-
ing the use of samples sandwiched between glass
slides for more convenient specimen preparation.
That also allows the use of fiber optics for remote
monitoring of double-bond conversion.

Spectroscopic techniques can be combined with
other test instruments to monitor conversion or
molecular characterization simultaneously with the
development of other properties. For example, near-
IR spectroscopy can be combined with rheometry to
determine the exact polymer conversion at the onset
of gelation. The same is true for volumetric shrink-
age and shrinkage stress measurements, described in
the section on Methods for Measuring Shrinkage and
Stress During the Cure of Resin Composites.

PYCNOMETRY

Pycnometry is used to determine material densi-
ties. Water pycnometry relies on the buoyancy of
a material in water, the Archimedes principle. This
method underestimates density because small pores

7000 6000 s000
Wavenumbers (cm-t1

entrapped in the material cannot be accessed by the
water molecules, and dissolved oxygen is not purged
from the sample. Gas pycnometry, on the other hand,
uses the difference between a known volume of
helium gas molecules and the volume occupied by
the specimen (7). Knowing the material's mass (la),
density (d) is calculated by:

d=m/V

Because helium molecules are much smaller than
water, they can occupy voids in the material and also
displace some of the dissolved oxygm and moisture.
This provides an accurate measurement of density.
Volumetric shrinkage in polymerizations can be cal-
culated with gas pycnometrry by equating the densi-
ties of the material in the monomeric and polymeric
states.

BOND STRENGTH TEST METHODS

Bond strength tests are relatively easy to perform
and can be done without expensive equipment. They
are some important considerations, however, when
using bond strength data to select materials in clini-
cal practice.

Stresses at tlu interface are not uniformly distrib-
uted:Bond strength is reported as the nominal stress
value (in MPa), which is the failure load (in new-
tons) divided by the total bonded area (in mm2).
Averaging stress over the total bonded area does
not accurately represent the typically heteroge-
neous stress distribution at the interface. A void at
the interface (critical size flaw) causes stress concen-
tration and crack propagation that leads to localized
debonding. The actual stress magnitude that initi-
ates crack propagation can be several times higher
than the nominal (or average) value. Therefore
nominal bond strength does not represent failure
stress (Fig. 5.15).
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o max r max

A

max:20 MPa
min: 0 MPa

max: 6 MPa
min: 0 MPa

High incidence of mixed and cohesiae failures: Loads
on a tooth create concentrations of tensile stress that
can cause a crack to propagate into dentin or enamel.
This prevents an accurate assessment of interfacial
strength.

Results of dffirent studies are not comparable: Bond
strength values for a specific material can vary con-
siderably because of differences in the bonding sub'
strate, specimen preparation, storage conditions, and
loading method. There is very little standardization
across research laboratories, so comparisons of data
from different labs should be done very carefuIly.

Bond strength tests lack clinical significance: Based
on these limitations of bone strength tests, it is not
possible to define a threshold bond strength value
that is associated with good clinical performance.
Nevertheless, we can see trends in the laboratory
literature for some adhesive systems. Systems that
perform poorly in viko generally perform poorly in
clinical situations.

A variety of methods are available for testing
interfacial bond strength. Methods are categorized
by the dimensions of the bonded area: macro (4 to 28
mm2) or micro (approximately 1 mm2). The interface
is loaded either in tension or shear.

o max l max

A

max: 178 MPa
min: -8 MPa

max: 105 MPa
min: 0 MPa

placed in a universal testing machine where a single'
edged chisel, a flat-end rod, or a wire loop is used to
dislodge the composite cylinder from the substrate in
the plane of the interface.

It is important to note that although this is referred
to a shear test, it is a tersile stress that actually causes
debonding of the composite cylinder from the sub-
strate. The term shear in this test refers to the mode
of loading rather than the stress that causes inter-
facial failure. As the distance between the load and
interface increases, a bending moment is created in
the composite cylinder that results in larger tensile
stresses.

The location and geometry of the loading device
influences the distribution of stresses at the bonded
interface thereby altering the bond strength. For
example, a chisel with a nominal stress of 15 MPa
creates a 17&MPa tensile stress at the interface ver-
sus 59 MPa with a wire loop, as shown by computer
simulation using finite element analysis. The higher
the stress concentration at the load application area,
the lower the bond strength. Therefore a knife-edge
chisel results in lower bond strength values than
a wire loop, where the load is distributed over the
entire contact area between the loop and cylinder.

BB

100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 -10 (% max)

Irl( ;. ;. I ; Skess diskibutions (maximum principal stress, oo* and maximum shear skees, tor-) at the dentin eide of
dentin-compoeite interfaces loaded in tension lleltl or shear, using a 02-mm chisel applied at 02 mm ftom the interface
Hghtl. LineA-B indicates the diameter of the bondingarea. (From BragaRR, MeiralB,Boaro LC,XaoierTA. Adhcsion to tooth
structure: a critical reoiew of "mauo" test methotls. Dent Mater. 2070;25(2):e38-c49.)

A macroshear bond strength test consists of a com-
posite cylinder that is attached to a bonding substrate.
After a predetermined storage time, the specimen is

Macroshear tests dentin bond

of the specimens.
Another aspect of interest is the elastic modulus

of the composite used for the specimen cylinder. The

50 MPa. Cohesive and mixed10
Macroshear
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larger the mismatch between the elastic modulus of
the composite and the elastic modulus of the sub-
strate, the higher the stress concentration at the inter-
face. This results in a lower measured bond strength.

Macrotensile Bond Strength Tests

Stress distribution in tensile tests is much more uni-
form than in shear tests. Macrotensile bond strength
tests apply loads in an axis that is perpendicular to
the interface. This provides a truer estimate of the
stress level that initiated debonding. The loading
axis must be perpendicular to the interface plane to
prevent bending stresses. Specimen preparation and
test configuration are thus more difficult for tensile
bond strength tests than shear bond tests.

As for the shear test, a mismatch between the
elastic moduli of the composite and the substrate
also influences bond strength. With this method,
typical dentin bond strengths are about 10 MPa.
Cohesive and mixed failures may occur in 35% of the
specimens.

Microtensile Bond Strength Tests

Microtensile tests use beam-shaped or hourglass-
shaped specimens with a cross-sectional area of
approximately 1 mm2. This method provides a much
lower incidence of mixed and cohesive failures com-
pared to other methods (less than 20olo). Specimen
preparation is more challenging and precise than
with macro tests because it requires the fabrication of
thin slices from a large bonded interface using dia-
mond disks. The slices are trimmed to create hour-
glass specimens or further sectioned to create beams.
A large number of specimen failures may occur just
in setting up the test. Researchers have not agreed on
how these pretest failures should be addressed in the
experiment data set.

Several testing fixtures are available for microten-
sile testing. The specimen can either be glued using
cyanoacrylate adhesive or attached to the testing fix-
ture actively or passively with grips. The g"ip method
interferes with the stress distribution in the speci-
men. Dmtin bond strength values vary between 30
and 50 MPa with the microtensile method. Values ale
much higher than those found with macrotensile tests
because the critical size for flaws is smaller in a micro-
interface. Fracture mechanics theory shows that the
size of the critical flaw is inversely related to the inten-
sity of the stress required to initiate crack propagation.

Defects can be created at the periphery of the
bonded interface when sectioning and trimming the
specimen with diamond disks. These defects concen-
trate stress and initiate debonding at relatively low
loads. This can contribute to an artificially low bond
strength.

Microshear Bond Strength Tests

Microshear tests are similar to macroshear tests in the
mode of testing, but use much smaller cylinders of a
resin composite. Silicone tubes 0.5 mm in height and
0.7 mm in diameter are used to create the composite
cylinders. Typically, up to six tube segments arebonded
to a surface and filled with composite. Micn:shear and
macroshear share the same issues related to stress dis-
tribution. Bond stnength values are about 20 MPa and
the incidence of mixed and cohesive failures is 50%.

Push-Out Tests

Another option for testing bond strength is the push-
out test. When testing the bond strength of adhesives
to dentin, a 1- to 2-mm thick dentin slice is bored to
create a tapered conical hole. The intemal surface of
the hole is treated with an adhesive and the hole is
filled with a resin composite. After storage, the com-
posite cone is pushed though the dentin from the
smaller diameter side. Bond strength is calculated by
dividing the extrusion force by the area of the wall of
the cone. This method simulates the clinical condi-
tion more closely than in shear/tensile tests because
the composite is placed into a cavity. This adds the
factors of constraint of the curing composite in a cav-
ity and the associated polymerization stress from
the constraint. Some authors refer to this method as
a micro push-out test when disks of radicular dentin
are used and the root canal is the cavity that is filled.

METHODS FOR MEASURING
SHRINKAGE AND STRESS DURING
THE CURE OF RESIN COMPOSITES

Several methods are described in the literature for
measuring the contraction that accompanies the
cure of resin composite restorative materials. Some
of them record the total change in volume during
cure, whereas others measure specific phases of
cure. In resin composites, shrinkage that occurs after
development of a measurable stiffness of the paste
is referred to as pwtgel shinlage. Some methods
are also affected by the constraint imposed on the
specimen, which defines the shrinkage force vectors.
Some methods record linear shrinkage and others
record volumetric shrinkage, which is three times the
linear value if the material is isotropic. Data from dif-
ferent methods cannot be directly compared because
of these factors, although dimensional change dur-
ing cure is a basic material characteristic.

Mercury Dilatometer
This method uses the change in height of a column
of mercury caused by shrinkage of a resin composite
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FIC. i.16 Schematic cross section of the shrinkage
teet assembly. A, Thansducer; B, test specimery C, cover
slip; D, brass support ring; E, rigid glass plate; F, light
optic; and G, height adjushent screw. (From Watts DC,
Cash Al. Determinatbn of polymnization shinlage kinetics in
oisible-light-cured materials: methods darclopmmt. Dent Mater.
7991;7:281-28D

specimen to calculate total volumetric shrinkage.
A composite specimen is placed on a glass slide
and immersed in mercury that fills a glass capil-
lary tube. A linear variable differential transformer
(LVDT) probe floats on the surface of the mercury
in the column. After the LVDT probe is stabilized,
the resin composite specimen is light activated and
cured from below through the glass slide while the
change in height of the column is monitored by the
LVDT in real time. Because the mercury in the col-
umn is affected by heat from the curing light, a ther-
mocouple is used to monitor the temperature of the
mercury. Thermal expansion of the mercury is sub-
tracted from the change in height in the column that
results from shrinkage of the composite specimm.
Shrinkage values are calculated using the initial mass
of the composite specimen and its specific gravity.

Bonded Disk
A disk of resin composite, 8 x 1.5 mm, is placed
within a brass ring (15 mm in diameter and 1.5 mm
in height) that is bonded to a glass slide (Fig. 5.15).

The composite specimen does not touch the brass
ring. Amicroscope cover slip (approximately 0.1 mm

thick) contacts the composite specimen and rests on
the brass ring. An LVDT probe contacts the center of
the cover slip. The composite specimen is light acti-
vated from below the specimen through the glass
slide. As the composite cures and shrinks, it pulls the
cover slip down and its deflection is monitored by
the LVDT probe. Output of the transducer (mV) is
converted to displacement (pm) using a calibration
curve. Shrinkage is calculated by dividing the mea-
sured deflection of the cover slip by the initial height
of the composite. This method Iikely measures post-
gel shrinkage because the composite specimen must
exhibit some stiffness to deflect the cover slip. The
values of shrinkage from the bonded disk method
are usually higher than those from other postgel
shrinkage methods.

AcuVol
AcuVol is a video-imaging device that uses a c,un-
era to capture and analyze profiles of the specimen.
A12-sL composite specimen is shaped into a hemi-
sphere and positioned on a Teflon pedestal. The tip
of a curing light source is placed 1 mm above the
specimen. Lateral profiles of the composite specimen
during cure are used to create shrinkage.time curves.
The measured values express the total volumetric
shrinkage of the composite and are quite similar to
those obtained with a mercury dilatometer.

Managing Accurate Resin Curing Test

The Managing Accurate Resin Curing (MARC) test
measures composite shrinkage in a constrained con-
figuration (Fig. 5.17). The intemal walls of a glass
fug (S mm in diameter,2 mm in heighQ are etched
with hydrofluoric acid. The volume and dmsity
of the ring are measured then coated with ceramic
primer and a layer of unfilled resin. The ring is fiIled
with composite and, after curing, the specimen is
again measured for volume and density. The volume
of the cured composite is calculated from the dif-
ference between the volumes of the glass ring filled
with composite and the empty ring. Polymerization
shrinkage is calculated as the variation between the
volume of the cured composite and the intemal vol-
ume of the glass ring.

Cavity Configuration Factor (C.Factor)

When a resin composite or glass ionomercernent cures
while bonded to the walls of a tooth cavity, stresses
develop in the material, at the tooth-restoration
interface and in the enamel and dentin of the tooth.
The stresses result from volumetric shrinkage of the
composite or cement, and their developing stiff-
ness (elastic modulus). Constraint from the cavity
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Light tip

4mm

Detector

Class I Class V

ljlc. ;. I ? MARC (Managing Accurate Resin Curing). Schematics of the location of the light detectors placed in simu-
lated class I and dass V preparation sites. The teeth were placed inside a marurequin simulation head. (From Price RBT, Felix
CM, Whalen lM. Factors affecting the energy delhnred to simulated class I and class V preparations. J Can Dent Assoc . 2010;76:a94.)
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relation to configuration of the restoration. J Dent Res. 1987;6601):1535-1539,7987.)

walls at the bonded interface creates these stress
conditions. Without the constraint, fewer stresses
occur. These stresses are of clinical relevance
because they may create interfacial gaps or, if the
bond is sufficiently strong, cause deformation of
the tooth. The stresses depend on the anatomy of
the tooth and the geometry of the cavity prepara-
tion, the quality of the bonded interface, and the
restorative technique used (bulk or incremental
filling and curing method). The caaity configura-
tion factor (C-factor), defined as the ratio of bonded-
to-unbonded areas of the restoration, describes the
constraint imposed on the shrinking restorative
material (Fig. 5.18). For a given material and labo-
ratory test parameters, the higher the specimen's
C-factor, the higher the calculated nominal stress.

Although it seems reasonable to conclude that a
class I restoration should exhibit more stress than
a class II and saucer-shaped class V restoration
because of its high bonded-to-nonbonded surface
area, the clinical condition is complex. C-factor
alone does not accurately predict stresses or clini-
cal longevity in resin composite or glass ionomer
restorations.

STRESS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF
DENTAL STRUCTUR,ES

The design of dental restorations is as important as

the selection of the appropriate material. Restoration
designs must not result in stresses or strains that

ti'.. ,/
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t lG. ;.1 9 Tensilometer for measuring polymerization shesc during cure of composites. (A) Overview of test configu-
ration. (B) Detail of test specimen and extensometer. (C) Detail as composite is photoactivated.

exceed the mechanical limits of a material under
clinical conditions.

Stresses in dental structures have been studied by
brittle coating analysis, strain gauges, holography,
two- and three-dimensional photoelasticity, finite ele-
ment analysis, and other numerical methods. Many
studies have been published on the stress analysis of
dental prostheses and tooth and bone biomechanics.
Descriptions of the various methods and results can
be found in the articles listed in the Bibliography.

POLYMERIZAIION STRESS TEST

The in vitro polymerization stress test evaluates the
stresses at the bonded interface due to resin compos-
ite polymerization. The basic principle is common
to all tests: the resin composite is bonded to two
surfaces, under variable degrees of constraint, and
cured. Shrinkage of the resin composite pulls the
two bonded surfaces together, as it does in a cavity
preparation. Load and/or displacement is applied
to the bonding substrate and stress is calculated
using the initial cross-sectional area of the specimen.

Overall stiffness of the test instrument must be much
higher than the shesses being measured to prevent
the instrument from deforming during the test. Even
though all tests are useful for ranking materials by
the shess developed, they do not simulate the clini-
cal condition. Direct correlations with in vivo obser-
vations should be made carefully.

Tensilometer
tn this instrument (Fig. 5.19), the test material is
bonded between two rods made of steel, glass, or
polymethyl methacrylate (in decreasing order of
elastic modulus). The rods are connected to a uni-
versal testing machine or system with closed loop
feedback control, where one rod is connected to the
crosshead and the other rod is fixed. An extensome.
ter is attached to the specimen to maintain a constant
distance between the two bonded interfaces during
the test through closed loop feedback control of the
crosshead position. This minimizes the compliance
in the test system. Stress is calculated by dividing the
load exerted by the shrinkage of the specimen by the
initial cross-sectional area of the specimen.
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Cantilever compliance

.<-

U

Sample

Sleeve

Silanized quarE
rod/light guide

lri t.I . i .l t) American Dental Association Foundation (ADAD Tensometer for measuring polymerization stress during
cure of composites. Test configuration before light exposure (A); during light exposure (C); illustration of test device (B) and
enlargement of region shown in parts (A) and (C).

B

Tensometer

In the tensometer (Fig.5.20) the test material is bonded
betrveen two glass rods with one rod fixed to the base
of the instrummt, and the second attached to a canti-
lever beam. As the material cures, the beam deflects,
which is monitored by an LVDT probe. Using a cali-
bration curve of force x displacement and deflecting
beam theory stress is calculated and corrected for by
the cross-sectional area of the specimen. An extensom-
eter is not used in this instrument. System compliance
is conholled by the elastic modulus of the cantilever
beam and position of the glass nrd relative to the fuI-
cmm of the beam. Fiber-optic cables provide remote
monitoring of degree of conversion through near-IR
spectrometric techniques, described earlier in this
chapter, for measuring the extent of polymerization
and stress development in real time.

Crack Analysis

Localized contraction stresses can be calculated by
analyzing the propagation of initial indentations

made in a brittle material. Using an indenter, initial
cracks are made adiacent to a hole in a brittle mate-
rial that simulates dental enamel, such as a glass
or ceramic. As the bonded composite in the hole is
polymerized, tensile stresses develop and the crack
lengthens. The lengths of the cracks are measured
before and after polymerization, and the resulting
stress is calculated from the changes in crack length
and the known fracture toughness of the brittle
substrate.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR RESTORAIIVE
MATERIALS

The properties described in this and other chapters
serve as the basis for a series of specifications that
have been developed for restorative materials, instru-
ments, and equipment. One grouP is the ANSI/
ADA Standards Committee on Dental Products.
Standards developed and approved by this commit-
tee are reviewed by the Council on Scientific Affairs
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of the ADA, which has responsibility for adopting
specifications. Presently, 68 specifications have been
adopted. A larger group called Federal Specifications
and Standards is designed to regulate requirements
of federal government service agencies for the pur-
chase and use of materials. Speci-fications of this
type have been available for the past half century,
and additional specffications continue to be added
in each group. A series of similar specifications is
available for products in Australia, lapNr, and sev-
eral other countries. In 1963, a program for interna-
tional specifications was established that combined
the efforts of the FDI World Dental Federation and
the Intemational Organization for Standardization
(ISO). The practice of using physical test controls
through methods of applied specifications is well
established and will likely continue. Both the dental
student and the practitioner must not only recognize
that specifications for certain materials are available
but also leam to some extent the qualities that are
controlled by each specification. Through the specifi-
cations the quality of each product is maintained and
improved.

American Dental Association Specifications

The first of the ADA Specifications was for amalgam
alloy, formulated and reported in 1930. Since that
time other specifications have been or are behg for-
mulated, as indicated in Appendix Table 1.

Copies of the specifications and worksheets to
assist in the recording of the required data are avail-
able from the Council on Scientific Affairs of the ADA
in Chicago. The website of the Council lists the trade
names and manufacturers of accepted dental products.
This publication can also be obtained from the ADA.

An examination of each specification reveals a

general pattem of standardization corunon to each
material.

1. These features include an item on the scope and
classification of the material, which defines the
application and general natur€ of each material.

2. Each specification includes in-formation on other
applicable specifi cations.

3. The requirements of each material consider such
factors as uniformity, color, or general working
characteristics of the material, as well as the
general limitations of test values.

4. The methods of sampling, inspection, and
testing procedures include details of specimen
preparation and physical tests to be performed.

5. Each specification includes information on
preparation for delivery, with instructions
concerning packaging, instructions for use,
and marking with lot numbers and the date of
manufacture.

6. Each specification includes notes that provide
additional information on intended uses, and
references to the literature or other special items.

The important features of each of these specifica-
tions are described appropriately in later chapters.

American Dental Association Acceptance
Program

The ADA, through the Council on Scientific Affairs,
maintains an acceptance program for consumer
products, such as denture adherents, dental floss,
and toothbrushes.

Index of Federal Specifications and
Standards

The Index of Federal Specifications and Standards
includes specifications for a number of restorative
dental materials not described elsewhere. These
specifications are used primarily by the federal
services to maintain some quality control of den-
tal products and are valuable for suppliers of these
materials. In a few instances, reference is made to
specific federal specifications and standards in later
chapters.
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Biocompatibility and Tlssue Reaction
to Biomaterials

Biocompatibility is formally defined as the ability of
a material to elicit an appropriate biological response
in a given application in the body. Inherent in this
definition is the idea that a single material may not
be biologically acceptable in all applications. For
example, a material that is acceptable as a full cast
crown may not be acceptable as a dental implant.
Also implicit in this definition is an expectation for
the biological performance of the material. In a bone
implant, the expectation is that the material will
allow the bone to integrate with the implant. Thus
an appropriate biological response for the implant
is osseointegration. In a full cast crown, the expecta-
tion is that the material will not cause inflammation
of pulpal or periodontal tissues, but osseointegra-
tion is not an expectation. Whether or not a material
is biocompatible therefore depends on the physical
function for which the material will be used and
the biological response that will be required from it.
Using this definition, it makes little sense to say that
any given material is or is not biocompatible, and so
how the material will be used must be defined before
that can be assessed.

ln that regard, biocompatibility is much like color.
Color is a property of a material interacting with
its environment (light), and the color of a material
depends on the light source and the observer of the
light. Simitarly, biocompatibility is a property of a
material interacting with its environment. The bio-
logical response will change if changes occur in the
host, the application of the material, or the material
itself (Fig. 6.1).

In the development of any biomaterial, one must
consider the strength, esthetics, and functional
aspects of the material, as well as its biocompatibil-
ity. Furthermore, demands for appropriate biological
responses are increasing as materials are expected
to perform more sophisticated functions in the
body for longer time periods. Thus considerations
of biocompatibitity are important to manufacturers,
practitioners, scientists, and patients. The field of

biocompatibility is interdisciplinary and draws on
knowledge from materials science, bioengineering,
biochemistry, molecular biology, tissue engineerin&
and other fields.

This chapter briefly surveys the tests used for
evaluating biocompatibility of dental materials and
how well they correlate with one anothet overviews
the specifications that govem such testing, and
describes the strengths and weaknesses of the test-
ing methods. The majority of the chapter is devoted
to a discussion of the biocompatibility of the various
materials used in dentistry within the framework of
these principles.

MEASURING BIOCOMPATIBILITY

Measuring biocompatibility continues to evolve
as more is known about the interactions between

Observer

E
Light

80uroe

Maletial

Biocompatibility. Like color, biocompatibility
is not a property of just a material, but rather a property of
how a material interacts with its environment. A material's
color depends on the character of the light source, how
the light interacts with the material, and how the observer
interprets the reflected light. In this sense, the material's
color depends on its environment. The biocompatibility of
a material is similar in the sense that it depends on its envi-
ronment as well as the nature of the material.
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Test

In vitro tests

In vivo tests
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Advantages and Disadvantages of Biocompatibility Tests

Advantages

Quick to perform
l,east expensive
Can be standardized
l,arge-scale screening
Good experimental control
Excellence for mechanisms of interactions

Allows complex systemic interactions
Response more comprehensive than in vitro tests
More relevant than in vitro tests

Disadvantages

Relevance to in vivo is questionable

Relevance to use of material is quetionable
Expensive
Trme consuming
Lcgallethical concerns
Dfficult to control
Difficult to interpret and quantify

Very expensive
Very time consuming
Maior legal /ethical issues
Can be difficult to control
DiIficult to interpret and quantify

can be standardized, are well suited to large-scale
screening, and can be tightly controlled to address
specific scientific questions, The overriding disad-
vantage of in vitro tests is their questionable rel-
evance to the final in vivo use of the material (see

the section on Correlation Among [n Vitro, Animal,
and Usage Tests). Other significant disadvantages
include the lack of inflammatory and other tissue-
protective mechanisms in the in viko environment.
It should be emphasized that in vitro tests alone
cannot entirely predict the overall biocompatibility
of a material.

Standardization of in vitro tests is a primary
concern. Two types of cells can be used for in vitro
assays. Primary cells are those cells taken directly
from an animal and cultured. These cells will
grow for only a limited time in culture but usually
retain many of the characteristics of cells in vivo.
Continuously grown cells or cell lines are cells that
have been transformed previously to allow them to
grow more or less indefinitely in culture. Because
of this transformation, these cells do not retain all
in vivo characteristics, but they do consistently
exhibit those features that they do retain. Primary
cell cultures seem to be more relevant than con-
tinuous cell lines for measuring cytotoxicity of
materials. However, primary cells, being from a
single individual, have limited genetic variabil-
ity, may harbor viral or bacterial agents that alter
their behavior, and often rapidly lose their in vivo
functionality once placed in culture. Furthermore,
the genetic and metabolic stability of continuous
cell lines contributes significantly toward stan-
dardizing assay methods. In the end, both pri-
mary and continuous cells play important roles in

Usage tests Relevance to use of material is assured

dental materials and oral tissues and as technolo-
gies for testing improve. New materials must
be extensively screened to ensure that they are
biologically acceptable before they are used in
humans. Several varieties of tests are used for this
purpose, and are classified as in vitro, animal,
and usage tests, the latter including clinical tri-
als. This section discusses examples of each type
of test, their advantages and disadvantages, how
the tests are used together, and standards that rely
on these tests to regulate the use of materials in
dentistry.

In Vitro Tests

In vitro tests for biocompatibility require place-
ment of a material or a component of a material
in contact with a cell, enzyme, or some other iso-
lated biological system. The contact can be either
direct, when the material contacts the cell system
without barriers, or indirect, when there is a bar-
rier of some sort between the material and the cell
system. Direct tests can be further subdivided into
those in which the material is physically present
with the cells and those in which some extract from
the material contacts the cell system. In vitro tests
can be roughly subdivided into those that mea-
sure cytotoxicity or cell growth, those that measure
some metabolic or other cell function, and those
that measure an effect on the genetic material in a
cell (mutagenesis assays). Often there is overlap in
what a test measures. In vitro tests have a number
of significant advantages over other types of bio-
compatibility tests (Table 6.1). They are relatively
quick, generally cost less than animal or usage tests,



Noncytotoxic interaction. Light microscopic
view of a noncytotoxic interaction between a material (ilark
image at bottom of the picturd and periodontal ligament fibro-
blasts in a cell culture (in vitro) test. The molphology of the
fibroblasts indicates that they are alive and are not suffering
from a toxic response (see Fig. 6.3 for contrast). The material
in this case was a calcium hydroxide pulp-capping agent.
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- Control

NR-stained cell layer

Agar overlay method. The agar overlay method
has been used to evaluate the rytotoxicity of dental materi-
als. The cell layer, which has been previously stained with
neutral red (NR), is covered with a thin layer of agar (A).

Samples are placed on top of the agar for a time. If the mate-
rial is cytotoxic, it will iniure the cells and the neutral red
will be released, Ieaving a zone of inhibition.

Tests for Cell Metabolism or Cell Function
Some in vitro tests for biocompatibility use the bio-
synthetic or enzymatic activity of cells to assess cyto-
toxic response. Tests that measure DNA synthesis or
proteinsynthesis arecommon examples of this typeof
test. A commonly used enzymatic test for cytotoxicity
is the 3-(45-d imethylthi azol-2-yl)-2,*diphenyl tetra-
zolium bromide (MTT) test; other tests include the
nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT), 2,&Bis-(2-methoxy4
nitro-Fsulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium-5-carboxanilide
salt (XTT), and a water-soluble tetrazolium (WST)
assays, all being colorimetric assays based on differ-
ent tetrazolium salts. alamarBlue tests quantitatively
measure cell proliferation using a fluorescent indica-
tor that allows continuous monitoring of cells over
time.

Teets That Use Barierc Qndirect Teeb)
Because direct contact often does not exist between
cells and materials during in vivo use, several
in vitro barrier tests have been developed to mimic
in vivo conditions. These tests include an agar
overlay method, which uses agar to form a barrier
between the cells and the material, and the Millipore
filter assay, in which a monolayer of cells is grown on
a filter that is tumed over so that test materials are
placed on the filter and leachable diffusion products
are allowed to interact with the cells. The agar diffu-
sion and Millipore filter tests can provide, at best, a
qualitative cytotoxic ranking among materials
(Fig.6.a).

For many materials, dentin is a barrier through
which toxic components must diffuse to reach pulp
tissue, with the thickness of the dentin directly corre-
lating with the protection offered to the pulp. These
assays, which incorporate dentin disks between
the test sample and the cell assay system, have the
added advantage of directional diffusion between
the restorative material and the culture medium
(Fig.6.s).

Othcr Assays for Cell Elr;lr,c.tlmr

ln vitro assays to measure immune function or other
tissue reactions have also been used. These assays

6. BIOCOMPATIBILITY AND TISSUE REACTION TO BIOMATERIALS

+ Control
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Cytotoxic interaction. Light microscopic view
of a cytotoxic interaction between a material @ark image
at the bottom of tht picture) and periodontal ligament fibro-
blasts in a cell culture test. The fibroblasts are rounded and
detached (see Fig. 6.2 for conhast), indicating that they
are either dead or dying. The material is a type of calcium
hydroxide pulp-capping agent, different from the one
shown in Fig.5.2.

in vitro testing, and both should be used to assess
materials.

Cfitorictty Testc

Cytotoxici$ fesfs assess cell death caused by a mate'
rial by measuring cell number or growth before and
after exposure to that material. Control materials
should be well defined and commercially available
to facilitate comparisons among other testing labo-
ratories. Membrane permeability tests are used to mea-
sure rytotoxicity by the ease with which a dye can
pass through a cell membrane, because membrane
permeability is equivalent to or very nearly equiva-
lent to cell death (Figs. 6.2 and 6.3).
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ln- + Out

| ',t , ,, j Dentin disk barrier test method. A dentin
disk is used as a barrier in cytotoxicity tests that attempt
to predict the toxicity of materials placed on dentin in vivo.
The material is placed on one side (A) of the dentin disk
(B) in the device used to hold the dmtin disk. Collection
fluid (cell culture medium or saline) is on the other side of
the disk (C). Cells can also be grown on the collection side.
Components of the material may diffuse through the dentin
and the effect of the medium on cell metabolisrn can then be
measured. To assess the rate of diffusion, the collection fluid
can be circulated into and out of the collection chamber (C).

measure cytokine production by lymphocytes and
macrophages, lymphocyte proliferation, chemotads,
or T-cell rosetting to sheep red blood cells. Other tests
measure the ability of a material to alter the cell cycle
or activate complement. The in vivo significance of
these assays is yet to be ascertained, but many show
promise for being able to reduce the number of ani-
mal tests required to assess the biocompatibility of a
material.

Mutagenesis Assaya
Mutagenesis assays assess the effect of a biomaterial
on a cell's genetic material. There are a wide range
of mechanisms by which a material can affect a cell's
genes. Genotoxic mutagens directly alter cell DNA
through various types of mutations. Each chemical
may be associated with a specific type of DNA muta-
tion. Genotodc chemicals may be mutagens in their
native states, or may require activation or biotrans-
formation to be mutagens, in which case they are
called promutagens. Epigenetic mutagens do not alter
the DNA themselves, but support tumor growth by
altering the cell's biochemistry, altering the immune
system, acting as hormones, orby other mechanisms.
Carcinogenesis is the abitity to cause ctrncer in vivo.
Mutagens may or may notbe carcinogens, and carcin-
ogens may or may not be mutagens. Thus quantita-
tion and relevance of tests that measure mutagenesis
and carcinogenesis are extremely complex.

The Ames test is the most widely used short-term
mutagenesis test and the only one that is considered
thoroughly validated. It looks at the conversion of
a mutant stock of Salmonella typhimuium back to a
native strain, because chemicals that increase the fe'
quency of reversion back to the native state have a
high probability of being carcinogenic in mammals.
A second test for mutagenesis is the Styles'cell trans-
formation test. This test on mammalian cells offers an
alternative to bacterial tests (Ames test), which may

not be relevant to mammalian systems. However,
because the Ames test is widely used, extensively
described in the literature, and technically easier to
conduct, it is most often conducted in a screming
ProSram.

Animal Tests

Animal tests for biocompatibility, usually involving
mammals such as mice, rats, hamsters, or guinea
pigs, are distinct from usage tests (which are also
often done in animals) in that the material is not
placed in the animal with regard to its final use. The
use of an animal allows for the complex interactions
between the material and a functioning, complete
biological system to occur. This is extremely difficult
to mimic in a cell-culture system. Thus the biological
responses in animal tests are more comprehensive
and may be more relevant than in vitro tests, and
these features are the major advantages of these tests
(see Table 5.1). The main disadvantages of animal
tests are that they can be difficult to interpret and
control, are expensive, time consuming, and often
involve significant ethical concems and oversight.
Furthermore, the relevance of the test to the in vivo
use of a material is often unclear, especially in esti-
mating the appropriateness of an animal species to
represent a human. A variety of animal tests have
been used to assess biocompatibility.

The mucous membrane irritation fest determines
whether a material causes inflammation to mucous
membranes or abraded skin. In a skin sensitizntion
fesf, materials are injected intradermally to test for
development of skin hypersensitivity reactions, fol-
lowed by secondary treatment \ /ith adhesive patches
containing the test substance. lmplantation tesfs are
used to evaluate materials that will contact subcuta-
neous tissue or bone. The location of the implantation
site is determined by the use of the material and may
include connective tissue, bone, or muscle. Although
restorative materials are tested because the margins
often contact the gingiva, most subcutaneous tests
are used for materials that will directly contact soft
tissue during implantation, as well as endodontic
and periodontal treatment materials.

Usage Tests

Usage tesb may be done in animals or in human
study participants. They are distinct from other ani-
mal tests because they require that the material be
placed in a situation identical to its intended clinical
use. The usefulness for predicting biocompatibility is
directly proportional to the fidelity with which the
test mimics the clinical use of the material, includ-
ing time, location, environment, and placement
technique. For this reason, usage tests in animals

A



usually employ larger animals that have similar oral
environments to humans, such as dogs, mini-swine,
or monkeys. When humans are used, the usage test
is termed a clinical trial. The overwhelming advan-
tage for usage tests is their relevance (see Table 6.1).
These tests are the gold standard, in that they give
the ultimate answer to whether or not a material will
be biocompatible and clinically useful. One might
ask, then, why bother with in vitro or animal tests at
all. The answer is in the significant disadvantages of
the usage test. These tests are extremely expensive,
last for long periods, involve many ethical and often
legal concerns, €ue exceptionally difficult to control
and inteqpret accurately, and may harm the test par-
ticipants. In addition, statistical analysis of these tests
is often a daunting process. In dentistry, dental pulp,
periodontium, and gingival or mucosal tissues are
the main targets of usage tests.

Dental Palp lrttttion Teatc
In general, materials to be tested on the dental pulp
are placed in class 5 cavity preparations in intact teeth
without caries. At theconclusion of the study, the teeth
are removed and sectioned for microscopic examina-
tiory with tissue necrotic and inflammatory reactions
classified according to the intensity of the rlesponse.
Although most dental-pulp irritation tests have
involved teeth without inflamed pulps, there has been
increased concem that inllamed dental pulp tissue
may respond differently than healthy pulps to liners,
cements, and restorative agents. Thus usage tests on
teethwith induced pulpitis, which allow evaluation of
the type and amount of reparative dentin formed, will
likely continue to be developed and refined.

Irefltol Implants in Bone
At present, the best predictors for success of implants
are carefuI patient selection and ideal clinical condi-
tions. The following terms are used to define various
degrees of success: early implant success for implants
surviving 1 to 3 years, intermediate implant success for
implants surviving 3 to 7 years, and. long-term suc-
cess for implants surviving more than 7 years. As
such, there are three comrnonly used tests to predict
implant success: (1) penetration of a periodontal
probe along the side of the implant, (2) mobility of
the implant, and (3) radiographs indicating either
osseous integration or radiolucency around the
implant. Abone implant is considered successful if it
exhibits no mobility and no radiographic evidence of
periimplant radiolucency, has minimal vertical bone
loss and is completely encased in bone, and has an
absence of persistent periimplant soft-tissue compli-
cations. Any fibrous capsule formation is a sign of
irritation and chronic inflammation, which is likely
to lead to micromotion of the implant and ultimately
to loosening and failue.
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Mrcosa and GingioalUsage Tests
Tissue response to materials with direct contact of
gingival and mucosal tissues is assessed by place-
ment in cavity preparations with subgingival exten-
sions. The material's effect on gingival tissues is
observed and responses are categorized as slight,
moderate, or severe, depending on the number of
mononuclear inflammatory cells (mainly lympho
cytes and neutrophils) in the epithelium and adja-
cent connective tissues. A difficulty with this type
of study is the frequent presence of some degree of
preexisting inflammation in gingival tissue due to
the presence of bacterial plaque, surface roughness
of the restorative material, open or overhanging mar-
gins, and overcontouring or undercontouring of the
restoration.

Correlation Among In Vitro, Animal, and
Usage Tests

In the field of biocompatibility, some scientists ques-
tion the usefuIness of in vitro and animal tests in light
of the apparent lack of correlation with usage tests
and the clinical history of materials. Howeve[, lack
of correlation is not surprising in light of differences
among these tests, in that in vitro and animal tests
often measure aspects of biological response that are
more subtle or less prominent than those observed
during a material's clinical use. Furthermore, barriers
between the material and tissues may exist in usage
tests or clinical use, but may not exist in in vitro or
animal tests. Thus it is important to remember that
each type of test has been designed to measure differ-
ent aspects of biological response to a material, and
correlation is not always to be expected.

The best example of a barrier that occurs in use
but not during in vitro testing is the dentin barrier.
When restorative materials are placed in teeth, den-
tin will generally be interposed between the material
and the pulp. The dentin barrier, although possibly
only a fraction of a millimeter thick, is effective in
modulating the toxic effect of a dental material. This
dentin barrier effect is illustrated by the following
dassic study (Table 6.2). Three methods were used to
evaluate the following materials: zinc oxide+ugenol
(ZOE) cement, resin composite, and silicate cement.
The evaluation methods included (1) four different
cell culture tests, (2) an implantation test, and (3) a

usage test in class 5 cavity preparations in monkey
teeth. The results of the four cell culture tests were
relatively consistent, with silicate having only a

slight effect on cultured cells, composite a moderate
effect, and ZOE a severe effect. These three materi-
als were also embedded subcutaneously in connec-
tive tissue in polyethylene tubes (secondary test),
and observations were made at 7,30, and 90 days.
Reactions al7 days could not be determined because

6. BIOCOMPATIBILIfi AND TISSUE REACTION TO BIOMATERIALS
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Material

Silicate

Resin
composite

ZOE

Comparison of Reactions of Three
Materials by Screening and Usage Tests

Another example of the lack of correlation of
usage tests with implantation tests is the inflamma-
tory response of the glngrva at the gingival and proxi-
mal margins of restorations that accumulate bacterial
plaque and calculus. Plaque and calculus cannot
accumulate on implanted materials and therefore
the implantation test cannot hope to duplicate the
usage test. However, connective tissue implantation
tests are of great value in demonstrating the cyto-
toxic effects of materials and evaluating materials
that will be used in contact with alveolar bone and
apical periodontal connective tissues. In these cases,
the implant site and the usage sites are sufficiently
similar to compare the test results of the two sites.

Using In Vitro, Animal, and Usage Tests
Together

For about 25 years, scimtists, industry, and the gov-
ernment have recognized that the most accurate and
cost-effective means to assess biocompatibility of a

new material is a combination of in vitro, animal, and
usage tests. Implicit in this philosophy is the concept
that no single test will be adequate to completely
characterize biocompatibility of a material. The ways
in which these tests are used together, however, are
controversial and have evolved over many years as
knowledge has increased and new technologies were
developed.

Early combination schemes proposd a pyramid
testing protocol, in which all materials were tested
at the bottom of the pyramid and materials were
"weeded out" as the testing continued toward the top
of the pyramid (Fig. 5.6). Tests at the bottom of the
pyramid $/ere "unspecific toxicity" tests of any type
(in vitro or animal) with conditions that did not nec-
essarily reflect those of the material's use. The next
tier shows specific toxicity tests that presumably dealt
with conditions more relevant to the use of the mate-
rial. The final tier was a clinical tial of the material.
later, another pyramid scheme was prcposed that
divided tests into initial, secondary, and usage tests.
The philosophy was similar to that used in the first
schemg except that the types of tests werc broadened
to encompass biological reactions other than toxic-
ity, such as immunogenicity and mutagenicity. The
concept of a usage test in an animal was also added
(versus a clinical trial in a human). There are several
important features of these early schemes. First only
materials that "passed" the first tier of tests were grad-
uated to the second tier, and only those that passed
the second tier were graduated to the clinical trials.

Presumably, then, this scheme funneled safer
materials into the clinical trials area and eliminated
unsafe materials. This strategy was appreciated
because clinical trials are the most expensive and
time-consuming aspect of biocompatibility testing.

Implantation
in Connective Pulp

Cell Culture Tiseue Reoponse

++

++ ++ +

+++ 0+

+ + +, Sewre; + +, moderate; +, slight; 0, no ructiott.
ZOE, Zinc oiile-+ugmol.
Fmm Mjitr IA, Heastea-Pelto*n A, Skogedal O. Biologic etnluation of

filling materiok. A comprison of results using cell culture techniques,

implantation tests and pulp studres. Int Dent J.7977;27Q):124-129.

of inflammation caused by the operative procedure.
At 30 days, ZOE caused a more severe reaction than
silicate cement. The inflammatory reactions at 90
days caused by ZOE and silicate were slight, whereas
the reaction to resin composites was moderate. When
the three materials were evaluated in class 5 cavity
preparations under prescribed conditions of cavity
size and depth (usage test), the results were quite dif-
ferent from those obtained by the other methods. The
silicate was found to have the most severe inflamma-
tory reaction, the composite had a moderate-to-slight
reaction, and the ZOE had little or no effect.

Apparent contradictions in this study are
explained by considering the components that were
released from the materials and the environments
into which they were released. The silicate cement
released hydrogen ions that were probably buffered
in the cell culture and implantation tests but were not
adequately buffered by the dentin in the usage tests.
Microleakage of bacteria or bacterial producb may
have added to the inflammatory reaction in those
usage tests. Thus this material appeared to be the
most toxic in the usage test. The composites released
low-molecular-weight resins, and the ZOE released
eugenol and zinc ions. In the cell culture tests, these
compounds had direct access to cells and probably
caused the moderate-to-severe cytotoxicity. In the
implantation tests, the released components may
have caused some cytotoxicity, but the severity may
have been reduced because of the capacity of the sur-
rounding tissue to disperse the toxins. ln usage tests,
these materials probably were less toxic because the
diffusion gradient of the dentin barrier reduced con-
centrations of the released molecules to low levels.
The slight reaction observed with the composites
may also have been caused in part by microleakage
around these restorations. The ZOE did not show
this reaction, however, because the eugenol and zinc
probably killed bacteria in the cavity, and the ZOE
may have reduced microleakage.

+ +
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Early and contemporary strategies for the use of biocompatibility tects to aosess the safety of materials.
Testing begrns at the bottom of the pyramid and works up. The number of tests needed decreases with the progress of
testing because unacceptable materials are theoretically eliminated in the early testing stages. (A) The earliest strategy, in
which the testing strategy is focused on toxicity only. Unsycific toxicity refers to tests not necessarily related to the use of the
material, whereas tests under spectfic toxicity are more relevant. Clinical trials are equivalent to usage tests in this scheme.
(B) The contemporary strategy used in most standards documents.

Usage
Progress

of
testing

Primary Secondary

AB
Ttvo suggeeted futurc strategiee for biocompatibility testing of materials. (A) The pyramid scheme of Fig. 5.6

is retained, but it is acknowledged that primary and secondary tests will play a continuing (but decreased) role as the
progress of the testing continues. (B) The usage test has the most staturc and the most common progession of tests is
from primary to secondary to usage, but the need to go through several iterations between testing types is acknowledged.
Furthermore, the ongoing nature of biocompatibility is recognized by the need to use primary and secondary tests after
clinical evaluation of a material. In this scheme the order of testing is ultimately determined as the testing and clinical use
of the material continues to provide new data.

/

Second, any material that survived all three tiers of
tests was deemed acceptable for clinical use. Third,
each tier of the system put a great deal of weight
on the tests used to accurately screen in or out a
material. Although still used in principle today, the
inability of in vitro and animal tests to unequivocally
screen materials in or out has led to developmmt of
newer schemes in biocompatibility testing.

Tivonewer testing schemes have evolved in the past
5 years with regard to using combinations of biocom-
patibility tesb to evaluate materials (Fig. 6.7).In both
of thee schemes, all tests (in vitro, animal, and usage)
continue to be of value in assessing biocompatibil-
ity of a material during its development and evm in
its dinical service. For example, tests of inflammatory
rcsponse in animals maybe useful not only during the

development of a material, but also if a problem is noted
with the material after it has been on the market for a

time. These new rhemes also recognize the inability of
cunent testing methods to accurately and absolutely
scrleen in or out a material. tn additiorU both incorpo-
rate the philosophy that assessing the biocompatibility
of a material is an ongoing process. Undoubtedly, we
will see still newer shategies in the use of combinations
of biocompatibility tests as the roles of materials change
and the technologie for testing improve.

Standards That Regulate the Measurement
of Biocompatibility
The first efforts of the American Dental Association
(ADA) to establish guidelines for dental materials

Usage

Usage

Secondary

t

t

Unspecilic toxicity

Secondary

Primary
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came in 1926 when scientists at the National Bureau
of Standards (NBS), now the National Institute of
Science and Technology (NIST), developed specifica-
tions for dental amalgam. Unfortunately, recommen-
dations on materials and conditions for biological
compatibility have not kept pace with the techno-
logical development of dental materials. Reasons for
this are (1) the fast advance of cellular and molecular
biology, (2) the variety of tests available for assess-
ing biocompatibility of materials, and (3) the lack of
standardization of these tests.

Standardization is a difficult and lengthy process,
made more difficult by disagreement on the appro-
priateness and significance ofparticular tests. In early
attempts to develop a uniform test for toxicity of den-
tal materials, small, standard-sized pieces of gold,
amalgam, gutta-percha, silicates, and copper amal-
gam were sterilized and placed in uniformly sized
pockets within skeletal muscle tissue. Biopsy speci-
mens were evaluated microscopically after 5 months.
Somewhat later came attempts to standardize tech-
niques by placing materials within connective tissue
and tooth pulp. Not until the passage of the Medical
Device Bill by Congress in 7976 was biological test-
ing for all medical devices (including dental materi-
als) given a high priority. 1n1972 the ADA Council on
Dental Materials, Instruments, and Equipment (now
the Council on Scientific Affairs) approved specifica-
tion No.41 for Recommended Standard Practices for
Biological Evaluation of Dental Materials. The com-
mittee that developed this document recognized the
need for standardized methods of testing and for
sequential testing of materials to reduce the number
of compounds that would need to be tested clinically.
In 1982, an addendum was made to this document,
and it was further updated in 2005.

AbI SAAD A Speciftcatior 47

Three categories of tests are described in the 2005

American National Standards Institute (ANSD/
ADA specification: initial, secondary, and usage
tests. This document uses the testing scheme shown
in Fig. 5.68. The initial tests include in vitro assays
for rytotoxicity, red blood cell membrane lysis
(hemolysis), mutagenesis and carcinogenesis at the
cellular level, and in vivo acute physiological dis-
tress and death at the level of the organism. Based
on the results of these initial tests, promising materi-
als are evaluated by one or more secondary tests in
small animals (in vivo) for inflammatory or immu-
nogenic potential (e.g., dermal irritation, subcuta-
neous and bony implantation, and hypersensitivity
tests). Finally, materials that pass secondary tests are
subjected to one or more in vivo usage tests, first in
larger animals, oftenprimates, and finally, with Food
and Drug Administration approval, in humans. The
ANSI/ADA specification No. 41, 1982 addendum,

added two assays for mutagenesis: theAmes test and
the Styles'cell transformation test. The standard was
most recently revised to conform to International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) 10993, and
was released as ANSI/ADA specification No. 41,
Recommended Standard Practices for Biological
Evaluation of Dental Materials (2005).

tso 70993
ln the 1980s, intemational efforts were initiated by
several organizations to develop international stan-
dards for biomedical materials and devices. Several
multinational working groups, including scientists
from ANSI and the ISO, were formed to develop
standard ISO 10993, published n 1992. Revision of
the dental components of this document resulted in
ISO 7405:2008 "Preclinical evaluation of biocompat-
ibility of medical devices used in dentistry-Test
methods for dental materials." This is the most recent
ISO standard available for biocompatibilify testing of
dental materials.

The standard divides tests into initial and sup-
plementary tests to assess the biological reaction to
materials. Initial tests are tests for cytotoxicity, sen-
sitization, and systemic toxicity. Some of these tests
are done in vitro, others in animals in nonusage sifu-
ations. Most of the supplementary tests for assessing
chronic toxicity, carcinogenicity, and biodegradation
are done in animal systems, many in usage situa-
tions. Significantly, although guidelines for the selec-
tion of tests are given in part 1 of the standard and
are based on how long the material will be present;
whether it will contact body surface only, blood, or
bone; and whether the device communicates exter-
nally from the body, the ultimate selection of tesb for
a specific material is left up to the manufacturer, who
must present and defend the testing results.

BIOCOMPAIIBILITY OF DENTAL
MATERIALS

Reactions of Pulp
Miuolcakage
There is evidence that restorative materials may not
adequately bond to or seal enamel or dentin. In this
case, bacteria, food debris, or saliva may be drawn
into the gap between the restoration and the tooth by
capillary action. This effect has been termed microle-
akage, and its influence on pulpal irritation has been
extensively studied. Several early studies reported
that various dental restorative materials irritated
pulp tissue in animal tests. However, several other
studies hypothesized that the products of microleak-
age, not the restorative materials, caused the irrita-
tion. Subsequently, numerous studies suggested that
bacteria present under restorations and in dentinal



tubules might be responsible for pulpal irritation.
Other studies showed that bacteria or bacterial prod-
ucts such as lipopolysaccharides could cause pulp
irritation within hours of being applied to dentin.

Finally, a classic animal study shed light on the
roles of restorative materials and microleakage on
pulpal irritation. Amalgam, composite, zinc phos-
phate cement, and silicate cement were used as
restorative materials in class 5 cavity preparations
in monkey teeth. The materials were placed directly
on pulp tissues. Half of the restorations were sur-
face sealed with ZOE cement. Although some irrita-
tion was evident in all restorations at 7 days, after
21. days, the sealed restorations showed less pulpal
irritation than those not sealed, presumably because
microleakage had been eliminated. Only zinc phos-
phate cement elicited a long-term inllammatory
response. Furthermore, the sealed teeth exhibited a

much higher rate of new dentin formation, termed
dentin bridging, under the material. Only amalgam
seemed to prevent bridging. This study suggests
that microleakage plays a significant role in pulpal
irritation, but that the materials can also alter normal
pulpal and dentinal repair.

Recently, the concept of nanoleakage has been put
forward. Like microleakage, nanoleakage refers to
the leakage of saliva, bacteria, or material com-
ponents through the interface between a material
and tooth strucfure. However, nanoleakage refers
specifically to dentin bonding, and may occur
between mineralized dentin and a bonded mate-
rial in the very small spaces of demineralized col-
lagen matrix into which the bonded material did
not penetrate. Thus nanoleakage can occur even
when the overall bond between the material and
dentin is intact. It is not known how significant a

role nanoleakage plays in the biological response
to materials, but it is suspected of contributing to
the hydrolytic degradation of the dentin-material
bond, leading ultimately to much more serious
microleakage.

The full biological effects of restorative materials
on the pulp are still not clear. Restorative materials
may directly affect pulpal tissues, or may play an
auxiliary role by causing sublethal changes in pulpal
cells that make them more susceptible to bacteria
or neutrophils. It is clear, however, that the design
of tests measuring pulpal irritation to materids must
include provisions for eliminating bacteria, bacterial
products, and other microleakage. Furthermore, the
role of dentin in mitigating the effects of microleak-
age remains to be fully understood. Recent research
has focused on the effects that resin components
have on the ability of odontoblasts to form repara-
tive dentin. Other research has established the rates
at which these components traverse the dentin (see

the next section on dentin bonding).
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Although it is true that the maiority of studies in
this arena have in the past focused on the damag-
ing effects of materials on the cells of the pulp and
dentin, more r€cent evidence suggests that there are
potentially beneficial effects that may derive from
these interactions. Subtoxic exposure to certain den-
tal materials, such as acid etchants, bonding resins,
liners and bases, cements, and restorative materi-
als, may solubilize molecules sequestered within
the dentin during tooth development. These mol-
ecules include growth factors and other proteins
and enzymes capable of stimulating existing odon-
toblasts or signaling undifferentiated cells to migrate
to the site and begin the process of dentinal rcgen-
eration. These events may occur whether or not the
material produces a sealed margin with the tooth,
and are likely moderated by the health of the tooth in
terms of the level of inflammation and the presence
of bacterial infection. The exciting aspect of acquir-
ing this new knowledge is the potential to design
dental materials capable of initiating the tooth repair
process in a systematic rather than random way. This
is discussed at greater length in Chapter 16, Trssue
Engineering.

Deatin Bonding
Tiaditionally, bond strengths to enamel have been
higher than those to dentin. Bonding to dentin has
proved more difficult because of its composition
(being both organic and inorganic), wetness, and
lower mineral content. The wettabitity of demineral-
ized dentin collagen matrix has also been problem-
atic. Because the dentinal tubules and their resident
odontoblasts are extensions of the pulp, bonding to
dentin also involves biocompatibility issues.

After being cut, such as in a cavity preparation,
the dentin surface that remains is covered by a'1,-

to 2-pm layer of organic and inorganic debris. This
layer has been named the smem layer (Fi9.5.8). In
addition to covering the surface of the dentin, the
smear layer debris is also deposited into the tubules
to form dentinal plugs. The smear layer and dentinal
plugs, which appear impermeable when viewed by
electron microscopy, reduce the flow of fluid (con-
vective transport) significantly. However, research
has shown that diffusion of molecules as large as

albumin (65 kDa) will occur through the smear layer.
Numerous studies have shown that removing

the smear layer improves the strength of the bond
between dentin and restorative materials with con-
temporary dentin-bonding agents. A variety of
agents have been used to remove the smear layer,
including acids, chelating agents such as ethylene-
diaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), sodium hypochlo-
rite, and proteolytic enzymes. Removing the smear
layer increases the wetness of the dentin and requires
that the bonding agent be able to wet dentin and

6. BIOCOMPATIBILITY ANDTISSUE REACTION TO BIOMATERIALS
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Scanning electron micrograph of cut dentin.
When a dentin surface is cut with a bur, a layer of debris,
called the srrear layer (S), r€mains on the surface. The smear
layer consists of organic and inorganic debris that covers
the dentinal surface and the tubules (T). Often, the debris
fills the distal part of the tubules in a smear plug (P). (From

Briinnstrdm M. Dentin and PuIp in Restorative Dentistry.
Lonilon: Wolfe Medical Publications; 7982.)

displace dentinal fluid. The precise mechanism by
which bonding occurs remains unclear. However, it
appears that the most successful bonding agents are
able to penetrate into the layer of collagen fibrils that
remains after acid etching removes the mineral com-
ponent. There, they create a hybitl layer of resin and
collagen in intimate contact with dentin and dentinal
tubules. The strength of the collagen itself has also
been shown to be important to bond strengths.

From the standpoint of biocompatibility, the
removal of the smear layer may pose a threat to
the pulp for three rleasons. First, its removal juxta-
poses resin materials and dentin without a barrier,
and therefore increases the risk that these materials
can diffuse and cause pulpal irritation. Second, the
removal of the smear layer makes any microleakage
more significant because a significant barrier to the
diffusion of bacteria or bacterial products toward
the pulp is removed. Third, the acids used to remove
the smear layer are a potential source of irritation
themselves. Nevertheless, removal of the smear

layer is now a routine procedure because superior
bond strengths are achieved.

Numerous acids, including phosphoric, hydro-
chloric, citric, and lactic acids, have been used to
remove the smear layer. The effect of these acids on
pulp tissues depends on a number of factors, includ-
ing thickness of dentin between the restoration and
the pulp, strength of the acid, and degree of etching.
Most studies have shown that dentin is a very effi-
cient buffer of protons, and that most of the acid never
reaches the pulp if sufficient dentin remains. A den-
tin thickness of 0.5 mm has proved adequate in this
regard. Citric or lactic acids are not as well buffered,
probably because these weak acids do not dissociate
as efficiently. Usage tests that have studied the effects
of acids have shown that phosphoric, pymvic, and
citric acids produce moderate pulpal inflammatory
responses, but this resolves after 8 weeks. Recent
research has shown that in most cases the penetra-
tion depth of acid into the dentin is less than 100 pm.
Howevet the possibility of adverse effects of these
acids cannot be ruled out, because odontoblastic pro'
cesses in the tubules maybe affected even though the
acids do not reach the pulp itself.

The more positive aspect of this dissolution of
the dentin by acids used in dentin-bonding agents
may be the release of potentially bioactive molecule
entrapped during development. Significant research
has shown that extracted dentin matrix proteins,
which contain a large variety of phosphorylated and
nonphosphorylated proteins, proteoglycans, metal-
loproteinases, and a variety of growth factors, may
be released from intact dentin by basic and acidic
chemicals, including acid etchants used in dental
adhesives. Studies have shown that many of these
molecules may serve as cell signating agents to
recruit undifferentiated cells or as direct stimulants
to upregulate the production of extracellular matrix
as a step in the process of dentin remineralization.
The specific role for each of the molecules in this pro-
cess is not currently known, nor is it known what the
desirable concentration of a specific protein or com-
bination of molecules is to produce optimal results.
Howevet the fact that these naturally present mol-
ecules may be released by routine dental restorative
procedures and serve as participants in the repair
process provides an opportunity for the develop-
ment and design of future materials.

Bonding Agents
There have been a number of studies of biocompatibil-
ity of dentin-bonding systems. Many of these reagents
are cytotoxic to cells in vitro if tested alone. However,
when placed on dentin and rinsed with water
betvveen applications of subsequent reagents as pre-
scribed by the manufacturer, cytotoxicity is reduced.
Longer-term in viho studies suggest, however, that
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components of the bonding agents may penetrate up
to 0.5 mm of dentin and cause significant suppression
of cellular metabolism for up to 4 weeks after applica-
tion. This suggests that residual unbound constituents
may cause adverse reactions.

Hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA), a hydro-
philic resin contained in several bonding systems,
is at least 100 times less cytotoxic in tissue culture
than bisphenol A-glycidyl methacrylate (BisCMA).
Studies using long-term in vitro systems have
shown, however, that adverse effects of resins occur
at much lower concentrations (by a factor of 100 or
more) when exposure times are increased to 4 to 6
weeks. M*y rytotoxic effects of resin components
are reduced significantly by the presence of a den-
tin barrier. However, if the dentin in the floor of the
cavity preparation is thin (<0.1 mm), there is some
evidence that HEMA is cytotoxic in vivo. Further,
studies have shown that HEMA is capable of dif-
fusing through dentin, presumably via the dentinal
tubules, even in opposition to an outward flow of
fluid driven by normal pulpal pressure. What effect
HEMA may then have on the pulp cells in situ is not
known, but HEMA has been shown to stimulate the
expression of growth factors in mouse odontoblast-
like cells.

Other studies have established the in vitro cyto-
toxicity of most of the cornmon resins in bonding
agents, such as BisCMA, triethylene glycol dimeth-
acrylate, and urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA).
Combinations of HEMA and other resins found
in dentin-bonding agents may act synergistically
to cause cytotoxic effects in vitro. There have been
very few clinical studies of diffusion of hydrophilic
and hydrophobic resin components through dentin.
These studies indicated that some diffusion of these
components occurs in vivo as well. Interestingly,
there has been one report that some resin compo-
nents enhance the growth of oral bacteria. If substan-
tiated, this would cause concem about the ability of
resin-based materials to increase plaque formation.

Finally, studies have also shown that the release
of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) from dentin
by virtue of its interaction with the acid components
in dentin adhesives may cause degradation of the
adhesive bond by enzymatic action on the exposed
collagen within the hybrid layer. The application of
an MMP inhibitor, such as chlorhexidine, has been
shown to minimize this effect, and has been recom-
mended for maintaining the clinical durability of the
dentin bond. However, the overall effect of chlorhex-
idine on pulp cells has yet to be determined.

Resln-Baocd Matuials
Resin-based materials have been used as dental
cements and restorative materials. Because they are

a combination of organic and inorganic phases, these

Light micrograph of the dentinal and pulpal
response to unlined compoeite at 5 to I weeke in a mon-
key. The primary dentin is the lighter layer seen at the top.
The tubules are evident. Secondary dentin is occurring (ffre

dork, uide middle layer), and it is closely approximated by
intact odontoblasts in the pulp. Few inflammatory cells are
present. The response seen in this micrograph is indicative
of a favorable response to the material. (Courtay A,K. Arrery,
Ann Arbor, Michigan.)

materials are called resin composites,In vitro, freshly
set chemically cured and light-cured resins often
cause moderate cytotoxic reactions in culfured cells
over 24 to 72 hours of exposure, although several
newer systems seem to have minimal toxicity. The
cytotoxicity is significantly reduced 24 to 48 hours
after setting and by the presence of a dentin barrier.
Several studies have shown that some materials are
persistently rytotoxic in vitro even up to 4 weeks,
whereas others gradually improve, and a few newer
systems show little toxicity even initially. In all cases,
cytotoxicity is thought to be mediated by resin com-
ponents released from the materials. Evidence indi-
cates that the light-cured resins are less cytotoxic
than chemically cured systems, but this effect is
highly dependent on the curing efficiency of the light
and the type of resin system. In vivo, usage tests have
been used to assess the biological response to resin
composites. The pulpal inflammatory response to
chemically and light-activated resin composites was
low to moderate after 3 days when they were placed
in cavities with approximately 0,5 mm of remaining
dentin. Any reaction diminished as the postoperative
periods increased to 5 to 8 weeks and was accom-
panid by an increase in reparative dentin (Fig. 5.9).
With a protective liner or a bonding agent, the reac-
tion of the pulp to resin composite materials is mini-
mal. The longer-term effects of resins placed directly
on pulpal tissue are not known, but are suspected to
be less favorable.

Analgam and Casting Alloys
Biocompatibility of amalgam as a dental restor-
ative material is thought to be determined largely
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by the corrosion products released while in ser-
vice. Amalgam is a complex metallic material com-
posed of multiple phases, and its corrosion, in tum,
depends on the type of amalgam, whether it contains
the tin-mercury yz phase, and its composition. In cell
culture screening tests, free or nonreacted mercury
from amalgam is toxic. With the addition of copper,
amalgams become toxic to cells in culture, but low-
copper amalgam that has set for 24 hours does not
inhibit cell growth.

Implantation tests show that traditional low<opper
amalgams were well tolerated, but the more modern
high<opper amalgams caused severe reactiors when
in directcontactwith tissue. Unreacted mercury or cop
per leaching out from these high-copper alloys has usu-
ally been the constituent leading to adverse rcsponse.
An in vitro study of the effects of particulate amalgams
and their individual phases on macrophages showed
that all particles except y2 are effectively phagocytized
by macrophages. Cell damage was seen in treated
cultures exposed to particulate Tr, the silver-merorr;r
matrix phase of amalgams. In usage tesb, the response
of the pulp to amalgam in shallow cavities or in deeper
but lined cavities is minimal, and amalgam rarely
causes irreversible damage to the pulp. However, pain
results from using amalgams in deep, unlined cavity
preparations (0.5 mm or less remaining dentin), with
an inflammatory response occurring after 3 days.

This pain may be related to the high thermal and
electrical conductivity of the material, which is sig-
nificantly mitigated by the presence of a barrier of
remaining dentin or an insulating material. Thus in
cavities with less than 0.5 to 1.0 mm of dentin remain-
ing in the floor, a base should be placed on the floor
of the cavity preparation for two reasons. First, the
transfer of hot and cold stimuli, primarily from food
and drink, through the amalgam may be substantial.
Second, margins of newly placed amalgam restora-
tions show significant microleakage. Marginal leak-
age of salivary and microbial products is probably
enhanced by the natural daily thermal cycle in the
oral cavity, which may expand and contract the mar-
ginal gap leading to a percolation of fluids. Although
long-term sealing of the margins occurs through the
buildup of corrosion products, the timeframe over
which this occurs is somewhat a function of the com-
position of the amalgam, being longer for the high-
copper amalgams in use today.

Usage tests reported that after 3 days, the pulpal
response to high-copper amalgams appears similar
to that elicited by low-copper amalgams in deep,
unlined cavities. At 5 weeks they provoked only
slight pulpal response. At 8 weeks the inflammatory
response was reduced. Bacterial tests on the high-
copper amalgam pellets have revealed little inhibi-
tory effect on serotypes of Streptococcus mutans, thus
suggesting that metallic elements were not released

in amounts necessary to kill these microorganisms.
Although the high-copper amalgams seem biologi-
cally acceptable in usage tests, liners are suggested
for all deep cavities. Again, this may be related more
to a need for thermal and electrical insulation than
a concern over toxicity. Further, the diffusion of
released metallic elements into the tooth structure
produces discoloration, and may be minimized by
the presence of an intervening liner. There are also
reports of inflammatory reactions of the dentin and
pulp, similar to the reactions to many other restor-
ative materials. Mercury has been found in the
lysosomes of macrophages and fibroblasts in some
patients with lesions.

Cast alloys have been used for single restora-
tions, fixed partial dentures, ceramic-metal crowns,
and removable partial dentures. The gold content
in these alloys ranges from 0 wt% to 85 wt%. These
alloys contain several other noble and nonnoble
metals that may have an adverse effect on cells if
they are released from the alloys. However, metal
ions released from these materials are most likely in
contact with gingival and mucosal tissues, whereas
the pulp is more likely to be affected by the cement
retaining the restoration.

Glass lonomets
Glass ionomer has been used as a cement (luting
agent), liner, base, and restorative material. Light-
cured ionomer systems use HEMA or other mono-
mers or oligomers as additives or as pmdant chains
on the polyacrylic acid main chain. In screening tests,
freshly prepared ionomer is mildly cytotoxic, but this
effect is reduced over time. The fluoride release from
these materials, which may have some therapeutic
value, has been implicated in this rytotoxicity in vitro.
Some researchers have reported that certain systems
are more cytotoxic than others, and though the rea-
sons for this are not cleaq, presumably it is related to
the composition of the glasses used in the material,
which may contain aluminum, calcium, manganese,
zinc, strontium, and other metallic elements.

The overall pulpal biocompatibility of glass iono-
mer materials has been attributed to the weak acidic
nature of the polyacrylic acid, as well as to its high
molecular weight. Thus polyacrylic acid is unable to
diffuse through dentin due to its large size. ln usage
tests the pulp reaction to these cements is mild, and
histological studies show that any inflammatory
infiltrate from ionomer is minimal or absmt after
1 month. There have been several reports of pulpal
hyperalgesia for short periods (days) after placing
glass ionomers in cervical cavities. This effect is prob-
ably the result of increased dentin permeability after
acid etching. In any case, glass ionomer has not been
shown to be well tolerated when placed directly upon
living pulp tissue as a direct pulp-capping agent.



As previously discussed with dentin-bonding
agents, acidic dental materials have the capacity for
demineralizing dentin and therefore releasing bioac-
tive molecules present within this tissue. Although
this effect has not been shown specifically for glass
ionomers to date, it seems reasonable to assume that
it does occur clinically. In a recent study in nonhu-
man primates, dentin matrix proteins were shown
to enhance the formation of reactionary dentin over
exposed pulps, compared with calcium hydroxide or
resin-modified glass ionomer. Although the response
to resin-modified glass ionomer was less consis-
tent than calcium hydroxide, in many cases it did
result in new dentin formation, even when directly
exposed to the pulp. It is important to note that the
natural tooth repair process producing reactionary
dentin does occur, following an initial inflamma-
tory reaction, under glass ionomer when the material
is placed over an existing dentin surface. Thus it is
possible that the repair process is again aided by the
presence of the bioactive molecules released from the
dentin by the mild demineralization produced by the
material under these conditions.

Linets, Varnishcs, and Nonresin Cemetb
Calcium hydroxide cavity liners come in many forms,
typically as pastes with a very alkaline pH (>12).
Resin-containing preparations also exist and are
capable of light-activated polymerization. The high
pH of calcium hydroxide in suspension leads to
extreme cytotoxicity in screening tests. Calcium
hydroxide cements containing resins cause mild-to-
moderate cytotoxic effects in tissue culture in both the
f*rhly set and long-term set conditions. lnhibition
of cell metabolism is reversible in tissue culture by
high levels of serum proteins, suggesting that pnr-
tein binding or buffering in inflamed pulp tissue may
play an important role in detoxifying these materi-
als in vivo. The initial response after exposing pulp
tissue to these highly alkaline aqueous pulp-capping
agents is necrosis to a depth of L mm or more. The
alkaline pH also helps to coagulate any hemorrhagic
exudate of the superficial pulp.

Shortly after necrosis occurs, neutrophils infiltrate
into the subnecrotic zone. After 5 to 8 weeks, only a
slight inflammatory response remains. Within weeks
to months, however, the necrotic zone undergoes
dystrophic calcification, which appears to be a stimu-
lus for dentin bridge formation.

When resins are incorporated into the compound,
these calcium hydroxide compounds become less
irritating and are able to stimulate dentin bridge
formation more quickly than the Ca(OH)2 suspen-
sion alone. Significantly, this occurs with no zone of
necrosis, and reparative dentin is laid down adjacent
to the liner (Fig. 6.10). This indicates that replace-
ment odontoblasts form the dentin bridge in contact
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i 'r Light micrograph of a dentin bridge that has
forrred between a material and the pulp in a monkey.
lnitially, the pulp of the tooth was pulpos€ly exposed (lop

rrgftf) with a bur. The exposune was covered with a calcium
hydroxide pulp-capping agent for 5 weeks before histologi-
cal evaluation. A layer of secondary dentin has formed at
the site of the pulp exposure, forming a dentin bridge. Some
inllammatory cells are evident under the bridge, but the
pulpal response is generally favorable. (Courtesy D.R. Heys,

Ann Arbor, Michigan.)

with the liner. Howevet some of these materials
evidently break down with time and create a gap
between the restoration and the cavity wall. Resin-
containing calcium hydroxide pulp-capping agents
are the most effective liners now available for treat-
i.g pulp exposures, and after treatment, the unin-
fected pulp undergoes a relatively uncomplicated
wound-healing process.

Recent evidence suggests that calcium hydroxide
placed on residual dentin in a tooth preparation may
also have a stimulating effect on dentin remineral-
ization through the solubilization of noncollagenous
proteins, including growth factors such as trans-
forming growth factor-beta-1 (TGF-01), and glycos-
aminoglycans from the dentin. Mineral trioxide
aggregate (MTA) has the same effect, and possibly to
an even greater degree. This is perhaps not surpris-
ing because the main soluble component from MTA
has been shown to be calcium hydroxide. Thus when

6. BIOCOMPATIBILIfi AND TISSUE REACTION TO BIOMATERIALS
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placed in contact with dentin, these materials may
cause the release of these bioactive molecules, which
then serve as signaling agents to recruit undifferenti-
ated cells to the wound site.

These cells may then differentiate to odontoblast-
like cells that begin the process of dentin bridge for-
mation described earlier. Evidence exists both in cell
culture and in situ that pulp cells exposed to MIA
undergo proliferation and migration, followed by
differentiation to odontoblast-like cells. Further,
studies have shown that MTAderived products
can stimulate osteoblast-like cells and fibrcblasts to
express proteins, such as osteonectin, osteocalcin,
and osteopontin, which are involved with extracel-
lular matrix formation and mineralization. Thus the
mode of dentin bridge formation under materials
such as calcium hydroxide and MTA may be more
complex than simply a reaction to an elevated pH
stimulus.

Numerous investigators have analyzed the effecb
of apptying thin liners such as resin-based copal oar-
nistus and polystyrenes under restorations. These
materials are not generally used under resin-based
materials, because resin components dissolve the
thin film of vamish. Because liners are used in such
thin layers, they do not provide thermal insulation,
but initially isolate the dentinal tubule contents from
the cavity preparation. They may also reduce pen-
etration of bacteria or chemical substances for a time.
However, because of the thinness of the film and for-
mation of pinpoint holes, the integrity of these mate.
rials is not as reliable as that of other cavity liners
applied in a greater thickness.

Zinc phosphafe has been widely used as a cement
for seating castings and fixing orthodontic bands,
and as a thermal insulating base under metallic den-
tal restorations, because the thermal conductivity of
this cement is approximately equal to that of enamel
and is considerably less than that of metals. ln vitro
screening tests indicate that zinc phosphate cement
elicits strong-to-moderate cytotoxic reactions that
decrease with time. Leaching of zinc ions and a low
pH may explain thee effects. The dilution of leached
cement products by dentin filtration has been shown
to protect the pulp from most of these cytotoxic
effects. Focal necrosis, observed in implantation tests
with zinc phosphate cements injected into rat pulp,
confirms the cytotoxic effects of this cement when
it contacts pulp tissue. In usage tests in deep cavity
preparations, moderate-to€ever€ localized pulpd
damage is produced within 3 days, probably because
of the initial low pH (4.2 at 3 minutes). However, the
pH of the set cement approaches neutrality after 48
hours. By 5 to 8 weeks, only mild chronic inflam-
mation is present, and reparative dentin has usually
formed. Because of the initially painful and damag-
ing effects on the pulp by this cement when placed in

deep cavity preparations, the placement of a protec-
tive layer of a dentin-bonding agent, ZOE, vamish,
or calcium hydroxide, is recommmded in pr€para-
tions with minimal remaining dentin covering the

PUIP.
Zinc polyaaylafe cements (polyca$oxylate cements)

were developed as biocompatible and cements chemi-
cally adhesive to tooth structurc. In short-term tissue
culture tests, cytotoxicity of freshly set and completely
set cements has correlated with both the release of
zinc and fluoride ions into the culture medium and
with a reduced pH. Some researchers suggest that this
cytotoxicity is an artifact of tissue culturc because the
phosphate buffers in the culture medium facilitate zinc
ion leaching from the cement. Supporting this theory,
cell growth inhibition can be reversed if EDTA, which
chelates zinc, is added to the culture medium. Further-
more, inhibition of cells decreases as the cement sets.
The polymer component of the cement may also be of
concem, because concentrations of polyacrylic acid
above 1o/o appear to be cytotoxic in tissue culture Esb.
On the other hand, subcutaneous and bone implant
tests over a l-year period have not indicated long-term
cytotoxicity of these cements. Thus other mechanisms
such as buffering and protein binding of these mate-
rials may neutralize these effecg in vivo over time.
Polyacrylate cements evoke a pulpal response simi-
lar to that caused by ZOE, with a slight+o-moderate
response after 3 days and only mild, chronic inflam-
mation after 5 weeks. Reparative dentin formation is
minimal with these cements, and thus they are recom-
mended onlyincavitieswith intact dentin in the floors
of the cavity preparations.

ZOE cetrunts have been used in dentistry for runy
years. [n vitro, eugmol from ZOE fixes cells, deprcsses
cell respiration, and reduces nerve transmission with
direct contact. Sqprisingly, it is rclatively irmocuous
in usage tests with dass 5 @vity preparations. This is
not contradictory for a number of reasons. The effects
of eugenol are dose dependent and diffusion though
dentin dilute eugenol by several orders of magni-
tude. Thus although the concentration of eugmol in
the cavity prreparatioru iust below the ZOE has beert
reported to be L0-2 M (bactericidal), the concerrtration
on the pulpal side of the dentin may be 1O-'4 M or less.

This lower concentration reportedly suppr€sses nerve
transmission and inhibib synthesis of prostaglandins
and leukotrienes (antiinflammatory). kr addition and
as decribed before, 7-OE may fomr a Emporary seal

against bacterial invasion. trn cavity pneparatioru in pri-
mate teeth (usage tests), ZOE caused only a slight-to-
moderate inflammatory reaction within the first week.
This was reduced to a mild, chrorric inflammatory reac-
tion, with some reparative dentin formation (within
5 to 8 weeks), when cavities were deep. For this rea-
son, it has been used as a negative control substance for
comparison with restorative pnocedules in trsage tests.



Bleaching Agents
The use of bleaching agents on vital teeth has become
commonplace. These agents usually contain some
form of peroxide (generally carbamide or hydrogen
peroxide) in a gel that can be applied to the teeth
either by a dentist or at home by a patient. The agents
may be in contact with teeth for several minutes to
several hours depending on the formulation of the
material. Home bleaching agents may be applied for
weeks to even months in some cases. In vitro studies
have shown that peroxides can rapidly (within min-
utes) traverse the dentin in sufficient concentrations
to be cytotoic. The rytotoxicity depends to a large
extent on the concentration of the peroxide in the
bleaching agent. Other studies have even shown that
peroxides can rapidly penetrate intact enamel and
reach the pulp in a few minutes. In vivo studies have
demonstrated adverse pulpal effects from bleach-
ing, and most reports agree that a legitimate concern
exists about the long-term use of these products on
vital teeth. ln clinical studies, the occurrence of tooth
sensitivity is very corlmon with the use of these
agents, although the cause of these reactions is not
known. Bleaching agents will also chemically burn
the gingiva if the agent is not sequestered adequately
in the bleaching tray. This is not a problem with a
properly constructed tray, but long-term, lowdose
effects of peroxides on the gingival and periodontal
tissues have not been completely elucidated.

Reaction of Other Oral Soft Tissues to
Restorative Materials
Restorative materials may cause reactions in the
oral soft tissues such as the gingiva. It is not clear
how much of the in vivo cytotoxicity observed is
caused by the restorative materials and how much
is caused by products of bacterial plaque that accu-
mulate on teeth and restorations. In general, con-
ditions that promote retention of plaque, such as
rough surfaces or open margins, increase inflam-
matory reactions around these materials. However,
released products from restorative materials also
contribute either directly or indirectly to this inflam-
mation. This is particularly true in areas where the
washing effects of saliva are minimal, such as in
interproximal areas, in deep gingival pockets, or
under removable appliances. Several studies have
documented increased inflammation or recession of
gingiva adjacent to restorations where plaque indi-
ces are low. In these studies, released products from
materials could cause inflammation in the absence
of plaque or could inhibit formation of plaque and
cause inflammation in gingiva. In vitro research has
shown that components from dental materials and
plaque may synergize to enhance inflammatory
reactions.
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Cements exhibit some soft-tissue cytotoxicity in
the freshly set state, but this decreases substantially
over time. The buffering and protein-binding effects
of saliva appear to mitigate these cytotoxic effects.

Resin composifes in direct contact with fibroblasts
are initially very cytotoxic in vitro. This rytotoxicity
most likely results from unpolymerized components
in the air-inhibited layer that leach out from the mate-
rials. Other in vitro studies, in which the composites
were aged in artificial saliva for up to 6 weeks, have
shown that toxicity diminishes with some materials
but remains high for others. Some composites with
non-Bis4MA and non-UDMA matrices have sig-
nificantly lower cytotoxicity in vitro, presumably
because of lower amounts of leached components.
Polished composites show markedly less cytotoxic-
ity in viho, although some materials are persistently
toxic even in the polished state.

Recently, there has been significant controversy
about the ability of bisphenol A and bisphenol
A dimethacrylate to cause eshogen-like responses
in vitro. These compounds are basic components
of many commercial composites. However, there is
no evidence that xenoestrogenic effects are a con-
cem in vivo from any corrrmercial resin. Relatively
little is known about other in vivo effects of released
components of composites on soft tissues, although
the concerns are similar to those regarding denture
base resin and soft liners (see later discussion in this
section). There is some evidence that methacrylate-
based composite components may cause significant
rates of hypersensitivity, although few clinical trials
exist.

Amalgamshave been extensively used for 150 years.
In spite of its substantial history however, periodically
concem arises about the biocompatibility of amalgam.
Allergic reactions to amalgam restorations are rare,
although there are case reports of allergic contact der-
matitis, gingivitis, stomatitis, and remote cutaneous
reactions. Such responses usually disappear in a few
days or, if not, on removal of the amalgam or with use
of a cavity liner. Other local or systemic effects from
mercury contained in dental amalgam have not been
demonstrated. No well-conducted scientific study has
conclusively shown that dental amalgam, placed and
used correctly, produces any ill effects. Despite this, a

global consensus has been reached to phase down the
use of mercury in all industries, dentistry included.
Thus amalg;un use continues to decline throughout
the world, and this in large part is due to environmen-
tal concems over mercury contamination in the air,
water, and soil.

In patients with oral lesions near amalgarr sites,
positive patch tests have been reported. However, the
appropriate patch test has still not been determined.
Amalgam restorations carried into the gingival crev-
ice may cause inflammation of the gingiva because

6. BIOCOMPATIBILITY AND NSSUE REACTION TO BIOMATERIALS
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of products of corrosion or bacterial plaque. Seven
days after placing an amalgam, a few inllammatory
cells appear in the gingival connective tissue, and
hydropic degeneration of some epithelial cells may
be seen. Some proliferation of epithelial cells into
the connective tissue may also occur by 30 days, and
chronic mononuclear cell infiltration of connective
tissue is evident. Increased vascularity persists, with
more epithelial cells invaginating into the connec-
tive tissue. Some of these changes may be a chronic
response of the gingiva to plaque on the margins of
the amalgam. Nevertheless, corrosion products from
amalgam cannot be ruled out at this time because
implanted amalgams produce similar responses in
connective tissues in animals. Ln addition, although
copper enhances the physical properties of amalgam
and is bactericidal, it is also toxic to host cells and
causes sevene tissue reactions in implantation tests.

There is literature that shows that amalgam and
resin composites release cytotoxic materials that
cause tissue responses, at least at sites of implanta-
tion. However, in general, implantation tests show
that the material is fairly well tolerated in soft and
hard tissues. For materials that are placed where they
are rinsed in saliva, these cytotoxic agents are prob-
ably washed awaybefore they harm the gingiva.

However, rough surfaces on these types of resto'
rations have been associated with increased inflam-
mation in vivo. Usage tests in which restorations
were extended into the gingival crevice have shown
that finished materials gave a much milder inflam-
matory response than unfinished materials. The
detrimental effect of surface roughness has been
attributed to the increased plaque retention on these
surfaces. However, rough surfaces on alloy restora-
tions have also been shown to cause increased cyto-
toxic effects in vitro, where plaque was absent. This
and other in vitro studies would again suggest that
the cytotoxic response to alloys may be associated
with release of elements from the alloys, and that
the increased surface area of a rough surface may
enhance release of these elements.

In another series of studies, low- and high-copper
amalgam powders and various phases of amalgam
were implanted subcutaneously in guinea pigs.
After 1.5 to 3 months, fine secondary particles con-
taining silver and tin were distributed throughout
the lesions. These gave rise to macroscopic tattooing
of the skin. Secondary material and small, degrad-
ing, primary particles from both types of amalgam
were detected in the submandibular lymph nodes.
Elevated mercury levels were detected in the blood,
bile, kidneys, liver, spleen, and lungs, with the
highest concentrations found in the renal cortex. In
another study, primates received occlusal amalgam
fillings or maxillary bone implants of amalgam for 1

year. Amalgam fillings caused deposition of mercury

Ag Sn Cu Zn Hg
Element

. Quantitative representation of the affected
areas of fibroblaets reveals the magnitude of cytotoxicity
of amalgam elements. Standard deviations are represmted
by vertical bars. Ag, Silver; Cu, copper; Hg, mercury; Sa, tin;
Zn, zinc. (F rom Knga M, S eale N S, Hanaua T, e t al. Cytot oxicity
of amalgams, alloys, and theh elements and phases. Dent Mater.
L991.;7(D:68-72.)

in the spinal ganglia, anterior pituitary, adrenal,
medulla, liver, kidneys,lungs, and intestinal lymph
glands. Maxillary amalgam implants released mer-
cury into the same organs, except for the liver, lungs,
and intestinal lymph glands. Organs from control
animals were devoid of precipitate. Howeveq,neither
of these studies, nor any other, has demonstrated any
changes in biochemical function of any of the laden
orSarui.

Note that studies using powdered amalgam likely
overestimate the amount of bneakdown products,
and therefore biological response, because the sur-
face area of powders can be 5 to 10 times the surface
area of a solid component. It must also be empha-
sized that any reaction to amalgam, whether in cell
culhrre, local tissue response, or systemic response,
does not necessarily imply a reaction to mercu4r.
Such reactions could be in response to some other
constituent of the amalgam or corrosion product. For
example, in vitro cell culture testing that measured
fibroblasb affected by various elements and phases
of amalgams has shown that pure copper and zinc
show greater cytotoxicity than pure silver and mer-
cury. Pure tin has not been shown to be cytotoxic
(Fig. 5.11). The yr phase is moderately cytotoxic.
Cytotoxicity is decreased by the addition of 1..5%

and 5% tin (Fig. 5.12). However, the addition ol1.5o/"
zinc to y1 containing 1.5% tin increases cytotoxicity to
the same level as that of pure zinc. Whenever zinc is
present higher cytotoxicity is revealed. High-copper
amalgams show the same cytotoxicity as a zinc-free,
low-copper amalgam. The addition of selenium
does not reduce amalgam cytotoxicity, and excessive
additions of selenium increase cytotoxicity. The cyto'
toxicity of amalgams decreases after 24 hours, pos-
sibly from the combined effects of surface oddation
and further amalgamation. The results of this study
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Amalgam phase

i i , :: i -. Quantitative representation of the affected
areas of fibroblasts reveals the magrritude of cytotoxicity
of amalgam phases. Standard deviations are represented
by vertical bars. (From l(aga M, Seale NS, Hanawa T, et al.
Cytotoxicity of amalgams, alloys, and their elements and phases.

Dent Mater. 1991 ;7 fi ) :58-7 2.)

suggest that the major contributor to the cytotoxic-
ity of amalgam alloy powders is probably copper,
whereas that for amalgam is zinc.

Casting alloys have a long history of in vivo use
with a generally good record of biocompatibility.
Some questions about the biological liability of ele-
mental release from many of the formulations devel-
oped in the past 10 years have arisen, but there is no
clinical evidence that elemental release is a problem,
aside from hypersensitivity. Nickel allergy is a rela-
tively common problem, occurring in 10% to 20o/o

of females. It is a significant risk from nickel-based
alloys, because release of nickel ions from these
alloys is generally higher than for noble or high-
noble alloys. Stainless steels, commonly used in pre-
formed pediatric crowns and orthodontic appliances,
also contain a significant concentration of Ni in their
composition. Palladium sensitivity has also been a
concem in some countries, although the incidence
of true palladium allergy is one-third that of nickel
allergy. While it has been dinically documented that
patients with palladium allergy are virtually always
allergic to nickel, the converse is not true,

Numerous in vitro studies have examined the
effects of metal ions on cells in the gingival tissues,
such as epithelial cells, fibroblasts, and macrophages.
For the most part, the concentrations of metal ions
required to cause problems with these cells in vitro
are greater than those released from most casting
alloys. However, some recent research has shown
that extended exposures to low doses of metal ions
may also have biological liabilities. This is notewor-
thy because the low-dose concentrations approach
those known to be released from some alloys. The
clinical significance of this research, however, is not
known.

Denture base mnterials, especially methacrylates,
have been associated with immune hlpersensitivity
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reactions of gingiva and mucosa more than any other
dental material. The greatest potential for hypersen-
sitization is for dental and laboratory personnel who
are exposed repeatedly to a variety of unreacted
components. Hypersensitivity has been documented
to the acrylic and diacrylic monomers, certain cur-
ing agents, antioxidants, amines, and formaldehyde.
For patients, however, most of these materials have
undergone the polymerization reaction, and the inci-
dence of hypersensitization is quite low. Screening
tests for sensitization potential include testing the
unreacted ingredients, the polymeric substance after
reaction, and oil, saline, or aqueous extracts of the
polymer using the in vitro tests previously described.
Lr addition to hypersensitivity, visible light-cured
denture base resins and denture base resin sealants
have been shown to be cytotoxic to epithelial cells in
culture.

Soft-tissue responses to soft dmture liners and
denture adhesiaes are of concern because these mate-
rials are used in intimate contact with the gingiva.
Plasticizers, incorporated into some materials to
make them soft and flexible, are released in vivo and
in vitro. Cell culture tests have shown that some of
these materials are exfremely cytotoxic and affect
a number of cellular metabolic reactions. In animal
tests, several of these materials have caused signifi-
cant epithelial changes, presumably from the released
plasticizers. [n usage, the effects of the released plas-
ticizers are probably often masked by the inflamma-
tion already present in the tissues onto which these
materials are placed. Denture adhesives have been
evaluated in vitro and show severe cytotoxic reac-
tions. Several had substantial formaldehyde content.
The adhesives also allowed significant microbial
growth. Newer formulations that add antifungal or
antibacterial agents have not yet been shown to be
clinically effective.

Reactlon of Bone aad Sofi Tlasues to Implaat
Ivlntcrtals
Interest in the biocompatibility of implant materi-
als has Brown because the use of implants in clini-
cal practice has increased dramatically. Successful
dental implant materials either promote osseointe-
gration or biointegration (see Dental and Orofacial
Implants, Chapter 15).

Rcactions to Ceramic htrylant Matefials
Ceramic materials may be conveniently divided into
two groups: bioactive materials and nonbioactive
ceramics. Most ceramic implant materials have very
low toxic effects on tissues, because they are already
in an oxidized state and are highly corrosion resis-
tant. As a group, not only are they minimally toxic
but they also are nonfunmunogenic and noncarci-
nogenic. Nonbioactive ceramic materials generally
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invoke fibrous encapsulation when implanted, as
mentioned eadier.

Reactiona to Implaat Metals and Alloys
Pure metals and alloys are the oldest type of oral
implant materials. Initially, metallic implant materi-
als were selected based on strength and ease of fab-
rication. Over time, however, biocompatibility with
bone and soft tissue and the longevity of the implant
have become more important. Although a variety of
implant materials have previously been used (includ-
ing stainless steel and chromium-cobalt-molybde-
num), the only metallic dental implant materials in
corunon use today are titanium-based alloys.

Titanium is a pure metal when initially cast.
However, in less than a second the surface forms a
thin conformal layer of various titanium oxides. This
odde layer is corrosion resistant and allows bone to
osseointegrate. A major disadvantage of this metal
is that it is dfficult to cast. It has been wrought into
various forms, but this process introduces metallic
impurities into the surface that may adversely affect
bone cell response unless extreme care is taken dur-
ing manufacturing. fitanium implants have been
used with success as root forms to support a pros-
thesis. With frequent recall and good oral hygime,
implants have been maintained in healthy tissue
for longer than three decades. Titanium-aluminum-
vanadium alloys (Ti{Al-4V) have bee{r used success-
fully in this regard as well. This alloy is significantly
stronger than commercially pure titanium, and has
better fatigue resistance, but has the same desirable
stiffness and thermal properties as the commercially
pure (CP) metal. Although titanium and titanium
alloy implants have corrosion rates that are markedly
less than other metallic implants, they do release tita-
nium into the body. Currently, there is no evidence
that released titanium ions are a problem locally or
systemically. However, questions remain about the
liability of released aluminum and vanadium from
alloys.

In soft tissue, the bond epithelium forrrs with
titanium is morphologically similar to that formed
with the tooth, but this interface has not been fully
characterized. Connective tissue apparently does
not bond to the titanium, but does form a tight seal
that seems to limit ingress of bacteria and bacterial
products. Techniques are being developed to limit
down-growth of the epithelium and loss of bone
height around the implant, because this will ulti-
mately cause implant failure. Periimplantitis is now
a documented disease around implants and involves
many of the same bacteria as periodontitis. The role
of the implant material or its released components in
the progression of periimplantitis is not known, but
this disease is considered to be a major contributor to
implant failure and the subject of much investigation.

Reac:tions to Resorbahlc Matedals
With the survival of implanted materials for decades
or more, the predominant thought began to shift in
emphasis from achieving a benign (or tolerated) tis-
sue response to instead producing bioactive materi-
als that could elicit a controlled action and reaction
in the physiological environmmt. Continuing in
this vein was the development of resorbable bio-
materials that exhibit clinically appropriate con-
trolled chemical breakdown and resorption. In
these materials, the problem of a tissue-material
interface is resolved, because the materials provoke
a physiologic response to replace the material with
regenerated tissues. One of the earliest examples of
these materials was the development of resorbable
sutures. These materials were composed of a copo-
lymer of polylactic acid (PLA) and polyglycolic acid
(PGA). When implanted in the body, they undergo
a hydrolytic decomposition into CO2 and H2O. By
the mid-1980s, clinical use of resorbable polymeric
sutures was commonplace. Resorbable fracture fixa-
tion plates and screws, guided tissue membranes,
and controlled drug-release systems have rapidly
followed. Although generally well tolerated by tis-
sues in vivo, the resorbability of these materials
depends on the volume of material implanted and
because these materials degrade into acidic by-prod-
ucts, the subsequent drop in pH in the surrounding
tissues may invoke an inflammatory response. Other
polymeric materials such as polycaprolactone, and
hyaluronan derivatives, as well as natural polymers
such as cross-linked collagen, starch, and cellulose
are currently being investigated for their ability
to resorb in vivo after serving their function as an
implant.

SUMMARY

Biocompatibility of a dental material depends on its
composition, location, and interactions with the oral
cavity. Metal, ceramic, and polymer materials elicit
different biological responses because of differences
in composition. Furthermore, diverse biological
nesponses to these materials depend on whether they
release their components and whether those compo-
nents are toxic, immunogenic, or mutagenic at the
released concentrations. The location of a material
in the oral cavity partially determines its biocompat-
ibility. Materials that are biocompatible in contact
with the oral mucosal surface may cause adverse
reactions if they are implanted beneath it. Materials
that are toxic in direct contact with the pulp may be
essentially innocuous if placed on dentin or enamel.
Finally, interactions between the material and the
body influence the biocompatibility of the material.
A material's response to changes i. pH, application



of force, or the effect of biological fluids can alter its
biocompatibility. Surface features, such as roughness
of a material, may promote or discourage attach-
ment of bacteria, host cells, or biological molecules.
These effects also determine whether the material
will promote plaque retention, integrate with bone,
or adhere to dentin.
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General Classes of Biomaterials

Dental biomaterials are generally categorized into
four classes: metals, polymers, ceramics, and com-
posites. The four classes are distinctly different
from each other in terms of dmsity, stiffness, trans-
lucency, processing method, application, and cost.
One class, composites, is a combination of two or
more cl,asses that produces materials that can be
engineered for specific applications. For some appli-
cations, such as intracoronal and extracoronal resto-
rations, several classes offer suitable materials. For
other applications, such as removable partial dental
denfure frameworks, only one class is appropriate.
Requirements such as esthetics, hardness, stiffness,
and bioactivity dictate the choice of material class.
Restoration design and material class are always
coordinated to achieve the best patient outcome.

This chapter is organized into four sections by
the class of material. Fundamental concepts of each
class are presented here. Additional detail is pro.
vided in other chapters when specific applications
are discussed.

METALS AND ALLOYS

Metals and alloys are used in almost all aspects of
dental practice, induding the dental laboratory,
direct and indfuect dental restorations, implants, and
instruments used to prepare and clean teeth. Metals
and alloys have optical, physical, chemical, therrral,
and electrical properties that are unique among the
basic types of materials and suitable for many den-
tal applications. Although tooth-colored materials
are often desired for restorations, metals provide
strength, stiffness, fracture resistance, and Iongevity
for long-term dental applications that are often not
achievable with other classes of materials. Evidence
in the scientific literature of clinical performance is
the most extensive for this material class.

As a class, metals are ductile and malleable and
therefore exhibit elastic and plastic behavior; they are

good electrical and thermal conductors, are higher in
density than other classes, exhibit good fracture resis-
tance, are opaque, and can be polished to a luster.
Metals may be cast drawn into wires, or machined
to cr€ate dental restorations and instruments.

CHEMICAL AND ATOMIC
STRUCTURE OF METALS

A metal is any element that ionizes positively in solu-
tion. As a group, metals constitute nearly two-thirds
of the periodic table (Fig. 7.1). During ionization,
metals release electrons. This ability to exist as free,
positively charged, stable ions is a key factor in the
behavior of metals and is responsible for manymetal-
lic properties that are important in dentistry. Another
important group of elements shown in Fig. 7.1, are
the metalloids, including carbory silicon, and boron.
Although metalloids do not always form freepositive
ions, their conductive and electronic properties make
them important components of many dental alloys.

Atomic Structure

At the atomic level, pure metals exist as crystalline
arrays (Fig.7.2) that are continuous in three dimen-
sions. In these arrays, the nudei and core electrons
occupy the atomic center with the ionizable elec-
trons floating freely among the atomic positions.
The mobility of the valence electrons is responsible
for many properties of metals, such as electrical con-
ductivity. It is important to note that the positively
charged atomic centers are held together by the elec-
trons and their positive chaqge is simultaneously
neutralized by the negative electrons. Thus pure
metals have no net charge.

The relationships between the atomic centers in a

metallic crystalline array are not always uniform in
all directions. The distances in the x, y (horizontal),
and z (vertical) axes may be the same or different,
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i:l (;. ; . I Periodic table of elements. The periodic table of the elements can be subdivided into metals ftIue backgrounds),

metalloids Qurple ba*grounds), and nonmetals Qellwo backgrounds). Elements in nonbolded type are used in dental alloys
or as pure metals. The metals are elements that ionize positively in solution and comprise the majority of elements in the
periodic table. Note that not all elements are shown. Hydrogen is often included in group lA(W column) because it forms
compounds with oxidation numbers of both +1 and -1. In addifion, under very high pressures, hydrogen exhibits the prop-
erties of a metal. The single asfm'sk indicates the insertion point in the table for the lanthanide series of elements, whereas the
double asterisk indicates the insertion point for the actinide series of elements. (From The Ameican Chemical Society.)
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a body-centered cubic lattice. Every lattice has a unit cell
Ghown in bold) that extends (repeats) in three dimensions for
large distances. Electrons are only relatively loosely bound
to atomic nuclei and core electrons. The nuclei occupy spe-
cific sites (shoum as dots in the unit cell) in the lattice, whereas
the electrons are relatively free to move about the lattice. In
reality, the metal atoms are large enough to touch each other.

and the angles between these axes may or may not
be 90 degrees. ln all, six crystal systems occur (Fig.
7.3), and they can be further divided into 14 crystal-
line arrays. Metallic nuclei may occur at the center
of faces or vertices of the crystal. Within each aray,
the smallest repeating unit that captures all the rela-
tionships among atomic cmters is called a unit cell

Simple
Body-centered
Rhombohedric

ir l( ;. 7. 1 Lattice structures. All metals occur in one of the
lattice structures shown. There are six families of lattices,
four of which can be subdivided. Each family is defined by
the distances between vertices and the angles at the ver-
tices. The body-centered cubic, face-centered cubic, and
hexagonal lattices (asterisks) are the most common in dental
alloys and pure metals.

(see Fig. 7.2). The unit cells for the most common
arrays in dental metals are shown in Fig. 7.4. tn the
body-centered cubic (BCC) anay, all angles are 90
degrees and all atoms are equidistant from one another
in the horizontal and vertical directions. Metallic
atoms are located at the corners of the unit cell, and
one atom is at the center of the unit cell (hence the
namebody-centueil cubic'1. This is the crystal structure
of iron and is corunon for many iron alloys. The face.
centered cubic (FCC) array has 90-degree angles and
atomic centers that are equidistant horizontally and
vertically (as does the BCC), but atoms are located in
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c
; .'-;. ;.-, The three most common crystal lattice unit cells in dental metals and alloys. (A) Body-centered cubic cell;
(B) face-centered cubic cell; and (C) hexagonal close-packed cell. The atoms (circles) in all three cases would be larger and
touching each other, They were drawn smaller to make the structures easier to visualize.

A

the centers of the faces with no atom in the center of
the unit cell (hence thenameface-centered cubic). Most
pure metals and alloys of gold, palladium, cobalt,
and nickel exhibit the FCC array. Titanium exhibits
the more complex hexagonal close.pack array. In this
array, the atoms are equidistant from each other in
the horizontal plane, but not in the vertical direction.

In a metallic crystal, the atomic centers are posi-
tively charged because the free valence electrons float
in the crystal. Although we might expect the atomic
centers to repel each other, the freely floating elec-
trons bind the centers together and create a strong
force between the atomic centers. This is known as
the metallic bond and is a fundamentally important
type of primary bond. The metallic bond is funda-
mentally different from other primary bonds, such
as covalent bonds that occur in organic compounds,
and ionic bonds that occur in ceramics.

Physical Properties of Metals

All properties of metals reult from tlre merallic crystal
skucture and metallic bonds. In gmeral, metals have
high densities that result from the efficient packing of
atomic centers in the crystal lattice. Metals are elechi-
cally and thermally conductive because of the mobility
of the valence electrons in the crystal lattice. The opacity
and reflective nature of metals result from the ability of
the valerrce electr,ons to absorb and emit light. Melting
occurs as the metallic bond energy is overcome by
the applied heat. Interesti"gly, the number of valenca
elechons per atomic center influences the melting
point somewhat. As the nurrrber of valence electrons
increases, the metallic bond develops some covalent
character that contributes to higher melting points. This
phenomenon occrus for iron (Fd*) and nickel (Ni2*).

The corrosion properties of metals depend on the
ability of atomic centers and electrons to be released
in exchange for energy. The amount of energy
required depends on the strength of the metallic
force, which is related to the freedom of the valence
electron, and the energy that the released ion can gain
by solvating in solution. For metals such as sodium
and potassium, the metallic bond is weaker because

the valence electrons are loosely held, and the energy
of solvation is high. Thus these metals corrode into
water with explosive energy release. For metals such
as gold and platinum, the metallic bond is stronger;
valence electrons are more tightly held, and solvation
energies are relatively low. Thus gold and platinum
are far less likely to corrode. The corrosion of met-
als always involves oxidation and reduction. The
released ion is oxidized because the electrons are
given up, and the electrons (that cannot exist alone)
are gained by some molecules in the solution (that
are therefore reduced).

Because the distances between metal atoms in a

crystal lattice may be different in the horizontal and
vertical directions (see Fig. 7.4), properties such as

conductivity of electricity and heat, magnetism, and
strength may also vary by direction if a single crystal
is observed. These directional properties of metals
and metalloids have been exploited in the semicon-
ductor industry to fabricate microchips for comput-
ers. However, in dentistry, a single crystal is rarely
observed. Rather, a collection of randomly oriented
crystals, each called a grain, generally make up a

dental alloy. In this case, the directional properties
are averaged across the material. In general, a fine.
grained structure is desirable to encourage alloys with
uniform properties in any direction. Nonuniformity
of directional properties is termed anisotropy.

Like the physical propertie, the mechanical prog
erties of metals are also a result of the metallic cr)rstal
stmcture and metallic bonds. Metals generally have
good ductility (ability to be drawn into a wire) and mal-
leability (ability to be hammered into a thin sheet) rela-
tive to polymers and ceramics. To a large extent, these
properties reult from the ability of the atomic centers
to slide against each other into new positions within
the same crystal lattice. Because the metallic bonds are
essentially nondirectional, such sliding is possible.

If the metallic crystals were perfect, calculations
have shown that the force required to slide the atoms
in the lattice would be hundreds of times greater than
experiments indicate. kss force is necessary because
the crystals are not perfect; they have flaws called
dislocations. Dislocations allow the atomic centers to
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slide past each other one plane at a time (Fig. 7.5).
Because movement can occur one plane at a time, the
force required is much less than if the forces of all
the planes have to be overcome simultaneously. An
analogy is moving a large heavy rug by forming a

small fold or kink in the rug and pushing the fold
from one end of the rug to the other. Dislocations are
of several types, but all serve to allow the relatively
easy deformation of metals. All methods for increas-
ing the strength of metals act by impeding the move-
ment of dislocations.

Metals fracture when the atomic centers cannot
slide past one another freely. For example, this fail-
ure can happen when impurities block the flow of
dislocations (Fig.7 .61. The inability of the dislocation
to be moved through the solid results in the lattice
rupturing locally. Once this small crack is started, it
takes little force to propagate the crack through the
lattice. An example illustrates this idea. Consider a
plate of steel 15 cm wide and 6 mm thick. Suppose
it has a S-cm crack running into one side. The force
required to make the crack run the remaining 10 cm
would be about 1800 newtons (N). Without the aid
of the crack, 2.2 million newtons (MN) would be
required if the steel were the best commercial grade
available. If the steel were a single, flawless crystal,
44 MN would be necessary! The fracture of metals
depends heavily on dislocations and the local rup-
ture of the crystal lattice.

Polymers are commonly used for applications such
as tooth r€storatives, sealants, cements, orthodontic
space maintainers and elastics, obturators forcleft pal-
ates, impressions, provisional rcstorations, root canal
filling materials, denture bases, and athletic mouth
protectors. In addition, polymers are typically one of
the components of the fourth class of material, com-
posites, which are discussed later in this chapter. As a
class, polymers are formablg can be made translucent
or opaque, are low in density and hardness compared
with metals, and arc poor conductors of temperafure
and electricity. Of the four dasses of materials pre.
sented, polymers have the lowest stiffrress, lowest
long-term stability in an aqueous environment, and
the lowest melting or glass hansition point.

Basic Nature of Polymers
Chclnlca, Composltiott
The term polymer denotes a molectrle that is made
up of many (poly) parts (mers).The mer ending rep
resents the simplest nepeating chemical structural
unit from which the polymer is composed. Thus
poly(methyl methacrylate) is a polymer having
chemical structural units derived from methyl meth-
acrylate, as indicated by the simplified reaction and
structural formula I.

?'.
nCH2:g ) "'-CH2

?'. ?'.

I

CHs

CHz

CHe
I

o
I

C:O
I

-c-..
I

CHgC:O
I

o
I

cHa

C:O
I

o
I

cHs
I

CHs

Poly(methyl
methacrylate)

Methyl methacrylate

or

n

!r:( .. 7. i Sketches repreeenting a crystal and slip mechanisms reeulting from movement of a dielocation. By the dis-
Iocation moving through the metal one plane at a time (A to B to C to D), far less energy is necessary to deform the metal.
Furthermore, the movement occurs without fracture or failure of the crystal lattice.
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Load*

["ri( ]. 7.t-r Sketches ehowing plaatic ahearing with crack formation at the eite of an impudty (orunge circles). Without the
impurity (A, B, C), the load forces the dislocations completely through the lattice without hacture (note the progression of
red circles from left to right). However. when the impurity is present (D, E, F), it stops the progress of the dislocation. As other
dislocations build up, the lattice below them cannot accommodate and a crack forms in the lattice (E). In (E) and (F), note the
broken bonds between atoms. Once formed, a crack can grow rapidly and relatively easily and lead to catastrophic failure.
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The molecules from which the polymer is con-
structed are called monomers (one part). Polymer
molecules may be prepared from a mixtue of differ-
ent types of monomers. They are called copolymerc
if they contain two or more different chemical units
and terpolymers if they contain three different units,
as indicated by the structural formulas II and III.

I

n m

m

llethyl-, cthyF, propyl rmthacryldo copolymer or tsrpofymer

As a convenimce in expressing the structural
formulas of polymers, the mer units are enclosed in
brackets, and subscripts such as n, m, and p represent
the average number of the various mer units that
make up the polymer molecules. Notice that in nor-
mal polymers the mer units are spaced in a random

*:

Methyl methacrylate+thyl methacrylate copolymer

-ra

()

9

I
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orientation along the polymer chain. It is possible,
however, to produce copolymers with mer units
arranged so that a large number of one mer type are
connected to a large number of another mer type. This
special type of polymer is called ablockpolymer. It also
is possible to produce polymers having mer units
with a special spatial arrangement with rcspect to the
adjacent units; these are called stereospecifrc polymers.

The mers of the polymers are joined through
covalent, C{, bonds. Typically, during the polymer-
ization process, C=C double bonds are converted to
C-C single bonds and a mer is attached to one of the
carbon atoms that was part of the C=C double bond.
The next section describes various network configu-
rations for mers, including crosslinking, in which
chains are linked in a nonlinear configuration.

MoleadarWeight
The molecular weight of the polymer molecule,
which equals the molecular weight of the various
mers multiplied by the number of the mers, may
range from thousands to millions of molecular
weight units, depending on the preparation condi-
tions. The higher the molecular weight of the poly-
mer made from a single monomer, the higher the
degree of polymerization. The term polymniz.ation
is often used in a qualitative sense, but the degree

of polymerization is defined as the total number of
mers in a polymer molecule. [n general, the molecu-
lar weight of a polymer is reported as the average
molecular weight because the number of repeating
units may vary greatly from one molecule to another.
As would be expected, the fraction of low-, medium-,
and high-molecular-weight molecules in a material,
or in other words, the molecular weight distribution,
has as pronounced an effect on the physical proper-
ties as does the average molecular weight. Therefore
tr.vo poly(methyl methacrylate) specimens can have
the same chemical composition but greatly different
physical properties because one of the specimens
has a high percentage of low-molecular-weight mol-
ecules, whereas the other has a high percentage of
high-molecular-weight molecules. Variation in the
molecular weight distribution may be obtained by
altering the polymerization procedure. These materi-
als therefore do not possess any precise physical con-
stants, such as melting point, as do ordinary small
molecules. For example, the higher the molecular
weight, the higher the softening and melting points
and the stiffer the polymer.

Spatial Stttcture
In addition to chemical composition and molecular
weight, the physical or spatial structure of the poly-
mer molecules is also important in determining the
properties of the polymer. There are three basic types
of structures: linear, branched, and cross-linked.

They are illustrated in Fig. 7.7 as segments of linear,
branched, and cross-linked polymers. The linear
homopolymer has mer units of the same type, and
the random copolymer of the linear type has the two
mer units randomly distributed along the chain. The
linear block copolymer has segments, or blocks, along
the chain, whereas the mer units are the same. The
branched homopolymer again consists of the same
mer units, whereas the graft-branched copolymer
consists of one type of mer unit on the main chain
and another mer for the branches. The cross-linked
polymer shown in Fig. 7 .7 is made up of a homopoly-
mer cross-linked with a single cross-linking agent.

The linear and branched molecules are separate
and discrete, whereas the cross-linked molecules are
a network structure that may result in the creation
of one giant polymeric molecule. The spatial struc-
ture of polymers affects their flow properties, but
generalizations are difficult to make because either
the interaction between linear polymer molecules or
the length of the branches on the branched molecules
may be more important in a particular example. In
general, however, the cross-linked polymers flow at
higher temperatures than linear or branched poly-
mers. Another distinguishing feature of some cross-
linked polymers is that they do not absorb liquids
as readily as either the linear or branched materials.

ncruoptastlcs anil Thermos*
An additional method of classifying polymers
other than by their spatial structure is according to
whether they are thermoplastic or thermosetting.
The term thermuplastic refers to polymers that may be
softened by heating and solidify on cooling, the pro-
cess being repeatable. Typical examples of polymers
of this type are poly(methyl methacrylate) and poly-
ethylene-polyvinylacetate. The term thermosetting or
thermoset refers to polymers that solidify during fab-
rication but cannot be softened by reheating. These
polymers generally become nonfusible because of a
cross-linking reaction and the formation of a spatial
structure. Typical dental examples are cross-linked
poly(me*ryl methacrylate), silicones, as-polyisoprene,
and dimethacrylates.

Polymers as a class have unique properties, and by
varying the chemical composition, molecular weight,
molecular-weight distribution, or spatial arrante-
ment of the mer units, the physical and mechanical
properties of polymers may be altered. Additional
dirussion of polymers is included in Chapter 9.

CERAMICS

The term ceramic refers to any product made essen-
tially from a nonmetallic inorganic material usu-
ally processed by firing at a high temperature to
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circles, another type of mer unit; dashed lines, continuation of the polymer segment.

achieve desirable properties. They are oxides of
metals. As a class, ceramics are hard, low in tough-
ness compared to metals, stiff, poor thermal and
electrical conductors, and can be cast or machined
to fabricate dental restorations. The translucency
and opacity of a dental ceramic can be modified
for applications where color and translucency are
critical. Ceramics generally demonstrate little plas-
tic behavior and are thus considered brittle when
compared to metals or polymers. Their stress-
strain curves are generally linear with no plastic
strain. Ceramics are used in restorative dentistry
as full- and partial-coverage crowns, denture teeth,
and as particulate fillers for resin matrix composite
filling materials.

The more restrictive termporcelair refers to a spe-
cific compositional range of ceramic materials made
by mixing kaolin, quartz, and feldspar, and firing at
high temperature. Dental ceramics for ceramic-metal
restorations belong to this compositional range and
are commonly referred to as ilcntal porcehins. Dental
porcelain is used as veneers on metal frameworks
(metal ceramic restoration) and on minimally pre-
pared anterior teeth, and for denture teeth.

The laboratory portion of a ceramic restoration is
usually made in a commercial dental laboratory by
a skilled technician working with specialized equip-
ment to the shape and shade specifications provided
by the dentist. Computer-aided design and manu-
facturing or milling (CAD-CAM) is the basis for the
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acquisition of digital images of tooth preparations
and computer-aided design of restorations. Portable
milling machines under digital control mill machine-
able ceramic blanks to create final restorations.
Additional discussion of digital impressioning can
be found in Chapter 14.

The properties of dental ceramics depend on their
composition, microstrucfure, and flaw population.
The nature and amount of reinforcing crystalline
phase present dictate the material's strength and
resistance to crack propagation as well as ib optical
properties.

Ceramics are brittle and contain at least two
populations of flaws: fabrication defects and sur-
face cracks. The fracture mechanisms involve crack
propagation from these flaws. Fabrication defects are
created during processing and consist of inclusions
at the condensation stage or voids generated during
sintering. lnclusions are often linked to improper
cleaning of the metal framework or use of unclean
instruments. Porosity on the internal side of clini-
cally failed glasrceramic restorations has been iden-
tified as the fracture initiation site. Microcracks also
develop upon cooling in feldspathic porcelains and
canbe due to thermal contraction mismatch between
the leucite crystals and the glassy mahix or to ther-
mal shock if the porcelain is cooled too rapidly.

Surface cracks are induced by machining or grind-
ing. The average natural flaw size varies from 20 to
50 prn. Usually, failure of the ceramic originates from
the most severe flaw.

Dental ceramics are subjected to repeated (cyclic)
loading in a humid environment (chewing), condi-
tions that are ideal for the extension of the preexist-
ing defects or cracks. This phenomenory called slozr
oack grautth, can contribute to a severe reduction of
the survival prcbability of ceramic restorations.

COMPOSITES

Composites are a combination of two or morle classes

of materials. In dentistry, the most conunon compos-
ite is a combination of a polymer and ceramic, where
the polymer is used to bind ceramic particles. The
polymer functions as the matrix in dental composites
and the partides are reinforcing materials. Polymer
matrix composites, also known as resin composites,
are used as sealants, intracoronal and extracoronal
restorations, provisional restorations, veneens, den-
ture teeth, cemmts, and core buildups. As a class,
dmtal composites are formable, can be made to be
machineable, opaque or translucent, moderate in
stiffness and hardness, thermal and electrical insu-
lators, and sparingly soluble. Many advances have
been made in particle technology and are discussed
in Chapter 9.

In a composite the properties are intermediate
between the two compositional materials. A benefit
of combining two material classes is the ability to
fabricate a new material that has desirable handling
properties that are not achievable with one material
alone. For example, individual ceramic particles do
not adhere to each other, but the addition of a poly-
mer to bind them enables the composite to be used as

a paste. Use of a polymer alone will not achieve suffi-
cient stiffness and stability, which are properties con-
tributed by the ceramic particles. The polymer used
in many dental composites, bisphenol A-glycidyl
methacrylate (Bis4MA), has shown no significant
health risks when used in dental resin composites.

In industries and professions other than dentistry,
other classes are combined to form composites, such
as metal-ceramic composites used in aerospace. A
commonly used material in the construction indus-
try, concrete, is a composite of sand, gravel, and
portland cement. As with dmtal resin composites,
the cement in concrete is the binder for the sand and
gravel particles. Composites differ from alloys in
that, at the microscopic level, the individual compo-
nents of the composite are visible.

In the case of concrete, a limiting factor is the
adhesion between the portland cement and sand-
gravel particles. At the surface, the cement washes
away with use, leaving the particles incompletely
surrounded by cement. These particles are then eas-
ity dislodged, leaving a void in the surface of the con-
crete. In dental resin composites, coupling agents are
used to enhance the adhesion between the ceramic
partides and polymer matrix, thereby increasing its
wear resistance and long-term surface integrity.

During polymerization of resin composites, a

volumetric contraction of the polymer matrix occurs
that results in strain within the matrix. This contrac-
tion strain is coupled with the increase in elastic
modulus as the composite cures. The combination of
contraction strain and development of elastic modu-
lus produces stress within the composite because the
periphery of the restoration is constrained by adhe.
sion to the enamel and dentin cavity walls. Methods
to reduce rmidual stress include the development of
polymers with reduced shrinkage during cure and
modifications to the clinical placement technique.
More detail on the measuremmt of polymerization
shrinkage can be found in Chapter 5 and the mecha-
nism for polymerization can be found in Chapter 9.
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Preventive and Intermediary Materials

Prevention is a foundation of dentistry. tow-level flu-
orides in water supplies have provided tremendous
benefit in reducing the incidence of dental caries in
ddldren. Fluorides can be introduced into community
water supplies to ensune systemic ingestion during
early life, when the teeth are forming. Fluoride can also
be provided as a dietary supplemmt to inhibit caries
where drinking water is not fluoridated. Patients who
are at high risk for developing caries in spite of reeiv-
ing systemic fluoride can be given additional fluoride
via topical application in toothpastes, mouth rinses,
gels, and varnishes. A combination of systemic and
topical fluoride applications has contributed to a dra-
matic reduction in the prevalence of smooth surface
caries since the 1960s. Pits and fissures on the occlusal
surfaces of posterior teeth, however, are more resistant
to fluoride uptake because of the irregular morphol-
ogy of the occlusal surface. This, combined with the
retention of food and the ditriculty of proper brushing
in the posterior segmmt can lead to the start of a cari-
ous lesion. Apreventive therapy consisting of a sealant
to fill in the occlusal irregularities can reduce the risk
of caries by creating a smoother surface that is easier to
clean and less likely to retain food and harbor bacteria.

PIT AND FISSURE SEALANTS

The most corrunon sealants are based on bisphenol
Aglycidyl methacrylate @isCMA) resin and are light-
cured, although some self-cured products are also
available. The chemistry of BisCMA sealants is the
same as that described for resin composites in Chapter
9. The principal diftrence is that sealants are mudr
more fluid to enable them topenetrate thepits, fissures,
and etched ar€as on the enamel, which pncmotes reten-
tion of the s€alant. The viscous Bis4MA resin is mixed
with a diluent, sudr as triethylene glycol dimethacry-
late, to produce a reasonably low-viscosity, flowable
rcsin. An alternative but similar oligomer base is ure
thane dimethacrylate; some materials are formulated

from a combination of the two base resins. To provide
stiffness to the material and improve wear resistance,
filler partides of fumed silica or silanated inorganic

Blasses canbe added to form low-viscositycomposites.

Light.Cured Sealants

The polymerization of light<ured sealanb is initi-
ated by a photosensitive diketone in conjunction with
a tertiary amine. The complete reactions for similar
resin composites are given in Chapter 9. Light-cured
sealants are supplied in light-proof containers and
should have a shelf life of more than 12 months.
The sealant is applied to the pit and fissure with an
appropriate applicator and is cured by exposing it to
light for 10 to 20 seconds, with the end of the light
source positioned about 1 to 2 mm from the surface.
Sealants are applied in thin layers, so depth of cure
should be adequate with 10- to 2O-second exposure
times, even for opaque materials. The advantage in
using a light-cured sealant is that the working time
can be completely controlled by the operator.

Air Inhibition of Polymerization
Owing to air inhibition of resin curing, a surface layer
of uncured resin that varies in depth with different
commercial products remains on the sealant surface
after light curing. Sufficient material must be applied
to completely coat all pits and fissures with a layer
thick enough to ensure complete polymerization
after removal of the tacky surface layer. The uncured,
air-inhibited layer can be easily removed after curing
using an abrasive slurry of pumice, applied on a cot-
ton pellet or with a prophylaxis cup in a rotary hand-
piece. This is more effective than wiping or rinsing.

Properties of Sealants

Because sealants are completely circumrribed by
enamel and should not be subiected to heavy
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FIG. 8. I Typical molar with stained fissures and no diagnosable caries. (A) Before sealing and (B) after sealing with
a natural<olored sealant material. (From Hatrick CD, Eakle WS, Bird WF. Dental Materials: Clinical Applications for Dental
Assistants and Dental Hygienists. 2tu1 ed. St. Iouis: Saunders;2071.)

occlusal stresses without support of the underlying
en€unel, the mechanical properties of sealants are less
important than those of resin composite restoratives
that must support occlusal loads in bulk. By adding
ceramic or glass filler particles up to 4Oo/oby weight,
most properties show improvement as compared to
unfilled r€sins. The modulus of elasticity shows the
most dramatic improvement, and the increased rigid-
ity makes the filled material less subject to deflection
under occlusal stress. Filler is also added with the
hope of improving wear resistance and making the
material more visible on clinical inspection (Fig. 8.1).

Optimul adhesion of the sealant to enamel occurs
when the sealant has a low surface teruion, good
wetting, and a low viscosity. These properties per-
mit the sealant to flow and spread easily along the
enamel surface. The surface wettability is demon-
strated by the contact angle of a drop of liquid on
the enamel surface. A drop that spreads readily pro-
duces a low contact angle. This highly wetted sur-
face is conducive to a strong adhesive bond because
it increases the amount of surface area in contact.
Polymer tags form when the resin flows into the
surface irregularities created by acid etching and are
responsible for the mechanical bond that retains the
sealant to enamel. Functional durability of the seal-
ant bond is related to stresses induced by shrinkage
of the resin during curing, thermal cycling, deflec-
tion from occlusal forces, water sorption, and abra-
sion, with total failure manifested by the clinical loss
of material.

Sealant materials have a variety of features that
must be selected carefully by the health care pro-
vider. Most current materials are light-cured rather
than self-cured because of the ease of use and con-
trolled rate of cure. Tooth-colored or clear resins
are available that are very natural looking on the
tooth surface, but they are also available in opaque
or tinted materials to make the recall examination

FIG. 8.2 Maxillary molar tooth with opaque sedant
that has been in place for 5 years.

process easier (Fig. 8.2). Color-reversible, photosen-
sitive sealants include photosensitive pigments that
are normally colorless but change to green or pink
when exposed to the dental curing light to help
determine whether the sealant adequately covers
the pit and fissures. The color change lasts for about
5 to 10 minutes after exposure but can be repeated at
recall visits with another exposure to a dental curing
light.

An increasing number of resin sealants are mar-
keted with the claim that they release fluoride. The
release is highest in the first 24 hours after placement
and then tapers to a low maintenance level, which to
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date has not been proven to provide any significant
improvement in clinical protection against caries.

Clinical Studies

Many clinical studies using Bis-GMA-based resins
have been documented. In earlier studies on effec-
tiveness of treatment with sealant in newly erupting
teeth, a light-cured sealant demonstrated a reten-
tion rate of 42% and an effectiveness of 35o/o in car-
ies reduction after 5 years. In a similar study, a filled
resin sealant showed a retention rate of 53ol" and a

clinical effectiveness of 54"/" after 4 years. Results
involving a quicker-setting unfilled resin sealant
with very good penetration showed a retention rate
of 80"/o and an effectiveness of 690/" after 3 years. The
longest published study on sealant effectiveness is a
1S-year evaluation of a self-cured unfilled material,
which showed 27.60/o complete retention and 35.4%
partial retention.

In pairwise comparisons, the treated first molars
had 31.3 decayed and filled primary tooth surfaces
(dfs) and the untreated controls had 82.8 dfs. In a
more current 4-year study comparing a fluoride-
releasing sealant with one that did not have fluoride,
retention rates were 97"/o for the fluoride material
(77"/" complete and 1.4o/o parnal) and 957o for the
nonfluoride sealant (89ol" complete and 6% partial).
Although the retention was somewhat lower in the
fluoride-containing sealant, the caries incidence
for both groups was identical (10%). ln a study
conducted in private practice, the 2-year retention
rates for two newer fluoride-containing resins were
greater than 90%, and no caries was detected on the
test teeth. In a continuing study with retreatment of
aII defective sealant surfaces at 6-month recalls, the
teeth were maintained caries free for a S-year period.
The retreatment rate was highest (18%) at 6 months,
and then diminished as time progressed, but at each
recall period at least two teeth (about 4%) required
reapplication.

Almost all studies show a direct correlation
between sealant retention and caries protection.
Therefore it is important to use materials that are
retentive to enamel, resistant against occlusal wear,
and easily applied with minimal opportunities for
surface contamination. Current evidence indicates
that sealants are most effective on occlusal surfaces
where pits and fissures are well defined and reten-
tive to food and in patients with elevated risk for pit
and fissure caries.

Application of Sealants

The handling characteristics of a sealant depend
on the composition of the material and the surface
to which it is applied. Optimal preparation of the

t-{
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FIG. 8.3 Section showing a fissure incompletely filled
with sealant as a result of (A) air and (B) debris. (From
Gwinnett AJ. The bonding of xalants to etumel. I Am Soc
Prevent Denl. 197 3 ;3 :21 -29.)

surface will lead to dose adaptation of the sealant
to the tooth enamel, a strong seal against the ingress
of oral fluids and debris, and long-term material
retention.

The penetration of any of the sealants to the bot-
tom of the pits and fissures and filling them without
voids is important. Air or debris can be trapped in
the bottom of the fissure that prevents it from being
completely filled, as shown in Fig. 8.3. Control of the
viscosity of the sealant is important to obtain opti-
mum results, and sealants that are too thick and vis-
cous will not penetrate the pits and fissures, or the
etched enamel itself as well. Penetration of sealant
into etched enamel, forming tags to a depth of 25 to
50lrm, is shown in Fig.8.4.

Etching the pit and fissure surface for a speci-
fied time (15 to 30 seconds is adequate for enamel
with a normal mineral and fluoride content) with a
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FIG. 8.4 Penetration of sealant into etched enamel.
These tags are responsible for the bonding to enamel. (From

Gwinnett Al. The bonding of sealants to mamel. I Am Soc
Prevent Decnt. 1 97 3 ;j :21 -29.)

solution or a gel of 35/" to 40Y" phosphoric acid is
recommended. Afterward, the acid etchant should
be flushed thoroughly with water and the entire area
extensively dried with air. Inadequate rinsing per-
mits phosphate salts to remain on the surface as a
contaminant, interfering with bond formation. The
enamel surface should notbe rubbed during etching
and drying because the roughness developed can
easily be deshoyed. Isolation of the site is impera-
tive throughout the proredure to achieve optimum
tag formation and clinical success. If salivary con-
tamination occurs during the treatment, the surface
should be rinsed and the etchant reapplied. On clini-
cal inspection, acid-etched enamel should appear
white (frosty) and dull with an obviously rough tex-
ture. If the appearance is not uniform, an additional
30 seconds of etching should be done. The etched
area should extend beyond the anticipated area
for sealant application to secure optimum bonding
along the margin and reduce the potential for early
leakage, but without extensive overcoverage. A light-
cured bonding agent (see Chapter 13) placed on the
freshly etched enamel before placing the sealant will
imprcve retention.

Single step etching and priming systems appear
to provide a weaker bond to uncut enamel than
to cut enamel walls and bevels, likely due to their
reduced acidity.

Depending on its viscosity and setting time, the
sealant may best be applied with a thin brush, a ball
applicator, or a syringe. A buildup of excess mate.
rial should be avoided because it could interfere
with the occlusion. A sufficient amount of material
should be placed to completely cover all exposed pits
and provide a smooth transition along the inclines
of the enamel cusps. Excessive manipulation of even
the light-cured sealants on the tooth surface during

application can introduce air voids that aPPear later
as surface defects.

The air-inhibited surface layer should be wiped
away immediately after curing and the coating
inspected carefully for voids or areEls of incomplete
coverage. Defects can be covered at this time by
repeating the entire application procedure, includ-
ing the acid etch, and applying fresh sealant only to
those areas with insufficient coverage. After the seal-
ant is applied and fully cured, the ocdusion should
be checked and adiusted if necessary, to eliminate
premature occlusal contacts with the opposing tooth.

Glass Ionomers as Sealants

Because of their demonstrated ability to release fluo-
ride and provide some caries protection on tooth
surfaces at risk, glass ionomers have been suggested
and tested for their ability to function as a fissure
sealant. Glass ionomers are generally viscous, and
it is difficult to gain penetration to the depth of a

fissure. Their lack of penetration also makes it dif-
ficult to obtain mechanical retention to the enamel
surface to the same degree as with resins. They are
also more brittle and less resistant to occlusal wear.
Clinical studies using various formulations of glass
ionomers have shown significantly lower retention
rates than resin sealants but greater fluoride deposi-
tion in the enamel surfaces. Thus there is a greater
potential for latent caries protection after sealant
loss. Thus although glass ionomer retention appears
to be poorer than for resins, clinical results have been
relatively favorable.

In areas where high-risk children do not have
access to definitive treatment, a conservative caries
management technique can seal remaining caries in a
fluoride-rich environment and establish some degree
of remineralization. Atraumatic restorative treat-
ments (ARTs) involve opening a lesion, removing
soft surface decay, and filling or sealing the surface
with highly filled glass ionomer with a fast setting
time. Two-year survival rates of single- and multiple-
surface ART restorations in primary teeth have been
reported as93o/" and 52o/o, respectively. Five-year sur-
vival rate of single-surface ART restorations in per-
manent teeth was reported as 80o/o.

Flowable Composites as Sealants

Low-viscosity composites referred to asflowable com-
posites are marketed for a wide variety of applica-
tions, such as preventive resin restorations, cavity
liners, restoration repairs, and cervical restorations.
The properties of flowable composites are described
in Chapter 9.

Flowable composites are usually packaged in
syringes or in capsules (Fig. 8.5) for direct application
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TABLE 8.1 Uses of Composites, Compomers,
Restn.Modified Glass lonomers, and Glass
Ionomers

Tlpe Uses

Hybrid/mioofilled/
multipurpose composite

Compomer

Resin-modified glass
ionomer

Glass ionomer

Classes 1,2,3, 4,5, low caries-
risk patient

Classes 1, 3,4, medium caries-
risk patients

Primary teeth, classes 1,2
restorations in children

Cervical lesions, dasses 3,5,
medium carie-risk patients

Cervical lesions, classes 3,
5, primary teeth, sandwich
technique, class 5, high caries-
risk patients, root caries

Cervical lesions, class 5
restorations in adults where
esthetics are less important,
root caries
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F-lG. fi.5 Selection of flowable composite resins in
synnt€ delivery system (A) and eyringe and capsule
delivery systems (B). (r4, Courtesy Pentron Clinical, Orange,
CA. B, Courtesy jM Company, St. Paul, MN.)

to the pit or fissure. As with lower-viscosity resin seal-
ants, trapping of ah in the sealant must be avoided.
Because they have higher filler content than most
resin sealants, flowable composites should have bet-
ter wear resistance. Flowable composites appear to
provide good retention and caries resistance after 24
months.

When flowable composites are used as preventive
restorations, their low viscosity is a benefit in extend-
ing the restoration into adjacent fissurcs as a sealant.
A 24-month study showed the retention and caries
incidence of a flowable composite to be equivalent to
that of a fluoride<ontaining fissure sealant.

GLASS IONOMERS TO PREVENT THE
PROGRESSION OF CARIES

The final materials that need to be considered for
caries control and prevention are glass ionomers and
resin-modified glass ionomers (RMGIs). Because

of their documented slow release of fluoride, glass
ionomers are used in cervical restorations when
the highest esthetics is not critical. They are specifi-
cally recommended for patients with high caries risk
(Table 8.1). A detailed description of glass ionomer
chemistry can be found in Chapter 9.

Composition and Reaction

Glass ionomers are supplied as various shaded pow-
ders and a liquid. The powder is an ion-leachable
aluminosilicate glass, and the liquid is a water solu-
tion of polymers and copolymers of acrylic acid. The
material sets as a result of the metalli6 salt bridges
between the Al3* and Ca2* ions leached from the
glass and the negatively charged acid groups (COO)
on the polymers. The reaction progresses slowly,
with the formation of a cross-linked gel matrix
mainly from the calcium in the initial set and an alu-
minum ion exchange stnengthening the cross-linking
in the final set. A similar ionic interaction called
"chelation" takes place between the negatively
charged polymer and the calcium on the exposed
tooth surface, creating an adhesive bond. The sur-
faces of new restorations should be protected from
saliva during the initial set with a protective coating
of varnish or light-cured resin.

Properties

The properties of glass ionomers are compared quali-
tatively with other restorative materials in Table 8.2.
Significant properties are (1) elastic modulus that is
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similar to dmtin, (2) bond strength to dentin of 2 to
3 MPa, (3) expansion coefficient comparable to tooth
structure, (4) low solubility, and (5) fairly high opac-
ity. Fluoride in the glass releases slowly to provide
a potentially anticariogenic effect on adjacent dental
plaque and tooth structure.

Although the bond strength of glass ionomers to
dentin is lower than that of resin composites, clinical
studies have shown that the retention of glass iono-
mers in areas of cervical erosion is considerably better
than for composites. When the dentin is conditioned
(etched) using a dilute solution (15% to 25Yo) of poly-
acrylic acid, the glass ionomer maybe applied without
a cavity preparation. Four-year clinical data showed a
retention rate for glass ionomer cervical restorations
of 75"/o. The surfaces of the restorations seen in the
studies were noticeably rough, and some shade mis-
matches were present. Pulp reaction to glass ionomers
is mild; if the thickness of dentin is less than 1 mm,
a calcium hydroxide liner is recommended. Although
the surface remains slightly rough, cervical restora-
tions did not contribute to inflammation of gingival
tissues. In fact, Smglval response to glass ionomers
is typically very good. Fewer StrEtococcus mutans

TABLE 8.2 Ranking of Selected Properties of
Resin-Modified Class lonomers and Glass
Ionomers

organisms exist in plaque adjacent to glass ionomer
restorations than in controls without glass ionomers.

Glass ionomers are packaged in bottles and in vac-
uum capsules for mixing in a mechanical mixer. When
supplied in bulk, the powder and liquid are dispensed
in proper amounb on a paper pad and half the pow-
der is initially incorporated to produce a homogeneous
milky consistency. The remainder of the powder is
then added for a total mixjng time of 30 to 40 seconds.
The typical initial setting time is about4 minutes. After
placing the restorative and developing the correct con-
touq, the surface should be protected fiom contamina-
tion by applying a protective barrier. Trimming and
finishing should be done after 24 hours due to the
rather slow maturation of the material's structurc.

For preencapsulated systems, the liquid in the unit-
dose capsule is forted into the powder by a handpress
and is mixed by a mechanical mixer, essentially the
sarne as that used to mix dental amalgam. The mixture
is iniected directly into the @vity prcparation with a

special syringe. Working time is short and critical, so
it is imperative to place the material with a minimum
of manipulation. If the gel stage of the reaction is dis"
rupted during the early phase of the reactiory the physi
cal properties will be very low and adhesion can be lost.

Optim.,* resuls are achieved if the manufactluer's
irutructions are followed carefully: maintaining isola-
tion, using adequate etchingprocedures, protecting the
restoration from saliva after placement, and delaying
final finishing for a day or longer if possible.

RESIN.MODIFIED GLASS IONOMERS

RMGIs, at one time known as hybrid ionomerc, are
used for restorations in low stress-bearing areas and
are recommended for patients with high caries risk
(see Table 8.2). These restorations are mone esthetic
than glass ionomers because of their resin content.
Examples of RMGIs in cervical erosions, abfractions,
and other restorations are shown in Fig. 8.6.

Froperty
Resin-Modified
Glase Ionomer

Glace
Ionomer

Compressive strength

Flexural strength

Flexural modulus

Wear resistance

Fluoride release

Fluoride rechargability

Esthetics

Med

Med

Med

Med

Med-High

Med-High

Good

Low-Med

low-Med

Med-High

[-ow

High

High

Acceptable

FIG. 8.6 Reatoration of root surface leaions. (A) Abrasion/erosion lesions on the facial surface of mandibular premolars.
(B) Restorations with resin-modified glass ionomer cement and composite. (Courtesy Dr. Thomas l. Hilton, Portland, OR.\
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Composition and Reaction

The powder of RMGI is similar to that used in the
conventional glass ionomers. The liquid contains
monomers, polyacids, and water. RMGIs set by a
combined acid-base ionomer reaction and light-
cured rcsin polymerization of monomers, typically
2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate. RMGIs are typically
light-cured like dental composites for 1.0 to 20 sec-
onds, depending on the manufacfurer's instructions.

Properties

RMGIs bond to tooth structure without the use of
a bonding agent and because they are somewhat
stronger than conventional glass ionomers, tend to
have higher bond strength to tooth structure than
conventional glass ionomers. Typically, the tooth is
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conditioned (etched) with polyacrylic acid or another
primer before placing the material. The flexural
strength of an RMGI is almost double that of a con-
ventional glass ionomer. RMGIs release more fluoride
than compomers and composites but almost the same
as conventional glass ionomers. Fig. 8.7 illustrates
the release of fluoride ions from a glass ionomer and
RMGI over a 3&day period. There is an early period
of high release, which tapers after about 10 days to 1

ppm. Both ionomer materials recharge when exposed
to fluoride treatments or fluoride dentifrices. Fig. 8.8
illushates this recharge capability with a similar time.
dependent release curve. In evaluating the effective.
ness of this release, fluoride has been measured in
plaque samples immediately adjacent to glass ionomer-
based restorations (Fig. 8.9). For these two materials
from the same manufactue& plaque adjacent to the
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FIG. 8.7 Fluoride releasc from glass ionomer cemente and compoeite reein in distilled water over 30 days. Qvldifien
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FIG. [t.9 lbtal fluoride concentration in plaque (micro-
gram fluoride per milligram plaque) adjacent to resin-
modified glass ionomer and compomer restorations over
21 days; restored test teeth versus nonrestored control
teeth.

RMGI had significantly higher fluoride content than
plaque adjacent to compomer restorations at 2 and 21

days after insertion of the restorations.

Manipulation
An example of an RMGI packaged in capsules is
shown in Fig. 8.10. For RMGI packaged in bulk as

powder-liquids, manipulation is like that of conven-
tional glass ionomers. Mechanical mixing of the unit-
dose capsules provides a uniform mix that has much
fewer of the larger air voids than can be introduced
during hand spatulation. Optimum powder-to-
liquid ratio is critical to the long-term maintenance
of physical properties and the clinical success of res-
torations. Unlike conventional glass ionomer restora-
tions, RMGIs set immediately when light-cured and
can be finished 5 to 10 minutes after initial set. Color
can be maintained and surface texture improved
by finishing the restorations in a wet environment
(water spray or water-soluble lubricant) and then
recoating with a protective vamish or light-cured
resin. Glass ionomer materials are an increasingly
important material in operative dentistry for both an
aging population with high incidence of root caries,
patients with xerostomia and reduced salivary flow,
and children who have high caries risk factors.

RESIN.MODIFIED GLASS IONOMERS
AS CAVITY LINERS

RMGIs can also be used to line the dentin walls of
a deep cavity. When used as a cavity liner, these
materials provide thermal insulation. A sandwich
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FIG. 8. 10 Resin-modified glass ionomer materials
available for hand mixing or encapsulated for mechanical
mixing. (Courtesy 3M ESPE Dental Products, St. Paul, MN.)

technique uses :rn RMGI as a liner to seal the den-
tin and provide the benefit of fluoride release, fol-
lowed by a surface layer of resin composite to fill
the remainder of the cavity. Some advocate the
use of the glass ionomer as a liner under class I
and II composite restorations to relieve stresses
that result from shrinkage of the composite dur-
ing cure. Glass ionomer lining materials bond to
dentin with bond strengths varying from 2.0 to
4.9 MPa. These materials also adhere to composite
restorative materials, by mechanical retention for
conventional glass ionomer and mechanical and
chemical bonding for RMGI. Glass ionomer lining
materials release fluoride ions and are radiopaque.
More discussion of glass ionomers as cements can
be found in Chapter 13.

CALCIUM HYDROXIDE CAVITY
LINERS

Calcium hydroxide cements are used for lining spe.
cific areas of deep cavities or for direct pulp capping.
The antibacterial action of calcium hydroxide makes
these cements useful in indirect pulp-capping proce-
dures involving carious dentin.

Calcium hydroxide cavity liners are provided as
pastes that set to a hard mass when mixed. The base
paste of a typical product contains calcium tungstate,
tribasic calcium phosphate, and zinc oxide powders
suspended in a glycol salicylate liquid. The catalyst
paste contains calcium hydroxide, zinc oxide, and
zinc stearate powders in ethylene toluene sulfon-
amide liquid. The ingredients responsible for setting
are calcium hydroxide and a salicylate, which react
to form an amorphous calcium disalicylate. Fillers
such as calcium tungstate or barium sulfate provide
radiopacity.

A light-cured calcium hydroxide liner consists
of calcium hydroxide and barium sulfate dispersed
in a urethane dimethacrylate resin, similar to what
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is used in some dental composites. The impor-
tant properties of calcium hydroxide cements are
mechanical and thermal properties, solubility, and
pH. Research has shown that these cements can
stimulate the formation of protective secondary
dentin bridges when applied to direct pulp expo-
sures. Calcium hydroxide (self-cured) liners have
low values of tensile strength, compressive strength,
and elastic modulus, compared with high-strength
bases. Although setting times vary between 2.5 and
5.5 minutes, strength of these cements continues
to increase over a 2&hour period. For a group of
five commercial products, compressive strengths
ranged from 6.5 to 14.3 MPa at 10 minutes to from
9.8 to 26.8 MPa at 24 hours. The low elastic modu-
lus of calcium hydroxide cavity liners restricts their
usage to specific areas not critical to the support of
restorations.

The solubility of calcium hydroxide bases has
been measured in several solvents for various peri-
ods of immension and has been found to be sig-
nificant. Some solubility of the calcium hydrodde
is necessary to achieve its therapeutic properties,
although an optimum value is not known. Clearly
the use of acid-etching procedures and varnish in
the presence of calcium hydroxide liners must be
done with care. The pH of commercial products has
been measured at between 9.2 and.11.7. Free calcium
hydroxide in excess of that necessary to form the
calcium disalicylate stimulates secondary dentin in
proximity to the pulp and shows antibacterial activ-
ity. Calcium hydroxide liners are mostly used in
direct pulp capping and specifically in deep areas
of a cavity preparation, but not for general lining of
an entire pulpal flow. RMGI liners are a better choice
for general lining of cavities because of their fluoride
release, decreased solubility, and superior mechani-
cal properties.

MINERAL TRIOXIDE AGGREGAIE

Another material that is used in similar situations
as calcium hydroxide, such as pulp capping and
as an endodontic root end filling material, is min-
eral trioxide aggregate (lvf[A). This material is
composed of tricalcium silicate, dicalcium silicate,
tricalcium aluminate, and bismuth oxide, the lat-
ter being added to make the material radiopaque.
MTA is basically similar to Portland cement. The
main reaction product from the mixture of MTA and
water is calcium hydroxide. MTA is slower setting
than calcium hydroxide, requiring hours to days
to be completely hardened. It is also much more
expensive, but studies have shown that it produces
a more ideal outcome as a pulp-capping agent than
calcium hydroxide.

FLUORIDE VARNISHES

Fluoride-containing vamishes deliver fluoride topi-
cally to the surfaces of teeth in patients at risk for
caries. The vamishes are usually used after a pro-
phylaxis. Products contain either 5% sodium fluo-
ride (2.260/o F- or 22,600 ppm) or 1% difluorosilane
(0.1% F- or 1000 ppm). The fluoride is dissolved in
an organic solvent that evaporates when applied or
sets when exposed to moisture, leaving a thin film
of material covering all exposed tooth surfaces. The
mechanism of action for a fluoride vamish is similar
to that of a fluoride mouthwash. Calcium fluoride is
deposited on the tooth surface and later converted
through a remineralization reaction to fluorapatite.

One advantage of fluoride varnish is the extended
time of exposure for the active fluoride ingredient
against the tooth surface. Instead of seconds, as with
a mouthwash, it may be hours before a vamish wears
off. One RMGI-based varnish has been reported to
release fluoride for up to 6 months. Clinical trials
have documented the efficacy of varnish in heating
young children at risk for caries, with reductions
reported as high as 70"/". Another potential use for
this type of material is in the prevention of root caries
in an older population having exposed root surfaces.
Semiannual application of fluoride varnishes seems
to provide optimum efficacy. More research is neces-
sary to fully document the value of using these mate'
rials in patients with moderate to high caries risk.

REMINERALIZATION

Remineralization is a natural repair process for cari-
ous lesions. Elevated levels of fluoride in toothpaste
have been shown to be effective in rehardening root
caries lesions that are cavitated. A 500Gppm-F tooth-
paste rehardenedT6"/o of lesions compared with 35%
in a 110Gppm-F group. The concept of the caries
balance proposed by Featherstone describes three
pathological factors and three protective factors for
dental caries. The pathological factors are (1) acid-
producing bacteria, (2) frequent consumption of
fermentable carbohydrates, and (3) below normal
salivary flow and function. The three protective fac-
tors are (1) a normal salivary flow and components,
(2) fluoride, and (3) antibacterials. Two salivary com-
ponents required for remineralization are calcium
and phosphate. Fluoride enhances remineralization.

Calcium phosphate formulations have been
developed for addition to toothpaste, vamishes, and
gum (Fig. 8.11). A calcium phosphate remineraliza-
tion technology based on casein phosphopeptide-
amorphous calcium phosphate (CPP-ACP) was
effective in remineralizing enamel subsurface lesions
by stabilizing high levels of calcium and phosphate
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FlG. 8.1 1 Paste for remineralizing enameL (Courtesy
GC Ameilca, Alsip,IL.)

ions. When added to sugar-free gum in a random-
ized controlled clinical trial, an 18% reduction in car-
ies progression after 24 months was demonstrated.
In paste form, the CPP-ACP complexes have been
shown to be effective in reversing early caries lesions
and stabilizing the progression of caries.

A bioactive glass (calcium sodium phosphosili-
cate) originally developed as a bone-regenerative
material has been shown to deposit onto dentin
surfaces and mechanically occlude dmtinal tubules
when delivered in a dentifrice. When combined with
therapeutic levels of fluoride, this material increases
the remineralization of caries lesions in situ.

There are many new calcium silicat*based mate-
rials that have been developed for tooth lining with
the main objectives being the protection of the pulp
and the potential remineralization of overlying den-
tin. Many of these materials are light-cured and
therefore have reasonable mechanical properties and
solubility resistance. They are the subject of many
research studies, specifically looking at the effect the
materials have on nearby odontoblast cells, which
may be stimulated to form extracellular matrix as the
initiation of the mineralization process, or to cause
undifferentiated cells to differentiate into odonto-
blast-like cells. The ultimate success of such materi-
als and strategies is not yet known.

One final material that also has been suggested to
cause tooth remineralizatiory especially of frank car-
ies lesions, as well as having a stong antibacterial
effect is silver diamine fluoride. Silver diamine fluo-
ride (SDF) is solution of about 30% silver diamine
fluoride (of which approximately 25"/" is silver and

5% is fluoride) in water with a pH of approximately
10. The high pH makes it a strong neutralizer of
acids, but perhaps more important is its strong anti-
bacterial effect, predominantly due to the presence
of silver, a known antimicrobial. The material was
preceded by silver nitrate used in a similar way, that
is, the application of the colorless liquid to frank car-
ies. There is growing evidence that caries is arrested
in the presence of the material, and this has great
advantages for use in children and geriatric popula-
tions especially. The problem with the material is that
it stains tooth structure, as well as other objects such
as skin or clothing. Therefore while it may be ben-
eficial for arresting lesions, it requires being covered
by an esthetic material to block out its black-staining
effect on the tooth. The material was originally
approved as a dentin desensitizer, but it is acceptable
now to use it for arresting caries.
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Restorative Materials: Resin Composites
and Polymers

The concept of a composite biomaterial, introduced
in Chapter 4, can be described as a solid that contains
two or more distinct constituent materials or phases
when considered at greater than an atomic scale. ln
these materials, mechanical properties such as elastic
modulus are significantly altered in comparison with
a homogenous material consisting of either of the
phases alone. Enamel, dentin, bone, and reinforced
polymers are considered composites, but alloys such
as brass are not. The ability to change properties of
the macroscale object based on control of the indi-
vidual constituents is a significant advantage for the
use of composite materials. ln dentistry, the term
"resin composite" generally refers to a reinforced
polymer system used for restoring hard tissues, such
as enamel and dentin. The proper materials science
term is "polymer matrix composite" or for those
composites with filier particles often used as direct-
placed restorative composites, "particulate-rein-
forced polymer matrix composite." In this chapter,
the term "resin composite" will refer to the reinforced
polymer matrix materials used as restorative materi-
als. The class of materials called conventional glass
ionomers (GIs) and resin-modified glass ionomers
(RMGIs) also fall in the scientific class of composite
materials but because these are water-based mate-
rials and have a distinct acid-base setting reaction,
they have been traditionally categorized as a class of
their own. It is important to remember, however, that
most biological materials including enamel, dentin,
bone, connective tissue, muscle, and even cells are
classified as composites within the broad range of
biological engineering materials.

Resin composites are used to replace missing tooth
structure and modify tooth color and contour, thus
enhancing esthetics. A number of commercial resin
composites are available for various applications.
Traditionally, some havebeen optimized for esthetics
and others were designed for higher stress bearing
areas. More recently, nanocomposites have become

available, which ale optimized for both excellent
esthetics and high mechanical properties for stress
bearing areas. GIs and RMGIs are used selectively as

filling materials usually for small lesions, especially
where one or more margins are in dentin and in areas
of caries activity.

Resin-based composites were first developed in
the early 1960s and provided materials with higher
mechanical properties than acrylics and silicates,
lower thermal coefficient of expansiory lower dimen-
sional change on setting, and higher resistance to
wear, thereby improving clinical performance. Early
composites were chemically activated followed by
photoactivated composites initiated with ultravio-
let (UV) wavelengths. These were later replaced by
composites activated in the visible wavelengths.
Continued improvements in composite technology
have resulted in the modem materials with excellent
durability, wear resistance, and esthetics mimicking
the natural teeth. In particular, the incorporation of
nanotechnology in controlling the filler architecture
has made dramatic improvements in these materials.
Mor€over, the development of bonding agents for
bonding composites to tooth structure (see Chapter
13) has also improved the longevity and perfor-
mance of composite restorations.

A classification of preparation type and necom-
mended composite category is listed in Table 9.1.
Characteristics of these composite categories are
summarized in Table 9.2.

GIs were developed in the 1960s and are based
on an acid-base cement-forming reaction between
fluoroaluminosilicate (FAS) glass powder similar to
those used in silicate cements and aqueous solution
of polycarborylic acids. These were less prone to dis-
solution than silicates but the early materials suffered
from difficulty of manipulatiory technique sensitivity,
and poor esthetics. Advances in these materials have
continued and the modern materials have improved
properties. RMGIs were invented in the late 1980s to
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Class 4

Class 5

TABLE 9.1 Types of RCItorations and Recommended
Resin Composites

Type of
Restoration Recommended Resin Composite

Class 1 Multipurpose, nanocomposite,
bulk fi lled, microfi lled (posterior),a
compomer (posterior)a

Multipurpose, nanocomposite,
bulk fi lled, laboratory microfilled
(posterior),a compomer (posterior)a

Mu ltipurpose, nanocomposite,
microfilled, compomer

Multipurpose, nanocomposite

Multipuqpose, nanocomposite,
microfilled, resin-modified glass
ionomer, compomer

Bulk filled, nanocomposite

Flowable, resin-modified glass
ionomer, compomer

Elowable, resin-modified glass
ionomer, compomer

Laboratory (with fiber reinforcement)

Class 2

Class 3

Core

hovisional

Glass ionomers, resin-modified glass
ionomer

Class 6 (MOD)

Cervical lesions

Pediatric
restorations

Sunit bridge or
crown

Alloy
substructure

Core build-up

Temporary
restoration

High caries-risk
patients

Laboratory (bonded)

"Srciol nifilld ontpites anil antrytwrs arc awilable fv paterior trrr.
MOD, Mesial-occlusaldistal.

TABLE 9.2 Characteristics of Various Types of Resin Composites

pneserve the advantages of fluoride release and dini-
cal adhesion of the conventional GIs yet provide the
ease of light curing and good esthetics of resin-based
materials. The use of nanotechnology in RMGI has
resulted in entranced esthetics of these materials.

MULTIPURPOSE RESIN COMPOSITES

Composition
Aresin composite is composed of four maior compo-
nents: organic polymer matrix, inorganic filler par-
ticles, coupling agent and the initiator-accelerator
system. The organic polymer matrix in most co[lmer-
cial resin composites today is a cross-linked matrix
of dimethacrylate monomers. The most corrunon
monomers are aromatic dimethacrylates. The double
bonds at each end of these molecules undergo addi-
tion polymerization by free'radical initiation. While
these monomers can provide an optimum of optical,
mechanical, and clinical properties, they are rather
viscous and have to be blended with low-molecular-
weight diluent monomers so that a clinically workable
consistency may be obtained upon incolporation of
the fillers. More recently, low-shrink composites have
been introduced that contain, for example, monomers
with epoxy (also known as oxirane) functional groups
at the ends. The polymerization of these monomers is
initiated by cations. Other commercial resin compos-
ites utilize various monomers and filler technology to
reduce polymerization shrinkage or stress.

The dispersed inorganic filler particles may con-
sist of one or more inorganic materials such as finely
ground quartz or glass, sol-gel-derived ceramics,
microfine silica, or more recently, nanopartides. TWo-
dimensional diagrams of fine and mictofine particles
surrounded by polymer matrix are shown in Fig.9.1.

Tlpe of
Composite

Size of Filler Volume of Handling Characterietic€ and Propertiee

Particles (mm) Inorganic Filler (%) Advantagec Disadvantagec

Multipurpose

Nanocomposite

0.04,0.2-3.0

0.002-0.075

Microfilled 0.04 32-50

Bulk filled 0.U,0.2+0 59-80

High strength, high modulu-s

High polish, high strengtb
high modulus, polish
retention

Best polish, best ethetics

Deep cure, reduced step

Syringeable, lower modulus

Best anatomy and contacts,
lower wear

Higher shrinkage, lower
strength

Questionable marginal
adaptation

Higher wear

l,aboratory cost, special
eguipment, requires resin
cement

@-70

72-n

a-52

60-70

Flowable

I-aboratory

0.04,0.2-3.0

0.04 0.2-3.0



FIC. 9. I TWo-dimeruional diagrams of composites with
(A) fine and @) microfine particles. (From Pouers lM,Wataha
/C. Dental Materials: Foundations and Applicatioru. 77th ed.

St. Louis: Elseoiel 2017.)

The coupling agent, an organosilane (often
referred to as "silane"), is applied to the inorganic
particles by the manufacturer to surface treat
the fillers before being mixed with the unreacted

L37

monomer mixture. Silanes are called coupling
agents, because they form a bond between the inor-
ganic and organic phases of the composite. One end
of the molecule contains functional groups (such
as methoxy), which hydrolyze and react with the
inorganic fillet whereas the other end has a meth-
acrylate double bond that copolymerizes with the
monomers.

The role of the initiator-accelerator system is to
polymerize and crossJink the system into a hard-
ened mass. The polymerization reaction can be
triggered by light activation, self-curing (chemical
activation), and dual curing (chemical and light
curing).

Resin Matrix
METHACRYLATE MONOMERS
The vast majority of monomers used for the resin
matrix are dimethacrylate compounds. Two mono-
mers that have been commonly used are 2,2-bisl4(2-
hydroxy-3-methacryloxypropyloxy)-phenyll
propane [bisphenol A-glycidyl methacrylate (Bis-
GMA)I and urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA).
Both contain reactive carbon double bonds at each
end that can undergo addition polymerization initi-
ated by free-radical initiators. The use of aromatic
groups affords a good match of refractive index
with the radiopaque glasses and thus provides
better overall optical properties of the composites.
A few products use both Bis-GMA and UDMA
monomers.

9. RESTORAIIVE MATERIAIS: RESIN COMPOSITES AND POLYMERS

o

Structure of Bis-GMA

Structure of UDMA

The viscosity of the monomers, especially Bis-
GMA, is rather high and diluents must be added,
so a clinical consistency can be reached when the
resin mixture is compounded with the filler. Low-
molecular-weight compounds with difunctional car-
bon double bonds, for example, triethylene glycol
dimethacrylate (TEGDMA), or bisphenol A ethox-
ylate dimethacrylate (Bis-EMA6), are added by the
manufacturer to reduce and control the viscosity of
the compounded composite.

Structure of TEGDMA

B
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Structure of Bis-EMA6

o o

LOW-SHRINK METHACRYLATE MONOMERS
A variety of other methacrylate monomers have
been used in the newer commercial products intro-
duced since 2008 for controlling the volumetric
shrinkage and polymerization stress of compos-
ites. The general approach relies on increasing the

distance between the methacrylate groups resulting
in lower cross-link density or increasing the stiff-
ness of the monomers. Some examples include the
use of dimer acids, incorporation of cycloaliphatic
units, and photocleavable units to relieve stress
after polymerization.

o

Structure of a Monomer wilh Cycloaliphatic Units

o
Structure of Monomer with Photocleavable Units

o

The bonding agents widely used with these com-
posites are also prepared from similar organic mono-
mers so that they arecompatible with the composites.

LOW.SHRINK SILORANE MONOMER
A new monomer system called "silorane" has been
developed to reduce shrinkage and intemal stress
build-up resulting from polymerization. The name
silorane was coined from its chemical building
blocks siloxane and oxirane (also known as epoxy).
The siloxane functionality provides hydrophobicity

to the composite. The oxirane functionalities undergo
ring-opening cross-linking via cationic polymeriza-
tion. Special initiator systems are required for the
polymerization of the siloranes (described in the sec-
tion lnitiators and Accelerators). Care has to be taken
in choosing the filler system. If the filler surface has
any residual basicity (as with some glasses and sol-
gel-derived systems), the composite may become
unstable. Furthermore, specific adhesive system has
to be used for bonding these materials during clinical
placement.

Siloxane

Oxirane

Structure of Silorane

Silorane

..o-.^-o-.^,,\^z
/o\zo'\zt\



Eillers and Cbssification of Composltes
Fillers make up a major portion by volume or weight
of the composite. The function of the filler is to rein-
force the resin matrix, provide the appropriate degree
of translucency, and control the volume shrinkage of
the composite during polymerization. Fillers have
been traditionally obtained by grinding minerals such
as quartz, glasses, or solgel-derived ceramics. Most
glasses contain heavy-metal oxides such as barium or
zinc so that they provide radiopacity for visualizalisn
whm exposed to x-rays. It is advantageous to have a
distribution of filler diameters so that smaller par-
ticles fit in the spaces between larger particles and pro,
vide more efficimt packing. Recently, nanofillers have
been introduced into composites. These are described
in the section Nanofillers and Nanocomposites.

Ahelpful method of classifying dental composites
is by the particle size, shape and the particle'size dis-
tribution of the filler. This classification is presented
in the following section.

MACROFILLS
The early composites were macrofills. These com-
posites contained large spherical or irregular-shaped
particles of average filler diameter of 20 to 30 p.m. The
resultant composites were rather opaque and had
low resistance to wear.

HYBRJD AND MICROHYBRID COMPOSITES
In hybrid composites two types of fillers are blended
together: fine partides of averageparticle size 2 to4 pm
and 5olo to 15olo of microfine particles, usually silica, of
partide size 0.M to 0.2 pm. In microhybrid compos-
ites the fine particles of a lower average particle size
(0.04 to I pm) are blended with microfine silica. The
fine particles may be obtained by grinding glass (e.g.,

borosilicate glass,lithium or barium aluminum sili-
cate glasg strontiurn, or zinc glass), quartz, or ceramic
materials and have irregular shapes. The distribution
of filler particles provides efficient packing so that
high filler loading is possible while maintaining good
handling of the composite for clinical placement.
Microhybrid composites may contain ffioh to 70Y"

filler by volumg which, depending on the density of
the filler, translates intoV"/o to 841o by weight in the
composite. Most manufacturers report filler concen-
tration in weight percent (wtoh). A micrograph of a
typical, fine glass filler is shown in Fig. 9.2A Hybrids
and microhybrids have good clinical wear resistance
and mechanical properties and are suitable for shess-
bearing applications. However, they lose their surface
polish with time and become rough and dull.

NANOCOMPOSITES
Recently, the incoqporation of nanotechnology in
designing and manufacturing composites has greatly

139

Iil(;. (r.2 Scanning electron micrographs of typer of
fitler. (A) Fine inorganic filler; (B) mimfine silica filler; (C)
microfine silica in organic polymer filler.

improved their properties. Nanocomposites describe
this dass of composites. The nanofiller technology is
described in the next section.

N anofillar aad N anocotttpositee
The latest advancement in composite technol-
ogy has been the utilization of nanotechnology in
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development of fillers. Nanotechnology is the pro-
duction of functional materials and structures in the
range of 1 to 100 nm-the nanoscale-by various
physical and chemical methods. Nanotechnology
requires devices and systems to create strucfures
that have novel properties and functions because of
their small sizes. Thus it implies the ability to con-
trol and manipulate structures at the atomic and/
or molecular scale. Although true nanocomposites
should have all filler particles in the nanometer size,
the term nanotechnology has some hype associated
with it and it is sometimes misused in describing
a material. To date, oxide nanoparticles have been
the most prevalent types of nanomaterials used in
dental composites. At present, there are two dis-
tinct types of resin composites available that contain
nanoparticles:

1. Nanofills: These contain nanometer-sized
particles (1 to 100 nm) throughout the resin
matrix. Larger primary particles are not present.

2. Nanohybrids: These consist of large particles
(0.4 to 5 pm) with added nanometer-sized
particles. Thus they are hybrid materials, not true
nanofilled composites.

NANOFILL COMPOSITES

All filler particles of true nanofilled composites are
in the nanometer range. There are several purposes
for incorporating nanofillers in dental composites.
First, the size of nanomeric particles is below that
of visible Iight (400 to 800 nm), which provides the
opportunity of creating highly translucent materials.
In addition, the surface area-to-volume ratio of the
nanoparticles is quite large. The sizes of the smallest
nanoparticles approach those of polymer molecules
so they can form a molecular-scale interaction with
the host resin matrix.

Two types of nanoparticles have been synthe-
sized and utilized for preparing this class of com-
posite. The first type consists of nanomeric particles
that are essentially monodispersed nonaggregates
and nonagglomerated particles of silica or zirco-
nia. The surface of the nanoparticles is treated with
silane coupling agents that allow them to be bonded
to the resin matrix when the composite is cured
after placement. Nanomers are synthesized from
sols, creating particles of the same size. Because of
this, if nanomeric particles alone are used to make
highly filled composites, the rheological properties
are rather poor. To overcome this disadvantage, one
manufacturer has designed a second type of nano-
filler, which is called nanocluster. The nanoclusters
are made by lightly sintering nanomeric oxides to
form clusters of a controlled particle size distribu-
tion. Nanoclusters have been synthesized from sil-
ica sols alone as well as from mixed oxides of silica

FIG. 9.1 (A) Scanning electron micrograph image of a
nanocluster of silica in a commercial composite 3M ESPE

Filtek Supreme. (B) Image of a nanocluster of zirconia-
silica in Filtek Supreme Ulha. (A, Courtesy Dr. lorge Podigao,

Uniuersity of Minnesota. B, From Rodigues lr SA, Schnrer SS,

Ferracane lL, Della Bona A. Miuostructural cluracterization
and fracture behaaior of a miuohybrid and a nanofill composite.

Dent Mater. 2008;24(9) :1281--1288.)

and zirconia. The primary particle size of the nano-
mers used to prepare the clusters ranges from 5 to
75 nm.

It is important to remember that in a nanocluster,
the nanoparticles still maintain their individual form,
much as in a cluster of grapes. The clusters can be
made to have a wide size distribution ranging from
100 nm to submicron level and have an average size
of 0.6 ;rm. Fig. 9.3A shows a scanning electron micro-

Saph (SEM) image of a nanocluster of silica in the
composite in a commercial composite after the resin
matrix was removed by washing with acetone. In this
material, the surface of the nanoclusters is treated
with a silane coupling agent to provide compatibil-
ity and chemical bonding with the resin system. Fig.
9.38 shows the micrograph image of a nanocluster
composed of silica and zirconia. The differmces in
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I'lG. 9.4 (A) Transmission electron micrograph (TEM) image of composite with nanomeric particles (x60,fi)0 magnifica-
tion). (B) TEM image of composite with nanocluster particles (x300,000 maggrification). (C) TEM image of composite with
hybrid fillers (x3fi),000 magnification). (A, B, arul C From Mitra SB, Wu D, Holmes BN. An application of nanotechnology in
adoanced dental materials. I Am Dent Assoc.2403;134(10):1382-1i90.)

particle architecture of nanomers, nanoclusters, and
conventional microhybrid fillers are readily appar-
ent from transmission electron micrographs (TEMs)
of composites prepard from these fillers. Fig. 9.4A
shows the TEM image of a nanocomposite filled
with TFnm diameter nanopartides only; Fig. 9.4B
is that of a nanocomposite filled with a mixture of
nanoclusters alone; and Fig. 9.4C is of a conventional
microhybrid composite. To date, there is only one
true nanofilled dental composite available. ln this
manufacfured composite, a combination of nano-
meric particles and nanoclusters is used in optimum
combinations. Fig. 9.5A shows a schematic diagram
of this nanocomposite containing a blend of nanoclu-
ster and nanomeric fillers, whereas Fig. 9.58 shows a
TEM of the nanocomposite showing the presence of
the two types of nanofillers.

The uniqueness of the nanofilled composite is that
it has the mechanical strength of a microhybrid but at
the same time retains smoothness during service like
a microfill. The initial gloss of many restoratives is
quite good but in hybrid composites (microhybrids,
nanohybrids) plucking of the larger fillers causes loss
of gloss. By contrast, in the nanofilled composite, the
nanoclusters shear at a rate similar to the surround-
ing matrix during abrasion. This allows the restora-
tion to maintain a smoother surface for long-term
polish retention. Optical analysis of the polish reten-
tion can be done using atomic force microscopy after
extended toothbrush abrasion.

Nanofillers also offer advantages in optical prop-
erties. ln general, it is desirable to provide low visual
opacity in unpigmented dental composites. This
allows for the creation of a wide range of shades and

Nanocluster

I Nanomer

FIC. 9.5 (A) fthematic diagram of a nanofilled compos-
ite containing nanoclusters and nanomers. (B) Transmission
electr,on micrograph image of a nanocomposite with
nanocluster and nanomeric fillers in Filtek Supreme Plus.
(Courtesy 3M Company, St. Paul, MI,l.)
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Hybrid Microlill Nanocomposite

FIG. 9.6 Tianslucency of a hybrid composite, microfill
composite, and a nanocomposite. (From Mitra SB, tNu D,
Holmes BN. An application of nanotuhnology in adoanced dm-
tal nuterials. J Am Dent Asscr.2N3;734(70:1382-1390.)

opacities so the clinician can design a highly esthetic
restoration. In hybrid types of composites, the filler
particles are 0.4 to 3.0 pm in size. When particles and
resin are mismatched in the refractive index, which
measures the ability of the material to transmit light,
the particles will scatter light and produce opaque
materials. Nanomeric fillers particles are far smaller
than the wavelength of light, making them unmea-
surable by refractive index. When light enters, long
wavelength light passes directly through and mate'
rials show high translucmcy. As shown by Fig.9.6,
the discs made with hybrid and microfill fillers are
rather opaque. The nanofill composite sample made
predominantly with the nanomeric filler is quite
clear, as the background can be easily seen through
the composite. ln addition, when placed on a black
background, the nanomeric and nanocluster parti-
cles preferentially scatter blue light, giving the com-
posite an opalerent effect. This gives a more lifelike
appearance because natural enamel also exhibits the
same effect.

The ability to create a nanocomposite with very
low opacity provides the ability to formulate a

vast range of shade and opacity options from the
very translucent shades needed for the incisal edge
and for the final layer in multilayered restorations
to the more opaque shades desired in the enamel,
body, and dentin shades. This allows the clinician
the flexibility of choosing a single shade or a multi-
shade layering technique depending on the esthetic
needs. The wear resistance of this material after 3

and 5 years of clinical use was found to be similar
to human enamel.

NANOHYBRID COMPOSITE

Several manufacturers have placed nano-sieed
particles in their microhybrids. These composites
have been described as nanohybrids. Because the
smoothness and wear of any composite is often
determined by the size of its largest filler particles
as with microhybrids, the surface of nanohybrids
becomes gradually dull after a few years of clinical
service.

Interfaeial Phase and Cotpllng Agent;s

For a composite to have successful clinical perfor-
mance, a good bond must form between the inor-
ganic filler particles and the organic resin matrix
during setting. This is achieved through the use of
compounds called coupling agents, the most com-
mon of which are organic silicon compounds called
silane coupling agents. The surface of the filler is
treated with a coupling agent during the manufac-
ture of the composite. A typical silane coupling agent
is &methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane, the chem-
ical structure of which is shown below.

Structure of &Methacrylo4propyltdmetho:rysilane

In the low-shrink silorane composite, an ePoxy
functionalized coupling agent, 3-glycidoxypropyltri-
methoxysilane, is used to bond the filler to the oxi-
rane matrix.

Structure ol 3-Glycidoxypropyltrimethorysilane

During the filler heatrnent Process, the methory
groups hydrolyze to generate hydroxyl SrouPs
through an acid-or base-catalyzed reaction. These

hydroryl gloups then undeqgo condensation with
the hydroxyl groups on the surface of the filler and
become attached by covalent bonds (see the follow-
ing schematic sketch). Condensation is also possible
with the adiacent -OH groups of the hydrolyzed
silanes or with water absorbed on the surfuce of
the filler. This results in the formation of a very thin
monolayer or multilayer polymeric film on the sur-
face of the filler with unreacted double bonds. During
the curing of the composite, the double bonds of the

methacrylory groups of the treaH surface coreact

with the monomer resins. The coupling agent plays
a critical role in the composite. Its functions ane as

follows:

' It forms an interfacial bridge that strongly binds
the filler to the resin matrix.

. It enhances the mechanical properties of the
composite and minimizes the plucking of the
fillers from the matrix during clinical wear.
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. The resulting interfacial phase provides a
medium for stress distribution between adjacent
particles and the polymer matrix.

. It provides a hydrophobic environment
that minimizes water absorption of the
composite.
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others are sometimes used to accommodate special
esthetic considerations. Camphorquinone adds a

slight yellow tint to the uncured composite paste.
Although the color bleaches during cure, sometimes
clinicians find shade matching difficult with the
color shift.

9. RESTORATIVE MATERIALS: RESIN CON{POSITES AND POLYMERS

MatrixT t-r
R BRRBlt

nCH3O-S|-OCH3 --+ nHO-Si-OHtt
ocHs

Filler

Ilzitlatorc and Acceleratorc
The curing of composites is triggered by light or a
chemical reaction, with the former being more com-
mon. Light activation is accomplished with blue
light at a peak wavelength of about 465 nm, which is
absorbed usually by a photosensitizer, such ,rs ciun-
phorquinone, added to the monomer mixture during
the manufacturing process in amounts varying from
0.1Y" to1.0o/".

In methacrylate composites, free radicals are
generated upon activation. The reaction is acceler-
ated by the presence of an organic amine. Various
amines have been used, both aromatic and aliphatic.
Examples of two such amines are shown below. The
amine and the camphorquinone are stable in the pres-
ence of the oligomer at room temperature, as long as
the composite is not exposed to light. Although cam-
phorquinone is the most common photosensitizer,

Camphorquinone A typicalamine

Chemical activation is accomplished at room tem-
perature by an organic amine (catalyst paste) reacting
with an organic peroxide (universal paste) to produce
free radicals, which in turn attack the carbon double
bonds, causing polymerization. Once the two pastes
are mixed, the polymerization reaction proceeds
rapidly.

Some composites, such as core and provisional
products, are dual-cured. These formulations contain
initiators and accelerators that allow light activation
followed by self<uring or self-curing alone.

In the silorane composite, the initiator system
generates cations when irradiated with light. One
of the components is the camphorquinone pho-
tosensitizer enabling the composite to be cured
by a dental curing unit. Other components of the
initiation system are iodonium salts and electron
donors, which generate the reactive cationic spe-
cies that start the ring-opening polymerization
Process.

OH

A.

+

Pigmenls anil Otlpr Conryonerb
Lrorganic oxides are usually added in small amounts
to provide shades that match the majority of tooth
shades. The most common pigments a-re oxides of
iron. Numerous shades are supplied, ranging from
very light shades to yellow to gray. Various color
scales are used to characterize the shades of the com-
posites. A W absorber may be added to minimize
color changes caused by oxidation. Darker and more
opaque shades of composites cannot be cured to the
same depth as the lighter translucent shades.

+ Electron-Donor ------------+ Reactivecationicspecies

Fluorescent agents are sometimes added to
enhance the optical vitality of the composite and
mimic the appearance of natural teeth. These are
dyes or pigments that absorb light in the UV and vio
let region (usually 340 to 370 nm) of the electromag-
netic spectrum, and reemit light in the blue regron
(typically 420 to 470 nm). These additives are often
used to enhance the appearance of color causing a
perceived "whitening" effect, making materials look
less yellow by increasing the overall amount of blue
light reflected.

+
o
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free'radical addition polymerization of the corre-
sponding methacrylate monomers. The polymeriza-
tion reaction takes place in three stages: initiation,
propagation, and termination, and is shown in the
following scheme:

lnitiation Stage

light, heat
lnitiator+

or chemical reaction

Example:

Free radical R'

42

N

o
ltc-o'!-"-"-[-o

Benzoyl peroxide

+ HgC

Free radical (R')

o

.+

Amine

I

cozcH3

/cH' ught Free radical\cHg + 
R'

Camphorquinone

B' + CHr-

I

CO2CH3

R-cH2 
-c 

'
f"
c

I

r'

Free

radical

co2cH3

Monomer

Propagation Stage

R-CH2-C' + CH2:C 

-R

_cH2_ CHz

co2cH3

cHacHs

I T"
c'

I

CHs

I

c

I

co2cH3 co2cH3

Growing chain

Polymerization Reactions
P olymefization of Methactybte Composites
Methacrylate composites form the workhorse of
direct restorative materials. The polymer network
of these composites is formed by a process called

--""\o
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Termination Stage

f"'
R- CH2-C 

-CH2-C'
+ R.

L45

Combination reaction:

lnlco2cH3 co2cH3

Polyrner free radbal

Dis proportionation reaction:

cH"

t"
R- Cttr- 6' + cH2R

c02cH3

Transfer reaction:

cH2-c' + CH2:C

R-cHr-6-R
I n+t

c02cH3

RCH 

-C
+ l{Q 

-glrp
I

co2R
I

c02cH3

cH"

t"

co2R

The polymerized resin is higtly cross-linked
because of the presence of difunctional carbon double
bonds. The degree of polymerization varies, depend-
ing on whether it is in the bulk or in the air-inhibited
layer of the restoration. Polymerization of light-cured
composites varies by the distance of the light from
the restoration and the duration of light exposure.
The percentage of double bonds that react may vary
from 35% to 80%. The degree of polymerization is
higher for laboratory composites that are postcured
at elevated temperaturcs and Iight intersities.

During polymerization, molecules have to
approach their "neighbors" to form chemical bonds
with them. Reduction of volume, or shrinkage, is gen-
erally observed during polymerization because two
factors are reduced: the van der Waals volume and the
free volume. The van der Waals volume is the volume
of molecule itself derived from the atoms and bond
lengths. Reduction in the van der Waals volume takes
place during polymerization because of a change
in the bond lengths (conversion of double bonds to

r"r"'

r"
cH"

t"
c

I

cH"

t"

co2cH3

CHg

I

cHg

r'
I

co2R

RCH-C + CH'-C'
I

cozR co2R

The polymerization reaction of self-cued com-
posites is chemically initiated at room temperature
with a peroxide initiator and an amine accelerator.
Polymerization of light-cured composites is triggered
by visible blue light. The photoinitiators used are
described in the section Initiators and Accelerators.
Dual-cured products use a combination of chemical
and light activation to carry out the polymerization
reaction. At this stage an active free radical species,
designated as R' in the fonegoing scheme, is ffust
formed as the initiating species. This free radical
adds to a monomer species gmerating an active cen-
ter monomer radical.

The initiation stage is followed by the propagation
stage during which rapid addition of other monomers
molecules to the active center occurs to provide the
growing polymer chain. The propagation reaction con-
tinues to build molecular weight and cross'link density
until the growing free radical is teminaH. The ermi-
nation stage may take place in several ways as indi-
cated, where "n" r€pr€s€nts the number of mer unib.
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single bonds). The free volume of a molecular species,
whether a monomeror apolymer, is the volume occu-
pied by it due to its random rotational and thermal
movement. When monomers ale converted to poly-
mers, reduction of the free volume occurs because the
rotation of the polymer chain is more restricted than
in trnpolymerized monomer molecules. A schematic
illustration of the polymerization of methacrylate
resin resulting in shrinkage is shown nFig.9.7.

Manufacturers have taken several steps to mini-
mize the polymerization contraction in methacrylate
composites by adopting one or more of the following
methods:

HHH
o o a

^ ^v------z- v
Methacrylate-volu metric

shrinkage

t'li l. ,.; Schematic illustration of the polymerization
of methacrylate resin and resulting volumetric shrinkage.

--
t

. filling the monomer resins with prepolymerized
resins

. maximizing the amount of inorganic filler

. using high molecular mass methacrylate
monomers

In addition, incrcmental placement of methacry-
late composites in the tooth cavity, necessitated by
their limited depth of cur€, controls shrinkage stress

cationic Pholorniliaror -BlUeY'

so that clinical success of the modern-day methacry-
late composite is quite excellent.

P olymertzation of Silorane Comp osltcs
Polymerization of the silorane molecule takes place
through a cationic initiation process during which
the oxirane segments undergo ring opening to form
covalent single bonds with their neighbors. The
chemistry of the polymerization is shown below:

+

Proton Initlatlon

FJ

-+

Propagatlon Bond Forming
Contraction

+

Contractlon

The ring-opening chemistry of the siloranes starts
with the cleavage and opening of the oxirane ring.
This process gains space and counteracts some of
the reduction in volume when chemical bonds arc

+

---+

Expanslon

Expanelon Contrac,tlon....

H-

+

H+

+

Flng Openlng
Expanslon

+

+
+

+

established to form the polymer. A schematic diagram
to depict the polymerization is shown in Fig. 9.8.

The silorane composites generate lower volume
shrinkage and stress upon polymerization. It is still
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L47

c

Silorane-volumetric
shrinkage

I:l(;. !).ii Schematic illuetraHon of the polymeriza-
tion of silorane composite and resulting volumetric
shrinkage.

important to place these composites in increments
due to limited depth of cure. In addition, special
adhesives are needed.

Packaging of Composites

Composites as supplied from the manufacturer are
in their precured state and hence have to be pack-
aged with adequate protection against inadvertent
setting. The primary package is made from a plastic
material that allows the diffusion of oxygen (which
works as an inhibitor for methacrylate polymer-
ization) and also prevents moisture absorption in
humid environments.

Ltght-Cure il Com?ositcs
Because the setting of light-cured composite is
triggered by visible light, these materials have to
be protected from premature curing when sup-
plied from the manufacturer and stored in the
dental office. Hence they are packaged in opaque,
most often black, plastic syringes or unit-dose
capsules, sometimes referred to as compules. In
the latter case, a delivery gun for direct intraoral
placement is provided. An advantage of the cap-
sule delivery is the lower risk of cross-infection.
Composite packaging and delivery systems are
shown in Fig. 9.9. The composites are supplied in a
variety of shades and opacities. Some manufactur-
ers color code their capsule caps or syringe plung-
ers for ease of identification of the shades and/or
opacities.

Self-Cureil anil Dtal-Cureil Compoaltee
These materials are supplied in two syringes. Two
pastes are mixed to initiate the chemical cure. An
example of a two-paste core build-up composite
is shown in Fig. 9.10. It is advisable to store these
materials in a cool temperature to prolong their
shelflife.
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FIG.'l.q Single.paste, visible light-initiated composite
in syringe (A) and capsules (B). (Court ,y 3M Company, St.
Paul, MN.)

PROPERTIES OF COMPOSITES

To have good dinical service life, composites have to
meet certain performance criteria. Important physi-
cal, mechanical, and dinical properties are described
in this section. Selected properties of various types of
composites are listed in Table 9.3. Values of proper-
ties for polymer-based filling and restorative mate.
rials based on ISO 4049 (ANSI / ADA No. 27) are
summarized in Table 9.4.

Physical Properties
Working and 9elting Timce
For light-cured composites, curing is considered to
be "on demand." Polymerization is initiated when
the composite is first exposed to the curing light.
Stiffening takes place within seconds after light
exposure by a high-intensity curing light source.
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FIG. 9. 10 Dual-curing composite for cote build-ups.
(Courtay DMG Clremisch-Pharmazeutische Fabik GmbH,
Hamburg, Germany.)

Although the composite restoration appears hard
and fully cured after exposure to the curing light
source, the setting reaction continues for a period
of 24 hours. All of the available unsaturated carbon
double bonds of methacrylate-based composites
do not react; studies report that about 25% remain
unreacted in the bulk of the restoration. A thin layer
of air-inhibited, unpolymerized material remains
on the surface of the polymerized layer, which is
advantageous for subsequent incremental place-
ment during layering. It is useful to protect the sur-
face of the contoured restoration with a transparent
matrix, to minimize the amount of unpolymerized
resin in the final restoration. Although for some
composites the final physical properties may not
be reached until about 24 hours after the reaction
is initiated, enough of the mechanical strength is
attained immediately after curing, so the restoration
can be finished and polished with abrasives and is
functional.

For most composites that are initiated by visible
lighL brignt operatory lights can initiate cure prema-
turely if the composite is left unprotected on a mix-
ing pad. Within 60 to 90 seconds after exposure to
ambient light, the surface of the composite may lose
its capability to flow readily against the tooth, and
further work with the material becomes difficult. The
dispensed paste can be covered with an opaque or
orange cover to present prematue exposure to light.

The setting times for chemically activated com-
posites range from 3 to 5 minutes. These short set-
ting times have been accomplished by controlling the
concentration of initiator and accelerator.

P olynerization Shrinkage and Slress
As explained in the section Polymerization Reactions,
all composites undergo volumetric shrinkage upon
setting. Typical shrinkage values are listed in Table
9.3. Volumetric shrinkage results h the development
of contraction stresses as high as 13 MPa between
the composite and the tooth structure. These stresses
severely strain the interfacial bond between the com-
posite and the tooth,leading to a very small gap that
can allow marginal leakage of saliva and microor-
ganisms. Recurrent caries and marginal staining may
result. This stress can exceed the tensile strength of
enamel and result in stress cracking and enamel frac-
tures along the interfaces. Because the development
of shrinkage stress depends on the volumetric shrink-
age strain and the stiffness of the composite at the
time of shrinkage, low-shrinkage composites might
exhibit high stress if the composite has a high elastic
modulus. Adding the composite in 2-mm increments
and polymerizing each incremmt independently can
reduce the net effect of polymerization shrinkage.
Net shrinkage stress is less because a smaller volume
of composite is allowed to shrink before successive
additions. A recent paper has reviewed the clinical
and laboratory properties of several low+hrink/
low-stress composites. Most of these products are
universal composites but two products are described
as flowable composites. The shrinkage values are
dependent on the method used. Volumetric polym-
erization shrinkage for low-shrink universal com-
posites using pycnometer varies from 0.9% to 1.8%,
whereas that of low-shrink flowables is2.4"/"to2.5"/o.
When theACTA linometer was used, the values were
1.0% to 1..4% al..rd, 2.60/o to 2.9oh, repetively. The
polymerization stress was measuned from 1.2 to 1.6

MPa. ln comparison, traditional universal compos-
ites have been reported to have polymerization stress
of 0.8 to 2.4 MPa, whereas flowables were reported to
have stress values ranging from 1.3% to 3.2o/".

Tlwnal Propedies
The linear coefficient of thermal expansion (a) of
composites ranges from 25 to 38 x L0-4/"C for com-
posites with fine particles to 55 to tt * 19-o/"C for
composites with microfine particles. The a values for
composites are less than the mean of the constituents
added together; however, the values are higher than
those for dentin (8.3 x L0{/'C) and enamel (11.4 x
10-5l'C). The higher values for the microfilled com-
posites are related mostly to the greater amount
of polymer present. Certain glasses may be more
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TABLE 9.4 Requiremens for Polymer-Based Filling and
Restorative Materials Based on ISO 4049

Property Class 1 Class 2 Class 3

Working time (min,
seconds)

Setting time
(max, min)

DEPT.H OFCURE (MIN,MM)

Opaque shades

Other shades

Water sorption (max, 4t)
pglmm3)

Solubility (max, pglmm3) 7.5

40

7.5

FLEXURAL STREN GT'II (MPA)

Typ" 1 8tr
100b

Type2 5G

aGroup 1: cureil intraorally.
bGroup 2: cureil extraorally.

effective in reducing the effect of thermal change
than are others, and some resins have more than one
type of filler to compensate for differential rates.

Thermal shesses place an additional strain on the
bond to tooth structure, which adds to the detrimen-
tal effect of the polymerization shrinkage. Thermal
changes are also cyclic in nature, and although the
entire restoration may never reach thermal equi
librium during the application of either hot or cold
stimuli, the cyclic effect can lead to material fatigue
and early bond failure. If a gap forms, the differ-
ence between the thermal coefficient of expansion of
composites and teeth could permit pncolation of oral
fluids.

The thermal conductivity of composites with
fine particles [25 to 30 x 10{ cal/s/cm2 ("C/cm)]is
greater than that of composites with microfine par-
ticles [12 to 15 x 1.0'a cal/s/cm2 ("C/cm)] because
of the higher conductivity of the inorganic fill-
ers compared with the polymer matrix. However,
for highly transient temperatures, the composites
do not change temperature as fast as tooth struc-
ture and this difference does not present a clinical
problem.

Wats 9orpttott
The water sorption of composites with hybrid
particles (5 to 17 pglmm3) is lower than that of
composites with microfine particles (25 to 30 pg/
mm3) because of the lower volume fraction of
polymer in the composites with fine particles.
The quality and stability of the silane coupling

agent are important in minimizing the deteriora-
tion of the bond between the filler and polymer
and the amount of water sorption. Expansion
associated with the uptake of water from oral
fluids could relieve some polymerization stress,
but water sorption is a slow process when com-
pared to polymerization shrinkage and stress
development. In the measurement of hygroscopic
expansion starting 15 minutes after the initial
polymerization, most resins required 7 days to
reach equilibrium and about 4 days to show the
majority of expansion. Because composites with
fine particles have lower values of water sorp-
tion than composites with microfine particles,
they exhibit less expansion when exposed to
water.

Sohrbility
The water solubility of composites varies from 0.25
to 2.5 mglmm3. Inadeguate light intensity and dura-
tion can result in insufficient polymerization, particu-
larly at greater depths from the surface. Irndequately
polymerized composites have greater water sorption
and solubility, possibly manifested clinically with
early color instability.

During the storage of microhybrid compos-
ites in water, the leaching of inorganic ions can be
detected; such ions are associated with a break-
down in interfacial bonding. Silicon leaches in the
greatest quantity (15 to 17 pB/mL) during the first
30 days of storage in water and decreases with time
of exposure. Microfilled composites leach silicon
more slowly and show a 100% increase in amount
during the second 30-day period (1,4.2 pg/mL).
Boron, barium, and strontium, which are present
in glass fillers, are leached to various degrees (5 to
1,9 pg/mL) from the various resin-filler systems.
Breakdown and leakage can be a contributing fac-
tor to the reduced resistance to wear and abrasion
of composites.

Color and Color Stobility
The color and blending of shades for the clinical
match of esthetic restorations are important. The
characteristics of color are discussed in Chapter 4,
and these principles can be applied specifically to
composites for determining appropriate shades for
clinical use. Universal shades vary in color among
currently marketed products. Modern-day compos-
ites are often supplied by the manufacturer in multi-
ple opacities. This allows for better esthetic outcome
using multiple shades of different opacities to con-
struct the restoration.

Change of color and loss of shade match with
surrounding tooth structure are reasons for replac-
ing restorations. Stress cracks within the polymer
matrix and partial debonding of the filler to the
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resin as a result of hydrolysis tend to increase opac-
ity and alter appearance. Discoloration can also
occur by oxidation and result from water exchange
within the polymer matrix and its interaction with
unreacted polymer sites and unused initiator or
accelerator.

Color stability of current composites has been
studied by artificial aging in a weathering chamber
(exposure to IIV light and elevated temperatues of
70'C) and by immersion in various stains (coffee/
tea, cranberry/grape juice, red wine, and sesame
oil). As shown in Table 9.3, composites are resistant
to color changes caused by oxidation but are suscep-
tible to staining.

Mechanical Properties

Although composites take advantage of selected
properties of each constituent material, the physical
and mechanical properties of the composites are dif-
ferent from those of the separate phases.

Factors that affect the properties of compos-
ites include (1) the state of matter of the second
(dispersed) phase; (2) the geometry of the second
phase; (3) the orientation of the second phase; (4)
the composition of the dispersed and continuous
phases; (5) the ratio of the phases; and (5) bond-
ing of the phases. Examples of properties that can
be changed (improved if the composites are judi-
ciously developed) are (1) modulus, (2) strength,
(3) fracture toughness, (4) wear resistance, (5)
thermal expansion, and (5) chemical and corrosion
resistance.

Sbength andMoihhts
Values of compressive, tensile (tested by the diam-
etral method), and flexural strengths and modu-
lus for dental composites are Iisted in Table 9.3.
Compressive strength is of importance because of the
chewing forces. The flexural and compressive mod-
uli of microfilled and flowable composites are about
.50% lower than values for multipurpose hybrids
and packable composites, which reflects the lower
volume percent filler present in the microfilled and
flowable composites (see Table 9.2). For comparison,
the modulus of elasticity in compression is about
62GPa for amalgam, 19 GPa for dentin, and 83 GPa
for enamel.

Knoop Hardness
Knoop hardness for composites (22 to 80 kglmm2) is
lower thanenamel (343 kg/mm2) or dental amalgam
(110 kglmm2). The Knoop hardness of composites
with fine particles is somewhat greater than values
for composites with microfine particles because of
the hardness and volume fraction of the filler par-
ticles. These values indicate a moderate resistance

151

l:lc. 9. I I Transverse eection of composite bonded to
dentin showing composite (C), adhesive layer (A), hybrid
layer (H), and resin tags (T).

to indentation under functional stresses for more
highly filled composites, but this difference does not
appear to be a major factor in resisting functional
wear.

A microhardness measurement such as Knoop can
be misleading on composites with large filler particles
(>10 run in diameter), in which the small indentation
could be made solely on the oqganic or the inorganic
phase. However, with most currmt products, filler
partide siz,es are much smaller (<1 pn) and the micp'
hardness values appear more reliable.

Botrd Sttength to Dental Suhsbates
Bonding of composites to tooth structure and other
dental substrates is discussed in detail in Chapter 13.

A brief overview of bonding dental composites to
various substrates is presented here.

ENAMET AND DENTIN
The bond strength of composites to etched enamel
and primed dentin is typically between 20 and 30
MPa. Bonding is principally a result of microme-
chanical retention of the bonding agent into the
etched surfaces of enamel and primed dentin. In
dentin, a hybrid layer of bonding resin and collagen
is often formed, and the bonding adhesive penetrates
the dentinal tubules (Fig. 9.11).

OTHER SUBSTRATES

Composite can be bonded to existing composite res-
torations, ceramics, and alloys when the substrate is
roughened and appropriately primed (see Chapter
13). In general, the surface to be bonded is sand-
blasted (microetched) with 50-prn alumina and then
treated with a resin-silane primer for composite, a

silane primer for silica-based ceramics, an acidic
phosphate monomer for zirconia, or a special alloy
primer. Bond strengths to treated surfaces are typi-
cally greater than 20 MPa.

9. RESTORATIVE MATERIALS: RESIN COMPOSITES AND POLYMERS
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Maintenance of color
(18 months)

Marginal d iscoloration
(18 months)

Marginal integrity
(18 months)

Caries: recurrent or
marginal (18 months)

Maintenance of
interproximal
contact (18 months)

Postoperative
sensitivity

Failure (18 months)

Wear between 5 and
18 months

No more than 10olo

No more than 10%

No more than 5%

No more than 5%

95% showing no observable
broadening of contacts

Thorough history of adverse
sensitivity to hot, cold, and
biting stimuli

No more than 5%

No more than5O pm

IABLE 9.5 Clinical Requirements for Resin C-omposites
Accepted for Unrestricted Use, Including
Cuspal Replacement, in Posterior Teeth

Property Criteria

Another important consideration is the particu-
lar shade and opacity of the composite used. Many
shades are intentionally opacified and have more
pigments to mask discolored tooth after removal of
carious tissue. These materials have higher concen-
tration of opacifying agents and pigments that scat-
ter more light and hence have lower depth of cure. In
such cases longer exposure times and smaller incre-
ments are essential for clinical success.

Light intensity at the surface is a critical factor in
completeness of cure at the surface and within the
material. The tip of the light source should be held
within 1 mm of the surface to provide optimum
exposure. More opaque shades reduce light trans-
mission and cure only to minimal depths (1 mm).
A standard exposure time using most dental curing
lights is 20 seconds. [rn general, this is sufficient to
cure a light shade of resin to a depth of 2 or 2.5 mm,
assuming that the light guide is immediately adja-
cent to the restoration surface. The anatomy of the
tooth often precludes the positioning of the light
guide close to the restoration surface. A 4O-second
exposure improves the degree of cure at all depths,
and is required to obtain sufficient cure with the
darker shades. Because the lightbeam is partially col-
limated and does not spread sufficiently beyond the
diameter of the tip at the emitting surface, it is nec-
essary to "step" the light across the surface of large
restorations, so the entire surface receives a complete
exposure. Larger tips have been manufactured for
placement on most light-curing units. However, as
the light beam is distributed over a larger surface
area, the intensity at a given point is reduced. A lon-
ger exposure time of up to 60 seconds should be used
when larger emitting tips are used.

Rndiopactty
It is rather difficult to locate enamel-composite
margins radiographically because of the relatively
low radiopacity of composites. Modern com-
posites include glasses having atoms with high
atomic numbers, such as barium, strontium, and
zirconium. Some fillers, such as quartz, Iithium-
aluminum glasses, and silica, are not radiopaque
and must be blended with other fillers to produce
a radiopaque composite. Even at the highest vol-
ume fraction of filler, the amount of radiopacity
is noticeably less than that exhibited by a metallic
restorative like amalgam. Some microhybrid com-
posites achieve some radiopacity by incorporating
finely divided heavy-metal glass particles. Others
use ceramic particles containing heavy metal
oxides. In the nanofilled composite, radiopacity is
achieved by using nanomeric zirconia (5 to 7 nm)
or by incorporating the zirconia in the nanoclus-
ters along with silica.

Propseil Amaican Drntal Assciation guidelincsfor rain-fuxd ampu-
ites lor postnior reslorations.

Clinical Properties

Clinical requirements for composites accepted for unre-
stricted use, including cuspal replacement in posterior
teeth, as defined by American Dental Association
(Proposed) Guidelines for Resin-based Composites
for Posterior Restorations, are listed in Table 9.5.

Depth of Cue (Light-Cueil Compositcs)
Light intensity decreases as the light source is moved
away from the surface of an object. Furthermore, as
the light travels through a scattering medium like a
composite with filler particles, the light intensity is
reduced. The depth of light penetration into a com-
posite restoration depends on the wavelength of
light, its irradiance, and the scattering that takes place
within the restoration. A number of factors influence
the degree of polymerization at givendepths from the
surface after light curing. The concentration of pho-
toinitiator or light absorber in the composite must be
such that it will react at the proper wavelength and
be present in sufficient concentration. Both filler con-
tent and particle size are critical to dispersion of the
light beam. For this reason, microfilled composites
with smaller and more numerous particles scatter
more light than microhybrid composites with larger
and fewer glass particles. Longer exposurle times are
needed to obtain adequate polymerization of micro-
filled composites.
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Wear Rates
Under clinical conditions, a composite restoration
comes in contact with other surfaces such as the
opposing tooth, food particles, and oral fluids, which
can result in surface wear and degradation. The extent
of wear is a complex phenomenon and depends on
several intrinsic and extrinsic factors that are elabo-
rated in Chapters 4 and 5. Many in vitro wear stud-
ies have been reported but because there are many
different methodologies used, standardization and
direct comparison of these results with actual clinical
performance are not available. It is advisable to look
at controlled clinical studies when choosing a com-
posite, particularly for posterior restorations.

Clinical studies have shown that composites are
ideal for anterior restorations in which esthetics is
essential and ocdusal forces are low. Wear rates are
a larger concern in the posterior segments where
occlusal forces and lateral excursive contacts are
higher than in the anterior segtrrent. Although ear-
lier generations of composites exhibited attrition
and abrasion wear, newer formulations minimize
the problem. Marginal degradation is still evident
and is attributed to improper preparation design,
inadequate adhesion, polymerization contraction of
the composite, and marginal microcracks. Marginal
degradation and stain are sometimes interpreted as
recurrent caries, although this is not always the case.
Currently accepted composites for posterior applica-
tions reguire clinical studies that demonstrate, over
an l8-month period, a loss of surface contour less
than 50 Fm. Several clinical studies have been pub-
lished showing that the newest generation of filled
composite (nanocomposite) has excellent wear resis-
tance. The nanofilled composite has been shown
to exhibit wear resistance similar to that of natural
human enamel in a &year and S-year clinical study.

Biocompallbility
Details about the biocompatibility of composites
are discussed in Chapter 5, but some of the central
issues are discussed here. Nearly all of the maior
components of composites (Bis4MA, TEGDMA,
and UDMA, among others) are cytotoxic in vitro if
tested as the bulk monomer, but the biological liabil-
ity of a cured composite depends on the extent of
release of these components from the composite.
Although composites may release some low levels
of components for weeks after curing, there is con-
siderable controversy about the biological effects of
these components. The amount of release depends
on the type of composite and the method and effi-
ciency of the cure of the composite. A dentin barrier
markedly reduces the ability of components to reach
pulpal tissues, but these components can traverse
dentin barriers, albeit at reduced concentrations.

The effects of low-dose, long-term exposures of
cells to resin components are not generally known.
By contrast, the use of composite materials as direct
pulp-capping agents poses a higher risk for adverse
biological responses, because no dentin barrier
exists to limit exposure of the pulp to the released
components.

The effects of released components from com-
posites on oral or other tissues are not known with
certainty, although no studies have documented any
adverse biological effects. The ISO standard for test-
ing of toxicity of dental materials requires the testing
of composites after immersion in various aqueous
and organic elution media followed by the testing of
the eluants for adverse biological response. The tis-
sue at highest risk from this type of release would
appear to be the mucosa in close, long-term contact
with composites. Components of composites are
known allergens, and there has been some docu-
mentation of contact allergy to composites. Most of
these reactions occur with dentists or dental person-
nel who regularly handle uncured composite and,
therefore, have the greatest exposure. There are no
good studies documenting the frequency of allergy
to composites in the general population.

Finally, there has been some controlersy about
the ability of components of composites to act as

xenoestrogens. Studies have proved that bisphenol A
is estrogenic in in vitro tests that measure this effect
using breast cancer cell growth. Trace levels of these
components have been identified in some commer-
cial uncured composites; however, estrogenicity from
cured commercial composites has not been demon-
strated. Furthermore, there is considerable contro-
versy about the accuracy and utility of in vitro tests
using breast cancer cells to measure a true estrogenic
effect. An early study in this area, which claimed that
dental sealants and composites were eshogenic in
children, has since been discredited.

Manipulation of composites can be found on the
book's website at hW: / / evolve.elsevier.com /sakag
uchi/restorative.

COMPOSITES FOR SPECIAL
APPLICAIIONS

Microfilled Composites

These composites are recommended for low stress
bearing class 3 and class 5 restorations, in which a
high polish and esthetics are most important. One
product has been used successfully in posterior
restorations. They are composed of light-activated,
dimethacrylate resins with 0.04-pm colloidal sil-
ica fillers and prepolymerized resins, which are
sometimes filled with colloidal silica. The total
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FIG. 9.12 A bulk fill composite. (Filt*, Courtesy 3M
Company, St. Paul, MN.)

inorganic filler loading is 32% to 50% by volume
(see Table 9.2).

Typical properties of microfilled composites are
listed in Table 9.3. Because they are less highly filled,
microfilled composites exhibit more water sorption
and thermal expansion than microhybrid compos-
ites or nanocomposites. Depending on the amount
of prepolymerized resin, the shrinkage can be more
than microhybrids or nanocomposites.

Bulk Fill Composites

Bulk fill composites (Fig. 9.12) have been developed
to enable the restoration to be built up in thick layers
of up to 4 mm and are recorunended by manufacfur-
ers to simplify clinical technique and save time com-
pared to traditional incremental placement. Although
the idea of bulk fill is not new and several materials
have been available over the years, nscently there
has been a surge of interest in these materials. A host
of new products including both flowable and high-
viscosity pastes have become available from various
manufacturers. The newer materials have increased
translucency thus allowing for greater light transmis-
sion and consequently increased depth of cure. One
product incorporates a new germanium initiator to
enable greater cure depths. Because of the hanslu-
cency limitation, these materials are available only in
a limited range of shades. These composites are rec-
ommended for use primarily in classes 1 and 2 cavity
preparations although their use is not contraindicated
for other classes as long as there is adequate shade
match with the surrounding tooth (see Table 9.1).

A number of approaches have been taken to con-
trol polymerization shrinkage stress as well as pro-
vide good marginal adaptation to the axial walls and
floor of the cavity due to bulk filling. In one approach,
a rheology modifier that responds to sonic energy
has been incorporated into the composite paste. This
allows for a decrease in viscosity of the initially thick
paste to provide good adaptation to the cavity sur-
faces. [n other approaches materials have been for-
mulated to include special components to modulate
the polymerization reaction and thus relieve shrink-
age stress. These include the incorporation of special
stress-relieving monomer, the addition of addition-
fragmentation monomer, and the addition of special
fillers with low elastic modulus to absorb stresses
during polymerization.

The flowable bulk fill composites appear to have
better curing efficiency than the high-viscosity ones.
Typical physical properties are listed in liable 9.3. In
gmeral, mechanical and physical properties cured in
larger depths appear to be within normal range of
incrementally placed traditional composites. In addi-
tion, important properties include greater depth of
cure compared to traditional composites. ln several
cases the measured volumetric shrinkage may be
similar to traditional composites but the shrinkage
stress is lower. There is a paucity of clinical perfor-
mance data on the recent bulk fill composites and
most reported evaluations are from in vitro studies.
The quality of marginal adaptation seems tobe com-
parable to incrementally placed composites although
a few studies have shown equivocal results for the
bulk fill materials. Once the results of long-term
clinical studies become available, the ultimate clini-
cal effectiveness of these newer bulk fill composite
materials will become apparent.

Syringeable Composites

These light-activated, low-viscosity composites are
recommended for cervical lesions, restorations in
deciduous teeth, and other small, low- or nonstress-
bearing restorations (see Table 9.1). In much of the
older dental literature these are also referred to as

flowable composites. Typically, they are delivered
through a needle tip attached to the head of the
syringe. In some instances, they are also used as

pit and fissure sealants. These composites contain
dimethacrylate resin and inorganic fillers with a par-
ticle size of 0.4 to 3.0 run and filler loading of 42%
to 13olo by volume (see Table 9.2). These low-viscosity
composite materials lvpically show shear thin-
ning (pseudoplasticity). When expressed through a
syringe tip there is a reversible structural breakdown
due to disruption of the hydrogen bonds between the
polymer and filler. After the material has been placed

@
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the hydrogen bonds reform very quickly so that the
material does not slump.

The newest generation of syringeable compos-
ites contains nanofiller particles at a volume load-
ing somewhat lower than universal or multipurpose
composites. Recently, self-adhesive syringeable com-
posites (commonly referred to as self-adhesive flow-
ables) have become available. Dual-cured syringeable
composites in conjunction with bonding agents have
been used in the treatnent of intemal resorption. This
technique seals the dentinal tubules and strengthens
the remaining tooth structure.

Tlpical properties of these composites are listed
in Table 9.3. Flowable composites have a low modu-
lus of elasticity, which may make them useful in cer-
vical abfraction areas. Because of their lower filler
content, they exhibit higher polymerization shrink-
age and lower wear resistance than universal com-
posites. The viscosity of these composites allows
them to be dispensed by a syringe with a needle tip
for easy handling. Gentle heating of higher-viscosity
composites can improve their flow and enable them
to be placed as flowable composites.

Laboratory Composites

Laboratory composites are used to fabricate den-
tal prosthetic devices extraorally and then affixed
to the tooth preparation with the aid of adhesives.
Although the newest generations of direct compos-
ites have excellent properties, their use can still be
a challenge for large cavities with high C-factors
due to concems of polymerization stress leading
to microleakage, postoperative sensitivity, poor
interproximal margins, and recurrent caries. In
such cases a prefabricated and indirectly placed
laboratory composite is clinically preferred. The
basic composition of the laboratory composites is
similar to the new generation of direct composites
prior to the polymerization step. Crowns, inlays,
and veneers bonded to metal copings can be pre-
pared with composites processed in the laboratory
(see Table 9.1), using various combinations of light,
heat, pressure, and vacuum to increase the degree
of polymerization, density, mechanical properties,
and wear resistance.

Typical properties of laboratory composites are
listed in Table 9.3. Although their ultimate mechani-
cal properties are not as high as ceramic restorations,
due to their lower modulus and stress absorption
capacity these polymeric composites are often the
materials of choice for certain clinical situations
where a considerable amount of masticatory force is
transmitted to the restoration (e.g., coronal restora-
tion on a dental implant). For increased strength and
rigidity,laboratory composites can be combined with
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FIG. 9. ll A reconatnrcted compoeite resin core pre-
pared for a cast metal crown. (Courtesy Dr. Charles Mark
Malloy, Portlarul, OR.)

fiber reinforcement. Restorations are usually bonded
with resin cements.

Core Build-Up Composites

lf sufficient tooth structure remains to retain and
support a full-coverage restoration, but extensive
regions of dentin have been lost to diseasq the core
of the tooth can be restored before final preparation
and impression. Composites are commonly used in
this application. Core composites are available as self-
cured, light-cured, and dual-cured products. Core
composites are usually tinted (blue, white. or opaque)
to provide a contrasting color with the tooth struc-
ture. Some products release fluoride. An example of a
composite core build-up is shown in Fig. 9.13. Typical
properties of core composites are listed in Table 9.3.

Composite cores have the following advantages
as compared with amalgam: they can be bonded
to dentin, can be finished immediately, are easy to
contour, and can have a more natural color under
ceramic restorations. Composite cores are bonded to
remaining enamel and dentin using bonding agents.
Abonding agent recommended by the manufacturer
of the core material should be used because some
self-cured composite core materials are incompatible
with some light-cured bonding agents. Retention of
the final restoration should not rely on the composite
structure alone because adhesion of the composite
core to remaining dentin alone is insufficient to resist
rotation and dislodgement of the crown.

Provisional Composites

Provisional restorations maintain the position of
the prepared tooth, seal and insulate the prepa-
ration and protect the margins, establish proper
vertical dimension, aid in diagnosis and treatment
planning, and help to evaluate candidates for

9. RESTORATM MATERIAIS: RESIN COMPOSITES AND POLYMERS
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esthetic replacements. Provisional inlays, crowns,
and fixed partial dentures are usually fabricated
from acrylic resins or composites. Provisional res-
torations fabricated from composites are generally
harder, stiffer, and more color stable than those
made from acrylics.

GLASS IONOMERS

GIs are water-based, self-adhesive restorative mate-
rials in which the filler is a reactive glass called FAS
glass and the matrix is polymer or copolymer of car-
boxylic acids. The setting reaction of these materials
involves an acid-base reaction. They are used as filI-
ing materials in clinical situations where isolation is
a problem and fluoride release is desirable for the
patient. There are two main types of GIs:

. Conventional GI

. RMGI

Components and Setting Reaction of
Conventional Glass Ionomer
GIs, invented in the 7970s, combine the technologies
and chemistry of silicate and zinc polycarboxylate
materials to incorporate the desirable characteristics
of both. Thus they contain finely ground FAS glass
filler that is ion leachable but avoids the suscepti-
bility to dissolution (a disadvantage in silicates) by
substituting phosphoric acid with the polymeric
carboxylic acids of zinc polycarboxylate materials.
The materials are supplied as two-part powder-
liquid systems that require mixing. The original
systems have undergone several modifications but
all conventional GIs have the following essential
components:

. Polycarboxylic acid

' FAS glass
. Water
. Thrtaric acid

The polymeric matrix of most GIs is a copolymer
of acrylic acid and itaconic acid or maleic acid. In

most cases this is formulated as a concenhated aque-
ous liquid. Tartaric acid is added to control the work-
ing and setting characteristics of the material. The
powder consists of an acid-reactive comminuted FAS
glass and has ions such as calcium, strontium, and
lanthanum. When heavy-metal ions are used the set
material is radiopaque to x-rays. When the powder
and liquid are mixed, an acid-base setting reaction
begins between the FAS glass and the polycarboxylic
acid. An initial set is achieved within 3 to 4 minutes
of mixing but the ionic reaction continues for at least
24 hours or more so that mafuration is achieved
much later. Maturation time has been improved in
newer formulations to allow finishing after 15 min-
utes of placement of the mix. The actual process of
ion extraction and complex formation is quite elabo-
rate; however, the essential steps are described in the
scheme shown.

All carboxylic acids have a common organic
functional group denoted by C@H. In presence
of water the COOH group undergoes partial ion-
ization to yield a carboxylate anion COO- and a
hydrated proton, H*3O (see below, reaction 1). The
hydrated proton attacks the surface of the glass par-
ticles releasing calcium and aluminum ions. The
carboxylate ions from the polymer react with these
metallic ions to form a salt bridge, resulting in gela-
tion and setting. During the initial setting, calcium
ions are more rapidly bound to the polyacrylate
chains; binding to the aluminum ions occurs at a
later stage. The strength of the cement builds with
time. Silicic acid is initially formed when the glass
breaks down, but rapidly polymerizes to form silica
hydrogel (see below, reaction 4). A very important
by-product of the setting reaction is the release
of fluoride ions from the glass matrix. This fluo-
ride release process is sustained and occurs over a

long period. It is important to understand that this
fluoride ion release is a result of the setting reac-
tion and the ion-exchange process in the cement.
In this process the fluoride from the glass is being
replaced by carboxylates and water. Hence if prop-
erly formulated, there is little chance of the cement
losing its strength with time. Considerable research
has shown no loss of strength of the cement during
years of storage in water.
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Water plays several important roles in the over-
all setting. Fhst, it provides for the ion transport
needed for the acid-base setting reaction and fluoride
release. Second, a portion of the water is also chemi-
cally bound in the set complex and provides stability
to the restorative material. Water also provides plas-
ticity during the manipulative stages.

The set cemmt is constituted by a hydrogel of cal-
cium, aluminum, and fluoroaluminum polyacryIates
involving the unreacted glass particles sheathed by
a weakly bonded siliceous hydrogel layer. About
20% to 30/o of the glass is dissolved in the reaction.
Smaller glass particles may be entirely dissolved
and replaced by siliceous hydrogel particles contain-
ing fluorite crystallites. The stability of the matrix is
given by an association of chain entanglement, weak
ionic cross-linking, and hydrogen bonding.

Significant advances have been made in formula-
tion of conventional GIs in recent years to improve

where M*n denotes metal ion

SI(OH)1 

-r-+ 
Silica hYdrogel

Setting Mechanism ol Conventional Glass lonomers

(4)

their manipulation and mechanical properties. Fast
hardening has been achieved by altering the partide
sizc and particle size distribution of the glass pow-
der. One manufacturer coats the powder particles
with a polymeric material for easy mixing.

Cermets

The early conventional GIs were not very strong
mechanically, so the glasses were fusd with metals
such as gold, silver, titanium, and silver to improve
their strength. These materials are called cermets.
The commercial systems are made from silver fused
to the glass. Although the wear resistance is better
than the conventional materials, the flexural strength
and abrasion resistance are not significantly better
while the fluoride release is diminished. Because of
the presence of metallic phase, the cermet cements
are gray in color.
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Components and Setting Reactions of
Resin-Modified Glass Ionomers
To create a longer working time yet quick setting time
so that immediate finishing can take place, the con-
cept of RMGI was introduced in the late 1980s. The
essential components are similar to those in conven-
tional GIs in which an aqueous polycarboxylic acid
undergoes an acid-base setting reaction with FAS
glass. To this methacrylate components are added
in limited amounts so a photoinitiated and/or redox
curing reaction of the double bonds can also occur.
Although commercial materials vary widely in com-
positiory the essential components of true RMGIs are:

. Polycarborylic acid polymer: one manufacturer
uses a polycarboxylic acid in which some
pmdant methacrylate groups are provided

. FAS glass

. Water

. Hydrophilic methacrylate monomer

. Free radical initiators

The RMGIs contain some methacrylate com-
ponents common in resin composites. There are
two ways in which methacrylate components can
be introduced. In the first type the polycarboxylic
acid polymer chain is modified to contain a pen-
dant methacrylate group. A common way of doing
this is to react some of the carboxylic acid groups of
the polycarboxylic acid with isocyanatoethyl meth-
acrylate to provide pendant methacrylate groups
connected through the hydrolytically stable amide
linkages. The first commercial GI was introduced
using this type of chemistry.

HOOC

n

Polymeric Component ol Some Popular Commercial
Resin-Modif ied Glass lonomers

In addition to the methacrylate.modified carbox-
ylic acid, the liquid portion contains a water-miscible
methacrylate monomer; for example, hydroxy ethyl
methacrylate or glycerol dimethacrylate. In another
type of RMGI system, the polymer is unmodified
polycarboxylic acid. In this case the liquid is formu-
lated with a mixture of hydrophilic methacrylate
monomers and water. Generally, the water content
of these rnaterials is lower and the monomer content
higher than for the first type.As a result, the coeffi-
cient of thermal expansion of these GIs is high. Free
radical initiators are added to trigger the curing of
the methacrylate groups. Visible light initiators andl
or self-cure redox initiators are employed to effect
this curing and covalent cross-linking reaction.

The FAS glass of the RMGI systems is similar in
composition to the glasses described for conventional

GIs, although some variations are made in order to
match the refractive index of the glass with that of
the matrix. It is also common to treat the surface of
the glass with an organic modifier.

Two distinct types of curing reactions take place
in a true light-cure GI: the traditional acid-base GI
cure and the free.radical methacrylate polymeriza-
tion. In the laboratory the former can be followed
by infrared spectroscopy through the appearance of
carboxylate ion peaks. This is shown in the following
reaction scheme. The methacrylate reaction, being a
chain polymerization, proceeds at a rate that is sev-
eral orders of magnitude higher than the acid-base
reaction. ln practice, the extent to which each of these
two reactions occurs is very dependent on a partic-
ular system. If the system is low in water and high
in the methacrylate components, the ionization of



the polycarboxylic acid will be severely suppressed
resulting in little acid-base reaction. The extent of
acid-base reaction is easily detected by chemical

r59

techniques such as Fourier transform infrared spec-
troscopy and electron spectroscopy for chemical
analyses (ESCAs).
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Thi.Cure Glass Ionomer System

These are RMGIs with an additional curing mode.
If only photoinitiators are used for cross-linking
of the methacrylate groups, the RMGI has to be

Setting Reaction of Resin-Modified Glass lonomer (Light-Cure Type)
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cured in layers because penetration of visible light
can occur only to a limited depth. This is not a

disadvantage in applications where thin layers of
materials are to be placed; for example, for lining
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or basing. However, for restorative and core build-
up application, the need for incremental filling is
a drawback. This problem has been overcome in
the so-called tri-cure G[ system. Here, in addition
to the photoinitiators, self-cure redox imitators are
added so that the methacrylate polymerization can

proceed in the absence of light. The three curing
reactions are as follows:

1. Acid-base G[ reaction
2. Ught-activated polymerization
3. Chemically activated polymerization

co2H

C02H
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COzH
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Setting Reactions in Tri-Cure Glass lonomer System

Reactions 2 and 3 are chemically similar but dif-
fer in the mode of inifiation. Reactions 1 and 3 take
place spontaneously when the powder and liquid
are mixed. Reaction 2 occurs only when initiated by
light. The inhoduction of tri-cure technology has
allowed RMGIs to be used as bulk-cured materials,
thus saving time for the practitioner. In one com-
mercial system, the redox initiators are microencap-
sulated separately in polymers and added to the
powder. The spatulation and mixing of the powder
and liquid trigger the release of the catalysts from
the microcapsules resulting in the autocuring.

Although several commercial products claim
to have the tri-cure chemistry, it is important to
become familiar with the instructions for use and
realize that there are very important differences

between them. In a true tri-cure, the redox cure is
quite rapid to allow the material to be placed in
bulk, if desired.

Nanoionomer

The latest advancement in RMGIs is the nanoiono-
mer available commercially since 2007. This mate-
rial is a RMGI in which some nanoparticles such
as nanomers and nanoclusters (see the section
Nanofillers and Nanocomposites) are added to the
FAS glass. Like all RMGIs, ithas an aqueous compo-
nent with a polycarboxylic acid and water-miscible
methacrylate monomers. The addition of nanopar-
ticles improves the polishability and the optical
characteristics of the cured ionomer. The FAS of

(



this material has very high surface area so that the
fluoride release is not compromised. Infrared and
ESCAs have confirmed the presence of significant
acid-base reaction.

Packaging of Glass Ionomers

GIs are two-part systems. Until recently all GIs con-
sisted of a powder component and a liquid compo-
nent. The powder is commonly provided in a jar and
is dispensed with a measuringspoon while the liquid
is provided in a vial with a dropper tip for use of dis-
pensing. After dispensing the recommended ratio of
powder and liquid according to the manufacturers'
directions, the components are hand spatulated. In
some cases it is recommended that the mixed mate-
rial be transferred to a syringe and injected into the
tooth preparation.

To aid in the dispensing and mixing the GIs are
also supplied in single-unit encapsulated version.
The powder and liquid are kept separated in the
capsule for shelf-stability. Prior to clinical use the
capsule is activated and then triturated in an amal-
gamator to mix the two components. An applicator is
provided which pushes the mixed material through
a narrow tip so that it can be directly placed in the
oral preparation.

Recently, the RMGIs have been formulated in
paste-liquid or two-paste systems. Drring manu-
facture the FAS powder component is mixed with
a small amount of resin to provide a pastelike con-
sistency. The liquid may be left as such or alterna-
tively formulated with a nonreactive glass and also
provided as a paste. The manufacturer provides the
two components in a dual-barrel syringe type of con-
struction (Fig. 9.14). During use the two components
are extruded by a lever in a predetermined ratio in
the amount needed for the clinical preparation. The
variability in dispmsing is expected to be less in
these types of dispensers. Furthermore, mixing by
spatulation is more facile than with powder-liquid
materials.

The latest advancement in dispensing of two-paste
systems is an automixable, single-unit direct deliv-
ery device (Fig. 9.1.5). In this device, the two pastes
are placed in two side-by-side compartments. The
nozzle of the capsule contains a ministatic mixer. ln
use, the nozzle is lifted and positioned parallel to the
barrels. An applicator then pushes out the two pastes
into the nozzle where mechanical mixing occurs and
the paste is extruded through the tip directly into
the tooth preparation. The system is said to produce
less microbubbles in the restoration, a condition that
could potentially arise during trituration.

Manipulation of GIs can be found on the book's
website at http: / / evolve.elsevier.com/sakaguchi/
restorative.
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Clinical Applications of Glass Ionomers

Clinically, both conventional and RMGIs are used
for a variety of restorative applications, particularly
in situations of high caries activity or where caries
is likely to recur. The main clinical indications are
for small lesions (long-term nonstress bearing res-
torations in permanent teeth, interim restoration in
permanent teeth, and in the atraumatic restoration
technique) especially where one or more margins are
on dentin. They make an excellent liner or base in
all deep lesions where demineralized dentin remains
on the cavity floor to be remineralized. They are also
advocated for a technique known as "sandwich-
ing", "layering," or "stratification," where a resin
composite is bonded over a base of the GL Because
of their low modulus, they are often advocated for
class V restorations and abfraction lesions where
tooth flexure is more pronounced. RMGIs are often
the material of choice for pediatric restorations and
preventive applications (direct filling as well as core
build-up), because they are one-step procedures and
require minimal isolation during placement. Some
products are indicated for erupting permanent first
and second molars with partially exposed grooves
that are not yet able to be sealed with conventional
resin sealant,

Properties of Glass Ionomers

Like many two-part systems the properties of GIs,
both conventional type and resin-modified, are quite
dependent on the ratio of polycarboxylic acid and FAS
glass components dispensed. Particular care has to be
exercised for powder-liquid hand-mixed systems to
ensure accurate proportions. The ISO standard 917
for water-based cemenb provides some require'
ments of GIs as retorative materials, whereas the
ISO standard 9977-2 covers the properties of RMGIs.
Comparative properties ale shown in Table 9.3.

Physical, Mechanical, and Thermal Proprties
The physical and mechanical properties of GIs are
lower than those of composite resins and hence these
materials are indicated for conservative restorations.
The physical properties of the RMGIs, including wear
resistance and dimensional stabili$, are improved
over the conventional counterparts (Table 9.3). The
additional covalent cross-linking in the matrix due to
the polymerization of the methacrylate groups con-
tributes toward this improvement. The modulus of
the RMGIs is low during the initial set by light acti-
vation but increases over time as the acid-base reac-
tion completes. This unique characteristic makes the
RMGI particularly attractive when used as liner or as
the base in sandwich restorations under resin com-
posites because it can relieve the stress associated
with the polymerization shrinkage of the latter.

9. RLSTORATIVE MATERIALS: RLSIN COMPOSITES AND POLYMERS
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FIC. 9. l4 Paote-liguid reein-modified glaes ionomer dispensere. (A) Paste.Pak; (B) Clicker. (A, Courtesy GC Ameriu,
Alsip,IL; B, Courtesy 3M Company, St. Paul, MN.)

FlG. t).1 5 Single-unit automix diepenoing "Quick Mif Capsule for a two-paste resin-modified glass ionomer. The
dispensing tip contains a ministatic mixer for automixing when expressed by a delivery gun device. (Courtesy 3M Company,

St. Paul, MN.)

The thermal diffirsivity and coefficient of thermal
expansion of several conventional and RMGIs have
been shown to be closer to tooth stmcture (dentin)
than resin composites. Such materials should, there-
fore, serve as good insulation against thermal shock
particularly when used as liners and bases. Howeveq,
because products from different manufacturers vary
widely in their thermal expansion coefficient values,
it is advisable to check the values of individual mate-
rials. In general, the products that have the smallest
proportion of resin component exhibit the lowest
coefficimt of thermal expansion values.

Eluotlde lon Relceee onil Upttke
A particularly beneficial characteristic of GIs, con-
ventional or resin modified, is that these materials

act as a reservoir of fluoride ions. The fluoride is
released by an ion-exchange mechanism from these
materials. Research has shown that the released flue'
ride ions are taken up by the associated enamel and
dentin, rendering those tooth structures less suscep-
tible to acid challenge by a combination of decreased
solubility and disruption of the activity of cariogenic
bacteria. The release of fluoride ion is sustained over
prolonged periods (Fig. 9.15). These materials also
have been shown to act as fluoride reservoirs in the
oral environment by taking up salivary fluoride from
dentifrices, mouthwashes, and topical fluoride solu-
tions. Fluoride has been measured in plaque samples
immediately adiacent to RMGI restorations (see Fig.
8.9). Fluoride ion dynamics is particularly advanta-
geous for those with high susceptibility to dental
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caries. A vast amount of in vitro and in situ research
and a limited number of clinical studies have been
carried out to assess the clinical benefit of the fluo-
ride. Most of these studies have shown the utility of
these materials when medium to high caries activity
is present.

Adhceion
GI materials have good clinical adhesion to tooth
structure. Unlike the resin-based composite materi-
als, etching of the enamel or dentin surface by phos-
phoric acid is not needed. Hence these materials
are sometimes referred to as being "self-adhesive."
Preconditioning of the tooth surface is recom-
mended for some products, especially those with
high powder-toJiquid ratio to ensune good wetting.
One of the foUowing procedures is used for the
pretreatment:

. The cavity surface is conditioned using 10% to
20o/"polyacrylic acid for 10 seconds, washed well
to remove the conditioner and surface debris,
and dried.

. For some RMGI restoratives (identified by
manufacturers as primer or self-conditioner),
a dilute polycarborylic acid-based solution is
applied on the cavity surface and set through
light. This ensures good contact of the viscous
mix of the GI with the tooth while not impeding
ion-exchange reactions.

The mechanism of adhesion to the tooth structure
is mostly chemical in nature and proceeds through
an exchange of ions arising from both the tooth and
restoration. Calcium-polyacrylate bonds have been
shown by some products by in vitro ESCA studies. A
small arnount of micromechanical bonding has been
exhibited by some RMGIs.
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Laboratory measurements of bond strengths of
conventional and RMGIs to tooth structure have
generally yielded lower values than with the com-
bination of resin adhesives and composites. The fail-
ure is usually cohesive in the GI, hence it is doubtful
if these laboratory measunements reflect the actual
interfacial adhesion. However, retrospective clinical
analyses of in vivo studies have shown RMGIs to
provide excellent retention and sealing of the tooth.
One of the reasons for this is due to the relief of exter-
nal stress provided by the dual-curing reactions of
this class of materials.

RMGIs have been recognized as one of the best
treatmenb for minimizing postoperative sensitivity
in restored teeth. There are two neasons for this. First,
because prior etching is not needed during placement,
the collagen fibrils are not demineralized and collapse
of the denuded layers cannot occur. Second, the dual-
setting mechanism and gradual build-up of modulus
allow the material to absorb considerable amount of
shrinkage shesses thus minimizing the effect of con-
traction forces at the tooth-restoration interfaces.

Compomers or poly acid-modified compooites are
used for restorations in low stress-bearing aleas,
although a recent product is recommended by the
manufacturer for class 1 and class 2 restorations in
adults (see Thble 9.1). Compomers are recommended
for patimts at medium risk of developing caries.

Composition and Seaing Reaction

Compomers contain poly acid-modified monomers
with fluoride-releasing silicate glasses and are for-
mulated without water. Some compomers have
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modified monomers that provide additional fluoride
release. The volume percent filler ranges fuom 42o/o to
67'/" and, the average filler particle size ranges from
0.8 to 5.0 pm. Compomers are packaged as single-
paste formulations in compules and syringes.

Setting occurs primarily by light-cured polymer-
ization, but an acid-base reaction also occurs as the
compomer absorbs water after placement and upon
contact with saliva. Water uptake is also important
for fluoride transfer.

Properties

Typical properties of compomers are listed in Table
9.3. Compomers release fluoride by a mechanism
similar to that of glass and hybrid ionomers. Because
of the lower amount of G[ present in compomers, the
amount of fluoride release and its duration are lower
than those of glass and hybrid ionomers. ln addition,
compomers do not recharge from fluoride treatment
or brushing with fluoride dentifrices as much as
glass and hybrid ionomers.

Manipulation
Compomers are packaged in unit-dose compules.
They require a bonding agent to bond to tooth struc-
ture. The material is to be cured by light in incre.
ments of 2to 2.5 mm.

LIGH?CURING UNITS

The most corunon light sources used in dentistry to
photoactivate composites are quartz-tungsten-halogm
(QTH) and blue light-emitting diode (LED). Defini-
tions of terms that describe light sources used to acti-
vate dental resins are listed in Table 9.6.

Quartz-Tungsten-Halogen Light-Curing
Units

QTH light-curing units can be used to activate polym-
erization of composites. The peak wavelength varies
among units from about 450 to 490 nm. Typically,
the irradiance ranges from 400 to 800 mW/cm2, but
higher-intensity QTFI units are available. Some units
can be controlled to provide two or three different
intensities (step cure) or at a continuously increas-
ing (ramp cure) intensity. A typical2-mm-thick resin
composite restoration requires a radiant exposure of
8l /o* (4CI mW/cm2 x 20 seconds = 8000 mW s/cm2)
for proper polymerization.

A QTH light source consists of a broad-spectrum
light bulb (typicalty 75W), several filters, a reflector,
a fan, a power supply, and a light guide. The broad-
spectrum output of the QTH bulb is clipped by a
blue bandpass filter that only allows a narrow band

of wavelengths centered around 470 to 480 nm (blue
wavelengths) to be transferred to the light guide.
A UV filter blocks passage of UV wavelengths. A
dichroic reflector focuses the light on the end of the
light guide. The reflector also enables infrared wave-
lengths to dissipate as heat through the back of the
housing. Because substantial heat is generated by the
75 W bulb, a fan is necessary to cool the bulb and
assembly. Bulb life ranges from 50 to 75 hours.

Because of the high intensity of the light, the
operator should not look directly at the tip or the
reflected light from the teeth. A number of devices
are marketed to filter the visible'light beam so the
operator can directly observe the curing procedure
and to protect the patient and staff. Some lamps
produce considerable heat at the curing tip, which
may produce pulpal irritation. Maintenance of QTH
lights must be provided on a regular basis, as sum-
marized in Table 9.7.

BIue Light.Emitting Diodes

Solid-state LEDs use junctions of doped semicon-
ductors (p-n junctions) based on gallium nitride to
emit blue light. The spectral output of blue LEDs
falls between 450 and 490 run, so these units are
effective for curing materials with camphorquinone
photoinitiators. LED units (Fig. 9.77) do not require
a filter, have a long life span, and do not produce as

much heat as QTH devices. Heat becomes a concern
even with LED sources, when large arrays are used.
Because the output spectrum of blue LEDs matches
the absorption spectrum of camphorquinone more
closely than QTH sources, it is thought that blue LED
sources are more efficient. For QTH soutrces, most of
the light energy is discarded because QTH is a broad-
spectrum source and only the wavelengths absorbed
by camphorquinone are desired. For LED sources,
the emission is not filtered. This, howevel does not
make LED sources more efficimt in activating the
camphorquinone photoinitiator than QTH. Creation
of photons is dependent only on the energy applied
in the absorbable wavelengths.

Unlike the halogm lights, the heat generated from
LED curing lights is much less, which means it does
not require a fan to cool i! however, the heat at the
tip of the light can be high. Thus these are lighter in
weight and smaller than the halogen units. Because

LEDs inherently have low consumption of power,
they can use reclnrgeable batteries, making them por-
table. The newer generation of LED lights has dramat-
ically decreased size and is lighteq, more ergonomic,
and easier to use. They are also high powered and
emit light intensity of 1000 to 1400 mW/crn2. This fea-
ture allows more efficimt and deeper curing depths.

Composites cured with LED units have flexural
properties similar to those cured with QTH units.
Depth of cure with LED units appears to be higher.
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TABLE 9.6 Definitions of Terms Used to Describe Light Sources for Polymerization of Dental Resins
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Term Unit Definition

Spectral emission

Spectral requirement

Flux

Irradiance or radiant
exitance

Energy

Energy dmsity

nm

nm

mW

mW/crr2

Effective bandwidth of wavelengths emitted by light source

Bandwidth of wavelengths required to activate photoinitiator(s) of dental resin

Number of photons per second emitted by light source

Number of photons per second emitted by light source per unit area of curing tip

Flux x time

Radiant exitance xtime

IU

I /crn2

Dust or deterioration of
reflector

Bum-out of bulb
filament

Darkening/frosting of
bulb

Age of components

Chipping of light tip

Resin deposit on light tip

Change in line voltage

lack of uniformity across
light tip

Increased distance of tip
from material to be cured

Clean or replace reflector

Replace bulb

Replace bulb

Monitor intensity, replace unit

Replace light tip

Clean or replace light tip

Get built-in voltage regulator

Overlap curing on lalger
surface

Keep Iight tip close to material

TABLE 9.7 Factors C.ausing Decrease in Intensity
of Light from Quartz-TLngsten-Halogen
LightCuring Unirs and Maintenance Hints

Factors Maintenance Hints

The vast maiority of dentures made today are
fabricated from heat-cured poly(methyl methacry-
late) and rubber reinforced poly(methyl methacry-
late). Fractures of dentures still occur, but are usually
associated with carelessness or unreasonable use by
the patient. Considering functional stresses, the oral
environment, and expected service life, denture base
materials perform remarkably well.

Physical Form and Composition
Denture base plastics are corunonly supplied in a

powderliquid or a gel form. The powder-liquid type
may contain the materials listed in Box 9.1.

Pouilcr
Most commercial materials contain poly(methyl
methacrylate), modified with small amounts of
ethyl, butyl, or other alkyl methacrylates to produce
a polymer somewhat more resistant to fracture by
impact. The powder also contains an initiator such
as benzoyl peroxide or diisobutylazonitrile to initi-
ate the polymerization of the monomer liquid after
being added to the powder.

The peroxide initiator may be added to the poly-
mer or be present as a residual from the polymeriza-
tion reaction and is present in amounts from 0.5%
to 1.5%.

Pure polymers, such as poly(methyl methacry-
late), are clear and are adaptable to a wide range
of pigmentation. Colorants ar€ added to obtain the
various tissuelike shades and zinc or titanium oxides
are used as opacifiers. Dyed synthetic fibers made
from nylon or acrylic are usually added to simulate
the small capillaries of the oral mucosa.

Plasticizers such as dibutyl phthalate may
be incorporated in the powder or the monomer.
Adding glass fibers and alumina (sapphire) whis-
kers increases the stiffness, decreases the thermal
coefficient of expansion, and increases thermal
diffusivity. Polyethylene-woven yarn and polyara-
mid fabric have also been used to reinforce acrylic
polymers.

I

FIG. 9. l7 LED eource for photoinitiation. lEspe Elipar
570, C-ourtay iM Company, St. Paul, MN.)

PROSTHXTIC APPLICATIONS OF
POLYMERS

Acrylic polymers have a wide variety of applications
in restorative dentistry as denture bases, artificial
teeth, denture repair materials, impression trays,
provisional restorations, and maxillofacial appli
ances for skeletal defects.

aloule U) = 70A0 mW x s
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BOX 9.1

PRINCIPAL INGREDIENTS
OF ACRYLIC DENTURE

BASE: POWDER AND
LI QU ID

Powder

Acrylic polymer (or copolymer) beads
lnitiator
Pigments

4es
Opacifier
Plasticizer
Dyed organic fibers
Inorganic particles

Liquid
Monomer
Inhibitor
Accelerator
Plasticizer
Cross-linking agent
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Liqdil
The liquid component of the powder-liquid type
acryIic resin is methyl methacrylate, but it may
be modified by the addition of other monomers.
Because these monomers may be polymerized by
heat, light, or traces of oxygery inhibitors are added
to give the liquid adequate shelf life. The inhibitor
most commonly used to prevent premature polym-
erization is hydroquinone, which may be present in
concentrations of 0.003% to 0.1%.

When a chemical accelerator rather than heat
is used to speed up the peroxide decomposition
and enable the polymerization of the monomer
at room temperature, an accelerator is included
in the liquid. Common accelerators are amines
such as N,N-dimethyl-para-toluidine and N,N-
dihydroxyethyl-para-toluidine. These systems are
referred to as self-curing, cold-curing, or autopolymeriz-
ing resins. The pour type of denture resin is included
in this category.

Plasticizers are sometimes added to produce a

softer, more resilient polymer. They are generally
relatively low-molecular-weight esters, such as dibu-
tyl phthalate. Plasticizer molecules do not enter the
polymerization reaction but do interfere with the
interaction between polymer molecules, making
the plasticized polymer softer than the pure poly-
mer. One disadvantage in using plasticizers is that
they gradually leach out of the plastic into oral flu-
ids, resulting in hardening of the denture base. A

polymer also may be plasticized by the addition of
some higher ester such as butyl or octyl methacry-
late to methyl methacrylate. The esters polymerize
and form a more flexible plastic. This type of intemal
plasticizing does not leach out in the oral fluids, and
the material remains flexible.

lf a cross-linked polymer is desired, organic com-
pounds such as glycol dimethacrylate are added to
the monomer. Cross-linking compounds are char-
acterized by reactive -CR=CH- groups at opposite
ends of the molecules and serve to link long poly-
mer molecules together. Using cross-linking agents
provides greater resistance to minute surface cack-
ing, termed oazing, and may decrease solubility and
water sorption. Cross-linking materials may be pres-
ent in amounts of 2% to 14o/o, but have little effect on
the tensile strength, flexural properties, or hardness
of acrylic plastics.

A dirussion of the properties of denture plastics
for dental bases, other properties of dental polymers,
and denture teeth can be found on the book's web-
site at http : / / evolve.elsevier.com / sakaguchi / restor
ative.

AT}ILETIC MOUTH PROTECTORS

Polymers are used in fabricating mouth protectors
because they can be formed to fit the occlusal sur-
faces, they are light weight, and they are resilient.
Mouth protectors are routinely used in football, soc-
cer, ice hockey, basketball, wrestling, field hockey,
softball, and other sports. As a result of the possi-
bilities of orofacial injury, high-school athletes are
required to wear intemal mouth protectors, and the
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
has adopted a mouth protector rule. As a result of
these actions, more professional athletes are wear-
ing mouth protectors. Because of the increased use of
mouth protectors, it is estimated that 50,000 orofacial
injuries ar€ prevented each year.

The rationale for the use of mouth protectors is
that the mouth protector acts like a shock absorber
whm the atNete receives a blow to the mouth or
chin. The mouth protector absorbs 80% to W" of
the energy of the blow and distributes the remaining
energy uniformly to the entire arch, resulting in less
trauma to the oral structures.

Stock, mouth-formed (boil-and-bite), and custom
mouth protectors are the three types available and
all provide some protection to the athlete. Custom-
made mouth protectors are usually vacuum forrred
from sheets of flexible, thermoplastic polymers about
14 cmz in area and 1.6 to 3 mm in thickness; they may
be clear or colored. In most instances the sheets are
of a single material, but they may be laminates of two
or more thermoplastic polymers. laminated mouth



protectors are fabricated so that the softer of the two
layers contacts the teeth and soft tissue.

Most sheets for custom mouth protectors are vinyl
acetate-ethylene copolymers. Manufacturers use sev-
eral different hardnesses of the material, with copo-
lymers containing more polyethylene being harder.

The advantages of custom-made mouth protec-
tors are (1) excellent fit, (2) comfort, (3) ease of speak-
ing, and (4) durability; these qualities are poor for
stock protectors and poor to good for mouth-formed
protectors. In spite of the advantages of custom-
made protectors, they are not as corrunon as stock
or mouth-formed protectors because of their higher
cost.
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Restorative Materials: Metals

Various metallic materials are used in dentistry to
restore or repair individual teeth, and to replace sin-
gle or multiple missing teeth, as well as entire den-
tal arches. The metals used for direct restoration of
tooth structure lost due to caries or fracture include
dental amalgam and direct gold, though the latter is
used on a very limited basis in contemporary restor-
ative dentistry. Many metals are used for the indi
rect replacement of lost or damaged teeth or parts of
teeth, including high-noble metals, noble metals, and
predominantly base metals. The designation of these
types of dental metals is bas€d on their composition.
A variety of base metals are used in dental pros-
thetics, such as partial dentures, and as implants to
restore lost tooth roots. These materials vary widely
in terms of their composition, structures, and prop-
erties, and thus are indicated for specific applica-
tions based on the requirements of the given clinical
situation.

METALS FOR DIRECT PLACEMENT
AMALGAM

An amalgam is an alloy (mixture of metallic ele-
ments) of mercury and one or more other met-
als. Dental amalgam is produced by mixing liquid
mercury with solid particles of an alloy containing
predominantly silver, tin, and copper. Zinc and pal-
ladium may also be present in small amounts. It is
important to differentiate between dental amalgam
and the amalgam alloy, the latter being the commer-
ciallyproduced and marketed small filings, spheroid
particles, or a combination of these, which are suit-
able for mixing with liquid mercury to produce the
dental amalgam through a chemical reaction.

Once amalgam alloy is freshly mixed with liquid
mercury it has the plasticity that permits it to be
conveniently packed or condensed into a prepared
tooth cavity. After condensing, the dental amalgam is

carved to generate the required anatomical feature
and then further hardens with time. Amalgam can
be used for direct, permanent, posterior restorations
and for large foundation restorations, or cores, which
restore large areas of lost tooth structure prior to plac-
ing crowns. Dental amalgam restorations are reason-
ably easy to inse{ are not overly technique sensitive,
maintain anatomical form, have reasonably adequate
resistance to fracture, prevent marginal leakage after
a period in the mouth, can be used in sfress-bearing
areas, and have a relatively Iong service life.

The principal disadvantage of dental amalgam is
that its silver color does not match tooth structurc.
In addition, amalgam restorations are somewhat
brittle, are subject to corrosion and galvanic action,
may demonstrate a degree of breakdown at the mar-
gins of tooth and amalgam, and do not help retain
weakened tooth structure. Finally, there are regula-
tory concerns about amalgam being disposed of in
the wastewater. Despite these shortcomings, dental
amalgam has a long history as a cost-effective and
successful restorative material.

In this chapter, the composition and molphol-
ogy of the differmt dental amalgams are presented,
followed by a discussion of low- and high-copper
amalgams, the chemical reactions that occur during
amalgamation, and the resultant microstrucfures.
Various physical and mechanical properties are cov-
ered in the next sectiory as well as factors related to
the manipulation of amalgam.

Composition and Morphology

American National Standards lnstitute/American
Dental Association (ANSI/ADA) specification No.
1 [International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) standard,242341for amalgam alloy includes a
requirement for compositiory stating that it shall con-
sist primarily of silver, tin, and copper, and indium,
palladium, platinum, zinc, or mercury may also be

t7t
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TARI.E I t).1 Approximate Composidon of Low. and High-Copper Amalgam Alloys

Element (wt%)

Alloy
Particle
Shape Ag Sn Cu Zn In Pd

Admixed
regular

Admixed
unicomposition

Unicompositional

Irregular
Spherical

Irregular
Spherical

Spherical

N-70
4H5
52-53
52-53

4m

26-30
0-30

17-78
17-r8

22-il

2-30
2W
29-30
29-30

13-30

0-2
0-1

0
0

0

0

0-1

0.3
0.3

r10-5

0

0

0
0

included in lesser amounts. This specification does
prescribe a specific composition for the alloys.

The ANSI/ADA specification also includes a

notation about the presence of zinc in amalgam
alloys, with more than 0.01% zinc classified as zinc
containing and those with less than 0.01% as non-
zinc alloys. Zinc has been included in amalgam
alloys as an aid in manufacturing; it helps Produce
clean, sound castings of the ingots used for produc-
ing lathe.cut alloys. The presence of contamination
within the amalgam must be avoided because it can
degrade the integrity of the restoration. The approxi-
mate composition of commercial amalgam alloys is
shown in Table 10.1.

The alloys are broadly classified as low-copper
(5% or less copper) and high-copper alloys (13olo to
30% copper). ln modem dentistry, the low-copper
formulations have been essentially totally replaced
by the high-copper formulations due to the improved
strength, corrosion resistance, marginal integrity, and
overall clinically proven better performance, as exem-
plified in Fig. 10.1, where a low-copper amalgam dem-
onstrates dramatically more marginal breakdown at
3 years than a high<opper amalgam in adjacent teeth.

The remainder of the discussion in this chapter will
therefore focus on the high-copper amalgam.

The powdered amalgam alloy is composed of
irregularly shaped particles produced by grinding
an alloy ingot on a lathe, microspheres of various
sizes produced by special hot spraying techniques,
or a combination of the two (so-called admix, where
the composition of the two types of particles may or
may not be similar). Scanning electron micrographs
of the particles are shown in Fig. 10.2. The irregular
lathe-cut particles are made from an alloy of silver
and tin where the ratio of the two elemenb approxi-
mates the intermetallic compound A6Sn. These are
typically used in the admix alloys. The spherical par-
ticles may contain either mostly silver and copper,
and be used as the second component in the admix
alloy, or may be more similar to the lathe-cut parti-
des in composition and contain silver, tin, and cop-
per (unicompositional).

The compositional ranges of the different types of
particles are shown in Table 10.1. The admixed regu-
lar alloy contains 33"/o to 60"/o spherical particles that
have a composition close to the eutectic composi-
tion of Ag3Cu2 (see Fig. 10.2); the balance is irregular
particles. The silver content of the unicompositional
spherical alloys varies hom 40o/" to 60/o, coPPer con-
tent varies from 13% to 30/", and tin content varies
from 22o/o to 30%. A high-copper admixed alloy is
also available, in which both spherical and irregular
particles have the same composition and the copper
content is between 29o/" alrrd 30%. Admixed alloys
are overall more popular than spherical alloys for
amalgams.

In general, alloy composition-particle size,
shape, and distribution-and heat treatment con-
trol the characteristic properties of the amalgam.
The following sections describing the amalgama-
tion reaction and properties of amalgam will be
devoted to the high-copper amalgams currently in
use in dentistry.

Amalgamation Processes: Admixed Alloys
All dental amalgam alloys have Ag3Sn as their pri-
mary component, which reacts with mercury to form
Ag2Hge, the major matrix phase of the set amalgam'
The amalgam alloy is intimately mixed with liquid

Tji(.]. l(''. I Amdgam restorations from a low-copper
lathe cut alloy (left) and a high-copper admix alloy (right)
after 3 years of clinical service. (Courtesy Daoid B. Mahler,

OHSU School of Dentistry, Portland, OR.)
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mercury in a process called trituration to wet the
surface of the particles and facilitate their reaction
with mercury. During this process, mercury diffuses
into the alloy particles and reacts with the silver and
tin portions of the particles to form predominantly
a silver-mercuy compound, AgzH&, known as
the gamma one (y1) phase. This phase forms act as a
matrix to hold the unreacted amalgam alloy together.
While crystals of the 11 phase are being formed, the
amalgam is relatively soft and easily condensable
and carvable. As time progresses, more crystals of y1

are formed; the amalgam becomes harder and stron-
ger and is no longer condensable or carvable. The
lapse of time between the end of the trituration and
when the amalgam hardens and is no longer work-
able is called working firre. Completion of the reac-
tion may take several days to several weeks, which
is reflected by the change in mechanical proper-
ties over this time. Patients are typically advised to
avoid chewing directly on amalgam restorations for
the first 24 hours after placement to be safe, though

t\

t

considerable strmgth has bem achieved within the
first few hours.

The amount of liquid mercury used to amalgam-
ate the alloy particles is not sufficient to react with the
particles completely. Therefore the set mass of amal-
gam contains about 27o/o unreacted particles, which
actually enhance the strength of the final material.

ln high-copper admix alloys, additional copper
has typically been supplied by adding spherical
particles of the silver<opper eutectic alloy to the
silver-tin alloy. The solubility of silver, tin, and cop-
per in mercury differs considerably. Approximately
1 mg of copper, 10 mg of silver, and 170 mg of tin
can dissolve in mercury, all at the same tempera-
ture. Therefore while mercury is dissolving mainly
the silver and tin in A6Sn, as described earlier, very
little of the silver-copper eutectic particles are dis-
solved. However, some of the tin and copper that are
dissolved by the mercury rcact to form a copper-tin
compound, Cu5,Sn5, referred to as the eta prime (q')
phase. It is the presence of this tin-copper compound,
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i i r 
' 
. i i. I Microstructurcs of the set amalgams of the (A) low-copper, lathecut; (B) the high-copper, admix; and (C) the

high-copper, unicompositional types. These photographs were made by superimposing microprobe x-ray scans of the ele'
ments through colored filters: blue for silvet red for coppet and green for tin. The blue/black matrix phase is AzHga (yr)

for all amalgams. The green-colored SnTaHg (tJ phase is only present in the low-copper alloy (A). The tangerine.colored
Cu6Sn5 (1) phase is minimal in alloy (A) but substantial in alloys (B) and (C). In alloy (B), the source of the increased copper
is in the spherical silver-copper eutectic phase where the q'surrounds this spherical particle. In alloy (C), the source of the
increased copper is in the additional Cu3Sn added to the spherical A6Sn particle and Cu5,Sn5 (q') phases are present around
this spherical particle. (Courtesy Daoid B. Mahler, OHSU School of Dentistry, Portland, OR.)

rather than the formation of a weak, corrosion-prone
tin-mercury compound, that gives the high<opper
amalgams their superior performance as compared
with the older low-copper amalgams.

The amalgamation reaction may be simplified as
follows:

y (Agtrn) + Ag-Cu (eutectic) + Hg - yr (AgzHgs)
+ 11 (Cu5Sn5) + unreacted y (Ag3Sn) + unreacted

Ag{u (eutectic)

Reaction of Merury in aUnicompostttonal
AUoy
In high-copper unicompositional alloys, the alloy
particles, typically spherical, contain both A6Sn (y)
and Cu3Sn (e). When liquid mercnry is mixed with
these alloys, it diffuses into the surface of these par-
ticles and AgzHgs and Cu6Sn5 are formed, as in the
admixed alloy. The difference is that because all of
the copper is present within the single particles, the
reaction of copper and tin occurs in a ring around
the spherical particles, which become surrounded
by the silver-mercury matrix.

Mlcrostntcttrre of Atnalgam
Color<oded images of the microstructur€s of the set
amalgams of the high-copper admix and the high-
copper unicompositional types are shown in Fig.
10.3. The blue/black matrix phase is A2Hg (yr).The
tangerine color is for the CueSns (l) phase, which is
very evident around spherical particles.

Physical and Mechanical Properties
A ISIINTA Spectftcatton for Analgam Atloy
ANSI/ADA specification No. 1 (EO 242Y) for amal-
gam alloy contains that help control the
qualities of commercially available dental amalganu The
specification lists three physical properties as a measure
of amalgam quality: compressive shength, creep, and
dimensional dnnge. The minimum allowable com-
pressive strength is 80 MPa for t hour after setting and
300 MPa for24 hours after setting, themaximum allow-
able creep islo/", and the dimensional change betrpeen
5 minutes and24 hours must fall \Mithin the range of
-15 to +20 pm/crn. The physical properties for several
amalgams are shown in Table 10.2.

El'. r,
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Mercury in Mix, Compressive Strength, Tensile Strength, Creep, and Dimensional Change
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LOW COPPER

Alloys

Lathe-cut

Caulk 20th century

Spherical

Caulk spherical

HIGHCOPPER

Mercury in
Mix (%)

53.7

Compressive
Strength (MPa)

th Tdaye

Tensile Strength (MPa)

15 min 7 days
Dimensional

Creep (%) Change (mm/cm)

Alloys

Admixed

Dispersalloy 50.0

Unicompositional

Sybraloy 4.6.0

Tybn 43.0

45 n2 3.2

141 ffi 4.7

118 $7 3.8

252 455 8.5

292 516 8.r

51

55 1.5

0.45

0.05

0.09

6.3 -r9.7

-10.646.2

43

49

!fi

-7.9

-8.8

-8.1

Mdifud fum Malhotra ML, Asgar K Physical properties ol dental silur-tin amalgams utith high and lmt cupry contents. J Am Dent Assoc.
1978;96:444450.

Merury in Mi*
In general, irregular particles have higher surface
areas than spherical particles, and therefore require
more mercury to wet their surfaces. In tum, higher
percentages of mercury in the mix will result in
higher mercury contents and lower strengths of the
hardened amalgams. This effect is clearly shown in
Table 10.2.

Compressioe Sfiength
Resistance to compression forces is an important
strength characteristic of amalgam. Because amal-
gam is strongest in compression and much weaker
in tension and shear, the prepared cavity design
should maximize compressive stresses in service
and minimize tensile or shear stresses. When sub-
iected to a rapid application of force either in ten-
sion or in compression, a dental amalgam does
not exhibit significant deformation or elongation
and, as a result, functions as a brittle material.
Therefore a sudden application of excessive force
to amalgam may lead to fracture of the amalgam
restoration.

The early compressive strengths after t hour of
setting for several low- and high-copper alloys are
listed in Table 10.2. The high-copper unicomposi-
tional materials have the highest early compressive
strengths of more than 250 MPa. High values for

early compressive strength are an advantage for an
amalgam, because they reduce the possibility of frac-
ture by the application of prematurely high occlu-
sal forces by the patient before the final shength is
reached. The compressive strengths at 7 days are
again highest for the high-copper unicompositional
alloys, with only modest differences in the other
alloys.

Tmsib Streflgth
The tensile strengths of various amalgams after 15

minutes and 7 days are also listed in Table 10.2. The
tensile strengths at 7 days for low- and high-copper
amalgams are about the same. The tensile strengths
are only a fraction of their compressive strengths;
therefore cavity designs should be constructed to
reduce tensile stresses resulting from biting forces.
The tensile strengths at 15 minutes for the high-
copper unicompositional alloys are significantly
higher than for the other alloys.

ElasticMoilalrc
The elastic modulus, or the stiffness, for dental amal-
gam is in the range of 40 to 50 GPa. As a comparison,
the elastic modulus of resin composites is only 5 to
15 GPa, which can be of significance when consid-
ering amalgam versus composites in certain clinical
applications.
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Creep
Creep is the timedependent inelastic deformation
of materials that are used at temperatures that are
close to their melting points. Expressed in absolute
temperatures, the melting point of the major matrix
phase (fr) in dental amalgam is 400 K whereas it is
used at the mouth temperature of 310 K for a ratio of
0.8. In metals, ratios that exceed 0.5 are considered
to be a forerunner for examining creep behavior.
Therefore dental amalgam is an appropriate candi-
date for this examination.

The creep test in the specifications is conducted
by applying a compressive stress of 36 MPa on a
7-day-old cylindrical specimen in a 37'C environ-
ment. Creep is measured by the shortening of the
test specimen between 1 and 4 hours of testing, and
the specification seb the acceptable limit for creep of
'1..0"/o.

However, amalgams whose creep values vary
within the range of less than 1.0% do not show differ-
ences in clinical performance. For example, referring
to Table 10.2, unicompositional alloys with creep val-
ues of 0.05 and 0.09 do not show superior clinical per-
formance compared to the admix alloy with a creep
value of 0.45. Therefore physical properties are help-
ful in predicting clinical performance but care should
be exercised in the limits of their interpretation.

The ability of creep to demonstrate the permanent
deformation of dental amalgam in the clinical envi-
ronment is shown to be of significance in Fig. 10.1.

Dimensional Clunge
The dimensional change during the setting of amal-
garn is one of its most significant properties. Modem
amalgams mixed with mechanical amalgamators usu-
ally have negative dimeruional changes. The initial
contraction after a short time (the first 20 minutes) is
believed to be associated with the solution of the alloy
particles in mercury. After this period, an expansion
occurs that is believed to be a result of the reaction of
mercury with silver mainly and the formation of the
matrix phase. The dimensions become nearly constant
after 6 to 8 hours, and thus the values after 24 hours
are final values. The only exception to this statement
is the excessive delayed dimensional change seen
clinically when some older zinc<ontaining alloys
were contaminated with water-based fluids during
trituration or condensation.

Dimensional change is measured by the change
in length of an 8-mm cylindrical specimen between
5 minutes and24 hours after kituration. The change
in length can be determined continuously, although
ANSI/ADA specification No. 1 requires only the
value at 24 hours.

The dimensional changes in micrometers per cen-
timeter for various alloys are listed in Thble 10.2. The
lowest dimensional change of -1.9 pm/cm was for

the high-copper admixed alloy. All the amalgams
meet the requirements o1 619$I/ADA specification
No. 1 of -L5 to +20 pm/cm but are susceptible to
influence from various manipulative factors.

An additional clinical significance of dimen-
sional change is related to the occasional occur-
rence of postoperative sensitivity associated with
newly placed amalgam restorations. Amalgam does
not adhere to tooth structure; therefore a negative
dimensional change would result in the presence of
an interfacial gap between the amalgam restoration
and tooth structure. When a cavity is prepared that
cuts through dentin in a tooth requiring restoration,
pulpal fluid in the tubules can flow outward into the
interfacial gap. Changes in pressure of this fluid are
considered to be one of the major causes of postoper-
ative sensitivity. Apparently, the size of the interfacial
gap is a key factor in determining whether sensitivity
will occur, with teeth with restorations having larger
gaps being more prone to being sensitive.

Although most alloys that pass ANSI/ADA speci-
fication No. 1 for negative dimensional changes of
-15 prn/cm or less have not been shown to have
an uncommon amount of postoperative sensitiv-
ity, some high-copper amalgams consisting of only
spherical particles have been reported to show a

propensity for this sensitivity. The reason for this
anomaly was found by in vitro microleakage stud-
ies that showed that spherical particle alloys leaked
more than lathe-cut particle alloys, even though
their respective dimensional changes were not sig-
nificantly different. Examination showed that the
surfaces of these amalgams next to the cavity walls
exhibited a rrlatively uneven texture for the spheri-
cal particle alloys compared to a smoother texture for
the lathe'cut alloys. Thus the interfacial space filld
by pulpal fluid was greater for the spherical particle
alloys. ln Fig. 10.4, the microleakage of a number of
dental amalgams is shown where spherical particle
alloys are marked with a capital 5. It is clear that the
presence of higher microleakage values is associated
with the spherical alloys. Bars that are shaded refer
to alloys in which data were available to indicate an
unusual propensity for postoperative sensitivity.

The use of film-forming agents such as dentin
bonding agents to seal the dentinal tubules before
placement of an amalgam restoration has proven
to be an effective solution to the problem of postop-
erative sensitivity of spherical particle amalgams.
However, this practice has not been widely adopted
by the profession.

Cotroslon
In general, corosion is the progressive destruction
of a metal by chemical or electrochemical reaction
with its environment. Excessive corrosion can lead to
increased porosity, reduced marginal integrity, loss
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of strength, and the release of metallic products into
the oral environment.

Corrosion products identified in dental amalgams
include tin oxides, tin hydroxychlorides, copper
oxides, copper chlorides, and other more complex
compounds. The formation of oxides and chlorides is
not surprising considering that the amalgams operate
in an aerated environment containing salt solutions.
Because of their different chemical compositions, the
different phases of an amalgam have different cor-
rosion potentials. Electrochemical measurements
on pure phases have shown that the AgzHga (yr)
phase has the highest corrosion resistance, followed
by AgSn (y), Ag3Cu2, Cu3Sn (e), Cu5,Sn5 (4'), and
Sn7.6Hg (yr. However, the presence of small amounts
of tin, silveq, and copper that may dissolve in various
amalgam phases has a great influence on their cor-
rosion resistance. For example, in the yr phase, the
silver-merct-rry phase always has some tin dissolved
within it, and the higher the tin concentratiory the
lower is the corrosion resistance. The average depth
of corrosion for most amalgam alloys is 100 to 500 pm,
measured from the amalgam/tooth margin.

Phosphate buffer solutions inhibit the corrosion
process, as do the formation of protein pellicles on
the amalgam surface; thus saliva may provide some
protection of dental amalgams from corrosion.

A study of amalgams that had been in service for
2 to 25 years revealed that the bulk elemental com-
positions were similar to newly prepared amalgams,
except for the presence of a small amount of chloride

and other contaminants. The compositions of the
phases were also similar to new amalgams, except
for internal amalgamation of the y particles. The dis-
tribution of phases in the clinically aged amalgams,
however, differed from that of new amalgams, veri-
fying that dental amalgam is a dynamic material that
changes with time.

Surface tarnish in high-copper amalgams is
related to the copper-rich phases.

Bonfing of Amalgam

Although amalgam has been a highly successful
restorative material when used as an intercoronal
r€storation, it does not bond to tooth structure and
therefore does not restore the original strength of the
clinical crolvn. For large restorations, features such
as pins, slots, holes, and grooves must be supplied
to provide reterrtion for large restorations, but they
do not reinforce the amalgam or increase its strength.

With the development of adhesive systems for
dental composite came the opportunity to attempt
to bond amalgams to tooth structure. Bonding
agents containing 4-META, an acronym for 4-meth-
acryloxyethyl trimellitic anhydride (see Chapter 13),

have been the most successful products. Shear bond
strengths of amalgam to dentin as high as 10 MPa
have been reported using these adhesives, whereas
comparable values for the shear bond strength of
microfilled composites to dentin using these same
adhesives have been 20 to22MPa.
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There is no true adhesion between amalgam and
tooth structure. Bonding that has been shown by
shear bond tests is strictly produced by the com-
mingling of the bonding agent and the amalgam at
their common interface. The technique for placing
a bonded amalgam consists of initially placing the
bonding agent into the cavity and before the bond-
ing agent has completely polymerized, the amalgam
is condensed into the cavity. This represents the tech-
nical challenge of filling the retentive features of the
preparation with amalgam mixed together with the
bonding agent.

The fracture resistance of teeth restored with
amalgam-bonded mesio'occlusaldistal (MOD) res-
torations was more than twice that of restorations
containing unbonded amalgams. In additiory in
spite of the lower shear-bond strength of amalgam
bonded to dentin as compared to that for composites,
the fracture strength of MODs in teeth restored with
bonded amalgams was as high as that for compos-
ites, although neither was as high (a5% to 80o/o) as
values for the intact tooth. As expected, amalgam-
bonded MODs with narrow preparations had higher
strengths than those with wide preparations. Other
studies showed that the retention of amalgam-bonded
MODs with proximal boxes was as great as pin-
retained amalgams. In addition, amalgam-bonded
restorations decreased marginal leakage in class 5

restorations compared with unbonded amalgams.
Finally, the bonding agents for amalgam have not
been successful in increasing the amalgam-to-
amalgam bond strength for the repair of amalgam
restorations.

The history of dental amalgam and its manipula-
tion can be found on the website http://evolve.elsev
ier.com / sakaguchi /restorative.

DENTAL CASTING ALLOYS

This section is divided into noble alloys and base-
metal alloys. Fluctuations in the price of gold, plati-
num, and palladium influence the selection of alloys
for cast dental restorations. Each alloy has specific
physical and mechanical properties that affect its
manipulation and application. Tooth preparation
and restoration design will determine the required
physical and mechanical properties of the alloy, so all
factors should be kept in mind during the process of
treatment planning.

Types and Composition
The ADA specification for dental casting alloys clas-
sifies alloys by composition, dividing alloys into
three groups: (1) high noble, with a noble-metal con-
tent of at least 60 wto/o and a gold content of at least

Revised American Dental Association
Classification of Prosthodontic Alloys

Claes

Required
Noble
Content (%)

Required
Gold
Content
(Yo)

Required
fitanium
Content
(Yol

High-noble >60
alloys

Titanium and
titanium alloys

Noble alloys >25

Predominantly >25
base materials

>40

>85

+O%; (2) noble, with a noble.metal content at least
25% (no stipulation for gold); and (3) preilominately
base metal, with a noble.metal content less than 25%
(Table 10.3). It is important to keep in mind that the
percentages used as boundaries in the specification
are somewhat arbitrary.

ANSI/ADA specification No. 5 (ISO 1552) uses
a type I through [V classification system with each
alloy type recommended for specific applications,
in addition to the compositional classification previ-
ously described (Iable 10.4). Thus a high-noble alloy
mightbe type I or type IV, depending on its mechani-
cal properties. This situation is somewhat confusing,
because in the old specification the alloy type was
related to its composition and virtually all alloys were
gold based. In the current system, each typu of alloy is
recommended for intraoral use based on the amount
of force the restoration is likely to receive. Alloy types
I and tr have high elongation and are therefore eas-
ily bumished, but are appropriate only in low-stress
mvironments, such as inlays that experience low
occlusal forces. Type IV alloys are to be used in clini-
cal situations where very high stresses are involved,
such as long+pan, fixed dental prostheses. Type III
alloys are the most commonly used in dental prac-
tices for crowns and shorter fixed-partial dentures.

Although the number of casting alloys is immense,
it is possible to subdivide each ADA compositional
group into several classes (Table 10.5). These classes
are simply a convenientway of organizingthediverse
strategies that have been used to formulate casting
alloys. For each class of alloy shown in Thble 10.5,
there are many variations; the compositions shown
are meant only to be representative. Note that both
the wt% (weight percent) and atolo (atomic percent)
compositions of the alloys are shown in Table 10..5.

Weight percentages of the alloys ane most commonly
used by manufacturers in the production and sales
of the alloys. However, the physical, chemical, and
biological properties are best understood in terms
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ANSI/ADA Specification No. 5, Mechanical Properties of Dental Casting Alloys

XeId Strength
Description Use (annealed MPa)

Soft Restorations subjected to low stress: some inlays <140

Medium Restorations subjected to moderate stress: inlays and 14-200
onlays

Hard Restorations subiected to high stress: crowns, thick- 201-3,m
veneer crowns, short-span fixed dental prosthese

Extra-hard Restorations subjected to very high stress: thin-veneer >340
crowns, long-span fixed dental prostheses, removable
dental prostheses

ANSI/ADA, American National Standards Institute/American Dental Association.

Typical Compositions (wt%/at%) of Noble Dental Casting Alloys

Ag Au Cu Pd Pt

L79

I

II

m

ry

Alloy
Typ"

Alloy Type

HIGHNOBLE

Au-Ag-Pt

Au{u-Ag-Pd-l

Au{u-Ag-Pd-Ii

NOBLE

Au{u-Ag-Pd-III

Au-Ag-PdJn

Pd{u-Ga

Ag-Pd

77.5/79.3

10.0/73.6

2s.0/n.0

47.0/53.3

38.7 /36.1

78.1/71.4

76.0/56.5

ffi.o/36.6

40.0/24.8

20.0/r0.3

2.0/r.0

t0.5/24.2

rt.8/23.9

7.5/74.4

10.0/15.8

2.4/3.4

s.0/6.r

4.0/4.7

27.0/33.3

n.0/73.r

25.0/25.0

Zn Other

Elongated
(annealed, %)

Ir (trace)

Ru (trace)

Ir (trace)

18

18

72

10

9-9/9.2

0.r/0.7

0.4/0.3

7.0/2.0

1.7 /3.4

1.s/2.8

3-8/s.8

h (trace)

ln 15.5

C,a7.0/N.l

l^3/2370.0/69.0

of atomic percentages. For the sake of simplicity, the
following discussion will be in terms of wt% com-
position. Most of the alloys contain some zinc as a
deoxidizer and either iridium Qr) or ruthenium (Ru)
as grain refiners. Some of these compositions are
used for both full metal castings and ceramic-metal
restorations.

There are three classes of high-noble alloys: the
Au-Ag-Pt alloys; the Au-Cu-Ag-Pd alloys with a

gold content greater than 70 wt% (Au{u-Ag-Pd-I
in thble 10.5); and the Au{u-Ag-Pd alloys with a
gold content of about 50% to 65% (Au{u-Ag-Pd-f!.
The Au-Ag-Pt alloys typically consist of.78wP/" gold.
with roughly equal.rmounts of silver and platinum.
These alloys have been used as casting alloys and
porcelain-metal alloys. The Au{u-Ag-Pd-I alloys
are typically 75 wto/o gold with approximately 10 wt"/o
each of silver and copper and 2 to 3 wto/o palladium.
The Au-Cu-Ag-Pd-1I alloys typically have less than
60 wt% gold, with the silver content increased to
accommodate the reduced gold content. Occasionally,
these alloys will have slightly higher palladium and
lower silver percentages.

2.0/33

There are four classes of noble alloys: the Au{u-
Ag-Pd alloys (Au{u-Ag-Pd-III in Table 10.5);
Au-Ag-Pd-In aUoys; Pd{u4a alloys; and Ag-Pd
alloys. The Au{u-Ag-Pd-Ill alloys typically have a
gold content of 40 wtolo. The reduced gold is com-
pensated primarily with silvet thus the copper and
palladium contents are not changed much from the
Au{u-Ag-Pd-I/ alloys. The Au-Ag-Pd-In alloys have
a gold content of only 20wf/. and have about 40 wt%
silver, 20 wf/" palladium, and 15 wt% indium. The
Pd-Cu4a alloys have little or no gold, with about
75 wto/" palladium and roughly equal amounts of
copper and gallium. Finally, the Ag-Pd alloys have
no gold, but have 70 wt"/" silver and 25 wtY" palla-
dium. By the ADA specification, thee alloys are con-
sidered noble because of their palladium content.

The compositions of casting alloys determine
their color. ln general, if the palladium content is over
1.0wtoh, the alloy will be white. Thus the Pd{u4a
and Ag-Pd alloys in Table 10.5 are white, whereas
the other alloys are yellow (gold). The Au-Ag-Pd-ln
alloys are an exception because they have palladium
content over 20o/o and retain a light yellow color. The
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, Properties of Elements in Dental Casting Alloys

Element

Melting
Atomic Temperature

Symbol Number Atomic Mass Density (g/cm3) ('C) Color Comments

NOBLE

Ruthenium Ru M r01..07 12.48

Rhodium Rh 45 102.97 72.41

Palladium Pd 46 LM.42 12.02

Osmium Os 76 790.20 22.6r

Iridium Ir 77 192.U 22.65

Platinum Pt 78 195.08 2t.45

Gold Au 196.97 19.32

BASE

79

2310.0 White

t956.0 Silver-white

1554.0 White

3045.0 Bluish-white

2470.0 Silver-white

7n2.0 Bluish-white

1,0&.4 Yellow

Grain refiner,
hard

Grain refiner,
soft, ductile

Hard, malleable,
ductile

Not used in
dentistry

Grain refiner,
very hard

frrgh, ductile,
malleable

Ductile,
malleable, soft
conductive

Soft

Soft

5.91

30

31

47

50

49

Ni

Cu

Zn

Ga

Ag

Sn

In

Tin

Nickel

Copper

Zrnc

Gallium

Silver

Indium

28

29

58.69

63.55

65.39

69.72

107.87

718.71

114.82

8.91

8.92

7.14

70.49

7.29

7.31

1453.0

1083.4

479.6

29.8

961..9

232.0

156.5

White

Reddish

Hard

Malleable,
ductile,
conductive

Bluish-white Soft, brittle,
oxidizes

Grayish-white Low melting

Soft, malleable,
ductile,
conductive

White

Gray-white

color of this alloy results from interactions of the
indium with the palladium in the alloy. Among the
yellow alloys, the composition will modify the shade
of yellow. In general, copper adds a reddish color
and silver lightens either the red or yellow color of
the alloys.

Metallic Elements Used in Dental Alloys
For dental restorations, various elements ane com-
bined to produce alloys with adequate properties for
dental applications because none of the elements by
themselves have properties that are suitable. These
alloys may be used for dental restorations as cast
alloys or may be manipulated into wire or other
wrought forms. The metallic elements that make up

dental alloys can be divided hto two maior groups,
the noble metals and the base metals.

Noble Metals
Noble metals are elements with a good metallic sur-
face that retain their surface in dry air. They react
easily with sulfur to form sulfides, but their resis-
tance to oxidation, tamish, and corrosion during
heating, casting, soldering, and use in the mouth
is very good. The noble metals are gold, platinum,
palladium, iridium, rhodium, osmium, and ruthe-
nium (Thble 10.5). These metals can be subdivided
into two groups. The metals of the first group, con-
sisting of ruthenium, rhodium, and palladium, have
atomic weights of approximately 100 and densities
of 12 to 73 g/cm3. The metals of the second group,
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Physical and Mechanical Properties of Cast Pure Gold and Gold Alloys
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Material
Density
Q/cm3)

Hardness 0HN/BHN)
(ke/mm'zl

28 (VHN)

60 (vlIN)

8s (BHN)

735/les (VHN)

Tensile Strength
(MPa)

105

240

39s

a5/52s

Elongation (%)

30

22

30

30/12

Cast 24k gold

Cast 22k gold

Coin gold

Typical Au-based casting
alloy (70 wto,/" Au)a

t9.3

consisting of osmium, iridium, platinum, and gold,
have atomic weights of about 190 and densities
of 19 to 23 g/cm3. The melting points of members
of each group decrease with increasing atomic
weight. Thus ruthenium melts at 2310"C, rhodium
at 1966"C, and palladium at 1554'C. tn the second
group the melting points range from 3045'C for
osmium to 1064"C for gold. The melting point and
density are important properties when composing
alloys, because they affect the casting process, which
affects the overall accuracy and quality of the final
product. The noble metals, together with silver, are
sometimes called precious ffietals. The term precious
comes from the relatively high cost of these metals
and their trading on the commodities market. Some
metallurgists consider silver a noble metal, but it is
not considered a noble metal in dentistry because
it corrodes considerably in the oral cavity. Thus
the terms noble and precious are not synonymous in
dentistry.

GOLD (AU)

Pure gold is a soft, malleable, ductile metal that has
a rich yellow color with a strong metallic luster.
Although pure gold is the most ductile and mal-
leable of all metals, it is relatively low in shength.
The density of gold depends somewhat on the condi-
tion of the metal, whether it is cast, rolled, or drawn
into wire. Small amounts of impurities have a pro.
nounced effect on the mechanical properties of gold
and its alloys. The presence of less than 0.2% lead
causes gold to be extremely britfle. Mercury in small
quantities also has a harmful effect. Therefore scrap
of other dental alloys should not be mixed with gold
used for dental restorations.

Air or water at any temperature does not affect or
tarnish gold. Gold is not soluble in sulfuric, nitric, or
hydrochloric acids. However, it readily dissolves in
combinations of nitric and hydrochloric acids (aqua
regia, 18 vol% nitric and 82 vol% hydrochloric acids)
to form the trichloride of gold (AuC13). It is also

dissolved by a few other chemicals, such as potas-
sium cyanide and solutions of bromine or chlorine.

Because gold is nearly as soft as lead, it must
be alloyed with copper, silve, platinum, and other
metals to develop the hardness, durabilig, and
elasticity necessary in dental alloys, coins, and jew-
elry (Table 10.7). Through appropriate refining and
purification, gold with an extremely high degree of
purity may be produced. Gold can be work hard-
ened to improve its physical properties. Without
the improvement, cast gold would lack sufficient
strength and hardness.

CARAT A]\ID FII\TENESS OF GOLD-BASED
ALLOYS For many years the gold content of gold-
containing alloys has been described on the basis
of the carat or in terms of fineness, rather than by
weight percentage. The term carat rcferc only to the
gold content of the alloy; a carat represents a one-
twenty-fourth part of the whole. Thus 24 carat indi-
cates pure gold. The carat of an alloy is designated by
a small letter,t, for example, 18k or 22k gold.

The use of the term carat to designate the gold
content of dental alloy is less common now. It is not
unusual to find the weight percentage of gold listed
or to have the alloy described in terms of fineness.
Fineness also refers only to the gold content, and
represents the number of parts of gold in each 1000
parts of alloy. Thus 24k gold is the same as 100% gold
or 1000 fineness (i.e., L000 fine). An 18k gold would
be designated as 750 fine, or, when the decimal sys-
tem is used, it would be 0.750 fine; this indicates
that 75011000 of the total is gold. A comparison of
the carat fineness, and weight percentage of gold is
given in Table 10.8. Both the whole number and the
decimal system are in common use, especially for
noble dental solders. The fineness system is some.
what less relevant today because of the introduction
of alloys that are not gold based. It is important to
emphasize that the terms carat andfneness refer only
to gold content, not noble-metal content.

15.5

oValucs are for nfenedlurileneil conditioa.
8HN, BrkrcU hardness number; VIIN, Mckers hardness number.
Modifud from Rule RW. Afurlher report on physical propertbs anil clinical ulues of platinum-centered gold foil as compared to pure gold filling materi-
als. J Am Dent Acff. 193724:58N95.
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24

22

20

18

16

74

9

Amount
of Gold by Weight (o/o)

Carats of Gold

100.0

91.7

83.3

75.0

6.7

58.3

37.5

Fineness

Parts/1000 Decimal

1m0.00 1.000

916.6 0.916

833.33 0.833

750.00 0.750

ffi.6 0.656

583.33 0.583

374.99 0.375

24

24

22

24

20

24

18

24

16

24

74

24

9

24

Comparison of Carat, Fineness, and
Weight Percentage of Gold in Cold Alloys

palladium-based alloys are white, some, such as
palladium-indium-silver alloys, are yellow.

IRIDIUM (IR), RUTHENIUM (RU), AND
RHODIUM (RH)

Iridium and rutheniurn are used in small amounts
in dental alloys as grain refiners to keep the grain
size small. A small grain size is desirable because it
improves the mechanical properties and uniformity
of properties within an alloy. As little as 0.005% (50

ppm) of iridium is effective in reducing the grain size.
Ruthenium has a similar effect. The grain-refining
properties of these elements are largely due to their
extremely high melting points. Iridium melb at 2410'C
and ruthenium at 2310oC. Thus these elements do not
melt during the casting of the alloy and serve asnucle.
ating centers for the melt as it cools, resulting in a fine
grained alloy.

Rhodium also has a high melting point (1965"C)

and has been used in alloys with platinum to form
wire for thermocouples. These thermocouples help
measure the temperature in porcelain furnaces used
to make dental restorations.

Base Metals
Several base metals are combined with noble metals
to develop alloys with properties suitable for den-
tal restorations. Base metals used in dental alloys
include silver, copper, zinc, indium, tin, gallium, and
nickel (see Table 10.6).

SILVER (Ag)

Silver is a malleable, ductile white metal. It is the best-
known conductor of heat and electricity and is stron-
ger and harder than gold but softer than copper. At
967.9"C, the melting point of silver is below the melt-
ing points of both copper and gold. It is unaltered in
clean, dry air at any temperature, but combines with
sulfur, chlorine, phosphorus, and vapors containing
these elements or their compounds. Foods contain-
ing sulfur compounds cause severe tarnish on silvet
and for this reason silver is not considered a noble
metal in dentistry.

Pure silver is not used in dental restorations
because of the black sulfide that forms on the metal
in the mouth. Adding small amounts of palladium to
silver-containing alloys prevents the rapid corrosion
of such alloys in the oral environment.

Silver forms a series of solid solutions with pal-
ladium (see Fig. 10.5D) and gold (see Fig. 10.5C), and
is therefore corunon in gold- and palladium-based
dental alloys. In gold-based alloys, silver is effective
in neutralizing the reddish color of alloys containing
appreciable quantities of copper. Silver also hardens
the gold-based alloys via a solid-solution harden-
ing mechanism. ln palladium-based alloys, silver is

PLATINUM (Pt)

Platinum is a bluish-white metal; is tough, ductile,
and malleable; and can be produced as foil or fine-
drawn wire. Platinum has hardness similar to that
of copper. Pure platinum has numerous applica-
tions in dentistry because of its high fusing point
and resistance to oral conditions and elevated
temperatures.

Platinum increases the hardness and elastic quali-
ties of gold, and some dental casting alloys and wires
contain quantities of platinum up to 8olo combined
with other metals. Platinum tends to lighten the color
of yellow gold-based alloys.

PALLADIUM (Pd)

Palladium is a white metal somewhat darker than
platinum. Its density is a little more than half that of
platinum and gold.

Palladium is not used in the pure state in dentistry,
but is used extensively in dental alloys. Palladium
can be combined with gold, silver, copper, cobalt, tin,
indium, or gallium for dental alloys. Alloys are read-
ily formed between gold and palladium, and palla-
dium quantities of as low as 5% by weight have a
pronounced effect on whitening yellow gold-based
alloys. Palladium-gold alloys with a palladium con-
tent of 10o/o or morcbyweight arewhite. Alloys of pal-
ladium and the other elements previously mentioned
are available as substitutes for yellow-gold alloys,
and the mechanical properties of the palladium-
based alloys may be as good as or better than many
traditional gold-based alloys. Although many of the
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Composition (wt.o/o Au)

25 50 75

A
25 50 75

Composition (at.o/o Au)

25 50 75

25 50

at.o/o Pd

75 Pd

important in developing the white color of the alloy.
Although silver is soluble in palladium, the addition
of other elements to these alloys, such as copper or
indium, may cause the formation of multiple phases
and increased corrosion.

25 50 75

50

at.% Au

COPPER (Cu)

Copper is a malleable and ductile metal with high
thermal and electrical conductivity and a characteris-
tic red color. When added to gold-based alloys, cop-
per imparts a reddish color to the gold and hardens
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(Modifiedfrom Hansen M. Constitution of Binary Alloys. Neu York: McGraw Hill;1958.)
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the alloy via a solid-solution or ordered-solution
mechanism. The presence of copper in gold-based
alloys in quantities between approximately 40o/o and
88oh by weight allows the formation of an ordered
phase. Copper is also commonly used in palla-
dium-based alloys, where it can be used to reduce
the melting point and str,engthen the alloy through
solid-solution hardening and formation of ordered
phases when Cu is between 15 and 55 wtolo. The ratio
of silver and copper must be carefully balanced in
gold- and palladium-based alloys, because silver and
copper are not miscible. Copper is also a corunon
component of most hard dental solders.

ZINC (Zn)

Zinc is a blue-white metal with a tendency to tar-
nish in moist air. In its pure form, it is a soft, brittle
metal with low strength. When heated in air, zinc
oxidizes readily to form a white oxide of relatively
low density. This oxidizing property is exploited
in dental alloys. Although zinc may be present in
quantities of only 1o/o to 2o/o by weight, it acts as a
scavenger of oxygen when the alloy is melted. Thus
zinc is referred to as a deoxidizing agent. Because of
its low density, the resulting zinc oxide lags behind
the denser molten mass during casting and is there-
fore excluded from the casting. If too much zinc is
present, it will markedly increase the brittleness of
the alloy.

INDIUM (In)

Indium is a soft, gray-white metal with a low melt-
ing point of 156.6'C. Indium is not tamished by air or
water. It is used in some gold$ased alloys as a rcplace.
ment for zinc and is a common minor component of
some noble ceramic dental alloys. Recently, indium has
been used in greater amounts (up to 3fflo by weight) to
impart a yellow color to palladium+ilver alloys.

TIN (Sn)

Tin is a lustrous, soft, white metal that is not subject
to tarnish in normal air. Some gold-based alloys con-
tain limited quantities of tin, usually less than S"/"by
weight. Tin is also an ingredient in gold-based dental
solders. It combines with platinum and palladium
to produce a hardening effect, but also increases
brittleness.

GALLILJM (Ga)

Gallium is a grayish metal that is stable in dry air but
tamishes in moist air. It has a very low melting point
of 29.8"C and a density of only 5.91 g/cm3. Gallium
is not used in its pure form in dentistry, but is used
as a component of some gold- and palladium-based
dental alloys, especially ceramic alloys. The oddes of
gallium are important to the bonding of the ceramic
to the metal.

NICKEL (Ni)

Nickel has limited application ingold-and palladium-
based dental alloys, but is a corunon component in
base-metal dental alloys. Nickel has a melting point
of 1453"C and a density of 8.91 g/cmt. When used in
small quantities in gold-based alloys, nickel whitens
the alloy and increases its strength and hardness.

Noble Alloys
Phax Sfiacture of Noblc Alloys
The structure of noble alloys can consist of solid solu-
tions, in which the elements are completely soluble
in one another at all temperatures and compositions;
ordered solutions, in which the elements in the alloy
assume specific and regular positions in the crystal
lattice of the alloy; or multiple individual phases,
formed because the elements are not capable of
totally dissolving in one another at all compositions
and temperatures.

The presence of a second phase is important
because it significantly changes the corrosion proper-
ties of an alloy. Fig. 10.6 shows electron micrographs
of single' and multiple-phase alloys. The single-
phase alloy has little visible microstructure because
its composition is more or less homogeneous. In the
multiple-phase alloy, areas thathave distinct compo-
sitions are clearly visible. These areas comespond to
the different phases that formed during the solidi-
fication process because the elemenb were no lon-
ger completely able to be dissolved in one another
to form a single phase as the alloy cooled. Because
the different phases may interact electrochemically,
the corrosion of multiple'phase alloys maybe higher
than for a single'phase alloy.

Eatdafing of Noble Alloys
The use of pure cast gold is not practical for dental res-
torations because cast gold lacks sufficient strength
and hardness. Solid-solution and ordercd-solution
hardening are two common ways of strengthening
noble dental alloys sufficiently for use in the mouth.
By mixing two elements in the crystal lattice ran-
domly (forming a solid solution), the force needed
to distort the lattice may be significantly increased.
For example, adding just 10% by weight of copper
to gold, the tensile strength increases from 105 to
395 MPa and the Brinell hardness increases from
28 to 85 (see Thble rc.n. ff the positions of the two
elements become ordered (forming an ordered solu-
tion), the properties of the alloy are improved further
(see Thble 10.7). For a typical gold-based castingalToy,
the formation of an ordered solution may increase
yield strength by 50%, tensile strength by 25"/", and
hardness by at least 10olo. It is important to note that
the elongation of an alloy is reduced by the formation
of the ordered solution. For the typical gold-based
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I Electron micrographs of single-phase (A) and multiple.phase (B) alloys. (A) Few distinguishing microstructure
characteristics are seen because the alloy is nearly homogeneous. Only a few scratches from polishing and some debris on
the surface are visible. (B) A rich microstructu-re is evident, reflecting the several phases present. Each phase has a different
composition.

alloy, the percentage elongation will decrease from
30% to aboutl2o/".

The formation of ordered solutions has been
commonly used to strengthen cast dental restora-
tions, particularly in gold-based alloys. The process
reguires precise control of the cooling rate. For the
correct composition capable of forming the ordered
state, slow cooling will result in a harder, stronger
alloy due to the formation of the ordered crystals.
However, rapid cooling of the cast metal, such as by
plunging it into cold water soon after the casting pro-
cess, leaves the metal in the softer, disordered state
because there is simply not enough time during cool-
ing for the atoms to arrange correctly on the crystal
lattice. The conversion between the ordered solu-
tion and solid solution is reversible in the solid state.
Thus it is possible to heat an alloy that exists in a dis-
ordered state under appropriate conditions and tem-
peratures to provide time for the ordered structure to
form. An example of how this process can be utilized
for dental castings is as follows. An alloy is cooled
rapidly after casting, leaving the alloy in the softer,
disordered state, and thus allowing it to be mor€ eas-
ily ground and burnished at the margins to fit the
die, and ultimately the prepared tooth. However,
because it is beneficial for the alloy to be in a hard-
ened state once placed in the mouth, the casting that
has been worked in the laboratory is reheated to
cause the formation of the hardel, ordered structure,
and this is the material that is ultimately cemented
on the patient's prepared tooth.

Eonntlation of Noblc Alloys
The desired qualities of noble dental casting alloys
determine the selection of elements that will be
used to formulate the alloys. The ideal noble casting

alloy should have (1) a low melting rangei (2) ade-
quate strength, hardness, and elongation; (3) a low
tendency to corrode in the oral environmen| and
(4) low cost, among other properties. Traditionally,
the noble elements gold and palladium have gener-
ally been the foundation to which other elements
are added to formulate dental casting alloys. Gold
and palladium are preferable to other noble ele-
ments because they have relatively low melting
points, low corrosion, and form solid solutions with
other alloy elements, such as copper or silver. Solid-
solution systems are desirable for the formulation
of alloys because they are generally easier to man-
ufacture and manipulate, have a lower tendency
to corrode than multiple phase systems, and pro-
vide increased strength through solid-solution or
ordered-solution hardening. Thus it is not surpris-
ing that combinations of these elements have been
extensively used in the formulation of noble dental
casting alloys.

GRAIN SIZE

Studies have shown that minute quantities of
various elements can influence the grain size of
dental casting alloys. With the addition of small
amounts (0.005o/o or 50 ppm) of elements such as

iridium and ruthenium, fine-grained castings are
produced. Adding one of these elements to the
alloy is believed to develop centers for nucleating
grains throughout the alloy. Most alloy manufac-
turers use grain refinement in present-day prod-
ucts. The mechanical properties of tensile strength
and elongation are improved significantly (30%)

by the fine grain structure in castings, which con-
tributes to uniformity of properties from one cast-
ing to another. Other properties, however, such as
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Physical and Mechanical Propenies of Several Types of Noble Dental Casting Alloys

Property

Yield Strength
alO.2o/o Offset
(Soft/tlard)
(MPa)

Density
Solidus ('C) Liquidus ("C) Color Q/cm3)

Elongation Vickers
(Soft/Ilard) Hardnees(SofU
(Yol Hard) Gg/mm2)AlIoy

HIGHNOBLE

1140

965

920

Yellow

Yellow

Yellow

420/470

270/400

350/&0

15/e

n/12

30/70

175/195

135/195

r75/2@

18.4

15.5

13.8

NOBLE

Au{u-Ag-Pd-lII 1355

Au-Ag-Pd-In 875

925

1035

Yellow

Light
yellow

White

White

72.4

17.4

10.6

10.5

32s/520

300/370

1145

260/320

27.5/10

72/8

125/275

t35/190

425

LN/755

Pd-Cu4a

Ag-Pd

1i00

1020

1190

1100

8

hardness and yield strength, show less effect from
the grain refinement.

Prop*ttes
MELTING RANGE
Dental casting alloys do not have melting points, but
rather melting ranges, because they are combinations
of elements rather than pure elements. It is desirable
for the dental casting alloy to have a relatively nar-
row melting range, because if the alloy spends a

long time in the partially molten state during cast-
ing, there is increased opportunity for the formation
of oxides and contamination. Therefore alloys with
wide melting ranges are more difficult to cast with-
out problems.

The melting range of the alloys determines the
bumout temperature, type of investment, and type
of heat source that must be used during casting. ln
general, the bumout temperature must be about
500oC below the bottom temperature of the melting
range. For the Au-Cu-Ag-Pd-I alloys, therefore, a

bumout temperaturc of about 450'C to 475"C should
be used. If the burnout temperature approaches
7N"C, a gypsum-bonded investment cannot be used
because the calcium sulfate will decompose and
embrittle the alloys. At temperatures near 700"C or
greater, a phosphate-bonded investrnent is used. As
shown in Table 70.9, a gypsum-bonded investment
may be used with the Au-Cu-Ag-Pd-l,II, and III and
the Au-Ag-Pd-In alloys, but a phosphate.bonded
investment is advisable for the other alloys. The gas-
air torch will adequately heat alloys with liquidus
temperatures below 1100'C. Above this temperature,
a gas-oxygen torch or electrical induction method
must be used. Again, from Thble 10.9, a gas-air torch

10/8

would be acceptable only for the Au{u-Ag-Pd-I,ll,
and III and the Au-Ag-Pd-tn alloys.

The maximum temperature of the melting range
is important to soldering and formation of ordered
phases, because during both of these operations, the
shape of the alloys is to be retained. Therefore dur-
ing soldering or hardening-softening, the alloy may
be heated only to 50oC below the maximum of the
melting range to avoid local melting or distortion of
the casting.

DENSITY
Density is important during the acceleration of the
molten alloy into the mold during casting. Alloys
with high densities will generally accelerate faster
and tend to form complete castings more easily.
Among the alloys shown in Thble 10.9, all have
densities sufficient for convenient casting. Lower
densities (7 to 8 g/cms) seen in the predominantly
base-metal alloys are more difficult to cast. Alloys
in Table 10.6 with high densities generally contain
higher amounts of denser elements such as gold
or platinum. Thus the Au-Ag-Pt alloys and Au{u-
Ag-PdJ alloys are among the densest of the casting
alloys.

STRENGTH

Strength of alloys can be measured by either the yield
strength or tensile strength. Although tensile stnength
represents the maximum strength of the alloy, the
yield strength is more useful in dental applications
because it is the stress at which permanent defor-
mation of the alloys occurs (see Chapter 4). Because
permanent deformation of dental castings is gener-
ally undesirable, the yield strength is a reasonable

Au-Ag-Pt 1045

Au{u-Ag-Pd-I 910

Au{u-Ag-Pd-II 870
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practical maximrun strength for dental applications.
The yield strengths for the different classes of alloys
are shown in Table 10.6. Where applicable, the hard
and soft conditions, resulting from the formation
of ordered solutions, are shown. For several alloys,
such as Au{u-Ag-Pd-l,ll, and III, the formation of
the ordered phase increases the yield strength signifi-
cantly. For example, the yield strength of the Au-Cu-
Ag-PdJI alloys increases from 350 to 600 MPa with
the formation of an ordered phase. For other alloys,
such as the Au-Ag-Pt and Ag-Pd alloys, the increase
in yield strength is more modest in the hardened
condition. The Pd{u4a alloys do not support the
formation of ordered phase because the ratio of pal-
ladium and copper is not in the correct range for
ordered phase formation (see Table 10.9).

The yield strengths of these alloys range from 320
to 1145 MPa (hard condition). The strongest alloy is
Pd-Cu-Ga, with a yield strength of 1145 MPa. The
other alloys range in strength from 320 to 500 MPa.
These latter yield shengths are adequate for dental
applications and are generally in the same range
as those for the base-metal alloys, which range
from 495 to 600 MPa. The effect of solid-solution
hardening by the addition of copper and silver to
the gold or palladium base is significant for these
alloys. Pure cast gold has a tensile strength of 105
MPa (see liable 10.7). As mentioned earlier, with
the addition of 10 wt% copper (coin gold), solid-
solution hardening increases the tensile strength to
395 MPa. With the further addition of 10 wt% silver
and 3 wt% palladium (Au-Cu-Ag-Pd-I), the tensile
strength increases to about 450 and 550 MPa in the
hard condition.

HARDNESS
Hardness is a good indicator of the ability of an alloy
to resist local permanent deformation under occlusal
load. Although the relationships are complex, hard-
ness is related to yield strength and gives some indi-
cation of the difficulty in polishing the alloy. Alloys
with high hardness will usually have high yield
strengths and are more difficult to polish. As Table
10.9 shows, the values for hardness generally paral-
lel those for yield strength. In the hard condition, the
hardness of these alloys ranges from 155 kglmm2 for
the Ag-Pd alloys to 425 kglmm2 for the Pd{u-Ga
alloys. More typically, the hardness of the noble cast-
ing alloys is around 200 kglmm2. The Ag-Pd alloys
are particularly soft because of the high concentra-
tion of silver, which is a soft metal. The Pd{u-Ca
alloys are particularly hard because of the high con-
centration of Pd, which is a hard metal. The hard-
ness of most noble casting alloys is less than that of
enamel (343 kglmm2), and typically less than that
of base-metal alloys. If the hardness of an alloy is
greater than enamel, it may wear the enamel of the
teeth opposing the restoration.

ELONGATION
Elongation is a measure of the ductility of the alloy.
For crown and bridge applications, a low value of
elongation for an alloy is generally not a big concern,
berause permanent deformation of the alloys is gen-
erally not desirable. However, the elongation will
indicate whether the alloy can be burnished. Alloys
with high elongation can be burnished without
fracture. Elongation is sensitive to the presence or
absence of an ordered phase, as shown in Table 10.9.

In the hardened condition, the elongation will drop
significantly. For example, for the Au-Cu-Ag-Pd-II
alloys, the elongation is 30o/o in the soft condition ver-
sus only 10o/o in the hard condition. In the soft con-
dition, the elongation of noble dental casting alloys
ranges from 8% to3}o/o. These alloys are substantially
more ductile than the base-metal alloys, which have
elongation on the order of 1"/o to27".

BIOCOMPATIBILITY
The biocompatibility of noble dental alloys is equally
important as other physical or chemical properties.
A detailed discussion about the principles of bio
compatibility can be found in Chapter 6, but a few
general principles are mentioned here. The biocom-
patibility of noble dental alloys is prirnarily related
to elemental release from these alloys (i.e., their cor-
rosion). Thus any toxic, allergic, or other adverse bio-
logical response is primarily influmced by elements
released from these alloys into the oral cavity. The
biological rcsponse is also influenced significantly
by exactly which elements are released, their con-
centrations, and duration of exposure to oral tissues.
For example, the short-term (more than 1 to 2 days)
release of zinc may not be significant biologically, but
Ionger-term (more than 2 to 3 years) release might
have more significant effects. Similarly, equivalent
amounts (in moles) of zinc, copper, or silver will have
quite different biological effects, because each of the
elements is unique in its interactions with tissues.

Unfortunately, there is currently no way of com-
pletely assessing the biocompatibility of noble alloys
(or any other material), because the effects of elemen-
tal release on tissues are not completely understood.
However, in general, several principles apply to
alloy biocompatibility. The elemental release from
noble alloys is not proportional to alloy composition,
but rather is influenced by the numbers and types of
phases in the alloy microstructure and the composi-
tion of the phases. In general, multiple.phase alloys
release more atoms than single'phase alloys. Some
elements, such as copper, zinc, silver, cadmium, and
nickel, are inherently more prone to be released from
dental alloys than others, such as gold, palladium,
platinum, and indium. Alloys with high noble-metal
content generally release Iess atoms than alloys with
little or no noble'metal content. However, the only
reliable way to assess elemental release is by direct
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measurement, because there are exceptions to each
of the generalizations just mentioned. Similarly, it
is difficult to predict, even knowing the elemental
release from an alloy, what the biological response
to the alloy will be. Thus the only reliable way is
to measure the biological response directly, either
in vitro, in animals, or in humans (see Chapter 5). It
is important to also remember that combinations of
alloys used in the mouth may alter their corrosion
and biocompatibility.

The IdentAlloy certification program was devel-
oped to make dentists and patients more aware of
the composition of dental alloys. Under this program,
each alloy has a certificate (Fig. 10.7) that lists the
complete compositiory its manufactur€r, name, and
the ADA compositional classification (high noble,
noble, or predominantly base metal). When the dental
prosthesis is delivered by the laboratory to the dental
office, a certificate is placed in the patient's chart. In
this manner, all parties know the exact composition
of the material used. This information can be invalu-
able later if there are problems with the restoration;
for example, if the patient develops an allergic reac-
tion. This information is also useful when planning
additional restorations that may contact the existing
restoration, or if some modification (such as occlusal
adjustrnent or contouring) becomes necessary.

Composition and Propefiies of Noblc-Metal
Alloy s for Ceramic-Metal Re storetiotts
Ceramic-metal restorations consist of a cast metallic
framework (or core) on which at least two layers of
ceramic are baked. It is essential that the coefficient
of thermal expansion of the alloy be slightly higher
than that of the veneering ceramic to ensure that the
ceramic is in slight compression after cooling. This

will establish a better resistance to crack propagation
of the ceramic-metal restoration. There are several
requirements for the alloy in a ceramic-metal system
(a complete list of requirements for both the alloy
and ceramic can be found in Chapter 11):

1. The alloy must have a high melting temperature.
The melting range must be substantially higher
(greater than 100"C) than the firing temperature
of the ceramic and solders used to join segments
of a bridge.

2. A good bond between the ceramic and metal
is essential and is achieved by the interactions
of the ceramic with metal oxides on the surface
of metal (Fig. 10.8) and by the roughness of the
metal coping.

3. Coefficients of thermal expansion of the ceramic
and metal must be compatible so that the ceramic
does not crack during fabrication. The system
is designed so the value for the metal is slightly
higher than for the ceramic, thus putting the
ceramic in compression (where it is stronger)
following cooling (Fig. 10.9).

4. Adequate stiffness and strength of the alloy
core are especially important for fixed bridges
and posterior crowns. High stiffness in.the alloy
reduces stresses in the ceramic by reducing
deflection and strain. High strength is essential in
the interproximal rcgions in fixed bridges.

5. High sag resistance is essential. The alloy copings
are relatively thin; no distortion should occur
during firing of the ceramic, or the fit of the
restoration will be compromised.

6. An accurate @sting of the metal coping is required
even with the higher melting range of the alloy.
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7. Adequate design of the restoration is critical.
The preparation should provide for adequate
thickness of alloy as well as enough space for an
adequate thickness of ceramic to yield an esthetic
restoration.

The composition ranges and colors of five types
of noble alloys for ceramic-metal restorations are
listed in Table 10.10. The properties of these alloys
are given in Table 10.11.

P P

CTE = 13.5 x + No bond

AU-PT,PD ALLOYS
The Au-Pt-Pd alloys contain very high noble.metal
content, mainly gold with platinum and palladium
to increase the melting range. The high noble con-
tent provides good corrosion resistance. Indium, tin,
and iron (Fe) are present and form oxides to produce
a ceramic-metal bond. Rhenium (Re) is added as a
grain refiner. Hardening of Au-Pt-Pd alloys results
from solid-solution hardening and the formation of
an FePt3 precipitate. Optimum heat treatment for
hardening is 30 minutes at 550oC, but practically the
hardening occurs during firing of the ceramic.

From Table 10.11 it is seen that these alloys have
high stiffness (elastic modulus), strength, and hard-
ness and reasonable elongation; however, they have
somewhat Iow sag resistance. The alloys are very
costly because of their high noble-metal content and
high density. The casting temperature is reasonably
high, and although reasonably easy to solder, care
must be taken because the soldering temperature
is only about 50oC below the melting range of the
alloys. Finally, although considerable platinum and
palladium are present, these alloys are still yellow,
which makes producing pleasing esthetics with the
ceramic easier than with white alloys.

AU-PD ALLOYS
The Au-Pd high-noble alloys with good corrosion
resistance have decreased gold but increased palla-
dium content. These alloys contain no platinum or

M M

P
4> Bond

Fldng tomperature Foom tcmperrtura

' ' , ': Diagram of the ceramic-metal bond. Shown
at the firing temperature and at room temperafure, when
the thermal coefficient of expansion of the metal is 0.5 x
't0-6/"C greater than the ceramic, thus placing the ceramic
in compression at room temperafure. CTE, Coefficient of
thermal expansion; M, metal; P, porcelain. (From Powers lM,
Wataha JC. Dental Materials: Foundations and Applications.
17th ed. St. Louis: Elsatio;2017.)
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L\lll i: ltr. lii C.omposition Ranges and Color of Noble Alloys for Ceramic-Metal Restorations (wt%)

r-r{> <B

TyPe Au (%) Pt (%) Pd (%) Ag(Y"l Cu (%) Other (o/o)

Total Noble.Metal
Content (%) Color

Au-PFPd

Au-Pd

Au-Pd-Ag

Pd-Ag

Pd{u

811-86

45-52

5l-52

5-7

38-45

26-31

5H8
7+-79

0-2

0

t4-t6

30-37

4-t0 Fe, In, Re, Sn 2-5 9G98

Ru, Re, In 8.5, Ga 1.5 89-90

Ru, Re In 1.5, Sn3-7 7F83

Ru, In 1-5, Sn !8 4942

In, Ga 9 7ffi1

Yellow

White

White

White

White0-2 10-15

-i-,\ ill.l-. I r'r. i I Properties and Casting Temperatures of Noble Alloys Used in Ceramic,Metal Restorarions

rlpe

Yield Strength Elastic
Ultimate Tensile at0.2o/o Offset Modulus
Strength (MPa) (MPa) (GPa)

Elongation \IHN (kg/
lo/"1 mm2)

Deneity
(d"-t)

Casting
Temperaturc (oC)

Au-Pt-Pd

Au-Pd

Au-Pd-Ag

Pd-Ag

Pd-Cu

48G-500

7W7n

55H80

55G730

690-1300

fi0*4,20

550-575

475-525

400-525

550-1100

81-%

7ffi-717

100-113

95-t17

9+-97

3-r0

8-15

8-18

10-14

8-15

175-180

21u230

210-230

185-235

351400

t7.+-18.6

13.5-13.7

13.6-13.8

10.7-11.1

10.6-70.7

1150

1320-1330

1320-1350

13111350

1170-1190

VHN. Vickers hardness number.
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iron and thus are solution hardened rather than pre-
cipitation hardened. They contain indium for bond-
ing, gallium (Ga) to decrease the fusion temperature,
rhenium for grain refining, and ruthenium (Ru) for
enhancing castability. Because of their high palla-
dium content, the alloys are white (some call it gray)
rather than yellow, even though they contain about
50% gold. This color causes increased difficulty in
producing esthetic restorations.

These alloys are stronger, stiffer, and harder than
the Au-Pt-Pd alloys and have higher elongation (more
ductile) and casting temperatures (easier to solder).
They have lower densities and this means more care
should be taken during castingbecause of the decrease
in the force with which the alloy enters the casting
ring. However, these alloys remain relatively easy to
cast, and soldering is easy because of the higher cast-
ing temperature.

AU.PD.AG ALLOYS
The Au-Pd-Ag alloys contain less palladium and
more silver than theAu-Pd alloys. However, they still
have good corrosion resistance. Again, indium and
tin are added for bonding with the ceramics, ruthe'
nium for castability, and rhenium for grain refining.
Hardening results from solution hardening. As seen
in Table 10.11, the properties of the Au-Pd-Ag alloys
are similar to those of the Au-Pd alloys.

PD.AG ALLOYS

The Pd-Ag alloys, which contain no gold and have
a moderately high silver content, have the lowest
noble-metal content of the five noble alloys. They
contain indium and tin for bonding and ruthenium
for enhanced castability. Their properties are similar
to those of the Au-Pd-Ag alloys, except that they are
less dense (=11 B/cm3 vs. 14 g/cm3). Some ceramics
used with these high-gold alloys resulted in what
was called "greening" relating to a color shift toward
yellow. Fumace contamination and technique were
blamed to some extent for this problem.

PD.CUALLOYS
The Pd-Cu alloys contain very high palladium con-
tent with 10olo to 15% copper. They contain indium
for bonding with porcelain and gallium for control-
Iing casting temperature. These alloys have high
strength and hardness, moderate stiffness and elon-
gation, and low density. However, they have low
sag resistance and form dark oxides. They are white
alloys, like all the other metals except the yellow
Au-Pt-Pd alloys.

Base-Metal Alloys
Base-metal alloys are used extensively in dentistry for
a variety of restorations and instruments, as shown

in Box 10.1. Cast cobalt-chromium alloys have been
used for many years for fabricating removable den-
tal prosthesis frameworks and have replaced type IV
gold alloys almost completely for this application.
Nickel-chromium and cobalt-chromium alloys are
used in ceramic-metal restorations.

The addition of beryllium to base-metal alloys
improves castability by lowering the melting tem-
perature and surface tension and increasing the
strength of the porcelain-metal bond. However,
beryllium, in vapor or particulate form, is asso-
ciated with several diseases, including contact
dermatitis, chronic lung disease, lung carcinoma,
and osteosarcoma. Laboratory personnel are at
greatest risk for beryllium exposure when per-
forming melting, grinding, polishing, and fin-
ishing procedures. Efficient local exhaust and
filtration systems as well as adequate general ven-
tilation should be used when casting, finishing,
and polishing these beryllium-containing alloys.
The ADA Council on Scientific Affairs recom-
mends that, where possible, beryllium-containing
alloys should not be used in the fabrication of
dental restorations. If alloys containing beryl-
lium must be used, the Occupational Safety and

BOX lO.1

DENTAL APPLICATIONS
OF CAST AND WROUGHT

BASE-METAL ALLOYS

Cast cobalt-chromium alloys
Removable dental prosthesis framework
Ceramic-metal restorations

Cast nickel-chromium alloys
Ceramic-metal restorations

Cast titanium and titanium alloys
Crowns
Fixed partial prosthesis
Removable dental prosthesis framework
Implants

Wrought titaniun and titanium alloys
Implants
Crowns
Fixed partial prosthesis

Wrought stainless steel alloys
Endodontic instruments
fthodontic wires and brackets
Preformed criowrls

Wrought cobalt-chromium-nickel alloys:
orthodontic wires and endodontic files
Wrought nickel-titanium alloys: orthodontic wires
and endodontic files
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Health Administration (OSHA) guideline (OSHA
Hazard Information Bulletin 02-04-19) must be
followed. Several manufacturers have eliminated
beryllium in their alloys. The ISO standard limits
beryllium content to 0.02 wt%. The Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) has accepted the ISO stan-
dard but has "grandfathered" beryllium-containing
alloys on the market before 1976.

The presence of nickel in nickel-chromium alloys
and stainless steel is of significant importance
because nickel is a known allergen. The incidence of
sensitivity to nickel has been reported to be from 5
to 10 times higher for females than for males, with
5o/o to 8"/o of females showing sensitivity. However,
no correlation has been found between the pres-
ence of intraoral nickel-based restorations and sen-
sitivity. A cobalt-chromium alloy without nickel or
other nonnickel-containing alloy should be used
on patients with a medical history indicating an
allergic response to nickel. The amount of nickel in
base-metal alloys used in direct soft tissue contact,
such as in removable dental prosthesis frameworks,
is diminishing. Nickel is mostly found in alloys
for ceramic-metal restorations and for wrought
applications such as wires. To minimize exposure
of patients to metallic dust containing nickel or
beryllium, intraoral finishing should be done with
a high-speed evacuation system and preferably in a

wet environment.
The use of titanium and titanium alloys is rapidly

increasing for implants, orthodontic wires, and end-
odontic files. Stainless steel alloys are used princi-
pally for orthodontic wires, in fabricating endodontic
instruments, and for preformed crowns.

Genqal Rcqtirmenb of a Dento.l Base-Metal
Alloy
The metals and alloys used as substitutes for noble
alloys in dental restorations must possess certain
minimal fundamental characteristics:

1. The alloy's chemical nature should not produce
toxicologic or allergic effects in the patient or the
operator.

2. The chemical properties of the prosthesis should
provide resistance to corrosion and physical
changes when in the oral fluids.

3. The physical and mechanical properties, such
as thermal conductivity, melting temperature,
coefficient of thermal expansiory and strength,
should all be satisfactory meeting certain
minimum values for various prostheses' designs.

4. The technical expertise needed for fabrication
and use should be feasible for the average dentist
and skilled technician.

5. The metals, alloys, and companion materials
for fabrication should be plentiful, relatively

inexpensive, and readily available, even in
periods of emergency.

When base-metal alloys are used in ceramic-metal
systems, the same requirements as listed for noble
alloys apply.

This list of requirements for the ideal substitute
for noble alloys suggests that a combination of chem-
ical, physical, mechanical, and biological qualities is
involved in the evaluation of each alloy. The proper-
ties of the alloys depend on material, compositional,
and processing factors.

Cast and wrought base.metal alloys, including
cobalt-chromium-nickel, nickel<hromium-fuon, com-
mercially pure titanium (CP Tr), titanium-aluminum-
vanadium, stainless steel, nickel-titanium, and
titanium-molybdenum (bea-titanium) alloys are dis-
cussed in this section. The discussion is based on the
synergistic relationship between processing, composi
tiory structui',e, and properties of the materials.

Cobalt-Chromitm atd Nickcl-Chromlam
Casting Alloys fot Renooablc Dettal Prostluses
Almost all metal frameworks of removable dental
prostheses are made from cobalt-chromium alloys.

ANSI/ADA SPECIFICATION NO.14 (ISO 5871)

According to ANSI/ADA specification No. 14, the
weight of duomium should be no less than 207o,

and the total weight of chromium, cobalt, and nickel
should be no less than 85o/o. Alloys having other com-
positions may also be accepted by the ADA, provided
the alloys comply satisfactorily with requirements on
toxicity, hypersensitivity, and corrosion. Elemental
composition to the nearest 0.5% must be marked on
the package, along with the pnesence and percentage
of hazardous elements and recommendations for pro-
cessing the materials. The specification also requires
minimum values for elongation (1.5old, yield strength
(500 MPa), and elastic modulus (170 GPa).

COMPOSITION
PRINCIPAL ELEMENTS The principal elements
present in cast base metals for removable dental
prostheses are chromium, cobalt, and nickel, which
together account for 82 to 92 wto/o of most alloys
used. Representative compositions of five commer-
cial dental casting alloys, including three that are
used for ceramic-metal restorations, are listed in
Table 10.12. Chromium, cobalt, and nickel compose
about 85"/" of the total weight of these alloys, yet
their effect on the physical properties is rather lim-
ited, because the physical properties of these alloys
are more controlled by the presence of minor alloy-
ing elements such as carbon, molybdenum, tung-
sten, manganese, nitrogen, tantalum, gallium, and
aluminum.
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Elements

Chromium (Cr)

Cobalt (Co)

Nickel (Ni)

Molybdenum (Mo)

Tungsten (W)

Niobium (Nb)

Aluminum (Al)

Iron (Fe)

Carbon (C)

Beryllium (Be)

Silicon (Si)

Manganese (Mn)

Gold (Au)

Gallium (Ga)

Rare earth

CRAIG'S RESTORATIVE DENTAL MATERIALS

Composition of Major Cast Base,Metal Alloys Used in Dentistry

____11"v(*?*__
Ni€rAltoy Ni4rAlloy

_ vltalliumr _I31* *:I_B_"t --_io,::g:_
30 17 13 22

Balance

Co-Cr Alloyb

26

Balance

Co-Crwith Some
Noble Metalsc

Balance

9

4

2

6

<0.25

alloys. Note that, as shown in Thble 10.12, the nickel-
chromium alloys used with ceramic contain signifi-
cantly less carbon than the alloys used for removable
dental prostheses. The presence of 3o/o to 6% molyb-
denum contributes to the strength of the alloys.

MilTostttchtre of Cast Base-Metal Alloys
The microstructure of a material controls its proper-
ties. ln other words, a change in the physical prop-
erties of a material is a strong indication that there
must have been some alteration in its microstructure.
Sometimes this variation in microstructure cannot
be distinguished by ordinary means. The micro-
structures of cobalt-chromium and nickel<hromium
alloys are complex and change with slight alterations
of manipulative conditions.

Many elements present in cast base'metal alloys,
such as chromium, cobalt, and molybdenum, are car-
bide-forming elements. Depending on the composition
of the alloy and ib manipulative condition, it may form
many types of carbide in various tlpes of arrangemmt.

The microstructure of a commercial cobalt-
chromium alloy is illustrated in Fig. 10.10. In Fig.
10.10A, the carbides are continuous along the grain
boundaries. Such a structure is obtained when the
metal is quickly cast as soon as it is completely melted.

20

Balance

Balance

5

Balance

5.5 6

5

5 4

25

0.5

0.1

1.0

0.5

5

<0.1

7.9

FUNCflON OF UARIOUS ALLOYING ELE-
MEllfS Chromium is responsible for the tamish
and corrosion resistance of these alloys. When the
chromium content of an alloy is higher than 30%, the
alloy is more difficult to cast and becomes more brit-
tle. Therefore cast base-metal dental alloys should
not contain more than 28"/o or 29% chromium. In
general, cobalt and nickel, up to a certain percentage,
are interchangeable elements. Cobalt increases the
elastic modulus, strength, and hardness of the alloy
more than nickel.

The effect of other alloying elements on the
properties of these alloys is much more pronounced.
One of the most effective ways of increasing the
hardness of cobalt-based alloys is by increasing their
carbon content. A drange in the carbon content of
approximately 0.2"/o changes the properties to such an
extent that the alloy becomes too hard and brittle and
should not be used for making any dental prostheses.
Conversely, a reduction of 0.2"/o in the carbon content
would reduce the alloy's yield and ultimate tensile
strengths to such low values that the alloy would also
not be usable in dentistry. Furthermore, almost all
elements in these alloys, such as chromium, silicon,
molybdenum, cobalt, and nickel, react with carbon
to form carbides, which change the properties of the

2.5

1

0.5

0.6

0.5

<0.1

0.5

<0.1

1

0.5

'Data from Asgar K. An owrall study of partial dentlrcs. USPHS Research Grant DF.42017. Washingtm, DC: Natiotul lnstitutes of Health (NlH);
1955, and from Baran G. The metallurgy of Ni-Cr alloys for faed prosthodontics. J Prosthet Dent.1983;fu:639-450.
Typied alloy compositions lor coamic-metal restototians with conoentional porcelains.
cAlloy suitable for high+xpansion porcelain.
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In this condition, the cast alloy possesses low elonga-
tion values with a dean surface. Carbides that are
spherical and discontinuous, Iike islands, are shown
in Fig. 10.108. Such a structure can be obtained if the
alloy is heated more than 100"C above its normal
melting temperature; this results in a casting with
good elongation values but with a very poor surface
because of an incrcased reaction with the investment
material, and thus is not useful in dentistry. An alloy
with dark areas having a distinct lamellar structure
is shown in Fig. 10.10C. Such a structure is respon-
sible for very low elongation values but a good and

c s
a

clean casting. From these three examples, it is clear
that microstructure can strongly affect physical and
mechanical properties.

The microstructurc of Ni{r alloys is strongly
dependent on alloy composition. Alloys that do and
do not contain Be have complicaM, multiphase micro'
structures such as those shown in Fig. 10.10D and E.

The precipitates dispersed within the matrix include
complex carbides, and these precipitates are relatively
unaffected by the short heat-tr,eabnent cydes that the
alloys are subjected to during ceramic firing procedures
when used for porcelain-fused-to-metal restorations.

0

C .5 t.

$

I , , r ' Microstnrcture of alloys. (A) Cast cobalt-chromium alloy, where the carbides are continuous around the
grain boundaries. (B) The islandlike structures are carbides, which are dispersed throughout the entire area. (C) The dark
areas are eutectoid, which ale lamellar in nature. (D) The microstructule of a beryllium-containing nickel-chromium alloy.
(E) The microstructure of a boron- and silicon-containing nickel-chromium alloy. (A, B, and C lrom Asgar K, Peyton FA. Elfect

of micrwtructure on thc physbal properties of cobalt-base alloys. J Dent Res. 1961;40:6T72; D arul E, Courtwy G. Baran, Temple
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C AST B AS E - METAL ALL OYS,

Vitallium

Ticonium

Hardened removable dental
prosthesis gold alloysb

CRAIC'S RESTORAT]VE DENTAL MATERIALS

Mechanical Properties of Afioys Used in Removable Dental Prostheses

Elastic
Yield Strength at Tensile Modulus
0.2% Offcet (MPa) Strength (MPa) Elongation (%) (GPa)

Vickers Hardness
Number
(kg/mm2)

870

7ffi-760

Heat Trcatment of Base-Metal Alloys
The early base-metal alloys used in removable den-
tal prostheses were primarily cobalcchromium and
were relatively simple. Heat treating these alloys up
to t hour at 1000'C did not appreciably change their
mechanical properties. Base-metal alloys available
today for removable dental prostheses, however, ar€
more complex. Presently, complex cobalt-chromium
alloys, nickel-chromium alloys, and iron-chromium
alloys ane used for this purpose.

Studies have shown that many heat treatments of
cobalt-based alloys reduce both the yield strength and
elongation. If for any reason some soldering or weld-
ing must be performed on these removable dental
prostheses, the lowest possible temperature should
be used with the shortest possible heating time.

Phystcal Prcpertles
MELTING TEMPERATURE

Compared with cast gold alloy types I to IV, which
have a melting range of 800'C to 1050oC, the melt-
ing temperature of base-metal alloys is much higher,
with a range of 1150"C to 1500'C.

DENSITY
The average density of cast base.metal alloys is
between 7 and 8 g/cm3, which is about half the den-
sity of most dental gold alloys. Density is of some
importance in bulky maxillary prostheses, in which
the force of gravity causes the relative weight of the
casting to place additional forces on the supporting
teeth. With certain prostheses, therefore, the reduction
of weight resulting from the lower density of the cast
base.metal alloys can be considered an advantage.

Mechanlcal Prcperties
Typical mechanical properties of the alloys for
removable dental prostheses listed in Table 10.12
have been assembled in Thble 10.13, together with

a repres€ntative range of values for type [V casting
gold alloys subjected to a hardening heat treatnent.

YTELD STRENGTH
The yield strength gives an indication of when a per-
manent deformation of a device or part of a device,
such as a partial denture clasp, will occur. As such, it
is one of the important properties of alloys intended
for removable dental prostheses. It is believed that
dental alloys should have yield strengths of at least
415 MPa to withstand permanent deformation when
used as removable prosthesis clasps. It may be seen
from Table 10.13 that base-metal dental alloys have
yield strengths Breater than 600 MPa.

TENSILE STRENGTH

The ultimate tensile strength of cast base-metal
alloys is less influenced by variations in specimen
preparation and test conditions than are some other
properties, such as elongation. Table 10.13 shows
that the ultimate tensile strength of cast base-metal
dental alloys is greater than 800 MPa. Table 10.13

also shows that hardened removable dental pros-
thesis gold alloys can have ultimate tensile strengths
almost equal to those of cast base-metal alloys.

ELONGATION
The percent elongation of an alloy is important as
an indication of the relative brittleness or ductility
a restoration will exhibit. There are many occasions,
therefore when elongation is an important property
for comparison of alloys for removable dental pros-
theses. For example, as described in Chapter 4, the
combined effect of elongation and ultimate tensile
strength is an indication of toughness of a material.
Because of their toughness, removable dental pros-
thesis clasps cast of alloys with a high elongation and
tensile strength do not fracture in service as often as

do those with low elongation.

64
710

480-510

807

1.5

2.4

5-7

218

186

90-100

380

w
22r250

oData from Asgar K, Tbchoro BO, lacobnn lM. A new alloy for prtial dentures. I Prosthet DenL 1970;23:36-43; Monis HF, Asgm K. Phgical proper-
ties and mioostructure of four new commercial partiel denture alloys. J Prosthet Dent.1975;33:3646; Mafa Ip, Lugassy AA, Guckcs AD, @ttlemen
L. An anluation of non-precious alloys for ux with prcelain txneol Part L Physical propertia. l Prosthet Dent. 1973;30:424431.
bData from Oilo G, Gjedet NR. Dental casting alloys with a loat content of nobk metals: physicol propnres. Acta Odontol Scand. 1983;41Q):711-116.
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A small amount of microporosity will decrease the
elongation of a cast metal prosthesis considerably,
whereas its effect on yield strength, elastic modu-
lus, and tensile strength is rather limited. One can
therefore assume that practical castings may exhibit
similar variations in elongation from one casting to
another. To some degree this is borne out in practice,
with some castings from the same product showing a
greater tendency toward brittleness than others. This
observation indicates that control of the melting and
casting variables is of extreme importance if repro-
ducible results are to be obtained.

Although nickel and cobalt are interchangeable in
cobalt-nickel-chromium alloys, increasing the nickel
content with a corresponding reduction in cobalt
generally increases the ductility and elongation.
High values of elongation are obtained by casting at
the normal melting temperature and by not heating
the alloy more than 100'C above its normal casting
temperature. High elongation is achieved without
sacrificing strength and is the result of the precise
and proper combination of carbon, nitrogen, silicon,
manganese, and molybdenum content.

ELASTIC MODUTUS
The higher the elastic modulus, the more rigid is the
structure. Some dental professionals recommend
the use of a welldesigned, rigid prosthesis because
it properly distributes forces on the supporting tis-
sues when in service. With a greater elastic modulus,
one can design the restoration with slightly reduced
dimensions. From Thble 10.13, it can be seen that
the elastic modulus of base-metal alloys is approxi-
mately double the modulus of type fV cast dental
gold alloys.

HARDNESS

Dfferences in composition of the cast base-metal
alloys have some effect on their hardness, as indi-
cated by the values given in Table 10.13. ln general,
cast base-metal alloys have hardness values about
one-third greater than gold alloys used for the same

PurPose.
Hardness is an indication of the ease of finish-

ing the structure and its resistance to scratching in
service. The higher hardness of the cast base.metal
alloys as compared with gold alloys requires the use
of different polishing equipment and compounds,
but the finishing operation canbe completed without
difficulty by experienced operators.

FATIGUE
The importance of the fatigue resistance of alloys
used for removable dental prostheses is obvious
when one considers that these prostheses are placed
and removed daily. At these times, the clasps are
strained as they slide around the retaining tooth, and

the alloy undergoes fatigue. Comparisons among
cobalt-chromium, titanium, and gold alloys show
that cobalt-chromium alloys possess superior fatigue
resistance, as indicated by a higher number of cycles
(putting on and taking off) required to fracture a
clasp. Any procedures that result in increasing the
porosity or carbide content of the alloy will reduce
fatigue resistance. In addition, soldered joints, which
often contain inclusions or pores, represent weak
links in the fatigue resistance of the prosthesis.

CORROSION
In vitro corrosion tests have evaluated a number of
important variables, including effects of electrolytic
media and artificial saliva, alloy composition, alloy
microstructure, and surface state of the metal. These
variables account for 2 to 4 orders of magnitude
variation in the amount of metal ions released. The
surface state of the metal is an extremely important
factor influencing corrosion, because the surface com-
position is almost always different from that of the
bulk alloy. Another important consideration is corro-
sion coupled with wear. Up to three times the mass
of metal ions, such as nickel (Ni), is released during
occlusal rubbing in combination with corrosion than
during corrosion alone for nickel-chromium (Ni-Cr)
alloys. No long-term studies have been performed
to monitor the impact of the release of such large
concentrations of metal ions on the overall health of
patients.

Base-Metal Castiag Alloys for Eixed
Prosthodoatics
Most of the nickel-chromium alloys contain 600/" to
80% nickel, 10% to 27o/o ctromium, and ZYo to'1,4Yo

molybdenum. As a comparison, cobalt<hromium
alloys contain 53% to 67o/" cobalt,21o/o to 32o/o ehrt
mium, and 2/o to 6% molybdenum. They may also
contain small amounts of aluminum, carbon, cobalt,
copper, cerium, gallium, iron, manganese, niobiurn,
silicon, tin, titanium, and zirconium. The range of
compositions of base-metal alloys for ceramic-metal
restorations is given in Table 10.14 and typical prop-
erties of these alloys are listed in Table 10.15.

Base-metal casting alloys exhibit a higher hard-
ness and elastic modulus than do noble-metal alloys,
but they require a slightly different approach in
casting and soldering to accommodate their higher
solidification shrinkage and generally lower densi-
ties than noble alloys.

NICKEL.CHROMIUM (NI.CR) ALLOYS
Chromium provides tarnish and corrosion resis-
tance, whereas alloys containing aluminum (Al)
are strengthened by the formation of coherent pre-
cipitates of Ni3Al. Moiybdenum (Mo) is added to
decrease the thermal coefficient of expansion. Note
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Composition Ranges of Base Metals for Ceramic-Metal Restorations (wt7o)
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TAIII-E I t't.l 5 Propenies of Base-Metal Alloys for Ceramic-Metal Restorations

Elestic
Ultimate Tbnsile Yield Strength at Modulue Elongation VHN

Tlpe Shength(MPd 02% Offaet(MPe) (GPd (%) &g/mm2)

Ni{r 4G1000 25F7n 150-210 8-20 210-380

CoCr 52H20 M 145-220 6-15 330-465

Ti 24H90 170{30 rr114 1120 12}350

VHN, Mckers hardnes6 number.

that because of the wide differences in atomic weight
of nickel and chromitm,2 wt% is roughly equal to
6 ato/".

These alloys are harder than noble alloys but
usually have lower yield strengths. They also have
higher elastic moduli, in some cases allowing for the
use of thinner copings and frameworks. They have
much lower densities (7 to 8 g/crn3) and generally
higher casting temperatures. Adequate casting com-
pensation is at times a problem, as is the fit of the
coping.

u7a-z 11

G.6, 0-4 (H.3

Density
rd.1r)

7.5-7.7

7.5-7.6

4.44.5

Casting
Temperature (oC)

COBALTCHROMIUM (CO.CR) ALLOYS
Again, chromium provides tarnish and corrosion
resistance. Unlike Co-Cr removable dental prosthe.
sis alloys, the alloys for ceramic-metal restorations
are strengthened by solution hardening rather than
carbide formation. Molybdenum helps lower the
coefficient of expansion, and ruthenium improves
castability. Co-Cr alloys are stronger and harder than
noble and Ni-Cr alloys and have roughly the same
densities and casting temperature as Ni{r alloys.
Casting and soldering of these alloys are more dif-
ficult than for noble alloys, as is obtaining a high
degree of accurary in the castings.

TITANIUM ffI) AND TITANIUM ALLOYS
Pure titanium (Ti) and titanium alloyed with alumi-
num and vanadium (11-5Al4V) have been attempted
for cast restorations, but they are mainly important
in implant and orthodontic wire applications.They
have superior biocompatibility compared with the
other base-metal alloys, but Ti and Ti{Al-4V pres-
ent processing difficulties, as indicated by their high
casting temperatures (1760'C to 1850"C),low densi-
ties, and ease of oxidation. Other processing meth-
ods, such as computer-assisted machining and spark

1300-1450

1350-1450

77&-1860

erosion to fabricate copings, may increase the use of
these metals. Additional discussion of titanium and
titanium alloys appears in the following sections.

Other Appllcatlons of Cast Base-Metal Alloye
Cast cobalt-chromium alloys are also used h ortho-
pedics in the surgical repair of bone fractures, spe.
cifically for bone plates, scnews, various fractue
appliances, and splints. Metallic obturators and
implants for various purposes can be formed from
cast base-metal alloys. The use of cobalt-chromium
alloys for surgical purposes is well established, and
these alloys have numerous oral surgical uses. They
can be implanted directly into the bone structure for
long periods without harmful reactions. This favor-
able response of the tissue is probably attributable
to the low solubility and electrogalvanic action of
the alloy; the metal is inert and produces no inflam-
matory response. The product known as surgical
Vitallium has been used extensively for this purpose.
However, the primary metal used in dental implants
today is titanium (see Chapter 15).

Advanced rapid manufacturing technology
called direct metal laser sintuing is being used to
create pure cobalt-chrome crowns and fixed dental
prosthesis frameworks. This method uses a high-
power laser to fuse successive 0.02-mm-thick lay-
ers of powdered metal. After all layers are built, the
solid copings and frameworks ane removed from
the machine, sand blasted, polished, and cleaned,
ready for ceramic application. Cobalt-chrome can
also be machined using computer-aided design
and manufacturing processes. High-speed milling
machines under numerical control reproduce geom-
etries created in software originating from scanners
or other dental computer-aided design systems.
These devices process zirconium, cobalt-chromium,
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'fAIlI E 1J" i fr CompositionofCP Titanium and Alloy (wt%)

TitaniuurNCHFeOAl
cu g'"1", oCIt 

- - ;;r- o.ols o.oz ort
CP grade II 0.03 0.10 0.015 0.03 0.25

CP grade III 0.03 0.10 0.015 0.03 0.35

CP grade IV 0.03 0.10 0.015 0.05 O.CI

IllHv:tr y--_* 0.0s 0.08 0.012 0.2s 0.13 s.so{.so

CP, Commercially pue.
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v Ti

Balance

Balance

Balance

Balance

Balance3.5H.50

Mechanical Properties of Titanium and
Other Selected Materials

titanium, and plastics. Five-axis machining enables
the creation of embrasures, undercuts, and other
intricate geometries without the need for manual
trimming and adjustment.

TITANIUM AND TITANIUM ALLOYS
Titanium's resistance to electrochemical degrada-
tion; benign biological response elicited; relatively
Iight weighU and low density, low modulus, and
high strength make titanium-based materials attrac-
tive for use in dentistry. fitanium forms a very stable
oide layer with a thickness on the order of ang-
stroms, and it repassivates in a time on the order of
nanoseconds (10-e second). This oxide formation is
the basis for the corrosion resistance and biocompat-
ibility of titanium. Titanium has therefore been caUed
the material of choice in dentistry.

CP Ti is used for dental implants, surface coat-
ings, and more recently, for crowns, partial remov-
able dental prostheses, and orthodontic wires.
Several titanium alloys are also used. Of these alloys,
Ti-6Al4V is the most widely used. Wrought alloys of
titanium and nickel and titanium and molybdenurn
are used for orthodontic wires. The term titanium b
often used to include aU types of pure and alloyed
titanium. However, it should be noted that the pro.
cessing, composition, structure, and properties of the
various titanium alloys are quite different, and also
that differences exist between the wrought and cast
forms of a given type of titanium.

COMMERCIALLY PURE TITANIIIM CP Ti is
available in four grades, which vary according to the
oxygen (0.18 to 0.40 wtolo) and iron (0.20 to 0.50 wt"/d
content (Table 10.16). These seemingly slight concen-
tration differences have a substantial effect on the
physical and mechanical properties.

At room temperature, CP Ti has a hexagonal
close-packed crystal lattice, which is denoted as the
alpha (a) phase. On heating, a phase transforma-
tion occurs. At 883'C, a body-centered cubic phase,
which is denoted as the beta (F) phase, forms. A
component with predominantly p phase is stron-
ger but more brittle than a component with c-phase

Ultimate
Elastic Tensile
Modulue Strengh

Material (GPa) (MPa)

316LSS 200 965

CeCr-Mo 240 700

Type IV gold 90 n0
CPgrade 1 Ti 702 240

CP grade4 Ti 104 550

Tr-6Al-4V 113 930

CP, Commercially pure;55, stainless steel.

Yield Strength
(MPa)

6qJ

450

>340

170

483

850

microstructure. As with other metals, the tempera-
ture and time of processing and heat treatment dic-
tate the amount, ratio, and distribution of phases,
overall composition and microstructure, and resul-
tant properties. As a result, casting temperature and
cooling procedure are critical factors in ensuring a

successful casting.
The density of CP Ti (4.5 g/cm3) and its elastic

modulus (100 GPa) are about half the value of many
of the other base metals. The yield and ultimate
strengths vary r€spectively, from 170 to 480 MPa and
240 to 550 MPa, depmding on the grade of titanium.
Table 10.17 lists the mechanical properties for CP
grades 1 and 4 Ti for comparison with noble alloys
and other base'metal alloys.

TITANIIIM ALLOYS: GENERAL Alloying ele-
ments are added to stabilize either the c or the p
phase, by changing the p-transformation tempera-
ture. For example, in 1i-6Al4V aluminum is an u
stabilizer, whereas vanadium, as well as copper and
palladium, are B stabilizers.

ln general, alpha-titanium is weldable, but diffi-
cult to form or work with at room temperature. Beta-

titanium, however, is malleable at room temperature and
is thus used in orthodontics to make wires. The (c + 0)

TABLE 10.17
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Microstructure of equiaxed fi-6Al4v (x200).

Equiaxed microstructures are characterized by small,
rounded o-grains, with aspect ratios near unity.

alloys are shong and formable but difficult to weld.
Thermal and thermochemical treatnenb can refine the
postcast microstruchr€s and improve properties.

TL-6AL-4V At room temperature, Ti-6Al-4V is a
two-phase (o + 0) alloy. At about97l"C, a phase trans-
formation takes place, transforming the microstruc-
ture to a single-phase body-centered cubic p alloy.
Thermal treatments dictate the relative amounts
of the q and p phases and the phase molphologies
and yield a variety of microstructures and a range
of mechanical properties. Microstructural variations
depend on whether working and heat treatments
were performed above or below the p-transition tem-
perature and on the cooling rate.

Following forging (i.e., mechanically deforming)
at temperahres in the range of 700qC to 950oC, ther-
mal tneatnents below the fttransition temperature
(typically performed at approximately 700"C) produce
recrystallized microstructures having fine equiaxed o
grains (Fig. 10.11). Equiaxed microstructures are char-
acterized by small (3 to 10 pm), rounded grains that
have aspect ratios near unity. This dass of microstruc-
ture is recommended for Ti{Al-4V surgical implants.

The mechanical properties of (a + p) titanium
alloys are dictated by the amount/ size, shape,
and morphology of the a phase and the density
of q"/fi interfaces. The tensile and fatigue proper-
ties of Ti-6Al-4V have been studied extensively.
Microstructures with a small (less than 20 prn)
a-grain size, a well-dispersed B phase, and a small
c/B interface area, such as in equiaxed microstruc-
tures, resist fatigue crack initiation best and have the
best high-cycle fatigue strength (approximately 500
to 700 MPa). Lamellar microstructures, which have
a greater a/F surface area and more oriented colo-
nies, have lower fatigue strengths (approximately
300 to 500 MPa) than do equiaxed microstructures.

MACHINED TITANIUM FOR DENTAL
IMPLANTS Endosseus dental implants are
machined from billets of titanium. Typical materials
are CP Ti or the Ti-6Al-4V alloy. Studies have been
published on the potential for replacing vanadium
with niobium, which might improve cell attach-
ment. Recent research has focused on engineering
specific surface textures on machined titanium to
improve both the degree of osseointegration and the
adaptation of soft tissue to the collar of the implant.
To increase surface area for contact by bone cells,
machined titanium can be grit blasted with metal
oxide or hydroxyapatite particles. The surface can
also be plasma sprayed with titanium or coated with
hydroxyapatite. More discussion of implant surface
modifications can be found in Chapter 15.

CAST TITAI:{IIIM Based on the attributes,
extensive knowledge, and clinical success of
wrought titanium implants, interest has developed
in cast titanium for dental applications. Although
titanium has been cast for more than 50 years, only
recently have nearly precision castings been attain-
able. For aerospace and medical components, hot
isostatic pressing and specific finishing techniques
are routinely practiced. However, these techniques
are beyond the capabilities and affordability of most
dental laboratories.

The two most important factors in casting
titanium-based materials are their high melting point
(1700"C for CP Ti) and chemical reactivity. Because of
the high melting point, special melting procedures,
cooling cycles, mold material, and casting equlp
ment to prevent metal contamination are required.
Titanium readily reacts with gaseous elements such
as hydrogery oxygen, and nitrogen, particularly at
elevated temperatures (greater than 500oC). As a
result, any manipulation of titanium at elevated tem-
peratures must be performed in a well-controlled
vacuurn or inert atrnosphere. Without such con-
trols, titanium surfaces will be contaminated by an
oxygen-enriched and hardened surface layer, which
can be as thick as 100 pm, and can reduce strength
and ductility and promote cracking because of the
embrittling effect of the oxygen. The technology
required to overcome these factors is what makes
casting titanium relatively more expensive.

Because of the high affinity titanium has for
hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen, standard cru-
cibles and investment materials cannot be used.
Invesfrnent materials or face coats for the wax pat-
terns must have oddes that are more stable than the
very stable titanium oxide, and must also be able to
withstand a temperature sufficient to melt titanium.
If this is not the case, oxygen is likely to diffuse into
the molten metal. Investment materials using a com-
bination of Zfr2-type face coat that is backed up by
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Microstructure of as-cast Ti-6Al-4V.

a phosphate-bonded silica investment or phosphate
investment materials involving inert fillers (7f,O2,
AlzOa, MSO) achieve this goal.

Because of the low density of titanium, it is
difficult to cast in conventional, centrifugal-force
casting machines. In the last 20 years, advanced
casting techniques, which combine centrifugal,
vacuum, pressure, and gravity casting, new invest-
ment materials, and advanced melting techniques
(e.9., electric arc melting) have been developed.
These advances have improved the feasibility
of casting titanium-based materials in the dental
laboratory.

Pure titanium and Ti-alloys such as Ti{AI-4V
have been cast into crowns, and removable dental
prosthesis frameworks. Titanium alloys have a lower
melting point than pure titanium. By alloying tita-
nium, the melting temperature can be lowered to the
same temperature as that of nickel-chromium and
cobalt-chromium alloys. For example, the Ti-Pd and
Ti-Cu alloys have melting points of 1350"C. Lower
casting temperatures may also reduce the reactivity
of titanium with oxygen and other gases.

Microstructures of cast titanium materials are
similar to those described previously, namely, coarse
lamellar grains, a result of slow cooling through the
B to c or B to (a + F) transformation temperature
(FiS. 1,0.72).

The mechanical properties of cast CP Ti are sim-
ilar to those of types III and IV gold alloy, whereas
cast Ti{Al-4V and Ti-15V exhibit properties, except
for modulus, similar to those of nickel-chromium
and cobalt-chromium alloys.

Recently, cast Ti-6At-4V microstructures have
been refined by temporary alloying with hydrogen.
The resulti.g microstructures (Fig. 10.13) can have
a-grain sizes less than 1 pm, aspect ratios near unity,
and discontinuous grain boundary o,, microstructural
attributes that increase tensile and fatigue strength.
These changes in microstructural form and structure

Microstructure of hydrogen-alloy-treated
Ti-6Al-4V (x2ffi).

result in significant inceases in yield strength (974
to 1l.19 MPa), ultimate strength (1025 to 1152 MPa),
and fatigue strength (643 to 669 MPa) as compared
with respective values for lamellar (902,994, and 497

MPa) and equiaxed microstructures (914,1000, and
590 MPa).

Pure titanium has been cast with a pressure-
vacuum casting machine. Other manufacturers have
developed centrifugal casting machines that use
an electric arc to melt the titanium in an argon or
helium atmosphere. Melting is performed in a cop-
per crucible, followed by centrifugal casting into a

mold that uses investment. Such machines provide
a relatively oxygen-free environment and, with the
use of a fungsten arc, can reach temperatures of
2000"C. This latter casting regime has been used to
cast CP Ti crowns. Crowns cast in this manner have
been evaluated clinically, and results revealed that,
although the fit was inferior to that of silver-palla-
dium alloy, it was superior to that of nickel-chro-
mium. Occlusal adjustment was no more difficult
than with conventional crowns, and discoloration,
occlusal weaf, and plaque retention were similar to
other metals.

Observations of randomly chosen cast crowns
using old machines and silica-containing invest-
ments have revealed gross surface porosities, to a
depth of 75 lrm, on both the inside and outside of
the surfaces. Mechanical polishing is insufficient to
remove this porosity. Internal porosities, sometimes
measuring up to 30% of the cross-sectional area,
are also readily observed. Surfaces of castings can
also be contaminated, probably due to poor atrno-
sphere control or contamination from crucible and
mold materials. For optimum functionality of the
final casting, the surface layer must be removed
during finishing. However, internal oxidation can
remain and compromise the mechanical properties
of the final prosthesis. Further examination of such
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Wrought

' , Diagram of the process of mechanical work
that transforrrs cast structures into wrought structures-
The microstructure and mechanical properties of cast and

wrought forms are fundamentally different.

castings has also revealed multiple microcracks at
the edges of the margins. Some cracks are as long as

100 pm. Cracks of this length are catastrophic to a
notch-sensitive material such as titanium.

As outlined, the difficulties with cast titanium
for dental purposes include high melting point and

high reactivity, low casting efficiency, inadequate
expansion of investment, casting porosity, and diffi-
culty in finishing this metal. From a technical stand-
point, titanium is difficult to weld, solder, machine,
finish, and adjust. Casting titanium requires exPen-

sive equipment.

WROUGHT ALLOYS

Alloys that are worked and adapted into prefab-
ricated forms for use in dental restorations are

described as wrought alloys. A wrought form is one
that has been worked or shaped and fashioned into
a serviceable form for a prosthesis (Fig. 10.14). The

work done to the alloy is usually at a temperature far
below the melting range and is therefore referred to
as cold work. Wrought forms may include precision
attachments, backings for artificial teeth, and wire in
various cross-sectional shapes. Wrought alloys are

used in two ways in dental prostheses. First, they
can be soldered to a previously cast restoration. An
example is a wrought wire clasp on a removable

dental prosthesis framework. Second, they can be

embedded into a cast framework by casting to the

alloy, as a precision attachment is cast to the retainer
of a crown, bridge, or removable prosthesis. The

physical properties required of the wrought alloy
will depend on the technique used and the composi-
tion of the alloy in the existing prosthesis.

Composition
By the current ADA definitions, all alloys used for
wrought forms are high-noble alloys except one,

which is a noble alloy (Table 10.18). As with the
casting alloys, several strategies have been used to
formulate alloys with appropriate properties. The
compositions in Thble 10.18 are not inclusive of all
available wrought alloys, but are intended to demon-
strate typicalalloys. These compositions are designed
to provide a ra.nge of melting ranges and mechani-
cal properties that are aPPropriate for wrought alloy
applications. The Pt-Au-Pd alloys contain primar-
ily platinum with equal amounts (27 wt"h) of pal-
tadium and gold. These platinum-gold-palladium
alloys have been commonly used as clasping wires
on removable dental prostheses. TheAu-Pt-Pd alloys
are primarily gold with platinum and palladium.
The Au-Pt-Cu-Ag, Au-Pt-Ag{u, and Au-Ag{u-Pd
alloys contain approximately 60 wto/o gold, but have

Mechanicalwork

Microstructure
The microstructure of wrought alloys is fibrous. This
fibrous structure results from the cold work applied
during the operations that shape the alloy into its
final form. Wires or other wrought forms normally
have a measurable increase in tensile strength and
hardness when compared with corresPonding cast

structures. The increase in these properties results
from the entangled, fibrous internal structure created
by the cold work.

Wrought forms will recrystallize during heating
operations unless caution is exercised. During recrys-
tallization, the fibrous microstrucfure is converted
to a grained structure similar to the stmcture of a
cast form. In general, the amount of recrystallization
increases as both the heating time and temperature
become excessive. For example, in most noble den-
tal wires, a short heating cycle during the soldering
operation is not sufficient to appreciably recrystallize
the wire, even though the temperature approaches
the fusion temperature. Howeveq, a prolonged heat-
ing period of 30 to 60 seconds or longer may cause

recrystallization, depending on the time, tempera-
ture, alloy composition, and manner in which the
wire was fabricated. Recrystallization results in a

reduction in mechanical properties in proportion to
the amount of recrystallization. Severe recrystalliza-
tion can cause wrought forms to become brittle in the
area of recrystallization. Therefore heating operations
must be minimized when working with wrought
forms.
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Composition of Typical Wrought Dental Alloys (wt%)

Cu Pd

27

15

5.5

20L

Alloy

Pt-Au-Pd

Au-Pt-Pd

Au-Pt-Cu-Ag

Au-Pt-Ag-Cu

Au-Ag{u-Pd

Pd-Ag-Cu

5

43

Au

27

60

60

63

63

Ag Pt

45

24

76

1,4

Other

Ir 1.0

Z^7.5

8.5

1,4

18.5

39

10

9

t2

1,5

Property

0.2% Yield (SofU Elongation (SofU

Hard) (MPa) Hard) (o/1)

750 1.4

450 2A

400 35

4fi/700 30/70

4m /7s0 35/8

515/810 20/72

Properties of Typical Wrought Dental Alloys

Alloy

Pt-Au-Pd

Au-Pt-Pd

Au-Pt{u-Ag

Au-Pt-Ag-Cu

Au-Ag{u-Pd

Pd-Ag-Cu

Solidus ("C)

1500

1400

1045

935

875

1050

Color

White

White

White

Light yellow

YelIow

White

adopted different strategies for the remaining40"h of
the mass. The first two of these alloys contain about
15 wt% platinum with the balance in silvet copper,
and palladium, whereas the third of these alloys con-
tains no platinum and higher amounts of silver. The
last alloy shown in Thble 10.18 contains no apprecia-
ble gold or platinum, but consists of palladium and
silver in approximately equal amounts with about 16

wto/" copper. The Au-Ag-Cu-Pd wrought alloy (see

Thble 10.18) is similar to the Au-Cu-Ag-Pd-II casting
alloy (see Table 10.5). These alloys differ only slightly
in the gold/silver ratio. Other wrought alloys differ
from the casting alloys primarily in their higher plat-
inum contents and absence of iridium or ruthenium
grain refiners. Platinum is added to increase the
melting temperature of the alloys. The gtain refine-
ment is not necessary because these alloys are cold-
worked into their final forms.

Properties

The properties of alloys used for wrought applications
are shown in Table 10.19. The solidus (temperaturc at
which the alloy is completely frozen) of these alloys
ranges from 875"C for Au-Ag{u-Pd to 1500'C for
Pt-Au-Pd. If the wrought form is to be cast to or sol-
dered to, the solidus must be sufficiently high so the
form does not melt or lose its fibrous structure during

Vickers Hardness (SofU

Hard) (kg/mm2)

270

180

190

190/285

170/zffi

270/3N

burnout or casting operations. The solidus required will
depend on the metals to be joined, the soldet, and the
bumout and casting temperatures to be used. ln gen-
eral, alloys with high solidus temperature also have
higher recrystallization temperatures. These alloys
are mostly white because of the high platinum and
palladium contents. Exceptions are the Au-Pt-Ag{u
and Au-Ag{u-Pd alloys, whidr are light yellow and
yellow, respectively. Yield strength, elongation, and
hardness are properties relevant to wrought alloys (see

Table 10.19). The wrought form must generally have
yield shength low enough to allow for adiushnent (of
a clasp or attachment), but be high enough that perma-
nent distortion does not occur in senrice. Furthermore,
the elongation must be sufficient to allow for adjust-
ment without fracture. Thee of the wrought alloys
shown in Table 10.19 can be hardened by formation of
ordered phases. The Au-Pt-Ag{u and Au-Ag{u-Pd
alloys are hardened by * Au{u ordered phase,
whereas the Pd-Ag{u alloys are hardened by a Pd{u
ordered phase. As with the casting alloys, the ordered
phase imparts significantly more strength and hard-
ness to the alloy and lower elongation.

Wrought Stainless Steel Alloys
Steel is an iron-carbon alloy. The term stainless steel

is applied to alloys of iron and carbon that contain

1
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chromium, nickel, manganese, and perhaps other
metals to improve properties and give the stainless
quality to the steel. Usually, stainless steel alloys are
not cast, but instead are used in the wrought form in
dentistry. As a result, the types of prostheses formed
from these two materials differ. The most corunon
applications of stainless steel for dental purposes at
present are in the preparation of orthodontic appli-
ances and fabrication of endodontic instruments,
such as files and reamers. Some specialized appli-
cations of stainless steel exist for temporary sPace

maintainers, prefabricated crowns, or other prosthe-
ses placed in the mouth, and for various clinical and
laboratory instruments.

Composition
The various classes of stainless steel alloys are

referred to as ferritic, martmsitic, and austenitic, and
they have different compositions, properties, 6rd
applications. The ferritic stainless steels are chro-
mium steels employed in the manufacture of instru-
ments or equipment parts in which some degree of
tarnish resistance is desirable. A wide range of com-
positions is available in this group, in which chro-
mium, the principal element contributing to stainless
qualities, may vary from 15% to 25"/o. Elements such
as carbon, silicon, and molybdenum are included but
are all held within narrow limits.

The martensitic steels also are primarily chro-
mium steels with a lower chromium content (about

72"h to 18%). These steels can be hardened to some

degree by heat treatment, and they have a moder-
ate resistance to tarnish. They are used chiefly in the
manufacture of instruments and, to a limited degree,

for orthodontic appliances.
The austenitic steels representthe alloys used most

extensively for dental prostheses. The most corunon
austenitic steel used in dentistry is 18-8 stainless
steel, so named because it contains aPProximately
1"8% chromium and 8% nickel. The carbon content is

between 0.08% and 0.20%, and titanium, manganese,

silicon, molybdenum, niobium, and tantalum are

present in minor amounts to give important modifi-
cations to the properties. The balance (=72o/") is iron.

Eunctiott of Nloying Elcments and Chctnicol
Resistance
The corrosion resistance of stainless steel is attrib-
uted largely to the presence of chromium in the alloy.
Iron cannot be used without chromium additions
because iron oxide (Fe2O3), or rust, is not adherent
to the bulk metal. About 11% chromium is needed
to produce corrosion resistance in pure iron, and the
necessary proportion is increased with the addition
of carbon to form steel. Chromium resists corrosion
well because of the formation of a strongly adher-
ent coating of oxide on the surface, which prevents

further reaction with the metal below the surface.
The formation of such an oxide layer is called pas-

siaation. The surface coating is not visible, even at
high magnification, but the film adds to the metallic
luster of the metal. The degree of passivity is influ-
enced by , number of factors, such as alloy com-
position, heat treatment, surface condition, stress
in the prosthesis, and the environment in which
the prosthesis is placed. In dental applications,
the stainless characteristics of the alloys can there-
fore be altered or lost by excessive heating during
assembly or adaptation; using abrasives or reactive
cleaning agents (specifically those containing chlo-
rine), which can alter the surface conditions of the
prosthesis; and even by poor oral hygiene practices
over prolonged periods.

Of the stainless steel alloys in general use, the aus-
tenitic Wpe of 18-8 stainless steel shows the greatest
resistance to corrosion and tarnish. The chromium
composition in these alloys must be between 13%
and28'h for optimal corrosion resistance. If the chro-
mium content is less than 13o/", the adherent chro-
mium oxide layer does not form. If there is more
than 28% chromium, chromium carbides form at the
grain boundaries, embrittling the steel. The amount
of carbon must also be tightly controlled. If not, car-
bon will react with chromium, forming chromium
carbides in the grain-boundaries, which leads to
depletion of chromium in the individual grains and
decreases corrosion resistance in a process known as

sensitization. Molybdenum increases the resistance to
pitting comosion.

The elements present in small amounts tend to
prevent the formation of carbides between the car-
bon present in the alloy and the iron or chromium
and, as a result, often are described as stabilizing ele-

ments. Some steels, termed stabilized stainless steels,

contain titanium, niobium, or tantalum, so the car-
bides that do form are titanium carbides rather than
chromium carbides.

The chemical resistance of stainless steel alloys
is improved if the surface is clean, smooth, and pol-
ished. Irregularities promote electrochemical action
on the surface of the alloy. Soldering operations on
stainless steel with gold and silver solder rtay con-
tribute to a reduction in stainless qualities because

of electrogalvanic action between dissimilar metals
or because of localized, improper composition of the
stainless steel wire.

SIress-R ellcoing Trc atmenE
The 18-8 alloys are not subject to an increase in
properties by heat treatment, but they do respond
to strain hardening as a result of cold work during
adjustment or adaptation of the alloy to form the
prosthesis. Heat treatment above 650oC results in
recrystallization of the microstructure, compositional
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changes, and formation of chromium carbides, three
factors that can reduce mechanical properties and
corrosion resistance.

Prostheses formed from these alloys may, how-
ever, be subjected to a stress-relieving operation to
remove the effects of cold working during fabrica-
tion, increase ductiliry or produce some degree of
hardening with some alloys. If heat treahnent is to be
performed, it should be held to temperatures between
400"C and 500oC for 5 to 120 seconds, depending on
the temperature, type of prosthesis, and alloy being
heated. A time of I minute at 450"C would represent
an average treatment to be used on .ln orthodontic
appliance. Keep in mind that temperatures above
550'C will soften or .rnneal the alloy, and the prop-
erties cannot be restored by further treatment. The
main advantage of a low-temperature heat-treating
operation is that it establishes a uniformity of prop-
erties throughout the prosthesis after adaptation and
fabrication, which may reduce the tendenry toward
breakage in service. Factors affecting an alloy's abil-
ity to be heat treated and stress relieved include alloy
composition, working history (i.e., fabrication pro-
cedure), and the duration, temperature, and atmo-
sphere of the heat treatment.

A description of stainless steel orthodontic wires,
wrought cobalt-chromium-nickel 

"lloy, 
and other

orthodontic wires can be found on the website htfp: / /
evolve.elsevier.com / sakaguchi / restorative.

Wrought Nickel.Titanium Alloy
A wrought nickel-titanium alloy known as Nitinol
is used as a wire for orthodontic appliances. Nitinol
is characterized by its high resiliency, limited form-
ability, and thermal memory. Other nickel-titanium
alloys contain copper in small amounts to modify the
temperature of the shape-memory effect described in
the next section.

Comp osilimr and Shape-Memoiy Effect
The industrial alloy is 55% nickel and 45"/" titanium
and possesses a temperature transition range (TTR).
At temperatures below the TTR, the alloy can be
deformed plastically. When the alloy is then heated
from below to above the TTR, a temperature-induced
crystallographic transformation from a martensitic
to an austenitic microstrucfure occurs and the alloy
will return to its original shape. Hence nickel-tita-
nium is called a shape-memory alloy. The orthodon-
tic alloy contains several percent cobalt to lower the
TTR. A number of variations of the Ni-Ti alloy have
been developed in dentistry Compositional varia-
tions lead to changes in the martensitic and austen-
itic start and finish temperatures and mechanical
properties. Only those wires with austenitic finish
temperatures less than 37"C exhibit the property

Property
18-8 Stainless Nickel-
Steel Titanium

Beta-
Titanium

TENSION

Yield strength, 1200
0.1% offset, MPa

Elastic modulus, 7Y
GPa

Springback 0.89
(o,/E), 1o-z

v3 9ffi

28.4 68.6

1.40 1.22

BEI\IDING

Yield strength, 1590
2.9degree
offset, MPa

Elastic modulus, 122
GPa

Spring rate,
mm-N/degree

0.80

490

0.17

1080

59.8

0.37

32.3

TORSION

Spring rate,
mm-N,/degree

Values arefor a0.43 x 0.6*mmz rectangular wire.
Modifud from Drake SR,Wayne DM, Pouws lM, Asgar K. Mechaniul
properties of orthodontic wires in tension,bending, and torsion, Aml
Orthod. 1 9 82 ;8 2 :206-210.

known as super-elasticity, where the wire can be
deformed dramatically without becoming strain
hardened.

Proprties and lvlnnipalation
Mechanical properties of an orthodontic nickel-
titanium alloy are compared with those of stainless
steel and a beta-titanium alloy in tension, bending,
and torsion in Tlable 10.20. The nickel-titanium alloy
has the lowest elastic rnodulus and yield strength but
the highest springback (maximum elastic deflection).
As shown in Figs. 10.15 and 10.15, nickel-titanium
has the lowest spring rate but the highest resiliency
in bending and torsion of the three alloys used for
orthodontic wires. Clinically, the low elastic modu-
lus and high resiliency mean that lower and more
constant forces can be applied with activations and
an increased working range. The high springback
is important if large deflections are needed, such
as with poorly aligned teeth. Nitinol wire requires
special bending techniques and cannot be bent over
a sharp edge or into a complete loop; thus the wire
is more suited for use with pretorqued, preangu-
lated brackets. The alloy is brittle and therefore can-
not be soldered or welded, so wires must be joined
mechanically.

0.078 0.020 0.035

Iroperties of Orthodontic Wires in
fension, Bending, and Torsion
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0.0
0306090

Angular deflection (degrees)

Bending moment versus angular deflection.
Stored energy at a fixed bending moment below the pro-
portional limit for 0.48 x 0.64 mm wires of alloys stainless
steel (SS),beta-titanium (TM), and nickel-titanium (MI). The
stored energy is equal to the shaded areas under the curve for
each wire. The spring rate is equal to the slope of each curve.
(From Dralce SR, Wayne DM, Powers lM, Asgar K. Mechanical
properties of orthodontic wires in tension, bending, and torsion.
Am I fthod. 1.982;82:206-210.)

SS

5.0

TM

NT

1.0

0306090
Torque angle (degrees)

Stored energy at a fixed torsional moment
below the proportional limit for 0.48 x 0.64-mm wires of
alloys stainless steel (SS), beta-titanium (IM), and nickel-
titanium (IfO.The stored energy is equal to the shaded area
under the curve for each wire. The spring rate is equal to the
slope of each curve. (From Drake SR, Wayne DM, Powers lM,
Asgar K. Mechanical properties of orthodontic wires in tension,
bending, and torsion Am I Orthod. 1.982;82:206-210.)

A description of nickel-titanium endodontic instru-
ments can be found on the website http: / / evolve.
elsevier.com / sakaguchi / restorative.

Wrought Beta,Titanium Alloy
Compo sition and Mictosttttcture
A titanium-molybdenum alloy known as beta-

titanium is used as a wrought orthodontic wire. As
discussed previously, CP Ti exists in a hexagonal,
close-packed crystal lattice at temperatures below
883"C and in a body-centered cubic crystal lattice at
higher temperatures. These structures are referred to
as alpha-titanium arrd beta-titanium, respectively. The
beta form of Ti can be stabilized at room tempera-
ture by alloying with certain elemenb. Beta-titanium
alloy for dental use has the composition 78/" ttta-
nium, 11.5Y" molybdenurt, 6o/o zirconium, and 4.5Y"

tin and is supplied as wrought wire.

Ptop*tles
Compared with stainless steel wires, beta-titarrium
wire has lower force magnifudes, a lower elas-
tic modulus, higher springback (maximum elastic
deflection), a lower yield strength, and good ductility,
weldability, and corrosion resistance. The mechani-
cal properties of beta-titanium alloy in tension, bend-
ing, and torsion are compared with stainless steel
and nickel-titanium alloys in Table 10.20 and Figs.
10.15 and 10.16. Beta-titanium alloy has values of
yield strength, modulus of elasticity, and springback
intermediate to those of stainless steel and Nitinol.
Its formability and weldabilig are advantages over
Nitinol, and it has a larger working range than do
stainless steel wires.
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Restorative Materials: Ceramics

The term ceramic refers to any product made from
a norunetallic inorganic material usually processed
by firing at a high temperature to achieve desirable
properties. The more restrictive term porcelain refers
to a specific compositional range of ceramic mate.
rials originally made by mixing kaolin (hydrated
aluminosilicate), quartz (silica), and feldspars (potas-
sium and sodium aluminosilicates), and firing at
high temperature. Dental ceramics for metal-ceramic
restorations belong to this compositional range and
are commonly referred to as dental porcelains.

The laboratory portion of ceramic restorations is
usually made in a commercial dental laboratory by
skilled technicians working with specialized equip-
ment to shape and tint the restoration to the specifi-
cations provided by the dentist. Skilled technicians
and artisans are also employed by the manufacturers
of artificial denture teeth to produce the many forms,
types, and shades necessary in this application of
porcelain. However, a varieff of machinable ceram-
ics are also available for chair-side fabrication of
all-ceramic restorations by computer-aided design/
computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM). A
discussion of CAD/CAM systems is presmted in
Chapter 14.

CLASSIFICAIION OF DENTAL
CERAIUICS

Dental ceramics can be classified according to their
applications, fabrication method, or crystalline phase
(Table 11.1).

Classification by Application
Ceramics have two major applications in dentistry:
(1) ceramics for metal-ceramic crowns (Fig. 11.1,

right) and fixed dental prostheses (FDPs), (2) all-
ceramic materials for crowns (Fig. 11.1, left), inlays,

onlays, veneers, and FDPs. In addition, ceramic
orthodontic brackets, dental implant abutsnents, and
ceramic denture teeth are available.

Classification by Fabrication Method

The classification by fabrication method is summa-
rized in Table 1.1.1, which also includes examples
of commercial ceramics and their manufacfurers.
The most common fabrication technique for metal-
ceramic restorations is called sintering. Sintering is
the process of firir,g the compacted ceramic powder
at high temperature to eruure optimal densification.
This occurs by progressive pore elimination and vis-
cous flow when the firing temperatune is reached.
All-ceramic restorations can also be produced by
sintering, but they encompass a wider range of
processing techniques, includi.g slip casting, heat
pressing, and CAD/CAM machining. Some of these
techniques, such as machining and heat pnessing, can
also be combined to produce the final restoration.

Classification by Crystalline Phase

Regardles of their applications or fabrication tech-
nique, after firi^g, dental ceramics are composed of
a glassy (or vitreous) phase and one or more crys-
talline phases, together with various amounts of
porosity. Depending on the nature and amount of
crystalline phase and porosity present, the mechanical
and optical properties of dental ceramics vary widely.
Increasing the amount of crystalline phase may lead to
crystalline reinforcementand increase the resistance to
crack propagation but also can decrease translucency.
Materials for all<eramic restorations have incneased

amounts of crystallinephase (between 35"/"for leucite'
reinforced ceramics and up to99o/o for polycrystalline
zirconia ceramics such as 3Y-TZF) for better mechani-
cal properties, but they are usually more oPaque than
dental porcelains for metal-ceramic restorations with
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TABLE 1 I .1 Classification of Dental Ceramic Materials with Examples of Products and Their Manufacrurers

Application Fabrication Crystalline Phase Products Manufacturers

All-ceramic Soft machined Zircoria (3Y-TZP)

Hard machined

Heat pressed

Sintered

Zirconia (cubic & tetragonal)

Lithium disilicate (Li2Si2Os)

Lithium silicate
(Li2Si2Os and Li2SiO3)

Feldspar [(Na, K)AlSi3Osl

Leucite (KAlSi2O6)

Leucite (KAlSi2O5)

Lithium disilicate (Li2Si2Os)

Fluorapatite [Ca5pOa)3F]

Leucite (KAlSi2O6)

Cercon

Lava

IPS e.max ZitCAD

Lr{eram YZ

ZpexSmile

IPS e.max CAD

Vita Suprinity
Celtra Duo

Vita Mark tI

IIIS Empress CAD

IPS Empress

IPS e.max Press

I[lS e.max ZrPress

IPS Empress layering
ceramic

Procera AllCeram

IPS e.max Ceram layering
ceramic

vMK-95

TruByte

VITA LUMIN Vacuum

Dentsply Intemational

3M Company

Ivodar Vivadent

Vident

Tosoh Corporation

Ivoclar Vivadent

Vident
Dentsply

Vident

Ivoclar Vivadent

Ivoclar Vivadent

Ivoclar Vivadent

Ivoclar Vivadent

Ivoclar Vivadent

Nobel Biocare

Ivoclar Vivadent

Vident

Dentsply lnternational

Vident

Metal-ceramic

Denture teeth

Sintered

Manufactured

Alumina (Al2O3)

Fluorapatite [Ca5(IaOa)3F]

Leucite (KAlSi2O5)

Feldspar

Feldspar

FIG. I I . 1 Cutaways of all-ceramic crown (left) and por-
celain fused to metal ctown (right). (Courtesy Dr. Clarles
Mark Malloy, Portland, OR.l

low crystallinity. Table 11.1 lists the various combina-
tions of fabrication techniques and crystalline phases
found in dental ceramics.

GENERAL APPLICAIIONS OF
CERAMICS IN PROSTHETIC

DENTISTRY

Ceramics represent the best material available for
matching the esthetics of a complex human tooth

structure. Their applications in dentistry are steadily
expanding as new materials and manufacturing tech-
niques are being introduced. As mentioned earlier,
they are used in single and multiunit metal-ceramic
restorations. The applications of all-ceramic mate-
rials include inlays, onlays, veneers, and crowns.
The development of high-strength zirconiaiased
systems has made possible the fabrication of dental
implant abutments and FDPs. ln addition, ceramics
are still used to fabricate denture teeth. However,
ceramics are brittle, weak in tension, and their per-
formance is highly dependent on both their micro-
structure and the quality of the processing from the
raw components to the final staining or glazing step.

Metal-Ceramic Crowns and Fixed Dental
Prostheses

Ceramic is widely used as the veneering material in
metal-ceramic crowns and FDPs. This development
was the result of successfully matching the coeffi-
cients of thermal expansion of porcelain with that of
metal alloys and achieving a proper metal-ceramic
bond. The finished glazed restoration is color sta-
ble, tissue friendly, biologically inert, and chemi-
cally durable. Although progressively replaced with

t
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all-ceramic materials, metal-ceramic restorations are
still widely used. Howeveq, although the survival
rate of most all-ceramic crown comp€ues favorably to
that of metal-ceramic crowns for single restorations,
the long-term suwival rate of multiunit all-ceramic
FDPs remains lower.

All,Ceramic Crowns, Inlays, Onlays, and
Veneers

Ceramics have been used to fabricate jacket crowns
since the early 1900s. At that time feldspathic porce-
lains were the material of choice used in jacket crown
fabrication. Alumina-reinforced ceramics with
improved mechanical properties were developed in
the early 1960s. tn the past 50 years, numerous novel
materials and techniques for fabricating all-ceramic
restorations have been introduced. As mentioned
earlier in this chapter, they include heat-pressed, slip-
cast, and machined all-ceramic materials. These new
materials and techniques have widened the range of
applications of ceramics, and in general, made their
processing easier and more reliable. Meanwhile, as
technologies are constantly evolving, some tech-
niques, such as slip casting, have been replaced by
others, with increasing popularity for machined
ceramics.

Ceramic inlays and onlays ane becoming increas-
i.gly popular as an alternative to posterior resin
composites. Thuy have better abrasion resistance
than posterior resin composites and therefore are
more durable. However, occlusal adjustments are
more difficult and can lead to subsequent wear of
the opposing tooth if not properly polished. The
marginal gap is clinically acceptable, yet greater than
with gold inlays or onlays.

A ceramic esthetic veneer (laminate veneer) is
a layer of ceramic bonded to the facial surface of a
prepared tooth often for cosmetic reasons. Ceramic
veneers are custom made and are fabricated in a den-
tal laboratory. Initially, ceramic veneers were made of
feldspathic porrelain and sintered. Currently, most
ceramic veneers are fabricated by heat-pressing or
machining, using either a leucite.reinforced or lithium
disilicate ceramic. To obtain sufficient adhesion, the
tooth enamel is etched with phosphoric acid and the
bonding surface of the ceramic is etched with 5'h to
9% hydrofluoric acid gel and treated with a silane cou-
pling agent. Resin composites specifically formulated
for bonding to ceramic are used as the adhesive.

MECHANICAL AND THERMAL
PROPERTIES OF DENTAL CERAMICS

Toughening Mechanisms

Toughening mechanisms for glasses and ceramics

are either "built-in" (intrinsic) to the material, relying

on chemical composition or crystalline phases, or
introduced by extrinsic processing steps. Crystalline
reinforcement and transformation toughening are
examples of "built-in" toughening mechanisms.
Extrinsic processing steps, such as tempering, chemi-
cal strengthening, or glaze application have also
been used in the past to achieve strengthening.

The principle of toughening by crystalline rein-
forcement is to increase the resistance of the ceramic
to crack propagation by introducing a dispersed
crystalline phase with high toughness. Crystals can
also act as crack deflectors when their coefficient of
thermal expansion (CTE) is greater than that of the
surrounding glassy matrix, placing them under tan-
gential compressive stresses after the ceramic has
been cooled to room temperafure, as they contract
more than the surrounding glassy matrix.

Stress-induced transformation toughening is
obtained, for example, in ceramics consisting of
partially stabilized tetragonal zirconia. Zirconia
(Zfrz) exists under several crystallographic forrns.
The monoclinic form is stable at all temperatures
below 1170"C. The tetragonal form is stable between
1170o and up to 2370C. The transformation from
the tetragonal to the monoclinic form upon cool-
ing is associated with a volume incrmse.of the unit
cell. This is the reason why compacts of pure unal-
loyed zirconia cannot be obtained at room tem-
perature; the compact would spontaneously shatter
upon cooling due to the transformation and volume
increase. The tetragonal form can be partially stabi-
lized to room temperature by doping with various
oxides, such as yttrium oxide (Y2O3) or cerium odde
(CeOd. Zirconia-based dental ceramics produced by
machining followed by sintering at high temperature
consist of tetragonal zirconia polycrystals, partially
stabilized with 3 mole percent yttrium (3Y-TZP). This
partial stabilization or metastability of the tetragonal
phase allows the transformation from tetragonal to
monoclinic to occur under external applied stresses.

The transformation is also called stress induced and is
accompanied by u volume increase with associated
compnessive stresses in the vicinig of the crack tip,
eventually leading to closing and arrest of the crack
in the transformed zone (Fig. 11.2). Transformation
toughening is responsible for the excellent mechani-
cal properties of 3Y-TZP. Fig. 11.3 shows a Vickers
indentation in a 3Y-TZP dental ceramic under a

98.1-N load. Only one short crack can be seen ema-
nating from one corner of the indentation, indicative
of an excellent resistance to crack propagation.

Tempering and chemical strengthening are extrin-
sic strengthening techniques based on the creation
of a compressive stress layer at the surface of a

glass or a ceramic. Tempering is obtained by using
rapid but controlled cooling rates, whereas chemical
strengthening applies to glasses and ceramics with
a large proportion of glassy matrix and relies on the
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Direction of crack
propagation

Partially stabilized
tetragonal zirconiao Transformed

monoclinic zirmnia

l']C;. I I.i Vickers indmtation under a 98.1-N load on a

zirconia-based dental ceramic.

replacement of small ions with larger ions within the
matrix and above the glass transition temperature
by diffusion from a molten salt bath in which the
ceramic or glass is immersed. Although widely used
in the glass industry, these techniques are no longer
used for dental ceramics due to controllability issues,
as well as potential elimination and benefit loss from
grinding adjustments.

Glazing is the final step in the fabrication of
metal-ceramic restorations. This standard technique,
also calle d self- glazing, does not significantly improve
the flexural strength of feldspathic dental porcelains.
However, a low-expansion glass called glaz.e can also
be applied to the surface of the ceramic, then fired
to high temperature. Upon cooling, this glaze layer

is placed under compression from the greater con-
traction of the underlying ceramic. This layer is also
known to reduce depth and width of the surface
flaws, thereby improving the overall resistance of the
ceramic to crack propagation.

Test Methods

Numerous test methods are available to evaluate
the mechanical properties of ceramics. Studies of
the influence of test method on the failure skess of
brittle dental materials have shown that important
test parameters are the specimen thickness, contact
zone at loading, homogeneity and porosity of the
material, and loading rate. For this neason, discrep-
ancies exist among the published values of mechani-
cal properties for a given ceramic. Manufacturers
evaluate dental ceramics using a standard (ISO ffi72)
published and regularly revised by the International
Organization for Standardization. Set protocols are
proposed to quantify radioactivity, flexural strength,
linear CTE, glass transition temperature, and chemi-
cal solubility.

Sometimes, researchers use testing protocols
and fixtures aimed at simulating dental morphol-
ogy. However, the experimental variables can
become extremely complex and difficult to repro-
duce in this type of testing. Finite element analysis
constitutes another approach to the simulation of
clinical conditions. Failure predictions for ceramic
inlays by the finite element analysis technique
have successfully matched fractographic analyses
of clinically failed restorations. Fractography is
well established as a failure-analysis technique for
glasses and ceramics. It has been recognized as a
powerful analytical tool in dentistry. The in vivo
failure stress of clinically failed all-ceramic crowns
can be determined using fractography (see more
discussion in Chapter 5).
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TAIILE I 1 .2 Flexural Strength of Selected Dental Ceramics

2t3

ProcessingTechnique CrystallinePhase Flexurd Strengh (MPa) Percent Crystallinity

Soft machined

Hard machined

Heat pressed

Sintered

Sintered metal-cera mic

Zirconia (3Y-TZP)

Zirconia (cubic + tetragonal)

Feldspar ([Na, K]AlSi3Os)

Lithium disilicate (Li2Si2Os)

Lithium silicate (Li2Si2Os and Li2SiO3)

l.eucite (KAlSi2O6)

kucite (KAlSi2O6)

Lithium disilicate (Li2Si2O,

Leucite (KAlSi2O6)

Fluorapatite (Ca5[POa[F)

kucite (KAlSi2Od)

1W7 x 773

=7OU

722+ 13

262 *,ffi

=^1U

=16S

lA6 + 17

N6 *.29

104

=80a

51 *5

Highly crystalline

Highly crystalline

=30

65

>50

=35

35

65

35-40

10

75-?5

aData from manufacturer.
Data from Guazzato M, Albakry M, Ringn SP, Swain MV. Strength, fracture toughnex and miuostructure of a *lection of all-ceramic nuterials. Part

l. Pressable and alumina glass-infiItrated ceramics. Dent Mater. 2N420:441448; Guazzato M, Albakry M, Ringer SP, Swain MV. Strength,ftacture
toughn*s and microstructure of a selection of all-ceramic matuials. Part ll. Zirconio-ba*d ilmtal ceramics. Dent Mater. 200420:44*456; Denry lL,
Holloway lA,Tan LA. Effect of heat treatntent on mictacrackhealingbehavior of a ma&inable ilcntal cuamic.| Biomed Mater Rrr..1999;48:791-796;

Della Bona A, Mecholsky lr Jl, Anusaoice Kl. Fracture behaaior of lithis ilisilicate- and leucite-ba*il ceramics. Dent Mater. 2AA4;20:956-962; Htiland
W, Beall G. Glass{eramic Technology. Westeraille: The American Ceramic Society;2002-

Comparative Data
Representative flexural strength data for dental
ceramics are surrmarized in Thble 11.2. Feldspathic
porcelains for metal-ceramic restorations have a

mean flexural strength between 60 and 80 MPa. This
value is lower than those listed for all-ceramic mate-
rials; however, because metal-ceramic restorations
are supported by u metallic framework, their long-
term probabili$ of survival is usually higher than
that of leucite-reinforced or lithium disilicat+based
glass-ceramics.

Among the currently available all-ceramic mate-
rials, tetragonal zirconia (3Y-TZP) ceramics exhibit
the highest values (900 to 1500 MPa), followed
by recently introduced translucent cubic zirconia
ceramics (600 to 700 MPa), and lithium disilicat*
reinforced ceramics (262 to 420 MPa). The flexural
strength of leucite'reinforced cerarnics is around
L20 MPa. As mentioned previously, the nature
and amount of the crystalline phase present in the
ceramic material strongly influences the mechanical
properties of the final product. The shear strength of
feldspathic porcelain is 110 MPa, and the diametral
tensile strength is lower at34 MPa. The compressive
strength is about 172 MPa, and the Knoop hardness
is 460 kg/mr4.

Fracture toughness is another important prop-
erty of ceramics; it measures the resistance to brittle
fracture when a crack is present. The fracture tough-
ness of conventional feldspathic porcelains is very
similar to that of soda lime glass (0.78 MPa.mo.s).

Leucite-reinforced ceramics exhibit slightly higher
fracture toughness values (1.2 MPa.mo's), followed
by lithium disilicatereinforced ceramics (2.75
p1pu.p0's).3Y-TZP ceramics have the highest fracture
toughness of all-ceramic materials (gtreater than 6.0

MPa.mos).
The elastic constants of dental ceramics ane needed

in the calculations of both flexural strength and frac-
ture toughness. Poisson's ratio ranges between 0.21

and 0.30 for dental ceramics. The modulus of elas-
ticity is about 70 GPa for feldspathic porcelain, 110

GPa for lithium disilicate heat-pressed ceramics, and
210 GPa for 3Y-TZP ceramics and reaches 350 GPa for
alumina-based ceramics.

Sintering of structural ceramics is associated with
shrinkage as porosity is eliminated by firing at high
temperature. Shrinkage remains an issue for all-
ceramic materials with the exception of machined
ceramics from fully sintered ceramic blocks and heat-
pressed ceramics. Shrinkage of the veneering ceram-
ics applied on all-ceramic cores has to be carefully
compensated for during porcelain buildup. The large
shrinkage of machined zirconia restorations (about
25o/") during sintering at high temperature is com-
pensated for at the design stage by computerized
enlargement of the restorations.

The density of fully sintered feldspathic porcelain
is around 2.45 g/ cm3 and decreases as the amount of
porosity increases. The density of ceramic materials
also depends on the amount and nature of crystal-
line phase present. The theoretical density of 3Y-TZX
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I Percent Light Tiansmission of l-mm Thick Dentin Porcelains

Shade Ceramco Neydium Will-Ceram SteelesVita

59

62

65

67

97

29.97

27.85

23.31,

26.32

31.81

22.66

20.39

18.04

31.93

35.39

23.58

38.41

26.M

27.88

33.50

19.03

27.23

22.10

23.42

Modified from Brodbelt kHW, O'Brien Wl, Fan PL. Translucmcy of dental porelains. J Dent Res. 1980,59:7F75.

dental ceramics is 6.08 g/cm3, assuming that the
material is pore free. A density greater than 98.7% of
the theoretical density is required for medical-grade
3Y-TZP ceramics. All currently used 3Y,Ire dental
ceramics have a density that meets this standard
requirement.

The thermal properties of feldspathic porcelain
include a conductivity of 0.0030 cal/s/cm2 (oClcm),
a diffusivity of 0.64 mm2 / s, and a linear CTE of about
12.0 x 10-6/'C between 25o and 500'C. The CTE is
about 10 x L0-5 /"C for aluminous ceramics and lith-
ium disilicate ceramics, 10.5 x'J.,04/oC for zirconia-
based ceramics (3Y-TZP), and 14 to 18 x L0-6 /oC for
leucite-reinforced ceramics. The low thermal con-
ductivity of zirconia-based ceramics was responsible
for early issues of delamination of the veneering por-
celain when fast heating and cooling rates were used.
These issues have been addressed by strict recom-
mendations regarding firing schedules for veneering
porcelains on zirconia, including slower heating and
cooling rates.

OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF DENTAL
CERAI\,IICS

Shade matching is a critical problem in replacing
natural teeth. In addition, porcelain, being mostly
amorphous in structure, cannot match the opti-
cal properties of crystalline enamel completely. As
a result, ultraviolet (UV) and visible light rays are
reflected, refracted, Ernd absorbed unevenly by the
combination dentin/enamel, compared with porce-
lain. As a consequence, restorations viewed from one
incidence angle may not appear the same as they do
when viewed from a different incidence angle. The
cementing medium is an important factor in the final
appearance of an all-ceramic restoration. Zrconia-
based all-ceramic materials are not etchable due to
the absence of glassy phase but their opacity may
permit cementation with various luting agents with-
out the need for specific shade matching. However,
more translucent all-ceramic restorations such as

leucite-reinforced heat-pressed or machined inlays,

crowns, or veneers, or a machined inlay or veneer,
usually require the use of color-matched resin luting
agents that are available in different shades.

The shades of commercial premixed dental porce-
lain powders are in the yellow to yellow-red range.
Because the range of shades existing in natural
teeth is much greater than the range available in a
kit of premixed porcelains, modifier porcelains are
also available for precise shade adjustments. These
modifiers are strongly pigmented porcelains usually
supplied in blue, yellow, pink, orange, brown, and
gray. The dental technician may add the modifier
porcelain to the opaque and body porcelains during
the building of the crown. Extrinsic surface stain-
ing is another way of changing the appearance of a
ceramic crown. It involves the application of highly
pigmented glazes. The main disadvantages of sur-
face staining compared with intrinsic staining are
a limited durability (a result of solubility) and the
reduction of translucency.

Translucency is another critical property of dental
ceramics. The translucency of opaque, dentin (body),
and enamel (incisal) porcelains differs considerably.
By design, opaque porcelains have very low trans-
lucency, allowing them to efficiently mask metal
substructure surfaces. Tin oxide (SnOj and titanium
oxide (nOd are important opacifying oxides for
opaque porcelains. Dentin porcelain translucency
values range between 18% and 38% (Table 11.3).
Enamel porcelains have the highest values of trans-
lucency, ranging between 45o/o and 50%. The translu-
cency of materials for all-ceramic restorations varies
with the natuie and amountof the neinforcing crystal-
line phase. Alumina- and zirconia-based ceramics are
opaque, whereas leucite-reinforced and lithium disil-
icatebased ceramics are more translucent. Recently,
zirconia ceramics with increased translucency have
become available. Greater translucency is obtained
by either decreasing the amount of alumina additive
in the 3Y-TZP composition or using higher amounts
of yttrium oxide stabilizer to increase the amount of
cubic phase that has greater translucency. To mimic
the optical properties of human enamel, opalescence
is also a desirable optical property. Opalescence is a
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form of light scattering and occurs when the size of
crystalline phase particles is equal to or shorter than
the wavelength of light. An opalescent glass appears
reddish orange in transmitted light and blue in
reflected or scattered light. Both zirconium oxide and
yttrium oxide have been shown to increase opales-
cence in base dentin ceramics due to their light scat-
tering effect.

Dental enamel also exhibits fluorescence. This
characteristic is achieved in dental porcelains by add-
ing rare earth oxides (such as cerium oxide). Because
the outer layers of a ceramic crown are translucent,
the apparent color is affected by reflectance from
the inner opaque or core ceramic. For metal-ceramic
restorations, shade mixing results from combining
the light reflected from the inner, opaque porcelain
surface and the light transmitted through the body
porcelain. The thickness of the body porcelain layer
determines the final shade obtained with a given
opaque porcelain.

ALL.CERAMIC RESTORAIION S

Materials for all-ceramic restorations use a wide
variety of crystalline phases as reinforcing agents
and contai. ,p to 99oh by volume of crystalline
phase. The nature, amount, and particle size distri-
bution of the crystalline phase directly influence the
mechanical, thermal and optical properties of the
ceramic material. The match betrreen the refractive
indexes of the crystalline phase and glassy matrix is
an important factor for controlling the translucency
of porcelain and glass ceramics, and polycrystalline
ceramics such as zirconia.

As mentioned earlieq, several processing tech-
niques are available for fabricating all-ceramic res-
torations: sintering, heat pressing, slip casting, and
CAD/CAM.Fig. 11.'l,,left, illustrates the cross section
of an all-ceramic crown.

Sintered All-Ceramic Materials
Mainly due to the success of machined and heat-
pressed restorations, sintered all-ceramic systems are
now mostly obsolete. Two main types of all-ceramic
materials were available for the sintering tech-
nique: alumina-based ceramic and leucite-reinforced
ceraruc.

Alamina-Based Cqamie
The aluminous core ceramic used in the aluminous
porcelain crown developed by Mclean in 1965 is
a typical example of strengthening by dispersion
of a crystalline phase. Alumina has a high modu-
lus of elasticity (350 GPa) and relatively high frac-
ture toughness (3.5 to 4 MPa.mo.s), compared with

feldspathic porcelains. Its dispersion in a glassy
matrix of similar thermal expansion coefficient
leads to a significant strengther'ring effect. It has
been proposed that the excellent bond between
the alumina and the glass phase is responsible for
this increase in strength compared with leucite-
containing ceramics. The first aluminous core ceramics
contained 4ff/o to 50% alumina by weight, dispersed
in a low-fusing glassy matrix. The core was baked on
a platinum foil and later veneered with matched-
expansion porcelain. Aluminous corle ceramic can also
be sintered directly on a refractory die. Aluminous
core porcelains have flexural strengths approxi-
mately twice that of feldspathic porcelains (L39 to
145 MPa).

Densely sintered alumina-based ceramics were
also produced by dry pressing, followed by sinter-
ing. Tlo compenffite for sintering shrinkage (12"h to
20% linear), an enlarged die was generated by CAD.
A high-pudty alumina-based ceramic was fabricated
by dry pressing and sintering at high temperature
(1550'C). The final product was a highly crystalline
ceramic with a mean grain size of about 4 pm and a
flexural strength of about 600 MPa. The entire process
had to be carefully controlled by the manufacturer.
The last steps consist of veneering with kanslucent
porcelain, staining, ffid glazrng. The clinical perfor-
mance of this ceramic in vivo at 15 years was con-
sidered excellent. Zirconia-based core ceramics have
slowly replaced alumina-based ceramics. A similar
technology is available for their fabrication.

Leucite -Reinforced Csr amic
Leucite-reinforced ceramics containing up to 45%by
volume of tetragonal leucite were used for the fab-
rication of all-ceramic sintered restorations. I-eucite
acb as a reinforcing phase; the greater leucite content
(compared with conventional feldspathic porcelain
for metal-ceramic restorations) leads to higher flex-
ural strength (10a MPa) and compressive strength.
The large amount of leucite in the material also con-
tributes to a high thermal contraction coefficient. In
addition, the large mismatch in thermal contraction
between leucite (20 to 25 x 10-5l"C) and the glassy
matrix (8 x 10-0 /oC) results in the development of
tangential compressive stresses in the glassy matrix
surrounding the leucite crystals upon cooling,
because the crystals contract more than the sur-
rounding glassy matrix. These stresses can act as
crack deflectors and contribute to increased resis-
tance of the ceramic to crack propagation (fracture
toughness).

As mentioned earlier, both sintered and slip-cast
all-ceramic restorations have now been replaced by
heat-pressed or machined all-ceramic restorations
containing similar crystalline phases but with better-
controlled processing steps.
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FIG. I 1.4 Porcelain turnace. (Mdificd frcm Whip Mk
Coworation, Louisville, KY.)

Heat-Pressed All,Ceramic Materials

Heat pressing relies on the application of external
pressure at high temperature to sinter and shape the
ceramic. Heat pressing is used in dentistry to pro-
duce all<eramic crowns, inlays, onlays, veneers, and
more recently, FDPs. During heat pressing, ceramic
ingots are brought to high temperature in a phos-
phate-bonded invmtnent mold produced by the
lost wax technique. The heat-pressing temperature
is chosen near the softening point of the ceramic. A
pressure of 0.3 to 0.4 MPa is then applied through
a refractory plunger. This allows filling of the mold
with the softened ceramic. The high temperature is
held for durations between 10 and 20 minutes. Heat-
pressing requires a specially designed automated
pressing furnace (Fig. 11.a) and classically promotes
a good dispersion of the crystalline phase within the
glassy matrix. The mechanical properties of heat-
pressed ceramics are therefore maximized in addi-
tion to higher crystallinity, and smaller crystal size,
compared with sintered all-ceramics.

Lercite-Based Cqanie
First-generation heat-pressed ceramics contain
tetragonal leucite (KAlSi2O6 or K2O.AI2O3.4SiO) as

a reinforcing phase, in amounts varying from 35% to
55"/oby volume. Heat-pressing temperatures for this
system are between 1150o and 1180oC with a dwell at
temperature of about 20 minutes. The ceramic ingots
are available in a variety of shades. The final micro-
structure of these heat-pressed ceramics consists
of leucite crystals, L to 5 pm, dispersed in a glassy
matrix (Fig. 11.5A). The amount of porosity in the
heat-pressed ceramic is 9 vol%. Two techniques are
available: a staining technique and a layering tech-
nique involving the application of veneering ceramic.

The two techniques lead to comparable mean flex-
ural strength values for the resulting ceramic. To
ensure compatibility with the thermal expansion
coefficient of the veneering ceramic, the thermal
expansion coefficient of the core material for the
veneering technique (14.9 x 10-6 /"C) is lower than
that of the core material for the staining technique
(18 x 10-6/'C). The flexural strength of these ceram-
ics (120 MPa) is almost double that of conventional
feldspathic porcelains. This increase in strength can
be explained by the fact that these ceramics possess
a higher crystallinity and that the heat-pressing pro-
cess generates an excellent dispersion of these fine
leucite crystals. In addition, as mentioned earlier,
residual thermal stresses around the leucite crystals
promote crack deflection and contribute to improved
mechanical performance. The main advantages of
leucite-reinforced ceramics are their excellent esthet-
ics and translucency, whereas their limitations lie in
their modest mechanical properties restricting their
use to anterior single-unit restorations.

Lithfum Disilicat*Based Matefials
The second generation of heat-pressed ceramics con-
tain lithium disilicate (Li2Si2O5) as a major crystalline
phase. Heat pressing takes place in the 910'to 920"C
temperature range, using the same equipment as for
the leucite-based ceramics. Heat-pressed restorations
are later veneered with ceramics of matching ther-
mal expansiory or stained. The final microstructure
consists of about 6%by volume of highly interlock-
ing prismatic lithium disilicate crystals (2 to 5 pm
in length, 0.8 pm in diameter) dispersed in a glassy
matrix (Fig. 11.58). The amount of porosity after
heat pressing is about L volo/o. Compared with first-
generation leucite-based ceramics, the main advan-
tage of the lithium disilicate*ased ceramics is their
enhanced flexural shength (350 MPa) and fracture
toughness (2.75 MPa.m0's). This can be explained
by a higher crystallinity and a house of cards micro-
structure consisting of elongated, highly interlocked,
needle-shaped lithium disilicate crystals. [n addition,
the thermal expansion mismatch between the lith-
ium disilicate crystals and the glassy matrix leads to
compressive residual stresses which, combined with
multiple crystal orientations, is efficient in promot-
ing multiple crack deflections, thereby increasing the
resistance to crack propagation. Finally, several stud-
ies have reported that heat pressing promotes crystal
alignment along the direction of pressing because of
the high aspect ratio of the crystals. This leads to an
even higher resistance to crack propagation in the
direction perpendicular to crystal alignment. The
enhanced mechanical properties of these second-
generation heat-pressed ceramics have extended
their range of dental applications, making possible
the fabrication of multiunit FDPs.
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i;li;. I 1.5 Scanning electron micrographs showing the microstructure of selected all<eramic materials (polished and
etched surfaces). (A) I-eucite-reinforced heat-pressed ceramic; (B) lithium disilicate heat-pressed ceramic; (C) feldspar-
based machinable ceramic; (D) zirconia lithium silicate machinable ceramic; (E) soft-machined sintered zirconia ceramic
(3Y-TZP); (F) soft-machined sintered high-translucenry zirconia ceramic (cubic and tetragonal).

For a discussion of slip-cast all-ceramic materials
please go to the website http://evolve.elsevier.com/
sakaguchi / restorative.

Machinable All,Ceramic Materials
All-ceramic materials can be machined in the fully
sintered state. This is termed lwrd machining and

restorations produced in this way are machined
directly to final size. Some all-ceramic materials can
also be machined in a soft, partially sintered state and
later fully sintered. This is called wft machining. The
latter technique requires milling of enlarged nestora-
tions to compensate for sintering shrinkage, ild is well
adapted to ceramics that are difficult to machine in the
fully sintered state, such as alumina and zirconia.
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l;i{-;. I I .6 Chair-side computer-aided design/computer-
aided manufacturing system for all-ceramic restorations
fabrication. (C-ourtesy Sirona Dental Systems, LLC, Clnrlotte,
NC.)

Hard lhlachining
Machinable ceramics cem be milled to form inlays,
onlays, veneers, and crowns using the CAD/CAM
technology to produce restorations in one office
visit. After the tooth is prepared, the preparation
is optically scanned and the image is computer-
ized. The restoration is designed with the aid of a

computer, as shown in Fig. 11.6. The restoration is
then machined from ceramic blocks by u computer-
controlled milling machine. The milling process
takes only a few minutes. Restorations are bonded
to the tooth preparation with resin cements. The
most recent versions of oral scanners combined
with digital impression reconstmction software (3M
Tiue Definition Scanner, 3M Company; CEREC AC,
Sirona Dental Systems, LLC; PlanScan Restorative
System, Planmeca; iTero Intra Oral Digital Scanner,
Align Technologes) allow complete tridimensional
visualization of the projected restoration with air-
tual seating capabilities. The various surfaces of
the virtual restoration can be modified in all three
dimensions prior to machining. Further informa-
tion on digital impression systems can be found in
Chapter 14.

Several machinable glass-ceramics are presently
available for hard machining: feldspar-, leucite-, and
lithium disilicatebased. The feldspar-based glass-
ceramic contains approximately 30 vol"/o feldspar
[(Na,K) AlSi3Os] as a major crystalline phase, dis-
persed in a glassy matrix (see Fig. 11.5C). Its flexural
strength is ranked as moderate (120 MPa). Leucite-
reinforced and lithium disilicate glass-ceramic blocks
are also available for hard machining by CAD/
CAM. The leucite-reinforced ceramic blocks are simi-
lar in microstrrcture and mechanical properties to
the first-generation heat-pressed, leucite-reinforced
ceramics. The lithium disilicate glass-ceramic blocks
are machined in a pafially crystallized state, which
corresponds to a softer and easier-to-machine state
compared with the fully crystallized state. ln the par-
tially crystallized (nucleated) state, the glass-ceramic
contains crystal nuclei of both lithium metasilicate
(Li2SiO3) and lithium disilicate (LizSizOs). By con-
trolling the nucleation and crystallization heat treat-
ment, the number of nucleation sites, crystal size, and
nature of the cryrstalline phases can be adjusted to
modulate the translucency of this glass ceramic. Low-,
medium-, imd high-translucency blocks are proposed
for CAD/CAM machining. After the restorations are
machined, a heat treatunent at 850"C for 10 minutes
is performed to complete the crystallization process,
and therefore ensure that the glass ceramic possesses
optimized mechanical propertie prior to glazing
and cementation. Depending on the translucenry, the
microstmcture willbe slightly different, with the high-
translucency glass-ceramic exhibiting lithium disili-
cate crystals (1.5 x 0.8 Fm) in a glassy matrix, and the
low-translucency ceramic exhibiting a larger number
of smaller (0.8 x 0.2 pm) interlocked lithium disilicate
crystals. The flexural strmgth after completion of the
crystallization heat treatmerrt is between 360 and 400
MPa, according to manufacturer's data.

Another lithium silicate-based glass ceramic was
recently introduced, in which about 10 wt% zirco-
nium dioxide was added to a lithium silicate glass
composition and remains in solution in the glassy
matrix. This modification leads to a larger amount of
glassy matrix in the precrystaUized (nucleated) state,
with ease of machining due to the presence of lith-
ium metasilicate crystals. The final microstructure
after completion of the crystallization heat treahmt
(840"C for 8 minutes) consists of lithium metasilicate
(0.1 to 0.2-prn platelets) interlocked with lithium dis-
ilicate crystals (0.5 to 0.8 pm-long prisms), leading
to a glass ceramic with excellent translucency and
mechanical properties comparable to those of lith-
ium disilicate glass ceramics (see Fig. 11.5D).

Soft Machining Eolluoed by Sintering
ln 2002, the first zirconia-based ceramic for soft
machining was introduced on the dental market. The
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material consists of tetragonal zirconia polycrystals
partially stabilized by addition of 3 mole percent
ytfrium (3y-TZP). Single or multiunit restorations
are produced by direct ceramic machining (DCM)
of presintered 3Y-TZP blocks. These blocks are soft
and easy to mill, thus leading to substantial savings
in time and tool wear, compared with fully sintered
zirconia. The process involved the fabrication of a
full contour wax-up of the restoration, later digitized
with a laser scarrner. Restorations were oversized
at the design and machining stages, to compensate
for the large shrinkage (20% to 25%) that occurs
during the sintering process at high temperature
(1350"C for 2hours).

Since the introduction of the DCM technique, a

wide variety of partially sintered 3Y-TZP blocks have
become available for soft machining by CAD / CAM.
hr this case, the wax-up step is eliminated, a digital
impression of the preparation is made, and the resto-
ration design is accomplished by computer. Similar
to the DCM technique, machined restorations are
fully sintered at high temperature.

The microstructure of these polycrystalline
3Y-TZP ceramics consists of densely packed tetrago-
nal zirconia grains with a mean grain size of 0.2 to
L.0 pm, depending on sintering temperature and
duration (Fig. 11.5E), which can vary from L350" to
1600'C and 2 to 6 hours, respectively, depending on
the manufacturer. Zirconia ceramics exhibit the high-
est flexural strength (900 to 1500 MPa) and highest
fracture toughness (greater than 6 MPa.mo's) of all
currently available dental ceramics. Th"y can serve
as core ceramics that are veneered with porcelain
of matched thermal expansion. Early clinical issues
consisting of cracking and delamination at the inter-
face between veneering porcelain and zirconia core
were reported. These findings have been explained
by the fact that both veneering porcelain and zircu
nia core exhibit low thermal conductivity and that
thermal gradients may develop when fast heating or
cooling rates are used, leading to transient stresses
and microcracking.

The metastability of 3Y-TZP ceramics should
be kept in mind when surface-altering treatments
such as grinding or air abrasion are performed.
Given the fact that transformability increases with
grain size, such treatments have the potential to
trigger the tetragonal to monoclinic transforma-
tion with the immediate beneficial consequence of
producing surface compressive stresses. However,
long-term effects may be detrimental due to the
combination of defects produced by the surface
treatment and the presence of underlying ten-
sile stresses. This is why extreme care should be
taken to follow manufacturer's instructions when
working with partially stabilized zirconia-based
ceramics.

Hard-machining techniques make it possible to
fabricate the restoration chair side in one office visit.
However, all-ceramic materials available with these
techniques exhibit only low to moderate strength,
restricting the applications to single-unit restora-
tions, or short-span FDPs.

The benefit of fabricating the restoration in one
office visit is lost with soft-machining techniques,
because restorations require sintering at high tem-
perature for several hours after they are machined.
This disadvantage is counterbalanced by the excel-
lent mechanical properties of 3Y-TZR making pos-
sible the realization of both single and multiunit
anterior and posterior restorations. Initially a con-
cern, marginal accuracy is currently clinically accept-
able with these techniques. The negative impact of
the high opacity of zirconia is attenuated by the abil-
ity to decrease coping thickness to 0.4 to 0.5 mm. ln
addition, more translucent zirconia compositions
have been recently introduced. The increase in trans-
lucenry is obtained either by decreasing the amount
of alumina present to 0.05 wt"h or less, or by adding
higher arnounts of yttria (up to 5.3 moI.%) to stabilize
the cubic polymorph of zirconia as a major crystal-
line phase. Cubic zirconia is more translucent due to
its isotropic crystal symmetry, compared with tetrag-
onal zirconia, which is anisotropic and birefringent.
The retention of cubic zirconia at room temperature
is also accompanied with a substantial increase in
grain size (see Fig. 11.5F). The cubic form of zirco-
nia is not transformable and exhibits lower fracture
toughness. This is reflected in the lower mechani-
cal properties of cubic zirconia formulations, with a

reported flexural strength of 609 MPa and a fracture
toughness of 2.4 MPa.mo's.

METAL,CERAtr,{IC RESTO RATION S

Metal-ceramic restorations consist of a cast metallic
framework on which at least two layers of ceramic
are baked (Fig. 1L.7). The first layer applied is a
thin opaque layer, consisting of porcelain modified
with opacifying oxides. Its role is to mask the dark-
gray appearance of the oxidized metal framework
to permit the achievement of adequate esthetics.
This thin opaque layer also establishes the metal-
ceramic bond. The next step is the buildup of dentin
and enamel (most translucent) porcelains to obtain
an esthetic appearzrnce similar to that of a natural
tooth. Dentin and enamel porcelain powders are
mixed with modeling liquid (mainly distilled water)
to a creamy consistenry and applied on the opaque
layer. The porcelain is then condensed by vibration
and removal of the excess water with absorbent tis-
sue. The porcelain buildup has to be oversized to
compensate for the large shrinkage (25% to 30olo)



associated with the sintering process. After building
up of the porcelain powders, metal-ceramic restora-
tions are slowly dried to allow for adequate water
diffusion and evaporation, and sintered under vac-
uum in a porcelain furnace. Sintering under vacuum
helps eliminate pores. As the furnace door closes,
the pressure is Iowered to 0.01 MPa (0.1 atmo-
sphere). The temperature is raised until the sintering
temperature is reached, the vacuum is then released,
and the furnace pressure returns to 0.1 MPa (1 atmo-
sphere). In combination with viscous flow at high
temperature, the increase in pressure helps close
residual pores. The result is a dense, relatively pore-
free porcelain, as illustrated in Fig. 11.8. Studies
have shown that sintering under vacuum reduces

Metalcoping

Opaque
porcelain

Dentin
porcelain

Enamel

i;:{i" I i.7 Cross section of a metal-ceramic crown show-
ing metal coping, opaque porcelain layeq, dentin, and
enamel porcelain layers.

the amount of porosity from 5.6"/" in air-fired porce-
lains to0.56%. This decrease in porosity is noticeable
by the associated increase in translucency. Opaque,
dentin, and enamel porcelains are available in vari-
ous shades.

Fig. LL.9 shows two three-unit metal-ceramic
FDPs. When fabricated by skilled technicians,
these restorations provide excellent esthetics,
along with adequate strength because of the metal
framework support. The alloys used for casting the
substructure are usually gold-based containing tin
and indium.

It is essential that the CTE of the veneering por-
celain be slightly lower than that of the alloy to
ensure that the ceramic is in slight compression
after cooling. This will prevent microcrack forma-
tion in the porcelain and enhance long-term clinical
performance.

Requirements for a Metal,Ceramic System

1. The alloy must have a high melting temperature.
The melting range must be substantially higher
(greater than 100"C) than the firing temperature
of the veneering porcelain and solders used to
join segments of an FDP.

2. The veneering porcelain must have a low fusing
temperature so that no creep, sag, or distortion of
the framework takes place during sintering.

3. The porcelain must wet the alloy readily when
applied as a slurry to prevent voids forming
at the metal-ceramic interface. In general, the
contact angle should be 50 degrees or less.

4. Astrong bond between the ceramic and metal is
essential and is achieved by chemical reaction of
the opaque porcelain with metal oxides on the
surface of metal (Fig. 11.10) and by mechanical
interlocking made possible by rougherring of the
metal coping.
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';:i{-,. I I .r Air-fired and vacuum-fired porcelain. (A) Optical micrograph of air-fired porcelain, showing porosity. (B)

Opticat micrograph of vacuum-fired porcelain showing minimal porosity. (Courtesy l.A. Semmelman,York,PA,l9\9,Dentsply
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5. CTEs of the porcelain and metal must be
compatible so that the veneering porcelain never
undergoes tensile stresses, which would lead to
cracking. Metal-ceramic systems are therefore
designed so that the CTE of the metal is slightly
higher than that of the porcelain, thus placing the
veneering porcelain in compression (where it is
stronger) following cooling (see Fig. 10.9). This
is assuming that linear coefficients of thermal
expansion of both porcelain and metal ane identical
to linear coefficients of thermal contraction.

6. Adequate stiffness and strength of the metal
framework are especially important for FDPs
and posterior crowns. High stiffness of the
metal reduces tensile stresses in the porcelain by
limiting deflection amplitude and deformation
(strain). High strength is essential in the
interproximal connector areas of FDPs.

7. High resistance to deformation at high
temperature is essential. Metal copings are
relatively thin (0.4 to 0.5 mm); no distortion
should occur during firi*g of the porcelain, or
the fit of the restorations would be compromised.

8. Adequate design of the restoration is critical.
The preparation should provide for adequate
thickness of the metal coping, as well as

enough space for an adequate thickness of the
porcelain to yield an esthetic restoration. During
preparation of the metal framework, prior to
porcelain application, it is important that all
sharp angles be eliminated and rounded to later
avoid stress concentration in the porcelain. If
full porcelain coverage is not used (e.g., a metal
occlusal surface), the position of the metal-
ceramic junction should be located at least 1..5

mm from all centric occlusal contacts.

Metal.Ceramic Bonding
The bond strength between porcelain and metal
is an important requirement for good long-term

irlCl. I 1.9 View of metal-ceramic fixed dentalprostheses.
(Courtery Dr. Clurla MarkMalloy, Portland, OR.)

performance of metal-ceramic restorations. In gen-
eral, the bond is a result of chemisorption by diffu-
sion between the surface oxide layer on the alloy and
the porcelain. For metal alloys that do not oxidize
easily, this oxide layer is formed during a special fir-
ing cycle prior to opaque porcelain application. For
metal alloys that do oxidize easily, the oxide layer
is formed during wetting of the alloy by the porce-
lain and subsequent firing rycle. The most common
mechanical failure for metal-ceramic restorations is
debonding of the porcelain from the metal. M*y
factors control metal-ceramic adhesion: the forma-
tion of strong chemical bond, mechanical interlock-
ing between the two materials, and thermal residual
stresses. In addition, as noted eatlier, the porcelain
must wet and fuse to the surface to form a uniform
interface with no voids. These factors are also impor-
tant for ceramic coatings on metallic implants.

From a practical standpoint, the surface roughness
at the metal-ceramic interface has a large effect on the
quality of the metal-ceramic bond. Airborne particle
abrasion is routinely used on metal frameworks for
metal-ceramic restorations to produce a clean surface
with controlled roughness. During the firi.g cycle,
the porcelain softens, its viscosity decreases, and the
porcelain first wets the metal surface before the inter-
locking between porcelain and metal is created. The
increased area of the rough metal surface also permits
the formation of a greater density of chemical bonds.
The contact angle between the porcelain and metal
is a measure of the wetting and, to some extent, the
quality of the bond that forms. [,ow contact angles
indicate good wetting. The contact angle of porcelain
on a gold (Au) alloy is about 60 degrees. A scanning
electron micrograph of the oxidized surface of a gold
(Au)-platinum (Pt)-palladium (Pd) 98% noble alloy
is shown in Fig. 10.8. Howeve!, rough surfaces can
reduce adhesion if the porcelain does not wet the
surface and voids are present at the interface.

The formation of an oxide layer at the surface of
the metal has been shown to be the key to an ade-
quate metal-ceramic bond. Noble metal alloys, which
are resistant to oxidizing, usually have other more
easily oxidized elements added, such as indium (In)
and tin (Sn), to form an oxide layer and improve the
bond. The oxide layer is formedduring a special fir-
ing cycle prior to porcelain application. Some noble
alloys containing silver have been shown to lead to
porcelain discoloration or greening, explained by
ionic diffusion of silver in the porcelain. Base-metal
alloys contain elements, such as nickel (Ni) and
chromium (Cr), that oxidize easily, and care must be
taken to avoid the formation of too thick an oxide
layer. Manufacturers specify firing conditions for the
formation of an optimal oxide layer and often indi-
cate the color of the oxide. Oxides rich in nickel (NiO)
tend to be dark graf,whereas those rich in chromium
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(CrzOs) are greenish. If firing recommendations are
not followed, these oxides may dissolve in the por-
celain during firiog, leading to discoloration visible
in areas where the porcelain is thinnesfi for example,
near the gingival margin of the restoration. Some
alloys form oxide layers rich in CrzOs, which do not
bond or adhere well to the alloy. These alloys typi-
cally require the application of a bonding agent to the
alloy surface to modify the type of oxide formed. Lr
some cases, manufacturers recommend an oddation
firing under reduced pressure to limit the thickness
of the oxide layer. An oxidation firing in air may lead
to a thicker oxide layer.

High thermal residual stresses between the metal
and porcelain can lead to failure. If the metal and
ceramic have largely different thermal expansion
coefficients, the two materials will contract at differ-
ent rates during cooling and large thermal residual
stresses will form along the metal-ceramic inter-
face. If these stresses are very high (whether tensile
or compressive), the porcelain will crack and/or
delaminate from the metal. Even if these stresses do
not cause immediate failure, they can still weaken
the bond, rmd lead to delayed failure. To avoid these
problems, porcelains and alloys are formulated to
have adequately matched thermal expansion coef-
ficients. Most porcelains have coefficients of ther-
mal expansion between 13.0 and 14.0 x 104/oC,
and metals between 13.5 and 14.5 x lla/"C. The
difference of 0.5 x 10-6/'C in thermal contraction
between metal and porcelain causes the metal to
contract slightly more than does the ceramic during
cooling. This condition places the porcelain under
slight residual compression, which makes it less sen-
sitive to the tensile stresses induced by mechanical
loading.

A metal-ceramic bond may fail in any of three
possible locations (see Fig. 11.10). Knowing the
location of failure provides considerable informa-
tion on the quality of the bond. The highest bond
strength leads to failure within the porcelain when
tested (see Fig. 11.10C); this is observed with some
alloys that were properly prepared with excellent
wetting by the porcelain and is also called a cohe-
sioe failure. Testing these high-strength specimens
using the push-through shear test shows that the
bond strength is approximately the same as the
shear strength of the porcelain. Another possible
cohesive failure is within the oxide layer (see

Fig. 11.108). Failures occurring at the interface
between metal and oxide layer (see Fig. 11.10A)
are called adhesioe failures and are commonly
observed with metal alloys that are resistant to
forming surface oxides, such as pure gold or plati-
num, and exhibit poor bonding. Base-metal alloys
commonly exhibit failures within the oxide layer
if an excessively thick oxide layer is present.

*Failure

*Failure

*Failure

c
D Ceramic fl oxioe n uetat

Diagram showing three observed types of
bond failure in metal-ceramic systems. (A) Metal-metal
oxide (adhesive); (B) metal oxide.metal oxide (cohesive);
and (C) ceramic-ceramic (cohesive). NorE: The dimensions
of the layers are not to scale.

Ceramics for Metal-Ceramic Restorations

Ceramics for metal-ceramic restorations must fulfill
five requirements: (1) they must simulate the appear-
ance of natural teeth, (2) they must fuse at relatively
low temperatures, (3) they must have thermal expan-
sion coefficients compatible with alloys used for
metal frameworks, (4) they must age well in the oral
environment, and (5) they must have low abrasive.
ness. Porcelains are carefully formulated to achieve
these requirements. These ceramics are composed
of a crystalline phase (leucite) dispersed in a glassy
(amorphous) matrix. Their chemical composition
includes silica (SiOr, alumina (AlzOs), sodium oxide
(Na2O), and potassium oxide (KzO) (Table 11.4).

Opacifiers (TiO2, 2fr2, SnOj, various heat-stable
coloring oxides, and small amounts of fluorescing
oxides (CeO, are added to match the appearance of
the dentin+namel complex structure. The presence
of a large arnount of glassy phase in dental porce-
lains (80 to 90 vol%) permits a translucency similar to
that of enamel. Coloring oxides and opacifiers allow
fine tuning of the final appearance and shade control.
Porcelain is supplied as a fine powder of controlled
granulometry.

Dental Porcelain
COMPOSITION
The quality of any ceramic depends on the choice of
components, correct proportioning of each compo-
nent, and control of the firing procedure. High-purity
components are used in the manufacture of dental
porcelains because of the stringent requirements of

A
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Compound
Biodent Opaque Ceramco Opaque
BG 2 (Y"l 60 (%l

V.M.K. Opaque
131(%)

Biodent Dentin
BD 27 (Y"l

Ceramco Dentin
T 69 P/"1

sio2

AIzOe

CaO

Kzo

Nazo

Tioz

7fi2
SnO2

Rbzo

BaO

7^O

Uo3

&Og, CO2 and H2O

52.0

13.55

55.0

11.65

9.6

4.75

0.16

15.0

0.04

0.26

3.il

52.4

15.15

9.9

6.58

2.59

5.16

4.9

0.08

3.24

56.9

11.80

0.61

10.0

5.42

0.61

1.46

62.2

13.40

0.98

11.3

5.37

0.34

0.06

5.85

11.05

5.28

3.01

3.22

6.4

0.(B

1.09

0.5

4.31

0.10

3.52

9.58

From Nally lN, Meyer lM. Expaimental study on tlw nature of tlu ceramic-metallic bonding. SSO Schweiz Monatsschr Zahnheilkd.
1970;8Uil:25O-27 8. lArticlc in French]

optical properties and chemical inertness, combined
with adequate strength, toughness, and thermal
exPansion.

In its mineral state, feldspar, the main raw com-
ponent of dental porcelains for metal-ceramic resto-
rations, is crystalline and opaque. Chemically, it is
designated as potassium aluminosilicate, with a com-
position of KAISi3OE or K2O.AI2O3.5SiO2. Feldspar
melts incongruently at about 1150oC, forming leucite
(KAlSi2O6 or K2O.AlzO3.4SiOj and molten glass.

MANUFACTURE
Many dental porcelain manufacturers bry feld-
spar as powder already screened and cleaned from
impurities to their specifications. Other raw materi-
als used in the manufacture of dental porcelains are
various types of silica (SiO, in the form of fine pow-
der, alumina (Al2O3), as \ /ell as alkali and alkaline
earth carbonates as fluxes. During the manufacturing
process, the ground components are carefully mixed
together and heated to about 1200'C in large cruci-
bles. As mentioned earlier, feldspar melts incongru-
ently at about 1150'C to form a glassy phase with an
amorphous structure, as illustrated in Fig. 11.11, and
a crystalline phase consisting of leucite, a potassium
aluminosilicate (KAISi2O6).

The mix of leucite and glassy phase is then
cooled very rapidly (quenched) in water that causes
the mass to shatter in small fragments. The prod-
uct obtained, called a frit,is ball milled to achieve
proper particle size distribution. Coloring pigments
in small quantities are added at this stage to obtain

:' ,i. ). I I I l TWo-dimensional structure of sodium sili-
cate glass. Na, Sodium; O, oxygen; Sl, silicon. (Modified from
Warren BE, Biscoe J. Fourier analysb of x-ray patterns of soda-

silica glass. I Am Ceram 9oc.1938;21(7):259-265.)

the delicate shades necessary to mimic natural teeth.
The metallic pigments include titanium oxide for
yellow-brown shades, manganese oxide for laven-
der, iron oxide for brown, cobalt oxide for blue, cop-
per or chromium oddes for green, and nickel oxide
for brown. In the past, uranium oxide was used to
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eK
(si, At) 04

'1 .,. r Three-dimensional structure of leucite (KAl-
SizOo)..41, Aluminum; K potassium; O, oxygen; Si, silicon.

provide fluorescence; however, because of the smal
amount of radioactivity, lanthanide oxides (such as
cerium oxide) have been substituted for this pur-
pose. Tin, titanium, and zirconium oxides are used
as opacifiers.

After the manufacturing pro{ess is completed,
feldspathic dental porcelain consists of a glassy (or
amorphous) phase and leucite (KAlSizOo) as a crys-
talline phase. The glassy phase formed during the
manufacturing process has properties typical of
glass, such low toughness and strength, and high
translucency. The crystalline structure of leucite is
tetragonal at room temperature (Fig. 11.12). Leucite
undergoes a reversible crystallographic phase trans-
formation at 625"C, temperature above which its
structure becomes cubic. This transformation is
accompanied by u thermal expansion resulting in a
L.2 volo/o increase of the unit cell. This explains the
high thermal expansion coefficient associated with
tetragonal leucite (greater than 20 x 10-6/"C). As a
result, the amount of leucite present (10 to 20 vol%)
controls the thermal expansion coefficient of the por-
celain so that it is adequately matched to that of den-
tal alloys.

The microstructure of conventional feldspathic
porcelain is shown in Fig. 11.73; the glassy phase has
been lightly acid-etched to reveal the leucite crystals.
Tlpical compositions for opaque and dentin porce-
Iain powders are given in Thble 1.1.4.

Feldspathic porcelains have other qualities that
make them well suited for metal-ceramic restora-
tions. Th"y fuse at lower temperatures than do many
other ceramic materials, lessening the potential for
distortion of the metal coping. This is made possible
by the presence of alkali oxides (Na2O and K2O) in
the glassy matrix; these oxides are responsible for
the creation of nonbridging oxygens in the glass net-
work, thereby lowering the fusing temperatures to
the range 930" to 980"C. Porcelains having an even
lower fusing temperature (760" to 780'C) and high

' ':'. 
'] .' ', ftanning electron micrograph showing the

microstructure of feldspathic porcelain for metal-ceramic
restorations. GM, Glassy matrix; LC, leucite crystal.

CTE (15.8 x'1,0-6/"C) are also available. These por-
celains are designed to be compatible for bonding
to yellow high-Au alloys, which have coefficients of
thermal expansion between 16.1 and 15.8 x '/,0-6/"C.

They can, however, be abrasive to opposing teeth
because of their hardness; this becomes a significant
problem if the porcelain surface is roughened by
occlusal adjustments or sensitivity to aging in the
oral environment.

Effect of Design on Metal,Ceramic
Restorations

Because ceramics are weak in tension and can with-
stand very little strain before fracturing, the metal
framework must be rigid to minimize deformation of
the porcelain. However, copings should be as thin as
possible to allow space for the porcelain to mask the
metal framework without overcontouring the porce-
lain. This consideration is especially true for alloys
that appear gray. This might lead to the conclusion
that nickel-chromium (Ni{r) or cobalt-chromium
(Co-Cr) alloys would be superior to the noble alloys
because their moduli of elasticity (stiffness) are 1.5 to
2 times greater and the thickness of the coping could
be halved. However, loading the restoration places it
in bending, and the bending deflection is a function
of only the first power of the modulus, whereas it is a
function of the cube of the thickness. It can be shown
that for a typical dental metal-ceramic restoration,
the thickness of a base-metal coping can be reduced
only about Tohbecause of the higher modulus of elas-
ticity. Thus the advantage of the higher modulus for
the base-metal alloys is minimal.

The labial margin of metal-ceramic prostheses
is a critical area regarding design because there is
little porcelain thickness at the margin to mask the
appearance of the metal coping and to resist fracture.
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Recommended margin designs include a 90degree
shoulder, a l2O-degree shoulder, or a shoulder bevel.
Provided that the shoulder depth is at least 1.2 mm,
these designs should all provide for sufficient por-
celain thickness to minimize the risk of porcelain
fracture.

When using partial porcelain coverage, such as
when a metal occlusal surface is desired, the posi-
tion of the metal-ceramic joint is critical. Because of
the large difference in modulus of elasticity between
porcelain and metal, stresses occur at the interface
when the restoration is loaded. These stresses should
be minimizedby placing the metal-ceramic junction
at least 1.5 mm from centric occlusal contacts.

The geometry of the interproximal connector area
between abuhnent crown and pontic is critical in the
design of a metal-ceramic FDP. The incisocervical
thickness of the connector should be large enough
to prevent deformation or fracture because deflec-
tion is decreased as the cube of the thickness; greater
thickness will minimize deflection of the framework,
which may lead to debonding or fracture of the por-
celain. It should be noted that an FDP is not a uniform
beam; maximum deflection on loading will occur at
the thinnest cross section, which is the interproximal
connector area. However, connector thickness cannot
impinge on gingival tissues or restrict acces for oral
hygiene procedures.

Failure and Repair of Metal-Ceramic
Restorations

Metal-ceramic restorations remain the most popular
material combination selected for crown and bridge
applications and have a l0-year success rate of about
95Y". The majority of retreatments are due to biologi-
cal failures, such as tooth fracture, periodontal dis-
ease, and secondary caries. Prosthesis fracture and
esthetic failures account for only 20o/o of retreatment
cases for single-unit restorations. For metal-ceramic
FDPs, prosthesis fracture is the most corunon reason
for retreatment, with long-span FDPs (five or more
units) having approximately twice the incidence of
failure compared with short-span FDPs.

When metal-ceramic prosthesis fails, it is often
due to adhesive failure between porcelain and
metal or cohesive failure within the ceramic near
the metal-ceramic interface. Ideally, the prosthe-
sis should be retrieved, metal surfaces should be

cleaned, and a new oxide layer should be formed
on the exposed area of metal prior to porcelain
application and fitit g. However, this cannot be

achieved intraorally, and removal of the prosthesis
is both unpleasant for the patient and time con-
suming. Thus a variety of techniques have been

developed for porcelain repair using resin comPos-

ites. All of these techniques Present the challenge

of bonding chemically dissimilar materials. When
porcelain fragments are available and no functional
loading is exerted on the fracture site, silane cou-
pling agents can be used to achieve good adhesion
between the composite and porcelain; however,
metal alloys have no such bonding agent and
this type of repair is considered only temporary.
Systems are available for coating the metal sur-
face with silica particles through airborne particle
abrasion. The particles are embedded in the metal
surface upon impact, then a silane coupling agent
can be applied. Alternatively, base metal alloys can
be coated with tin followed by the application of
an acidic primer. Both methods achieve adequate
bond strength and may delay the eventual need for
remaking the prosthesis.

For a discussion of porcelain application and
properties of porcelain denture teeth please go to
the website http : / / evolve.elsevier.com /sakaguchi /
restorative.
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R.plicating Materials: I*pression
and Casting

Impression materials are used to register or repro-
duce the form and relationship of the teeth and oral
tissues. Hydrocolloids and synthetic elastomeric
polymers are among the materials most commonly
used to make impressions of various areas of the den-
tal arch. Each of these classes of materials has certain
advantages and disadvantages. An understanding
of the physical characteristics and the limitations of
each material is necessary for their successful use in
clinical dentistry. Digital impressions are descriM
in Chapter T4.Impression materials and techniques
are discussed on the website http://evolve.elsevier
.com / sakaguchi / restorative.

PURPOSE OF IMPRESSION
L{ATERIALS

lmpression materials are used to make an accurate
replica or mold of the hard and soft oral tissues. The
area involved may vary from a single tooth to the
whole dentition, or an impression may be made of
an edentulous mouth. The impression is a nega-
tive reproduction of the tissues, and by filling the
impression with dental stone or other model mate-
rial, a positive cast is made that can be removed
after the model material has set. An impression and
a stone cast made from the impression are shown in
Fig. 12.1. Casts of the mouth are used to evaluate the
dentition when orthodontic, occlusal, or other prob-
lems are involved, and in the laboratory fabrication
of restorations and prostheses.

Usually the impression material is carried to the
mouth in an unset (flowable) condition in a tray and
applied to the area under trreatment. When the impres-
sion material has set, it is removed from the mouth
with the tray. The cast is made by filling the impres-
sion with dental stone or other model material or by
scaruring the impression and printing a plastic model
from the digital impression (see Chapter 14). The

accuracy, detail, and quality of this final replica are of
greatest importance. When the positive reproduction
takes the forrr of the tissues of the upper or lower jaw
and senres for the construction of dentures, crowns,
fixed dental prostheses, and other restorations, it
is descriM as a cast The positive reproduction of
the form of a prepared tooth constitutes a die for
the preparation of inlays or fixed dmtal prostheses.
When a positive likmes of the arch or certain teeth
is reproduced for orthodontic treatment, it is some-
times described as a model, although cast b the more
prcper term. O:n other occasions and in otherbranches
of dentistry, these terms are used interchangeably.
Sometimes impression materials are used to duplicate
a cast or model that has been formed when more than
one positive reprcduction is required. Sudr impres-
sion materials are referred to as duplicnting materials
(for additional information refer to website http:/ /
evolve.elsevier.com / sakaguchi / restorative).

A variety of impression trays are used to make
impressions. Examples of typical impression trays
are shown in Fig. 12.2. The tray is placed so the
material is supported and brought into contact with
the oral tissues, and then held without movement
until the impression material has set. The tray with
the impression material is then removed from the
mouth, and the impression is ready for disinfection
and pouring with a cast material to make a positive
replica. The clinical impression technique and the
production of the cast vary with each impression
material. The properties of custom trays are dis-
cussed later in this chapter.

DESIRABLE QUALITIES

Affording safe contact with tissues in the mouth and
having the ability to fulfill the needs of clinical proce-
dures are critical requirements that dictate the physi-
cal properties of dental impression materials. No
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FlG. l2.l
oR.)

Alginate impression (A) and gfpsum stone cast G). (Courtesy Dr. Clwrlc Mnrk Malloy and Dr. Kyle Malloy, Portland,

FIG. 12.2 (A) Mandibular and maxillary rim-lock impreesion trays. (B) Custom impression hay. (Courtay Dr. Clurls [vlnrk
Ivlalloy, P orthnil, OR.\

impression material fulfills every requirement, and
selection of the material best suited for a particular
clinical situation and technique rests with the den-
tist. The desirable properties of an impression can be
summarized briefly as follows:

1. A pleasant odor, taste, and acceptable color
2. Absence of toxic or irritant constituents
3. Adequate shelf life for requirements of storage

and distribution
4. Economically corunensurate with the results

obtained
5. Easy to use with the minimum of equipment
6. Setting characteristics that meet clinical

requirements
7. Satisfactory consistency and texture

8. Readily wets oral tissues
9. Elastic properties that allow easy removal of the

set material from the mouth and good elastic
recovery

10. Adequate strength to avoid breaking or tearing
upon removal from the mouth

l1^. Dimensional stability over temperature and
humidity ranges normally found in clinical and
laboratory procedures for a period long enough
to permit the production of a cast or die

12. Compatibility with cast and die materials
13. Accuracy in clinical use
14. Readily disinfected without loss of accurary
L5. No release of gas or other by-products during

the setting of the impression or cast and die
materials
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A B

FIG. t 2.I Alginate impression products. (A) imprESSIX (Courtesy DENTSPLY Raintree Essrx, Bradenton, FL); (B) Kromafaze
(Courtay DUX Dmtal, axrurd, CA.l

TYPES OF IMPRESSION MATERIALS

Alginate hydrocolloid and elastomeric impression
materials are the most widely used today, and the
properties of these materials are examined first.
Elastomeric impression materials have replaced
rigid setting materials such as plaster, impression
compound, and zinc oxide-eugenol for recording
soft-tissue and occlusal relationships. Information
on plaster, impression compound, and zinc oxide-
eugenol impression materials can be found on the
website http : / / evolve.elsevier.com / sakaguchi / rest
orative.

Alginate Hydrocolloids
Dental alginate impression materials change from
the sol phase to the gel phase because of a chemi-
cal reaction. Once gelation is completed, the material
cannot be reliquefied to a sol. These hydrocolloids are
called irranersible to distinguish them from the agar
reversible hydrocolloids. Agar impression materials
are described on the website http://evolve.elsevier.
com/sakaguchi/restorative. Alginate impressions
are widely used to form study casts used to plan
treatment, monitor changes, and fabricate provi-
sional restorations and removable dental prostheses.

Alginate impression products have acceptable
elastic properties. Preparation for use requires only
the mixing of measured quantities of powder and
water. The resulti.g paste flows well and registers

acceptable anatomical detail. Gypsum casts and
models are made by pouring dental plaster or stone
into the impression; no separating medium is nec-
essary. The powder is supplied in bulk containers
along with suitable measures for dispensing the cor-
rect quantities of powder and water. The powder is
also available in small sealed packets containing a
quantity suitable for a single impression and ready
for mixing with a measured quantity of water. These
methods of packaging, together with the measuring
devices supplied by the manufacturer, are shown in
Fig. 12.3.

Composition ond CIE nist y
Potassium and sodium salts of alginic acid have
properties that make them suitable for compound-
ing a dental impression material. Alginic acid,
which is prepared from a marine plant, is a high-
molecular-weight block copolymer of anhydro-
B-o-mannuronic acid and anhydro-p-o-guluronic
acid, as shown in the top part of the formula for
alginate below. The properties of alginate raw mate-
rial depend largely on the degree of polymertza-
tion and the ratio of guluronan and mannuronan
blocks in the polymeric molecules. The mannuronan
regions are stretched and flat, whereas the guluro-
nan regions contribute less flexibility. In addition,
mainly guluronan blocks bind with Ca2*. Therefore
alginates rich in guluronan form strong, brittle gels,
whereas those rich in mannuronan form weaker and
more flexible gels.
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Sol (Chains)

Gel (Cross-Linked Chains)

HH

Alginic Acid

Na-/Ca-Alginate
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Na
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CaSOa - 2H2O(s) 
----->Na - Alginate(s) -+

Na+PzOz(s) (retarder) -------->
2Caz+(aq) + PzOl- (aq) +

Ca2+(aq) + SO?- (aq)

Na+(aq) + Alginate-(aq)
4Na+(aq) + PzOl- (aq)

CaePeOz(s)

-o

NaOOC
o\

Mannuronate Guluronate

sol

network

gel

Solutions of these soluble salts, when reacted
with a calcium salt, produce an insoluble flexible gel
commonly called calcium alginnte; the structures are
shown above. Upon mixing with watet the alginate
impression material first forms a sol. Following the
chemical reaction described above, a gel is formed to
create the set impression material. The gel-forming
ability of alginates is mainly related to the proportion
of r,-guluronan blocks. The concept of sols and gels is
presented in the discussion of colloids in Chapter 4.

The nature of this chemical reaction is shown
above for the sodium salt. The equally corunon
potassium salt reacts similarly. In an alginate impres-
sion compound, the calcium sulfate dihydrate, sol-
uble alginate, and sodium phosphate are included
in the powder. When water is added to the powder,
compounds disassociate as shown. Calcium ions
from the calcium sulfate dihydrate react preferen-
tially with phosphate ions from the sodium phos-
phate and pyrophosphate to form insoluble calcium
phosphate. Calcium phosphate is formed rather than
calcium alginate because it has a lower solubility;
thus the sodium phosphate is called a retarder and
provides working time for the mixed alginate.

After the phosphate ions are depleted, the cal-
cium ions react with the soluble alginate to form
the insoluble calcium alginate, which together with
water forms the irreversible calcium alginate gel. The
calcium alginate is insoluble in water, and its forma-
tion causes the mixed material to gel. This reaction is
irreversible; it is not possible to convert the calcium
alginate to a sol after it has set.

To meet the critical requirements of a dental
impression material, this reaction must be controlled

to attain the desirable properties of consistency,
working time, setting time, strength, flexibility, elas-
tic quality, and smooth, hard surfaces on gypsum
casts. These requirements are achieved by adding
agents to control the rate of the reaction, develop
strength and elasticity in the gel, and counteract the
delaying effect of alginate on the setting of gypsum
products. The use of suitable fillers in correct quanti
ties produces a consistency that is suitable for vari-
ous clinical uses.

The composition of a typical alginate impres-
sion material and the function of its ingredients
are shown in Table 12.1. Manufacturers adjust the
concentration of sodium phosphate to produce
regular- and fast-set alginates. Th"y also adiust the
concentration of filler to control the flexibility of the
set impression material from soft-set to hard-set.
Although alginate impressions are usually made in
a tray, injection types are much more fluid after mix-
ing and more fledble after setting. Manufacturers
add organic glycols to the alginate powder to
reduce dust. Diatomaceous earth or fine siliceous
particles are used as fillers. Because these particles
can be a respiratory irritant, inhalation of the dust
should be minimized.Impressions should be disin-
fected with a spray solution after removal from the
mouth and before pouring with a casting material.
Other ingredients in some products include antimi-
crobials agents and pH indicators that change color
when setting has occurred. New alginates have
been formulated to have increased dimensional sta-
bility on storage, allowing orthodontic impressions,
for example, to be sent to an orthodontic laboratory
for production of the model.

Cae+(aq) + Alginate-(aq) € Ca - Alginate+
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TABLE I 2.1 Ingredients in an Alginate Impression Powder and Their Functions

Ingredient Weight (7o) Function

Potassium alginate

Calcium sulfate dihydrate

Potassium sulfate, potassium zinc 10

Sodium phosphate

Datomaceous earth or silicate 56

Organic glycols

Wintergreen, peppennint, anise

Pigments

Disinfectants (e.9., quaternary
ammonium salts and chlorhexidine)

To dissolve in water and react with calcium ions

To react with potassium alginate to form an insoluble calcium
alginate gel

To counteract the inhibiting effect of the hydrocolloid on the
fluoride, silicates, or borates setting of glpsum, Bring a high-
quality surface to the die

To react preferentially with calcium ions to provide working time
before gelation

To control the consistency of the mixed alginate and the powder
flexibility of the set impression

To make the powder dustless

To produce a pleasant taste

Iio provide color

To help in the disinfection of viable organisms

18

74

Small

Trace

Tiace

1-2

2

Propottioning and Mirtng
The proportioning of the powder and water before
mixing is critical to obtaining consistent results.
Changes in the water-to.powder W/fl ratio will alter
the consistency and setting times of the mixed mate-
rial and also the shength and quality of the impression.
Usually the manufacturus provide suitable containers
for proportioning the powder and water by volume,
and these are sufficiently accurate for dinical use.

The mixing time for regular alginate is 1 min-
ute; the time should be carefully measured, because
both undermixing and overmixing are detrimental
to the strength of the set impression. Fast-set ulgi-
nates should be mixed with water for 45 seconds.
The powder and water are best mixed vigorously in
a flefble rubber bowl with an alginate spatula or a
spatula of the type used for mixing plaster and stone.
Mechanical mixing devices are also available.

Properttre
Some gpical prcperties of a tray-type alginate impres-
sion material are listed in Table 12.2.

WORKING TIME
The fast-set materials have working times of 1.25 to
2 minutes, whereas time of the regular-set materials
is usually 3 minutes, but may be as long as 4.5 min-
utes. With a mixing time of 45 seconds for the fast-
set types, 30 to 75 seconds of working time remain
before the impression needs to be completely seated.
For the regular-set materials, a mixing time of 50

seconds leaves 2 to 3.5 minutes of working time for
materials that set at 3.5 to 5 minutes. In both cases,

the mixed alginate must be loaded into the tray and
the impression made promptly.

SE'TTING TIME
Setting times range from 1 to 5 minutes. The
American National Standards Institute/American
Dental Association (ANSI / ADA) specification No.
1 8 [International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) 156,31 requires that it be at least that value
listed by the manufacturer and at least 15 seconds
longer than the stated working time. Lengthening
the setting time is better accomplished by reduc-
ing the temperature of the water used with the
mix than by reducing the proportion of powder.
Reducing the ratio of powder to water reduces the
strength and accuracy of the alginate. Selecting
an alginate with a different setting time is a better
alternative than changing the W/P ratio.

The setting reaction is a typical chemical neac-

tion, and the rate can be approximately doubled by a
temperature increase of 10"C. However, using water
that is cooler than 18oC or warmer than 24"C is not
advisable, as the temperature of the water also affects
the comfort of the patient. The clinical setting time
is detected by a loss of surface tackiness. If possible,
the impression should be left in place 2to3 minutes
after the loss of tackiness, because the tear strength
and elastic recovery (recovery from deformation)
increase significantly during this period.

Color-changng alginate provide a visual indica-
tion of working time and setting time. The mechanism
of the color change is a pH-related change of a dye. One
such alginate changes its color from light pink to white.
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TABLE 12.2 Typical Properties of Alginate and Heavy-Bodied Agar Hydrocolloid Impression Materials

235

Working Setting Compressive Tear Strengthd
fime (min) Time (min) Gelation (oC) Recove4f (o/") Flexibilityb (o/ol Strengthc (MPa) &N/m)

Alginate 1,.254.5

Agar

1.r5.0 98.2

99.0

8-15

*15
0.49--0.88

0.78

0.H.7

0.8-o.93745

aAt L07o compressbnfor 30 *conds.
bAt a stress of 1.000 g/cmz.
cAt a lwding rate of 70 kglmin.
dASTMTinr Die C at 25 cm/nin.

ELASTIC RECOVERY

A typical alginate impression is compressed about
10% in areas of undercuts during removal. The
actual magnitude depends on the extent of the
undercuts and the space between the tray and
the teeth. The ANSI/ADA specification requires
that the elastic recovery be more than 95% when the
material is compressed 20% for 5 seconds at the time
it would normally be removed from the mouth. As
indicated in Thble L2.2, a typical value for elastic
recovery is 98.2%. The corresponding permanent
deformation is 1.8%.

The permaulent deformation (or lack of elastic
recovery), indicated as percent compression set, is
a function of percent compression, time under com-
pression, and time after removal of the compressive
load, as illustrated in Fig.12.4. Note that permanent
deformation is a time-dependent property'. Lower
permanent deformation (higher elastic recovery)
occurs (1) whm the percent compression is lower, (2)

when the impression is under compression a shorter
time, and (3) when the recovery time is longer, up
to about 8 minutes after the release of the load.
Clinically these factors translate into requirements
for a reasonable bulk of alginate between the tray
and the teeth, appropriate retention of the alginate in
the tray, and a rapid removal of the impression from
the mouth. The usual procedures followed to disin-
fect the impression and produce a gypsum model
provide adequate time for any recovery that might
occur.

FTEXIBILITY
The ANSI / ADA specification permits a range of 5/"
to 20Y" at a strress of 0.1 MPa, and most alginates have
a tlpical value of 14"/o. However, some of the hard-set
materials have values from 5o/o to 8Y". A reasonable
amount of flexibility is required for ease of removal of
the impression.

STRENGTH

The compressive and tear strengths of alginates
are listed in Table 12.2. Both properties are time
dependent, with higher values obtained at higher
rates of loading. Compressive strengths range from

30% 10sec.

30o/o 5 sec.
I
I
t\

20"/" 10 sec.

20/" 5 sec.

10o/o 10 sec.

1
\--- 

-i'-

10o/o 5 sec.

051015
Time (min) -+

FIG. 12.4 Variation of compreseion set with time of an
alginate impression material at straine of l0"/o,ZO"h, and,

30% applied for 5 and 10 seconds. (Modified from Wilson
Hl. Elastomeric impression mateials. 1. The xtting material. Br
Dent l. 1956 ;1 21 ( 5) :277 -28 3.)

approximately 0.5 to 0.9 MPa. The ANSI/ADA
specification requires that certified products have
a compressive strength of at least 0.35 MPa. Tear
strengths vary from 0.4 to 0.7 kN/m, and this prop-
erty is probably more important than the compres-
sive strength. The tear strength is a measure of the
force-to-thickness ratio needed to initiate and con-
tinue tearing and is often determined on a specimen
of the shape shown in Fig. 12.5. Tearing occurs in the
thin sections of the impression, and the probability
of tearing decreases with increasing rates of removal.
The effect of loading rate on the tear strength of sev-
eral alginates is shown in Fig. 12.5. Values for tray
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+ -->

F lG. I 1.5 Sketch of tear skength specimen with Ioad
applied in the direcHons of the arrou)si the specimen tears
at the V-notch.

7.0

10 20 30 40 50

Loading rale (cm/min)

FI(-;. 12.6 Tear strength (N/cm) of alginate impression
materials as a function of rate of loading (cm/min). Materials
A, B, and C are designed to be used in a traf D is a syringe
material. (Modifud from MacPlwsn GW, Craig RG, Peyton EA.

lvleclanbal propertia of hydtocolloid and rubber impression tnatri-
als. ] Dent Rer,. L967 ;46@):71,b721.)

materials range from 0.38 to 0.48 N/mm at 20 mm/
min to 0.5 to 0.7 N/mm at 500 mm/min. The lower
tear strength at corresponding rates for the syringe
materials reflects the decreased alginate in the
syringe material.

COMPATIBITITY WITH GYPSUM
The selection of an alginate-gypsum combination
that produces good surface quality and detail is
highly important. The surface quality and ability
of alginate-gypsum combinations to reproduce fine
V-shaped grooves are shown in Fig. 12.7 A and B.

A type III model plaster was poured against an
alginate in Fig. t2.7A, and type [V dental stone was
poured against the same alginate in Fig. 12.78. The
finest Broove was 0.025 mm wide in each instance.
The combination in Fig. L2.78 was not as compat-
ible as the one in Fig. 12.7A with respect to either
surface quality or detail. For purposes of compari-
son, in Fig. L2.7C, the same type IV dental stone
used in Fig. 12.78 was poured against a polysulfide
impression.

The impression must be rinsed well in cold
water to remove saliva and any blood, and then
disinfected. Next, all free surface water should
be removed before preparing a gypsu4 model.
Saliva and blood interfere with the setting of gyp-
sum, and if free water accumulates, it tends to
collect in the deeper parts of the impression and
dilute the gypsum model material, yielding a soft,
chalky surface. The excess surface water has been
removed when the reflective surface becomes dull.
If the alginate impression is stored for 30 minutes

6.0

A
B

c

D

e
A s.o

=g 4.0
co
E s.o
(U

)g z.o

1.0

FIG. 12.7 Surface quality and reproduction using model plaster and dental stone. (A) Model plaster poured against
alginate; (B) dental stone poured against the same alginate; and (C) the same dental stone poured against polysulfide. It
should be emphasized that another alginate with the same plaster and stone could yield opposite results. (From Craig RG,
IvlacPherson GW. Ann Arbor: Unioersity of Michigan School of Dentistry; 1955.)
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or more before preparing the model, it should be
rinsed with cool water to remove any exudate on
the surface caused by syneresis of the alginate
gel; exudate will retard the setting of the gypsum.
Thereafter, it should be wrapped loosely in a moist
paper towel and sealed in a plastic bag to avoid
moisture loss.

The set g)?sum model should not remain in con-
tact with the alginate impression for periods of several
hours because contact of the slighAy soluble calcium
sulfate dihydrate with the alginate gel containing a
great deal of water is detrimental to the surFace quality
of the model.

DIMENSIONAL STABILITY
Alginate impressions lose water by evaporation
and shrink when standing in air. Impressions left
on the bench for as short a time as 30 minutes may
become inaccurate enough to require remaking the
impression. Even if the impression stored for more
than 30 minutes in air were immersed in water, it
would not be feasible to determine when the cor-
rect amount of water had been absorbed, and in any
case the previous dimensions would not be repro-
duced. For maximum accuracy, the model material
should be poured into the alginate impression as
soon as possible. If for some reason the models can-
not be prepared directly, the impressions should be
stored in 100% relative humidity in a plastic bag or
wrapped in a damp (but not wringing-wet) paper
towel. There is a greater chance for distortion the
longer the impression is stored (Fig. 12.8). New
alginates have improved long-term storage ranging
from 48 to 120 hours when stored in a plastic bag.
Now, orthodontists routinely send alginate impres-
sions to companies that offer digital fabrication of
appliances.

DISINFECTION
Dsinfection of impressions is a concern with respect
to viral diseases such as hepatitis B, acquired immu-
nodeficiency syndrome, and herpes simplex, because
the viruses may be transferred to gypsum models
and present a risk to dental laboratory and operating
personnel.

All alginate impressions should be disinfected
before pouring with gypsum to form a cast. The
most common form of disinfection is spraying,
but studies have shown that alginate impressions
can be immersed in disinfectant also. The effect
of disinfection in'l.o/o sodium hypochlorite or 2o/o

potentiated glutaraldehyde solutions on accuracy
and surface quality has been measured after L0-
to 3O-minute immersion. Statistically significant
dimensional changes were observed; however, the
changes were on the order of 01% and the qual-
ity of the surface was not impaired. Such changes

Dimensional stability ol alginates
stored in 1007" relative humidity

0.00

-0.s0

-1.00

-1.50

-2.00

-2.50

-3.00

-3.50 0 24 48 72 100
Time, hours

FIG. l2.B Dimensional change of dginate impression
materials stored in 100% relative humidity. (Modifud from
Lu H, Frey GN, Pouters lM, unpublished data.)

would be insignificant for clinical applications
such as the preparation of study models and work-
ing casts. In another study, immersion disinfection
of alginates demonstrated little effect on accuracy
and surface quality, but it was shown that one
alginate product was best immersed in iodophor
and another brand in glyoxal glutaraldehyde. The
effect of disinfection on agar impression materials
has not been reported, but considering the similar-
ity of the two hydrocolloids, similar recommenda-
tions are reasonable.

Elastomeric Impression Materials
Four tlpes of synthetic elastomeric impression mate-
rials are available to record dental impressions: poly-
sulfides, condensation silicones, addition silicones
(polyvinylsiloxanes), and polyethers. Polysulfides
were the first synthetic elastomeric impression mate-
rial introduced (1950). Condensation silicones were
made available to dentists in 1955, polyether in 1965,
and addition silicones in 1975. Polysulfide and con-
densation silicone impression materials are described
on the website http:/ / evolve.elsevier.com/sakagu
chi/restorative. Polyvinylsiloxanes and polyethers
form the vast majority of elastomeric impressions
used worldwide today. Changes in recent years have
provided greater choice of consistency and new mix-
ing techniques.

Consistcncics
Elastomeric impression materials are typically sup-
plied in several consistencies (viscosities) to accom-
modate a range of impression techniques. Addition
silicones are available: extra-low, Iow (syringe or
wash), medium (regular), monophase, high (tray),
and putty (extra-high) consistencies. Polyether
impression materials are available in low, medium,
and high consistencies.
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Mixing Systems

Two types of systerrrs are available to mix the catalyst
and base thoroughly before taking the impression:
static automixing and dynamic mechanical mixing. A
very popular means of mixing the catalyst and base
is with a so-called automixing system. The base and
catalyst are in separate cylinders of the plastic car-
tridge. The cartridge is placed in a mixing gun con-
taining two plungers that are advanced by a ratchet
mechanism to extrude equal quantities of base and
catalyst. The base and catalyst are forced through
the static-mixing tip containing a stationary plastic
internal spiral; the two components are folded over
each other many times as they are pushed through
the spiral, resulting in a uniform mix at the tip end.
Because one cylinder may be filled slightly more
than the other, the first part of the mix from a new
cartridge should be discarded. Lr addition, be sure
that the cartridge tips are not occluded before attach-
ing the mixing tip.

The mixed material can be extruded directly into
an injection syringe or into the impression tray.
Intraoral delivery tips can be placed on the end of
the static mixing tip, and the mixed material can be
injected into and around the cavity preparation. The
tip can be removed, and additional mixed material
can be extruded into the impression tray. The auto-
mixing systems have been shown to result in mixes
with many fewer voids than hand mixes. Although
for each mix the material left in the mixing tip is
wasted, the average loss is only L to 2 mL, depend-
ing on the manufacturer's tip, whereas three to four
times this much is wasted in a hand mix as a result
of overestimating the amount needed. Initially,
automixing was used for low consistencies, but
new designs of guns and mixing tips allow all con-
sistencies except putty to be used with this system.
Addition silicones and polyethers are available with
this means of mixing.

The second and newest system is a dynamic,
mechanical mixer, illustrated in Fig. 12.9. The cata-
lyst and base are supplied in large foil bags housed
in a cartridge, which is inserted into the top of the
mixing machine. A new, plastic mixing tip is placed
on the front of the machine, and when the button is
depressed, parallel plungers push against the col-
lapsible foil bags, thereby opening the bags and forc-
ing material into the dynamic mixing tip. This mixing
tip differs from automixing in that the internal spiral
is motor driven so it rotates. Thus ^iri.g is accom-
plished by this rotation plus forward motion of the
material through the spiral. In this manner, thorough
mixing can be ensured and higher viscosity mate-
rial can be mixed with ease. The advantage of this
system is ease of use, speed, and thoroughness of
mixing, but more must be invested in the purchase
of the system compared with hand and automixing.

FIG. 1 2.9 Addition-silicone impressionmaterials pack-
aged with automixed cartridges, mixing gun, and static
mixing tips, and dynamic mechanical mixer. (Courtesy 3M
Company, St. Paul, MN.)

In addition, there is slightly more material retained
in the mixing tip than with automixing, but less than
that wasted when mixed by hand. Polyether and
addition-silicone impression materials are available
for mixing with a dynamic, mechanical mixer.

One variation in mixing is with the two-putty
addition-silicone systems mixed by hand. Scoops are
supplied by the manufacturer for dispensing, and
the putties are most often kneaded with fingers until
free from streaks. The putty materials that have a liq-
uid catalyst are initially mixed with a spatula until
the catalyst is reasonably incorporated, and mixing
is completed by hand. It should be noted that latex
gloves may interfere with setting of addition-silicone
impression materials, as discussed later.

lmptessisn Techntqrcs
Three common methods for making impressions for
fixed restorations are a simultaneous, dual-viscosity
technique, a single-viscosity or monophase tech-
nique, and a putty-wash technique. In nearly all
cases, impression material is injected directly on and
into the prepared teeth and a tray containing the bulk
of the impression material is placed thereafter. After
the impression is set, the tray is removed.

The simultaneous, dual-viscosity technique is one
in which low-consistenry material is injected with a

syringe into critical areas and the high-consistency
material is mixed and placed in an impression tray.
After injecting the low-viscosity material, the tray
containing the higher-viscosity material is placed
in the mouth. In this manner, the more viscous tray
impression material forces the lower-viscosity mate-
rial to flow into fine aspects of the arleas of interest.
Because th"y are both mixed at nearly the same time,
the materials join, bond, and set together. After the
materials have set, the tray and the impression are
removed. An example of an impression using this
procedure is shown in Fig. 12JA.

tn the single-viscosity or monophase technique,
impressions are often taken with a medium-viscosity
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FIG. 12.10 An elastomeric addition-silicone impression.
Turquoise material is of a low or injection consistency, and
ruroon material of a high or tray consistency. (Courtesy Dr.
Clwrla Mark lvfnlloy, P ortland, OR.)

impression material. Addition-silicone and poly-
ether impression materials are well suited for this
technique because both have a capacity for shear
thinning. As described in Chapter 4, pseudoplastic
materials demonstrate a decreased viscosity when
subiected to high shear rates such as those occurring
during mixing and syringing. When the medium
viscosity material is forced through an impres-
sion syringe, the viscosity is reduced, whereas the
viscosity of the same material residing in the tray
is unaffected. In this manner, such materials can
be used for syringing and for trays, as previously
described for the simultaneous, dual-viscosity
technique. The mechanism for shear thinning is
discussed in the later section on the viscosity of
impression materials.

The putty-wash technique is a two+tep impression
procedure whereby a preliminary impression is taken
in high- or putty-consistenry material before the cav-
ity preparation is made. Space is provided for a low-
consistenry material by a variety of techniques, and
after cavity preparation, a low-consistency material is
syringed into the area and the preliminary impression
reinserted. The low- and high-consistenry materials
bond, and after the low-consistency material sets, the
impression is removed. This procedure is sometimes
called a utash technique. The putty-consistency mate-
rial and this technique were developed for condensa-
tion silicones to minimize the effects of dimensional
change during polymerization: Most of the shrink-
age during polymerization takes place in the putty
material when the preliminary impression is made,
confining final shrinkage to the thin wash portion of
the impression. Care must be taken so the wash mate-
rial can freely escape via vents in the putty material

FIG. 12.11 Various consistencies and types of packag-
ing of an addition-silicone impression material. (Courtesy
Coltenefrlhaledmt lnc, Cuyahoga Falls, OH.)

when the wash impression is made. If not, the wash
material can compress the putty in the second-stage
impression, inducing perrnanent distortion and inac-
curacies to the impression. The putty-wash technique
was extended to addition silicone after their intro-
duction, even though their polymerization shrinkage
is significantly lower.

Manufacturers add coloring agents to the accel-
erator orbase as an aid in determining the thorough-
ness of the mix. Normally a different color is used for
each consistency of a particular product line so one
can distingursh the wash (low) consistmcy from the
tray consistency in the set impression. Retarders may
be added as well to control working and setting time
of the products. Some manufacturers have added fla-
vors to addition silicone.

Cotttposillon and Re actiotts
The next two sections describe the general compo-
sition and setting reactions of addition-silicone and
polyether impression materials. The following sec-
tion describes their physical properties, permitting
a more direct comparison of the various types and
their properties.

ADDITION SILICONE
Addition silicone (also called polyvinylsiloxane) is
available in extra low,low medium, heavy, and very
heavy (putty) consistencies. A representative prod-
uct line of addition silicones is shown in Fig. 12.11.
The base paste of this class of impression materials
contains a moderately low-molecular-weight poly-
mer (polymethylhydrosiloxane) with more than
three and up to ten pendant or terminal hydrosi-
lane groups per molecule [see formulas below and
addition-silicone formula 1 (ASl)1. The base also
contains filler.

Pendant hydrosilane groups Terminal hydrosilane groups
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The accelerator (catalyst) and the base paste contain
a dimethylsiloxane polymer with vinyl terminal
groups, plus filler. The accelerator also contains a

platinum catalyst of the so-called Karstedt twr,which
is a complex compound consisting of platinum

-sr-sa-tlooll

CH3 + H2

and lp-divinyltetramethyldisiloxane. Unlike the
condensation type, the addition reaction does not
normally produce a low-molecular-weight by-
product, as indicated in the reaction shown below
(AS2).
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t

FtG. lT.tz Addition-silicone impressions poured in high-strength 6tone at 15 minutes. (A) Bubbtes are caused by
the release of hydrogen. (B) No bubbles are apparent because palladium hydrogen absorber is included in the impression
material.

a

a

A secondary reaction can occur, however, with
the production of hydrogen gas if {H groups are
present. The most important source of -OH groups
is water (H-OH), the reaction of which under con-
sumption of Si-H units is illustrated above (AS3).
Another possible source of hydrogen gas is a side
reaction of the Si-H units of the polymethylhydro-
siloxane with each other, under the influence of the
platinum catalyst, also shown above (AS3).

Not all addition-silicone impression materials
release hydrogen gas, and because it is not known
which do, it is recommended that one wait at least
30 minutes for the setting reaction to be completed
before the gypsum models and dies are poured.
Epoxy dies should not be poured until the impres-
sion has stood overnight. The difference in the delay
with gypsum and epoxy is that gypsum products
have much shorter setting times than epoxy die mate.
rials. Some products contain a hydrogen absorber
such as palladium, and gypsum and epoxy die mate-
rials can be poured against them as soon as practi-
cal. Examples of high-strength stone poured after 15

minutes against addition silicone, with and without
a hydrogen absorber, are shown in Fig. 12.12.

Latex gloves have been shown to adversely affect
the setting of addition-silicone impressions. Sulfur
compounds that are used in the vulcanization of
latex rubber gloves can migrate to the surface of
stored gloves. These compounds can be transferred
onto the prepared teeth and adjacent soft tissues dur-
ing tooth preparation and when placing tissue retrac-
tion cord. They can also be incorporated directly into
the impression material when mixing two putties by
hand. These compounds can poison the platinum-
containing catalyst, which results in retarded or
no polymerization in the contaminated area of the
impression. Thorough washi^g of the gloves with
detergent and water just before mixing sometimes

minimizes this effect, and some brands of gloves
interfere with the setting more than others. Vinyl and
nitrile gloves do not have such an effect. Residual
monomer in acrylic provisional restorations and
resin composite cores has a similar inhibiting effect
on the set of addition-silicone materials. The prepa-
ration and adjacent soft tissues can also be cleaned
with 2% chlorhexidine to remove contaminants.

POLYETHER

Polyethers are supplied in low-, medium-, and
heavy-body consistency. The base paste consists of
a long-chain polyether copolymer with alternating
oxygen atoms and methylene groups (O-[CH2]r) and
reactive terminal groups [see polyether 1 (PEl)]. Also
incorporated are a silica filler, compatible plasticiz-
ers of a nonphthalate type, and triglycerides. tn the
catalyst paste, the former 2j-dichlorobenzene sulfo-
nate was replaced by an aliphatic cationic starter as

a cross-linking agent. The catalyst also includes silica
filler and plasticizers. Coloring agents are added to
base and catalyst to aid in the recognition of different
material types. Examples of polyether impression
materials are shown in Fig. 12.9.

The reaction mechanism is shown (PE2) in a sim-
plified form. The elastomer is formed by cationic
polymerization by opening of the reactive terminal
rings. The backbone of the polymer is believed to be
a copolymer of ethylene oxide and tetramethylene
oide units. The reactive terminal rings open under
the influence of the cationic initiator of the catalyst
paste and can then, as a cation itself, attack and open
additional rings. Whenever a ring is opened, the cat-
ion function remains attached, thus lengthening the
chain (see PE3). Because of the identical chemical
base, all polyether consistencies can be freely com-
bined with each other. A chemical bond between all
materials develops during curing.
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Setttng Proputles
Typical values of the setting properties of elastomeric
impression materials are presented in Table 12.3.
The temperature rise in typical mixes of impression
materials was pointed out in the previous section,
but Thble L2.3 illustrates that the temperature rise is
small and of no clinical concern.

VISCOSITY
The viscosity of materials 45 seconds after mixing
is listed in Table 12.3. As expected, the viscosity
increases for the same type of material from low to
high consistencies. Viscosity is a function of time
after the start of mixing.

A shearing force can affect the viscosity of poly-
ether and addition-silicone impression materials, as
was mentioned in the section on impression tech-
niques. This effect is called shear thinning or pseu-
doplasticity. For impression materials possessing
this characteristic, the viscosity of the unset mate-
rial diminishes with an increasing outside force or

C-copolymer-

Copolymer

shearing speed. When the influence is discontinued,
the viscosity immediately increases. This properfy is
very important for the use of monophase impression
materials, ird is illustrated forpolyether inFig. 12.13.
ln the case of polyether, shear-thinning properties are
influenced by a weak network of triglyceride crys-
tals. The crystals align when the impression material
is sheared, as occurs when mixed or flowing through
a syringe tip. The microcrystalline triglyceride net-
work ensures that the polyether remains viscous in
the tray or on the tooth but flows under pressurle.
This allows a single or monophase material to be
used as a low- and medium-consistency material.
Cooling of the pastes results in substantial viscosity
increase. Before using, pastes have to be brought to
room temperafure.

The effect of shear rate (rotational speed of the
viscometer) on the viscosity of single-consistmcy
(monophase) addition silicones is shown in Fig. 12.74.
Although all products showed a decrease in viscosity
with increasing shear rate, the effect was much more

+

I

Reactive terminal ring R : 
6
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TABLE 12.3 Setting Properties of Elastomeric Impression Materials

243

Material Consistency
Temperature
Rise (oC)

Viscosif 45 s
after Mixing
(cp)

Working fime
(min)

Setting fime
(min)

Dimensional
Change at
24h 9"1

POLYSULFIDES

Low

Medium

High

3.4 60,000

110,m0

450,000

b7
H
%

-0.40

-0.45

-0.M

SITICONES

Condensation

Addition

Low

Very high

Low

Medium

High

Very high

1.1 70,w0

150,000

2.H
2-2.5

24
24

2.H
t4

ffi
H
M.5
4-4.5

M.5

3-5

-0.60

-0.38

-0.15

-0.17

-0.15

-0.14

POLy.ETTIERS

Low

Medium

High

4.2

130,000

3

2.5-3

2.5

6

6

5.5

-0.23

-0.24

-0.19

BA

c
FIG. I 2.1i Demonstration of the mechanism for the property of shear thinning or pseudoplasticity in polyethera. The

trigliceride network (A) within the impression materiul "lip" when sheared as with syringing, and (B) to achieve a lower
virosity. Once the shear force is removed, the viscosity increase with randomization of the triglyceride network (C).

pronounced for two products, Ba and Hy, with about
an eightfold to eleven-fold decrease from the lowest
to the highest shear rate. The substantial decrease in
viscosity at high shear stress, which is comparable
with the decrease during syringing, permits the use
of a single mix of material, with a portion to be used
as syringe material and another portion to be used as

tray material in the syringe-tray technique.

WORKING AND SETTING TIMES
The working and setting times of addition-silicone
and polyether impression materials are listed in
Table 12.3.In general, for a given class of elastomeric
impression materials by a specific manufacturer, the
working and setting times decrease as the viscos-
ity increases from low to high. Polyethers show a

clearly defined working time with a sharp transition

7-1,0
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300

Hy

lm

100

Gr

0
0,0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0

Rotational speed (rpm)

FIG. 12.14 Viscosity in centipoiee as a function of shear
rate (rctational speed of the viscometer) for five eingle-
consistency addition-oilicone impression materials. A
rotational speed of 0.5 rpm would represent a shear rate
comparable with that observed when placing the material in
a tray, and a speed of 10 qpm would represent a shear rate
comparable with that experienced when syringing the mate-
rial. (Data from Kim KN, Craig RG, I(oran A 3rd. Vixosity of
monoplux additiotr silicones as afunction of sluar rate.l Prosthet
Dent. 1992;67 ( 6) :7 94-7 I 8.\

into the setting phase. This behavior is often called
snap-set. This transition from plastic condition into
elastic properties is rather short compared with
older addition silicones, which was shown in inves-
tigations of rheological properties of setting materi-
als (Fig. 12.15).

Note that the working and setting times of the
elastomeric impression materials are shortened by
increases in temperature and humidity; on hot, humid
days this effect should be considered in the clinical
application of these materials.

The initial (or working) and final setting times
can be determined fairly accurately by using a pen-
etrometer with a needle and weight selected to suit
these materials. The Vicat penetrometer, as shown
in Fig. L2.16, with a 3-mm diameter needle and a

total weight of 300 g, has been used by a number of
investigators. A metal ring, 8 mm high and 16 mm
in diameter, is filled with freshly mixed material
and placed on the penetrometer base. The needle is
applied to the surface of the impression material for
10 seconds, and a reading is taken. This is repeated

Strong network

Weak

36
(working time) (setting time)

Time (min)

FIG. 12. I 5 Illustration of the snap+et of polyether. The
initial viscosity of the unset material is influenced by the
structural triglycerides, whereas the polymerization of copo-
lymer chahs thereafter provides the quick increase in viscos-
ity as the material sets.

FIG, 12.16 Vicat penetrometer ueed to determine get-

ting time of impression materials and other restorative
materials.

every 30 seconds. The initial set is that time at which
the needle no longer completely penetrates the speci-
men to the bottom of the ring. The final set is the time
of the first of three identical nonmaximum penetra-
tion readings. When the material has set, the elastic-
ity still allows penetration of the needle, but it is the
same at each application.

DIMENSIONAL CHANGE ON SETTING
The impression material undergoes a dimensional
change on setting. The major factor for contrac-
tion during setting is cross-linking and neturange-
ment of bonds within and between polymer chains.
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Material
Permanent

Consistency Defomration" (%)
Strain in
Compression (o/o) Flow ("/o)

Shore A
Hardness

Tear Shength
ftN/m)

POLYSIILFIDES

20

30

35

H
3-5

H

tb17

l1-15

9-12

0.5-2

0.5-1

0.5-1

2.5-7.A

3.U7.0

SITICONES

Condensation

Addition

Low

Very high

Low

Medium

High

Very high

t-2
2-3

0.0H.4

0.0H.3

0.r-o.3

0.2-0.5

H
2-5

%
2-5

2-3

1-2

1$-30

5H5
3F55

5H0
tu70

5&l75

2.T.2.6

1.$-3.0

2.2-3.5

2.H.3

0.0H.1

0.02{.05

0.01{.03

0.01{.03

0.01-o.03

0.01-0.1

POLyETHERS

[.ow

Medium

High

1.5

1-2

2

3

3

0.03

0.02

0.02

21
3ts40

4m
41G-50

1.8

2.H.8

3.0

tElastic recoo*y from deformotion is 7N% minus the pacmt Wrmarcnt defarmatiot.

Impressions can expand if water sorption takes place
and an impression can be distorted if seated after
the material has set to any degree. Finally, distortion
or creep will occur if the material does not recover
elastically when the set impression is removed from
undercuts. Imbibition is discussed in the section on
disinfecting impressions, and creep-induced distor-
tion is discussed under elastic recovery.

Addition*ilicone and polyether impression materi-
als r:ndeqgo shrinkage due to polymerization. The tinear
dimensional change betrueen a die and the
after 24 hours is lised in thble 12.3. The addition sili-
cunes have the smallest change about 4.15Yo, followed
by the polyethers at about 4.2Yo. The conhaction is
low for these two pncducts because there is no loss of
by-products.

The rate of shrinkage of elastomeric impression
materials is not uniform during the 24 hours after
removal from the mouth. In general, about half
the shrinkage observed at 24 hours @curs during
the first hour after removal; for greatest accuracy,
therefore, the models and dies should be prepared
promptly, although in air the elastomeric impression
materials are much more stable than hydrocolloid
products.

Meclunieal Prcpertics
Typical mechanical propertie of elastomeric impres-
sion materials are listed in Table 12.4. The permanent

deformation (in the current specification, elastic
recovery which is 100% minus the permanent defor-
mation), strain in compression, and dimensional
change are propefies used in ANSI/ADA specifica-
tion No. 19 (ISO 4823) to classify elastomeric impres-
sion materials as low, medium, high, or very high
viscosity types. The requirements for these proper-
ties are given in llable 12.5. Further requirements of
the specification for elastomeric impression mate-
rials are indicated in Table 12.6. The consistency
diameter is used to classify viscosity by measuring
the diameter of the disk forrred when 0.5 mL of
mixed material is subjected to a 5.5-N weight at 1..5

minutes after mixing for L2 minutes. Because the
setting times of elastomeric impression materials
vary, the consistency diameter is affected not only
by the viscosity but also by the setting time. The
classification of a material by the consistency diam-
eter may be different from that by a true viscosity
measurement.

ELASTIC RECOVERY

The order in which the permanent deformation
of the elastomeric impression materials is listed
in Table 12.4 demonstrates that addition silicones
have the best elastic recovery during removal from
the mouth, followed by polyethers. A material
with a permanent deformation of lo/o has an elastic
recovery of 99oh.

TABLE 12.4 Mechanical Properties of Elastomeric Impression Materials

Low

Medium

High
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TABLE 12.5 Elastic Recovery Strain in Compression, and Dimensional Change Requiremenrc for Elastomeric
lmpression Materials

Shain in Compression (%)

Viscosity Tlpe
Minimum Elastic
Recovery (%) Minimum Maximum

Maximum Dimencional
Change in 24 h (o/o)

Low

Medium

High

Very high

20

20

20

20

95.5

95.5

96.5

96.5

2.0

2.0

0.8

0.8

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

TABLE I2.6 Requirements by ANSVADA Specification No. 19 (lSO 4823') for the Various Mscosities of
Elastomeric lmpression Materials

Diameter of Consistency
Disk (mm) Reproduction of Detail

Viscosity

Maximum
Mixing Time
(min)

Minimum Working
fime (min) Minimum Maximum

Line Width in
Impression (mm)

Line Width in
Glpsum (mm)

Low 1

Medium 1

High 1

Very High 1

4l

35

35

36

31

2

2

2

2

0.020

0.020

0.050

0.075

0.020

0.020

0.050

0.075

ADA, Amefican Dental ,4s*ciation; ANSI, American National Standards Institute;lfi,lnternatiorul Organizationfor Standarilization.

STRAIN IN COMPRESSION
The strain in compression under a stress of 0.1 MPa is
a measure of the flexibility of the material. Table 12.4
illustrates that, in general, the low-consistency mate-
rials of each type are more flexible than the high-
consistency elastomeric impressions. For a given
consistency, polyethers are generally the stiffest, fol-
lowed by addition silicones.

Ftow
Flow is measured on a cylindrical specimen L hour
old, and the percent flow is determined 15 minutes
after a load of L N is applied. As seen in Table 12.4,
silicones and polyethers have low values of flow.

Typical elastomeric impression materials appar-
ently have no difficulty meeting the mechanical
property requirements of ANSI/ADA specification
No. 19 (see Tiable 12.5). Although the flow, hard-
ness, and the tear strengths of elastomeric impres-
sion materials are not mentioned in the specification,
these are important properties; they are also listed in
Thble 12.4.

HARDNESS
The ShoreAhardness increases from low to high con-
sistenry. When two numbers are given, the first rep-
resents the hardness 1.5 minutes after removal from
the mouth, and the second number is the hardness

after 2 hours. The low-, medium-, ind high-viscosity
addition silicones do not change hardness signifi-
cantly with time, whereas the hardness of polyethers
does increase with time. In addition, the hardness
and strain in compression affect the force necessary
to remove the impression from the mouth. low flex-
ibility and high hardness can be compensated for
clinically by providing more space for the impression
material between the tray and the teeth. This can be
accomplished with additional block-out for custom
trays or by selecting a larger tray when using dispos-
able trays.

A new variation in polyether provides less resis-
tance to deformation during removal of the impres-
sion from the mouth and the gypsum cast from the
impression. To achieve this, the filler content was
reduced from 14 to 6 parts per unit, thereby reduc-
ing the Shore A hardness from 46 to 40 after 15 min-
utes, and from 51 to 50 after 24 hours. The ratio of
high-viscous softener to low-viscous softener was
changed to achieve a consistency similar to that of
the conventional monophase polyether.

TEAR STRENGTH
Tear strength is important because it indicates the abil-
ity of a material to withstand tearing in thin inteqproxi-
mal areas and margins of periodontally involved teeth.
The tear strengths listed in thble 12.4 arc a measure
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TABLE 12.? Wettability of Elastomeric Impression
Materials

4
30

30

72

7A

3.5

3.0

2.5

? 2.O
I

f 1.5

3 r.o

qt
I 0.8
.g
CL

E
8 0.6
CLoo
6 0.4

0.2

Material

Advancing Castability of
ContactAngle High-Strength
of Water Dental Stone
(degrees) (o/ol

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I I 1011 12

Time (min)

FlG. l},l7 Creep compliance of elastomeric impres-
sion materials at the time recommended for removal from
the mouth. Curves from top to bottom: polysulfide, con-
densation silicone, addition silicone, and polyether. (Data

from Tolley LG, Craig RG. Viscoelastic prop*ties of elastomeric

impression materials: polysulphide, silicone and polyetlur rub-
bers, I Oral Rehabil. 197 I ;5 :727-L28.)

of the force needed to initiate and continue tearing a
specimen of unit thickness. As the consistenry of the
impression type increases, tear strength undergoes a

small increase, but most of the values are betrueen 2.0
and 3.9 klll/m. Values for very high consistency t)"es
are not listed because this property is not important for
these materials. Higho tear stnengths for elastomeric
impression materials are desirable but compared with
the values for hydrocolloid impression materials of 0.3

to 0.7 kN/m, they are a major improvement.

CREEP COMPLIANCE
Elastomeric impression materials are viscoelastic,
and their mechanical properties are time dependent.
For example, the higher the rate of deformation, the
higher the tear strength; and the longer the impres-
sions are deformed, the higher the permanent defor-
mation. As a result, plots of creep compliance versus
time describe the properties of these materials bet-
ter than stress-strain curves. Creep-compliance time
curyes for low<onsistency polysulfide, condensation
silicone, addition silicone, and medium-consistency
polyether are shown in Fig. 12.17. The initial creep
compliance illustrates polysulfide is the most flexible
and polyether is the least flexible. The flatness orpar-
allelism of the curves with respect to the time axis
indicates low permanent deformation and excellent
recovery from deformation during the removal of

Polysulfide 82

Condensationsilicone 98

Addition silicone

Hydrophobic 98

Hydrophilic 53

Polyether 49

an impression material; addition silicones and poly-
ethers have the best elastic recovery.

The recoverable viscoelastic quality of the materi-
als is indicated by differences between the initial creep
compliance and the creep compliance value obtained
by extrapolation of the linear portion of the curve to
zero time. As a result, addition silicones have the low-
est viscoelastic quality and require less time to recover
viscoelastic deformation, followed by the polyethers.

DETAIL REPRODUCTION

The requirements of elastomeric impression materi-
als are listed in Table L2.6. Except for the very high-
viscosity products, all should reproduce a V-shaped
groove and a 0.02-mm wide line in the elastomeric.
The impression should be compatible with gypsum
products so the 0.02-mm line is transferred to gyp-
sum die materials. Low-, medium-, dnd high-vis-
cosity elastomeric impression materials have Iittle
difficulty meeting this requirement.

Wettaffiltty of Elaston*ic Impression l$ntsials
Wettabilitymay be assessed by measuring theadvanc-
ing contact angle of water on the surface of the set

impression material or by using a tensiometer to mea-
sure forces as the material is immersed and removed
(Wilhelmy technique). The advancing contact angles
for elastomeric impression materials are listed in Table
L2.7. Of all the impression materials discussed in this
chapter, only alginates can be considered ttuly hydro'
philic. All of the elastomeric impression materials pos-
sess advancing and receditg contact angles greater
than 45 degrees. There ;ttrB, however, differences
in wetting among and within types of elastomeric
impression materials. Tiaditional addition silicone
is not as wettable as polyether. When mixes of gyp-
sum products are poured into hydrophobic addition
silicone, high contact angles are formed, making the
preparation of bubble-free models difficult.

Surfactants have been added to addition sili-
cones by manufacturers to reduce the contact angle,

0
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improve wettability, and simplify the pouring of
gypsum models. This class with improved wetting
characteristics is most accurately called hydrophiliztd
addition silicone. Most commonly, nonionic surfactants
have gained importance in this area. These molecules
consist of an oligoether or polyether substructure
as the hydrophilic part and a silicone-compatible
hydrophobic part (Fig. 12.18A). The mode of action
of these wetting agents is believed to be a diffusion-
controlled transfer of surfactant molecules from the
polyvinylsiloxane into the aqueous phase, as shown,
thereby altering the surface tension of the surround-
ing liquid. As a result, a reduction in surface tension
and therefore greater wettability of the polyvinyl-
siloxane is observed (Fig. 12.188). This mechanism
differs from polyethers, which possess a high degree
of wettability because their molecular structure con-
tains polar oxygen atoms, which have an affinity for
water. Because of this affinity, polyether materials
flow onto hydrated intraoral surfaces and are there.
fore cast with gypsum more easily than are addition
silicones. This affinity also allows polyether impres-
sions to adhere quite strongly to soft and hard tissues.

By obserwing water droplets on impression sur-
faces, it has been shown that hydrophilized addition
silicones and polyethers are wetted the best, and con-
densation silicones and conventional addition silicones

<- Advancing droplet

Air Water

Lens

\
\ Water

the least. Wettability was dircctly correlated to the ease

of pouring high-shength stone models of an exhnemely
critical die, as shown in Table 12.7. Using a tensiometer
to record forces of immersed impres.sion specimens
(ltilhelmy method), polyether was shown to wet sig-
nificantly better than hydrophilized addition silicones
for both advancing V4 degrees vs. L08 degrees) and
receding contact angles (50 degrees vs. 81 degrees).

To evaluate the ability of impression materials to
reproduce detail under wet and dry surface condi-
tions, impressions were made of a standard wave
pattern used to calibrate surface analyzers. The
surfaces of impressions were scanned for average
roughness (Ra) after setting to determine their abil-
ity to reproduce the detail of the standard, the value
of which is shown with a double line in Fig. 12.19.
From a clinical standpoint, most impression mate-
rials produced acceptable detail under wet and dry
conditions. Polyethers produced slightly better detail
than did addition silicones, and were generally unaf-
fected by the presence of moisture, whereas detail
decreased for some addition silicones under wet con-
ditions, even if hydrophilized.

Disinfection of Elastomeric Impressions
All impressions should be disinfected upon removal
from the mouth to prevent transmission of organisms

/\Water
I t*,

/ 
Micelle

Hydrophilic
Lipophilic

AB
FIG. 12.18 Hydrophilization of addition siliconeo. (A) The hydrophilization of addition silicones is gained with the incor-
poration of nonionic surfactants shovm as micelles. These molecule consist of a hydrophilic part and a silicone<ompatible
hydrophobic part. The mode of action of these surfactants is thought to be a diffusion-controlled transfer of surfactant mol-
ecules from the polyvinylsiloxane into the aqueous phase, as shown. In this manner, the surface tension of the surrounding
liquid is altered. (B) This increased wettability allows the addition silicone to spread more freely along the surface. PVS,
Polyrinylsiloxane.

PVS

Micetlesfr
#r)

PVS
PVSSurfactant
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\standard Dry
' Wet

Polyether Addition silicone

FIG. 12.19 Ability of polyether and hydrophilized
addition-silicone materials to reproduce detail under
dry and wet conditions. The average roughness, Ra, of
the standard from which impressions were made is shown
Gouble lind. Polyethers produced the best detail and were
unaffected by moisture. The detail captured by addition
silicones decreased slightly in the presence of moisture.
(Data from lohnson GH, bpe X, Berg lC. Effect of moisture
on the quality of uown and bridge impressions. I Dent Res.
L99 8 ;77 ( Spec Issue B) ;7 9 8.)

to gypsum casts and to laboratory personnel. Several
studies confirm that addition-silicone and polyether
impressions can be disinfected by immersion in sev-
eral different disinfectants for up to 18 hours without
a loss of surface quality and accuracy.

Relationship of Propnties and Clinical
Appllcation
Accuracy, the ability to record detail, ease of han-
dling, and setting characteristics are of prime impor-
tance in dental impressions.

Silicones generally have shorter working times
than polysulfides but somewhat longer times
than polyethers. Single-mix materials have some
advantage in that, as a result of shear thinning,
they have low viscosities when mixed or syringed
but higher viscosities when inserted in a tray. The
time of placement of an elastomeric impression
material is critical, because viscosity increases
rapidly with time as a result of the polymeriza-
tion reaction. If the material is placed in the mouth
after the consistency or viscosity has increased via
polymerization, internal stresses induced in the
impression are released after the impression is
removed from the mouth, resulting in an inaccu-
rate impression.

Thorough mixing is essential; otherwise portions
of the mix could contain insufficient accelerator to
polymerize thoroughly or may not set at the s€une

rate as other portions of the impression. In this event,
removal of the impression would cause less elastic
recovery and result in an inaccurate impression.
Automixing and mechanical mixing systems pro-
duce mixes with fewer bubbles than hand mixing,
save time in mixing, and result in a more bubble-free
impression.

Polymerization of elastomeric impression mate-
rials continues after the material has set, and the
mechanical properties improve with time. Removal
too early may result in high permement deformation;
however, excessively long times in the mouth are
unacceptable to the patient. The manufacturer usu-
ally recommends a minimum time for leaving the
impression in the mouth, and this minimum is used
for testing the materials according to ANSI/ADA
specification No. 19.

Dimensional changes on setting can be compen-
sated for by use of a double-impression or putty-wash
technique. When using a double-impression tech-
nique, a preliminary impression is taken in the high-
or puttylike-consistency material, providing some
space for the final impression in a low-consistenry
material. The preliminary impression is removed,
the cavity prepared, and the final impression taken
with the low-consistency material, using the prelim-
inary impression as a tray. In this way, the dimen-
sional change in the high consistency or puttylike
consistency is negligible, and although the percent
dimensional change of the low-consistency material
is still large, the thickness is so small that the actual
dimensional change is small. The double-impression
technique is suitable for use with a stock impression
tray, because the preliminary impression serves as a
custom tray. With the monophase and simultaneous
dual-viscosity technique, a slight improvement in
accuracy results when a custom-made tray is used
because it provides a uniform thickness of impres-
sion material. Several sfudies have shown, however,
that relatively stiff stock plastic or metal trays yield
nearly the same accuracy.

Clinical studies have shown that the viscosity of
the impression material is the most important fac-
tor in producing impressions and dies with rnini-
mal bubbles and maximum detail. As a result, the
syringe-tray technique produced superior clinical
results in the reproduction of fine internal detail of
proximal boxes or grooves.

The accuracy of the impression may be affected
when the percentage of deformation and the time
involved in removing the impression are increased.
In both instances, perrnanent deformation increases,
the amount depending on the type of elastomeric
impression material.

Because elastomeric impressions recover from
deformation for a period after their removal, some
increase in accuracy can be expected during this
time. Howeveq, polymerization shrinkage is also
occurring, and the overall accuracy is determined
by u combination of these two effects. Insignificant
elastic recovery occurs after 20 to 30 minutes; there-
fore dies should be prepared promptly after that time
for greatest accuracy. Addition silicones that release
hydrogen are an exception to this guideline.
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TABLE 12.8 Properties of Elastomeric Impression Materials Used for Occlusal Registrations

Working
Material Mixing Type fime (min)

Time in
Mouth (min)

Strain in
Compression ("/o)

Dimensional Change

Flow (%) TDay ("/"1 7 Days (o/ol

Addition Automix
silicone

Addition Hand mix
silicone

0.5-3.0 1.0-3.0

'1,.4 2.5 0.92

0.03.0

1.U2.9

1,.97

0.G4.01 0.0 to -0.L5 -0.04 to -0.20

0.0 -0.06 -0.08

-0.29 -0.32Polyether Hand mix 2.1,

Second pours of gypsum products into addition-
silicone impressions produce dies that are not quite
as accurate as the first, because the impression can be
deformed during the removal of the first die; how-
ever, they are usually sufficiently accurate to be used
as a working die.

OCCLUSAL REGISTRATION
MAIERIALS

Addition silicones and polyethers have been formu-
lated for use as occlusal registration materials. Most
of the products are addition silicones and most are
supplied in automix cartridges. Properties of these
occlusal registration materials are listed in Table 12.8.

These materials are characterized by short working
times and the length of time left in the mouth com-
pared with typical elastomeric impression materials.
Th"y are also noted for their high stiffness, indicated
by the low percent strain in compression, and for
their low flow and dimensional change even after
7 days. The property that distinguishes addition
silicones from polyethers is their lower dimensional
change after removal; however, either is superior to
the stability of waxes for making occlusal records.

IMPRESSION TRAYS

Custom impression trays provide a nearly constant
distance between the tray and the tissues, allowing
a more even distribution of the impression material
during the impression procedure, and improved
accuracy. Light-activated and vacurun-formed poly-
mers are now used more frequently than chemically
accelerated acrylic to produce custom impression
trays because of the volatility of the acrylic monomer
and sensitivity to the monomer reported by dental
staff. Vacuum-formed polystyrene is popular with
corunercial laboratories because the trays can be
made rapidly. These trays must be handled carefully
because they are more fledble than acrylic trays and
can be deformed easily by the application of heat.
Prefabricated impression trays are very popular.

These stock trays vary considerably between manu-
facturers. When a stock tray is chosen, care must
be taken to ensure that the tray is well adapted to
the tissues and is adequately reinforced to prevent
flexing during impression fabrication and removal.
All trays require the use of a tray adhesive, which
must be allowed to dry before placing the impression
material in the tray.

Light-activated tray materials have many advan-
tages over chemically accelerated acrylic. They are
similar to light-activated denture base materials but
are of a different color. The trays are strong, easy to
make, contain no methyl methacrylate, and have
negligible polymerization shrinkage in the light
chamber. Th"y can be used soon after processing
because there is no clinically significant dimensional
change after polymerization.

DIE, CAST, AND MODEL MAIERIALS

Dental stones, plaster, epoxy resin, and refractory
materials are some of the materials used to make
casts or dies from dental impressions. The selec-
tion of one of these is determined by the particular
impression material in use and by the purpose for
which the die or cast is to be used.

Impressions in alginate hydrocolloid can be used
only with a gypsum material, such as plasteq, stone,
or casting investment. Various elastomeric impres-
sion materials can be used to prepare gypsum or
epoxy dies. Impression materials can also be digitally
scanned to produce printed plastic casts or dies (see

Chapter 14).

Desirable Qualities of a Cast or Die Material

Cast and die materials must reproduce an impres-
sion accurately and remain dimensionally stable
under normal conditions of use and storage. Setting
expansion, contraction, and dimensional variations
in response to changes in temperature must be held
to a minimum. Not only should the cast be accu-
rate, but it should also satisfactorily reproduce fine
detail and have a smooth, hard surface. Such an
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accurate cast or die must also be strong and durable
and withstand the subsequent manipulative proce-
dures without fracture or abrasion of the surface.

Qualities of strength, resistance to shearing forces
or edge strength, and abrasion resistance are there-
fore important and are required in varying degrees,
according to the purpose for which the cast or die
is to be used. For example, because it will not be
subjected to much stress in use, a satisfactory study
cast might be formed from dental model plaster in
which the aforementioned qualities are at a mini-
mum. However, an elastomeric impression used to
produce an indirect inlay could be poured in high-
strength stone or epoxy, thereby producing a die in
which these qualities are sufficient to withstand the
carving and finishi^g procedures that are a part of
this technique.

The color of a cast or die can facilitate manipu-
lative procedures, such as waxing inlay patterns, by
presenting a contrast in color to the inlay wax. The
ease with which the material can be adapted to the
impression and the time required before the cast
or die is ready for use are of considerable practical
significance.

Dental Plaster and Stone

The chemistry and physical properties of dental plas-
ter, stone, and high-strength stone are discussed later
in this chapter. Gypsum materials are used exten-
sively to make casts and dies from dental impres-
sions and can be used with any impression material.
Stone casts, which are stronger and resist abrasion
better than plaster casts, are used whenever a resto-
ration or appliance is to be made on the cast. Plaster
may be used for study casts, which are for record
purposes only.

Hardening solutions, usually about 30% silica
sols in water, are mixed with stone. The increase in
hardness of stone dies poured against impressions
varies from 2o/" for silicones to L10% for polyether.
The dimensional change on setting of stones mixed
with hardener is slightly greater than when mixes
are made with water, 0.07% versus 0.05%. [n most
instances the abrasion or scraping resistance of mixes
of stone made withhardening solutions is higher than
comparable mixes made with water. A range of effects
in the abrasion resistance of surface treatments of
stone has been reported. Model and die sprays gener-
ally increase the resistance to scraping, whereas lubri-
cants can decrease surface hardness and resistance to
scraping.

High-strength dental stones make excellent casts
or dies, readily reproduce the fine detail of a den-
tal impression, and are ready for use after approxi-
mately t hour. The resulting cast is dimensionally
stable over long periods and withstands most of the

manipulative procedures involved in the production
of appliances and restorations.

When wax patterrrs constructed on high-strength
stone dies are to be removed, some separating agent
or die lubricant is necessary to prevent the wax
from adhering. The lubricant is applied liberally
to the high-strength stone die and allowed to soak
in; usually several applications can be made before
any excess accumulates on the surface. The excess is
blown off with an air blast before proceeding to make
the wax pattern.

Epor.y Die Materials

Until recently, epoxy materials werle supplied in the
form of a paste to which a liquid activator (amine)
was added to initiate hardening. Because the acti-
vators are toxic, they should not come into contact
with the skin during mi*ing and manipulation of
the unset material. Shrinkage of 0.1% has occurred
during hardening, which may take up to 24 hours.
The hardened resin is more resistant to abrasion and
stronger than a high-strength stone die. The viscous
paste is not as readily introduced into the details of
a large impression as high-strength dental stone is;
a centrifugal casting machine has been developed
to assist in the pouring of epoxy resins. Fast-setting
epoxy materials have been supplied in automixing
systems similar to those described for automixing
addition silicones. The epoxy resin is in one cartridge,
and the catalyst in the other. Forcing the two pastes
through the static mixing tip thoroughly mixes the
epoxy material, which can be directly injected into
a rubber impression. A small intraoral delivery tip
may be attached to the static mixing tip if desired for
injecting into detailed areas of the impression. The
fast-setting epoxy hardens rapidly, so dies can be
waxed 30 minutes after injecting into the impression.
Because water retards the polymerization of resin,
epoxy resins cannot be used with water-containing
agar and alginate impression materials, and thus are
limited to use with elastomeric impression materials.

Comparison of Impression and Die Materials

High-strength stone dies may be from 0.35% larger
to A.?5o/o smaller than the master, depending on the
location of the measurement and the impression
material used. In general, occlusogingival (vertical)
changes are greater than buccolingual or mesiodistal
(horizontal) changes. The shrinkage of theimpression
material toward the surfaces of the tray in the hori-
zontal direction usually results in dimensions larger
than the master. [n the vertical direction, shrinkage
is away from the free surface of the impression and
toward the tray, and dimensions smaller than the
master are obtained.
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The accuracy of elastomeric impression materials
is in the following order from best to worst, regard-
less of whether stone or metal dies are used: addition
silicone and polyether.

Epory dies all exhibit some polymerization strink-
age, with values ranglng from 0.1Y" to 0.3%, and as a
result the dies are undersized.

Ranking materials by the ability of an impression-
die combination to reproduce surface detail pro-
duces different results than does ranking by values
for dimensional change. If a release agent is not
needed on the surface of the impressiory epory dies
are best for reproducing detail (10 pm), followed by
high-strength stone dies (170 pm).The silicone'epoxy
combination produces the sharpest detail, although
not all epoxy die materials are compatible with all
silicone impression materials.

Resistance to abrasion and scraping should also
be considered. Epoxy dies have good resistance and
high-strength stone dies have the least resistance.

GYPSUM PRODUCTS

Gypsum products probably serve the dental pro-
fession more adequately than any other materials.
Dental plaster, stone, high-strength/highexpansion
stone, and casting investment constihrte this group
of closely related products. With slight modifica-
tion, gypsum products are used for several different
pu{poses. For example, impression plaster is used to
make impressions of edentulous mouths or to mount
casts, whereas dental stone is used to form a die that
duplicates the oral anatomy when poured into any
type of impression. Gypsum products are also used as

a binder for silica in gold alloy casting investment, sol-
dering investment, and investment for low-melting-
point nickel-chromium alloys. These products are
also used as a mold material for processing complete
dentures. The main reason for such diversified use is
that the properties of glpsum materials can be easily
modified by physical and chemical means.

The dihydrate form of calcium sulfate, called gyp-
sum, usually appears white to milky yellowish and
is found in a compact mass in nature. The mineral
gypsum has commercial importance as a source of
plaster of Paris. The term plastu of Paris was given
this product because it was obtained by burning the
gypsum from deposits near Paris, France. Deposits
of gypsum, howeve{, are found in most countries.

Chemical and Physical Nature of Gypsum
Products
Most gypsum products are obtained from natural
gypsum rock. Because gypsum is the dihydrate form
of calcium sulfate (CaSO4.2H2O), on heating, it loses
1.5 g mol of its 2 g mol of H2O and is converted to

Mineral
gypsum

calcium sulfate hemihydrate (CaSOa.lhtlz0), some-
times written (CaSOa)2.HzO. When calcium sulfate
hemihydrate is mixed with wateq the reverse reac-
tion takes place, and the calcium sulfate hemihy-
drate is converted back to calcium sulfate dihydrate.
Therefore partial dehydration of gypsum rock and
rehydration of calcium sulfate hemihydrate consti-
tute a reversible reaction. Chemically, the reaction is
expressed as follows:

CaSOr . rhHzO+LrSHzO*

Plaster of Paris Water

CaSOr . ZHzO + 3900 callg mol
Gypsum

The reaction is exothermic, and whenever 1 g mol
of calcium sulfate hemihydrate is reacted with 1.5 g
mol of water, 1 g mol of calcium sulfate dihydrate
is formed, ofld 3900 calories of heat are developed.
This chemical reaction takes place regardless of
whether the gypsum material is used as an impres-
sion material, a die material, or a binder in casting
investment.

*Ianufacfitre of Dental Plastct, Stone, and
High-Strength Stone
Three types of base raw materials are derived from
partial dehydration of g)?sum rock, depending on
the nature of the dehydration process. Plasters are
fluffy, porous, and least dense, whereas the hydrocal
variety has a higher density and is more crystalline.
Densite is the densest of the raw materials. These
three types of raw materials are used to formulate the
four types of relatively pure gypsum products used
in dentistry'. They are classified as plasters (model
and laboratory), low- to moderate-strength dental
stones, high-strength/1ow-expansion dental stones,
and high-strength/high-expansion dental stones,
or alternatively as tlpes 2,3, 4, and 5 in ANSI/ADA
specification No. 25 (ISO 6873).

Although these types have identical chemical for-
mulas of calcium sulfate hemihydrate, CaSOa'W12O,
they possess different physical properties, which
makes each of them suitable for a different dental
purpose. All four forms are derived from natural
gypsum deposits, with the main difference being the
manner of driving off part of the water of the calcium
sulfate dihydrate. Synthetic g'ypsum can alsobe used
to formulate some products, but is less popular
because of higher manufacturing costs.

dehydration
by heat or

other means plasters formulation, 
Model plaster
Lab plaster

Hydrocal 

-) 

Dental stone

Densite 
5[??;i:i"xt'
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FIG. l?.2A Crystals of model plaster.

Plasters are produced when the gypsum mineral
is heated in an open kettle at a temperature of about
110 to L20oc. The hemihydrate produced is called ft
calcium sulfate lwmihydrafe. Such a powder is known
to have a somewhat irregular shape and is porous in
nature. These plasters are used in formulating model
and lab plasters. Crystals of model plaster are shown
in Fig. 12.20.

If glpsum is dehydrated under pressure and in
the presence of water vapor at about 125C, the prod-
uct is called hydrocal. The powder particles of this
product are more uniform in shape and denser than
the particles of plaster. Crystals of a dental stone are
shown in Fig. 72.21. The calcium sulfate hemihydrate
produced in this manner is designated as a-calcium
sulfate hemihydrafe. Hydrocal is used in making low-
to moderate-strength dental stones.

Types 4 and 5 high-strength dental stones are
manufactured with a highdensity raw material called
densite, This variety is made by boiling gypsum rock
in a 30% calcium chloride solution, after which the
chloride is washed away with hot water (100"C) and
the material is ground to the desired fineness. The
powder obtained by this process is the densest of the
types. These materials are generally formulated as

high-strength/low-exparsion dental stone or high-
strength/high-expansion dental stone.

Gypsum products may be formulated with chem-
icals that modify their handling characteristics and
properties. Potassium sulfate, K2SOa, and terra alba
(set calcium sulfate dihydrate) are effective accelera-
tors. Sodium chloride in small amounts shortens the
setting reaction but increases the setting expansion

FIG. l?.,21 Cqystal stmcture tlryical of dental stone.

of the gypsum mass. Sodium citrate is a depend-
able retarder. Borax, Na2BaO7, is both a retarder and
accelerator. A mixture of calcium oxide (0.1%) and
gum arabic (7/") reduces the amount of water neces-
sary to mix g1rysum products, resulting in improved
properties. Tlrpe 4 gypsum differs from type 5 in
that type 4 contains extra salts to reduce its setting
expansion.

Chqnical Rcactiott
The chemical reaction that takes place during the set-
ting of g)?sum products detennines the quantity of
HzO needed for the reaction. The reaction of 1. g mol
of plaster with 1.5 g mol of water produces 1 g mol
of gypsum material. In other words, 145 g of plas-
ter requi.res 27 g of water to react and form 172 g of
gypsum or 100 g of plaster requires 18.6 g of water
to form 118 g of calcium sulfate dihydrate. As seen
in practice, howevel, model plaster cannot be mixed
with such a small amount of water and still develop
a mass suitable for manipulation. Table 12.9 shows
the recommended mixing water, required water, and
excess water for model plaster, dental stone, and
high-strength dental stone.

For example, to mix 100 g of model plaster to a
usable flowable consistency, use 45 g of water. Note
that only 18.6 g of 45 g of water reacts with the 100
g of model plaster; the excess (45 g - 18.6 g = 26.4

B) is distributed as free water in the set mass with-
out taking part in the chemical reaction. When the
set material is dried, the excess water evaporates
and leaves porosity in the structure, weakening it.
Therefore set model plaster is weaker than dental

.\i t. 
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TABLE 12.9 Required and Excess \Uater for Gypsum Materialsa

Gypsum
Mixing Water (mU100 g of
Powder)

Required Water (mU100 g of
Powder)

Excess Water (mU100 g of
Powder)

Model plaster

Dental stone

High-strength dmtal stone

37-50

28-32

79-24

18.6

18.5

18.5

18-31

9-13

o-5

aWater-to-powdo ratio oaria zuith each proiluct.

stone, which in turn is weaker than high-strength
dental stone. If 100 g of model plaster is mixed with
50 g of water, the resultant mass is thinner and mixes
and pours easily into a mold, but the quality of the
set gypsum is inferior and weaker than when 45 g of
water is used. When model plaster is mixed with a

lesser.unount of watet the mixed mass is thicker, is
more difficult to handle, and traps air bubbles easily
when it is poured into a mold, but the set g;psum is
usually stronger. Thus careful control of the proper
amount of water in the mix is necessary for proper
manipulation and quality of the set mass.

Water-to-Powder Ratio of Dental Stone and
Hlgh-Sfiength Dentnl Stottc
The reason for the differences among the recom-
mended amounts of mixing water for model plaster,
dental stone, and high-strength dental stone is in the
shape and form of the calcium sulfate hemihydrate
crystals. Some calcium sulfate hemihydrate crystals
are comparatively irregular in shape and porous in
nature, as are the crystals in model plaster, whereas
the crystals of dental stone and the trvo high-strength
dental stones are dense and more regular in shape,
as shown in Figs. 12.20 and 12.21. This difference in
the physical shape and nature of the crystals makes
it possible to obtain the same consistency with less

excess water with dental stone and high-strength
dental stones than with model plaster.

When mixed with water, model plaster, dental
stone, or high*trrength dental stones set to a hard mass

of gypsum. The gypsum products known as high-
shength dental stones (t)"es 4 and 5) are the stnonget,
the massproduced as modelplasteris theweakest, and
dental stone produces an intermediate strrength mate-

rial. Note, however, that all gypsum products have the

same chemical formula, and that the chemical nature of
the masses producedby mixing them with water is also

identicaL the diffemces among them are primarily in
their physical prcperties.

Meclunbm of Setting
The most important and well-recognized theory
for the mechanism of the setting is the crystalline
theory. It was originated in 1887 by Henry Louis
Le Chatelier, a French chemist. The theory received

the full support of |acobus Henricus van 't Hoff, a

famous Dutch chemist in Berlin at the turn of the
century. According to the explanation of van 't Hoff,
the setting reaction of water with calcium sulfate
hemihydrate to from calcium sulfate dihydrate is
caused by the difference in solubitity between these
two components. Calcium sulfate dihydrate is less
soluble than the hemihydrate form. When the hemi-
hydrate dissolves in wateq, the dihydrate, being of
lower solubiliry is then supersaturated and precipi-
tates out of solution from points of nucleation in the
form of needlelike crystals. Bonding between con-
tacting crystals results in the final cohesive structure.

Voltn'effic Conttoction
Theoretically, calcium sulfate hemihydrate should
contract volumetrically during the setting process.
However, experiments have determined that all
gypsum products expand linearly during setting. As
indicated earlier, when 145.15 g of calcium sulfate
hemihydrate reacts with 27.02 g of water, the result
is the production of L72.17 g of calcium sulfate dihy-
drate. However, if the volume rather than the weight
of calcium sulfate hemihydrate is added to the vol-
ume of water the sum of the volumes will be about
7o/"\*sthan the volume of calcium sulfate dihydrate.
In practice about 0.2Y" to 0.4o/o linear expansion is
obtained. According to the crystalline theory of k
Chatelier and van't Hoff, the expansion results from
the ttuusting action of gypsum crystals, CaSOa.ZH2O,
during their growth from a supersaturated solution.
The fact that the contraction of gyPsum is not vis-
ible does not invalidate its existence, and when the
volumetric contraction is measured by a dilatometer,
it is determined to be about 7'/".Because of the linear
expansion of the outer dimensions, which is caused

by the growth of calcium sulfate dihydrate, with a

simultaneous true volumetric contraction of calcium
sulfate dihydrate, these materials are Porous when
set.

Effect of Spattr,lation
The mixing process, called spatulatior, has a definite
effect on the setting time and setting expansion of the
material. Within practical limits an increase in the
amount of spatulation (either speed of spatulation
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CaSOa.l/2H2O
Temperature ('C) (g/100 g Water)

TABLE 12.10 Solubiliry of Calcium Sulfate
Hemihydrate and Calcium Sulfate
Dihydrate at Different Temperatures

to 0.72/0.209 = 3.4, which ordinarily should retard
the reaction. At the same time, howeveL the mobil-
ity of the ions increases, which should accelerate
the setting reaction. Thus according to the solubil-
ity values, the reaction should be retarded, whereas
according to the mobility of the ions, the reaction
should be accelerated. Experimentation has shown
that increasing the temperature from room tempera-
ture of 20"C to body temperature of 37"C increases
the rate of the reaction slightly and shortens the set-
ting time. However, as the temperature is raised over
37"C, the rate of the reaction decreases, and the set-
ting time is lengthened. At 100'C the solubilities of
dihydrate and hemihydrate are equal, in which case

no reaction occurs, and plaster does not set.

Effect of Humidity
When the relative humidity increases to 70o/o and
above, moisture in the air can cause some conversion
of hemihydrate to dihydrate. Because dihydrate crys-
tals can accelerate the reaction by providing more
nuclei for crystallization, the initial result is accel-
eration of setting. Howeveq, further contamination
by moisture can neduce the amount of hemihydrate
remaining to form gypsum and retardation of setting
will occur. Therefore all gypsum products should be
kept in a closed container and well protected from
moisture in the air.

Effect of Colloidal Systans and pH
Colloidal systems such as agar and alginate retard
the setting of gypsum products. If these materials are
in contact with Cafrg'hH2o during setting, a soft,
easily abraded surface is obtained. Accelerators such
as potassium sulfate are added to improve the sur-
face quality of the set CaSOa.2H2O against agar or
alginate.

These colloids do not retard the setting by altering
the solubility ratio of the hemihydrate and dihydrate
forms, but rather by being adsorbed on the hemihy-
drate and dihydrate nucleation sites, thus interfering
in the hydration reaction. The adsorption of these
materials on the nucleating sites retards the setting
reaction more effectively than adsorption on the cal-
cium sulfate hemihydrate.

Liquids with low pH, such as saliva, retard the set-
ting reaction. Liquids with high pH accelerate setting.

Properties

The important properties of gSpsum products include
quality, fluidity at pouring time, setting time linear set-
ting expansion, compressive stnength, hardness and
abrasion resistancg and reproduction of detail. Some
of these pnoperty requirements, descriH by ANSI/
ADA specification No. 25 (ISO ffi73), are surunarized
in Table L2.1L.

CaSOa.2H2O

@fiN g Water)

20

E
30

rm

50

100

0.90

0.80

0.72

0.61

0.50

0.17

0.200

0.205

0.2w

0.210

0.205

0.170

or time or both) shortens the setting time. Obviously
when the powder is placed in water, the chemical
reaction starts, and some calcium sulfate dihydrate
is formed. During spatulation the newly formed
calcium sulfate dihydrate breaks down to smaller
crystals and starts new centers of nucleation, from
which the calcium sulfate dihydrate can be precipi-
tated. Because an increased amount of spatulation
causes more nuclei centers to be formed, the conver-
sion of calcium sulfate hemihydrate to dihydrate is
accelerated.

Effect of Temperahtre
The temperature of the water used for mixing, as well
as the temperature of the envincnment, has an effect
on the setting reaction of glpsum products. The set-
ting time probably is affected more by u change in
temperature than by any other physical property.
Evidently the temperature has two main effects on
the setting reaction of gypsum products.

The first effect of increasing temperature is a

change in the relative solubilities of calcium sulfate
hemihydrate and calcium sulfate dihydrate, which
alters the rate of the reaction. The ratio of the solubili-
ties of calcium sulfate dihydrate and calcium sulfate
hemihydrate at 20"C is about 4.5. As the temperature
increases, the solubility ratios decrease, until 100"C
is reached and the ratio becomes L. As the ratio of
the solubilities becomes lower, the reaction is slowed,
and the setting time is increased. The solubilities of
calcium sulfate hemihydrate and calcium sulfate
dihydrate are shown in fiable 12.10.

The second effect is the change in ion mobility
with temperature. In general, as the temperature
increases, the mobility of the calcium and sulfate ions
increases, which tends to increase the rate of the reac-
tion and shorten the setting time.

Practically, the effects of these two phenomena
are superimposed, and the total effect is observed.
Thus by increasing the temperature from 20 to 30oC,
the solubility ratio decreases from 0.90/0.200 = 4.5
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TABLE l2.ll Property Requirements for Gypsum Materials

rlpe
Setting Time
(min)

Setting Expansion
Range (%)

Compressive Shength (MPa)

Minimum Maximum
Reproduction
of Detail (pm)

1. Impression plaster

2. Model plaster

3. Dental stone

4. High-strength/
low-expansion dental
stone

5. High-strength/
high-expansion dental
stone

2.5-5.0

+20o/oa

t20./o

*2ff/o

+20o/"

H.1s
H.30
H.20
H.15

0.16-0.30

4.0

9.0

20.0

35.0

35.0

8.0 75t8
75 x,8

50r8
50t8

50t8

aSetting time shall be within 20% of wlue cloimed by manufacturo.

Setting Time
DEFINITION AND IMPORTANCE
The time required for the rieaction to be completed
is called the final setting time. tf the rate of the reac-
tion is too fast or the material has a short setting time,
the mixed mass may harden before the operator can
manipulate it properly. By contrast, if the rate of neac-

tion is too slow, an excessively long time is required
to complete the operation. Therefore a proper setting
time is one of the most important characteristics of
gypsum materials.

The chemical reaction is initiated at the moment
the powder is mixed with water, but at the early
stage only a small portion of the hemihydrate is
converted to gypsum. The freshly mixed mass has a
semifluid consistency and can be poured into a mold
of any shape. As the reaction proceeds, however,
more and more calcium sulfate dihydrate crystals are
produced. The viscosity of the mixed mass increases,
and the mass can no longer flow easily into the fine
details of the mold. This time is called the working
time.

The final setting time is defined as the time at
which the material can be separated from the impres-
sion without distortion or fracture. The initial setting
time is the time required for gypsum products to
reach a certain arbitrary stage of firmness in their set-
ting process. In the normal case, this arbitrary stage
is represented by u semihard mass that has passed
the working stage but is not yet completely set. At
final setting, the conversion of calcium sulfate hemi-
hydrate to calcium sulfate dihydrate is virtually
completed.

MEASUREMENT
The initial setting time is usually measured arbitrarily
by some form of penetration test, although occasion-
ally other types of test methods have been designed.

For example, the loss of gloss from the surface of the
mixed mass of model plaster or dental stone is an
indication of this stage in the chemical reaction and is
sometimes used to indicate the initial set of the mass.
Similarly, the setting time may be measured by the
temperature rise of the mass, because the chemical
reaction is exothermic.

The Vicat apparatus shown in Fig. 12.76 is com-
monly used to measure the initial setting time of
Bypsum products. It consists of a rod weighing 300
g with a needle of l-mm diameter. A ring container
is filled with the mix, the setting time of which is to
be measured. The rod is lowered until it contacts the
surface of the material, then the needle is released
and allowed to penetrate the mix. When the needle
fails to penetrate to the bottom of the container, the
material has reached the Vicat or the initial setting
time. Other types of instruments, such as Gillmore
needles, canbe used to obtain the initial and final set-
ting times of gypsum materials.

CONTROL OF SETTING TIME
Methods for controlling setting time have been dis-
cussed previously. Initially the manufachrrer can
add various components that act as either accelera-
tors or retarders. The operator can alter setting time
by changing the temperature of the mix water and
by changing the degree of spatulation. The W/P
ratio can also affect setting time; using more water
in the mix can prolong the setting time as shown in
Tlable 12.12.

The easiest and most reliable way to change the
setting time is to add different chemicals. Potassium
sulfate, K2SOa, is known as an effective accelerator,
and the use of a 2o/o aqueous solution of this salt
rather than water reduces the setting time of model
plaster from approximately 10 minutes to about
4 minute. By contrast, sodium citrate is a dependable
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TABLE l2.lz Effect of \trUater-to-Powder Ratio on
Setting Time

TABLE 12.13 Effect of Spatulation on Setting Time

Material
WP Ratio
(mUg)

Spatulation
Turns

Setting Time
(min)

Material

Initial (Vicat)
WP Ratio Spatulation Setting fime
(mU$ Turns (min)

Model plaster

Dental stone

High-strength
dental stone

0.45

0.50

0.55

0.27

0.30

0.33

0.22

0.24

0.26

100

100

100

8

11

l4

4

7

8

5

Model plaster

Dental stone

20

100

2W

20

100

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.30

0.30

14

11

8

10

8

7

9

TABLE 12.14 Properties of a High.Suength Dental

i:'x-ffi#r,ii::1ffi0,|Ji.^

Hand Mix
Power.Driven
Mix with Vacuum

W / P ratio, W aterlo-poutiler ratio.

retarder. The use of a 2/" aqueous solution of borax
to mix with the powder may prolong the setting time
of some gypsum products to a few hours.

If a small amount of set calcium sulfate dihydrate
is ground and mixed with model plaster, it provides
nuclei of crystallization and acts as an accelerator.
The set gypsum used as an accelerator is called terra
alba, and it has a pronounced effect at lower concen-
trations. The setting time changes significantly if the
amount of terra alba present in the mix is changed
from 0.5Y" to 1"/". However, tena alba concentra-
tions above 1% have less effect on the setting time.
Manufacturers usually take advantage of this fact
and add about Lo/o terra alba to plaster. Thus the set-
ting time of model plaster is altered less in normal
use because of opening and closing the container.

The W/P ratio has a pronounced effect on the set-
ting time. The more water in the mix of model plas-
ter, dental stone, or high-strength dental stone, the
longer the setting time, as shown in Table 12.12. The
effect of spatulation on setting time of model plaster
and dental stone is shown in Table L2.13. lncreased
spatulation shortens the setting time. Properties of
a high-strength dental stone mixed by hand and by
a powerdriven mixer with vacuum are shown in
Table 12.1.4. The setting time is usually shortened for
power mixing compared with hand mixing.

Viscosity
The viscosities of several high-strength dental stones
and impression plaster are listed in Thble 12.15. A
range of viscosities from 21,000 to 101,000 centipoises
(cp) was observed for five different high-strength
stones. More voids were observed in casts made from
the stones with the higher viscosities. Impression

54,000 43,000

rABLE t2' t 5 
STHi'#filffi i-1?:;''trtt*.,

Material Viscosity (cp)b

HIGH- STRENGITI D ENTAL S TONEA

Setting time

Compressive
strcngth at24h
(MPa)

S"ttiog expansion
at2h(%)

Viscosity,
centipoise (cp)

8.0

43.1

0.045

7.3

45.5

0.037

A

B

C

D

E

Impression plaster

21,000

29,000

50,000

54,000

101,000

23,000

aStones urre mixed with 7"/" sadium citrate solution to retard xtting.
bVixosity was meosured 4 minuta from tlu start of mixing.

plaster is used infrequently, but it has a low viscos-
ity, which makes it possible to take impressions with
a minimum of force on the soft tissues (mucostatic
technique).

Compressioe Slrength
When set, gypsum products show relatively high
values of compressive strength. The compressive
strength is inversely related to the W /P ratio of the
mix. The more water used to make the mix, the lower
the compressive strength.
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Material

TABLE 12.16 Effect of Water-to-Powder Ratio on the
Compressive Strength of Model Plaster,
Dental Srone, and High-Strength
Dental Stonea 60

20
0246810

Weight loss (%)

FlG. 12.22 Effect of loes of excess water on compressive
etrength of dental stone.

usually about twice that of the wet strength. Notice
that as the hardened mass slowly loses its excess
water, the compressive strength of the material does
not increase uniformly. The effect of drying on the
compressive strength of dental stone is shown in Fig.
12.22. Theoretically, about 8.8% of excess water is in
the hardened mass of the stone. As the mass loses up
to 7o/" of the water, no apprleciable change develops
in the compressive shength of the material. When
the mass loses 7.5% of the excess wateq, however, the
strength increases sharply, and when all of the excess
(8.8%) is lost, the strength of the material is over 55
MPa.

The drying time for glpsum materials varies
according to the size of the gypsum mass and the
temperature and humidity of the storage atrno-
sphere. At room temperature and average hurnidiry
about 7 days are necessary for an average denture
flask filled with gypsum materials to lose the excess

water.

Sarface flardncss and Abtaslon Resistancc

The surface hardness of unmodified gypsum mate-
rials is related in a general way to their comPres-
sive strength. A high compressive strength of the
hardened mass corresponds to a high surface hard-
ness. After the final setting occurs, the surface hard-
ness remains practically constant until most excess

water is evaporated from the surface, after which
its increase is similar to the increase in compressive

Compressive
I{/P Ratio (ml/g) Strength (MPa)

Model plaster

Dental stone

High-strength
dental stone

0.45

0.50

0.55

0.27

0.30

0.50

0.24

12.5

11.0

9.0

31.0

20.5

10.5

38.0

a(L
3so
E
O)c
g
o
o
'g 40
o
CL

Eoo
30

0.30

0.50

21.5

10.5

oill mixes spatulateil TN turns anil tatdd 7 hour after the start of
mking.

Model plaster has the greatest quantity of excess
wateL whereas high-strength dental stone contains
the least excess water. The excess water is uniformly
distributed in the mix and contributes to the volume
but not to the strength of the material. Set model
plaster is more porous than set dental stone, caus-
ing the apparent density of model plaster to be lower.
Because high-strength dental stone is the densest, it
shows the highest compressive strength, with model
plaster b"irg the most porous and thus the weakest.

The l-hour compressive strength values arc about
L2.5 MPa for model plaster,31 MPa for dental stone,
and 45 MPa for high-strength dental stones. These
values are representative for the normal mixes, but
they vary as the W /P ratio is increased or decreased.
The effect of the W /P ratio on the compressive
strength of these materials is given in Tlable 12.76.
As shown in Table 12.14, the compressive strength
of a high-strength dental stone is improved slightly
by vacuum mixing. Evidently, when stone is mixed
with the same W /P ratio as model plaster, the com-
pressive strength of dental stone is almost the same
as that of model plaster. Similarly, the compressive
strength of high-strength dental stone with W /P
ratios of 0.3 and 0.5 is similar to the normal comPnes-
sive strength of dental stone and model plaster.

At 1 or 2 hours after the final setting time, the
hardened gypsum material apPears dry and seems
to have reached its maximum strength. Actually,
this is not the case. The wet strength is the strength
of gypsum materials with some or all of the excess

water present in the specimen. The dry strength is the

strength of the gypsum material with all of its excess

water driven out. The dry compressive strength is
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strength. The surface hardness increases at a faster
rate than the compressive strength, because the sur-
face of the hardened mass reaches a dry state earlier
than the inner portion of the mass.

Attempts have been made to increase the hardness
of gypsum products by impregnating the set gypsum
with epoxy or methyl methacrylate monomer that is
allowed to polymerize. hrcreases in hardness were
obtained for model plaster but not for dental stone or
high+trength dental stone. Increases in rratch resis-
tance of 15% to 4l% wer€ observed for a high-strength
dental stone impregnated with epo)ry resins or a light-
cured dimethacrylate resin. In general, impregnating
setgypsum with resin increases abrasionresistance, but
decreases compressive shength and surface hardness.

The idea of drying molds, casts, or dies in an
oven to obtain a quick, dry compressive strength and
dry surface hardness of a material is not practical,
because the gypsum would be dehydrated, which
would reduce the strength instead of increasing it.
Soaking the glpsum dies or casts in glycerin or dif-
ferent oils does not improve the surface hardness
but rather makes the surface smoother, so that a wax
carver or other instrument will not cut the stone as it
slides over the surface. Mixing high-strength dental
stone with a corrunercial hardening solution contain-
ing colloidal silica (about 30%) improves the surface
hardness of the set gypsum. The K.oop hardness of
two commercial high-strength dental stones was 54
and 77 kglmm2 when mixed with water. When the
hardening solution was used, these values increased
to 62 andTgkg/mm2, respectively. hrcreased surface
hardness does not necessarily mean improved abra-
sion resistance because hardness is only one of many
factors that can affect wear resistance. Two-body
abrasion studies suggest that the commercial harden-
ing solutions do not improve the abrasion resistance
of high-strength dental stones. However, the clinical
relevancy of the two-body abrasion test on gypsum
has not been established. Further studies of abrasion
resistance and methods of measurement are needed.
As discussed in the chapter on impression materials,
gypsum dies abrade more readily than epoxy dies,
even though the glpsum dies are harder.

Although the use of disinfectant chemicals on
gypsum dies effectively destroys potentially danger-
ous organisms, some can damage the surface of a

die. Surfaces can be eroded, and the surface hardness
can be adversely affected by treatment with some
commonly used disinfectants. Other disinfectants,
including sodium hypochlorite solutions, have very
little effect on the surfaces of gypsum dies.

Rqroduction of Detail
ANSI/ADA specification No. 25 requires that types
1 and 2 reproduce a groove 75 pm in width, whereas
types 3,4, and 5 reproduce a groove 50 Fm in width

:l -rI ,l*#
3=l*- i,:'-*'* lf6,+
:;', ; \.-.,*":-.,*r ilr,
#s'L'fl',%'t'rffi
FIG. 12,?3 Scanning electron photomicrograph of the
surface of a set high-strength stone die. (From Powers lM,
Watalu/C. Dental Materials: Foundations and Applications.
77th ed. St.Ioub: Elsatis;2017.)

(see Table 12.11). Gypsum dies do not reproduce
surface detail as well as electroformed or epoxy dies
because the surface of the set gypsum is porous on a
microscopic level (Fig. 12.23). Air bubbles are often
formed at the interface of the impression and gW-
sum cast because freshly mixed rypsum does not
wet some elastomeric impression materials (conden-
sation silicones) well. The incorporation of nonionic
surfactants in silicone impression materials improves
the wetting of the impression by slurry water. The
use of vibration during the pouring of a cast reduces
the presence of air bubbles. Contamination of the
impression in which the gypsum die is poured by
saliva or blood can also affect the detail reproduc-
tion. Rinsing the impression and blowing away
excess water can improve the detail recorded by the
gypsum die material.

Setttng Expansi.on

When set, all gypsum products show a measurable
linear expansion. The percentage of setting expansion,
however, varies from one type of gypsum material
to another. Under ordinary conditions, plasters have
0.2Y" to 0.3% setting expansion, low- to moderate-
strength dental stone about 0.15% to 0.25Y", md
high-strength dental stone only 0.08o/o to 0.10%. The
setting expansion of high-strength/high-expansion
dental stone ranges from 0.10% to 0.20"/". Typicatly,
over 75% of the expansion observed at 24 hours
occurs during the first hour of setting.

The setting expansion may be controlled by dif-
ferent manipulative conditions and by the addition
of some chemicals. Mechanical mixing decreases set-
ting expansion. As shown in Table 12.1,4, a vacuum-
mixed high-strength stone expands less at 2 hours
than when mixed by hand. Power mixing appears to
cause a greater initial volumetric contraction than is

259
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observed for hand mixing. The W/P ratio of the mix
also has an effect, with an increase in the ratio reduc-
ing the setting expansion. The addition of different
chemicals affects not only the setting expansion of
gypsum products, but may also change other prop-
erties. For example, the addition by the manufacturer
of sodium chloride (NaCl) in a small concentration
increases the setting expansion of the mass and
shortens the setting time. The addition of 1% potas-
sium sulfate, by contrast, decreases the setting time
but has no effect on the setting expansion.

If during the setting process, the gypsum mate-
rials are immersed in water, the setting expansion
increases. This is called lrygroscopic expansion. Atypi-
cal, high-strength dental stone has a setting expan-
sion of about 0.08%. If during the setting process the
mass is immersed in wate1 it expands about AJ}y".
Increased expansion is observed when dental stone
hardens as it comes in contact with a hydrocolloid
impression. A more detailed explanation of hygro-
scopic expansion is presented later under casting
investnents with a rypsum binder.

vibration in such a merrner that it pushes air ahead of
itself as it fills the impressions of the ffih. Commonly,
the teeth of a cast are poured in dental stone or high-
strength dmtal stone, whereas the base is poured in
model plaster for easier trimming.

Once poured, the gypsum material should be
allowed to harden for 45 to 60 minutes before the
impression and cast are separated and disinfected.
Models can be disinfected by immersion in 1:L0

dilution of sodium hypochlorite for 30 minutes or
with a spray of iodophor following manufactuter's
instructions.

CASTING INVESTMENTS

The adoption of the casting practice in dentistry for
making gold alloy inlays, crowns, bridges, and other
restorations rcpresents one of the major advances
in restorative dentistry. In recent years, alloys with
higher melting points, the palladium and base-metal

Manipulation
When any of the gypsum products is mixed with
water, it should be spatulated properly to obtain a
smooth mix. Water is dispensed into a mixing bowl
of an appropriate size and design (Fig. 12.24). \\e
powder is added and allowed to settle into the water
for about 30 seconds. This technique minimizes the
amount of air incorporated into the mix during ini-
tial spatulation by hand. Spatulation clrn be contin-
ued by hand using a spatula with a stiff blade (Fig.
12.25) with the bowl on a vibrator (see Fig. 12.25) or
a power-driven mechanical spatulator (Fig. 12.26). A
summary of the effect of various manipulative vari-
ables on the properties of gypsum products is pre-
sented in Table 1,2.17.

Spatulation by hand involves stirring the mixture
vigorously while wiping the inside surfaces of the
bowl with the spatula. Spatulation to wet and mix
the powder uniformly with the water requires about
1 minute at 2 revolutions per second.

Spatulation urith a powerdriven mechanical spatu-
lator requires that the powder initially be wet by the
water as with hand mixing. The mix is then spatulated
for 20 seconds on the low-speed drive of the mixer.
Vacuuming during mixing reduces the airentrapped in
the mix. Vibration immediately after mixing and dtr-
ing pouring of the g)?sum minimizes airbubbles in the
set mass.

Pouring an impression with gypsum requires care

to avoid trapping air in critical areeu. The mixed gW
sum should be poured slowly or added to the i*Ptes-
sion with a small instrument such as a wax spatula.

The mass should run into the rinsed impression under

FIG. 12.24 Flexible rubber mixing bowl and metal
spatula with a stiff blade. (Courtesy Whip Mix Corporation,
Louisoille, KY.)

FlG. 12.25 A vibrator is designed to prcmote the release

of bubbles in the gfpsum mir and to facilitate pouring of
the imprcs sion (Courtay Whip Mir Corporation, Louiatille, KY.)

t
i

I

I
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alloys, have been cast into crowns, and fixed and
removable dental prostheses by using basically the
same lost-wax technique used for dental gold alloys.
All such casting operations involve (L) a wax pattern
of the object to be reproduced; (2) a suitable mold
material, known as investment, which is placed
around the pattern and permitted to harden; (3) suit-
able furnaces for burning out the wax patterns and
heating the investment mold; and (a) proper facili-
ties to melt and cast the alloy. An inoestment can be
described as a ceramic material that is suitable for
forming a mold into which a metal or alloy is cast.
The operation of forming the mold is described
as inaesting. Details of the casting technique are
described on the websitehtQ: / /evolve.elsevier.com/
saka guchi / restorative.

FIG. 12.26 Power-driven mechanical spatulator with
a vacuum attachment. (Courtesy Whip Mix Corporation,
Louisoille, KY.)

Properties Required of an Investment
1. Easily manipulated: Not only should it be

possible to mix and manipulate the mass
readily and to paint the wax pattern easily, but
the investment should also harden within a
relatively short time.

2. Sufficient strength at room temperature: The
investment should permit ease in handling and
provide enough strength at higher temperatures
to withstand the impact force of the molten
metal. The inner surface of the mold should not
break down at a high temperature.

3. Stability at higher temperatures: Investment
must not decompose to give off gases that could
damage the surface of the alloy.

4, Sufficient expansion: It must expand enough to
compensate for shrinkage of the wax pattern and
metal that takes place during the casting procedure.

5. Beneficial casting temperatures: Preferably the
thermal expansion versus temperafure curve
should have a plateau of the thermal expansion
over a range of casting temperafures.

5. Porosity: It should be porous enough to permit
the air or other gases in the mold cavity to escape
easily during the casting procedure.

7. Smooth surface: Fine detail and margins on the
casting should be preserved.

8. Ease of divestment The investment should break
away readily from the surface of the metal and
should not have reacted chemically with it.

9, Inexpensive.

These requirements describe an ideal investment.
No single material is known that completely fulfills
all these requirements. However, by blending differ-
ent ingredients, one can develop an investment that
possesses most of the required qualities. These ideal
qualities are the basis for considering the behavior
and characteristics of casting investments.

Composition

ln general, an investment is a mixtue of three dis-
tinct types of materials: refractory material, binder
material, and other chemicals.

TABLE 12.17 Summary of Effect of Manipulative Variables on Properties of Gypsum Products

Manipulative Variable Setting Time Consistency Setting Expansion
Compreesive
Strength

ffi
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Increase water-to-powder ratio lncrease Increase Decrease Decrease

lncrease rate of spatulation Decrease Decrease Increase No effect

Increase temperature of mixing water Decrease Decrease Increase No effect
from 23o to 30oC _ _
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Refractoty Matsial
Refractory material is usually a form of silicon diox-
ide, such as quartz, tridymite, or cristobalite, or a

mixture of these. Refractory materials are contained
in all dental investments, whether for casting gold or
high-melting-point alloys.

Bhdcr lvlnterial
Because the refractory materials alone do not form a
coherent solid mass, some kind of binder is needed.
The common binder used for dental casting gold
ulloy is a-calcium sulfate hemihydrate. Phosphate,
ethyl silicate, and other similar materials also serve
as binders for high-temperature casting investments.
These latter investments are described later in con-
junction with investment for casting high-melting-
point alloys.

Othet Chemicals
Usually a mixture of refractory materials and a binder
alone is not enough to produce all the desirable prop-
erties required of an investment. Other chemicals,
such as sodium chloride, boric acid, potassium sul-
fate, graphite, copper powdeq or magnesium oxide,
are often added in small quantities to modify various
physical properties. For example, small amounts of
chlorides or boric acid enhance the thermal expan-
sion of investments bonded by calcium sulfate.

Calcium Sulfate-Bonded Investments
The dental literature and patent references describe
the quantity and purpose of each of a variety of ingre-
dients in dental casting investments. In general, the
investments suitable for casting gold alloys contain
65% to 75o/o euartz or cristobalite, or a blend of the
two, in varying proportions;Zi% to 35% of a-calcium
suUate hemihydrate; and about 2"/" to 3o/o chemical
modifiers. With the proper blending of these basic
ingredients, the manufacturer is able to develop an
investment with an established group of physical
propertim that are adequate for dental gold casting
practices. A list of specific compositions is of little
value, however, because the final product's proper-
ties are influenced by both the ingredients present in
the investment and the manner in which the mass is
manipulated and used in making the mold.

Investments with calcium sulfate hemihydrate as

a binder are relatively easy to manipulate, and more
information about the effect of different additives, as

well as various manipulative conditions, is available
for this type than for other types, such as those that
use silicates or phosphates as binders. The calcium
sulfate-bonded invesbnent is usually limited to gold
castings and is not heated above 700"C. The calcium
sulfate portion of the investrnent decomposes into
sulfur dioxide and sulfur trioxide at temperatures

over 700C, tending to embrittle the casting metal.
Therefore the calcium sulfate tFpe of binder is usu-
ally not used in invesfinents for making castings
of high-melting-point metals such as palladium or
base-metal alloys.

Pr apttles of Calcium Sulfat*B onded
Inoesttttcttts
ANSI/ADA specification No. 126 (ISO 7490) for
gypsum-bonded casting investments applies to two
different types of investments suitable for casting
dental restorations of gold alloys:

lype 1: For casting inlays and crowns
TYpe 2: For casting complete denture and removable

partial denture frameworks

Both types have calcium sulfate as a binder mate-
rial. The physical properties included in this speciti-
cation are appeara"nce of powder, fluidity at working
time, setting time, compressive strength, linear set-
ting expansion, and linear thermal expansion. The
values allowed for these properties are summarized
in the specification. The manipulation of investments
in the inlay casting procedure is discussed in detail
on the website http:/ /evolve.elsevier.com/sakaguc
hilrestorative.

Effect of Temperature on Investment
In casting with the lost-wax process, the wax pattern
is invested and placed in an oven at a temperature
that melts and removes the pattem from the invest-
ment, thereby leaving a mold cavity into which the
molten metal is cast. This oven temperature varies
from one technique to another, but in no case is it
lower than 550'C or higher than 700'C for calcium
sulfate$onded investments. During the heating pro-
cess, the refractory material is affected differently by
the thermal changes than is the gypsum binder.

Effect of Tenpuahre on Silieon Dioridc
Rcfractwics
Each of the polymorphic forms of silica (quartz, trid-
ymite, and cristobalite) expands when heated, but
the percentage of expansion varies from one tlpe to
another. Pure cristobalite expands to 1.6% at 250"C,
whereas quartz expands about'/,.AY"at600oC, and the
thermal expansion of tridymite at 600'C is less than
L%. The percentage of expansion of the three types
of silica versus temperature is shown in Fig. 4.41'.

As seen in Fig. 4.4L, none of the three forms of silica
expands uniformly; instead they all show a break
(nonlinearity) in their thermal expansion curves. In
the case of cristobalite, the expansion is somewhat
uniform up to about 200"C. At this temperature its
expansion increases sharply from 0.5% to l.2o/", and



then above 250'C it again becomes morle uniform.
At 573'C quartz also shows a break in the expansion
curve, and tridymite shows a similar break at a much
lower temperature.

The breaks on the expansion versus temperature
curves indicate that cristobalite and quartz each exist
in two polymorphic forms, one of which is more sta-
ble at a higher temperature and the other at a lower
temperature. The form that is more stable at room
temperature is called the a-form, and the more stable
form at higher temperatures is designated as the ft
form. Tridymite has three stable polymorphic forms.
Thus the temperatures of 220"C for cristobalite,
573"C for quartz, and 105o and 160'C for tridymite
are displacive transition temperatures. A displacive
change involves expansion or contraction in the
volume of the mass without breaking any bonds. In
changing from the a-form (which is the more stable
form at room temperature) to the p-form (which is
stable at higher temperatures), all three forms of

t 160. C

573' C Middle tridymite

t
a-quartz c,-tridymite

All forms of silica are in their a-forms in the
investment, and during the heating process they are
converted completely or in part to their correspond-
ing B-forms. This transition involves an expansion of
the mass, which helps to compensate for the casting
shrinkages.

Effect of Tenperafire on C-alci*m Sdfatc
Binders
The binder used for gold alloy casting investments in
dentistry is a-calcium sulfate hemihydrate. During
the investing process, some of the water mixed with
the investment reacts with the hemihydrate and is
converted to calcium sulfate dihydrate, whereas the
remainder of the water is uniformly distributed in the
mix as excess water. During the early stages of heat-
ing, the excess water evaporates. As the temperature
rises to about 105oC, calcium sulfate dihydrate starts
losing water. The investment mass is then heated
still further to the proper temperature for casting the
metal. In this way, anhydrous calcium sulfate, silica,
and certain chemical additives remain to form the
mold into which the gold alloy is cast.

It has been observed experimentally that invest-
ment expands when it is first heated from room tem-
perature to about 105oC, then contracts slightly or
remains unchanged up to about 200"C, and registers
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silica expand. The amount of expansion is highest for
cristobalite and lowest for tridymite.

The quartz form of silica is found abundantly in
nature, and it can be converted to cristobalite and
tridymite by being heated through a reconstruc-
tive transition during which bonds are broken and
a new crystal structure is formed. The a-quartz is
converted to B-quartz at a temperature of 573"C.If
the pnuartz is heated to 870'C and maintained at
that temperature, it is converted to B-tridymite. From

B-tridymite, it is possible to obtain either o-tridymite
or p-cristobalite. If B-tridymite is cooled rapidly to
120'C and held at that temperature, it is changed to
a-tridymite, which is stable at room temperature. By
contrast, if B-tridymite is heated to L475C and held
at that temperature, it is converted to p-cristobalite.

Further heating of p-cristobalite produces fused sil-
ica, but if it is cooled to 220oC and held at that tem-
perature, q-cristobalite is formed. These transitions
are shown in the following equation.

220, C

a-cristobalite

varying degrees of expansion, depending on the sil-
ica composition of the investment, between 200o and
700"C. These properties are explained as follows.Up
to about 105oC, ordinary thermal expansion occurs.
Above 105oC, the calcium sulfate dihydrate is con-
verted to anhydrous calcium sulfate. Dehydration
of the dihydrate and a phase change of the calcium
sulfate anhydrite cause a contraction. However, the
o-form of tridymite (which might be present as an
impurity) is expandi.g and compensates for the
contraction of the calcium sulfate sufficiently to
prevent the investment from registering a serious
degree of contraction. At elevated temperatures, the
a-forms of silica present in the investment are con-
verted to the B-forms, which cause some additional
expansion.

The thermal expansion curves for a currently
available hygroscopic type of investment contain-
ing quartz (A) and a thermal expansion type of
investment containing cristobalite (B) are shown in
Fig.72.27, which illustrates the expected degree of
expansion at different temperatures. The expansion
of the silica content of the investment must not only
be sufficiently high to overcome all the contraction,
but should also take place at temperatures close to
the temperature at which contraction of the hemihy-
drate occurs.
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FIG. 12.27 Themral ocpansion curyes for cdcium sul-
fate-bonded investntents. (A) Hygrucopic t)?e; (B) thermal
expansion typ. (Mdif"dfrn* Asgar K. C-asting ratoratiou.In:
Clnrk [W, ad. Clinical Dentistry. Vol. 4. Neut York Hnrq & Rout;

1e76.)

Cooling of tlrc ltweslment
When the investment cools, the refractory and binder
contract according to a thermal contraction curve
that is different from the thermal expansion curve of
the investnent (Fi9.72.28). On cooling to room tem-
perafure, the inveshnent exhibits an overall contrac-
tion compared with its dimensions before heating.
On reheating to the temperature pneviously attained,
the inveshnent does not expand thermally to the
pnevious level; moreover, the process of cooling and
reheating causes intemal cracks in the investment
that can affect the quality of the casting.

Settlng F.xpansiott of C-alciam Silfat*Bottdcd
Inocshment

All the calcium sulfate$onded investnnents cur-
rently available for casting gold alloys have both set-
ting and thermal expansion. The sum of these two
expansions results in a total dimensional change that
is an essential property of dental casting investrnents
because it provides compensation for the casting
shrinkage of the casting alloys. The setting expansion
of an inveshnent,like that of other gypsum products
discussed earlier in this chapter, is the linear expan-
sion that takes place during the setting of the invest-
ment. If the investment is setting surounded by aiq,

the expansion is referred to as normal xtting ex?an-

sron. On the other hand, if the mixed investment is
setting in contact with water, the expansion is sub-
stantially greater and is called hygroscopic setting

expansion Such contactwith water canbe achieved in
the commonly used casting techniques of (1) placing
a wet liner inside the casting ring in which the invest-
ment is poured, or (2) if after investing, the casting
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FIG. L2,28 Therrral expansion and contraction curyes
for calcium eulfate-bonded investrrent (therrral expansion
type). Cuttx I is first heating curoe 2 is cooling and anroe 3
is reheating.

ring is placed in a water bath. The presently accepted
mechanism for hygroscopic setting expansion also
relates to the normal setting expansion that occurs
when the invesknent mix sets in contact with air. The
basis for this mechanism lies in the role played by the
surface tension of the mix water and can be described
as follows. After the investment is mixed, water sur-
rounds the components of the setting investrnent. As
the reaction of the calcium sulfate binder progresses,
the surrounding water is reduced and growing gW-
sum crystals impinge on the surface of the remaining
water whose surface tension inhibits outward crys-
tal growth. When the water needed for the reaction
is used up and the reaction is virtually completed,
the growth of gypsum crystals stops in ib inhibited
form.

If the inveshent is poured into a casting ring
having a water-filled liner, the gypsum crystals
can gnow further, but only until the new water sur-
face provided by the additional water in the liner
is reached; surface tension then inhibits further
growth. If water is supplied to the mixed investment
rlass by immersing the invested ring in a water bath,
no new surface is close enough to provide inhibition
of crystal growth. The resulting hygroscopic setting
expansion for complete immersion as measured in
an unconfined trough (ANSI/ADA specification No.
126) is more than twice that of normal expansion.
However, when the investment is setting in a con-
fined ring, hygroscopic expansion is limited by the
confinement of the ring. For hygroscopic expansion,
the additional water provided must be presented to

A
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I
I
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the investment during setting. This is significantly
different than adding more water to the premixture
components (i.e., increasing the W /P ratio). Another
requirement for hygroscopic expansion is that the
additional water be presented before the observed
loss of gloss, which is when the setting reaction is not
complete and the mix water can still be observed on
the surface of the setting investment. This allows the
additional water to join the remaining mix water and
extend the water surface so that the action of surface
tension is either delayed or inactive.

PARTICLE SIZE OF SILICA
The particle size of calcium sulfate hemihydrate
has little effect on hygroscopic expansion, whereas
the particle size of silica has a significant effect.
Finer silica produces higher setting and hygroscopic
expansions.

SILICA-TO-BINDER RATIO
Investments usually contain 65% to 75/" silica,2So/"
to 35% calcium sulfate hemihydrate, and about?% to
3% of some additive chemicals to control the differ-
ent physical properties and to color the investments.
If the silica/stone ratio is increased, the hygroscopic
expansion of the investment also increases, but the
strength of the investment decreases.

WATER.TO-POWDER RATIO
As with the setting expansion of gypsum products,
the more water in the mix (the thirmer the mix or the
higher the W/P ratio), the less the normal and hygro-
scopic setting expansions. Less thermal expansion is
also obtained with a thinner mix.

SPATULAflON
The effect of spatulation on the setting and hygro-
scopic expansion of the invesbnent is similar to that
on the setting expansion of all gFpsum products.

AGE OF INVESTMENT
Investments that are 2 or 3 years old do not expand
as much as freshly prepared investnents. For this
reason, the containers of investment must be kept
closed as much as possible, especially if the invest-
ment is stored in a humid afinosphere.

WATER.B ATH TEMPERATURE
For the water-bath immersion technique, the tem-
perature of the water bath has a measurable effect on
the wax pattem. At higher water-bath temperatures,
the wax pattern expands, requiring less expansion
of the investment to compensate for the total casting
shrinkage. In addition, higher water-bath tempera-
tures soften the wax. The softened wax then provides
less resistance to the expansion of the inveshnent,
thus making the setting expansion more effective.

High heat casting
1.2 lemperature

Hygroscopic casting
temperature

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

Temperature ("C)

FIG. l?..29 Thermal expansion of mixed hygroscopic-
thernral gold casting investment. (Courtay Whip Mix
Corporation, Louisoille, KY.)

The net effect is higher expansion of the mold with
higher water-bath temperatures.

Therrnal and Hygroscopic Casting
Investment

Casting techniques involving gypsum-bonded invest-
ments are often classified as thermal or hygroscopic
techniques. The thermal technique direcb placing the
invested ring after setting into the burnout oven set
for a relatively high temperature (649"C),whereas the
hygroscopic technique directs immersing the invested
ring before setting in a water bath and then, after set-
ting placing the ring into the bumout oven set for
relatively low temperature (482"C). Although ull gyp-
sum-bonded investnents extribit both therrral and
hygroscopic setting expansion, the relative proportion
of these two expansions can vary. Investrnents used
in the thermal technique usually contain cristobalite
as the refractory ingredient, which has a high thermal
expansion. Investments used in the hygroscopic tech-
nique usually contain quartz or tridymite, which have
lower thermal expansions but higher hygroscopic set-
ting expansions.

Hy groscopic-Tlwrrul Gold Casting Irwesfnnelrlt

There is one gold casting investment on the market
that was designed for use with either hygroscopic or
thermal type of casting techniques. Fig. 12.29 shows
the high thermal expansion of this investment in
the range between 482o and ilg"C. This expansion
is high enough to use the investment with the ther-
mal casting technique, without water immersion.
Howevel, when immersed in a water bath, the invest-
ment expands hygroscopically (Fig. 12.30). With the
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FIG. 12.30 S"ttiog and hygroscopic expansion of mixed
hygroecopic-therural gold casting investmenL (Cnurtoy Whip
Mix Corporatiotr, Lonisuille, KY.')

hygroscopic technique, the investment needs to be
heated to only 482'C to provide the appropriate
expansion.

Inoesfinent for Casting High-Meltlng-Point
Alloys
Most palladium and base-metal alloys used for
removable partial denture frameworks and ceramic-
metal restorations have high melting temperatures.
Thuy should be cast at a mold temperature greater
than 700'C. For this treason, calcium sulfate*onded
investments are usually not used for casting these
alloys. O^ly one base-metal alloy for dental applica-
tions possesses a low enough melting point to be cast
into a mold at 700oC with a calcium sulfate binder.
This alloy is an exception, because base-metal alloys
are usually cast into molds at 850o to 110oC. To with-
stand these high temperatures, the molds require
different types of binders, such as silicate and phos-
phate compounds. This type of investment usually
has less than 20% binder, and the remainder of the
investrnent is quartz or another form of silica.

PHOSPHATE.BONDED IT{VESTMENT

The most common tlpe of investment for casting
high-melting point alloys is the phosphate-bonded
investment. This type of investment consists of three
different components. One comPonent contains a
water-soluble phosphate ion. The second component
reacts with phosphate ions at room temperafure.
The third component is a refractory, such as silica.
Different materials can be used in each component to
develop different physical properties.

The binding system of a typical phosphate-bonded
investrnent undergoes an acid-base reaction between

acid monoammonium phosphate NruH2PO4) and

basic magnesia (MgO). The soluble phosphate in
water reacts with the sparingly soluble magnesia
at its surface, forming a binding medium with filler
particles embedded in the matrix. The chemical reac-
tion at room temperature can be expressed simply as
follows:

NFW2PO4 + MgO + H2Q -,

NHaMgPOe.5ftrO + H2O

The water produced by this reaction at room tem-
perature lowers the viscosity of the mix as spatula-
tion continues.

As the reaction takes place, colloidal particles
are formed with a strong interaction among the
particles. During setting and burnout, the sequence
of chemical and thermal reactions causes vari-
ous phase changes, providing room-temperature
strength (green strength) and high-temperature
strength that enable the investment to withstand the
impact of high-melting-point alloys. Phases formed
at high temperatures include Mg2PzQ and subse-
quently Mg(POa)2. h produce higher expansion,
a combination of different particle sizes of silica is
used.

These investments can be mixed with water or with
a special liquid supplied by the manufacturer. The
special tiquid is a form of silica sol in water. As shown
in Fig. 12.31, phosphate-bonded investrnents possess
higher setting expansion when they are mixed with
the silica sol than when mixed with water. With a mix
containing silica sol, the inveshent mass is capable
of expandirg hygroscopically, whereas if the mix is
only water, the hygroscopic expansion of such an
investnent is negligible. Not all phosphate-bonded
investnnents, however, can expand hygroscopicully.
Using silica sol instead of water with phosphate
bonded investment also increases its strength con-
siderably. Fig.12.32 shows thermal expansion curves
of two corunercial phosphate-bonded investrnents
mixed according to the manufacturers' recommended
liquid-to-powder ratio. Both the setting and thermal
expansions must be considered in selecting these
investments.

ANSI/ADA specification No. L26 (ISO 9694) for
dental phosphate-bonded casting investments speci-
fies two types of investnents for alloys having a soli-
dus temperature above 1080"C:

Ty?e 1: For inlays, crowrts, and other fixed
restorations

Typ" 2: For removable partial denture frameworks

The following properties and their specified val-
ues are described by the specification: fluidity, initial
setting time, compressive strength, and linear thermal
expansion. The setting time must not differ by more
than 30% from the time stated by the manufacturer.
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si(oc2Hs) a + 4H2o g si(oH)4 + 4c2H5oH

In practice, however, the reaction is more com-
plicated, and instead of tetrasilicic acid, which is

0 200 400 600 800

Temperature ('C)

FIG. 12.37 Therural expansion curyes of two phos-
phate-bonded investments mixed at recommended
liquid-to-powder ratios. A, Thermal expansion type; B,

hygroscopic expansion type. (Datafrom Zarb GA, Bergman

G, Clayton lA, MacKay HF, eds. Prosthodontic Treatment
for Partially Edentulous Patients. Sf. Louis: Mosby;1978;)

converted into SiOr2H2O, a polymerized compound
of silicon is formed with the following structure:

tl
-si-o-si-

This material has an even higher silica content
and better refractory properties than the SiO2.2H2O.

Ethyl silicate has the disadvantage of giving off
flammable components during processing, and the
method is expensive; thus other techniques and
methods have been developed to reduce the use of
this material. Sodium silicate and colloidal silica are
more corunon binders of the silica type.

Today this investment is usually supplied with two
bottles of special liquid instead of water, with which
the investment powder should be mixed. ln one of the

0 100

ttoorl
-si-o-si-lloott
-si-o-si-ll

The compressive strength at room temperature shall
not be less than 2.5 MPa for type 1 investrnents and
3.0 MPa for type 2 investments. The linear thermal
expansion must not differ by more than 15% from the
time stated by the manufacturer.

SILICA-BONDED INVESTMENT
Another type of binding material for investments
used with casting high-melting-point alloys is
a silica-bonding ingredient. This type of invest-
ment may derive its silica bond from ethyl silicate,
an aqueous dispersion of colloidal silica, or from
sodium silicate. One such investment consists of
silica refractory, which is bonded by the hydrolysis
of ethyl silicate in the presence of hydrochloric acid.
The product of the hydrolysis is a colloidal solution
of silicic acid and ethyl alcohol, which can be writ-
ten as follows:
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bottles the manufacturer usually supplies a properly
diluted water-soluble silicate solution. The other bottle
usually contains a properly diluted acid solution, such
as a solution of hydrochloric acid. The contents of each
bottle can be stored almost indefinitely. Before use,
mix an equal volume from each bottle and allow the
mixed tiquids to stand for a prescribed time, accord-
ing to the manufacturer's instructions, so hydrolysis
can take place and freshly prepared silicic acid forms.

ANSI/ADA specification No. 126 (ISO 71245) for
ethyl silicate casting investments specifies setting
time, compressive strength, and linear thermal expan-
sion. The setting time must not differ by more than
30% from the time stated by the manufacturer. The
comPriessive strmgth at room temperatune shall not
be less than 1.5 MPa. The linear thermal expansion
must not differ by more than 15% from the time stated
by the manufacturer.

Brazing Investment
When brazing (soldering) the parts of a restoration,
such as clasps on a removable partial denture frame-
work, the parts must be surounded with a suitable
ceramic or investment material before the heating
operation. The assembled parts are temporarily held
together with sticky wax until th"y are surrounded
with the appropriate investment material, after
which the wax is softened and removed. The portion
to be soldered is left exposed and free from invest-
ment to permit wax removal and effective heating
before it is joined with solder.

ANSI/ADA specification No. 126 (ISO 11244)
for dental brazing investments defines two types
of investment:

Type 1: Gypsum-bonded dental brazing investments
Type 2: Phosphate-bonded dental brazing

investments

The specification specifies quality, fluidity, setting
time, compressive strength, linear thermal expan-
sion, and linear setting expansion. The setting time
mustnotdifferby more than 30% from the time stated
by the manufacturer. The compressive strength shall
be in the range of 2.0 to 10 MPa. The linear setting
and thermal expansions must not differ by more than
L5% from the time stated by the manufacturer.

The investment for soldering of low-melting-
point alloys is similar to casting investments contain-
ing quartz anda calcium sulfate hemihydrate binder.
For high-melting-point alloys, a phosphate-bonded
investment is used.

Soldering investments are designed to have lower
setting and thermal expansions than casting invest-
ments, a feature that is desirable so the assembled
parts do not shift in position during the setting and

heating of the investment. Soldering investments are

often made of ingredients that do not have as fine a
particle size as the casting investment, because the
smoothness of the mass is less important. Relatively
little information is available in the dental literature
on the properties of soldering investments.

Investment for All-Ceramic Restorations

Two types of investment materials have been devel-
oped recently for producing all-ceramic restorations.
The first type is used for the cast glass technique.
This investment is provided by the manufacturer
of the glass casting equipment and is composed of
phosphate-bonded refractories. The second type of
investment for making all-ceramic restorations is the
refractory die type of material, which is used for all-
ceramic veneers, inlays, and crowns. Refractory dies
are made by pouring the investment into impres-
sions. When the investment is set, the die is removed,
and is heated to remove gases that may be detrimen-
tal to the ceramic (degasrhg). A refractory die spacer
may be added to the surface. Next, porcelain or other
ceramic powders are added to the die surface and
fired. These materials must accurately reproduce
the impression, remain undamaged during the por-
celain firing, and have a thermal expansion compat-
ible with that of the ceramic (otherwise the ceramic
could crack during cooling).These materials are also
phosphate.bonded, and they generally contain fine.
grained refractory fillers to allow accurate reproduc-
tion of detail. ANSI/ADA specification No. 125 (ISO
17245) for phosphate-bonded refractory die materi-
als describes the required properties.
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Materials for Adhesion and Luting

A large factor in the clinical success of modern
esthetic dentistry has been the development of den-
tal adhesives and luting agents. Tooth-colored resin-
based direct and indirect composites, metal-ceramic
and all-ceramic dental prostheses (e.9., inlays, onlays,
veneers, crowrrs, and bridges), endodontic posts, and
resin cores must all bebonded to the remaining tooth
structure to function adequately. Advancements in
dental adhesive materials have facilitated the growth
of conservative dentistry, strengthening and sup-
porting the remaining tooth structure without the
need to remove healthy tooth tissue.

Cementation is one of the final steps in the
sequence of clinical procedures for indirect restora-
tions. There are two objectives for the cementation,
or luting, procedure: to help retain the restoration
in place and to maintain the integrity of the remain-
ing tooth structure. Retention may be achieved by
friction (or micromechanical interlocking) or by
an adhesive joint consisting of the prepared tooth,
the cement, and the restoratiory or a combination
of both mechanisrrs. An effective interfacial seal
depends on the ability of the cement to fill the irreg-
ularities between the tooth and the restoration and
to resist the solubilizing action of the oral environ-
ment, short and long term. Adhesion is also impor-
tant in this context, because a strong bond between
the luting agent and the dental substrates may help
prevent bacteria from colonizing the interface and
minimizing the transit of fluids that may cause den-
tin hypersensitivity.

This chapter presents the basic aspects of the
application of adhesion science to dentistry and
describes the composition, properties, and indica-
tions for use of acid-base and resin-based cements.
Acid-base cements are easy to use and, when cor-
rectly indicated, provide good long-term clini-
cal service. Some release fluoride and bond to
tooth structures. Resin cements have a chemistry
based on resin composites. They show high bond
strengths to tooth structures. Some products also

contain monomers or are compatible with primers
that enable bonding to metal alloys and ceramics. In
general, resin cements have better mechanical prop-
erties than acid-base cements, but the cementation
process is more technique sensitive.

The fundamental technologies and chemistries
used to formulate the various types of adhesives and
luting cements are derived from their corresponding
restorative materials. Howeve{, in most cases modi-
fications have been made to create formulations suit-
able for a particular clinical application in terms of
viscosity and handling characteristics.

Dfferent clinical situations require different lut-
ing agents and no one material is indicated for every
case. Therefore it is important to differentiate luting
cements based on their mechanical properties and
overall characteristics to identify the best options
available for each clinical situation.

PRINCIPLES OF ADHESION

The creation of a strong, durable, and bonded
interface with enamel or dentin provides impor-
tant benefits. It significantly protects the restora-
tion's interface against penetration of bacteria that
may cause secondary caries. It reduces the need
for retentive areas in the preparation that would
require removal of sound tooth structure. ln some
cases, bonding may help strengthen the remaining
tooth structure. The development of adhesive Iuting
techniques also broadened the application of mate-
rials such as low-strength ceramics and indirect
composites for crowns, inlays, and onlays as th"y
reduce the risk of crack propagation within the bulk
of the restoration, which ultimately may lead to its
catastrophic failure.

The term adhesion refers to the establishment of
molecular interactions between a substrate (adher-
end) arrd an adhesive brought into close contact, cre-
ating an adhesive joint (Fig. 13.1). Cohesion is used
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lnterface 1 --+ Adhesive Dental
Adhesion

Adhesive system
or luting cement

lnterface 1

Adherend 1
Dental
Joint

FIG. l3.l Definitions of the tenninology associated
with adhesive systems (adhesives, adherends or sub-
skates, and interfaces). Most dental ioints involve at least
one adhesive, two substrates, and two interfaces.

to describe the interaction of similar atoms and
molecules within a material, involving primary (i.e.,
covalent or ionic) or strong secondary forces (i.e.,
hydrogen bonding).

Lr dentistry, true chemical bonding between the
tooth structure and restorative or luting materials
is very difficult to achieve, because of the complex
composition of some substrates such as dentin, the
presence of contaminants, and the presence of water.
Ztnc polycarboxylate, glass ionomer, resin-modified
glass ionomer, calcium aluminate/glass ionomer,
and self-adhesive resin cements are examples of den-
tal materials capable of establishing chemical interac-
tion with hydroxyapatite. However, in daily practice,
adhesion is accomplished by micromechanical inter-
locking between the adhesive and the substrate. It is
important to point out that when two materials are
in close contact, physical bonding is always present
(e.9., van der Waals dipoles); however, it is weak,
especially in a wet environment, and does not really
contribute significantly to the integrity of the adhe-
sive joint.

A dental sealant attached to enamel is an example
of a simple adhesive joint with one interface. Often,
howeveq, adhesive joints involve more than one
interface (e.9., tooth/adhesive and adhesive/restor-
ative or luting material), which presents an extra
challenge because an adhesive does not necessarily
bond equally well to different substrates.

The most basic aspect to be observed in creating
any adhesive joint is the cleanliness of the substrate.
Saliva, biofilm, and other organic debris are always
present on the tooth surface. The walls of a cavity
preparation are covered with a smear layer. All of
these contaminants reduce the surface energy of

FIG. 13.2 Relation of contact angle to the spreading or
wetting of a liquid on a golid.

the bonding substrate and, consequently, its wet-
tability. Therefore it is very important for the sur-
face that will contact the adhesive to be thoroughly
clean and, in some cases, for the smear layer to be
removed by acid etching. lndirect restorations also
need to have their internal surface cleaned and free
from films that may impede the penetration of the
adhesive.

Wettability is the result of molecular interactions
between the adhesive and the substrate, as well as
the cohesion forces of the adhesive, particularly its
surface tension. Liquids tend to form spheres when
placed on a surface because that is the shape with the
lowest surface area and, therefore, the minimum flr-
face energy (Fig. 13.2). Wetting is usually evaluated
by the contact angle (0), that is, the internal angle
between the liquid and the substrate. Generally,
small contact angles are achieved when a low zurface
tension liquid is placed on a high€nergy surface sub-
strate. Contact angles less than 90 degrees indicate a

favorable wetting of the surface. Ideal wetting occurs
when the liquid spreads over the surface with 0 = 0
degrees. Surface roughness increases the wettabihty
of the surface by liquids.

Viscosity influences the contact of the adhesive
with the substrate. It should be low enough to allow
the adhesive to flow readily and penetrate into the
details of the substrate surface, without leaving
porosities at the interface. Finally, the adhesive must
set sufficiently to create strong interlocks with the
substra te microstrucfu re to achieve micromechanical
retention.

Adherend 2

lnter{ace
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Adhesive Systems
Classification and Basic Compottents
Adhesive systems can rely on different approaches
to obtain a strong and durable bond to dentin and
enamel. Th"y are classified according to the etching
strategy as etch-and-rinse or self-etch. Additionally,
unhtersal systems (or multimode systems) can be
applied following either etching approach. Etch-
and-rinse (also referred to as total-etch) systems can
be presented as three-step systems, that is, etching,
priming, and bondi.g in separate application steps.
Alternatively, two-step systems present primer and
bonding resin mixed in a single component. Etching
uses 30% to 40o/" phosphoric acid gels to demineral-
ize the tooth structure. Originally, etching solutions
were free-flowing liquids and were difficult to con-
trol during placement. Gel etchants were developed
by adding small amounts of microfiller or cellulose-
thickening agents. These gels flow under slight pres-
sure but not under their own weight.

Primers are hydrophilic monomers, oligomers, or
polymers, usually carried in a solvent. The solvents
used in primens are acetone, ethanol-wateq, or pri-
marily water. [n some primers, the solvent levels can
be as high as 90"/o. Therefore primers have different
evaporation rates, dryiog patterns, and penetration
characteristics, all of which can influence the result-
ing bond strength. Dimethacrylate oligomers and
lower-molecular-weight monomers can be added
to the primer in two-step etch-and-rinse systems, or
presented as a separate step in thrae-step systems or
in self-etch two-step systems.

Self-etch systems contain ester monomers with
grafted carboxylic or phosphate acid groups dis-
solved in water. According to their aggressiveness,
these systems can be divided into strong (pH of 1 or
less), moderate (pH between 1 and 2), or mild (pH of
2 or greater). They can be presented as two-step sys-
tems, with a hydrophobic bonding resin in a separate
bottle (also known as self-etching primers) or single.
component systems (all-in-one systems).

Universal systems are so called because they can
be used following either an etch-and-rinse, two-step
technique or a self-etch (one step) approach, depend-
ing on the practitioner's preference. When used as

self-etch systems, universal adhesives can be clas-
sified as mild, based on the micromorphology of
the bonded interface. These versatile systems were
developed to be used with other bonding substrates
and contain components such as silanes and acidic
monomers to mediate bonding to ceramics and
metals,

Most bonding agents are light cured and contain
an activator such as camphorquinone and an organic
amine. Dual-cured bonding agents include a cata-

lyst to promote self-curing. Although most bonding
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FIC. I1.3 Bond shength teste. (A) Dagram of the ten-
sile test apparatus; (B) diagram of the shear test apparatus.
(From Cariloso PE, Braga KR, Carrilho MR. Eoaluatbn of micro-
tensile, shear and tensile tats determining the bond strength of
three adheshn systems. Dent Mater. 1998;74(5):39b398.)

agents are unfilled, some products contain nano-
fillers and submicron glasses ranglng from 0.5% to
4O"/" by weight. Fillers are described in more detail
in Chapter 9. Filled bonding agents may be easier to
place on the tooth and may produce higher in vitro
bond strengths. Bonding agents may contain fluo-
ride, antimicrobial ingredienb, or desensitizers, such
as glutaraldehyde. The effectiveness of fluoride and
antimicrobial release from a bonding agent has not
been demonstrated.

In Vibo Eoalaatiol of Borrd P*fonnance
Laboratory tests have been extensively used to com-
pare the bond performance of adhesive systems.
Although clinical relevance of in vitro evaluations
is questionable, they certainly represent a valuable
"screening" tool. tn addition, different than clinical
studies, laboratory evaluations allow isolation of
specific variables that may interfere with bond per-
formance, for example, substrate conditions, con-
taminants, application procedures, and thermal and
mechanical cycling.

Bond strength tests are, by far, the most PoPu-
lar among in vitro methods. ISO/TS11405 (2003)

describes test protocols for both shear and tensile
bond strength tests (Fig. 13.3). Both tests use rela-
tively large bonding areas (3 to 6 mm in diameter,
7 to 28 mm2). Nominal (average) bond strength
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is calculated by dividing the failure load by the
specimen crcss-sectional area. The high incidence
of cohesive failures of the substrate observed with
these tests prompted the development of. micro bond

strength tesfs (Fig. 13.4), using specimens with much
smaller bonding areas (1 mm2). The main limitation
of bond strength tests, despite their great popular-
ity, is that results from different studies cannot be
directly comparied because of the lack of standard-
ization among research groups. tn addition, because
of the heterogeneous stress distribution along the
bonded interface, the nominal bond strength value is
far from representative of the true stress that initiated
debonding.

The quality of the marginal seal obtained with
adhesive systems can be estimated by different meth-
ods. Interfacial gaps can be measured under a scan-

ning elecffon microscope (Fig. 13.5). Microleakage
tests use the immersion of a restored tooth in a tracer
or dye solution (e.9., methylene blue or silver nitrate).
The tooth is sectioned and the extent of dye penetra-
tion is evaluated, either qualitatively (using scores) or
quantitatively (FrS. 13.5). The term nanolealuge applies
to a method in which specimens previously immersed
in silver nitrate are observed under a transmission
electron microscope. The presence of silver deposib
demonstrates the presence of gaps and voids at the
bonded interface.

Other in vitro methods for evaluating the perfor-
mance of bonding systems are fracture toughness tests
that quantify the critical stress level responsible for
initiating debonding, and fatigue testing in which the
cyclic fatigue resistance after a predetermined number
of loading rycles (usually tN cycles) is calculated.

Biocompatiffirity
Solvents and monomers in bonding agents are typi-
cally skin irritants. For example, 2-hydroxyethyl
methacrylate (HEMA) may produce local and sys-
temic reactions in dentists and dental assistants
sufficient to preclude their further use in the den-
tal office. It is critical that dental personnel protect
themselves from recurring exposure. Protective
techniques include wearing gloves, immediately
replacing contaminated gloves, using high-speed
suction, keeping all bottles tightly closed or using
unit-dose systems, and disposing of materials in
such a way that the monomers cannot evaporate
into the office air. Even with double gloves, con-
tact with aggressive solvents and monomers will
produce actual skin contact in a few minutes. All
reasonable precautions should be followed, and
if unwanted contact occurs, affected areas should
be flushed immediately with copious amounts of
water and soap. Once the materials are polymer-
ized, there is very little risk of side effects. Although
patients should be protected during bonding opera-
tions, properly polymerized materials have not
been shown to be hazardous to the patient.

fLc. I1.4 Microtensile bond strength test. (A) Enamel
specimen's preparation involved the removal of a portion
of superficial tissue without exposing the underlying den-
tin. (B) Tooth prepared for dentin test: the occlusal third was
removed with a diamond disc, creating a flat surface. (C)
Resin buildup over the enamel and the dentin surface. (D)
Cutting of the tooth along the x- and y-axis and the result-
ing sticks. (E) hocedure for the preparation of hourglass-
shaped specimens: thebonded tooth is sectioned in multiple
slabs. On each slab the narrowest cross section is created at
the interface by trimming with a bw. (From Goracci C, Sadek

FT, Monticelli F, et al. lnfluence of substrate, shope, and tlickness
on microtensile specimens' structural integrity and their mu-
sured botrd strengffts. Dent Mater. 2A04;200):64T554.)
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i:ltl. I i.5 Scanning electron micrograph of the epoxy
replica showing a contraction gap between enamel
@ght) and resin cement \eft). (From Braga RR, Ferracane

lL, Condon lR. Polymerizntion contraction stress in dual-cure
cements and its ffict on interfacial integrity of bonded inlays,
I Dent. 2N2;300-$ :333-i40.)

l'l(;. I ].() Section of restored tooth showing microle-
akage at the composite-enamel interface. (Courtesy Dr.
Fernanda C. Calheiros, Sdo Paulo, Brazil.)

Cllnical Ptfontance
American Dental Association guidelines require
adhesives to be tested in restorations for nonretentive
class 5lesions. The lesions, which may be saucer or
notch shaped, have enamel along the coronal margin
and dentin along the apical margin. The success of a
bonding agent is evaluated indirectly by examining
the performance of the restorations for (1) postopera-
tive sensitivity, (2) interfacial staining, (3) secondary
caries, and (4) retention or fracture followed for 18
months. These clinical trials test short-term retention
and initial sealing.

Most corunercial adhesive systems are successful
in clinical trials. However, these clinical trials gener-
ally combine enamel and dentin bonding. There is
no acceptable clinical regimen for critically testing

only dentin bonding in nonretentive preparations.
Because clinical trials are usually highly controlled,
they are often not predictive of routine clinical use
in general practice. Longevity of the bond in general
practice may be only 40o/" of that achieved in clini-
cal trials. While long-term clinical performance is
not known for all bonding systems, there are reports
of studies of longer than lO-year duration showing
excellent results for some two-step selfetch and
three-step etch-and-rinse materials.

Sites of failure for most bonded restorations occur
along cervical margins where the bonding is primar-
ily to dentin. Studies of bonded composites in class
2 restorations have shown that 95% of all secondary
caries associated with the composite restoration is in
the interproximal area. These margins are the most
difficult to seal during placement of the restoration
because thuy are typically bonded to dentin and
cementum rather than enamel, and are hard to access
with a light guide for adequate polymerization.

Based on the most extensive clinical evidence, the
three-step etch-and-rinse systems as a group remain
the "gold standard" for adhesive systems, in both
laboratory and clinical evaluations.

Enamel Bonding
Bonding to enamel occurs by micrcmechanical reten-
tion after acid etching is used to prefemrtirlly dissolve
hydnrxyapatite crystals in the enamel outer surface
(FrS. 13.4. Fluid adhesive constituents penetrate into
the newly produced surface irr.gl*ities and become
locked into place after polymerization of the adhesive.

Gel etchants (typically phosphoric acid) are dis-
pensed from a syringe onto tooth surfaces. Etching
times for enamel vary depending on the type and
quality of enamel. Generally, a l$second etch with
30% to 40% phosphoric acid is sufficient to reach the
characteristic clinical endpoint of a frosty enamel
appearance. Deciduous unground enamel gener-
ally contains some prismless enamel that has not yet
worn away and requires longer etching times (20
to 30 seconds) to create a retentive pattern. Enamel
may have been rendered more insoluble as a result
of fluorosis. In those cases, extended etching times
(15 to 30 seconds) are required to ensure that suffi-
cient micromechanical bonding can occur. The only
caution is that dentin should not be etched for the
same extended time because fluorotic dentin is more
susceptible to acid than regular dentin and extensive
dentin demineralization should be avoided.

After the intended etching time, the acid gel
is rinsed away and the tooth structure is dried to
receive the bonding resin. If a hydrophilic primer or
a two-step etch-and-rinse system is used, the surface
can be left moist for the next stage of bonding. Then,
primer can be flowed onto the surface to penetrate
into the available surface iregularities. After cur-
ing, primer and adhesive produce resin macrotags
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FIG. l\.7 Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of
etched enamel and dentin. (A) Field emission SEM of den-
tin etched with 4O"/" phosphoric acid for 15 seconds. Note
the collagen fibers deprived from hydroxyapatite crys-
tals as a result of acid demineralization. The more intense
decalcification around the peritubular area may be a result
of both the high mineral content of the peritubular region
and the easier penetration of the acid through the tubular
lumen. (B) Enamel etched with 38o/o phosphoric acid for
15 seconds . (From Pudigdo l. New daneloprunts in dmtal adhe-

sron. Dent Clin N Am.2007;51(D:3i3*357, viii.)

by penetrating the space slurounding the enamel
prisms. Microtags form where adhesive flows into
the etched prisms involving individual hydroxyapa-
tite crystals. Microtags are much more numerous and
contribute to most of the micromechanical retention.

Strong self-etch adhesives produce a similar pat-
tern on enamel as that obtained with phosphoric acid.
Mild self-etch systems present lower bond strength
to enamel compared to etch-and-rinse systems, prob-
ably because of a shallower etching pattern.

Dentin Bonding
The high water content in dentin reprcsents an extra
challenge for the establishment of an interdiffusion
zone. To manage this problem, primers have hydro-
philic components, such as HEMA, that wet dentin

and penetrate its structure. In etch-and-rinse systems,
etching with phosphoric acid removes the mineral
content, creating microporosities within the collagen
network. Once the hydroxyapatite component of the
outer layer of dentin is removed, dentin contains about
50% unfi[ed space and about 20"/" remaining water.
After acid is rinsed, dryi"S of dentin must be done
cautiously. Even a short air blast from an air-water
spray can inadvertently dehydrate the outer surface
and cause the remaining collagen scaffold to collapse
onto ibelf. Once this happens, the collagen mesh read-
ily excludes the penetration of primer and bonding
will fail. However, excess moisture tends to dilute the
primer and interfere with resin interpenetration. The
ideal dentin moisture level varies according to the sol-
vent present in the adhesive. One advantage of seU-

etch systems is the elimination of this rather subjective
step of the bonding procedure.

The infilration of resin within the collagen scaf-

fold is termed hybridizntion (Fi9.13.8). The result of this
diffusion process is called resin-interpnetration zorxe or
rain-intcrdifusion nre or simply hybrid lry*.Concurrent
with hybrid layer forrration is the penetration of
primer into the fluid-filled dentinal tubules. This may
generate long resin tags, though these appear to be of
little value to overall bonding. This material is generally
undercured and behaves as soft flexible tags. If dentin
is dehydrated before priming and bonding, these rcsin
tags are morle likely to penetrate even deeper.

Primers contain solvents to displace the water and
carry the monomers into the microporosities in the
collagen network. During application of the primeq,
most of the solvent evaporates quickly. Thus several
layers usually must be applied to ensure a complete
impregnation. The rule of thumb is that one should
apply as many layers as are necessary to produce a

persisting glistening appearance on dentin.
The thickness of a hybrid layer is not a critical

requirement for success. Dentin bond strength is prob.
ably pncportional to the interlocking betrnreen resin and
collagery as well as to the 'qualiV' of the hybrid layex,
not to ib thicknes. Effective ekhing of dentin does not
require long times to produce acceptable dmtin bond
strengths. Usually 15 seconds is employed. If etch-
ing time is too long and the etched zone is too deep,
the decalcified dentin may not b" fully impregnated.
The etched but not impregnated space may reside as

a mechanically weak zone and promote nanoleakage.
Although this zone has been detected in laboratory
experiments, the dinical results of this process have
never been demonshated to be a problem.

After priming the surface, an adhesive is applied
and light cured. Surfaces of the cured bonding agents
are initially air inhibited and do not immediately
react. Howevef, as composite is placed against the
surface, much of the air is displaced and copolymer-
ization occurs.
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Macrotag
Microtag

Residualsmear
plug partides

lntertubular dentin
Peritubular dentin

Dentinaltubule

HYBRID LAYER: resin microtags that are within
lntertuhrlar dentin and sunound collagen fibers.

Collagen fibers

B

l'lG" I 1.t{ Adhesion to dentin. (A) Scanning electron micrograph of interface bonded with a dental adhesive (final mag-
nification: x4000). Note the visible thickness of the adhesive layer (A, anouhends) beneath the resin composite (RC). The
hybrid layer (H, anowheads) is 2 pm thick. The tubular resin tags ff) show lateral branches ksteriskil. (B) fthematic showing
that etching removes hydroxyapatite crystals within intertubular dentin and along peritubular dentin. Primer penetrates
intertubular spaces and fluid-filled tubular spaces. Cured primer forrrs microtags within intertubular dentin and macrotags
within fubules. (A, From Frankenberger R, Perdigdo l, Rosr BT, et al. "No-bottle" t)s "multi-bottle" dentin adhaioes--a microtensile
bond strength and morplnlogical study. Dent Mater. 2N1;17($:373-380.)

Composite

Bonding 1

Priming 
Icondnionine

Self-etch systems have the great advantages of
eliminating the risk of incomplete primer/adhesive
penetration into the collagen scaffold and also elimi-
nating the subjectivity when determining the ideal
amount of moisture on the dentin surface for primer
diffusion. With these systems, the smear layer is dis-
solved and incorporated into the hybrid layer. The
bonding mechanism for strong self-etch adhesives
is very similar to that of etch-and-rinse systems.
Their bond strength, particularly for all-in-one sys-
tems, is relatively low, probably because of their high

initial acidity and high water content. Mild self-etch
systems demineralize dentin only superficially (a
few micrometers) and leave residual hydroxyapa-
tite attached to collagen fibrils. Although the main
bonding mechanism is the interlocking between col-
lagen fibrils and the polymerized resin, monomers
such as 4-methacryloxyethyl trimellitic anhydride
(+META) and l0-methacryloyloxydecyl dihydrogen
phosphate (10-MDP) may bond chemically to this
residual hydroxyapatite. ln addition, the presence of
hydroxyapatite may help protect the collagen against
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degradation, which weakens the bonded interface.
Mild self-etch systems may present relatively low
bond strength values when applied to sclerotic den-
tin. Another drawback associated with all-in-one
systems is that, due to their high water content, the
polymers formed from these adhesives behave as

semipermeable membranes, which increases degra-
dation by hydrolysis.

Unioercal Boniling
Universal adhesives have been designed by man-
ufacturers to be a single adhesive system, which
can be used for bonding to all surfaces relevant
to restorative dentistry. Ideally a universal adhe-
sive should be a single-bottle no-mix adhesive
that can be used reliably in total-etch, self-etch,
and selective-etch (i.e., phosphoric etch of enamel
only) modes according to the clinicians'needs for
all direct and indirect restorations. Thus it should
bond to tooth surfaces (enamel and dentin), direct
restoratives (methacrylate resin-based and glass
ionomer or resin-modified glass ionomer), and
indirect restoratives (e.g., metals, glass-ceramics,
and high-strength alumina and zirconia without
the need for an extra primer step). Furthermore,
it should be compatible with self-cure, light-cure,
and dual-cure resin-based cements. Care should
be taken in the choice and use of such adhesives
because in actuality, many commercial universal
adhesives still require an additional component
or step. Thus certain products require a separate
"activator" to be used for self-cure or dual-cure
resin cements. Others may need two components
to be mixed prior to use, whereas for some sequen-
tial application of two separate components is
essential.

The key to the successful performance of a univer-
sal adhesive is to have the right hydrophilic-hydro-
phobic balance in the formulation. Hydrophilicity
is needed to properly wet the dentin while hydro-
phobicity is essential after polymerization of the
adhesive to minimize hydrolysis and water absorp-
tion with time. The adhesive should have adequate
acidity to be effective in etching all substrates yet not
be so acidic that it deactivates the initiators needed
for the polymerization of self-cured and dual-cured
cements. The best performance is seen for such adhe-
sives when they are in the pH range of 2.2 to 3.2.
Optimal cohesive strength is also necessary to with-
stand the stresses due to polymerization shrinkage of
resin restoratives.

Most universal adhesives contain a polymerizable
phosphate ester as the primary functional monomer.
The acidic phosphate group can etch tooth and other
substrates and at the same time bond to hydroxy-
apatite through the formation of soluble Ca2* salts.
Most modern universal adhesives use 10-MDP as the

acidic monomer. One commonly used commercial
product uses a proprietary methacrylate-function-
alized polycarboxylic acid copolymer (also used in
some popular resin-modified glass ionomers, see

Chapter 9) in the formulation to provide consistent
adhesive strength under the varying humidity condi-
tions often encountered inclinical situations. Like the
other types of adhesives these materials also contain
corunon monomers such as bisphenol A-glycidyl
methacrylate (Bis{MA), urethane dimethacrylate
(LJDMA), Errd HEMA to control the hydrophilic-
hydrophobic balance. Photoinitiators and stabilizers
are used as with other materials. Water and alcohol
are used as carrier solvents. Some universal adhe-
sives also contain silanes to provide bonding to sil-
ica-based ceramic restorations; however, the use of
zirconia primers (see later) is advisable for zirconia-
based restorations.

Bonding to Other Substrates
Cast Alloys
Sandblasting with aluminum oxide is the most com-
monly used method to prepare metal substrates for
receiving bonding resins or resin cements. It creates a
microretentive, high-energy surface.

Electrolytic etching can be used with base metal
alloys, but is not as effective with noble alloys because
of its more homogeneous microstructure. Tin plating
can be used to improve the retention of noble alloys
to resin cements. Commercial systems using silica
coating at high temperatures or tribochemical appli-
cation of a silica layer using aluminum oxide modi-
fied by silicic acid have also been available for many
years. In both cases, a silane solution is applied to the
treated metal to create a surface capable of bonding
to dimethacrylate-based resins.

Monomers such as 10-MDP and +META are used
in formulations of resin cements to improve reten-
tion of cast alloy restorations. They seem to be more
effective with base-metal alloys, compared to noble
alloys. Metal primers developed for improving the
bond strength between alloy and resin cements
Eue also available. However, research results are
inconsistent.

Silica-based Cqamics
Silica-based ceramics have been successfully
bonded to resin cements by etching the restoration's
inner surface with a hydrofluoric acid solution, fol-
lowed by the application of a silane primer (Fig.
13.9). Different acid concentrations are commer-
cially available, from 2.5% to 10%", in liquid or gel
forms, and recommended etching times vary from
t to 4 minutes. Hydrofluoric acid attacks the glass
phase of ceramics, to the point where crystals are
removed, leaving a microretentive honeycomb-like,
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Ceramic
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HF etched

superior mechanical strength, esthetic properties,
versatility of clinical indications, and ability to be
used in digital procedures involving computer-
aided design / computer-aided manufacturing mill-
ing. However, conventional adhesive cementation
procedures involving hydrofluoric acid treatment
and application of silane primers do not work for
zirconia restorations. This is because zirconia is a
polycrystalline material with no amorphous silica
glass component, thus making it resistant to acid
etching by hydrofluoric acid and also unreactive
toward silane primers.

Several strategies have been employed for for-
mulating commercial zirconia primers. The pri-
mary approach has been to roughen the bonding
surface of the zirconia by sandblasting and then
use a specially formulated zirconia primer con-
taining phosphate or phosphonate monomers as
the key reactive ingredient. These acidic groups
are believed to form a stable Zr4-P bond with
the surface of the zirconia. In addition to the
phosphate or phosphonate functionality, these
monomers contain a hydrophobic backbone and
a methacrylate group that can copolymerize with
the adhesive resin cement upon initiation to build
up cohesive strength. The most widely used mono-
mer in zirconia primers is 10-MDP. It has also been
reported that combining phosphate/dithione and
phosphate/carboxyl monomers produces a syner-
gistic effect in bonding. Some manufacturers also
incorporate a silane component in addition to the
organophosphate monomer in the primer in order
to expand their use to both zirconia and porce-
lain surfaces. However, the shelf stability of the
silanes in the acidic environment of these prim-
ers has been questioned and refrigerated storage
of the primers is indicated. ln another approach,
laboratory or chair-side air abrasion with 110- and
30-pm silica-coated aluminum particles have been
used on the interior surface of the zirconia device
to create a siliceous surface followed by the treat-
ment with conventional silane-based primer (tri-
bochemical bondi^g). This technique has given
mixed results.

Bonding glass-infiltrated or densely sintered
alumina, as well as yttria-stabilized tetragonal zir-
conia polycrystalline (Y-TZP) ceramics, remains a
subject of debate among clinicians and researchers.
Hydrofluoric acid etching is not efficient it highly
crystalline ceramics. Therefore other methods such
as airborne particle abrasion with 35 to 110 pm alu-
mina are indicated to increase surface roughness.
Tfibochemical coating of Y-TZP surfaces using silica-
modified alumina particles followed by silanization
is also efficient. Organophosphate monomers such
as 10-MDP, present rn primers developed specifically
for zirconia bonding, universal adhesive systems,
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high-energy surface. Silane application improves
the wettability of the resin cement on the ceramic
surface and establishes covalent bonds with both
the ceramic surface (via siloxane bonds, -Si-O-
Si-) and the resin cement (by carbon double bond
polymerization). Hydrolysis of the silane molecule
is necessary to convert the methoxy groups (-
OCH3) to silanol (-Si{H). Silanes are presented
in a nonhydrolyzed form (two bottles) or prehydro-
lyzed (one bottle).

Zirconia Ceramics
The clinical success of indirect ceramic restorations
is highly dependent on the cementation procedure
employed. In recent years there has been an increase
in the popularity of zirconia-based prosthetics
such as crowns and bridges due to the material's
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and self-adhesive resin cements, were shown to form
stable Zr4-P bonds on the zirconia surface and
improve its bond strength to other substrates, partic-
ularly when the surfaces were previously modified
by air abrasion with alumina.

Indirect (Lab oratory ) Comp osite s

A microretentive bonding surface is obtained with
alumina sandblasting. Etching with 37o/" phosphoric
acid is used to clean debris from the surface prior
to the application of the resin cement. Etching with
hydrofluoric acid is not recorunended, because it
causes degradation of the composite surface by etch-
ing away the silica glass and leaving a weak and
porous polymer matrix.

Analgam
Adhesive systems, filled adhesives, and resin
cements can be used in association with amalgam
in the so-called bonded amalgam restoration. The
purpose of this technique is to reduce the need for
macromechanical retention, which would save tooth
structure, and reinforce the remaining structure by
creating a bonded interface between the restorative
material and the cavity walls. The bonding between
the adhesive and the amalgam is achieved by the
establishment of an interpenetration zone. Although
laboratorial studies show better results for bonded
amalgams compared to conventional, nonbonded
amalgam in terms of bond strength, microleakage,
and retention, these findings are not supported by
clinical data, which show no difference between
bonded restorations and those retained by mechani-
cal undercuts.

Eibq Posfs

Bonding fiber-reinforced resin posts to dentin is one
of the most challenging situations faced by the cli-
nician. Adhesive application is critical, because it is
virtually impossible to control moisture inside the
root canal. The use of self-etching adhesives systems
is not indicated, because their acidity would impede
the chemical activation of the resin cement. The use
of seU-adhesive resin cements (see later) has shown
promising results in laboratory evaluations. The
surface treatment of the post has also been debated.
Silanization, sandblasting, or the association of both
treatments are often quoted as being effective pro-
cedures to improve the bonding between the resin
cement and the fiber post.

Repair of Composite, Ceramic, and Ceramic.
Metal Restorations

Repair of fractured restorations is indicated when the
extent of the fracture is not severe enough to war-
rant the replacement of the restoration or when there

are other factors taken into consideration, such as
conservation of the tooth strucfure, cost, time, or in
case of fixed prostheses, the replacement of multiple
units.

Aging of composite restorations in the oral
environment severely decreases the composite-
to-composite bond strength. Therefore the use of
adhesive systems to mediate the bond between the
aged and the fresh composite is recommended.
The surface canbe roughened with the use of intra-
oral sandblasters or a diamond bur, followed by
phosphoric acid application for cleaning, prior to
adhesive application.

The repair of chipped ceramic restorations
includes conditioning with hydrofluoric acid, silani-
zation,application of a bonding resin, and restoration
with a resin composite. Intraoral use of hydrofluoric
acid gel must be performed with rubber dam isola-
tion because of its caustic effect on soft tissues.

Repair of metal-ceramic restorations includes
bonding to different substrates. When there is a large
area of the metal infrastructure exposed, sandblast-
ing with alumina or alumina modified with silicic
acid is recommended, followed by the application of
silane and adhesive resin, prior to composite applica-
tion. Fractured porcelain surfaces can be sandblasted
and etched with hydrofluoric acid gel prior to silani-
zation, adhesive application, and restoration with
composite.

CLASSIFICAIION AI{D
cHARA"rrXSfrl?t oF LUTTNG

Classification

Luting agents can be classified according to the lmgth
of time thuy are expected to stay in function as provi-
sional or definitive. Provisional (temporary) cements
are indicated for fixation of temporary restorations
used between the clinical appointrnents necessary to
finish the definitive restoration. Because temporary
restorations often need to be removed during treat-
ment, provisional cements must have a relatively
low strength and be easily handled. In addition,
they must not irritate the pulp. Examples of tempo-
rary luting agents are zinc oxide-eugenol (ZOE) and
noneugenol cements and calcium hydroxide pastes.
Definitive cements are supposed to remain in func-
tion for the longest time possible and therefore must
have sufficient properties.

According to setting mechanism, luting agents
are divided into those presenting an acid-base reac-
tion (which include glass ionomer, resin-modified
glass ionome4 ZOE, zinc polycarboxylate, and zinc
phosphate), those that set by dissolution and repre.
cipitation in aqueous medium (calcium aluminate
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cements), and those setting by polymerization
(resin cements, compomers, and self-adhesive resin
cements). In some cases, this classification refers to
the predominant setting mechanism because resin-
modified glass ionomers contain polymerizable
groups, whereas compomers and seU-adhesive resin
cements may have an acid-base reaction.

The physical requirements of luting cements
are described in the following standards from the
International Association for Standardization: ISO
3707:20A4 @OE and noneugenol cements), ISO
99'1,7-7:2007 (powder/liquid acid-base cements),
ISO 9917-2:2010 (resin-modified cements), and
ISO 4049 :2009 (polymer-based cements) standards
(Box 13.1). Those requirements, along with other
important characteristics, are described below.

Biocompatibility
Luting agents are often placed in contact with large
areas of exposed dentin. Also, remaining dentin
thickness can be insufficient to protect the pulp tis-
sue from external stimuli. The maiority of the luting
agents show cytotoxicity in vitro to different degrees.
Histological studies also show an early inflamma-
tory reaction to cements placed close to connective
tissue. Such responses are usually associated to the
initial low pH of some acid-base cements and self-
etch resin cements or monomers present in resin-
modified glass ionomers and rein cements.

Interfacial Sealing and Anticariogenic
Activity
The perfect sealing of the tooth/restoration inter-
face is important to prevent bacterial penetration
that may lead to secondary caries and also, when
dentin is involved, prevent excessive fluid move-
ment in the dentinal tubules that may cause hyper-
sensitivity. Sealing is related to the ability of the
cement to penetrate in the irregularities of both
substrates and establish an intimate contact with
them. Ideally, luting cements should not shrink

upon setting, or voids may develop at the interface.
Adhesion also contributes for a good interfacial
sealing. Fluoride-containing cements are supposed
to inhibit bacterial activity, however, the clinical sig-
nificance of fluoride release from luting cements is
yet to be confirmed.

Adhesion

Lack of retention is a common cause of failure of indi-
rect restorations. The use of adhesive materials may
reduce the risk of displacement. [n some instances
(e.9., porcelain crowns), bonding may reduce the
risk of restoration fracture. Adhesion may also help
improve interfacial sealing. Adhesion may occur
by chemical or physical bonding, micromechanical
interlocking, or friction. Some acid-base cements and
self-adhesive resin cements bond to dental tissues
by chelation involving metal ions and carboxylic or
phosphate groups. Resin cements require the use of
adhesive systems to establish a strong bond to dentin
and enamel.

Mechanical Properties

Mechanically, luting cements are described in terms
of strength (usually in compression or in flexural
mode), elastic modulus, fatigue resistance, fracfure
toughness, and wear. Wear is less of a problem when
the cement line is not exposed to masticatory forces
(e.9., a full crown). Fatigue strength is usually con-
sidered more representative of the rype of loading
cements must endure in the clinic. Howeveq, fatigue
tests are much more time consuming than static
strength tests. Elastic modulus expresses the amount
of elastic (recoverable) deformation the cement
presents relative to a stress state caused by external
loading. Fracture toughness describes the resistance
to unstable crack propagation that will cause cata-
shophic failure of the material.

Permanent luting cements must have high
strength (both static and fatigue) and fracture tough-
ness and good wear resistance. Ideal values for elastic
modulus are debatable, and values can vary substan-
tially even among permanent cements. Tiemporary
cements, by contrast, must have a relatively low
strength, or removal of temporary restoration can
become a difficult task.

Handling Properties and Radiopacity

Ease of use, long working time, and short setting
time are desirable characteristics of luting cements.
Along with powder and liquid materials, recent
products are encapsulated or presented as two-
paste, self-dispensing systems, which makes pro-
portioning and mixing faster and less prone to error.

BOX l3.l

ISO STANDARDS FOR
DENTAL CEMENTS

ISO 3107:20M (zinc oxide-eugenol and
noneugenol cements)
lfr 9P_17 -'L:Z0fl7 (powder:liquid acid-base
cements)
lfr 9917 -2:20L0 (resin-modified cements)
ISO 4049:2009 (polymer-based cements)
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A long working time is important to make sure the
cement presents low viscosity while the restoration is
seated. Otherwise, adaptation may be compromised.
For some materials (e.9., resin cements), removal
of excess cement also needs to be done before set-
ting. Radiopacity is important to allow radiographic
diagnostic.

Viscosity and Film Thickness

A low film thickness is important to allow for the
correct seating of the restoration. Film thickness is
usually determined by the cement average particle
size and its viscosity. Some cements are pseudoplas-
tic, looking excessively thick at the end of the mix-
ing period, but flowing well under seating pressure.
Overall, if handled properly and applied within the
recommended working time, all currently avail-
able materials are able to reach a thickness below
that required by the ISO standards. However, some
cements may show a sudden increase in viscosity
and film thickness in short intervals after the end of
the recommended working time.

Solubility
Solubility refers to the resistance to disintegration
and dissolution when the cement is immersed in
water or other solutions. It affects the marginal integ-
rity of the indirect restoration, which may increase
plaque accumulation. Resin-based cements present
much lower solubility than acid-base cements.

Esthetics

When used with translucent materials or when resto-
ration margins are exposed, shade and translucency
of the cement are important aspects to be considered
because they may affect the final esthetic result of
the restoration. It is particularly critical with porce-
lain laminate veneers. Resin cements are the most
esthetic luting materials available. Glass ionomeq,
resin-modified glass ionomer; compomer, and self-
adhesive resin cements also have good esthetics.
Zrnc polycarboxylate, ZOE, and zinc phosphate are
oPaque.

ACID.BASE CEMENTS

Zinc Oxide,Eugenol and Noneugenol
Cements

The reaction betureen zinc oxide and eugenol has
several applications in dentistry, such as endodon-
tic sealers and root-end filling materials, periodontal
dressings, inelastic impression materials, cavity bases,
and temporary restorations. For luting purposes,

ffierent formulations of ZOE cements are avail-
able for both temporary cementation and permanent
fixation of metallic and metalloceramic crowns and
bridges. Due to an inhibitory effect of eugenol on
polymerization of methacrylate-based resins and lut-
ing composites, temporary cements using nonpheno-
lic components are often preferred over conventional
formulations. Their popularity is justified by their
ease of use, antibacterial action, and anodyne effect on
dental pulp.

Composition
The powder is basically zinc oxide, with up to 8"/o of
other zinc salts (acetate, propionate, or succinate) as

accelerators. Rosin (abietic acid) is added to reduce
brittleness and increase working time and strength.
The liquid contains eugenol (4-allyl-2-methoxy phe-
nol), a weak acid. Acetic acid (up to 2%) is added
as accelerator. In two-paste materials used for tem-
porary cementation, one paste contains zinc oxide
mixed with mineral or vegetable oils, whereas fill-
ers are incorporated into eugenol to form the other
paste. Noneugenol materials use long-chain aliphatic
acids or aryl-substituted butyric acid to react with
zinc oxide particles. Other oils can be added to adjust
paste consistency.

An important improvement of ZOE cements was
the development of materials in which the liquid is a
mixture of 2-ethoxybenzoic acid (EBA) and eugenol,
roughly in a 2:1 proportion. Rather than forming a

stronger matrix, the addition of EBA allows for the
use of very high powder-to-liquid ratios (6:1) which,
per se, increases the strength of the set cement. In
these materials, alumina (30%) was added to the
powder as a reinforcing agent. The incorporation
of 20'/o poly(methyl methacrylate) particles is also
used to improve mechanical properties in some
products.

Setttng ll,reorf,'wtt and. Sttttctwe
The reaction of zinc oxide with eugenol results in
the formation of a zinc eugenolate chelate, that is, a
complex in which one zinc (Zn) atom binds to two
eugenolate molecules. In addition, as mentioned
earlier, the dissociation constant of eugenol is small.
Therefore reaction rate is increased with the use of
more reactive oxides, along with the presence of
accelerators. The acid-base reaction does not take
place in an aqueous medium; however, water plays a
very important role in the reaction, because it reacts
with zinc oxide forming ZnOH+ ions that dissociate
in 7r?+ and OH-. The zinc cations then react with the
eugenolate, whereas the hydroxyl anions react with
the H* forming water. Because water is present as
reagent and final product, the reaction is autocata-
lytic. The presence of acetic acid eliminates the need
of water to initiate the reaction.
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The structure of the set cement is represented
by zinc oxide particles bound together by an amor-
phous zinc eugenolate matrix. EBA also forms a

chelate with zinc oxide, and crystalline phases have
been identified within the matrix of EBA-eugenol
cements.

Manipulation, dispensing, and mixing con-
siderations can be found on the book's website
ntp: / /evolve.elsevier.com /sakaguchi/restorative.

Properties
ZOE cements are considered biocompatible because
of their neutral pH, antibacterial action, and anodyne
effect on hyperemic pulpal tissue. Their antibacterial
activity in vitro was shown to be more efficient than
those displayed by conventional and resin-modified
glass ionomers. That characteristic associated with a

good marginal seal favors the recovery of the pulp.
Eugenol released from the salt matrix may contrib-
ute to pain relief in preparations with little remaining
dentin thickness. However, in high concentrations
or when placed directly in contact with connective
tissue, it may increase the inflammatory response
because of its cytotoxicity.

The low strength displayed by ZOE cements
makes them a suitable material for temporary
cementation. The ISO 3107 standard (2004) estab-
lishes a maximum 2&hour compressive strength of
35 MPa for type 1 materials (i.e., intended for tem-
porary cementation). An important aspect related
to the mechanical behavior of ZOE cements is that
their properties are very sensitive to temperature.
For example, compressive strength at 37"C may
represent only 20o/" of what was found at 23"C.
EBA-eugenol cements can be several times stronger
than the basic formulation (72 MPa vs.25 MPa, in
compression at room temperature). EBA-alumina
cements can presentl0o/o higher strength compared
to EBA-eugenol materials. Even though these val-
ues are above the minimum compressive strength
required for type 2 materials (i.e., perrnanent luting
cements) of 35 MPa, both reinforced ZOE cements
are the weakest among luting agents used for per-
manent cementation. The elastic modulus of EBA-
eugenol cements (determined at room temperature)
is 3 GPa.

ZOE cements present increased plasticity even
after set and flow under load. Plastic strain at frac-
ture was shown to be above 15% at 37"C, against a
maximum value of 4"/o presented by other acid-base
and resin cements. Creep behavior may explain the
good marginal seal achieved with these materials,
even considering their setting shrinkage. Linear
shrinkage values of wet samples after 24 hours were
shown to be 0.31Yo for the basic ZOE formulation,
0.38% for EBA-eugenol, and 0.12% for EBA-eugenol/
alumina cements.

Film thickness measured according to the ISO
standard ranges between 15 and 28 prn for EBAlalu-
mina materials; therefore it is close to the maximum
value allowed. Simulated crowrts cemented with a
basic formulation and EBA-eugenol cement showed
similar film thicknesses at the ocdusal surface (20 to
25 pm), whereas for the EBA-alumina cement, film
thickness was higher (57 prn).

The zinc-eugenolate matrix chelate is very unsta-
ble in water. Its hydrolysis forms eugenol and zinc
hydroxide, releasing the zinc oxide particles exposed
in the process. In vitro studies showed that zinc
2-ethorybenzoate matrix formed in EBA-eugenol
cements is even more pnone to hydrolysis than the
zinc eugenolate. [n vivo, material loss after 6 months
was three to seven times higher for an EBA-alumina
cement compared to other acid-base cements.
Clinically, fixed prostheses cemented with EBA-
alumina cement showed a success rate of 92o/o after
2.5 years, whereas for zinc polycarborylate, it was
95Y". Zinc phosphate, for many decades the "gold
standard" for permanent luting agents, showed a

success rate of 98Y".
The inhibitory effect of methoxyphenols such as

eugenol on the polymerization of methacrylate res-
ins is of clinical importance. Eugenol is considered
a free-radical scaoeflger, due to the presence of the
allyl group in its structure acting as a degradative
chain-transfer agent (i.e., when activated, it prefer-
ably undergoes primary radical termination, rather
than propagation). Temporary cements containing
eugenol may negatively affect the polymerization
of methyl methacrylate used in provisional resto-
rations. If the final restoration will be bonded to
the prepared tooth, the polymerization of both the
adhesive system and the resin cement may be inhib-
ited, increasing the risk of debonding, or even frac-
ture in case of low-strength, silica-based ceramics
or indirect composite restorations. In fact, in ZOE
cement/composite interfaces, composite mechani-
cal properties were reduced up to a 100 lrm away
from the interface, which may be relevant if the resin
cement is applied to a eugenol-contaminated surface.
However, several in vitro investigations have shown
that bond strength to dentin is not adversely affected
if the surface is thoroughly cleaned prior to adhesive
application.

Glass Ionomer

Glass ionomer (or glass polyalkenoate) cement is
arguably one of the most popular materials for
permanent cementation used in the clinic, along
with resin cements. The chemistry that is the basis
for these cements is similar to that in glass iono-
mer restorative, lining, and preventive materials
(see Chapter 9), although there are some important
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differences in working and setting behavior to fit
the needs of luting agents. Besides good physi
cal properties, glass ionomers adhere to the tooth
structure and metals and, most importantly, release
significant amounts of fluoride, which increase the
resistance of enamel and dentin to acid dissolution
and act as a bacteriostatic agent. Fluoride release
makes this material the first choice for cementation
of orthodontic bands. It is indicated for cementation
of metallic and metal-ceramic restorations, as well as

high-strength ceramic crowns and fixed prostheses.
Its setting reaction is sensitive to moisture condi-
tions, and for this reason, it is extremely important
to protect the cement against gain and loss of water
during the first 24 hours.

Composition
Details of chemical composition and setting reac-
tion are provided in Chapter 9. The powder is a
calcium fluoroaluminosilicate glass with maxi-
mum particle size of 15 pm. Other glasses can
be formulated in which calcium is replaced by
strontium or lanthanum to increase radiopacity.
The basic character of the glass is defined by its
alumina-to-silica ratio and, in order to react with
acids, it must exceed '1,:2 by mass. Large amounts
of fluoride are incorporated in the glass by adding
calcium and sodium fluoride to the other oxides.
Fluoride is an important component, because it
lowers the melting point and enhances the trans-
lucency of the powder and improves the consis-
tency of the mixing paste and the strength of the
set material. The presence of electropositive ions,
such as Ca2* and Na*, is important to balance the
ionic charges in the basic aluminosilicate lattice.
Zinc oxide and barium glasses can be added to the
powder to increase radiopacity.

The liquid contains homopolymers of acrylic
acid or copolymers of acrylic, itaconic, maleic, and
tricarboxylic acids. Overall, high molecular weights
and increased acid concentrations improve physical
properties of the set cement, but they also increase
the viscosity of the liquid. Therefore commercial
materials usually employ polyacids with average
molecular weight of 1,0,000 g/mol and concentra-
tions around 45% by mass. Tartaric acid (around
5% by mass) is an important component of the
liquid, because it accelerates the setting without
shortening working time. Its presence increases
cement strength and allows for the use of glasses
with higher fluoride content and, therefore, higher
translucency.

To avoid the increase in viscosity of the liquid
after prolonged storage, some products contain the
polyacid in a freeze-dried form added to the pow-
der. In this case, the powder is mixed with distilled
water or a tartaric acid solution. Such presentation

adds the advantage of allowing the use of polyacids
with higher molecular weight and in higher con-
centrations, which increases the strength of the set
material.

Selting Reaction and Slntcture
When the powder is brought in contact with the acid
solution, H* from the acid attacks the glass, releasing
metal ions (Al3*, Ca2*, Na*, and FJ and silicic acid
(general formula: [SiOr(OH)+2,],) (see Chapter 9).

The silicic acid condenses on the ion-depleted
outer layer of the particle forming a layer of silica
gel. Calcium ions are preferentially released from
the glass. As the concentration of ions in the solu-
tion increases, the pH rises and metal ions begin to
condense among the poly(acrylic acid) chains pre-
cipitating the polyacrylate salts, initially in a sol
state (initial set) and latter turning into a gel. The
precipitation of aluminum salts initiates after a few
hours into the reaction because it is released from
the glass as a strong complex with fluoride. The
reaction continues until all the ions are bound to
the polyacrylate. From a clinical standpoint, the fact
that ions remain in solution for extended periods
before reacting with the polyanions, even after the
initial set, is critical. If ions are washed out from the
cement, the structure of the polysalt matrix is irre-
versibly compromised. In addition, calcium poly-
acrylate is more vulnerable to dissolution in water
than the aluminum polyacryIate formed at later
stages. By contrast, water plays a very important
role in the reaction and in the set cement, because
it remains tightly bound to the cement structure,
hydrating the silica gel layer and involving the
cation-polyacrylate bonds. Therefore a high relative
humidity (approximately 80%) is the ideal condi-
tion for the setting reaction to take place.

The tartaric acid is stronger than poly(acrylic
acid) and therefore reacts first with the glass and can
form complexes with metal cations at lower pH. Its
presence extends working time by delaying the for-
mation of calcium polyacrylate, and upon gelation it
accelerates setting by increasing the deposition rate
of aluminum polyacrylate.

The set cement is constituted by a hydrogel of cal-
cium, aluminum, and fl uoroaluminum polyacrylates
involving the unreacted glass particles sheathed by
a weakly bonded siliceous hydrogel layer. About
20"/o to 30o/o of the glass is dissolved in the reaction.
Smaller glass particles may be entirely dissolved
and replaced by siliceous hydrogel particles contain-
ing fluorite crystallites. The stability of the matrix is
given by * association of chain entanglement, weak
ionic cross-linking, and hydrogen bonding.

Manipulation considerations can be found on the
book's website hW, / / 

"rolve.elsevier.com/sakaguchi/restorative.
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Properties
Class ionomer cements are considered mild to the
pulp compared to their predecessors, which used
phosphoric acid solutions. However, inflammatory
response is more intense than that associated with
ZOE cements. In fact, the biocompatibili$ of glass
ionomers is controversial, and in vitro results seem
to vary according to the corunercial brand tested.
In general, there is some consensus regarding the
fact that freshly mixed cements may present differ-
ent degrees of cytotoxicig and cause a mild tran-
sient inflammatory response when placed in contact
with pulpal connective tissue, but such response is
greatly attenuated if at least L-mm thickness of den-
tin is present. Besides a low remaining dentin thick-
ness, the risk of postoperative sensitivity increases
if a faulty technique is used. Thin mixtures seem to
increase the risk of sensitivity. Rather than pulpal
irritation, it is possible that postoperative pain may
be related to the hydrostatic pressure exerted by the
cement through the dentin tubules.

Glass ionomer cements release significant amounts
of fluoride, both in the short and long term, which
was shown to have an important anticariogenic effect.
Fluoride release increases the resistance of enamel to
acid dissolution, by inhibiting bacterial growth and
interfering with the metabolism of the dmtal plaque.
The use of glass ionomer for orthodontic bonding
reduced the risk of white spots formation almost by
half comparcd to a resin cement. However, when
patients were exposed to fluoridmontaining tooth-
paste, no differences in enamel or derttin deminer-
alization under accumulated plaque were observed
in the short tenn between an ionomeric and a resin
cement. It must be emphasized that the surface area
of the luting cement exposed to the oral mvironrrent
is small. Therefore the amount of fluoride released
to the adiacent structures, as well as the fluoride
recharg,ng ability of the cement layer, may be less
clinically relevant compared to direct gl"* ionomer
restorations.

Bonding to tooth structures is one of the main
characteristics of glass ionomers. It helps to enhance
the marginal sealing of the restoration compared
to nonadhesive cements, but is not high enough
to significantly increase retention. The proposed
adhesion mechanism is twofold: it occurs by the
displacement of phosphate and calcium ions from
the hydroxyapatite by carboxylate ions pendant
from the polyacid chains and the incorporation of
these carboxylate groups into the hydroxyapatite
structure, and also by micromechanical interlocking
achieved by a shallow hybridization of the partially
demineralized dentin. Dentin surface treatment
with 10% to 20% polyacrylic acid for 5 to 20 sec-

onds (shorter times for higher concentrations) sig-
nificantly increases bond strength by removing the

smear layeg partially demineraliztng the surface-
creating microporosities for micromechanical inter-
locking, and enhancing the chemical interaction of
poly(alkenoic acid) with the hydroxyapatite. A solu-
tion containing 3"/" to 10% citric acid is also effective
because Fe3* ions deposited on the dentin surface
increase the interaction with the cement. Bond
strength of glass ionomer to dentin and enamel
varies according to commercial product tested, but
when loaded in shear it is around 2 to 5 MPa. Glass
ionomer cements bond well to stainless steel, noble,
and nonnoble alloys and titanium, but not to high-
strength core ceramics.

Its mechanical properties are superior to other
acid-base cements and increase significantly over
long periods. Compressive strength is between 100
and 150 MPa; therefore it is far beyond the minimum
of 70 MPa specified in the Ifr 9977 standard. These
cements are much weaker in tension because of their
brittle nature, with diametral tensile strengths of
about 5 MPa. Elastic modulus is around 15 GPa. Film
thickness is below the maximum allowed by the ISO
standard (25 f,m) and should not prevent the correct
seating of the restoration, if the cement is properly
handled.

Erosion tests in vitro using citric acid showed that
the fully set glass ionomers are more resistant than
nonadhesive acid-base luting cements and erode at
Ievels similar to those shown by enamel and dentin.
Such behavior may be related to the silica gel layer
that envelops the glass particles.

Resin-Modified Glass Ionomer

Resin-modified (or hybrid) glass ionomers set by
both an acid-base and a polymerization reaction.
The technology was originally developed for direct
restoratives, but as with resin cements, the chem-
istry was adapted to formulate materials for luting
cements. Although details of chemistry and setting
reactions of resin-modified glass ionomer systems
are provided in Chapter 9, this section gives a brief
overview pertinent to luting cements. This class of
cements does not show the early sensitivity to mois-
ture conditions presented by conventional glass
ionomers because of the presence of a polymeric
phase, which prevents the loss of water and metal
ions from the immature polysalt matrix. Available as

powder-liquid, capsules, and paste-paste hand-mix
and automix systems, resin-modified glass ionomer
Iuting cements are indicated for Permanent cemen-
tation of ceramic-metal crowrls and fixed prostheses
(e.g., metal inlays, onlays, and crowns; prefabri-
cated or cast posts; porcelain fused to metal crowns
and bridges, high-strength core zirconia all<eramic
crowns, and bridges; and luting of orthodontic aPPli-
ances). Traditionally, these cements were self-cure
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only but the more recent versions have a photoini-
tiator so that they can be briefly light activated (i.e.,
"tack cured") to speed up the placement.

Composition
The chemisby of resin-modified glass ionomers is more
complex than that of conventional glass ionomers (see

Chapter 9). In powder-liquid systems, the powder con-
tains fluoroaluminosilicate glass particles similar in
composition to those found in conventional glass ion-
omers. Catalysb for the self-cure (redox)
tion are added to the powder. The liquid *y contain
poly(acrylic acids) modified with pendant methacrylate
groups replacing a small part of the carboxylic radicals,
HEMA, wateL and tartaric acid. HEMA replaces part
of the water and is a small molecule (molecular weight:
130 g/mol) soluble in water due to the presence of a
hydroxyl group in its stmcture. Another liquid formu-
lation contains similar concentrations (around 25% to
3(F/o each) of a copolymer of poly(acrylic acid), HEMA,
and water, and smaller amounts of low-viscosity
dimethacrylate resins (such as urethane or triethylene
glycol dimethacrylate). [ritiators for the light-cured
polymerization, if present, are found in the liquid.

Formulations of paste-paste materials are brand
specific. Basically, one of the pastes contains the glass
particles, HEMA, and a dispersing agent. Water and
the reducing agent of the self-cure activation may
be present, or a UDMA. The other paste contains
the modified poly(acrylic acid), water, the oxidizng
agent of the activation system, and fillers, and may
present HEMA or a high-viscosity dimethacrylate
monomer, such as Bis{MA.

Setting Reaetion and Stnrctwe
The setting reaction of resin-modified glass ionomer
cement comprises two different mechanisms. The ini-
tial set is the result of either a light-cured or self-cured
polymerization reaction of the methacrylate groups,
present as pendant groups in the poly(acrylic acid)
chain, in the HEMA molecule, or in the dimethacry-
late monomers. Refer to reactions in Chapter 9. The
acid-base reactiory described in the previous section,
is slower than in conventional glass ionomersbecause
of the lower water content. The HEMA polymer and
the polysalt are linked by hydrogen bonds. However,
phase separation between the two matrices formed
may occur. The use of a modified poly(acrylic acid)
prevents phase separation, because the carbon double
bond in the HEMA structure may polymerize with
the pendant methacrylate from the polyacid chain. As
a result, the cement matrix is formed by both ionic
and covalent crosslinks. For further discussion, refer
to Chapter 9.

Manipulation considerations ctrn be found on the
book's website hftp: / / evolve.elsevier.com/sakaguchi
/restorative.

Propertics
Resin-modified glass ionomers are probably the
most popular type of luting cements used clinically
due to several beneficial properties, which include
very low postoperative sensitivity; convenient proce-
dure, especially ease of cleanup; minimal solubility;
good bond to tooth structure; and extended fluoride
release. This category is considered less biocompat-
ible than conventional glass ionomers because of the
presence of HEMA. Besides its already mentioned
allergenic effect, it is a potential source for adverse
reactions in the pulp. The largest amounts of HEMA
are released in the first 24 hours, but release con-
tinues for several days. The release of free HEMA
from the cement is higher in undercured materials.
Therefore a correct mixing technique must be used
to optimize the polymerization. ln light-cured mate-
rials, the recommended exposure must be followed.
In general, clinical results with these materials that
have been reported to date are generally positive and
this class of cements is by far the most popular class
of luting cements preferred by clinicians.

In vitro fluoride release by conventional and
resin-modified luting glass ionomers was found to
be similar over a 180day period, ranging from 99 to
198 ppm. Mineral loss and lesion depth around orth-
odontic brackets in vitro were significantly lower with
resin-modified glass ionomers, compared to one resin
cement and one luting compomer. Fluoride release is
higher after 24 hours, stabilizing after 2 weeks.

Resin-modified glass ionomer cements show
shear bond strength to conditioned dentin (10% cit-
ric acid, 2h ferric chloride for 20 seconds) or enamel
(10"/, polyacrylic acid solution for 20 seconds) in the
range of 8 to l?lvfPa, although the popular products
are seU-adhesive and do not require additional den-
tin treatment. The bonding mechanisms are the same
as described for conventional glass ionomers. The
lower bond strength to enamel compared to resin
cements may actually facilitate orthodontic bracket
debonding. They bond to metal alloys and high-
strength ceramics, with initial shear bond strengths
of 2 to 5 MPa. Bond strength to metal alloy is sig-
nificantly increased with the use of metal primers.
Because of the presence of methacrylate groups,
these cements bond well to resin composites.

Retention of metal-ceramic crowns to prepared
teeth may vary significantly between the two-paste
and the powder:liquid versions of the sarne product,
and it is usually higher in the latter.

In terms of mechanical properties, resin-modified
glass ionomer cements show compressive strength
similar to conventional glass ionomers, between 90
and 140 MPa, and lower elastic modulus (3 to 5 GPa).
Flexural strength may vary between 15 and 30 MPa.
Film thickness determined at room temperature 2
minutes after the start of mixing may vary between
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9 and 25 pm. However, film thickness may increase
substantially if the restoration is not placed within
the recommended working time.

The presence of HEMA increases the water sorp-
tion of resin-modified glass ionomers, compared to
conventional glass ionomers and resin cements. In
fact, some manufacturers do not recommend its use
for luting low-strength, silica-based ceramic crowns
because of the risk of fracture caused by swell-
ing of the cement. Water uptake after 7 days mea-
sured according to ISO 40419 may be three to nine
times higher compared to resin cements. Solubility
in water is also higher compared to resin cements,
about two to four times. [n lactic acid (pH = 4), the
solubility of some resin-modified glass ionomers is
about 10 times higher than resin cements.

Calcium Aluminate/Glass Ionomer Cement

This material contains a mixture of monocalcium
aluminate (CaOAlzOs), inert glasses and, in some
cases, glass ionomer particles. The liquid can be
either a neutral polycarboxylic acid solution or a
mixture of polyacrylic, tartaric, and neutral poly-
carboxylic acids. This material does not set solely
by acid-base reaction, but also by dissolution and
reprecipitation of the monocalcium aluminate parti-
cles. In contact with water, the monocalcium alumi-
nate dissolves and reprecipitates as katoite [Ca3Al2
(SiOr1.s(OH)ol and aluminum hydroxide [AI(OH):,
or gibbsitel. The new crystals attach to the tooth
structure, which associated to its alkaline pH could
reduce the risk of postoperative sensitivity. Because
of its calcium content and high pH, these cements
were shown to be bioactive, promoting hydroryapa-
tite precipitation in vitro. Its performance in terms
of mechanical properties and crown retention (metal
and ceramic) is similar to self-adhesive cements.
Because the aluminum hydroxide initially forms as

an amorphous gel, excess removal is facilitated.
A description of zinc polycarbonate (or zinc poly-

acrylate) and zinc phosphate, materials that are no
longer commonly used in the United States, can be
found on the book's website http:/ /evolve.elsevier.
com / sakaguchi / restorative.

RESIN.BASED CEMENTS

Resin Cements
Ooeroieut
Resin cements are low-viscosity composite materials
with filler distribution and initiator content adjusted
to allow for a low film thickness and suitable work-
ing and setting times. They have a wide range of
applications, from inlays to fixed bridges, prefabri-
cated posts, and orthodontic appliances. They are

mandatory materials for luting low-strength ceramic
and laboratory-processed composite restorations,
but can also be used with cast restorations, particu-
larly in cases where extra retention is needed. The
ISO specification 4049 (2009) classifies resin cements
according to curing mode as class 1 (self-cured), class
2 (light-cured), or class 3 (dual-cured). Most of the
commercial products are dual-cured, combining
chemical- and light-activation mechanisms. These
materials show a comfortable working time and cure
on corunand characteristic of light-cured compos-
ites, and also the security of high degrees of conver-
sion even in areas not reached by the light. Class L

and class 3 materials are typically hand-mixed or
automixed truo-paste systems (base and catalys$.
Self-cured and dual-cured materials can be opaque
or translucent, and those indicated for cementa-
tion of ceramic restorations are usually provided in
several shades. Light-cured materials are indicated
for bonding of laminated ceramic veneers (esthetic
cements) or orthodontic brackets. Some esthetic resin
cements used for cementation of vmeers include
glycerin-based, water-soluble " tfl'.in' pastes to help
with shade selection.

Composition
Most resin cements share a very similar composi-
tion to that of restorative composites, which are
described in Chapter 9. The organic matrix contains
dimethacrylate monomers and oligomers. High-
molecular-weight molecules such as Bis-GMA (Mw
= 512 g/ mol), UDMA (Mw = 480 g/mol), and eth-
orylated Bis4MA (Bis-EMA, Mw = 540 g/mol) are
combined with smaller molecules usually derived
from ethylene glycol dimethacrylates (diethylene
glycol dimethacrylate, Mw = 242 g/mol, and tri-
ethylene glycol dimethacrylate, Mw = 286 g/mol)
to achieve a high degree of conversion with a rela-
tively low volumetric shrinkage. The filler fraction
may vary between 30% and 66"/"by volume and con-
tains sil,anated radiopaque glasses such as bariu.rt,
strontium, or zirconia, along with silica particles.
Average filler size may vary between 0.5 and 8.0 rrn.
Microfilled cements are also available, containing
silica with an average filler size of 40 nm. Pigments
and opacifiers are also present in both pastes.

Some adhesive resin cements contain proprietary
monomers. One example combines MDR a polymer-
izable phosphoric acid ester, with Bis-GMA. Another
product contains 4-META and methyl methacrylate
in the liquid, poly(methyl methacrylate) in the Pow-
der, and tri-r-butylborane as catalyst.

Camphorquinone and a tertiary amine are Pres-
ent in one of the pastes to initiate the light-activated
reaction. Benzoyl peroxide, the self-cure activatot
is present in the catalyst paste. The amine functions
as proton donor and is considered an accelerator
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of free-radical production. Aromatic amines (such
as ethyl 4-dimethylaminobenzoate) are consid-
ered more efficient than aliphatic amines [such as
2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylatel. The presence
of amine in the composite matrix poses some clini-
cally relevant concerns. First, amines are known to
degrade over time, altering the shade of the cement.
Second, they become inactive when in contact with
acidic adhesive systems, and when cement polym-
erization takes place in the absence of light activa-
tion, the deleterious effect on degree of conversion
may increase the risk of restoration debonding. It is
important to point out that the relative amounts of
self-cure and light-cure initiators vary significantly
among commercial brands. Consequently, some
materials are more dependent on light activation to
achieve a high degree of conversion. Likewise, some
corunercial materials cure more promptly in the
absence of light than others.

Sel:tlng Reaction otd Structure
Resin cements set by free-radical polymerization,
resulting in the formation of a densely cross-linked
polymer structure surrounding the filler particles.
Free radicals are generated by light activation, in
which camphorquinone in the excited state combines
with an amine molecule to generate a free radical. In
the absence of light, free radicals are formed by redox
reaction of the amine-peroxide system. A crosslink
is formed when a propagating chain encounters an
unreacted carbon double bond in a different poly-
mer chain. Polymerization proceeds until the mobil-
ity of the reactive species becomes restricted by the
increasing viscosity of the material and free radicals
cannot propagate further, becoming entrapped in the
polymer. Final degree of conversion is around 70%
and depends on matrix formulation, initial viscos-
ity, and curing mode. Conversion is usually higher
in cases where the cement is dual-cured, compared
to self-cured.

Manipulation considerations can be found on the
book's website hltp: / / evolve.elsevier.com/sakaguchi
/restorative.

Propertics
Monomers released from resin cements are known to
produce cytotoxic effects on mammalian cells. Dual-
cured resin cements show higher cytotoxicity at early
setting stages when tested in self-cure mode, com-
pared to specimens exposed to light curing. After
7 days of incubation, Bis-GMA-based dual-cured
cements are less cytotoxic than zinc polyacrylate,
resin-modified glass ionomer, and a resin cement
containing MDP monomer.

Mechanical properties of resin cements are
defined by their filler content and degree of con-
version reached by the organic matrix. As a rule

of thumb, higher fitler levels and higher conver-
sion correspond to higher mechanical properties.
Degrees of conversion of dual-cured cements are
between 50% and 73"/" in the self-cure mode and
67% and 85Yo when light-cured. Compressive
strengths of dual- and light-cured resin com-
posite cements have been reported from 180 to
300 MPa, therefore much superior to acid-base
cements. Flexural strength is between 80 and 100
MPa, higher than the minimum value required by
the ISO 4049 standard (50 MPa). Elastic modulus
may vary significantly among commercial brands,
being between 4 and 10 GPa, values comparable to
other cements. For dual-cured cements, mechani-
cal properties are slightly higher when the cement
is light-cured.

Film thicknesses measured according to ISO stan-
dards are between 13 and 20 pm, therefore within
the maximum of 50 pm required by the ISO 4049.
Water sorption and solubility of resin cements are
much lower than those of resin-modified glass iono-
mer cements. However, the cement line may become
apparent after a prolonged period of clinical use
because of discoloration. Shrinkage of resin cements
varies between 2"/o arrd 5o/o.

Immediate shear bond strength of resin cements to
dentin varies between 12 and t8 MPa. MDP can bond
to tooth strucfures, ceramics, and cast alloys by the
reaction between its phosphate groups and calcium
or with metal oxides. The integrity of the bonded
interface is challenged by polymerization stress
development. Polymerization stresses arise because
of resin cement polymerization shrinkage, associ-
ated with the development of elastic behavior. In
general, dual-cured cements develop higher polym-
erization stress values when light-cured because the
curing reaction is faster than the self-cure reaction,
allowing less time for viscous flow to accommodate
the shrinkage before the resin composite reaches the
vitrification stage. After the rcsin cement reaches the
degree of conversion correspondirg to the vitrifica-
tion point of the organic matrix, all the shrinkage
will contribute to stress buildup. When stresses at the
interface surpass the bond strength of the adhesive
layer to dentin or enamel, debonding and the forma-
tion of a contraction gap may occur.

Compomers (polyacid-modified resin composites)
can be found on the book's website http:/ /evolve.
elsevier.com / saka guchi / restorative.

Self-Adhesive Resin Cements

Self-adhesive resin cement is a class of resin-based
cements that incorporates the etching, priming, and
bonding chemistry in a single material. This should
obviate the need for separate etching and bonding
steps (and products), thus greatly simplifying the
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placement of indirect restorations. The first gen-
eration of this class of products was supplied as

powder-liquid formulations that had to be mixed
either by hand or via triturable capsules. The newer
generations are provided as two-paste systems that
can be automixed through a static mixer. The mixed
materials provide some initial fluoride release and
produce low postoperative sensitivity. These materi-
als are indicated for cementation of cast alloy single
restorations and bridges, ceramic-metal crowns and
bridges, ceramic (except veneers), and indirect com-
posite restorations. Good results are also obtained
with luting of prefabricated posts and high-strength
ceramics.

Composition
The distinguishing feature of these two-part self-
adhesive resin-cements over the classical resin
cements is the inclusion in one of the parts of one
or more acid-functional monomer whose role is to
etch the tooth tissue while bonding to other mono-
mers to build up cohesive strength. Most commercial
products contain polymerizable rnonomers based
on phosphates and phosphonates. Examples are
2-methacryloxyethyl phenyl hydrogen phosphate
(Phenyl-P), 10-MDP, Bis(2-methacryloxyethyl) acid
phosphate, and dipentaerythritol pentaacrylate
monophosphate (Penta-P)(meth)acrylate. In addi-
tion, monomers with carboxylic acid groups such as
4-META and pyromellitic glycerol dimethacrylate are
used by some manufacturers. In addition, corrunon
methacrylate monomers such as BisCMA, glycerol
dimethacrylate, UDMA, and HEMA are present in
varying proportions. Inert filler is included along
with photoinitiators.

The other part contains nonacidic polymerizable
resins, and a small amount of an acid-neutralizing
filler such as fluoroaluminosilicate glass (found in
glass ionomers). Nonreactive fillers and photoini-
tiators may also be included depending on the par-
ticular product. The total filler content of the mixed
cement is about 70"hby mass (approximately 50o/"by
volume), which is significantly lower than in com-
posite restoratives.

Setttng Reaction and Sttucfire
The primary curing mechanism is via free-radical
polymerization, either self-activated or dual-cured.
The initial pH of the mixed cement is about 2 so that
it can provide etching of the tooth mineral. In vitro
studies have also shown that the acidic grouPs (phos-
phate and carboxylate) can bind with calcium in the
hydroxyapatite to form a stabilizing attachment
between the methacrylate network and the tooth. At
later stages, the remai.i.g acidity is neutralized in
some cements by the reaction between phosphoric
and carboxylic acid groups and the alkaline glass.

The structure of the set material is mainly a cross-
linked polymea covalently bonded to filler particles
by the silane layer. Some ionic bridging between car-
boxylic grcups and ions released by the glass may
also be present.

Manipulation considerations can be found on the
book's website http: / / evolve.elsevier.com/sakaguchi
/restorative.

Propertics
In terms of biocompatibility, self-adhesive resin
cements present higher cytotoxicity than resin
cements and acid-base cements. Cytotoxicity is
reduced when cements are used in dual-cure mode.
Their mechanical properties vary among commercial
materials but, in general, are somewhat lower than
those of conventional resin cements.

A signfficant advantage dinically while using the
self-adhesive cements is the low incidence of postop-
erative sensitivity reported with these products. This
is thought to be due to the fact that the dentin does
not need to be etched with phosphoric acid.

The overall examination of the strength, hardness,
and wear of several popular resin cements reported
in studies suggests that their resistance to fracture
and wear may be similar to, or perhaps slightly
lower than, that of conventional resin cements.
Flexural strength is in the 50 to 100 MPa range and
compressive strength is between 200 and 240 MPa.
Values in the lower range are usually associated with
the cement tested in self-cure mode, whereas higher
values are obtained with light activation. FiIm thick-
ness is between 15 and 20 prn. Bonding to the tooth
structures are supposed to occurby micromechanical
interlocking and chemical interaction between the
acidic groups and the hydroxyapatite. Initial shear
bond strength to enamel varies from 3 to 15 MPa,
intermediate between resin cements and glass iono-
mers. On dentin, some products have bond strengths
comparable to resin cements. The self-adhesive resin
cements were designed specifically to interact with
the dentin substrate with minimal additional surface
preparation. However, the bond to enamel is not as

strong as with the use of phosphoric acid etchants.
If substantial enamel margins are present, it is often
recorunended to etch with phosphoric acid even
while using these cements. They show good bond
strength values to metal alloys and high-strength
ceramics.

The presence of unreacted acid grouPs increases

water sorption, in comparison to conventional resin
cements. Their fluoride content is low (around 10%)

and, unlike the glass ionomer and resin-modffied
glass ionomer cements, the release of fluoride ions
decreases rapidly with time. The beneficial effects of
fluoride in the self-adhesive resin cements have not
been clinically proven.
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Resin Cements for Provisional Restorations

These provisional cements are paste-paste systems,
which can be dual- or light-cured. They are useful
for cementation of interim restorations in the esthetic
zone of the mouth because they are tooth colored
and fairly translucent. Th.y are easy to clean, and
some release fluoride. Resin cementation of provi-
sional restorations is useful when the final cement
will also be resin because there is no eugenol pres-
ent to potentially impair polymerization of the final
cement. Composite cements used for cementation of
provisional restorations have a substantially lower
compressive strength than composite cements used
for permanent cementation (25 to70 MPa and 180 to
265 MP a, respectively).
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Digital Imaging and Processing
Restorations

for

DENTAL CAD/CA}{ SYSTEMS

CAD/CAM, the abbreviation for computer-aided
design/computer-aided manufacturing, describes a

process in which digital images or models of objects
are created and used for the design and fabrication of
prototypes or final products using computer numeri-
cal control (CNC) or other fabrication methods such
as three-dimensional (3D) printing. This process has
been used for decades in a variety of industries and
has become a popular method in restorative den-
tist y for creating impressions, cast and dies, and
provisional and final restorations. Reports of l0-year
follow-up studies for one system have shown good
outcomes that are improving with each technological
enhancement.

Dental CAD/CAM systems consist of three
components:

1. A scanner or digitizing instrument that
transforms physical geometry into digital data.

2. Software that processes the scanned data and
creates images of the digitized object. Some
systems then enable restorations to be designed
for the digitized object.

3. Fabrication technology that transforms the
digital data of the restoration into a physical
product. Different systems place the fabrication
technology in the dental office, dental laboratory
or centralized facility.

The two types of CAD/CAM systems for dental
offices are acquisition (digital impression) only, and
scan and mill. Acquisition-only systems create digi-
tal impressions by capturing images of the prepa-
ration and then sending the digital file to a center
where either (1) a model is made upon which a
laboratory technician can fabricate the final resto-
ration or (2) the digital file is used to fabricate the

restoration without a model. A scan and mill sys-
tem adds an in-office restoration fabrication device
to the digital impression instrument, enabling a

restoration to be designed, fabricated, and deliv-
ered in one appointment. For the acquisition-only
system, multiple appointments are required as in
conventional indirect restorative care, and a provi-
sional restoration is placed in the interim while the
restoration is being fabricated by a laboratory tech-
nician. Scan and mill systems offer the convenience
of one appointment preparation, impression, fabri-
cation, and delivery, but include a waiting period
while the restoration is milled and the additional
cost of the milling machine.

Dental CAD/CAM systems have the following
benefits:

' Provide improved precision and consistency

" Allow the clinician to visualize the preparation
on a computer display from many perspectives

. Allow the clinician to design the restoration
on a computer while visualizing the opposing
dentition

* Provide a clean and streamlined impression
method without the complexity of the many
materials required for conventional elastomeric
impressions

" Offer instant display and feedback for making
corrections immediately

' Reduce the environmental impact of disposing
the materials required for conventional
impressions.

There ar€ several digital impression systems cur-
rently on the market (Table 14.1). These systems
(iTero, Fig. 14.1A; 3M True Definition Scarurer, Fig.
t(.lB; and TRIOS) produce digital impressions that
require design and milling at a dental laboratory or
milling center.
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Scanner Manufacfurer Powder Required
Ortho and Implant
Integration

3M True Definition Scanner
(compatible with TS 150 and
PlanMill 40 milling machines)

TRIOS and TRIOS Color

iTero

3M Company (St. Paul, MN) Yes Yes

3Shape (Stoneham, MA)

Align Technologies
(Sanlose, CA)

No

No

Yes

Yes

Modified from Bunek SS. Digitizing dental impressions. Dent Advis . 2014;i7$):1 .

tems. (A) iTero Element scanner. (B) 3M
TLue Definition Scanner. (4, Courtesy
Align Technologg, Inc., San lose, CA; B,

Courtesy 3M Company, St. Paul, MN.)

There are several dental CAD/CAM systems
currently on the market (Table 14.2). These systems
(CEREC AC, Fig. 14.2A, and PlanScan, Fig. 1a.28)
offer the option of in-office design and milling but
also allow design and milling by dental technicians.
All of these systems can produce models from their
digital files and may have the oPtion for in-office
design.

DIGITAL IMPRESSIONS

After the tooth preparation is complete and the tis-
sues are retracted to visualize the tooth margins, the
tooth is dried and readied for scanning. Some scan-

ning systems require the use of an oxide powder
on the tooth to remove optical highlights from the

surface of the preparation and to enhance the sc.rn

a

' -., Digital Impression Systems \Uith
In-Office Milling Option

Scanner Mill

PlanMill40

Manufacturer

B

PlanScan
Restorative
System

CEREC AC
and CEREC
Omnicam

cs 3500

CEREC MC,
MCX, MCXL

cs 3000

Planmeca
(Roselle,IL)

DENTSPLY/
Sirona (Charlotte,
NC)

Carestream Dental
(Atlanta, GA)

Mod@dftom Bunek SS. Digitizing dental imprusions. DentAdvis.
2074;37$):7.

, Digital Impression Systems l7ithout In-Office Milling Option
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I

t a

quality. Scanners use either a series of static images
or a stream of video images to capture the geometry
of the tooth preparation.

CEREC AC with the CEREC Bluecam has a blue
light-emitting diode (LED) and camera system,
and uses active triangulation to create images of
the tooth surface. Static images of the tooth are
stitched together to create a single 3D model. The
PlanScan uses a high-speed swept laser beam com-
bined with a camera to obtain a series of 3D scans
of the tooth using the principle of laser triangula-
tion. Laser utilization allows scanning of a variety
of different surface types and colors without the
need for a contrast agent (powder). These scaru
are registered together to form a single 3D model.
The iTero Element uses confocal imaging with 6000
frames per second and approximately 32,000 con-
focal spots to produce a single height-map. Over
20 such height-maps are produced per second,
whereby a total series of a several hundreds of
such height-maps record the preparation and the
occlusal relationship.

Software (PlanCAD) for the visualization
of the scanned data and design of restorations. (Courtesy

Planmeca, Roselle, lL.)

and fixed dental prostheses. The digital cast and
dies can be visualized from any perspective, with
or without the opposing dentition. Restorations
are designed interactively by the clinician and
computer, adapting the contours to harmonize
with the adiacent and opposing teeth. A virtual
"clay" is used to mold the restoration to the cor-
rect emergence profile, interproximal contact, and
occlusal scheme. The opposing dentition can be
moved through excursive paths to further develop
a functional occlusal profile. Some systems allow
for pre-preparation scanning.

ri rs
f

I

drc l

A B

In-office CAD/CAM systems. (A) CEREC AC. (B) PlanScan. (A, Courtuy Sirona Dental Systems LLC, Charlotte,

NC; B, Courtay Planmeca, Roselle,IL.)

DESIGN SOFTWARE

Each system includes proprietary software for the
visualization of the scanned data and design of
restorations (Fig. 14.3). A wide variety of restora-
tions can be designed, including inlays, onlays,
crowns, veneers, customized implant scanbodies,
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In-Office Mills: Choice of Materials

Mill
Resin
Composite

Acrylic
Polymer

Resin
Ceramic

Lithium
Disilicate

Leucite-Reinforced
Glass Ceramic Zirconia

CEREC

PlanMill

TS-150
(Glidewell
Laboratories)

cs 3000

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Lithium
Silicate

Yes (via CEREC
Connect)

Yes (via PlanScan)

Yes (open.stl file)

Yes (via CS Connect)

Modifud from Burck SS. Digitizing dental imprusions, Dent Advis . 2014;31$) :1

PROCESSING DEVICES

Milli.g centers and dental laboratories produce res-
torations directly from the digital impression and
restoration design data. Restorations can be milled
from a variety of materials such as resin composites,
acrylic polymers, leucite-reinforced cer€unic, lithium
silicate and lithium disilicate ceramics, and zirconia
(Table 14.3). Wax pattems and acrylic provisional res-
torations can also be milled. The digitally produced
models can be used to produce restorations by tradi-
tional methods in the dental laboratory.

Milling devices are distinguished by the number of
milling ixes. Ttrc quality of the frnal product does not
necessarily depmd on the number of milling axes, but
it does affect the level of geometric complexity that can
be pnrduced. Three-axis devices eme capable of move-
ment in thrce spatial directions. Th"y are not capable of
milling axis divergences and convergences. Three-axis
devices can tum the material block used for milling by
180 degrees during processing. Four-axis devices add
the ability to rotate the material block infinitely. This
enables the fabrication of a fixed prosthesis with a laqge

vertical height difference. Five-axis devices add the abil-
ity to rctate the milling spindle so complex geometries
can be milled in sections. This enables geometries such
as converging abutnmt teeth to be accorunodated.

Metals, resins, composites, and ceramics can be
milled by the processing devices. Commercially
pure titanium, titanium alloys, and cobalt-chromium
alloys are metals commonly used in the devices.
Resins can be milIed to create lost wax frames for
casting and also for long-term provisional prosthe-
ses. Compositeblanks that are prefabricated to mimic
enamel and dentin in their translucency and color cart

be milled to create final anterior restorations. Zirconia,
described in Chapter 11, is a high-performance
ceramic with excellent mechanical characteristics. It
is used in milling devices for crowns, fixed partial
prostheses, and implant abutments.

CLINICAL OUTCOMES

The perfornumce of restorations produced in CAD/
CAM systems has improved dramatically in the
last decade. An older perception of poor marginal
integrity associated with CAD/CAM restorations
is no longer true. Enhancements in image capture,
design software, and milling technology along with
improvements in materials have all contributed to
superior clinical outcomes. Patient selection and
attention to margin design and tissue retraction are
important factors, as they should be for all restor-
ative procedures.

In recent studies of zirconia-based restorations,
digital impressions resulted in better quality of
contacts, better fit, and better occlusion than elasto-
meric impressions (Table 14.4). Digital impressions
typically result in 33% shorter seating/adjustment
time and fewer incidents of remakes when com-
pared to elastomeric impressions. In a lO-year study
of 308 ceramic restorations placed in 74 patients
between L991 and 1994, the restoration survival rate
was 94.7Yo after 5 years and 85.7"/" after 10 years,
which is comparable to the survival rates of cast
gold restorations. A systematic review of four stud-
ies that reported on implant-supported CAD /CAM
fabricated restorations found a cumulative S-year
survival rate of all-ceramic single crowns of 1.00%

(95% confidence interval [CI]: 92.4Y" to 100%). A
systematic review of studies that reported on sin-
gle-tooth restorations fabricated with CAD/CAM
technology from 1985 to2007 revealed a failure rate
of 'I,.75"/" per year, calculated per 100 restoration
years from a total of 1957 restorations and a mean
exposure time of 7.9 years. The review estimated a

total S-year survival rate of 91.6Y" (95"/, Cl:88.2%
to 94.'1,%). The long-term survival rates for CAD /
CAM single-tooth restorations were found to be
similar to restorations fabricated with conventional
methods.
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Digital Impression Versus Elastomeric
Impressions

Farah JW, Brown L. Integrating iTero into a busy dental
practice. Dent Adais Clin Case Rpt.20@;16:1,-3.

FarahlW, BrownL.Integrating the3M ESPE t ava Chairside
Oral Scanner C.O.S. into daily clinical practrce. Dent
Aduis Clin Case Rpt.20W;72:14.

Farah ]W, Powers |M. CAOTSAy update. Dent Adais.
2W;26(7):1.

Farah JW, Powers ]M. Digital impressions. Dent Adois.
2010;27(6):1,.

Fasbinder DJ. Digital dentistry: innovation for restor-
ative treatment. Compendium of Continuing Education in
Dentistry. 2010f 1 (Spec Iss 4\:2-71.

Giannetopoulos S, van Noort R, Tsitrou E. Evaluation of
the marginal integrity of ceramic copings with different
marginal angles using two different CAD/CAM sys-
tems. I Dent. 2010;38(12):98G-986.

Harder S, Kern M. Survival and complications of computer
aideddesigning and computer-aided manufacturing
vs. conventionally fabricated implant-supported recon-
structions: a systematic review. Clin Oral lmplants Res.

20[9;4:48-54.
Schroder BK, Brown C. Use of selective open ardritecture in

digital restoration fabrication. Com?end Contin Educ Dent.
2010;31 Spec No 4:1,*22.

l{ittneben I4, Wright RF, Weber H-P, Gallucci @. A sys-
tematic review of the dinical performance of CAD/(416
single-tooth restorations . lnt I Prosthodont. ?ff,9:2224f6471.

Zimmer G, Gohlich O, Ruttemann S, La.g H, Raab WH,
Barthel CR. Long-term survival of Cerec.restorations: a

lGyear study. Op* Dent 2008;33(5):4tA487.

Digital
Impression
(7o Perfect)

Elastomeric
Impression
(% Perfect)Parameter

Quality of
contacts

Fit

Occlusion

Modifud from Farah lW, Broum L. Compaison of the fit of cruutns: 3M
ESPE laoa Chairside Oral Scanner C.O. S. as. traditional impressians.

DentAdvis Res Rpt. 200922:1-3.
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Dental and Orofacial I*plants

The practice of restorative dentistry seeks to replace
the form and function of missing tooth structure.
It was therefore expected that dentistry would fol-
low orthopedic medicine in the use of implants to
anchor prosthetic devices and as expected, that has
happened. Global dental implant sales are expected
to reach over $4.5 billion by 2022 at a compounded
annual growth rate of 6.1Y*1n2017 Europe exhibited
the largest market share, followed by North America
and the Asia-Pacific region. The Asia-Pacific region
is expected to see the highest growth rate between
2A77 and2022.

Dental implants are fixtures that sewe as replace-
ments for the root of a missing natural tooth. Implants
may be placed in the mandible or maxilla. When
properly designed and placed, dental implants bond
with bone over time and serve as an anchor for den-
tal prostheses. Dental implants are used to replace a

single missing tooth or many teeth, or to support a

complete removable denture.
Worldwide, modern single'tooth implants have

a success rate of nearly 95% sunrival at 15 years.
Implants are perrnanerlt devices, surgically anchored
in the oral cavity, that often provide significant advan-
tages over other fixed or removable prosthodontic
options. Implanb are often more conservative than tra-
ditional fixed partial dentures because they consenre
tooth structure by eliminating the need for reduction of
adjacent abuhnent teeth and they support the mainte-
nance of healthy bone in the region.

CLASSIFICATION

Historically, dental implants have been classi-
fied according to their design. This design was in
turn based on the way in which they are surgically
implanted. The three types of implants commonly
used for the past 40 years are the subperiosteal
implant, the transosteal implant, and the endosseous
implant (Table 15.1).

Endosseous Implant
Endosseous implants are by far the most colrunon
type of implant placed today. Implants are placed
directly into the mandible or maxilla (Fig. 15.1). A
pilot hole is drilled into the alveolar or basal bone
beneath (in cases in which the alveolar bone has been
partially or completely resorbed), a14 the implant
body is inserted into this site. The top of the implant
is positioned so that it either protrudes slightly
through the cortical plate or is flush with the surface
of the bone. Typically a superstructure containing
a prosthetic tooth or teeth connecb to the implant
body through an abutnent that is screwed into the
body directly through the mucosa.

OSSEOINTEGRATION AND
BIOINTEGRATION

A major issue for implant design is the develop-
ment of materials that are physically and biologi-
cally compatible with alveolar bone. Ideally, bone
should integrate with the material, substance, or
device and remodel the bone structure around it,
rather than responding to the material as a foreign
substance by encapsulating it with fibrous tissue.
Under optimum circurnstances, bone differentiation
occurs directly adiacent to the material (osseointe-
gration). Ideally, this osseointegration provides a
stable bone-implant connection that can support a
dental prosthesis and transfer applied loads without
concentrating stresses at the interface between bone
and the implant.

Osseointegration is formally defined as the close
approximation of bone to an implant material (Fig.
15.2). To achieve osseointegration, the bone must be
viable, the space between the bone and implant must
be less than 10 nm and contain no fibrous tissue, and
the bone-implant interface must be able to survive
loading by , dental prosthesis. In current practice,
osseointegration is an absolute requirement for the

30r
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TABLE 15.1 Implant Design Classification Scheme

Implant Design Contact With Bone Composition Location Used

Subperiosteal

Tiansosteal

Endosteal

Directly on bone surface under the gingival
tissues; no bone penetration

Completely through the bone, penetrating the
cortical wall trarice

Within the bone, penetrating the cortical wall
once

Co-Cr-Mo (Vitallium)

Titanium or Ti alloy

Trtanium or Ti alloy

Maxilla and mandible

Mandible only

Maxilla and mandible

Blade Cylinder Screw

Lower
jawbone
(mandible)

lmplants are placed
inside jawbone

I-IC;. I i.l Endosteal implant deeign. Shown here are
three different endosseous implant desigru. Notice that
all of the designs are implanted directly within the bone.
Although the blade design has fallen out of use, the cyl-
inder and screw-shaped versions continue to be the most
widely placed implant designs in use today.

successful implant-supported dental prosthesis. To
achieve osseointegration between an implant and
bone, a number of factors must be correct. The bone
must be prepared in a way that does not cause necro-
sis or inflammation. The implant must be allowed
to heal for a time without a load. Finally, the proper
material must be implanted, because not all materi-
als will promote osseointegration.

ln recent years, various surface configurations
have been proposed as means of improving the cohe-
siveness of the implant-tissue interface, maximizlr:rg
load transfer, minimizing relative motion between
the implant and tissue, minimizing fibrous integra-
tion and loosening, and lengthening the service life
of the construct. Because of the necessity of devel-
oping a stable interface before loading, effort has
been placed on developing materials and methods
to accelerate tissue apposition to the implant sur-
face. Surface-roughened implants and ceramic coat-
ings have been implemented into clinical practice.

Other, more experimental techniques include electri-
cal stimulation, bone grafting, and the use of growth
factors and other tissue engineering approaches
described in Chapter 16.

The application of bioactive ceramics as implant
materials was traditionally limited to their use as
bone bonding and augmentation materials. There
has been interest in coating titanium alloys with bio-
active materials to promote an implant bone connec-
tion. Bioactive ceramic materials are more than just
biocompatible. The use of the term bioactioe implies
that they have the ability to elicit a favorable tissue
response when implanted in vivo. These ceramics
form a direct chemical bond with natural tissues and
are most often designed to bioresorb or biodegrade,
having high solubility. Commonly implanted den-
tal ceramics include the calcium phosphates with
various calcium-to-phosphorus ratios [e.9., hydrory-
apatite (HA) and tricalcium phosphateJ, bioactive
glasses (mixtures of SiO2, CaO, PzOs, and sometimes
Na2O, and MgO), and glass ceramics.

lmportant examples of bioactive glasses and
glass ceramics include Bioglass (a glass contain-
i.g a mixture of silica, phosphate, calcia, and soda);
Ceravital (which has a different alkali oxide con-
centration compared to Bioglass); Biogran (which
has a different physical conformation compared to
Bioglass); and glass ceramic A-W (a glass ceramic-
containing crystalline oxyapatite and fluorapatite
[Ca1s{POalo{O,Fzl] and p-wollastonite [SiOzCaO] in
a MgO-CaGSiO2 glassy matrix). In addition, many
other glass and glass-ceramic compositions, based
on recently developed sol-gel synthesis methods, are
being developed. Calcium phosphate ceramics vary
in composition, depending on processing-induced
physical and chemical changes. Among this group
are the apatite ceramics, ffid of particular interest
is HA. This is the synthetic version of the inorganic
phase found in tooth and bone and is the bioactive
ceramic material that has been most extensively
investigated.

The impetus for using synthetic HA as a bioma-
terial stems from the perceived advantage of using
a material similar to the mineral phase in natural

t ENDOSSEOUS IMPLANTSI/
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ij;t,. i i.i Osseointegration and biointegration. (A) In osseointegratiory the implant material 1eft) arrd the bone kight)
closely approximate one another. This approximation must be closer than 10 nm(arroun). In the intervening space, there can
be no fibrous tissue. (B) In biointegration, the implant and bone are fused and continuous with one another. Osseointegration
commonly occurs with titanium alloys, whereas biointegration occurs with ceramics and ceramic-coated metallic implants.

tissues for replacing these materials. Because of
this similanty, better tissue bonding is expected.
Additional perceived advantages of HA and other
bioactive ceramics include low thermal and electri-
cal conductivity, elastic properties similar to those of
bone, control of in vivo degradation rates through
control of material properties, and the possibility
of the ceramic functioning as a barrier to metallic
corrosion products when it is coated onto a metal
substrate.

However, temperafure-induced phase transfor-
mations while processing HA provoke considerable
changes in its in vitro dissolution behavior, and the
altered structure changes the biological reaction to
the material. Given the multitude of chemical com-
positions and stmctures resulting from processing
bioactive ceramics and the resultant fact that pure
HA is rarely used, the broader term calciumplnsphate
ceramics has been proposed in lieu of the mone spe-
cific term hydroryapatite. Each individual calcium
phosphate ceramic is then defined by its own unique
set of chemical and physical properties.

Although calcium phosphate ceramics are too
brittle and too stiff to serue as stand-alone dental
implanb for prosthetic tooth replacement, there has
been continuing interest in using a thin (50 to 75
pm) layer of ceramic materials to coat the surface of
metallic implants. This provides the beneficial osseo-
integration characteristics of the ceramic combined
with the high strength of the metallic alloy. Most
manufacturers provide implants coated with calcium
phosphate ceramic for use in sites where poor bone

quality exists. A major limitation in using this con-
cept in all clinical situations, however, has revolved
around the inability to predict and maintain the bond
strength of the coating to the metal. When the bioac-
tive ceramic material resorbs in vivo, an unpredict-
able change occurs in the implant-bone interface,
and implant micromotion and loosening may occlrr.
This makes the long-term stability of these implants
uncertain.

If successful, the ceramic coating becomes com'
pletely fused with the surrounding bone. In this
case, the interface is called biointegrafion rather than
osseointegration, and there is no intervening space
between the bone and the implant (see Fig. 15.2). A
number of ceramic coatings have been used in this
manner.

Typically, these coatings have been applied to
the surface of an implant via a plasma-spray depo-
sition process. This results in a complex mixture of
HA, tricalcium phosphate, &nd tetracalcium phos-
phate in the coating, rather than a recapitulation of
the starting powder mixture. Physical properties of
importance to the functionality of calcium phosphate
ceramics include powder particle size, particle shape,
pore size, pore shape, pore-size distribution, specific
surface area, phases presen! crystal strucfuie, crystal
siz.e, grain size, density, coating thickness, hardness,
and surface roughness.

The long-term integrity of the ceramic coating
in vivo is not known, but evidence indicates that
these coatings will resorb over time. In addition,
results of ex vivo push-out tests indicate that the
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ceramic-metal bond fails before the ceramic-tissue
bond and is the weak link in the system. Thus the
weak ceramic-metal bond and the integrity of that
interface over a lengthy service life of functional
loading is reason for concern.

FACTORS AFFECTING TH3
ENDOSTEAL IMPLANT

Geometry
Truo primary objectives influence a patient's decision
to pursue dental implant treatment aesthetics and
function. To fulfill these objectives over an extended
period, a dental implant must be capable of with-
standing the ocdusal stresses generated in the oral
environment and in turn transfer this load to the sup-
porting tissues. Not only must loads be transfened,
th"y should also be of an appropriate direction and
magnitude so tissue viability is maintained. In this
respect, the implant principally acts to minimize
and distribute the biomechanical forces. The forces
are characterized by their magnitude, duration, and
type. The ability to transfer force largely depends on
attaining interfacial fixation. The interface between
the implant and bone must stabilize in as short a time
as possible postoperatively, and once stable, must
remain stable throughout its service life. Designing
an "optimal" implant that meets all the foregoing
objectives requires the integration of material, physi-
cal, chemical, mechanical, biological, and economic
factors.

I\,Iagnitude of the Force

The amount of load applied during normal chewing
varies greatly, depending on location and state of the
patient's dentition. Bite force values reported in the
literature range from about 40 to 1250 N. The magni-
tude of force is greatest in the molar reglon because

this area acts like the hinge of a lever (Fig. 15.3).The
incisor regron, in comparison, experiences about 1.07o

of the magnitude seen in the posterior segment. This
difference in load borne by the teeth and supporting
bone dictates differences in mechanical requirements
between anterior and posterior implants. Because

stress depends not only on the applied load, but also
on the area over which this load is distributed, the
loss of some teeth by a patient will greatly increase
the stresses applied to the remaining teeth and
implants in partially edentulous patients.

A prime requirement for any dental implant is
adequate supporting bone height, width, and den-
sity. It is well established thatbone Srows in response

to strain, and the presence of an increasing magru-
tude of stress applied to the bone will result in an
increasing magnitude of resorption or loss of bone.

100
Male..

Group

\
Female

Right Left

A CDE
Bite position

F-lG. I 5. i Mean adult bite force at different pooi-
tions in the iaw. (From Rugh SD, Solbery WK. The measure-

ment of human oral furces. Behav Res Methods Instmm.
1972;4(3):125-L28.\

However, in the absence of a critical level of strain
for normal bone maintenance, the bone will also
resorb. Therefore if the patient has been edentulous
for a prolonged time, the underlyrng bone will have
resorbed and become less dense. It is common to
place implants preferentially in the anterior man-
dible, because this region has the greatest trabecu-
lar bone density when compared with the premolar
or molar regions in both dentate and edentulous
patients. When planning implant treatment, careful
consideration must be given to the load distribution.

A great majority of the materials considered to be
biocompatible are not suitable for use as implants,
because their ultimate strength is not high enough
to withstand the forces to which they are subjected
during normal function. However, in order to sur-
vive and continue to function effectively, it is not
only the ultimate strength, but also the modulus of
elasticity (or stiffness) of the material that must be
considered. Unless the bone experiences at least 50
microstrain on a routine basis, it will begin to resorb.
Most ceramic materials are extremely stiff; for exam-
ple, polycrystalline aluminum oxide has a modulus
of elasticity =372 GPa. This stiffness is too high to
transfer an adequate amount of an applied force to
the bone. Instead, the stiffer implant material will
carry a disproportionate amount of the load, causing
stress shielding of the bone. By contrast, titanium has

a modulus of elasticity =100 GPa; still too high to be
ideal, but much closer to that of bone (=20 GPa). It
will permit normal physiological loading of the bone.

Duration of the Force

When considering repetitive loading such as that
occurring during mastication, it is more appropriate to
consider the endurance limit of a material rather than
its ultimate strength. The endurance limitis the highest
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;unount of stress to which a material may be repeatedly
subjected without failing. This limit is typically only
about half of the ultimate strength for the material.

The tooth root-form implant is designed to be
loaded parallel to the long axis and is vulnerable
to fatigue failure from ryclic bending loads. These
bending loads often result from premature contact,
bruxism, inappropriate occlusal schemes, and the
use of angled abutments. Off-axis loading should be
avoided in design of the implant superskucture.

Typ. of Force

An implant experiences three types of loads in func-
tion: tensile forces, compressive forces, and shear
forces. As discussed, a well-designed implant trans-
fers and distributes these forces to the support-
ing bone. Bone is composed of both inorganic and
organic constifuents, and the inorganic components
render it strongest when loaded in compression.
Bone is about 30% weaker when placed in tension,
and nearly 70"h weaker when subjected to shear
forces. Therefore occlusion is a crucial consideration
in designing the implant loading.

Smooth-sided cylindrical implant designs place
the interface between the implant and the bone in
nearly pure shear, the weakest possible loading sce-
nario. These implant designs rely either on micro-
scopic texturing of the implant body to offer some
mechanical interlockirg and provide retention, or on
a coating. If the coating on these fails or resorbs, bone
loss usually results from the lack of load transfer.

By contrast, screw-shaped implants have threads
to engage the bone in compression and transfer the
applied load. The thread designs have been exten-
sively researched to provide a minimum of shear
forces and maximal compression to the bone. This
allows for the most favorable bone response. A num-
ber of recent thread designs have been introduced
that use rounded thread tips (to reduce shear forces
at the tip), changes in the thread angle (to maximize
compression), two or more thread profiles on the
same implant (which will cut at different locations in
the osteotomy, thereby increasing the contact area),
and/or a reduced thread height accompanied by an
inueased thread pitch (spreading the implant load-
ing over a greater contact area while simultaneously
increasing the strength of the implant body).

The concept of osseointegration around cylin-
drical or screw-shaped implants represents a situ-
ation of bone ongrowth. An alternative method of
implant fixation is based on bone tissue ingrowth
into roughened or three-dimensional porous surface
layers. Such designs incorporating sintered beads
or a sintered wire mesh are typical of orthopedic
implants. Recently, implants with porous metal bod-
ies have been developed and marketed. These new

designs incorporate macroscale porosity or porous
cellular strucfures, resembling cancellous bone. This
results in a modulus of elasticity close to that of bone,
thereby reducing the resulting stress shielding. Such
retention systems have been shown to have higher
bone/metal shear strength than other types of fixa-
tion. Increased interfacial shear strength results in
a better stress transfer from the implant to the sur-
rounding bone, a more uniform stress distribution
between the implant and bone, and lower stresses

in the implant. Irr principle, the result of a stronger
interfacial bond is a decreased propensity for implant
loosening. The theoretical progression of macro-scale
surface effects from the Iowest implant/tissue shear
strength to the highest is as follows: smooth, tex-
tured, screw threaded, plasma sprayed, and porous
coated, porous body design.

Implant Diameter

An increase in implant length or diameter increases
the total surface area of the implant. As a conae-
quence, the area for distribution of the occlusal forces
is increased and the stress on the bone is decreased.
The bending fracture resistance (and hence rigidity)
of the implant increases greatly as the implant width
increases and is related to the implant radius raised
to the fourth power. This dramatic increase can be
deleterious if the diameter chosen causes stress
shielding by reducing bone strain to subphysiologi-
cal levels.

Implant Length

As with increases in the width, increases in implant
length also increase the surface area and reduce the
bone stress. However, a careful consideration of
the bone quality is advised. In the highly dense type
of bone usually found in the anterior mandible, over-
heating of the bone while drilling is a major cause of
future failure. Preparation of an extra-long implant
site tends to increase heating in this type of bone.
Any immediate stability advantages provided by this
long implant are transitory, because once the implant
osseointegrates, the apical region of the implant
receives minimal stress transfer. Most of the stresses
are still concentrated around the upper cortical plate
through which the implant emerges. Conversely, in
regions of poor bone qualiry typically found in the
posterior mandible and maxilla, anatomical consid-
erations dictate the length of implant placed.

SURFACES AND BIOCOMPATIBILITY

In analyzing a. implant/tissue system, three aspects
are important: (1) the individual constituents, namely
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the implant materials and tissues; (2) the effect of the
implant and its breakdown products on the local and
systemic tissues; and (3) the interfacial zone between
the implant and tissue. Regarding the ultrastructure
of the implant-tissue interface, it is important to
understand that, although this zone is relatively thin
(on the order of 0.1 nm), the constituents of the zone
(heterogeneous metallic oxide, proteinaceous layer,
and connective tissue) have a substantial effect on
the maintenance of interfacial integrity. Furthermore,
interfacial integrity depends on material, mechani-
cal, chemical, surface, biological, and local environ-
mental factors, all of which change as functions of
time in vivo. Thus implant success is a function of
biomaterial and biomechanical factors, as well as of
surgical techniques, tissue healing, and a patient's
overall medical and dental status.

Ion Release

Implant materials may corrode or we€u, leading to the
generation of particulate debris, which may in turn
elicit both local and systemic biological responses.
Metals are more susceptible to electrochemical deg-
radation than are ceramics. Therefore a fundamental
criterion when choosing a metallic implant material
is that it must nof elicit significant adverse biological
response. Titanium alloys are well tolerated by the
body because of their passive oxide layers. The main
elemental ingredients, as well as the minor alloy-
ing constituents, are endured by the body in trace
amounts. However, larger amounts of any metal
cannot be tolerated. Therefore minimizrng mechani-
cal and chemical breakdown of implant materials is
a primary objective.

Titanium and other implant metals are in their
passive state under typical physiological conditions,
and breakdown of passivity should not occur. Both
corunerciully pure titanium (CP Ti) and the titanium
alloy Ti-6Al4V possess excellent corrosion resistance
for a full range of oxide states and pH levels. It is
the extremely coherent, conformal oxide layer and
the fact that titanium repassivates almost instan-
taneously through surface-controlled oxidation
kinetics that renders titanium so corrosion resistant.
The low dissolution rate and near chemical inert-
ness of titanium dissolution products allow bone to
thrive and therefore osseointegrate with titanium.
However, even in its passive condition, titanium is
not inert. Titanium ion release does occur as a result
of the chemical dissolution of titanium oxide.

Surfaces

Analysis of the implant surface is necessary to ensure
a twofold requirement. First, implant materials can-
not adversely affect local tissues, organ systems,

or organ functions. Second, the in vivo environ-
ment cannot degrade the implant and compromise
its long-term function. The interface zone between
an implant and the sumounding tissue is therefore
the most important entity in defining the biologi-
cal response to the implant and the response of the
implant to the body.

The success of any implant depends on its bulk
and surface properties, the site of implantation,
tissue trauma during surgery and motion at the
implant-tissue interface. Surface analysis in implan-
tology therefore aids in material characterization,
determining structural and composition changes
occurrin g during processin g, id entifying biologically
induced surface reactions, Errd analyzing environ-
mental effects on the interfaces.

The surface of a material is always different in
chemical composition, form, ond sbrrcture from the
bulk material, because the atoms at the surface are
fundamentally different from those in the bulk of the
implant metal. The surface of a metal can be consid-
ered as an abrupt cessation of the orderly stacking of
atoms below. As such, the coordination number of
these atoms differs and hence their physical and chem-
ical properties are different from atoms deeper in the
bulk, arising from their molecular arangement, sur-
face reactions, and potential contamination with other
species. These differences may lead to changes in the
interaction of the implant with the biological system.

In this regard, interface chemistry is primarily
determined by the properties of the metal oxide and
not as much by the metal itself. Little or no similar-
ity is found between the properties of the metal and
the properties of the oxide, but the adsorption and
desorption phenomena can still be influenced by the
properties of the underlying metal. Therefore char-
acterization of surface composition, binding state,
form, and function are important in the analysis of
implant surfaces and implant-tissue interfaces.

Surface Alterations
In efforts to improve the in vivo performance of den-
tal implants, considerable research has been, and
continues to be, conducted to investigate the effects
of macn:-, micro-, and nanescale surface features on
osseointegration. Ma.y of these research reports are

contradictory; for example, Ti and hydroxylapatite
surfaces are highly cyto-compatible, yet particles of
these materials of a certain size cause cell death in
culture. Therefore few absolutes have been identified,
but some overarching gulding principles have been
slowly emerging. The first of these is that cells in vitro
(and possibly in vivo) undergo contact guidance on
the implant surface. In other words, cells grow pref-
erentially in and along nanometer- to micrometer-
sized groove and ridge patterns on the surface of an
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i;it.;. I 5.4 Light micoscope image of cells grown on a
patterned surface. Notice the contact guidance of the cells
provided by the surface texture. (Courtesy lohn C. Mitchell,
Midwestern Unioersity College of Dental Medicine-Artzona,
Glendale, AZ.'1

implant. These minute grooves influence cell behavior
by causing the cells to align themselves in the direc-
tion of the groove and migrate guided by the surface
grooves (Fig. 1 5.4). Interestin gly, v ery deep nano-scale
grooves enhance cell guid:ulce, while increasingly
wider grooves decrease this effect. Furthermore, mod-
ification of the implant surface to incolporate these
micro- and nano-scale surface features on top of mac-
rotexturing increases the bone-implant contact area
and the biomechanical interaction between implant
and anchoring bone, especially in the immediate term,
after implantation. Cell shape, pnrliferation rate, and
differentiation rate also depend on the texture of the
implant surface to a great extent.

Nanometer-scale surface textures, srnaller than
the cell itself, particularly influence nonguided
cell adhesion, migration, and proliferation on the
surface of implants. This scale of feature is simi-
lar to the size and topography of proteins nor-
mally found in the extracellular matrix of bone.
It is likely that it is the influence of these features
on serum protein adsorption that facilitates cell
interaction with the implant surface. An adsorbed
protein layer on the surface permits effective cell
integrin interaction with the underlining topogra-
phy. Those proteins that have dimensions similar
to the nano-scale textural features will not have
their three-dimensional conformation changed by
adsorption to the surface, while surface features
smaller or larger than the proteins tend to alter
protein conformation and activity during adsorp-
tion. However, conclusive evidence of the mecha-
nism by which topographic effects are recognized
by focal adhesions, and how this information is
transferred and interpreted by the cells, remains
an area of intense investigation.

A second principle is that varying the macro-scale
surface texture of an implant material significantly
affects the interface between the implant and bone
in vivo. [n general, rough-surfaced implants exhibit
greater shear bond strengths to bone than corre-
sponding smooth-surfaced implants. Upon micro-
scopic examination, rough implants exhibit apparent
direct bone apposition, whereas smooth implants
exhibit various degrees of fibrous tissue encapsu-
lation. Because this direct bone apposition is the
method by which dental implants are retained in the
jaw, they appear to be significantly affected by mac-
roscale surface texture. Not all surface roughness,
however, has the same desirable effects. The exact
dimensions or degree of roughness that is optimal
remains ambiguous at this time.

A third defining principle is that the molecular
events which occur in cells when th"y encounter the
surface of a material likely dominate all subsequent
cell interactions with that material. These interac-
tions are highly specific, mediated by proteins at the
surface of the material and the cell, and are extremely
dynamic in nature. Osteoblasts use integrin recep-
tors to bind to specific surface-adsorbed proteins,
and these proteins change over time and maturity of
the cell. These attachment proteins may be present in
physiologic serum, or they may be expressed directly
by the cells themselves. As a result of these interac-
tions, transmembrane integrin receptors will alert
the cell of the nature of its substrate and modify its
attachment to the material. Therefore fundamental
properties of materials such as pH, pI, surface charge,
zeta potential, wettability, and van der Waal's forces
may play significant roles in cell-material interaction.

As a result of these observations, during the last
30 years, implant surfaces have changed dramati-
cdly. Once, machined surfaces were the norm. Now,
surfaces that are prepared by grit blasting, followed
by either acid etching or coating to enhance the
topography and/or remove embedded grit particles,
dominate the marketplace. The resulting micro-scale
retentive features not only roughen the implant sur-
face, creating a greater implant+one contact area,
but also play a role in activation of key biochemical
sequences that ultimately accelerate the wound heal-
ing process and encourage osteogenesis.

It is quite clear that the chemistry of the implant
surface plays a significant role in osseointegration
and anchorage of the implant within the bone. This
remains an area of intense commercial research.
Recently, a surface modification technique that incor-
porates grit blasting, followed by acid etching with a
solution that results in fluoride ions on the implant
surface, has been brought to the market. This prep-
aration procedure results in a surface with varied
chemical formulae within the surface oxide layer.
This fluoride'containing surface has been shown
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to enhance gene expression and lead to enhanced
osteogenesis.

Other new technologies to alter surfaces are also
emerging on the market. These methods hold the
promise to simtrltaneously alter an implant oxide layer
thickness, chemisby, and/or structure. Additional
surface treahnents being explored include chemical
surface hydroxylation to enhance the hydrophilicity
of the implant surface and laser micromachining to
create micro- and nano-structured surface roughness
in hard-to-reach areas such as inside implant threads.
Finally, other techniques such as electrochemical
anodization processes c;rn grow thick porous oxide
layers with varied chemistries while creating micro-
scale open pores on the surface. Integrating phos-
phorus into the growing anodization oxide layer
has even been shown to promote early molecular
adhesion on the implant surface. There is a grow-
ing awareness that the type of metallic oxide at the
implant surface dictates cellular and protein binding
onto that surface. Comprehension of this phenom-
enon is moving these surface technologies rapidly
forward. However, these new surface oxides are con-
tinually altered by the inward diffusion of oxygen,
and by hydroxide formation and the outward diffu-
sion of metallic ions. Thus an ideal, single-oxide stoi-
chiometry rarely exists.

Surface Coatings

The use of an additional surface coating treatment
warrants additional discussion. Calcium phos-
phate-based coatings have traditionally been the
most heavily investigated. These materials are com-
monly applied to the implant surface as a plasma-
spray coating. hr this high-temperature process, a

25- to 50-Urn thick layer of material is deposited onto
the roughened implant surface and allowed to cool.
These coatings rely on relatively weak mechanical
interlocking between the coating and the roughened
surface to maintain adhesion to the metallic surface.
Furthermore, the rapid cooling of the molten ceramic
sprayed onto the surface produces uncontrollable
crystallinity changes within the material and results
in large-scale cracking of the coating. Although
research studies have noted enhanced bioactiv-
ity with these types of coatings, their use has been

limited in the dental profession because the coating
ultimately provides additional interfaces that may
undergo stress-induced failure that leads to uncer-
tainty as to their service life, as discussed previously.

Another coating approach under investigation
involves the attachment of biological mediators to the
implant surface. [n particular, the immobilization of
short peptide sequences onto the implant surface has

been demonstrated to influence cell response in vitro.
Cell integrins, which bind to specific short peptide

sequences, atre responsible for these cell responses.
In particular, the tripeptide sequence r-arginine,
glycine, and r-aspartic acid (RGD) plays an impor-
tant role in cell adhesion. This sequence is present in
many extracellular matrix proteins, including fibrin,
collagen, vitronectin, fibronectin, and osteopontin,
and helps to mediate cell adhesion to surfaces. The
covalent bonding of recombinant forms of these
sequences, via silane chemistry, onto an implant
surface may stimulate mesenchymal cell attachment
and provoke osteoblast proliferation and differentia-
tion at the site. Additional peptide sequences under
investigation include the following: YIGSR, IKVAV
and KRSR (to improve cell adhesion), and FHRRIKA
(to increase osteoblast mineralization).

In addition to small peptide sequences, the use of
enthe recombinant proteins on the implant surface has
been investigated. The use of immobilized cytokine
growth factors such as bone morphogenetic protein,
transforming growth factor-B, fibroblast growth fac-
to1, varular endothelial growth factor, and platelet-
derived growth factor has been shown to posi-
tively increase the rcgmeration of tissues around
an implant. However, homogeneous coating of the
implant surfaces and the release of these proteins
into the surrounding tissues €ue rather unpredictable
and uncontrolled with respect to both duration and
dosage. Although further research is needed to illu-
minate these unresolved issues, this treatrnent holds
promise as a future therapy.

IMPLANT MAIERIALS AhID
PROCESSING

In general, two basic classes of materials (ceramics
and metals) are used as implants, either alone or in
hybrid fashion. Metallic implant materials are largely
titanium based: either CP Ti or Ti{AI4V. However,
it is essential to note that synergistic relationships
between processing, composition, strucfure, and
properties of the bulk metals and their surface oxides
effectively leave mone than two metals. Casting,
forging, and machining, to form near-net-shaped
end products, alter the bulk microstructure, surface
chemistry, and properties. Similarly, densification of
ceramics and deposition of ceramic and metal coat-
ings by hot isostatic pressing or sintering can change
butk and surface composition, structure, and ProP-
erties. Thus the many material processing sequences

necessary to yield the end-stage dental implant have
a strong influence on the properties and functionality
of the implant, primarily through temperature and
pressure effects.

Metallic dental implants are almost exclusively
titanium-based alloys, although cobalt-based alloys
have been used historically and experimentally in
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dentistry. The attributes of titanium, namely, corro-
sion resistance and high strength, are discussed in
Chapter 1.0.

The initial rationale for using ceramics in den-
tistry was based on the relative biological inert-
ness of ceramics as compared with that of metals.
Ceramics are fully oxidized materials and therefore
chemically stable. Thus ceramics are less Iikely to
elicit an adverse biological response than are metals,
which oxidize only at their surface. As discussed pre-
viously, a greater emphasis has been placed recently
on bioactive and bioresorbable ceramics, materials
that not only elicit normal tissue formation, but that
may also form an intimate bond with bone tissue and
even be replaced by tissue over time.

CHALLENGES AND THE FUTURE

Although there is no consensus regarding methods
of evaluating dental implants and what criteria are
most important, clinical evaluations have generally
shown that dental implants are successful in about
95"/o of cases, 5 years after implantation. Despite
advances in synthesis and processing of materials,
surgical technique, and clinical protocols, clinical
failures occur at rates of approximately 2% to 5olo per
year. Causes of failure and current problems with
dental implants include (1) early loosening from a
lack of initial osseointegration; (2) late loosening, or
loss of osseointegration; (3)bone resorption; (4) infec-
tion; (5) fracture of the implant or abutmen$ and (6)

delamination of the coating from the bulk implant
in the case of coated implants. The most common
failure mechanism is alveolar crest resorption due
to overloading. This inevitably leads to progressive
periodontal lesions, decreased areas of supporting
tissues, and ultimately to implant loosening. Aseptic
failures are most often the cumulative result of more
than one of the aforementioned factors.

Changes in implant materials and design will
be accomplished by groups composed of dental
researchers and the implant manufacfurers them-
selves. Thuy will continue to perform careful, mul-
tiinstitutional clinical trials and prospective studies
of compatibility, stress shielding, ?rid bone loading
among other factors. These three areas in particular
present a major motivation for change in implant
materials. Although very biocompatible, the current
alloys suffer from a large elastic modulus mismatch
with the supporting bone. Research work is under
way to create composite materials that are biologi-
cally compatible and have the same modulus of elas-
ticity as bone. Similar moduli will result in a stress
distribution that more closely mimics that seen phys-
iologically. In addition, the work being performed to
investigate implant texture effects is sure to reveal

additional fundamental principles that will incre-
mentally improve implant designs.

Howevet in spite of these new research direc-
tions, the future of implant dentistry lies in the hands
of the restorative dentist. After an implant has been
placed and healed, it is the restorative dentist who is
responsible for designing and delivering the restora-
tion or prosthesis to the patient. Patient satisfaction
of the function and esthetics of the implant-sup-
ported prosthesis defines the success, or failure, of
an implant case. Implants are in the mainstream of
routine dental care in many countries. Their clinical
success justifies the offering of implants along with
more traditional therapies of fixed and removable
partial prostheses for restoring edenfulous spaces.
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L6

Tlssue Etrgineering

Tissue engineering is a term coined at a meeting spon-
sored by the National Institutes of Health in 1987.
This discipline is a rapidly developing multidisci-
plinary branch of science that combines many of the
basic principles of biology, medicine, and engineer-
ing. The primary goal of tissue engineering is the res-
toration, maintenance, or enhancement of tissue and
organ function.

In addition to having therapeutic applications, in
which a particular organ is custom grown to replace
a failing or missing body part, tissue engineering has
diagnostic applications in which tissues are fabri-
cated in vitro and used for in vitro biocompatibility
testing of compounds. Examples include application
in drug metabolism and uptake, toxiciry or pathoge-
nicity. Trssue engineering research, therefore, trans-
lates fundamental knowledge in physics, chemistry,
and biology into materials, devices, and strategies.
It also integrates biomaterials, cell biology, and stem
cell research; engineering characteristics of three-
dimensional struchres and mass transport issues;
biomechanical characteristics of native and replace-
ment tissues, biomolecules, and growth factors; and
bioinformatics to support gene/protein expression
and analysis.

Tissue mgineering as a diripline grew out of the
pressing need for replacement tissues and organs.
Drri.g 2016, in the United States alone, over 33,500
solid organs (heart,lung, intestine, kidney, pelncreas,
and liver) were transplanted. More than three quar-
ters of those organs came from deceased donors.
Meanwhile, during this same period, 58,851 new
potential recipients were added to the waiting list
and nearly 6200 patients died while waiting for a

transplant (Box 15.1). Clearly, the demand for organs
greatly exceeds the supply. Enthusiasm for tissue
engineering comes from the promise of making
transplants easier and more corunon. In dentistry,
the disciplines of periodontology and oral and max-
illofacial surgery often use bone tissue transplant
materials to repair defects.

Today, there are four primary classes of tissue/
organ transplants: autograft, allograft, xenograft,
and alloplast (Box 76.2).

AUTOGRAFT

An autograft is a tissue or organ that is transferred
from one location to another within a single individ-
ual (Fig. 16.1). It is common to transplant"tissues such
as hair, blood, and even limited amounts of skin and
bone. These tissues regenerate to some extent, repair-
ing the void left after their removal. This method of
transplantation avoids immunologic complications
and is considered the "gold standard" for success.

ALLOGRAFT

Allografts are tissues or organs that are transplanted
from one individual to another within the same spe-
cies (Fig. 16.2). Routinely, tissues and organs are
removed from deceased individuals (as well as liv-
ing donors) and transferred to a different individual.
Blood, bone, skin, corneas, ligaments, 6[rd tendons
are collected in banks and frozen, to be used in future
surgical procedures.

XENOGRAFT

The Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research
(CBER) is the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
branch that oversees and regulates human tissue
transplants. They define xenotransplants as "trans-
plantation, implantation, or infusion into a human
recipient of either (a) live cells, tissues, or organs
from a nonhuman animal source or (b) human body
fluids, cells, tissues, or organs that have had ex vivo
contact with live nonhurnan animal cells, tissues, or
organs." This therapeutic regimen has been used
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BOX 16.1

SUMMARY OF
TRAN SPLANT DATA,

UNITED STATES

CANDIDATE WAITING IJST AS OF
NOyEMBER70,207V

All
All-added in 2076

Kidney
Pancreas

Kidney/pancreas
Liver
Intestine
Heart
L*g
Heart/lung
Removed from list
due to death, 2016

Type O blood
1999-2000

Type O blood
aWL-2W?
Type O blood
20n,TZ004

11,6,446

58,851
'1,04,243

938

L,748

74,524

258

4,0y
1,403

46

6L75

TRANSPIdNTS PERFORMED IN 2076A

Total 33,646

Deceased donor 27,610

Living donor 6036

MEDIAI{ WAITING TIMES FOR KIDNEY
TRANSPLANT

1763 days (4.8

years)
1833 days (5.0

years)
1852 days (5.1

years)

'Bawd on datafrom the Organ Procurement and
Transplantation Netuark, U.S. Department of Health I
Huttun Services (http://optn.transplant.hr*.goofl.
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experimentally to treat neurodegmerative disorders,
liver failure, and diabetes, when compatible human
materials are not widely available.

Xenografts are now corunon in dentistry. One
example is Bio-Oss (a product derived from cow
bone) that is used to augment defects in the maxilla
and mandible (Fig. 16.3).

ALLOPLASTS

Alloplasts are the newest type of grafting procedure
materials. These grafts are fabricated completely
from synthetic materials, makingthem quite different

BOX 16.2

SOURCES OF TISSUE FOR
GRAFTIN G

Autograft: The patient's own tissue
Allograft: Human source other than the patient
(could be cadaveric)
Xenograft: Trssue from a different species
Alloplast: Synthetic origin

from the other three types of grafts, because no liv-
ing component is used. Alloplastic materials, such as
dental implants, are becoming increasingly common
in dentistry. Dental implants fabricated from metals
and ceramics are considered routine restorative treat-
ment in many countries. These materials integrate
with bone and help restore function for the patient,
with excellent long-term success.

Bone grafting alloplasts are also corrunon (Figs.
16.4 and 16.5). Autograft bone placed in the recon-
struction of craniofacial structures can be augmented
with ceramic and bioactive glasses. These alloplasts
are available in nearly unlimited quantity with no
adverse immunological reaction. An important ben-
efit is that they do not pose the risk of transmitting
disease from one individual to another.

STRATEGIES FOR TISSUE
ENGINEERING

Trssue engineering began with the concept of using bio-
materials and cells to assist the body in healing ibelf. As
the discipline matured, its goal shiH to developing
logical strategie for optimizing new tissue formation
through the iudicious selection of conditions that will
enhance the performance of tissue progenitors in a graft
site ultimately encouraging the production of a deired
tissue or organ. Several strategies are now available for
dweloping new organs and tissues (Box 15.3).

Injection of Cells

With the cell iniection method, disaggregated cells at
an undifferentiated stage of development are injected
into the recipient. Considerable research had been
conducted into the use of this method to combat sys-
temic diseases such as Alzheimer's and Parkinson's
disease, as well as juvenile-onset diabetes and multi-
ple sclerosis. It also holds potential for treating dam-
aged nerve and muscle sites. Commonly referred to
as stem cells, the injected cells are more appropriately
termed undifferentiated or progenitor cells (see later
discussion in the section on Stem Cells). These cells
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FIG. 16.1 Autograft bone G) ie hanrested (A) from the patient into whom it will be reimplanted. (From Naoman MG,
Talcei HH, Klol*eaold PR, et al. Carranza's Clinical Periodontology. 17th ed. St.lauis: Saunders;2012.)

FtG. 16.2 Freeze-dried bone allograft is harvested from
humans and sold in sterilized viale in both demineralized
and nondemineralized for:n (original magnification xlfi)
for inset image). (Courtesy Lydia P. Mitchell, Midwestern
Unioersity College of Dental Medicine-Arimna, Glenilale, AZ.)

are capable of forming new tissue with one or morie
phenotypes. As a therapeutic regimery the cells are
injected into the vicinity of the site in which th"y
are intended to propagate, and they migrate to the
area of ir,iury and begin to replicate and replace the
lost tissue, or produce a desired compound such as
insulin (Fig. 15.6). This strategy has already been
successful in regenerating small areas of cartilage in
temporomandibular joints.

Guided Tissue Regeneration

Guided tissue regeneration (GTR) is a surgical pro-
cedure for regenerating tissue by enhancing the

FlG. 163 Bio-Oss is a porous bone mineral matrix
xenograft prepared from bovine sources that has been
sterilized by gamma ionizing radiation. Note the large
pores visible (original magnification x25 for inset image).
(Courtesy lohn C. Mitchell, Midwestern Unioersity College of
Dental Medicine-Arizona, Glmilale, AZ.)

opportunity for one cell type to populate an area
while providing contact guidance to the develop-
ing cells. The desired cell t)"es can then populate
an area without competition because unw;rnted cell
types are excluded.In the laboratory, the method has
been successful in creating a biodegradable polymer
conduit through which nerve cell regeneration and
reconnection can occur. GTR is commonly used in
periodontal treatment to regenerate lost periodontal
tissues such as the bone, periodontal ligament (PDL),
and connective tissue attachment that support the
teeth. The procedure involves placement of a mem-
brane under the mucosa and over the residual bone
(Fig. 16.7). The barrier helps to exclude the faster-
growing epithelium and gingival connective tissues
during the postsurgical healing phase, allowing the
slower-growing PDL and bone cells to migrate into
the protected areas.

Cell Induction
In the last decade, there has been explosive growth in
understanding the role of cytokines, developmental
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FIG. 16.4 OsteoGen (left) is a highly crystalline osteoconductive, bioactive, and resorbable bone graft material that
is a biphasic mixture of p-tricalcium phosphate and hydroxylapatite. The Ca:P ratio is designed to mimic that of human
bone (original magnification x50 for inset image); SynthoGra ft bight) is a popular pure, single-phase p-tricalcium phosphate
alloplast tlrat is resorbable and has nanometer-scale porosity (original magnification x100 for inset image). (Courtesy lohn C.

Mitchell, Midwestern Uniaersity College of Dental Medicine-Arinna, Glendale, AZ.)

FlG. 16.5 Bioactive glasses are receiving increased
attention becaus€ of their surface bioactivity. Shown here
is PerioGlas (original magnification x75 for inset image).
(Courtesy lohn C. Mitchell, Midwestern Unioosity CoUege of
D ental Medicine- Arizona, Glendale, r4Z.)

proteins, and growth factors in molecular biology.
Muny of these growth factors are available as recom-
binant human lyophilized proteins. There have been
tremendous advances in administering various
mixtures of these growth factors directly to tissues
to force them down a particular differentiation lin-
eage. Often these growth and differentiation factors
can be simply iniected into the site. This technique,

BOX 16.3

STRATEGIES FOR TISSUE
ENGINEERIN G

Injection of cells: Undifferentiated cells (usually
not from the patient) are injected directly into the
vicinify of injury.
Guided tissue regeneration: Undesired cells are
excluded from repopulating a defect or injury
site by placing a physical barrier to prevent their
migration. Desirable cells are able to enter the site
from the surrounding tissue.

CelI induction: Growth and differentiation factors

arc injected (or impland with a time-release
substrate) within the iniury or defect site. Circulating
cells are induced to diffurentiate and populate
the site with a desirable phenotlpe. Altematively,
gene vectors are injected and cause ttrc growth/
differentiation factors to be produced endogenously.

Cells in a scaffold matrix Preformed scaffolds are

seeded with cells from a patient. This construct is
grown in vitno to expand the number of cells and
to allow the cells to begin to produce a matrix.
After a suitable growth interval, the constmct
is implanted back into the patierrt. As the cells
grow and develop into tissues, the scaffold slowly
resorbs,leaving no trace of its former priesence.
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Expand cells
in culture

Seed cells
onto scaffold

317

Patient
(tissue biopsy) Cell susPension

as a tissue-engineering regimen, targets local connec-
tive tissue progenitors already present in the region
where new tissues are desired and induces those cells
to generate the desired tissue. Some of the injected
proteins may serve as mitogens in recruiting cells
to migrate into the area, where other growth factors

:l

Cells Within Scaffold Matrices

Threedimmsional porous scaffolds can be used with
cells to provide many of the advantages of the afore.
mentioned methods. These preformed scaffolds are
usually made of bioresorbable materials. The scaffolds
promote new tissue formation by providing a surface
and void volume that encourages attachment, migra-
tion, proliferation, and the desircd differentiation of
cormective tissue progenitors throughout the regron
where new tissue is required. Typically, the scaffold
is seeded with progenitor cells that are allowed to
attach and proliferate in vitro. The cell constructs are
often grown in a nutrient media supplemented with

lmplant cells OR scaffold
into patient

FIG. 16.6 Cell iniection therapy. May involve the use of scaffold into which the cells are expanded, or they may be
directly injected into their target site without a substrate.

cause them to differentiate. Alternatively, th.y can be
delivered by a substrate that releases them over time.

Gene therapy can be used with cell induction meth-
ods. In this application, a gme sequence that encodes
forproduction of a specific growth factor or therapeutic
compound is inserted wholly into the genome of the
recipient cell. Insertion is achieved by a carrier, called
atxctor, to deliver the therapeutic gene to the patient's
target cells. The most corunon vector is a genetically
altered virus that has been modffied to carry human
DNA. Because viruses have evolved a way of encap
sulating and delivering their genes to human cells, they
can be manipulated to insert these therapeutic Benes
into the recipient cells. Therefore vectors al,e iniected
into a site along with an initial bolus of the therapeu-
tic compound, and the vectors then upload their genes
into resident cells. After incoqporating this DNA into
ttrcir genome, the newly transfecd cells begin to rep
licate the desired growth factor endogenously. This
method promotes continuous protein production at the
site long after the initially iniected growth factors dif-
fuse from their target tissues or degrade enzyrulti.ully.FIG. 1 6.7 Guided bone regeneration (GBR). GBRisbeing

used to isolate the site being regenerated from the overlying
tissues by means of a titanium-reinforced membrane barrier
(arrwhmds). The newly forming bone may be augmmted
by the addition of particulate grafting material. The barrier
is securely attadred to ttre maryins of the defuct to prevent
displacement during healing. Notice that decortication of the
underlying bone bed allows invasion of the site by osteogenic
precursor cells from theblmdstneam and surrounding bone.
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growth factors necessary for cell and tissue develop-
ment. During the growth phase, a static or dynamic
mechanical load may be applied to the construct, to
alip the cells in response to the load. The aligned
cells tend to produce a higtrly extracellular
matrix that resulb in improved tissue stmchrre and
function. After a suitable time in vitro, the entire con-
struct is thm implanted in vivo, where the tissue must
continue to develop while forrring a connection with
the existing vascular system. The scaffold gradually
degrades until it is completely replaced by new tis-
sues. As the scaffold degrades, the developing tissues
gradually experience higher fractions of the loads on
the tissue and begin to ftrnction as native tissues.

The scaffold can therefore serue a dual function, as
both a rigid substrate for cell Bpowth and as a delivery
vehide for the release of therapeutic regulatory com-
pounds in vivo. Release of bioactive molecules that
are attached to the scaffold surface or encapsulated
within the scaffold matrix can change the function of
corutective tissue progenitor cells (activation, prolifera-
tion, migration, differentiation, or suruival) to mate
new or enhanced tissue (Fig. 16.8). There are several
critical variables in design and function of the scaffold
design. Variables include the composition of the scaf-

fold; its ffi architechrc; surface chemis-

S; mechanical properties; and the physical, chemical,
and biological envircrunent in the area surrounding the
scaffold during its fimctional lifetime which is often
determined by its degradation characteristic. AII cells
require access to metabolic molectrles (oxygen, glucose,
and amino acids) and removal of cellul,ar waste prod-
ucb (carbon dioxide, nitrogen compounds, and salts).

VEGF

PDGF

There also must be a balance between consumption
and delivery of these molecules if cells arre to sunrive.
Design of the scaffold must accommodate these issues.
Eventually a rich blood supply will perform these tasks,
but such a circ,ulatory system takes time to mattrre.

Patients who receive allogeneous tissue and organ
transplants are often treated with immunosuppressive
dmgs fortheirlilfetime topreventrejection of the grafEd
tissue. Thee dmgs can have severe side effects. The
ideal source of cells for tissue engineering therapies is
the patient. Autograft tissue eliminate the potential for
adverse immunological reaction. Howevel autograft
tissues usually require an additional suqgical site and
the associated expense, discomfort, and healing time.

STEM CELLS

Stem cells are particular cells within the body that
are unspecialized, and capable of division and self-
renewal prior to differentiation into a specialized cell

ffpe. They are commonly used in tissue engineer-
ing therapies because they are not terminally dtf-
ferentiated and can migrate within the body to sites
requiring repair or replacement. Stem cells are able
to produce progeny cells with multiple phenotypes.
There are different types of stem cells within the
body: totipotent cells are single cells that can divide
to generate any cell type, including extraembryonic
tissues; pluripotent cells can become any of the over
200 types of cells in the body, but they lack the capa-
bility to generate extraembryonic tissues such as a

placenta; multipotent cells are capable of forrring
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FIG. 16.8 Scaffold systems. These systems may serue as delivery substrates for various therapeutic compounds, in
addition to providing the cells with a suitable surface on which to grow. Multiple factors may ev€n be delivered with dif-
ferent release profiles by varying the method in which they are incorporated into the subshate. In this example, vascular
endothelial growth factor UEGF) is incorporated largely near the surface of the scaffold, and is subject to rapid release

in vivo. In contrast, the preencapsulated platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) is more uniformly incorporated throughout
the scaffold and is subject to release regulated by the degradation of the matrix polymer. (Modified from Riclurdson TP, Peters

MC, Ennett AB, et aL Polymuic systemfor dual groutthfactor deliuery. Nat. Biotechnol.2007;1.9fl1):1029-L04.)
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one of a number of specific tissue types; oligopotent
cells can take on only two or at most three different
functions; and finally a unipotent cell can divide and
migrate, but is restricted to forming only a single cell
or tissue type.

Until very recently, most stem cell researchers
worked with only two types of cells: embryonic
stem cells (which are pluripotent) and somatic or
"adult" stem cells (usually considered to be multipo-
tent progenitor cells). Besides their origin, there are
important differences between these stem cell types.
For example, adult mesenchymal (or stromal) stem
cells have been shown to only be capable of trans-
differentiation into neural tissue, cartilage, bone, and
fat. Therefore these "adult" cells were thought to be
restricted to developing into one of only a limited
number of cell types. Mesenchymal cells are found
in small numbers in bone marrow and are also found
circulating in the bloodstream. Isolating these cells
from mature tissues is dfficult, and routine methods
to multiply them in vitro have not yet been perfected.
Embryonic stem cells, by contrast, can be grown rela-
tively easily in culture. Because a large number of
cells are needed for successful stem cell replacement
therapy, the choice of cell type is important.

Despite being easier to culture, embryonic stem
cells are prone to immunogenic rejection. This is a
significant drawback. By contrast, adult stem cells,
and tissues derived from them, are less likety to
induce rejection because the origin of the cells is the
patient. ln that case, the patient's own cells could be
multiplied in culture, induced to differentiate into
the specific cell tlpe needed, and then reimplanted.

Recently, additional stem cell types have been
investigated. One previously unknown tlpe has
been isolated from the pulp of normally lost decidu-
ous teeth. These cells have been termed stem cells
from human exfoliated deciduous teeth, or SHED

cells. SHED cells appear to have greater proliferative
capabilities than adult stem cells and they also main-
tain the ability to produce the same remge of prog-
eny as mesenchymal stem cells (Fig. 16.9). Stem cells
can also be obtained as the mesenchymal-derived
cells inside permanent teeth. These cells have proven
to be multipotent and provide for regeneration of
osteoblasts, chondrocytes, myocytes, neurons, drrd
adipocytes.Th"y are frequently referred to, in gen-
eral, as dental pulp stem cells (DPSCs).

Additional types of tooth-derived stem cells
indude peridontal ligammt stem cells (which have been
shown to diffenentiate into osteoblasts, cementoblasts,
adipocytes, md chondrocytx), stan cells from tlu apical

papilln (which can differentiate into osteoblasts, adipo-
cytes, chondrocytes, illd neuroru), and dmtal follicle
prugenitor cells (which differentiate into osteoblasts,
adipocyte, neuronal cells, and chondrocytes).

Even more recently, culture conditions and viral
vectors were found in which differentiated adult
cells can be "re-programmed" to take on an embry-
onic stem cell-like state. The development of these
technological advances led to receipt of the 2012
Noble Prtz.e for Physiology or Medicine "for the dis-
covery that mature cells can be reprogrammed to
become pluripotent". These new types of stem cells
are called induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC;s). They
are capable of generating cells that have the charac-
teristics of all three germ layers and can di-fferentiate
into many different tissue qpes; for example, neu-
ral tissues, cardiac tissues, liver tissues, pancreatic
tissues, or even blood cells. Because these cells and
tissues are patimt derived, immunogenic rejection is
unlikely. fio reduce the potmtial of cancer develop-
ment from viral vectors during reprograrnming, non-
viral delivery methods are being heavily researched,
mostly involving various types of material nanopar-
ticles as the new delivery systems.

Osteogenesis Chondrogenesis Myogenesis

Mesenchymal stem cell
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FlG. 16.9 Differentiation pathways of mesenchymal cells. A circulating mesenchymal cell may become one of any of
the cell types shown here. The pathway down which it travels is influenced by both local and systemic factors.
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Compared to other tissues, cells from dentalderived
tissues are readily obtainable and easy to harvest. They
can be obtained from S*gr"ul tissues and the oral
mucosa by swiping with a cotton swab, or by removal of
pulpal tissues from extracted permanent or deciduous
teeth. Thus these iPSC t5rpes currently hold the greatest
promise for future success with stem cell therapies.

An interesting facet of iIrSC technology has
emerged in the last few years: epigenetic memory of
these cells seems to preferentially differentiate them
back to their original cell type. This might provide
an advantage in the differentiation of cells into hard
tissues, but could also be a shortcoming in the ability
to repair other tissues. For this reasory D[fSC-derived
it'SCs have been mainly chosen as the starting cells
for most oral tissue repair (bone, blood vessel, peri-
odontium, nerye, and teeth).

Research into stem cell differentiation has led to
significant discoveries, but the ultimate cause of dif-
ferentiation remains unclear. Left in a cell culture
plate alone, several tissue types will result from a

single group of stem cells. However, with suitably
timed administration of the appropriate growth fac-
tors, a single cell tlpe emerges and begins to orga-
nize into a tissue. The fate of a cell is also controlled
by changes in the migration, proliferation, differen-
tiation, or survival of their progeny. Tiansplanted
stem cells may even fuse with existing cells in a body
and assume the characteristics of that tissue. Tactile
stimulus or other factors to upregulate or downregu-
late genes to initiate these changes are being studied.

BIOMATERIALS AND SCAFFOLDS

Thrce t,"es of biomaterials have been studied as

scaffolds and carrier systems: (L) natural (or biologi-
cal) materials, (2) ceramic or glass materials, and (3)

polymeric materials. Each t1rye has advantages and
disadvantages in particular locations and tissues to
be regenerated. AII scaffolds must be nontoxic and
nonirununogenic, biodegradable, sterilizable, able
to withstand mechanical loads, sufficiently porous to
perrtitmigrationand growth of cells into theirinterior,
and be supportive of a new fractal circulatory system
to promote the exchange of metabolic constitumts.

Biological Materials

Natural materials such as collagm, lyophilized bone
(both allogenous and xenogenous), and coral have
been used as tissue engineering substrates. Collagen
has been extensively tested as a scaffold for bone
regeneration. One of the first materials used for bone
tissue engineering was the insoluble collagenous
matrix obtained after extraction of the bone matrix
with various chemical agents. This collagenous matrix,

with freeze.dried bone, formed new endochondral
bone when used with growth factors in vivo. Coral,
based on calcium carbonate, is strikingly similar to the
structure of alveolar bone. When coral is treated with
phosphoric acids, the resulting calcium phosphate is
very strong and biocompatible. Many patients prefer
nonbiological implantable substrates because of the
high potential for viral, prion, and disease transmis-
sion from these biological materials.

Ceramic and Glass Materials
Thrce decades of research have shown that certain
tlpes of glasses, glass-ceramics, and pure ceramics can
bond tightly with lir.i^g bone tissue. Hydrorylapatite,
the major inorganic (ceramic) constitumt of bone, was
one of the first alloplastic materials used as a bone
augmentation scaffold. Ceramic and glass<eramic
materials are generally biocompatible and perform
adequately when biomechanical loads are applied.
Their use as scaffolds is limited because of their long
degradation times in vivo and lack of native porosity.

Some of these limitations might be overrome in the
near future with recmt advance in solgel synthesis
methods for nanoporous and nanoparticulate glasses.
These neu/er materials are mone bioactive and resorb-
able ttran materials fabricated by "meltderived" pro-
cesses. In general, the solgel prccess converts a colloidal
liquid, sol, into a solid gel of particles with entrapped
pore liquids. The starting preorsors are usually metal
oqganic qDmpounds, or alkoddes M(OR),, in which
M is a metal network former and R is an alkyl group.
These liquid precursors are mixed and hydrolyzed. This
forms silanol groups that condense to create an inter-
crcnnected network of siloxane bonds, with water and
alcohols as by-producb. Precise contnol of the synthesis
and drying s@s results in a final glassy solid with a
very large degr€e of interconnected mesoporosr$ (pore
diameters in the range of 2 A 50 run) and high qpecific
surface anea. This nanoporous glass is an oubtanding
matrix for entrapping and adsorbing cytokine and
d*gp, for example. As the glassy matrix resorbs, these

compounds are released in an activated form.
In addition, these bioactive glasses cherrtically bond

to both hard and soft tissues, and they stimulate the for-
mation of ne\M bone in vivo. Bioactive glasses exchange
iors with surrounding fluids within seconds of immer-
sion into the body or media. h brief, the processes on
the glass surface are characterized by thir rapid ion
exchange followed by dissolution of the glass nst-
work and reprecipitation and growth of a silica gel
layer on the surface, which in tum precipitates a cal-
cium-deficient carbonate apatite [hydroxyl cartonate
apatite (HCA)I layer onto its surface. This layer reor-
ganizes and quickly results in the formation of a crys-
talline HCA layer on the glass surface. As these layers
are forming and growing outward from the surface,
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extracellular proteins become entrapped in the grow-
ing layers and invoke subsequent cellular reactions
including cell attachment and colonizatiory prolifera-
tiory and differentiation into relevant progenitor cells
(Fig. 16.10).

The interaction of bioactive glasses with living tis-
sue, in particular forming strong chemical bonds to
a tissue, is called biormctioity or bioactiaity. It is now
believed that a biologically induced active apatite
surface layer must form at the interface between the
material and the bone to create a material bond with
bone. ln additiory the ionic species released from the

lons ditfuse out of
superficial bioac{ive
glass layers.

a
*ffi- ffim-ffi

reacting glasses upregulate at Ieast seven families of
genes found in mesenchymal cells and osteoblasts.

Polymeric Materials
Polymers are by far the most corunon materials used
for tissue-engineering scaffolds. Polylactic acid and
polyglycolic acid (and copolymers of these two) as

well as polycaprolactone are cofiunon examples. These
polymers are metabolized invivo, and their acidic deg-
radation products are easily removed from the body.
They can easily be cast into a mesh or other desired

Cells, in this case
osteoblasts, migrate
into area to further model the
oskeleton".
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shape or can simply be extruded as fibers, which are
used to loosely pack an anatomically designed mold.
The same material from which the scaffold is designed
can be used to encapsulate growth factors to provide
a timed release of the protein as the capsule degrades.
Polymers release acidic and toxic products when they
degrade that create inflammation around the implan-
tation site. Their survival time in the body is difficult
to control, and they become stiff as they degrade.

CELL CUTIURE METHODS

Cells can be grown as a monolayer (or sheet) on a
polystyrene growth plate trreated to optimize cell
attachment and proliferation. Culturing cells on three-
dimensional scaffolds for later implantation is more
difficult. ftaffolds thicker than L mm often produce
a shell of viable cells and new extracellular matrix
surroundirg 

" 
necrotic core. Some t,"e of perfusion

FIG. 16.11 Image of Nationd Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) bioreactor. (Courtesy NASA/

I ohnson Space Center, Houston, TX.)

Periodontal
ligament cell

bioreactor system (Fig. 16,.11) must be used to more
closely mimic the mass transport in vivo environment.
Alternatively, the tissues can be fabricated in a well-
vascularized region, in vivo. This allows a circulatory
system to develop along with the cells.

Optimal culture conditions for tissue-engineering
scaffolds require high seeding efficienry to minimize
growth time and a homogeneous cell distribution in
the scaffolds to ensure a uniform, organized tissue.
Mechanical loads can improve tissue organization if
th"y are applied to the developing cells as the cells
begin to embed themselves within their extracellular
matrix. Physiologrcal loads are continually applied
to natural tissues during development and use, so
some loads applied in vitro begin to prepare the cells
and tissues for implantation. E*ly loading aligns the
cells into a stronget more organized mahix, which in
turn creates improved tissue function.

TISSUE-ENGINEERED DENTAL
TISSUES

A great amount of research has been done to develop
methods for regenerating tooth structure and its sup-
porting tissues. The FDA has already approved two
tissueengrneered living skin products and these are
commercially available. It is probable that tissue-
engineered bone and cartilage will soon follow.

Two approaches are b"i.g used to fabricate
PDL. The first harvests existing PDL cells from the
patient. The cells are grown and expanded in vitro
(Fig. 16.12). They are then cultured as a monolayer
without any substrate. Once the layer is continuous,
with tight intercellular junctions, the sheet of cells is
released from the culture plate and placed in situ on
the tooth surface to repair the periodontal defect.

> Cel! sheet
transplantation

Periodontal
ligament

Tem pe ratu re- responsive
dish

la

Periodontal ligament
cell sheet

FIG. 16.12 One mettrod of periodontal ligament engineering under developmenL Periodontal cells are extracted from
a patient's tooth and grown on temperature-responsive culture plates in vitro. Upon lowering the temperature on these
cultures, the confluent layer of cells spontaneously lifts off of the plate as a sheet of cells with intact cell junctions. These

sheets are then implanted with various treatments to attempt regeneration of the periodontal tissues. (ModifudfromYamato
M, Olcano T. Cell sheet mgineering. Mater. Today. 2N4;7(.5):4247.1
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The second approach is a cell and scaffold method
in which cells are again harvested from the PDL of
the patient. The cells are then seeded onto a three-
dimensional polymer matrix. This is grown in vitro
and eventually implanted back into the patient's
periodontal defect (Fig. 15.13).

Another oral tissuebeing targeted by considerable
research is a tissue-engineered salivary gland. The

Scaffold or Matrix for Cell Culture

technique uses human parotid cells grown in vitro
to develop an orally implantable, functioning, fluid-
secreting tissue.

Finally, several research groups announced in
2W that they had succeeded in growing primitive
teeth using tissue-engrneering methods. They cre-
ated a tooth-shaped porous scaffold of biorcsorbable
polymer and seeded it with individual cells taken

Cells Seeded into Scaffold or Matrix

B

Periodontal Defect

r

Pocket

Loss of
attiachment

Bone loss

c D

Periodontal Defect Filled with
Engineered Matrix

Regenerated Defect

Epithelial
seal New epithelial

attachment

New cementum

New PDL
Engineered
matrix New alveolar

bone

F

FIG. 16.11 A more classical approach to periodontd tissue regeneration being developed. (A) The support scaffold
is developed and shaped to the desired geometry. (B) In this method, cells are again harvested from the patient's peri-
odontal ligament (PDL) and seeded into a scaffold, where they are expanded in vitro. (C) The cells are allowed to grow
for a time to allow synthesis of an appropriate matrix for implantation. (D) A periodontal defect is shown. (E) The tissue-
engineered matrix is implanted into the defect site, leading to a regenerative rlesponse. (F) In this method the fully regener-
ated periodontal defect is expected to be indistinguishable from other sites in the patient's mouth. (Modified fum Bartold,
PM, McCulloch CA, Narayanan AS, et al. Tasue mgineering: a nRD paradigm for periodontal reganeration based on molecular and cell
biology. Periodontol 2000. 2000 ;24:253-269.)
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from a tooth bud. This cell-seeded construct was
implanted into the omentum of a rat to provide the
fluid and nutrient transfer during growth and devel-
opment. A mixture of cell types from the tooth bud
migrated to the appropriate region during growth,
and differentiated to form pulp tissue, dentin, and
enamel in the correct anatomical relationships and
ratios. Although these initial experiments have only
produced teeth that were about 2 mm wide, th"y
have shown that the concept will work to create
entire teeth de novo.
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A
Conversion of Units

This appendix presents several tables that will assist the reader in converting units.

LENGTHS

L millimeter (mm)
L centimeter (cm)
1 meter (m)
1 yard (yd)
1 inch (in)
L micrometer (pm)

L micrometer (pm)
1 Angstrom unit (A)
L nanometer (nm)

= 0.001 meter

= 0.01 meter

= 0.91M meter

= 2.54 centimeters

= 0.001 millimeter
= 10,000 Angstrom units

= 0.1 nanometer

= 0.001 micrometer

= 0.03937 inch

= 0.3937 inch

= 39.37 inches

= 35 inches

=?5.4 millimeters

= 0.00003937 inch

= 3.937 x 10-e inch

= L0 Angstrom units

WEIGHTS

1 milligram (mg)

l gram (g)

1 gram (g)

L kilogram (kg)
I ounce (oz)

l pound (lb)

1 pennyweight (Troy dwt)
1 grain (gr)

= 0.001 gram

= 0.0022 pound

= 0.035 ounce

= 1000 grarns

= 28.35 grams

= 453.59 grams

= 1.555 grams

= 0.0&E gram

= 0.015 grain

= 15.432 grains

= 2.2045 pounds

= 16 ounces

= 24 grains

FORCES

1 newton (N)
1 dyne (d)

-0.2248 pound force

= 0.00102 gram force

327

= 0.102 kilogram force = 100,000 dynes

Il) NNIX



328 APPENDIX A CONVERSION OF UNITS

CAPACITY (LIQUID)

1 milliliter (mL)
1 liter (L)
1 quart (qt)
L ounce (oz)

1 cubic foot (cu ft)

= 1 cubic centimeter
= 1000 cubic centimeters

= 0.946liter

= 29.6 milliliters
=28.32liters

= 0.0021 pint
= 1.057 quarts

= 32 ounces

AREA

sq in (in2)

1

1M
0.00155

0.155

sq ft (fP)
0.00694

1

0.000011

0.0011

sq mm (mn2)
&5.1,6

92,X)3

1

100

sq cm (cm2)

6.451,6

929.03

0.01

1

VOLUME

cu in (in3)

1

0.0000610

0.0610

cu mm (mm3)
'1,6,387

1

1000

cu cm (cc, cm3)

1.6.387

0.001

1

CONVERSION TABLES

CONVERSION FACTORS (LINEAR)

1 Angstrom unit (A)
1 nanometer (nm)

L micrometer (pm)

Millimeters (mm)

0.0000001

0.000001

0.001

Centimeters (cm)

0.00000001

0.0000001

0.0001

Inches (in)
0.000000003937

0.00000003937

0.00003937

CONVERSION FACTORS (FORCE PER AREA)

To change kilograms force per square centimeter (kgf/cm2) to pounds force per squane inch (lbflin2),
multiply by 1,4.223 (1 kgflcm2 = L4.223lbf /nz).

To change kilograms force per square centimeter (kgflcm2) to megapascals (MPa), multiply by 0.0981
(1 kgflcm2 = 0.0981 MPa). NorE: 1 MN/m2 = 1 MPa.

To change kilograms force per square millimeters (kgflmm2) to ggapascals (GPa), multiplyby 0.00981.
To change pounds force per square inch (lbflin2) to megapascals (MPa), multiply by 0.00589.

To change meganewtons force per square meter (MN/m2) to pounds force per square inch (lbflin2),
multiply by L45 (1 MN/mz = 1451b/m2).

To change meganewtons per square meter (MN/m2) to gigapascals (GPa), divide by 1000.

CONVERSION OF THERMOMETER SCALES

Temperature Fahrenheit ('F) = (9/5 temperature Celsius) + 32o

Temperature Celsius ("C) = 5 /9 (temperature Fahrenheit - 32")
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CONVERSION FACTORS (MISCELLANEOUS )

329

1 foot-pound (ft-lb) = 13,826 gram-centimeters = 1.356 newton-meters
1 radian = 57.3 degrees
L watt ='1.4.3 calories/minute

CONVERSION OF EXPONENTIALS TO DECIMALS

Exponential no.
1 x 10-s (or tg-s;
1 x 10-3

L x 1.0-1

L x LOo (or 100)

1x101
1xld
1 x 107 (or 10)

Decimal no.
0.00001

0.001

0.1

1

10

10,000

10,000,000

COMPARATIVE TABLE OF TROY, AVOIRDUPOIS, AND METRIC
WEIGHTS

Grain
1

24

480
437.5

7000

15.43

Tiroy dwt
0.M2
I
20
18.23

291.67

a.&

Troy oz
0.002

0.05

1

0.91

r4.58
0.032

Avoirdupois oz
0.00228

0.0548

1.W7

1
't6

0.035

Avoirdupois lb
0.00014

0.0034

0.0686

0.063

1

a.0072

Gram g
0.065

1.555

31.10

28.35

453.59
1

PREFIXES AND SYMBOLS FOR EXPONENTIAL NUMBERS

Factor
1018

10rs

1012

10e

1ff
1G
102

10

10-1

10-2

10-3

10-6

10-e

10-12

10-1s

10-1E

Prefix
exa

peta
tera
grga
meBa

kilo
hecto
deca

deci
centi
milli
micro
nano
pico
femto
atto

Symbol
E

P

T
G
M
k
h
da
d
c

m

lr
n

P
f
a
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Abfraction lesions, 17-72
Abrasion resistance, gypsum

materials, 258-259
Absorption,4HT
Absoqption coefficient, 54

for composite shades, 55f
Accelerator, addition silicone

impression material, 240

Acid-base cements, 2W289
composition of,284
properties of,285
setting reaction and structure of,

28b285
Acid etching

of dentin, 10,73t
of enamel, 7f

AcuVol,84
Addition silicone impression material,

239f-241f
accelerator,240
composition and reactions,

239-242
consistencies and types of,?39f
dimensional change, )1,9245
viscosity,244f
working and setting times, 24TZM

Adhesion,4&4.9
to dentin,279f
materials fot27T294
principles of,27T282
surface considera tions, 4&49

Adhesive systems, 275-280
biocompanbility,2T6
classification and basic components,

275
clinical performance ot, 277
definitions of tems, 27 4f
enamel bonding, 2n178
universal,280

Admixed alloys, 172-17 4, l73f
Adsorption,4647
Agar overlay method, 93,93f
Alginate, properties of , 235t
Al ginate hydrocollo ids, ?31-237
Alginate impression, 230f

dental stone,236f
dimension al change, 237 f
d imension al stabibty, 237
disinfection, ?37

elastic recovery,235
flexibility,235
gyps um comp a tibility, 23G237

Alginate impression (Continued)

products, 237,237f
properties,2S4-237
setting time,234
strength,2S5-2%
working trme,234

Alginate impression powder,
ingredients and functions, 234t

Alginic acid, ?31, 232f-233f
Alkoxide,320
All-ceramic crowns, 210t, 211
All-ceramic materials, microstrucfure,

217f
All-ceramic restorations, investment

for,Zffi
Allograft, 373, 3'1.4b, 315f
Alloplasts,374,374b
Alloys

in artificial saliva, galvanic series
of,52t

cast,280
crystal lattice unit cells in, 115f
elongation,35
flexural fatigue cunre, 73f
fracture strength,35
gold-based, carat and fineness of,

181,182t
metallic elements used, 180-184
ultimate strength, 331 3+35
wrought 2AVZM,200i

Alumina,2l4-2Ls
Alumina-based ceram ic, 215
Amalgam,282

corrosion products, 105-106
corrosion-resistant, 1 07- I 08
creepcurves,41f
phases

physical and mechanical
prcperties,17b777

strength of,774
Amalgam alloys, 63, 101-102, 106-107,

171

anodic polarization curves, in
synthetic saliva,64f

bonding of,177-178
composition and morpholory of,

171-172,172f,772t
cytotoxicity, 1AG107, l05f-107 f
microstructure of, 174, 774f
oral lesions, 105-106

Amalgam-bonded MOD restorations,
178

American Dental Association
Acceptance Program,88

American Dental Association
Cla ssification of Prosthodontic
Alloys, 1781

American Dental Association
Foundation (ADAF) tensometer,
87t

American Dental Association
Specifications, 88

Ames test,94
Animal study, pulpal irritation and,99
Animal tests,94

tests corelation,9Y96
Anisotropy, 115

ANSI/ADA specificati on, 178, 235
for amalgam alloy, 174

brazing investnent,2S
calcium sulfate-bonded

inveshnents,262
dental casting alloys, rnechanical

properties, TTgt

dental phosphate-bonded casting
investmenb,266

elastomeric addition silicone
impression,245,246t

gypsum products,259
ANSI/ADA specification 41, 98
Anticariogenic activity, of luting

agents,283
Apatite,5,8
Area,328t
Athletic mouth protectors, 1G1,67
Atomic model, after plastic

deformation, 33f-34f
Atomic strucfure, metals, I1F115,

174f
AU-PD alloys, 189-190
AU-PD-AG alloys, 189t, 190

AU-PT-PD alloys, 189, 189t
Austenitic steels,202
Autograft, 313, 31.5f

bone,315f
Automixing system, 238, zfif
Axial stress,30

B
Barcol hardness test, 77
Base metals, 180t, 182-184
Basemetal alloys, 190-200, 190b

application of, 19f200
corrosion, 195

Page number followedby t,f, or b indicates table, figure, or box, respectively.
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Base-metal alloys (Continued)

density,194
elastic modulus, 194t, 195
elongation,194-195
fatigue, L95
for fixed prosthodontics, 19Y195,

796t
hardness, 194t,195
heat treahnent of, 194
mechanical properties, L92t,

194-195,194t
melting temperaturc,l94
physical properties, 194
tmsile strength, L94, 194t
yield strength, 194, l94t

Bending moment-angular deflection
curves, TOf

Benzoyl penrxide, 289-290
Binder material, casting investments,

262
Bioactive, defined, 302
Bioactive ceramics, 302
Bioactive glasses, 132,302,376f ,

324-321
with living tissue,321

Biocompatibility, 91-112, 9lf , 27 6
casting alloy, 187-188
composites, 153

of dental materials, 98*108
implant/tissue system, 305-306
measurement, regulation standards,

97-98
measuring,9l4S
surrunary, 108-109
tesb,92t,97l
in vitro tests, 92-94

standardization of , 92-93
Biofabrication methods, 3
Biofilms, L7-20

formation of,\7
restorative materials and, 19

on titanium, 20

Bioglass,302
BioGran,302
Biointegration, 301-304, 303f
Biomaterials

future developments in, 2-3
general classes of, 11T722
scaffolds ar:td,32V322
as tissue engineering substrates, 320

Bio4ss,315f
Bioprinting methods,3
Bioreactor,322f
Bis EMA6, structure ol 138f
Bis{MA. see Bisphenol A-glycidyl

methacrylate
Bisphenol A-glycidyl methacrylate

(Bis{MA), 10L, 105, 120, 123
infrared spectra of, 81f
resins,125
structure of,l37f

Bite force, jaw position and, 304f

INDEX

Bleaching agents,105
Block polymex 117-718
Blue light-emitting diodes, 1,64, l65f
Body-centered cubic (BCC) array,

113-115
Bond, strength,8l-83
Bonded amalgam,282
Bonded disk method, &4

Bonding
agents, 10V107,275
biocompahblbty,2T6
composites,l35
dentin,278-280
enamel,277-278
taihxe,22X
performance, in vitro evaluation,

27y276
of resin cements,290
strength tef,t, 27*27 6, 275f17 6f
universal,280

Bone, reaction of, implant materials,
107

Bone grafting alloplasts, 3L4
Bone tissue, living, ceramic implant

materials,320
Brazing investmen t, 268
Brinell hardness ter;t, 76, 76f
Brittle materials

fractography, 7 T7 4, 7 4f
tensile properties of , 39

tensile stress in,72f
Bruxism, 1'1.-12,45

Bulk fill composites, Lil, 154t
Bur cutting marks, 10, 1lf

c
CADCAM technology (computer

a ided design / computer'aided
manufacturing), 119-120,
295-296

all-ceramic restorations fabrications,
21,8t

benefits,295
clinical outcomes,298
components,29S
in-ofhce,297f

Calcium alginate,233
Calcium aluminate,289
Calcium hydroxide

bases,1.3l.
cavity liners, 10F104, 130-131

Calcium phosphate ceramics, 303

Ca lcium phosphate formulations,
731,-132,732f

Calcium sulfate binders, temperature
effects on,263

Calcium sulfate-bonded investments,
262

properties,252
setting expansion of , 264-126[ 264f
thermal expansion, 2@f--265f

Calcium sulfate dihydrate, ?55, 255t

Calcium sulfate hemihydrate, 252,
255,255t,262

Camphorquinone, 289-290
Candida species, 19-20
Capacity, 328,328t
Carat, 181

Carcinogmesis,94
Caries

formation, 19

glass ionomers and, 127-128
remineralization treatments and, L0

Cariogenic organisms, 19

Carious lesions, 1.4f

Carnauba wax mixture, 57f
Casein phosphopeptide-amorphous

calcium phosphate (CPP-ACP),
131-132

Cast alloys,280
Cast base.metal alloys, microstructure

of,192-793,1931
Cast titanium, 198-200
Casting alloys, 107-102, lW

rep I icating materials, 229-272
Casting investments

composition,26l-262
rypsum products, 260-2ffi
properties required, 251

Casting materials, 2W252
biocompatibility, 187-188
density, 180t, 185, 185t
desirable qualities of, 25f251
elements in,180-184
elongation,'l,t!6t, 187

grain size,18F1.85
hardness, 1f16t,787
mechanical properties of

ANSI /ADA specification, 179t
types and composition of,

l78-1w, t79t
melting range, 186, 186t
properties, 186-188
strength, 180t, 18G187, ltlSt

Cavity configuration factor (C-factor),
84-85,85f

Cavity liners, 10F104, 130-131
calcium hydroxide,'L0F., 130-131
resin-modified glass ionomers, 130

thermal conductivity, 58
C-C bonds, 118

Cell
culture methods, 322, 322f
death,93
function tests,93
induction, 315-377
lines,92-93
metabolism tests,93
in vitro assays,92-93

Cell injection method, 317f
gene therapy,3lT
tissue engineering, 314-315

Cell integrins,308
Cementation,2TS



Cements
calcium hydroxide,63f
dielectric constant, 6L t
nonresin,lm-f04
soft-tissue cytotoxicity, 1 05

thermal conductivity, 58
values for electrical resistivity, 51t
zinc polyacrylate, LM

Cementum,5,78
Ceramic-metal restorations,

composition and properties of,
noble-metal alloys, 188-190,
188f-189t 189t

Ceramic restorations
fracture determination in, 75f
origrn of fracture tn,7Y74
scanning electron micrographs, 7 4f

Ceramics, 26, Tl78-120

classification of, 2W-210
by applicatioo 209, 210f ,21At
by crystalline phase, 2W+10,

210t
by fabrication method, 209, 2l0t

comparative data, 21T-214
composition of,223t
flexural strength of , 213t
inlay+ 209
mechanical propertie s, 2ll-27 4

test methods,2l?
optical propertie of , 2l4-2l5
properties of,L20
in prosthetic dentistry, 210-211
restorations, 21ts279
silica-based ,2W281
thermal pnoperties ot, 2ll1l4
veneers,21l
zirconia 281-282

Ceravital,302
CEREC AC with CEREC Bluecam,297
Cermets,l57
C-factor. see Cavity configuration

factor
Chemi ca I stren gtheni ng, 217 -212
Chemicals, casting inveshenB, 262
Chrcmaticity coordinates, 50, 51f
CIE Lab color space,51l5ft
Clinical frat,9b95
CobaltCromium (CGCR) alloys, 196

Coefficimt of thermal expansion
(cTE),211

Cohesion, 273-274
Cold work,200
Collagen,320
Colloidal state, 4W
Colloidal systems

gypsum products,255
restorative materials and, 46

Colloids, nature of ,45
Color,91

composite restoration, 150-151
dental materials,50
measurement of,50-52

INDEX

Color (Continued.)

measuring instrument, 50
stability, composite restoration,

15G-151
visual method of,51-52

Commercial adhesive systems, 27/
Commercially pure titanium, 197, 197t
Compomers, 136t, 1*1&, 2n

composition and setting reaction,
1,63-l@

properties of,749t
use oC 127t

Composites, 120

bond strength, to dental substrates,
151

classification of, 139

clinical properties, 152-153
dentin and, 151, 151f
enamel, 151

fine /microfine particles, 137 t
initiators and accelerators, 143

Knoop hardness, 151

mechanical properties, 151

other substrates, 151

packaging of , 147,'1,47 t
physical properties of , 147-151,

working and setting times,
147-148

pigmmts,143
polymerization stress, W7
properties ot, 147-153, 149t-1 50t

overview of,L47
resin core, 155f
restoration

biocompatibility, 153

color,l5G-151
radiopacity,l52
solubility,l50
thermal properties, 161-162
water sorption, 150

wear rates, 153

as sealants,l29
for special applications, 15F155
strength and modulus, 151

uses of, 127t
Compression,30
Compressive strength, 69, 17 5t

amalgam alloys,175
of dental stone, 258f , 258t
plaster products, 257 -2ffi
of selected dental materials, 70t
water-to.powder ratio and, 258t

Compressive stress (CS), 70f
Concrete, L20

Continuously grown cells, 92-93
Contraction gap,277f
Contrast ratio,55
Conventional glass ionomers, 135

componenb and setting reaction,
156-157

properties of,149t
setting mechartism of,, L57 f,
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Conversion factors
force per arca,328
linear,328,328t
miscellaneous,329

Copolymers, lL7, 117 f , 1l9f
Copper (Cu), 18F1&1
Copper amalgam powders, 106

Copper-tin compound, 17 3-17 4

Coral,320
Core build-up composites, 155

Corosion, \77
products, from amalgom, 105-106

Coupling agents
functions, L42

nanohybrid composite,'1,42
CPP-ACP. see Casein phosphopeptide-

amorphous calcium phosphate
Crack

analysis,8T
in enamel, 15f
formation, plastic shearing with,

t17f
grolvth, slow,120
surface,1.20

Creep, L75t,176
C*p compliance 0t), 4l-42,247,

247f
curves,42f

Cre"p curves, amalgams, 41, 4lf
C.e"p recovery curve, 41f
Creep test,776
Crown, metal ceramic, 21G.211, 210f ,

220f
Crystal lattice unit cells, in dental

metals and alloys, l'1,5f

CS. see Compressive shess
CT-E. see Coefficient of thermal

expansion
Cubic zirconia ceramics, 213

Custom impression tray, 230f
Cytotoxicity, 105

amalgam, 1M-107, 1,06f-107 f
plasticizers,l0T
tests,93,93f

D
Decussation, H
Deformation,30f

strain and,31.
types of 38f

DEl. see Dentin-enamel junction
Demineralized frtr.,zed ried bone

allograft (DFDBA), 315f
Density, casting alloy, 180t, 186, 185t
Dental base-metal alloy, requirements

ot,19L
Dental caries. see Caries
Dental implant,301-312. see also

Implants
Dental materials

decision matrix for, 25t
discoloration,6344
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Dental materials (Continued)

dynamic mechanical properties,
4243

elastic modulus of., 36t
electrical properties, M3
fracture toughness of, 31.f , 38-39
hardness of.,43-M
heat of fusion ol58t
optical properties, 5G55
properties,6%5
resilience,3T
saliva, contact angles of,48
specific heat,59t
surface mechanical properties,

4H5
tamish,6ru
testing of,69-90
thermal conductiviry 58, 58t
toughness of,38
transition temperatu res, 5G57
water on, contact angles of ,48,49t
wear,45,45f,78

Dental pulp irritation tets,95
Dental restorations

digital imaging, and processing, for
restorations,29*3A0

masking ability,55
physical properties of ,65
replacement of,20
surface finish,52-53
surface thickness, 52-53
thermal properties ,sffi
yield strength,34

Dental stone
alginate impression material, 236f
chemistry and physical properties,

251,

compressive strength of , 258f , 258t
crystal structure,253f
manufacture of, 252+53, 252t-253f
water-to-powder ratio of, 254

Dental structure design, stress
analysis and,85-86

Dentin, 5,5f ,9-17
acid etching of, 10, 13f
adhesion to,279f.
barrier effect, 9*96
bonding, 99-1A0, 27 &-280
bonding agenb, 100-101, 101f
composites and, 151, 151f
cut,100f
demineral ized, L7, l?:f-l3f
dielectric constant, 61t
difficulties in testing, L2-15
formation,l04
fracfure surface, 10f
intratubular,9
physical and mechanical properties

of, 12-15
primary,9
properties of, 15t
remineralization, 103-104

INDEX

Dentin (Continued)

scanning electron microscopy
image of,9f

sclerotic, 12

transparent, "1,4f

Dentin bridge, 103f
Dentin disk barrier test method,94f
Dentin-enamel junction (DEJ), 5, 9,

1y17,1,5f
Denfures

adhesive, soft-tissue responses to,
L07

base materials, immune
hlpersensitivity reactions, 1 07

biofilms and, 19-20
Deoxidizing agent,l&[
Design software, 297, 297f
Detergents, surface tension arrd, 47,

47f
Diametral compression test, 71

Diametral tensile strength, 71

Diametral tensile test, 7L

Die materials,21f212
desirable qualities of ,25F25'1,
impression materials compared to,

251,-252
Dielectric constant, 61, 6lt
Differential scanning calorimetry

(DSC),80
Differential thermal analysis (DTA),

56-57,57t
Diffusion,46
Digital imaging, and processing, for

restorations,29*340
Digital impression systems, 29G297,

296f,296t
compared to elastomeric

impressions,299t
in-office milling option, 295t
processing device,298

Dilatant fluid, 40,40f
Dmensional change, 175t, 176

elastomeric impression materials,
246,t

Dimensional stability, alginate
impression material, 237

Direct metal laser sintering, 196-L97
Disinfection

alginate impression, ?37
elas tomeric impressi orts, 24*249

Dislocations, 115-11 5, l'/.,6f

DMA. see Dynamic mechanical
analysis

DNAsynthesis,93
DSC. see Differential scanning

calorimetry
DTA. see Dfferential thermal analysis
Dual<uring composite,'1,48f.
Ductility (of dental material), 36-37
Duplicating materials, 229

Durometer, T
Dlmamic elastic modulus (E'), 79-80

Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA),
57,57f,78-80

Dynamic mechanical mixing, 238

Dynamic modulus (ED),4243, Ut
Dynamic resilience, 43, Mt

E

EDTA. see Ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid

Elastic behavior
concepts of,33
of solid,40f

Elastic deformation, 34
Elastic limit,33
Elastic modulus, 35-36,189, 195

of dental materials, 35t
Elastic recovery, 235, 245, 245t
Elastic region,33
Elastomeric addition-silicone

impression,239f
creep complianc e, 247, 247 f.

detail reproducti on, 246t, 247

dimensional change, 246t
elastic rccovery 245, 246t
hydrophiliza tion, 247 -248, z4f,if

mechanical propertie s, 245-247,
245t

clinical application and, 249*2fr
strain in compres sio* 245t, 246
wettability, 247 -248, 247 t

Elastomeric impressions
digital impression systems

compared to,299t
disinfection of , 24b249
materials, 237-250

consistencis,2ST
impression technique s, 238439
mixing systems,238
setting properties, 242-245, 243t
viscosity, 242-243, 243f

Electrical conductivity, 60..-61,

Electrical resistivity, 60-61
Electrochemical corrosion, 53

Elecholyte etching, 280

Electromotive force, 67-62
Electrophoresis, 63

Elements, in casting alloy, 180-184,
180t

Elongation ,33f ,35
casting alloy, 186t, 187

Embryonic stem cells, 319
Enamel,5-8,5f

acid etching,6f.,7.4
apatites, carbonate contents, 8-9
bonding,2n-278
composites and,151
cracks in,15f
difficulties in, 12-15
nanoindentation mapping, 8f
prisms,5
properties of, 15t
rods,5



Enamel (Continued)

sealant adhesion to, L24
structural variations of, 8
surface, for sealant preparation,

125,1?5f
Endodontology, advances in, 2
Endosseous implant, 30'1, 302f
Endosteal implant

diameter of 305
factors affecting, 3F.305
force duration,3O4
l*gth o1305

Epoxy die materi als, 25L
Epo"y dies,251
Esthetics, 2,26,2U
Etched enamel

for sealant,l26f
sealant penetration of, l26f

Etched porcelain,2Slf
Ethyl silicate casting investments,

267f,29
Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

(EDTA), 104

Evidence-based denti stry, 2T24, 23f
hierarchy of,2T24
integration of,23
patient evidmce, 23

scientifi c evidence, 23-24
Exponential numbers, prefixes and

symbols for,329,329t
Exponentials to decimals, conversion

of,329,329t

F
Fabrication, pennanent bending 71

Face<entered cubic (FCC) drray, 11F115
Fatigue strength, T3

Federal Specifications and Standards,
87-88

Feldspar,223
Feldspathic porcelain, microstructure

o1,224,224f.
Ferritic stainless steels, 202

Fiber pmb, bonding of,282
Fillers, 139

t)"es of,739f
Final setting time, 79, z!fi
Fineness, L8L

Finite element analysis, f16,212
Fissure

incompletely filled, 125f
stained,124f

Fixed dental prostheses, 21&l1l1
Fixed prosthodontics, base-metal

alloys for, 195-196, t96t
Flexibility, alginate impression

material,235
Flexural fatigue curve, alloy,73f
Flexural strength, 69-70

of dental ceramics, 213t
of selected dental materials, 71t
test, photo-elastic analysis, 7Lf

INDEX

Flexure,69
Flow, elastomeric addition silicone

impression,24S
Flowable composites, L55

as sealiants, 12G127, 127f
Fluids,40f

behavior, 39--40

classification of,40
pseudoplastic, 40f
shear rate,40f

Fluorescence, 21.5

dental restoration, 52-53
Fluoride,2

in plaque, 130f
release, 129f
reuptake and rerele asr-, 129f.

varnishes,13l
Fluoride ion release, 152-'1,53, 1,63f

Fluoride.releasing materials, 20
Fluorine ion, 8

Focal necrosis, 1O4

Force,29-30
duration of,30t1-305
geometry,304
magnitude of,304,3Mt

Force-deformation, characteristics
of,32t

Forces,327,327t
and wear,26

Fourier-transformed infrared
spectroscopy, 8f81

Fractography, 7 3-7 4, 7 4f , 212
Fracture determination, in ceramic

restoration, TSf

Fracture strength,35
Fracfure stress,35
Fracture toughness, 73, 213

of dental materials, 38-39, 38t
stress-strain curves, 38f

Free-radical addition polymerization
of coreponding methacrylate
monomers, 144

Free-radical scavenge L ?35

Friction,44
Frictional force Fv M,45f.
Fit,223-224
F usoba c t erium nucleat um, 17 -18

G
Gallium (Ga), 184

Galvanism,6243
Gel etchants,275,2T7
Gel point,80
Gels,45
Gene therapy, cell iniection method,

377

Geometry, endosteal implant, 304
Gingival usage testt 95

Glass ceramicA-W,302
Glass ionomers, 102-103, 156-763,

28*287
caries artd,127-128
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Glass ionomers (Continued)

cement,289
fluoride release from, 129f
fluoride reuptake and rerelease

from,l29f
clinical applications, 161

composition of,286
and reaction,l2T

erosion tests of, 287

materials,20
packaging of., \61, 162f
propefies of , 727-L28, 287

ranking of.,L28t
resin-modifi ed, 287 -289
setting reaction and structurc ot

286
uses of, 127t

Glass materials, living bone tissue,
32V321,321f

Glass transition temperafure,
794o

Glazing,272
$Glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane,

structure of,742l
Gold (Au),181, 181t
Gold alloys,63
Grafted tissue, immunosuppressive

drugs and,318
Grafting, tissue sources for,314b
Grain size, casting alloy, 18ts185
GTR. see Guided tissue regeneration
Guided tissue regeneration (GTR),

315,317f
Gypsum

casts,231
compatibility, alginate impression

material, 236-237, Z36f
materials

abrasion resistance, 25&-?519

surface hardness, 25V259
pH,255
products,252*26A

casting investmen E, 26/.;n-2ffi

chemical and physical nature,
252-?55

chemical reaction, 25Y254
effect of spatulation, 25&255
effect of temperature,255
manipulati on, 260, 260f
measurement,256
mechanism of setting 254
properties,2SS-250

manipulative variables,
267t

property requirements, 256t
reproduction of detail, 259

required and excess water from,
zAt

setting expansion, ?.519-250

setting time,25G257
volumetric contracti on, 254

Gypsum stone cast,230f
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H
Hardening solutions, 251.

Hardness
casting alloy, 186t,'I.,87

ela stomeric addition silicone
impression,246

test,44f
Heat of fusiory 57-58,58t
Heat-pressed all-ceramic materials,

276-217
Heavy-bodied agar hydrocolloid

impression materials, properties
of,235t

HEMA. see Hydroxyethyl
methacrylate

High-copper alloy, compositi on, l72t
High-melting-point alloys, casting,

investing tor,26G268
High-strength dental stone

chemistry and physical properties,
251

compressive strength of, 258t
manufacture of 252-253, 252f-253f
properties of,257t
scanning electron photomicrograph,

259f
viscosity, 257,257t
water-to.powder ratio, 254

High-strength stone dies, 251
High temperature alloys, 223t
Homopolymers, 11.9f

Hooke's law,35
Humidity, g)apsum products, 255
Hybrid composites, 139, 739f
Hybridiza tton, 278, 279 f
Hydrated aluminosilicate, 2@
Hydrocal,252
Hydrofluoric acid, 280-281
Hydrophilicity, 280
Hydrcphilization, elastomeric

addition-silicone impression,
247-248,249f-249f

Hydroxyapatite, 303, 320

formula,8
Hydroryethyl methacrylate (HEMA),

101

Hygroscopic casting investment,
265-268

Hygroscopic setting expansion, 254

Hygroscopic-thermal gold casting
investment,2ffi-256

setting and hygroscopic expansion,
zffif

thermal expansion, 265t

I
IdentAlloy certification program, 188,

188f
Immune hlpersensitivity reactions,

107

Immunosuppressive drugs, grafted
tissue and,31.8

INDEX

Implant supported restoration, stress
distribution, S'L.f.

Implantation tests, 94, 102
Implants

alloys, reactions to, L08

in bone, 95
ceramic materials, bone tissue and,

320
challenges and future, 309
design

biointegration, 301-3M
classification, 301, 302t
osseointegra tion, 30 1 -304

materials
bone reaction, 107

ceramic, reaction to, 107-108
processing, 308-309
soft tissue, 107

metals, reactions to, 108

screw-shaped, 305

surface,30F-308
alterations, 306-308
coatings,308
diameter,305
length,305
pattemed,307f

titanium and,20
Implant/tissue system, surfaces and

biocompa tibiliry 305-306
Impression materials

chemistry, 231-233
compared to die materials, 25L-252
composition,?31-?33
desirable qualities, 229-230
flexible, stone models, wettability

and castability of,49t
proportioning and mixing, 234

purpose of.,229
types ol 231-250

Impression plaster, viscosity, 257
Impression trays, 229, ?30f , ?50

ln vitro, animal, and usage tests,
together,96-97

ln vitro assays
tests correlation, 9*96
types of cells, 92-93

lndex of Federal Specifications and
Standards, SS

Index of refraction, 53, 53t
Irrdirect composites, bonding of ,282
Indirect tests,93
Indium (In), 184

lnduced pluripotent stem cells
(iPSCs),319

In-office mills, choice of materials,
298t

lnorganic oxides, 143

lnterfacial bond strength, 82

lnterfacial sealing, of luting agents,
283

Intermediary dental materials,
123-1y

hrtratubular dentin,9
Investment

age of,265
cooling of,264

Ion release, implant materials and,306
iIfSCs. see Induced pluripotent stem

cells
Iridium (Ir),182
Irreversible hydrocolloids, 231

ISO 10993,98
ISO standards, for dental cements,283b

T

Jaw position, bite force and,3O4f

K
Kaolin,209
Karstedt type,240
Kinetic friction,44
Knoop hardness

composites,l5l
test,76,77f,'nt

L
Laboratory composites, 155

Lactobacilli, 17

Laminate veneet 211

latex gloves, addition silicone
impressions and,241 '

Lathe-cut alloys,776
Lattice structures, l14f
Lengths, 327,327t
Leucite-based ceram ic, 216

structures of,224f
Leucite-reinforced ceramic, 215

Light
contact angle of,48f
interactions with solid, 54f
reflectivity,55
transmission, of poncelains, 274t

Light-activated tray materials, 250

Light-cured composites, 147, 152
Ught-curing units, Lil,'J.55t
Linear coefficient of thermal

expansion,59,ffit
Liners, 10!104, 103f
Liquid,166

surface tension of ,47, 47f.

Lithium disilicate.based materials,
21G217

Loaddeflection curve, for Ni-Ti
orthodontic wirc,37f

Lost-wax pnocess, temperafu re effect
on,262

Low-copper alloy, compositi on, 772t
Low-shrink methacrylate monomers,

138

Low-shrink silorane composite, 142
Luting agents

adhesion of,283
anticariogenic activi ty of , 283
biocompatibility of , 283



Luting agents (Continued)

classification of, 282183
handling properties and radiopacity

of,283-2M
interfacial sealing of , 283
materials for adhesi on, 27T294
mechanical properties of, 283
physical requirements of, 283
solubitity of,Zf4
viscosity and film thickness of ,2M

M
Machinable all-ceramic materials,

217-279
hard machining,2l8
soft machining, and sintering,

218-219
Machined titanium, for dmtal

implants,l98
Macrofills, 139

Macroscopic tattooin g, 106
Macroshear bond strength test, 82-83
Macrotags,277-278
Macrotensile bond strength test, 83
Malleability, 3f-l37
Managing accurate rcsin curing

(MARC) test,84,85f
Martensitic steels, 202
Materials science, fundamentals of,

29{8
Maximum light refl ec tance, 26

Mechanism of setting, Eypsum
products,254

Melting range, casting alloy, 186
Membrane permeability tests, 93
Mer units,llT-t].g
Merorry

in mix, 175,175t
reaction, uncompositional alloy,

774
Mercury dilatometex, 83-Bt
Mesenchymal cells, differentiation

pathways,3l9l
Metal ceramic bonding, 221,-222
Metal ceramic crown

ceramics for,209
cross-section,220f
and fixed dental prostheses,

27V211,
Metal ceramic restorations, 2@,

219-225
ceramics for,222-224
design effect otr, 22+225
failure and repair of.,225

Metal ceramic systems
failure in,222f.
requirements for, 22V227

Metallic crystalline arr ay, 1 1F115
Metalloids,ll3
Metals, 173,77'1,-208

and alloys,26
atomic structure, 113-115, 114f

INDEX

Metals (Continued)

chemical and atomic structure of,
113-ll6

corrosion properties of, 115

crystal lattice unit cells in, 115f
heat fusion of,58t
physical properties of, 115-116

restorative ma terials, l7l-208
surfacetension ot,49t

Metamerism,52,52f
Methacrylate composites, 143

polymerization of, 1, 4+lM
Methacrylate resin, polymerization

contraction of, 145-146, 146f
3-Methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysi-

lane, strucfiteof,L42f
Methyl methacryl ate, 177 f
Microbond strength tqts, 27 6f
Microcracks, 120

Microfill composite, 142f.

Microhybrid composites, 139

Microleaka ge, 9b99, 17 6, ln f
specimen, slot, composite-enamel

interface,ZTT|
tsts,276

Microshear bond strength tests,83
Millipore filter tests, 93

Mineral, of calcified tissues, &-9
Mineral trioxide aggregate (MTA),

103-104
Model,229

materials, 25lr252
plaster, crystals of , ?53f

Molar,724f
Molecular weight, 118

Monomers,ll7,28A
methacrylate,lST-138
stnrcture of, 138f

MTA. see Mineral trioxide aggregate
Mucosa usage tests,95
Mucous membrane irritation test, 94

Multipurpose resin composite,
136-147

composition, 136-143
Munsell color system,51, 51f
Mutagenesis assays,94

N
Nanoclust er,'1, 40, l40f

particles, 141f
Nanocomposite, 139
Nanofill composites, 1*142, l4{Jlf

Nanofillers,lS9-142
Nanohybrid compos ite, 742

coupling agents, 142-143
interfacial phase, 142-1, 43

Nanoindentation mappinp of enamel,
8f

Nanoindentation tesl, 77 -7 8, 7 8t
Nanoionomer, 1,5G-161

Nanoleakage,99,276
Nanomeric particles, l{lf
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o
Occlusal forres,294A
Occlusal registration materials, 250

properties used,25Ot
Opacity,53
Opalescence, 53, 53f , 27b215
Optical constants, 53-54 55f
Optical properties, of dental ceramics,

214-215
Oral bacterial colonization, 18f
Oral environment,S22
Oral lesions, amalgam sites, 10ts106
Oral soft tissues, restorative materials

and,10F108
Orofacial implants, 301-31 2
Osmotic pressure,45
Osseointegration, 301 -304, 303f
OsteoGen,3l6f
Oxidation-reduction potentials, for

corrogion reactions, water and
salt watet 62t

P

Packable composites, 1,5L

Pain, amalgams and,102
Palladium (Pd),182

allergy,707
Paraffin mixture, thermograms of,

5G-57,57f
Particulate-reinforced polymer

composite,135
Passivatiory 202

Patient evidence, ?3, 23f
PD-AG alloys, 190

PICU alloys, 190
Pellicle, 77,18f
Penetration coefficient, 49

Nanomers,l41f
Nanometer-scale surface texfures, 307

Nanotechnology, 3

Newton (N), 116

Newtonian fluid,42
viscosity, Q,Nf

Nickel (Ni), 184

Nickel-chromium (NI-CR) alloys,
195-196

Ni-Ti orthodontic wire, load
defl ection curve for, 37 f

Noble alloys, 18,1-190

formulation of, 18F185
hardening of, 181t, 1&185
phase strucfure of, 184, 185f

Noble dental casting alloys,
compositions, 186t

Noble metals,180-182
classes of, 18f181

Noncarious cervical lesions, 17-12
Noneugenol cements, 2W285
Nonresin cements, 103-104, 103f
Normal setting expansion, 264
Notch lesions, 71-72
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Percent recovery,7G77
dental polymers,TTt

Periodic table of elements, 114f
Periodontal ligament (PDL)

engineering 323f
Periodontology, advances in, 2
PerioGlas,3l5f
Permanent bending, during

fabrication, Tl
PGA. see Polyglycolic acid
pH, glpsum products, 255

Phosphate buffer solutions, corrosion
and,177

Phosphate-bonded investment,
2G267

ANSI / ADA specifica tion, 266
thermal expansion cvrv es, 267 f.

Phosphoric acid, etching of enamel
with,6f,74

Photoelastic analysis, flexural
strength test,7'l-f.

Photoinitiation, LED source fot. l65f
Photosensifizer,'1.43
Pigmentation,52
PLA. see Polylactic acid
Plaque, 17

fluoride in, 130f
Plaster of Paris,252
Plaster products

alginate impression, 235f
chemistry and physical properties,

251
compressi ve strength, ?57 --258

impression plaster, vbcosity, ?57,

257t
manufacturre of., ?52-253,

252f153f
model plaster

alginate impression material,
2%f

compressive strength of, 258t
viscosity, 257,257t

Plastic behavior,33
Plastic deformatioo 33f
Plasticizers,'1,65

cytotoxicity, L07

Platinum (Pt), 182

Platinum catalyst, 2$f147f
Poisson's ratio,36
Poly (methyl methacrylate), 115f
Polyethex, 241-242, 242f

ability of.,249t
impression materials, composition

and reacti otts, 239 -242
pseudoplasticity in, 243f

Polyglycolic acid (PGA), 108

Polylactic acid (PLA), 108

Polymer matrix composite, 135

Polymer-based filling, requirements
for, 150t

Polymeric materials, tissue
engineering scaffolds, 327-322

INDEX

Polymerization, 118

air inhibition of, 123

chemistry of,146f
reactions, T*147
shrinkage and stress, 148

stress test, 85-87
Polymers, 116-118, 135-170

basic nature of, 11G118
chemical compositioo 11G118

glass transition temperafu re,
7940

indentation dqth,77t
prosthetic application of, 16il166
toxic products, 321-322

Polymethylhydrosiloxan e, 239
Porcelain, 119,209

air-fired,220f
composition, 222--223

etched,281f
feldspathic,214,224f
furnace,2l5f.
manufacturc of,2?3-224
percent light transmission of,

214t
vactrum-fired,220t

Power-driven mechanical spatulator,
261f

Precious metals, 18f 181

Preventive dental materials, 72Tl34
Primary cells,92-93
Primers,275,278
Prism sheaths,6-7
Prismless enamel, S

Processing devices, 298

Promutagerw,94
Proportional limits, 3213
Prostheses

fixed dental, metal{eramic crowns
and,21G-211

metal ceramic
tixed dental,22lf
labial margin of ,22b225

Prosthetic dentistry, ceramics in,
21V211

Provisional composites, 15ts156
Pseudoplastic fluid, 40, 40f
Pseudoplasticity, in polyethers,

243f.

Pulpal irritation
animal study,99
tests,95

Punch method, 72t
Pure cast gold, 181t,187
Push-out tests, 83

Putty-wash technique, 239

Pycnometry,8l

0
Qualif of evidence,24t
Quartz,209
Quartz-tungsten-halogen light-curing

units, l&,165t

R
Radiopacity, composite restoration,

152
Randomized controlled trials (RCTs),

23-24
RCTs. see Randomized controlled trials
Refractory material, 262

Remineralizatioru 1 O3-l M, Lgl-732
caries and,10
of enamel, paste fo\132f

Removable dental prostheses, 191-192
ANSI/ADA specification No.'/,,4, 791
composition, 191-192, 192t

Replicating materials, impression and
casting,229-272

Resilience
dental materials,3T
stress-strain curves, 37f

Resin-based cements, 289-292
composition of, 289-290
mechanical properties of , 2%)

overvierv of,289
properties of,Z9[)
for provisional restorations, 292

setting reaction and strucfure of.,290
Resin-based materials, 101

Resin composite, 26, 107, 124, 1,3*170
clinical requirements for, 152t
curves,50
restoration types, 136t
shrinkage and stress, 8}85
spectral reflectance curves, 50f
types of, characteristics, 1.36t

Resin-interpenetrati on zone, 27 8

Resin matrix, 137-738
Resin-modified glass ionomers,

128-130, 135,287-289
as cavity liners, 130

commerci alized, polymeric
component 158f

components and setting teaction,
158-159,159f

composition and reactiory 129

composition of,288
manipulation, 130

materials,l3of
properties of , L28t, 129-130, ?88-289
restoration of,128t
setting reaction and structure of,288
uses of, 127t

Resorbable materials, 108

Restorations, forces on, 30
Restorative dental materials, 1710

requirements for,150t
role and significance of,14

Restorative dentistry, scope of, L

Restorative materials, 135-170
ceramics,2W-228
hypothetical, stress-strain cun'es

for,36f
mechanical properties of ,2949
metals, 171+B



Restorative material s (Continued)

oral soft tissues and, 10F108
specifications for, 87-88

Restorative procedures, dentin
alteration and, 1L

Retardeq,233
Retention,273
Rheology, S0

Rhodium (Rh), 182

Rockwell hardness test, 7G77
Root dentin, 15

Ruthenium (Ru), 182

S

Saliva
contact angles of ,48,48f
synthetic,6,4f

Sandblasting, with aluminum oxide,
280

Scaffold matrices with cells, tissue
engineerin g, 317 -318, 31 8f

Scaffold systems,3l8f
Scanning electron microscope, 276,

2nf-278t
ftanning electron microscopy image

(SEM image), 74f
Scattering coefficient ,54, ilf
Sciences, various, application of, 2
Scientific evidence, 2Y24, 23f
Screening tests,96t
SDF. see Silver diamine fluoride
Sealant tags,49f.
Sealants,l24f

applicatio n of , 1?-*126
clinical studies, 125

into etched enamel, 125f
fissure, 123-127,125f
fl owable composite s as, 72G127
fluoride-releasing, 125
glass ionomers as,126
light-cured,l23
opaque,124f
pit,72T127
properties of , l2T'1,25

Secondary optical constants,
calculated,54

Self-adhesive resin cements, 282,
2n-291

composition of.,291
properties of,291,
setting reaction and structurc of ,297

Self-cured composites, 147
polymerization reaction, 1.45

Self-etch systems, 275, 279-280
Self-etching primers, 275

Self-glazing,212
Sensitization,202
Setting time, ffi5,79

alginate imprcssion material, 234

control of,25L257
gypsum products, 25G257
measurement,T9

INDEX

Suttir,g time (Con t inued)
spatulation and, ?57t, 265
water-topowder ratio, 257 t, 265

Shade matching,214
Shape-memory alloy, 203

Shear force,30
Shear rate

addition silicones, 242-243, 244f
fluids,40f

Shear stnength, 7l-72
values of ,by punch method, 72t

Shear stress (SS),70f
Shear test,83
SHED stem cell+ 319

differentiation research, 320

Shelf life,65
Shore A hardness test,77

dental polymers,TTt
Shrinkage,245

measuring, S3-85
silorane-volumetric, 147f
test assembly,S4f

Silane, 137,2ffi-287
Silane coupling agents, 142

Silica,60,2W
particle sizc ot,265
sol concentra tion, thermal

expansion,26Tt
thermal expansion of, 60f

Silica-based ceramics, 2fu287
Silica-bonded investment, 267 --268

Silica-to-binder rctto, 265
Silicon dioxide refractories,

temperature effects on, 252-263,
263f

Silorane, 138

stmcture of 138f
Silorane composites, polymerization

of., 146-1147,146f.

Silver (Ag), 182-183, 1E3f

Silver diamine fluoride (SDF), 132

Sintered all-ceramic materials, 215

Sintering,209
Sinusoidal oscillation, 43f
Slip<ast all<eramic material s, 217

Smear layer
forsration of, l1f
removal oC 100

Snapset, of polyethe \ 244f
Sodium silicate glass, structure of,223f
Soft denture liners, soft-tissue

responses to,107
Soft tissues

cytotoxicity, 105

reaction of, implant materials, L07

Soldering investmen ts, 268
Solids

interactions with light, 54f
water on, contact angles of,49t

Solubility
composite restoration, 150

temperafure and,255t

339

T
Tear energy,75

of some dental materials, 75t
Tear strength,T5

alginate impression material, 235f
elastomeric addition silicone

impression,246-247
of some dental materials, 75t

Sorption, M7
Spatial structure, 118

Spatiotemporal model, of oral
bacterial colonization, 18f

Spatulatio n, 25L255, 260, 265
setting time and, ?57t,265

Specific heat, 58-59, 59t
Spechal reflectance curves, 50f
Spectrometric techniques, 8F8l
Spherical particles, 172

SS. see Shear stress
Static automixing,23S
Static testing, rl2

Stem cells,318-320
types,318-319

Stereospecific polyme rs, 117 -118
Stern layer,63
Storage modulus, 4243
Strain

calculation ol31
in compression, 235f , 245t, 246
rate smsitivity, 15

Strength, casting alloy, 18Ot, 185-182
186t

Streptococci,lT
Strcpt ococcus mutans, 19

organisms, glass ionomer and,1,28
Stress,3f31

analysis, 35{6
calculation of,32
distribution of , 3lf , 82f
measuring,8FS5
plotting,33f
relaxation, 41,,41,f.

t1pes of,30'-31,30f
Stress-induced transforrration

toughening,2Tl
Stress-strain curves, 3l-39

fracfure toughness,3Sf
material properties and, 39f
resilience,3Tf

Substrates, bonding to, 28b282
Superelastic materials, 33

Superficial Rockwell method, 7Gn
Surface hardness, gypsum materials,

25V259
Surface oxides,308
Surface tension

detergents artd,47f
liquids, 47,47f
of metals, 49t
wetting and,4748

Syringeable composites, 136t, 154-155
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TEGDMA, structure of , 137f
Temperature

calcium sulfate dihydrate, 255, 255t
dental restorations, 56, 56f
effects, calcium sulfate binders, 263
investment and, 262-255
silicon dioxide refractorie s, 262-263,

263f
solubility

calcium sulfate dihydrate, 255t
calcium sulfate hemihydrate, 255t

Tempering,2ll-212
Tensile strength, 175, l75t

of selected dental materials, 72t
Tensile stress (1S), 70f , 82

brittle materiab,TZf
Tensilometet 86,86f
Tension,30
Tensometer,87,87f
Terpolymers,117,117f
Thermal casting investmen t, 26Y268
Thermal conductivity

amalgam alloys,58
of dental materials, 58t

Thermal diffusivity, 59, 59t
Thermal properties, composite

restoratiory 161-762
Therntomechanical analysis (TMA), 57
Thermometer scales, conversion of , 328
Thermoplastics, 118

Thermosets, 118

Thixotropy,40
3Y -T 7I blocks, 2'1,3, 219
Three-point bending tegt, 69-7 0, 7 0t
TI-6AL4V

microstructtrre of, L99, l99f
room temperatu re, 198, t98t

Tin (Sn), 184

Tin oxide,214-275
Tin plating,280
Tissue-engineered dental tissues,

322-324,322f
Tissue engineerin g, 31T326

scaffolds
culture conditions tor, 322
polymeric materials, 327122

strategies, 314-318, 316b
Trssue reaction, restorative dental

materials,2
Titanium,79G200

biofilm and,20
ion release,305
reactions to, 108

Titanium alloys, 197-2W, 198f
Titartium oxide, 21,4-215

TMA. see Therrromechanical analysis
Tooth

calcified tissues in, 5, 5f
pulp,63t,99

reactions ol98-105
pulp chamber,5f

Torsion, N,72,72f

INDEX

Torsional moment angular rotation
cuwes,72f

Toughening mechanism s, 2L'1,-2L2

Toughness,38
Toxicity,2
Tiansformation toughenin g, 2ll, ZlX
Tianslucency, 53, 21.4-215
Transparency,53
Tiansparent dentin, 11, l4f
Transplant

performed,Sl4b
waiting list for,314b
waiting time for,314b

Tri{ure glass ionomer system, 15}160
setting reactions, 159f-160f

Troy, avoirdupois, and metric weights,
comparative table of, 329, 329t

T5. see Tensile stress
Tubule density,9

comparison ol lft
Two-body abrasion tests, 78, 79t
Two-paste systems, 161, l62f
TWo-pufty addition-silicone systems,

238

U
UCS. see Ultimate compressive

strength
Ultimate compressive strength (UCS),

34

Ultimate tensile strength (UTS), 34

Unicompositional alloy, 17 4
Units, conversion of ,327
Universal bonding,280
Universal systems,275
Universal testing machine, 3l--32, 32f
Urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA),

structure of,137f
Usage tests, 94-95, 96t, 102, 106
UTS. see Ultimate tensile strength

v
Values for electrical resistivity, human

tooth structure,5lt
Van der Waals volume, 145-145
Varnishes, 10F104, 103f
Veneers,21.1
Vicat penetrome teq 79f , 244f
Vickers hardness ter;t, 7 6
Vickers indentation, n f , 211, 212f
Viscoelastic materials, 41

Viscoelasticity, S942
Viscosity,274

addition-silicone impression
materials,244f

fluid behavior and, 39-40
impression plasteq, 257, 257 t
Newtonian fluid, 40,40f

Viscous response,39
Visual method, color, 51-52
Volume, 328,328t
Volumetric shrinkag e, 146f.

w
Wash technique,239
Water

contact angles of, in dental
materials,43

GIs,156
Water-bath temperature, 265
Wa ter-to-powder raio, 265

compressive strength an4 258t
setting time and, 257t, 265

Water sorptioo 64

composite restoration, 150

Wear, 45,45f
of dental materials, 78

rates, 153

tests, traditional, TS

weights, 327,327t
and measures, table of,327-328

wettability, 274,274t
impression materials, 49t

Wetting, surface tension and,, 4748
Working time

alginate impression material, 2.?4

silicones,249
Wrought alloys, 2C&2M, 2O0f

composition of, 2G201, 20'l.t

microstructure of,2ffi
properties af , 2Ol, 207t

Wrought beta-titanium alloy, 203t
2M,2W

Wrought nickel-titanium alloy,
20y2M

composition and shape-memory
effect,203

properties and manipulation,
20J-204,,2A3t,zmt

Wrought stainless steel alloy s, 201*203
compositionof,202
function of alloying elemmts and

chemical resistance, 202
stress-relievin g trea tm erlts., 202-2VJ

x
Xenoestrogens, 153

Xenograft, 31Ygl4, 314b, 315f

Y
Yield point, 33-U
)'ield strength,33-34

z
Zeta-potential, 63, 64t
Zinc (7-n),171,7U
Zinc oxide+ugenol (ZOE), 2W-285

cement,9*96,104
Zinc phosphate, lM
Zirconia,2l7

based dental ceramics, 21'1,,2121

ceramics, 287-282
toughening mechanism, 21.2f

Zirconia-based restorations, digital
impressions and,298
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